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Abstract
This thesis argues that there is a tradition in political theology and in political theory
that deserves to be called "Christian anarchism." The various thinkers that
contribute to this tradition have never before been considered to be part of a
theoretical movement or tradition, and the originality of this thesis is to weave these
thinkers together and present a generic theory of Christian anarchism.
Taken together, thinkers like Tolstoy, Ellul, Elliott and Andrews put forward
a comprehensive exegesis of Jesus' teaching and example as implying a critique of
the state and a vision of a stateless society. Based on this understanding of the
Gospel, they accuse both the state and the church of contradicting, betraying and
corrupting the essence of Christianity. Some Christian anarchists - Eller in
particular - even see Romans 13 and the "render unto Caesar" passage as not
discrediting but indeed confirming their interpretation, and although more activist
Christian anarchists sometimes disagree on the potential role of civil disobedience,
they do all stress that what matters above all is obedience to God. Moreover, they all
call for the "true" church to lead the Christian anarchist revolution by example,
despite the very demanding sacrifices which this involves. They point to numerous
examples of similar witness ever since the early church, and themselves strive to
emulate such examples in their own lives - the Catholic Worker movement being
perhaps the most notable example in this regard.
Thus, Christian anarchist thinkers' critique of the current order and appeal
to follow God's radical commandments echoes the voices of the prophets of old,
calling society to return to God's covenant. By weaving their scattered voices
together - by theorising Christian anarchism - this thesis provides a political
commentary on the Gospel which contributes as much to political theory as it does to
political theology.
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Christianity in its true sense puts an end to the State. It was so understood from its
very beginning, and for that Christ was crucified.
- Leo Tolstoy
Where there is no love, put love and you will find love.
- St. John of the Cross
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Introd'uction -- Theorising Christian
"Anarchism"?
Christianity and anarchism are rarely thought to belong together. Surely, the
argument goes, Christianity has produced about as hierarchic a structure as can be,
and anarchism not only rejects any hierarchy but is also often fervently secular and
anti-clerical. Ciaron O'Reilly warns, however, that Christian anarchism "is not an
attempt to synthesise two systems of thought" that are hopelessly incompatible, but
rather "a realisation that the premise of anarchism is inherent in Christianity and the
message of the Gospels."} For Christian anarchists, Jesus' teaching implies a critique
of the state, and an honest and consistent application of Christianity would lead to a
stateless society. From this perspective, it is actually the notion of a "Christian state"
that, just like "hot ice," is a contradiction in terms, an oxymoron. 2 Christian
anarchism, therefore, is not about forcing together two very different systems of
thought - it is about pursuing the radical political implications of Christianity to the
fullest extent. 3
A generic "theory" of Christian anarchism, however, has yet to be
enunciated. Several writers have adopted a Christian anarchist position, and some of
these writers are aware of some of the others who have come to the same position, but
a detailed and comprehensive synthesis of the main themes of Christian anarchist
theory has yet to be produced. 4 That is, an overall theory Christian anarchism has yet
to be "theorised." The central aim of this thesis is to do just that - metaphoricallyspeaking, to weave together the different threads presented by individual Christian
anarchist theorists, to arrange into a symphony the already harmonious tunes played
by each of these theorists. In other words, this thesis theorises Christian anarchism by
bringing together the main insights of individual Christian anarchist theorists.
First, however, such a theory must be located in the broader literature, both
in political theology and in political theory - the first task of this Introduction. This
makes it possible to then spell out in more detail the main aims of this thesis, its
originality, and its chapter structure. The more substantial part of this opening chapter
then introduces each of the thinkers who contribute to this generic theory of Christian
anarchism.

I Ciaron O'Reilly, "The Anarchist Implications of Christian Discipleship," Social Alternatives 2/3
(1982), 9 (in which "Christianity" is spelt "christianity").
2 Leo Tolstoy, "Church and State," in On Life and Essays on Religion, trans. Aylmer Maude (London:
Oxford University Press, 1934), 338.
3 This opening paragraph is almost identical to that in Alexandre J. M. E. Christoyannopoulos,
"Christian Anarchism: A Forgotten Alternative for the Peaceful Ordering of Society," paper presented
at The Political Studies Association's Annual Conference, Reading University, 4-6 April 2006,
available from http://www.psa.ac.uk/journals/pdf/5/2006/Christoyannopoulos. pdf (accessed 16 April
2008),3.
4 The words "synthesise," "synthesis" and their derivates are used here not in the Hegelian sense of
reaching a new idea by resolving the conflict between an initial proposition and its negation, but in the
original and etymological sense of generating a new unified whole by combining different elements.
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Locating Christian anarchism
In order to clarify what is original about Christian anarchist theory, it is necessary to
first contextualise such a theory in the wider literature in both politics and theology.

In political theology
The modem, Western assumption that religion and politics are best kept separate has
been coming under increasing strain lately, from a variety of angles. Recent
scholarship, for example, has questioned the motives and the historical origins of the
claim that religion should be kept out of politics in the first place. William T.
Cavanaugh in particular argues that the very "creation of religion" as a set of private
and therefore apolitical beliefs "is correlative to the rise" of the modem state, in other
words that the modem liberal myth of their necessary separation was a far from
innocent product of the state's successful outmanoeuvring of the church for power
and legitimacy in sixteenth and seventeenth century Europe. 5 Even the typical
Christian rationalisation for this separation - the "distinction of planes" interpretation
of the "render unto Caesar" passage - was absent "until at least the late medieval
period," contends Cavanaugh. 6 Hence whether secular or Christian, the rationale for
the separation of religion and politics has been questioned.
Moreover, a growing body of scholars has made the case for the direct and
indirect political implications of Jesus' teaching to be fully recognised. John Howard
Yoder's Politics of Jesus, for example, is an eminent example of such scholarship.7
His book also helpfully provides a very comprehensive set of references to the many
other studies that have similarly emphasised the political nature and context of Jesus'
teaching. Partly thanks to such work, "political theology" is an increasingly popular
field of study in academic circles (despite the uneasiness caused by this term's
association with Carl Schmitt).8 Nowadays, therefore, while it is possible to disagree
William T. Cavanaugh, "A Fire Strong Enough to Consume the House: The Wars of Religion and the
Rise of the State," Modern Theology 1114 (1995), 403 (and up to 408 for the argument). See also
William T. Cavanaugh, "Killing for the Telephone Company: Why the Nation-State Is Not the Keeper
of the Common Good," Modern Theology 20/2 (2004). Note that this topic is addressed in more detail
in Chapter 3 and in the Conclusion.
6 Note that Cavanaugh is not saying that the distinction of planes was absent until the late Middle Ages
(some Christian anarchists accuse Augustine, for instance, of precisely such a distinction, as noted in
Chapter 3) - but that the interpretation of the "render unto Caesar" passage as implying such a
distinction was absent until then. William T. Cavanaugh, Torture and Eucharist: Theology, Politics,
and the Body of Christ (Oxford: Blackwell, 1998), 191. The Christian anarchist interpretation of this
passage is explained in Chapter 4.
7 John Howard Yoder, The Politics ofJesus: Vicit Agnus Noster, Second ed. (Grand Rapids: William
B. Eerdmans, 1994), especially chap. 1. Other scholarship on the political relevance of Christianity
includes, for instance, David McLellan, Unto Caesar: The Political Relevance of Christianity
(London: University of Notre Dame Press, 1993); David McLellan, ed., Political Christianity: A
Reader (London: SPCK, 1997); Ched Myers, Binding the Strong Man: A Political Reading of Mark's
Story ofJesus (Maryknoll: Orb is, 1988); Alan Storkey, Jesus and Politics: Confronting the Powers
(Grand Rapids: Baker, 2005); Walter Wink, Engaging the Powers: Discernment and Resistance in a
World of Domination (Minneapolis: Fortress, 1992). For Christian anarchists stressing the importance
of Jesus as a political figure, see for instance Jonathan Bartley, Faith and Politics after Christendom:
The Church as a Movement for Anarchy (Milton Keynes: Paternoster, 2006), 14-18; Vernard Eller,
Christian Anarchy: Jesus' Primacy over the Powers (Eugene: Wipf and Stock, 1987), xi-xiv, 1-23;
Michael C. Elliott, Freedom, Justice and Christian Counter-Culture (London: SCM, 1990), chap. 2;
O'Reilly, "The Anarchist Implications of Christian Discipleship," 9-10.
8 Carl Schmitt (who never regretted his enthusiasm for Nazism) coined the term "political theology" to
describe the secularisation of theological concepts, the theological ancestry of secular concepts.
Following Johann Baptist Metz, however, the term has also been used to describe "theology doing
5
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on whether the political side of Jesus' teaching was the most important, it is
increasingly difficult to argue that there is no such political dimension to it.
Away from the theory, in practice, scholars have also noted that there has
been something of a resurgence of religion in politics in the past decades, even - if
not especially - in the hitherto allegedly secularised West, which has witnessed the
increasing "collective mobilisation of Christians in large numbers across a wide range
of issues.,,9 Perhaps the most famous example of political engagement of Christians,
however, has come not from the West but from the "theologies of liberation" of Latin
America (and beyond), where churches have mobilised to resist oppressive regimes
and more recently the perceived oppression inherent in global capitalism. Io These and
other examples demonstrate that religion continues to inform politics, despite the past
predictions of certain Enlightenment thinkers.
For Christian anarchists, however, although encouraging and in the right
direction, none of these trends go far enough. They contend that the conventional
Christian legitimisation of the state ought to be seriously reconsidered. I I Jacques
Ellul, for example, argues that while one of the two "tendencies" in the New
Testament does seem "favorable" to the state (based "mainly" on Romans 13), the
other, "more extensive" tendency which is "hostile" to it (based on the Gospels and
Revelation) should also be given due attention. I2 He finds it "strange" that "the
official Church since Constantine has consistently based almost its entire 'theology of
politics," so to speak - that is, the theology that concerns itself with the political implications of
theology. It is obviously in that latter sense that the term is being used is this thesis. For more on the
term and on what it is referring to, see, for instance, Erich Kofmel, "Comparative Political Theology,"
paper presented at Fourth General Conference o/the European Consortium/or Political Research,
University of Pis a, Italy, 6 September 2007, available from
http://www.essex.ac. uk/ecpr/events/generalconference/pisa/papers/PP 1206. pdf (accessed 28 October
2007), 9-35, 59-78; Mark Lilla, "The Politics of God," The New York Times, 19 August 2007, available
from http://www.nytimes.com/2007 /08/19/magazineI19Religion-t.html (accessed 2 June 2008); Peter
Scott and William T. Cavanaugh, eds., The Blackwell Companion to Political Theology (Oxford:
Blackwell, 2004).
9 The quotation is from Bartley, Faith and Politics after Christendom, 56, whose book is very much
addressed to Christians on this very topic. For the debate over the extent of "secularisation" and the
recent "resurgence" of religion in politics, see, for instance, [Anonymous], "In God's Name," The
Economist, issue 385, 3 November 2007; Talal Asad, Formations o/the Secular: Christianity, Islam,
Modernity (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2003); Jose Casanova, Public Religions in the Modern
World (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1994); Jose Casanova, "Religion, European Secular
Identities, and European Integration," in Religion in an Expanding Europe, ed. Timothy A. Byrnes and
Peter 1. Katzenstein (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006); Jeffrey Haynes, An Introduction
to International Relations and Religion (Harrow: Pearson, 2007); Janet R. Jakobsen and Ann
Pellegrini, "World Secularisms at the Millennium," Social Text 64 18/3 (2000); David Martin, A
General Theory o/Secularization (New York: Harper and Bow, 1978); David Westerlund, ed.,
Questioning the Secular State: The Worldwide Resurgence 0/ Religion in Politics (London: Hurst,
1996).
10 For an introduction to these "theologies of liberation," see for instance Kofmel, "Comparative
Political Theology."; McLellan, Unto Caesar, chap. 4; McLellan, ed., Political Christianity, chap. 8;
Chris Rowland, "Liberation Theology and Politics," in Religion in Public Life, ed. Dan Cohn-Sherbok
and David McLellan (New York: St. Martin's, 1992); J. Philip Wogaman, Christian Perspectives on
Politics, Revised and expanded ed. (Louisville: Westminster John Knox, 2000), chap. 5; John Howard
Yoder, "The Wider Setting of Liberation Theology," The Review o/Politics 52 (1990).
11 A typical and concise example of such legitimisation can be found in C. E. B. Cranfield, "The
Christian's Political Responsibility According to the New Testament," Scottish Journal o/Theology
15/2 (1962). See also Penner, who argues that there are four possible Christian approaches to the state,
in Archie Penner, The New Testament, the Christian, and the State (Hagerstown: James
Lowry/Deutsche Buchhandlung, 2000), 17-18.
12 Jacques Ellul, "Anarchism and Christianity," in Jesus and Marx: From Gospel to Ideology, trans.
Joyce Main Hanks (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans, 1998), 166.
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the State' on Romans 13 and the parallel texts in Peter's epistles." 13 Christian
anarchists are also deeply sceptical of the view that the head of state somehow acts as
God's ambassador for its population, or that the state is otherwise divinely appointed
- although of course, as one of them puts it, "Those who live off the loot would be
very pleased for you to believe that.,,14 They note, for instance, that "it is the state and
the powers behind it that" crucified Jesus,15 and that perhaps the poor and those who
are being persecuted by the state are better candidates to the title of God's
"ambassadors" on earth. 16
A central aim of this thesis is to explore the detail of such Christian
anarchist criticisms of the received Christian wisdom on the state, and to thereby
contribute to the wider literature in political theology. More specifically, the Christian
anarchist understanding of the political implications of Jesus' teaching and example is
explained in Chapters 1 and 2; their bitter criticism of both church and state for their
collusion since Constantine in Chapter 3; and their interpretation of the "render unto
Caesar" passage and of Romans 13 in Chapter 4. Both Chapters 4 and 5 also describe
the sort of mobilisation which Christian anarchists expect from Christians today.
Each of these Chapters, therefore, has a bearing on the contemporary theological
debates on the theoretical and practical political implications of Christianity.

In political theory
Aside from political theology, Christian anarchist theory also contributes to wider
political theory, and in particular, obviously, to anarchist theory.17 Here is not the
place to discuss the often misjudged association of the term "anarchism" with violent
chaos and disorder. 18 Suffices it to note that anarchism is a recognised school of
political thought with a very broad range of (sometimes contradictory) voices
reflecting on important political themes, such as those of freedom, power, economic
justice, and the best methods to achieve these. Violence, far from being universally
supported among anarchists, is justified by some but also roundly rejected by many,

Ellul, "Anarchism and Christianity," 166-167.
14 Llewellyn H. Rockwell, Jr., The Ten Commandments Question, available from
http://www.lewrockwell.com/rockwelllcommandments.html (accessed 21 November 2007), para. 3.
15 Bartley, Faith and Politics after Christendom, 191.
16 Peter Maurin, Easy Essays (Washington: Rose Hill, 2003), 8. See also Dave Andrews, "Heaven on
Earth: Trinity, Community and Society," unpublished draft book for future publication, sent by email
by its author to Alexandre J. M. E. Christoyannopoulos on 8 November 2006,102.
17 For general introductions to anarchism, see for instance George Crowder, Classical Anarchism: The
Political Thought of Godwin, Proudhon, Bakunin and Kropotkin (Oxford: Clarendon, 1991); R. B.
Fowler, "The Anarchist Tradition of Political Thought," The Western Political Quarterly 25/4 (1972);
Kathlyn Gay and Martin K. Gay eds., Encyclopedia of Political Anarchy (Oxford: ABC-CLIO, 1999);
Andrew Heywood, Political Ideologies: An Introduction, Second ed. (London: Macmillan, 1998),
chap. 6; Ruth Kinna, Anarchism: A Beginner's Guide (Oxford: Oneworld, 2005); Leonard I.
Krimerman and Lewis Perry, eds., Patterns of Anarchy: A Collection of Writings on the Anarchist
Tradition (Garden City: Anchor, 1966); Peter Marshall, Demanding the impossible: A History of
Anarchism (London: Fontana, 1993); D. Novak, "The Place of Anarchism in the History of Political
Thought," The Review of Politics 20/3 (1958); Andrew Vincent, Modern Political/deologies, Second
ed. (Oxford: Blackwell, 1995), chap. 5; Colin Ward, "Anarchist Entry for a Theological Dictionary,"
The Raven: anarchist quarterly 25711 (1994); George Woodcock, Anarchism: A History of
Libertarian ideas and Movements (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1975); George Woodcock, ed., The
Anarchist Reader (Glasgow: Collins, 1977).
18 Most introductions to anarchism touch on this issue. Note that such prejudice about the very
meaning of anarchism seems to have been present as far back as ancient Greece, as explained in Uri
Gordon, "Avapx(a: What Did the Greeks Actually Say?," Anarchist Studies 14/1 (2006).
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and is thus a topic of passionate debate among anarchists to this day - a debate on
which Christian anarchists have a particularly pointed contribution to make (as
Chapter 1 to 3, in particular, make clear). 19
Christian anarchism has long been acknowledged as a peculiar variant of
2o
anarchism. For some anarchists, it is to be welcomed as another strand of the very
diverse tradition that is the anarchist school of thought. For others, however, the
association of Christianity and anarchism is not without potentially serious problems,
for several reasons.
F or a start, many classic anarchist thinkers were atheistic or at the very least
agnostic, and there is certainly what Nicolas Walter describes as "a strong correlation
between anarchism and atheism.,,21 Colin Ward furthermore explains that "The main
varieties of anarchism are resolutely hostile to organised religion.,,22 Yet the same
commentators also grant that anarchism need not necessarily be atheistic, that there
even seems to be anarchist elements in Buddhism and Taoism, and of course that
thinkers like Leo Tolstoy have famously made the case for a peculiarly Christian type
of anarchism as wel1. 23 Anarchist conclusions, therefore, do not necessarily depend
on atheistic premises.

19 For this anarchist debate on violence and revolutionary strategies, see Andy Chan, "Violence,
Nonviolence, and the Concept of Revolution in Anarchist Thought," Anarchist Studies 12/2 (2004);
Kinna, Anarchism, chap. 4. The issue is also mentioned in Fowler, "The Anarchist Tradition of
Political Thought," 743-745, 749; Heywood, Political Ideologies, 206-210; Vincent, Modern Political
Ideologies, 138. For Christian anarchists commenting on anarchist violence, see for instance Nekeisha
Alexis-Baker, "Embracing God and Rejecting Masters: On Christianity, Anarchism and the State,"
unpublished article sent by email by its author to Alexandre J. M. E. Christoyannopoulos on 17
November 2005, 9-10; Jason Barr, Radical Hope: Anarchy, Christianity, and the Prophetic
Imagination, available from http://propheticheretic.files.wordpress.com/2008/03/radical-hope-anarchychristianity-and-the-prophetic-imagination.pdf (accessed 11 March 2008), 7; Jacques Ellul, Anarchy
and Christianity, trans. George W. Bromiley (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans, 1991), 11-14;
Hugh O. Pentecost, Anarchism, available from
http://www.deadanarchists.orglPentecostianarchism.html (accessed 22 November 2007), para. 16-20;
Leo Tolstoy, "An Appeal to Social Reformers," in Government Is Violence: Essays on Anarchism and
Pacifism, ed. David Stephens, trans. Vladimir Tchertkoff (London: Phoenix, 1990), 58-61; Leo
Tolstoy, "On Anarchy," in Government Is Violence: Essays on Anarchism and Pacifism, ed. David
Stephens, trans. Vladimir Tchertkoff(London: Phoenix, 1990); Simon Watson, "The Catholic Worker
and Anarchism," The London Catholic Worker, issue 15, Lent 2006,11.
20 See, for instance, Kinna, Anarchism, 17-18,20; Peter Kropotkin, 'Anarchism' (Encyclopaedia
Britannica), available from
http://dwardmac.pitzer.edu/Anarchist_ Archives/Kropotkin/britanniaanarchy.html (accessed 26 April
2007), para. 31; Marshall, Demanding the Impossible, chap. 6, 7, and 22; Novak, "The Place of
Anarchism in the History of Political Thought," 315-320; Woodcock, Anarchism, chap. 8.
21 Nicolas Walter, "Anarchism and Religion," The Raven: anarchist quarterly 25 7/1 (1994),8.
22 Ward, "Anarchist Entry for a Theological Dictionary," 22.
23 [Anonymous], "Editorial," The Raven: anarchist quarterly 25711 (1994); Marshall, Demanding the
Impossible, chap. 6; Walter, "Anarchism and Religion."; Ward, "Anarchist Entry for a Theological
Dictionary," 22-23. For anarchist tendencies in religions other than Christianity, see for instance
Harold B. Barclay, "Islam, Muslim Societies and Anarchy," Anarchist Studies 1011 (2002); Jesse
Cohn, Messianic Troublemakers: The Past and Present Jewish Anarchism, available from
http://www.zeek.netipolitics_0504.shtml (accessed 14 February 2006); Gay and Gay eds.,
Encyclopedia of Political Anarchy), s. v. "Religious Anarchism"; Marshall, Demanding the Impossible,
chap. 4; Bas Moreel, Religious Anarchism Newsletters, available from
http://www.geocities.com/christianarchy/basindex.htm (accessed 29 March 2005); Geoffrey
Ostergaard and Melville Currell, "Sarvodaya: Indian Anarchism," in The Gentle Anarchists: A Study of
the Leaders of the San'odaya Movementfor Non-Violent Revolution in India (Oxford: Clarendon,
1971); John A. Rapp, "Daoism and Anarchism Reconsidered," Anarchist Studies 6/2 (1998).
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Ellul argues that anarchism's "complaints against Christianity" usually "fall
into two categories: the essentially historical and the metaphysical.,,24 The prime
example of the former is the anarchist blaming of the church for colluding with the
state to persecute and oppress the masses. Almost all anarchists are extremely critical
of organised churches for this reason. 25 As Chapter 3 shows, however, so are most
26
Christian anarchists. A strong anticlericalism therefore runs through both secular
and Christian anarchism, although both also note that a minority of revolutionary
churches and rebellious sects also form part of the Christian legacy.27
Related to this historical complaint is the one that "religions of all kind
generate wars.,,28 True though this may be, however, the twentieth century
demonstrates that secular ideologies are no less culpable of similar bloodshed.
Nonetheless, Ellul accepts the accusation and comments that he has "never
understood how the religion whose heart is that God is love and that we are to love
our neighbours as ourselves can give rise to wars.,,29 (As Chapter 3 shows, Christian
anarchists do actually have an explanation for this: they blame the deceptive
manipulation of the Christian message by ruling elites.) Ellul also admits that
Christianity "claims exclusive truth," but he refuses to blame this for these wars,
insisting instead that "faith cannot be forced" by war or coercion because it "has to
come to birth as a free act," otherwise "it has no meaning.,,3o Either way, the point
here is that Christian anarchists like Ellul are just as critical as secular ones of the sort
of Christianity that has waged wars, especially when under the pretence of converting
non-Christians to the faith (see Chapters 3 and 5).
Another - this time "metaphysical" - complaint raised by anarchists against
Christianity is often encapsulated by the Bakuninist motto: "no gods, no masters.,,3!
Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, 23. Some of these "metaphysical" complaints cannot be taken up
here, because they are broad criticisms raised by atheists or agnostics against religion more generally.
Ellul sketches a response to the classic objection about God allowing evil ("if God is both good and
omnipotent, how come there is evil on earth?") on pages 41-43, and to the objection that God's
providence rules out freedom on pages 35-37. He also criticises the notion of God as "first cause" on
pages 37-41. A classic anarchist rejection of the very notion of God can be found for instance in
Sebastien Faure, "Twelve Proofs of the Non-Existence of God," The Raven: anarchist quarterly 25711
(1994).
25 On this particular accusation, see for instance Michael Duane, "Church, State and Freedom," The
Raven: anarchist quarterly 2 5 711 (1994); Heywood, Political Ideologies, 193-194; Marshall,
Demanding the Impossible, 74; Walter, "Anarchism and Religion," 5.
26 Christian anarchists' criticism of the church is outlined in Chapter 3, but for their acknowledgement
of this in direct response to the (secular) anarchist complaint, see for instance Ellul, "Anarchism and
Christianity," 155-156; Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, 27-32; Terry Hopton, "Tolstoy, God and
Anarchism," Anarchist Studies 8 (2000),47-48; Bill Kellerman and Bill McCormick, "Anarchy and
Christianity: An Exchange," The Fifth Estate, Summer 1984,22.
~7 For Christian anarchists noting such positive examples, see Chapter 6, but for secular anarchists
doing so, see for instance Marshall, Demanding the Impossible, chap. 6, 7; Walter, "Anarchism and
Religion."; Ward, "Anarchist Entry for a Theological Dictionary," 22-23. See also George Bradford,
"Nature, Flesh, Spirit: Against Christianity," The Fifth Estate, Summer 1984, where the suggestion is
made (on page 9) that nevertheless, "Christianity must be judged" not by "sporadic" examples of the
good that it can do, but "by the impact of the institution as a whole"; George Walford, "Through
Religion to Anarchism," The Raven: anarchist quarterly 25 711 (1994), where the unusual suggestion
is made (on page 29) that "authoritarian religion helps with the first steps towards anarchism".
28 Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, 24.
29 Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, 26.
30 Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, 26-27.
31 For this complaint being made to Christian anarchists, see for instance Nekeisha Alexis-Baker,
"Embracing God, Rejecting Masters," Christianarchy III (2005),2; Ellul, "Anarchism and
Christianity," 153; Ammon Hennacy, The Book of Ammon, ed. Jim Missey and Joan Thomas. Second
ed. (Baltimore: Fortkamp, 1994), 151; Louise, "Religion Screws You Up," A Pinch o/Salt, issue 8,
24
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Anarchism, it is claimed, necessarily implies the rejection of all masters, including
therefore that greatest master of all: God. Here, Christian anarchists respond by
questioning "simplistic representations of God" as an autocratic ruler. 32 Nekeisha
Alexis-Baker highlights that in the Bible, "God is also identified as Creator,
Liberator, Teacher, Healer, Guide, Provider, Protector and Love," so that anarchists
and Christians alike who are "making monarchical language the primary descriptor of
God" in fact "misrepresent" his "full character. ,,33 Ellul similarly argues that even in
the Old Testament, "the first aspect of God is never that of the absolute Master," and
that human beings are always free to act or not according to his commandments (this
is clarified further in Chapter 2).34 Therefore, in response to this anarchist complaint,
Christian anarchists contend that much is misunderstood about the nature of God if he
is just seen as an autocratic ruler or as some sort of "Super Santa-Claus" or
"Benevolent Despot," as Hennacy puts it. 35
Nonetheless, Christian anarchists' anarchism does - perhaps somewhat
paradoxically - derive from the authority they ascribe to God and to Jesus' teaching
in particular (this point is revisited several times in this thesis).36 It is precisely this
acceptance of God's authority that leads to their negation of all human authority . Yet
most anarchists can also be said to derive their anarchism from the authority they
ascribe to their understanding of freedom, for instance, or equality.37 Whether secular
or religious, therefore, the anarchist rejection of the state often follows from the
priority attributed to something which is then interpreted as logically incompatible
with the state. That Christian anarchists ascribe authority to God may be unusual for
secular anarchists, but not that authority is ascribed per se. Besides, as Dorothy Day
reiterates in response to this anarchist complaint, the authority of God, unlike that of
the state, is one which can be accepted or rejected of one's own free will. 38 Nothing
therefore precludes one from at the same time accepting the authority of God and
rejecting human authority, from being both a Christian and an anarchist. 39
October 1987, 10. On this issue, McLellan (following Durkheim and Bellah) makes the interesting
point that "Images of God do often mirror existing dispositions of political authority," which suggests
that the misperception of God as an absolute ruler is not unconnected to the rise of absolute rulers on
earth. David McLellan, "Unto Caesar: The Political Relevance of Christianity," in Religion in Public
Life, ed. Dan Cohn-Sherbok and David McLellan (New York: St. Martin's, 1992), 114 (McLellan's
emphasis); McLellan, Unto Caesar, 7 (McLellan's emphasis).
32 Alexis-Baker, "Embracing God, Rejecting Masters," 2.
33 Alexis-Baker, "Embracing God, Rejecting Masters," 2. She elaborates this point in more detail in
Alexis-Baker, "Embracing God and Rejecting Masters," 2-S, where she cites Ellul in support. For the
Christian anarchist response to this complaint, therefore, see also Ellul, "Anarchism and Christianity,"
IS7-162; Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, 32-41; Hennacy, The Book ofAmmon, 4S, IS3; Kenny Lord
[?], "Synthesis," The Digger and Christian Anarchist, issue 21, October 1987,2-3. Note, however, that
a slightly different Christian anarchist view (as summarised in its title) is expressed in [Anonymous],
Why I Worship a Violent, Vengeful God Who Orders Me to Be Loving and Non-Violent (Vine and Fig
Tree), available from http://members.aol.com/Patriarchy/predestination/Jesus.htm (accessed 4
November 200S).
34 Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, 34.
35 Hennacy, The Book of Ammon, 43.
36 This is acknowledged for instance in Hopton, "Tolstoy, God and Anarchism."; Marshall, Demanding
the Impossible, 8S; Rapp, "Daoism and Anarchism Reconsidered," 146.
37 On anarchism not necessarily implying an absolute rejection of all authority, see, for instance
Fowler, "The Anarchist Tradition of Political Thought," 741-742; Kinna, Anarchism, 67-76.
38 Hennacy, The Book of Ammon, lSI.
39 On it being possible to accept God's authority while at the same time rejecting human authorities,
see for instance Jeremy Dudley, "Another Letter," A Pinch of Salt, issue 9, Spring 1988, 19: Ellul.
"Anarchism and Christianity," 177; Fowler, "The Anarchist Tradition of Political Thought," 741-742:
Ammon Hennacy, "Can a Christian Be an Anarchist?," in Patterns of Anarchy: A Collection of
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In any case, the fact remains that regardless of these various anarchist
complaints about Christianity, a theory of Christian anarchism that encompasses all
its main theorists has never yet been articulated. By addressing this lacuna, this thesis
not only clarifies the Christian anarchist contribution to political theory. but also
thereby makes possible a better informed discussion on the place of religion in
anarchist thought and thus in politics more generally.
While on this subject, it is worth noting in passing that there is something of
a debate among Christian anarchists as to how to characterise their blending of
Christianity and anarchism. Some prefer to speak of "parallels," "overlap," similar
"general orientation" or "shared history" between Christianity and anarchism, thus
seeing the two as in the end quite distinct yet also as potentially fruitful dialogue
partners. 40 Others prefer to speak of Christian anarchism as the only logical political
conclusion that can be derived from Christianity - one of them pointing out, for
example, that he has "a problem with the term Christian anarchism [ ... ] if it implies
that there can be authentic forms of Christianity that aren't anarchic.,,41 Hence while
some prefer to speak of "Christianity and anarchism,,42 or of a "Christian+anarchist
position,,,43 thus underlining their distinction, others are happy to speak of
"Christianarchy,,44 or perhaps of a "Christian (anarchist),,45 position, thus stressing
the logical continuity from a Christian premise to anarchist conclusions.
Writings on the Anarchist Tradition, ed. Leonard I. Krimerman and Lewis Perry (Garden City: Anchor,
1966); Michael Tennant, Christianarchy? (Strike the Root), available from http://www.strike-theroot.com/511tennantltennant5.html (accessed 21 November 2007), para. 3; Walter, "Anarchism and
Religion," 4; Roger Young, Christianity and Anarchism: A Match Made in Heaven (Strike the Root),
available from http://www.strike-the-root.com/52/young/youngl.html (accessed 8 November 2007),
para. 2-3.
40 [Anonymous], "From an Old Christian Anarchist Manuscript," The Digger and Christian Anarchist,
issue 36, April 1990, 7 (where it is argued that Christianity and anarchism can each bring something to
the other); Alexis-Baker, "Embracing God and Rejecting Masters," 1-2 (for the notion of a shared
history, though not in those exact words), 11 (for "overlap"); Alexis-Baker, "Embracing God,
Rejecting Masters," 2; Barr, Radical Hope, 10; Elliott, Freedom, Justice and Christian CounterCulture, chap. 5 (where Elliott draws the similarities between anarchist thought and Christianity);
Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, 105 (for "general orientation"); Justin Meggitt [?], "Anarchism and
the New Testament: Some Reflections," A Pinch ofSalt, issue 10, Summer 1988,10-12 (where the two
are described in parallel- though the use of the word "parallel" itself to describe this exercise is mine).
41 The quote is from Chris Goodchild, "Christian Anarchism," unpublished pamphlet distributed by
London Catholic Workers at the London Anarchist Bookfair in October 2003, 1 (Goodchild's
emphasis). For others emphasising the logical continuity from Christianity to anarchism, see for
instance [Anonymous], "Yesterday, Tomorrow and Today Is Anarchist," A Pinch of Salt, issue 1,
September 1985,5 (for their historical continuity); Elizabeth Abraham, "Christian Anarchy," A Pinch
of Salt, issue 4, August 1986, 12; Roy Halliday, Christian Libertarians (Libertarian Nation
Foundation), available from http://www.libertariannation.org/a/f42h2.html (accessed 8 November
2007); O'Reilly, "The Anarchist Implications of Christian Discipleship," 9; Pentecost, Anarchism, para.
20; Mary C. Segers, "Equality and Christian Anarchism: The Political and Social Ideas of the Catholic
Worker Movement," Review of Politics 40/2 (1978),212 (in the footnotes); William Vanwagenen, "An
Introduction to Mormon Anarchism," The Mormon Worker, issue 1, September 2007, available from
http://www.themormonworker.org/articles/issuellvolumel_issuel.pdf (accessed 28 February 2008), 1.
From this latter perspective, to paraphrase the observation, which Kinna attributes to an "antiglobalizer," that anarchism can be seen as "liberalism on steroids," Christian anarchism would be seen
as "Christianity on steroids." Kinna, Anarchism, 37.
42 For instance: Ellul, "Anarchism and Christianity."; Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity; Young,
Christianity and Anarchism.
43 Alexis-Baker, "Embracing God, Rejecting Masters," 2. The rationale for this term is explained in
Alexis-Baker, "Embracing God and Rejecting Masters," 11.
-14 For instance: Dave Andrews, Christi-Anarchy: Discovering a Radical Spirituality o/Compassion
(Oxford: Lion, 1999); Elliott, Freedom, Justice and Christian Counter-Culture, xiv; Roger,
"Christianarchy," A Pinch of Salt, issue 2, March 1986; Tennant, Christianarchy?
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No one is claiming, however, that anarchism and Christianity are the same
or that they are interchangeable. They obviously each have their own heritage and
tradition, and it is not unreasonable to want to make this clear while also promoting
dialogue between the two. Anarchism is certainly not all there is to Christianity. The
point which some describe at the overlap of the two separate traditions, however,
seems to be precisely where others argue that Christianity logically leads to some
form of anarchism. In other words, it is precisely where Christianity is taken to
necessarily imply an anarchist critique of the state and the vision of a stateless society
that these otherwise separate traditions, despite their separate beliefs and values, do
share a common orientation. They are not the same, but it is where Christianity is
understood to imply a form of anarchism that they share something that very much
belongs to both. The aim of this thesis is to focus on this overlap, and therefore solely
on the anarchist political implications of Christianity. That is, this thesis focuses on
the theory that Christianity implies a (peculiarly Christian) type of anarchism.

Theorising Christian anarchism
By theorising Christian anarchism, therefore, this thesis presents a unique
contribution to both political theology and political theory. It is important, however,
to be clear as to what this thesis covers and what it must ignore.

Aims, limits, and originality
The boundaries of this thesis are implied in the three words that make its main title:
because it focuses on theorising and hence on the theory of Christian anarchism, this
thesis does not examine the countless millenarian sects and movements which could
be classed as Christian anarchist, but concentrates on the theoretical case for the
Christian rejection of the state; because it focuses on Christian anarchism, it does not
discuss other forms of religious or secular anarchism; and because it focuses on
Christian anarchism, this thesis is not concerned with Christian pacifism, with
theologies of liberation that are favourable to the state, or with any of the many more
examples of Christian radicalism or alternative movements that are not explicitly
anarchist.
Nonetheless, because in its politicisation of Christianity and denunciation of
oppression, Christian anarchism appears so similar to other theologies of liberation,
key differences between' the two are noted when doing so clarifies the originality of
Christian anarchism (especially in Chapters 2 and 4, and in the Conclusion).46
Christian pacifism also shares a lot with Christian anarchism Gust like secular
pacifism and anarchism), but their differences become obvious especially in Chapters

This particular rendering is mine. Note that the issue of how to best describe this theory is revisited
briefly in the Conclusion.
46 A very interesting study on the many similarities between key themes in liberation theologyespecially that of Jose Porfirio Miranda - and key themes in (secular) anarchist thinking can be found
in Linda H. Damico, The Anarchist Dimension of Liberation Theology (New York: Peter Lang, 1987).
Moreover, it would seem that the relation between Christian anarchism and liberation theology (which
often openly acknowledges a strong Marxist inspiration) is not dissimilar to the relation between
secular anarchism and Marxism: in both cases, one finds important similarities between the two, but
also important (and similar) differences. This parallel relationship between secular and Christian
anarchism and their Marxist counterpart could indeed be an interesting topic for further research.
45
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1 and 2.47 Crucial differences with secular anarchism are also noted where relevant,
particularly in Chapter 4. Also, despite the explicit focus on theory, individual and
communal examples of Christian anarchist practice are also listed in this thesis (in
Chapter 6), but only because Christian anarchist theorists themselves frequently refer
to these movements as illustrations of the theory.
Many more overlaps and similarities can be found between Christian
anarchist theory and many other themes, writers and traditions which sit just outside
its boundaries. There are even many instances where Christian anarchist theory is not
dissimilar in its exegesis to orthodox Christian theology. Very few such similarities
are noted in this thesis, however, because without such tight focus on Christian
anarchist theory, the path would be open for seemingly endless noting of, and
referencing to, analogous lines of thinking outside Christian anarchist theory. Hence
while the reader will most probably find parallels here or there between what is being
said and this or that famous or less famous theory or perspective, these parallels are
not drawn out in this thesis. The fleshing out of many such parallels and the potential
dialogue between Christian anarchism and thinkers in other traditions must therefore
remain subjects for future study.
The main aim of this thesis is to articulate a generic theory of Christian
anarchism. To do so, it relies almost completely on the existing writings of individual
Christian anarchist theorists, quoting them extensively in the process. In a sense,
therefore, this theory is not novel or original. Yet these different Christian anarchist
voices have never been synthesised or combined before into a comprehensive and
overarching theory of Christian anarchism. They are similar and complementary, but
they have never yet been made to speak together as one. In a way, Christian anarchist
theory as a school of thought is both assumed and proposed by this thesis. It is
presented as if it already exists as a tradition, but doing so also thereby establishes it
as a tradition at the same time. The originality of this thesis lies in this presentation of
Christian anarchism as a coherent theory, in this weaving together of separate
Christian anarchists into what thereby begins to resemble a school of thought. 48
In any school of thought, of course, there are also disagreements. Different
thinkers come from different angles, and sometimes these differences can lead to
major controversies. Such open rows have been largely absent in the Christian
anarchist literature, presumably in large part because its thinkers have yet to consider
themselves as part of a school of thought, in dialogue with others within it. Still, there
are certainly important variations and potentially serious tensions between Christian
anarchists on some issues. To list but three examples: Tolstoy's rationalistic approach
to Christianity sits uncomfortably with Day's faith in the Sacraments; Christian
anarcho-capitalists' take on private property is diametrically opposed to that of most
other Christian anarchists (thus mirroring the comparable contrast in secular
The strong similarity between (both secular and Christian) anarchism and pacifism is noted and
briefly discussed for instance in Peter Brock, Pacifism in Europe to J9 J4 (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1972); Peter Brock, The Roots o/War Resistance: Pacifism/rom the Early Church to
Tolstoy (New York: Fellowship of Reconciliation, 1981); Geoffrey Ostergaard, Resisting the Nation
State: The Pacifist and Anarchist Tradition (Peace Pledge Union), available from
http://www.ppu.org.ukle_publications/dd-tradl.html (accessed 8 August 2007); David Stephens, "The
Non-Violent Anarchism of Leo Tolstoy," in Government Is Violence: Essays on Anarchism and
Pacifism, by Leo Tolstoy, ed. David Stephens (London: Phoenix, 1990); Wogaman, Christian
Perspectives on Politics, chap. 4, 5.
48 The title "theorising Christian anarchism" was eventually preferred over "Christian anarchist theory"
precisely to emphasise the role this thesis is playing in synthesising and presenting the key themes
discussed by these theorists, and to thus avoid misguiding the reader into thinking that the thesis is
merely reiterating the description of an already existing generic theory.
47
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anarchism); and there also seem to be potentially serious disagreements between
Vernard Eller's emphasis on Romans 13 and the stance taken by many Christian
anarchist activists. This thesis, however, concentrates on the similarities, on the
general coherence of the main theory presented by all those thinkers when taken
together. Their differences are noted in passing where appropriate, and in some cases
(especially that of the last example), they are discussed in some detail. The emphasis,
however, is on the general coherence. Exploring the tensions remains another task for
further research.
While every effort has been made to include all the relevant literature into
this generic theory, there is always room for more. This thesis intends to be as
comprehensive as possible in its coverage of Christian anarchist theorists and
certainly in its thematic breakdown of Christian anarchism as a generic theory, but it
does not claim to be the final word on the topic. It is hoped that future scholarship can
add more voices to this thesis, especially thinkers prior to the nineteenth century and perhaps the best candidate for possible future inclusion is Gerrard Winstanley.49
With the exception of Peter ChelCicky (explained below), such pre-nineteenth century
thinkers have been excluded here in part because the modem state had not risen to its
full industrial power yet (and anarchism as an explicit position had not yet been
articulated in response to it), but also mainly and simply because including these
thinkers would have required several more years of research. 50 Nevertheless, although
some of these thinkers would no doubt enrich the Christian anarchist theory presented
here, they would probably not radically upset the thematic breakdown of this thesis.
To refer to a previous analogy, their distinct tunes would most probably fit the
symphony rather than force a major rewrite of it.
Also ignored in this thesis are any criticisms which could be mounted
against Christian anarchist theory in general or Christian anarchist exegesis in
particular. Since a generic and comprehensive theory of Christian anarchism has
never been theorised before, this thesis focuses on doing just that - a task which on its
own already stretches this thesis to its upper word limit. It is therefore necessarily
one-sided: it takes the Christian anarchist perspective and makes a detailed case for it
by collating the contributions of individual Christian anarchist theorists. Some
reflections on Christian anarchism are offered in the Conclusion, but most of the
critical and reflective input has gone into drawing out the overall coherence of the
Winstanley is not included here for two main reasons: time restrictions, and the fact that the
questionable nature of his credentials as Christian anarchist would seem to imply that he is not a
thinker central to any generic theorisation of Christian anarchism. His specifically anarchist
credentials are somewhat debatable because his writings seem to focus mostly on criticism of the
private ownership of land rather than of the "state" as such (though to expect him to refer to the "state"
would of course be somewhat anachronistic, and many anarchists touch on this land issue as well), and
he seems to have later favoured a form of (albeit elected and hence, for his time, revolutionary)
government with some degree of coercion. It is interesting that the editor of a Christian anarchist paper
changed its title from The Digger (in direct reference to Winstanley'S movement) to The Digger and
Christian Anarchist, justifying his decision as a deliberate distancing from Winstanley because of his
discomfort with elements of Winstanley's thinking, as explained in Kenny Hone [?], "Editorial," The
Digger and Christian Anarchist, issue 12, October 1986, 1. Having said this, Winstanley is excluded
from this thesis more out of lack oftime to consider him properly than out of a deliberate desire to
exclude him, and his voice may indeed deserve to be added to the Christian anarchist chorus as a result
of future research.
50 Also, the further back one goes into the past, the more one tends to have to rely on secondary
sources and accounts of radical Christian thinkers, and the more difficult it becomes to get a
comprehensive and authentic picture of their ideas. The original writings of many such radicals may
also often not have been translated into English. All this in turn implies that even more time needs to
be set aside to properly consider such pre-nineteenth century Christian radicals.
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many Christian anarchist voices, methodically weaving them together, and presenting
Christian anarchism as a generic theory rather than critiquing it. To paraphrase
Darrell J. Fasching, with this thesis, "I do not so much attempt to stand outside of
[Christian anarchist theory] and judge it as to get inside it and clarify it.,,51 The aim
has been to give a fair hearing to the numerous sets of arguments presented by
Christian anarchism, to let Christian anarchist speak rather than to mount criticisms at
every tum. Such criticisms must therefore remain yet another topic of further
research, but such research will now be able to build upon the synthesising work of
this thesis.
Therefore, this thesis can act as a first important step towards a better
understanding of Christian anarchism in political theology and political theory.
Moreover, it also opens up areas of potential dialogue for instance with other trends
in anarchism, with pacifist thinking, with liberation theology, and in general with the
growing literature on religion and politics. It provides a unique perspective to
Christians pondering how their faith is to inform their politics. It might also be of
interest to non-Christians who are curious about the political dimension of what
continues to be one of the world's most widespread religions. Obviously, it also
makes available to Christian anarchist activists and similar Christian radicals a fairly
comprehensive theory that weaves together many of the thinkers they might have
read so far on the topic. Indeed, it will also be relevant to those who have studied
other aspects of some of these thinkers, by clarifying that side of their thinking. This
is especially the case for Tolstoy, whose Christian anarchism is rarely given serious
academic attention. In synthesising Christian anarchist theory and presenting it as a
tradition, therefore, this thesis is potentially relevant to a wide range of (academic and
lay) thinkers, Christians, and activists.

Technical issues
At this stage, a few technical points on the referencing, language and Biblical
approach of this thesis are in order.
On referencing, given that one of the intentions behind this thesis is to
present a source for references on Christian anarchist theory, extensive use of
footnotes is made, either to point to the original Christian anarchist source where an
assertion that is made in the text can be found or explained, or to provide more detail
on a point when providing this detail in the text would be tangential to the main line
of argument.
The referencing style is based on the Chicago Manual of Style (fourteenth
edition), and consistency is ensured by the use of EndNote 9.0 as referencing
software. 52 Footnotes for quotations always point to original page numbers, except for

Darrell J. Fasching, quoted (by Goddard in his thesis on Ellul) in Andrew Goddard, Living the Word,
Resisting the World: The Life and Thought ofJacques Ellul, ed. David F. Wright, et al. (Milton
Keynes: Paternoster, 2002), xvii.
52 University of Chicago Press, The Chicago Manual of Style, Fourteenth ed. (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1993). Note that when a referencing detail is not specified in the original source but I
am able to make an informed guess about it, the uncertain detail is included but accompanied by a
it is unfortunat.ely impo~sible
quotation mark inside square brackets. Note also that with EndNote
to avoid a few minor punctuation quirks in the footnotes whereby, for Instance, a questIon mark In a
title might be followed by a comma, or a period might be followed by quotation mark.s and then a .
semicolon (when several references are listed). At least, however, EndNote's production of such qUIrks
is systematic and consistent.
51
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internet pa~es for which the precIse paragraph where the quote can be found is
numbered. 5
On language, no definitions of the words "state," "government," "power" or
"authority" are presented in this thesis. This is mainly because Christian anarchists do
not all refer to them in exactly the same way, and since extensive use of quotations is
made throughout the thesis, any strict definition would regularly need to be qualified
to reflect the slightly different meaning attributed by different Christian anarchists. A
fairly clear sense of what is being criticised by Christian anarchists does nevertheless
emerge in the first three Chapters anyway, and Chapter 3 does briefly revisit this
question of the terminology employed by Christian anarchists.
The words "non-violence," "non-resistance" and "pacifism" are also not
defined in this thesis, again because individual Christian anarchists can sometimes
have slightly different meanings in mind when using them. Nonetheless, a tension
between the first two words, and specifically between the different understandings of
Jesus' teaching which their choice betrays, becomes evident by Chapter 4, where it is
discussed in more detail.
Another key word for which a definition is avoided is the word "church,"
because usually, what is being said in the text about the existing church refers not to
one particular church or denomination but to almost all churches in Christianity, to
the Christian church generically-speaking. 54 A clearer picture of what it is about the
existing church that Christian anarchists dislike is drawn in Chapter 3, and Chapter 5
portrays the "true," ideal church or community which they understand Jesus' teaching
to have implied.
While on language, it is worth confessing that the language of several of the
quotations in this thesis is clearly male-centric, especially from authors who wrote
prior to the feminist revolution. Although it is impossible to assert with certainty
whether these authors meant their words to apply to both genders, it goes without
saying that in quoting their words in this thesis, my intentions are for these to be
interpreted as applying to all, in a gender-neutral way.
Another somewhat outdated form of vocabulary present in the thesis appears
55
through the choice of the King James Version for all Bible quotations. This is
because the English translations of Tolstoy and Chelcicky all opt for this version, as
does Adin Ballou in his own writings, and the thesis contains many quotations from
these authors which deliberately hint at Bible passages using the wording of the King
James Version.
With regards to the Bible, this thesis pays no attention to the important
debates in Biblical scholarship on the relative authenticity of different sections of it.
The four Gospels are taken at face value, assumed to be valid accounts of the life and
teaching of Jesus. 56 The aim here (in line with that of Christian anarchist theorists) is

This applies to pages in ".html" format (since these are basically just one - potentially very long"page"). Quotations from internet pages in ".pdf' format are listed by page number.
54 Note also, in passing, that the words "church" and "state" are written in lower case, except in
quotations, where the case used by the author of the quote is always maintained. The same logic
applies to "non-violence" and "non-resistance." That is, the words include a hyphen except in some
quotations, where the particular preference of the author being quoted is always respected.
55 The italics and the phonetic syntax used by the King James Version have been removed, however. as
they are unnecessary for this exegesis.
.
56 As noted below, Tolstoy was the Christian anarchist who most seriously doubted the account of the
four Gospels, going as far as writing his own, harmonised and rationalised version of Jesus' life and
teaching.
53
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to make the case for an anarchist understanding of the political implications of these
Gospels as they stand, not to engage in debate over their reliability.
Not all Christian anarchists agree on the value of other parts of the New
Testament, but this is noted where relevant. The Old Testament is mostly ignored,
partly because the New Testament is traditionally understood to fulfil it, but mainly
simply because Christian anarchists generally have very little to say about it. 57
Some Christian anarchists take very different views on theological dogma
derived from the Bible. Those differences that are relevant to Christian anarchist
theory are noted, but those that are not are ignored. 58 Likewise, where the different
hermeneutical methods adopted by Christian anarchists have a bearing on their
political commentary of a passage, this is noted, but otherwise these differences are
ignored.
It will become clear that most Christian anarchists approach the Bible with a
modem mindset, interpreting its commandments as literal propositions and frequently
paying little attention - in their political exegesis at least - to any layers of meaning
beyond the merely literal and politica1. 59 For reasons made clear in Chapter 3, in
typically protestant ("sola scriptura") fashion, they bypass traditional exegesis and
rely only on scripture for their understanding of Jesus' teaching. 6o This hermeneutic
approach is of course questionable, but such questioning would take this thesis
beyond its immediate remit. The limited aim of this thesis is to weave together the
different interpretative threads of Christian anarchist theorists, not to evaluate the
soundness of their hermeneutic methods. 61

The structure of this thesis
The main body of the thesis consists of six Chapters, split into two main Parts. Part I
describes the Christian anarchist critique of the state, and Part II, the Christian
anarchist response.
Chapters 1 and 2 focus on the Christian anarchist exegesis of key Bible
passages, on the interpretation of these passages as implying a rejection of the state.
Chapter 1 singles out the Sermon on the Mount because of the central importance
accorded to it by Christian anarchists, and Chapter 2 turns to other Bible passages,
mostly from the four Gospels but also from other books in both the Old and New
Testaments. By contrast to these two exegetical Chapters, Chapter 3 focuses on the
state and church in practice, outlining the Christian anarchist critique of both
institutions for their perceived collusion in deceiving and oppressing the masses.

Apocryphal texts are also ignored because Christian anarchists themselves generally ignore them.
58 Tolstoy'S rationalistic understanding of what it means for Jesus to be the "Son of man," for instance,
is probably very different to that of Catholic Christian anarchists. But since none of them explicitly
argues for direct political implications to be derived from it, differences such as these are ignored here.
59 Of course , some Christian anarchists are more interested than others in such other layers of meaning.
On the variety of possible interpretations of the Bible, see, for instance, R. M. Grant, A Short History
of the Interpretation of the Bible (London: Adam and Charles Black, 1965).
60 Indeed, Tolstoy'S approach to the Gospels is described as "radically protestant" in Antony Flew,
"Tolstoi and the Meaning of Life," Ethics: An International Journal ofSocial, Political, and Legal
Philosophy 73/2 (1963),116. Interestingly, Voltairine de Cleyre, a (secular) anarchist, is also reported
to have described anarchism itself as "a sort of Protestantism," in Kinna, Anarchism, 17. The parallels
between the protestant method, anarchism and Christian anarchism certainly make an interesting
subject for future research - but once again, too big a digression for this partic~lar thesi~.
.
61 Besides, such an evaluation would necessarily concern much modern exegesIs - a major task on Its
57
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Part II then considers the Christian anarchist response to the state's
contemporary prominence. Chapter 4 discusses the direct Christian anarchist response
to the state and the potential for some degree of civil disobedience, examining
Romans 13 and the "render unto Caesar" passage in the process. Chapter 5 describes
the other side of the response: the example to be set by the "true" church, by this
alternative community witnessing to the truth of the Christian teaching. In a sense,
whereas Chapter 4 outlines the negative response to the state, Chapter 5 outlines the
positive response as the "true" church. Chapter 6 then lists the examples of individual
and collective witness which are either praised or inspired directly by Christian
anarchist theorists - examples, therefore, of the Christian anarchist response.
In the Conclusion, some reflections are offered on the name and defining
characteristic of Christian anarchism, on the Christian anarchist understanding of
history, and on the original and perhaps "prophetic" role played by Christian
anarchism in its unfolding.

Christian anarchist "theorists"
There remains to introduce the main protagonists of Christian anarchist theory, the
separate threads that this thesis weaves together into a generic theory of Christian
anarchism. What qualifies this diverse range of thinkers as Christian anarchist
"theorists" is specified in each case below, but on a general note, each of these
"Christian anarchists" (as they are often hereafter referred to) have something to
contribute to the generic theory that Christianity logically implies a form of
anarchism, that anarchism logically follows from Christianity - the defining
characteristic of Christian anarchism. These thinkers have either written openly about
something they describe as Christian anarchism, are widely described by others as
Christian anarchists, or have something to say which helps strengthen the theoretical
case for Christian anarchism. What is of interest here is not their particular life or
social context, or even how solid a commitment they might have made to Christian
anarchism, but that at the level of ideas, they contribute to the generic theorising of
Christian anarchism. That their writings on this particular issue combine to produce a
fairly coherent body of thought is both assumed and demonstrated by the remainder
of this thesis.

Leo Tolstoy
Russian aristocrat Leo Tolstoy (1828-1910) is of course one of the world's most
acclaimed authors of literature, but he is also by far the most frequently cited example
62
of this peculiarly Christian form of anarchism that is the subject of this thesis. His
Christian anarchism was an outcome of an intensive existential quest for the meaning
of life, a quest which ended only once he converted to his idiosyncratic understanding
Excellent biographies of Tolstoy include E. B. Greenwood, Tolstoy: The Comprehensive Vision
(London: Methuen, 1975); Aylmer Maude, The Life of Tolstoy (London: Oxford University Press,
1930); Henri Troyat, Tolstoy, trans. Nancy Amphoux (Garden City: Doubleday, 1967): A. N. Wilson,
Tolstoy: A Biography (New York: Norton, 1988). Maude's biography (according pages 432-433 of it)
is one that Tolstoy himselflargely approved of (Maude was a friend. of Tolstoy'S and. translated many
of his works into English). Greenwood is particularly useful for havmg put together, mto a reasonably
sized book a combination of Tolstoy's biography with comprehensive discussions of his literary
writings a;d of the most important intellectual influences on Tolstoy. Also good, but much shorter, is
John Bayley, Leo Tolstoy (Plymouth: Northcote House, 1997).
62
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of Christianity around 1879. 63 There is much debate as to whether this conversion
should be seen as a clear rupture in his thinking (as he himself certainly liked to
portray it) or a natural continuation of his lifelong intellectual pursuits. 64 As Stepun
remarks, however, whether or not Tolstoy's life and thought should be divided into
two parts, his fame is certainly twofold: as an artist and as a "social prophet. ,,65 It is
only as a social prophet that his legacy is of direct relevance to this thesis. 66
Tolstoy's understanding of Christianity was peculiar indeed, although it
very much reflected the nineteenth century context in which he lived. 67 For him. Jesus
For accounts of this conversion, see for instance Aylmer Maude, Tolstoy and His Problems
(London: Grand Richards, 1901), chap. 1; Brian Morris, Tolstoy and Anarchism (Spunk Library),
available from http://www.spunk.org/library/pubs/freedom/raven/spOOI746.html(accessed 29 July
2003); Leo Tolstoy, "A Confession," in A Confession and Other Religious Writings, trans. Jane
Kentish (London: Penguin, 1987).
64 Tolstoy himself emphasises the rupture in Tolstoy, "A Confession." The views of some of those who
distinguish Tolstoy's two sides can be found in Rene Fueloep-Miller, "Tolstoy the Apostolic
Crusader," Russian Review 19/2 (1960), 99; Marc Slonim, "Four Western Writers on Tolstoy," Russian
Review 19/2 (1960), 190. Most commentators, however, perceive strong continuities in Tolstoy's preand post-conversion writings, as evident in Archibald A. Bowman, "The Elements and Character of
Tolstoy's Weltanschauung," International Journal of Ethics 23/1 (1912),75; B. M. Eikhenbaum, "On
Tolstoy'S Crises," in Tolstoy: A Collection of Critical Essays, ed. Ralph E. Matlaw, trans. Ralph E.
Matlaw (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, 1967), 53-54; W. B. Gallie, "Tolstoy: From 'War and Peace'
to 'the Kingdom of God Is within You'," in Philosophers of Peace and War: Kant, Clausewitz, Marx,
Engels and Tolstoy (London: Cambridge University Press, 1978); E. B. Greenwood, "Tolstoy and
Religion," in New Essays on Tolstoy, ed. Malcolm Jones (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1978), 162; Greenwood, Tolstoy, 125; Richard F. Gustafson, Leo Tolstoy: Resident and Stranger: A
Study in Fiction and Theology (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1986); Hopton, "Tolstoy, God
and Anarchism," part 1; Jane Kentish, "Introduction," in A Confession and Other Religious Writings,
by Leo Tolstoy (London: Penguin, 1987), 12; R. V. Sampson, Tolstoy: The Discovery of Peace
(London: Heinemann, 1973), chap. 6; Slonim, "Four Western Writers on Tolstoy," 196,203; G. W.
. Spence, "Tolstoy'S Dualism," Russian Review 20/3 (1961),217; Stephens, "The Non-Violent
Anarchism of Leo Tolstoy."; Woodcock, Anarchism, chap. 8. Perhaps the two most frequently
repeated quotes from Tolstoy that suggest that his latter views were already flourishing before his 1879
conversion are his 1855 diary note that he had the "stupendous idea" of "founding [ ... ] a new
religion," and a 1857 letter of his in which he decries the state as "a conspiracy designed not only to
exploit, but above all to corrupt its citizens." R. F. Christian, ed., Tolstoy's Diaries, 2 vols., vol. 1 (New
York: Scribner, 1985), 101; R. F. Christian, ed., Tolstoy's Letters, vol. 1 (London: Athlone, 1978),96.
65 Fedor Stepun, "The Religious Tragedy of Tolstoy," Russian Review 19/2 (1960),157.
66 In this thesis, only Tolstoy'S non-fictional and explicitly political and religious writings are taken
into consideration. This does not mean that a Christian anarchist element cannot be discerned in his
fictional works - whether those preceding his conversion to Christianity or (especially) those that
followed it - but that the discernment of such Christian anarchist tendencies remains a task for future
research.
67 For a variety of studies on Tolstoy'S view of religion and (hence) ethics, see A. I. R., "A True
Theosophist," Lucifer 1 (1887); J. H. Abraham, "The Religious Ideas and Social Philosophy of
Tolstoy," International Journal of Ethics 40/1 (1929); H. P. Blavatsky, "Leo Tolstoi and His
Unecclesiastical Christianity," Lucifer 7 (1890); Flew, "Tolstoi and the Meaning of Life."; FueloepMiller, "Tolstoy the Apostolic Crusader."; Greenwood, "Tolstoy and Religion."; Greenwood, Tolstoy,
especially chap. 14; A. A. Guseinov, "Faith, God, and Nonviolence in the Teachings of Lev Tolstoy,"
Russian Studies in Philosophy 38/2 (1999); Hopton, "Tolstoy, God and Anarchism," 34-36; V. Lee,
Tolstoi as Prophet: Notes on the Psychology of Asceticism (Brentano's), available from
http://dwardmac.pitzer.edu/Anarchist_archives/lee/tolstoi.html(accessed 8 August 2007); Aylmer
Maude, The Life of Tolstoy: Later Years (London: Oxford University Press, 1930), especially chap. 2;
G. W. Spence, "Suicide and Sacrifice in Tolstoy'S Ethics," Russian Review 22/2 (1963); Spence,
"Tolstoy's Dualism. "; G. W. Spence, Tolstoy the Ascetic (Edinburgh: Oliver and Boyd, 1967); Stepun,
"The Religious Tragedy of Tolstoy." For Tolstoy'S own account of his approach, see for instance Leo
Tolstoy, "The Gospel in Brief," in A Confession and the Gospel in Brief, trans. Aylmer Maude
(London: Oxford University Press, 1933), 117-133; Leo Tolstoy, "How to Read the Gospels and What
Is Essential in Them," in On Life and Essays on Religion, trans. Aylmer Maude (London: Oxford
63
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was simply the most rational human being ever to walk the planet, not some
supernatural figure that actually flew back into the sky. As Chapter 3 explains in
more detail, Tolstoy distrusted all such miraculous elements in both the Bible and the
wider Christian tradition - he called them the "rotten apples" of Christianity.68 What
mattered in the Christian message, for him, was only the revolutionary but (for
Tolstoy) eminently rational teaching and example of Jesus, which he saw as best
summarised in the Sermon on the Mount. He brushed aside the tradition, and studied
the Bible very closely - indeed even rewriting a harmonised version of the Gospel
purged from supernatural distractions. 69 For him, the essence of Christianity was to
be found in the moral principles articulated by Jesus.
His rationalistic take on Christianity is rarely shared by other Christian
anarchists, but it is not necessary to agree with his dislike of the supernatural to be
able to follow his powerful arguments on Jesus' teaching and example. It was the
development of these arguments that led him to become such a bitter critic of church
and state. That is, as Chapter 1 makes clear, Tolstoy's Christian anarchism follows
from his rationalistic intewretation of Jesus' teaching, especially as summarised in
the Sermon on the Mount. 7 He wrote countless essays and books on the topic, but the
most often cited one among anarchists is The Kingdom of God Is within You (but
What I Believe is just as good and comprehensive).71
In the academic literature on anarchism, Tolstoy is usually credited with
having made the most detailed case for Christian anarchism, if he is not even
described as the only known example of Christian anarchism. 72 He is also often
recognised as one of the classic thinkers of the broad anarchist pantheon. 73 Like
University Press, 1934); Leo Tolstoy, "Introduction to an Examination of the Gospels," in A
Confession and the Gospel in Brief, trans. Aylmer Maude (London: Oxford University Press, 1933);
Leo Tolstoy, "Reason and Religion: A Letter to an Inquirer," in On Life and Essays on Religion, trans.
Aylmer Maude (London: Oxford University Press, 1934); Leo Tolstoy, "Religion and Morality," in On
Life and Essays on Religion, trans. Aylmer Maude (London: Oxford University Press, 1934); Leo
Tolstoy, What I Believe <My Religion>, trans. Fyvie Mayo? (London: C. W. Daniel, [1902?]); Leo
Tolstoy, "What Is Religion, and Wherein Lies Its Essence?," in On Life and Essays on Religion, trans.
Aylmer Maude (London: Oxford University Press, 1934).
68 Tolstoy, "What Is Religion?," 272.
69 For his justification of this, see Tolstoy, "Introduction to an Examination of the Gospels," 108-109.
The full version of the Gospel according to Tolstoy has not yet been translated into English, but a
"brief' version of it (which still totals 180 pages) can be found as Tolstoy, "The Gospel in Brief."
70 In the anarchist literature, introductions to Tolstoy's Christian anarchism include Alexandre 1. M. E.
Christoyannopoulos, "Leo Tolstoy on the State: A Detailed Picture of Tolstoy's Denunciation of State
Violence and Deception," Anarchist Studies 16/1 (2008); Hopton, "Tolstoy, God and Anarchism.";
Marshall, Demanding the Impossible, chap. 22; Stephens, "The Non-Violent Anarchism of Leo
Tolstoy."; Woodcock, Anarchism, chap. 8.
71 Leo Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," in The Kingdom of God and Peace Essays,
trans. Aylmer Maude (New Delhi: Rupa, 2001); Tolstoy, What I Believe. The Kingdom of God Is
within You is rather long and can be quite repetitive at times. What I Believe is more clearly structured,
and focuses more on Tolstoy'S exegesis of key Bible passages. Moreover, he opens the former by
answering the many letters and comments he received in response to the latter.
72 See, for instance, Heywood, Political Ideologies, 209; Kropotkin, 'Anarchism', from the
Encyclopaedia Britannica; Marshall, Demanding the Impossible, 82; Novak, "The Place of Anarchism
in the History of Political Thought," 315; Vincent, Modern Political Ideologies, 297; Walter,
"Anarchism and Religion," 8; Wogaman, Christian Perspectives on Politics. 57.
73 See, for instance, Fowler, "The Anarchist Tradition of Political Thought."; Imminent Anarchy Press,
"The Greatest Violence Is Committed by the State: Reassessing the Works of Tolstoy," Peace News,
28 October 1983, 10; Kinna, Anarchism, 10; Marshall, Demanding the Impossible, 382; Woodcock,
Anarchism. Several excerpts from Tolstoy also figure in famous anarchist readers, such as Krimerman
and Perry, eds., Patterns of Anarchy; Woodcock, ed., The Anarchist Reader. Note also th~t several
observers have commented on the extent to which Tolstoy was influenced by (and approvmg of)
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several of these classic thinkers, however, Tolstoy himself avoided the word
"anarchism" to describe his thought, because he associated the word with the violent
revolutionaries which he strongly disagreed with. 74 His understanding of anarchism
as an intellectual position improved over time, however, and he eventually accepted
this term to describe his position as long as it was understood that his anarchism was
strictly non-violent and based on the Sermon on the Mount.
Among Christian anarchists, Tolstoy is also generally acknowledged as the
best known Christian anarchist thinker. 75 Several Christian anarchists refer to him or
quote him, and many more seem to suggest that they are familiar with his writings
even though they might choose not to engage with these in any detail. It may be that
Tolstoy's extreme rationalism had deterred several Christian anarchists from such a
more thorough engagement with him. Again, however, one need not agree with
Tolstoy on this to be able to follow his Christian anarchist line of reasoning. In any
case, further investigation on Christian anarchism quickly reveals that there are
actually quite a few other thinkers who have developed a similar position, and most
of them approach Christianity in much less rigidly rationalistic a way than Tolstoy.

Jacques Ellul
Perhaps the most important of these other Christian anarchist thinkers is French
scholar Jacques Ellul (1912-1994).76 Ellul is known today mostly for his critical work
anarchist thinkers Kropotkin and (especially) Proudhon, as for instance Maude, Tolstoy and His
Problems, 45-47; Sampson, Tolstoy, 110-115; Milivoy S. Stanoyevich, "Tolstoy's Theory of Social
Reform. II," The American Journal of Sociology 3116 (1926), 744-752; Stephens, "The Non-Violent
Anarchism of Leo Tolstoy," 9-11; Woodcock, Anarchism, 207-209.
74 This is explained or touched upon (to different degrees) in Elliott, Freedom, Justice and Christian
Counter-Culture, 212; Hennacy, The Book ofAmmon, 152; Hopton, "Tolstoy, God and Anarchism,"
40,47-49; Marshall, Demanding the Impossible, 373-377; Aylmer Maude, "Editor's Note," in
Recollections and Essays, by Leo Tolstoy, trans. Aylmer Maude (London: Oxford University Press,
1937), xxix; Stephens, "The Non-Violent Anarchism of Leo Tolstoy," 15, 177; Woodcock, Anarchism,
207. For Tolstoy'S own references to anarchism or anarchists, see LyofN. Tolsto'i, What to Do?
(London: Walter Scott), 181; Leo Tolstoy, "Address to the Swedish Peace Congress in 1909," in The
Kingdom of God and Peace Essays, trans. Aylmer Maude (New Delhi: Rupa, 2001), 539; Tolstoy, "An
Appeal to Social Reformers," 59-61, 178; Leo Tolstoy, "Christianity and Patriotism," in The Kingdom
of God and Peace Essays, trans. Aylmer Maude (New Delhi: Rupa, 2001),491; Tolstoy, "The
Kingdom of God Is within You," 189; Leo Tolstoy, "The Law of Love and the Law of Violence," in A
Confession and Other Religious Writings, trans. Jane Kentish (London: Penguin, 1987), 171; Leo
Tolstoy, "Letter to Ernest Howard Crosby," in Tolstoy'S Writings on Civil Disobedience and NonViolence, trans. Aylmer Maude (New York: Bergman, 1967), 185; Tolstoy, "On Anarchy."; Leo
Tolstoy, "Patriotism and Government," in The Kingdom of God and Peace Essays, trans. Aylmer
Maude (New Delhi: Rupa, 2001), 517, 526; Leo Tolstoy, "Thou Shalt Not Kill," in Recollections and
Essays, trans. Aylmer Maude (London: Oxford University Press, 1937), 197; Tolstoy, "What Is
Religion?," 266.
75 See, for instance, [Anonymous], "The World Turned Upside Down," A Pinch o/Salt, issue 3,
Pentecost 1986, 10; Michael C. Elliott, Anarchism: An Annotated Bibliography, available from
http://anz.jesusradicals.com/elliott.doc(accessed17July2006),11, 125. Tolstoy is also cited as a
paradigmatic Christian anarchist in many issues of A Pinch of Salt and The Digger, as well as in
[Anonymous], Christian Anarchism (Labor Law Talk), available from
http://dictionary.laborlawtalk.com/Christian_anarchism (accessed 31 October 2007); Ellul, "Anarchism
and Christianity," 171; Hennacy, The Book of Ammon, throughout the book. Tolstoy also appears to
have been known to Andrews, Ballou, Bartley, Berdyaev, Day, Yoder, and the Jesus Radicals (the
references that demonstrate this are cited in the footnotes of the introductions to these particular
Christian anarchists).
76 A comprehensive biography of Ellul, which also includes large sections on his views of the state, is
Goddard, Living the Word, Resisting the World.
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on technology and the technological society, of which the modem state is just another
77
symptom. He wrote extensively, usually covering each given topic from both a
theological and a sociological perspective, clearly distinguishing the two
78
approaches. Comparatively few of his writings, however, are targeted specifically at
the state itself. The most relevant for this thesis is his Anarchy and Christianity, but
several other books of his are also relied upon where appropriate. 79
Unlike Tolstoy, Ellul happily employed the word "anarchism" as a
thoughtful political position to hold, and certainly demonstrated his familiarity with
thinkers like Bakunin, Proudhon or Krofotkin.80 At times, he even suggests an
awareness of Christian anarchist thinkers. I He himself maintained that he did not
believe a true anarchist· society could ever come about, but he just as adamantly
insisted that "the anarchist position [is] the only acceptable stance in the modem
world. ,,82 For him, even though "the realizing" of "an anarchist society" is
"impossible," the "anarchist fight," the "struggle" for such a society is nonetheless
"essential.,,83 This ambivalence is explained further below in the thesis.
What Ellul adds to Tolstoy is his anarchist exegesis of many more passages
from the Bible, including the Old Testament. His work therefore complements
Tolstoy's narrower focus on the Sermon on the Mount. Besides, Ellul's approach to
Christianity was not as unusual as Tolstoy's, being grounded instead in traditional
Protestant (especially Calvinist) theology. His approach may therefore be more
comfortable than Tolstoy's for Christians who belong to that tradition. Ellul's
contribution to Christian anarchist theory is therefore an important one. His work is
certainly praised by several other Christian anarchists. 84

Vernard Eller
One author who makes clear his appreciation of Ellul is American academic Vemard
Eller (1927-2007), author of a book published around the same time as Ellul's and
titled Christian Anarchy.85 In that book, he repeatedly associates himself with the
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For a good summary of Ellul's views on technology, see Goddard, Living the Word, Resisting the

World, 126-151.
The distinction between these two strands to his work is explained in Goddard, Living the Word,
Resisting the World, part 1.
79 Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity. Also very useful to this thesis are Ellul, "Anarchism and
Christianity."; Jacques Ellul, Violence: Reflectionsfrom a Christian Perspective, trans. Cecilia Gaul
Kings (London: SCM, 1970).
80 This is evident in Ellul, "Anarchism and Christianity. "; Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity. See also
Goddard, Living the Word, Resisting the World, 17,20,273-275.
81 Ellul, "Anarchism and Christianity," 171 (where he refers to Tolstoy and Berdyaev); Ellul, Anarchy
and Christianity, 3, 7-8, 49 (where he refers to Eller).
82 Ellul, "Anarchism and Christianity," 156.
83 Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, 19 (he explains this statement in the pages that follow). See also
Goddard, Living the Word, Resisting the World, 300-304; Wogaman, Christian Perspectives on
Politics, 60-63.
84 The Jesus Radicals frequently refer to Ellul in their discussion boards and short essays, and during
their conferences. For other Christian anarchist references to Ellul, see [Anonymous], Christian
Anarchism (Labor Law Talk); [Anonymous], "A Christian Anarchist Trainspotter's Guide to Christian
Anarchist Books [?]," A Pinch of Salt, issue 14, March 1990, 9; Barr, Radical Hope, 9-10, 15; Efliott,
Anarchism, 11; Justin Meggitt [?], "Jesus and Marx: From Gospel to Ideology (Book Review)," A
Pinch of Salt, issue 12, March 1989, 17 (there is also a quote from Ellul on the cover of this issue).
85 Eller, Christian Anarchy, ix, 4-8 (for praise for Ellul). The book is also dedicated to Ellul (on page
vi) in the following words: "In appreciation of Jacques Ellul who has led me not only into Christian
Anarchy but into much more of God's truth as well. Merci, mon ami!"
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Christian anarchist position which he elaborates. His own Christian background is
that of the AnabaptistlBrethren tradition - again therefore a position which some
Christians might find more sensible than Tolstoy's.86
His contribution to Christian anarchism, however, is somewhat contentious.
Because of the submissive response which he advocates to the state, those Christian
anarchists who are inclined to more confrontational activism have been very critical
87
of Eller's views. Yet Eller's input is valuable precisely for his exegesis of Romans
13 and the "render unto Caesar" passage, on which his advocacy of such submission
(which he sees as subversive in a peculiar way, as explained in Chapter 4) is based.
The disagreement between him and such activists on how to respond to the state
touches on a topic important enough to constitute the main theme of Chapter 4, so it
will not be resolved here. What should be noted here is only that Eller certainly
considers himself as a Christian anarchist, and that his book has evidently been
noticed by other Christian anarchists. 88 His contribution is therefore very relevant to
this thesis, and he cannot be excluded from the Christian anarchist school of thought
even if some in that school find his presence disconcerting. If anything, such
disagreements only make for potentially interesting debates within such schools.

Michael C. Elliott
Another important contribution to Christian anarchist theory comes from Michael C.
Elliott's Freedom, Justice and Christian Counter-Culture - a book for which
"Christianarchy" was at some point contemplated as an alternative title. 89 In that
book, Elliott provides an anarchist interpretation of a number of Biblical passages,
reinforcing therefore the input of the Christian anarchist theorists mentioned above.
Indeed, that book acts as an excellent introduction to Christian anarchism.
By contrast to this thesis, however, Elliott's book does not attempt to weave
together the different lines of thinking articulated by Christian anarchist theorists. It
reads more as a call for Christians to embody this Christian "counter-culture,"
introducing them to communist and anarchist thinking and drawing parallels with
Jesus' teaching and example as narrated in the Bible. Elliott himself seems to have
studied a number of other Christian anarchist thinkers, but aside from the odd
reference, they do not figure much in that book.90 Also, perhaps as a result of the
Eller, Christian Anarchy, vii, 5.
87 [Anonymous], "Guide to Christian Anarchist Books [?]," 9; Elliott, Anarchism, 10-11; Stephen
Hancock [?], "Christian Anarchy: Jesus' Primacy over the Powers (Book Review)," A Pinch o/Salt,
issue 8, October 1987, 13; Meggitt [?], "Jesus and Marx," 17; Justin Meggitt, "One of Three Letters," A
Pinch of Salt, issue 9, Spring 1988,7.
88 For positive references to Eller's book in Christian anarchist literature, see Andrews, ChristiAnarchy, 73; Andrew Baker, Christi-Anarchy: Discovering a Radical Spirituality o/Compassion by
David Andrews (Book Review), available from http://www.jesusradicals.com/essays/reviews/christianarchy.html (accessed 8 November 2007), para. 8; Gordon Banks, "Christian Anarchy [?]," A Pinch
of Salt, issue 10, Summer 1988, 14-15; Barr, Radical Hope, 15; Richard Davis, Kierkegaard and the
Politics of Indifference, available from http://www.rad.net.nzl887.0.html (accessed 4 April 2008);
Elliott, Anarchism, 10-11; Charles Ringma, "Foreword," in Christi-Anarchy: Discovering a Radical
Spirituality of Compassion (Oxford: Lion, 1999), 11-12; Young, Christianity and Anarchism, para. 11.
89 Elliott, Freedom, Justice and Christian Counter-Culture, xiv (for his remark about the alternative
title). I have not been able to ascertain Michael C. Elliott's date of birth, but I know that he was raised
in New Zealand and is currently employed at the University of Wales, Lampeter.
90 That he has read other Christian anarchists (namely: Berdyaev, Eller, Ellul and Tolstoy) is evident
from Elliott, Anarchism, 10-11 (Elliott prepared this annotated bibliography of anarchism for a 2006
Jesus Radicals conference in New Zealand). He also refers to other Christian anarchists in Elliott,
Freedom, Justice and Christian Counter-Culture, 123 (the Catholic Workers, A Pinch of Salt, and a
86
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absence of the word "anarchism" in the title, it seems not to have been noticed by
many Christian anarchists to this day. Nevertheless, Elliott's contribution to Christian
anarchist theory is important, both as an introduction to the topic and through his
reflections on several key passages in the Bible.

Dave Andrews
Australian thinker Dave Andrews (born 1951) did name one his books by the title
which Elliott briefly considered: Christi-Anarchy.91 Like Elliott, he seems to be aware
of many of the key Christian anarchist thinkers, though also like Elliott, he does not
discuss them in any detail. 92
Andrews' writings are more pragmatic than those penned by most Christian
anarchist theorists. He repeatedly encourages Christians to reflect on some of the
most challenging political passages in the Gospels and, crucially, to act upon them in
their own community, to put Jesus' teaching to practice. His books and essays
therefore blend reflections on Gospel passages with a considerable number of moving
examples of community life and personal sacrifice which illustrate the politically
revolutionary potential of Jesus' teachings when taken literally. He also often refers
to work which he has been involved with in his own community in Brisbane.
His input into Christian anarchist theory thus comes both from his
reflections on various Bible passages and from the many moving examples which he
uses to illustrate these. Given that his writings are very recent, he is not cited by the
many Christian anarchists who lived and published on the topic long before him. 93
His work does however clearly belongs to the Christian anarchist school of thought.

Key writers in the Catholic Worker movement
The Catholic Worker movement, which is still mostly based in the United States, is
by definition a movement rather than just a group of thinkers. 94 As with most
movements, however, it was founded by visionaries who committed their vision into
writing, not least, of course, in the newspaper after which it is named and which is at
the heart of the Catholic Worker. First published in 1933 (and sold ever since at the
price of one cent), this newspaper has multiplied into many local versions of the
Catholic Worker, each published by local communities brought together by the ideas
of its founders. 95 Although the majority of the columns of these newspapers do not
number of other past and present radical communities), 125 (Tolstoy), l30 (Berdyaev), 148 (Tolstoy,
Berdyaev, Ballou), 150 (Day, Maurin, Hennacy), 209 (Tolstoy).
91 Andrews, Christi-Anarchy. On page 215, Andrews even proposes a definition of "Christi-Anarchy,"
which has been reprinted in Appendix C.
92 For instance, he cites Tolstoy, Day, Maurin, Ellul and Eller, as well as several of the pre-modern
examples listed in Chapter 6, in Andrews, Christi-Anarchy, 69, 73.
93 One does nonetheless find references to him, for instance in [Anonymous], Christian Anarchism
(Labor Law Talk); Baker, Christi-Anarchy.
94 The literature on the Catholic Worker movement is considerable. Good introductions include Patrick
G. Coy, ed., A Revolution o/the Heart: Essays on the Catholic Worker (Philadelphia: Temple
University Press, 1988); Lawrence Holben, All the Way to Heaven: A Theological Reflection on
Dorothy Day, Peter Maurin and the Catholic Worker (Marion: Rose Hill, 1997); Segers, "Equality and
Christian Anarchism," 198-204; Mark White and Angela Jones, "Christian Radicalism in the United
States: The Catholic Worker Tradition," Social Alternatives 7/3 (1988).
9S In 1984, the Catholic Worker still sold some 100,000 copies according to Eileen Egan, "Foreword,"
in Easy Essays, by Peter Maurin (Washington: Rose Hill, 2003), x. It continues to draw hundreds of
people to its big gatherings, as reported for instance in [Anonymous], "L. C. W. News," The London
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amount to systematic and scholarly publications on Christian anarchism, they do
nonetheless sometimes touch on more theoretical issues and thus contribute to a
generic theory of Christian anarchism. Moreover, as Chapter 6 explains, Catholic
Worker communities provide moving illustrations of Christian anarchist theory put to
practice.
That the paper is explicitly Catholic does not mean that its members are not
sometimes very critical of the Catholic Church, or that they have all vowed to abide
by the will of the Pope. 96 Instead, it reflects the respect and awe of most Catholic
Workers for many of the traditional Catholic mysteries, dogmas and rituals, and for
the work of several of the Catholic Church's famous theologians. 97 Catholic Workers
also point to the many examples of loving witness and community life which are also
part of the Catholic legacy as a counter-side to its darker side, which they
nevertheless openly acknowledge. 98
From the beginning, Catholic Workers happily described themselves as
anarchists - although sometimes preferring the terms "personalist" or "libertarian" so
as not to arouse misunderstanding and confusion. 99 The Catholic Worker movement
Catholic Worker, issue 17, Christmas 2006, 17 (which reports on a gathering of 300 in Iowa); Jeff
Dietrich, "Catholic Worker Celebrates," A Pinch of Salt, issue 10, Summer 1988,4 (which reports a
gathering of 500 in Las Vegas for what would have been Dorothy Day's ninetieth anniversary). In
England, a London Catholic Worker has been published since 2000, and has recently been reporting
the founding of a house of hospitality (see Chapter 6) and of a community cafe.
96 Dorothy Day, "Deliver Us from Fear," The Catholic Worker, issue 73, May 2006,5 (where Day
writes about the Church that "Though she is a harlot at times, she is our Mother"); Dorothy Day, The
Long Loneliness: The Autobiography of the Legendary Catholic Social Activist (New York:
HarperSanFrancisco, 1952), 149-150 (for Day's ambivalent views about the Church), 210 (where she
remarks that when the movement was founded, "Catholics were the poor"); Lawrence Downes,
"Editorial Observer: From the Bowery to Guantfmamo with Dorothy Day," The New York Times, 8
December 2005, para. 5 (for the point that the Catholic Worker has "no official connection to the
Catholic Church" anyway); Hennacy, The Book of Ammon, 153 (where Day is reported to have said
that if Catholic Workers ever "became cowardly because of pressure form the pope," then "atheistic
anarchists" would be right to "decry [Catholic Workers] for [their] use of the name 'anarchism"');
Eddie Jarvis, "Fascist Skeletons - in Catholic Cupboards," The London Catholic Worker, issue 21,
Christmas 2007,10-11 (for admission of the "authoritarian strand" in the Catholic Church); Maurin,
Easy Essays (2003), 21 (where he says that "The appointed leaders of mankind are the Catholic
Bishops"), 89 (for positive words about the Pope), 152 (for the remark that Catholic Workers are not
liked by all in the Catholic hierarchy, but allowed nonetheless to carry on); Bas Moreel, Religious
Anarchism No 1 - June 2001, available from http://www.geocities.com/christianarchy/basmoreell.htm
(accessed 31 March 2005), under "interview with Dorothy Day" (where Day says that "anarchy is
natural to the Catholic"); Watson, "The Catholic Worker and Anarchism," 11 (for an explanation of
their belonging to the Catholic Church). See also Hennacy's own ambivalence about the Catholic
church below.
97 Day, The Long Loneliness, 139-140, 194, 199-200,204 (for Day's respect for Church dogma and
rituals); Dorothy Day, Selected Writings: By Little and by Little, ed. Robert Ellsberg (Maryknoll:
Orbis, 2005), 348 (for Day's faith in the Sacraments); Maurin, Easy Essays (2003), 59 (where he
praises "Irish scholars"), 170 (where he identifies with the belief in "Papal Supremacy and the
Universal Church").
98 Hennacy, The Book of Ammon, 287-305, 367, 376, 397,430-431,474-479; Jarvis, "Fascist Skeletons
- in Catholic Cupboards," 10-12; Maurin, Easy Essays (2003),152.
99 Day, The Long Loneliness, 220, 267-269; Day, Selected Writings, 182; Hennacy, The Book of
Ammon, 151-153,270,343; Martin Newell, "Advent: Preparing to Welcome the Christ into Our
World," The London Catholic Worker, issue 17, Christmas 2006, 12; Segers, "Equality and Christian
Anarchism," 210-226; Watson, "The Catholic Worker and Anarchism," 10. For an explanation of what
Catholic Workers mean by "personalism," see for instance [Anonymous], Personalism: A Brief
Account, available from http://www.philosophy.ucf.edu/pers.html(accessed 11 March 2005);
[Anonymous], Roots of the Catholic Worker Movement: Emmanuel Mounier and Personalism (Casa
Juan Diego), available from http://www.cjd.org/paper/roots/remman.html (accessed 11 March 2005);
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is certainl1a recognised as Christian anarchist by both secular and Christian
anarchists. 00 Both its key writers and its many contributors to newspaper columns
therefore contribute, each in their own way, to the generic theory of Christian
anarchism presented by this thesis.

Dorothy Day
One of the two main founders of the movement is Dorothy Day (1897-1980), who by
the time of her death had, according to Ellsberg, "achieved iconic status as the
'radical conscience' of the Catholic church in America.,,101 In her autobiography, she
explains how she was always concerned about social injustice and quickly found
herself frequenting socialist and anarchist circles, including the Industrial Workers of
the World. 102 She studied anarchist thinkers such as Kropotkin, Ferrer, Godwin,
Proudhon and Tolstoy - though her praise for the latter was usually confined to his
fictional work, with its emphasis on peasant life and hard manual labour. 103 Prayer
was always important in Day's life, and she eventually joined the Catholic Church,
drawn not only by its liturgy but also by its late nineteenth century social teaching
and by the exemplary life of some of its more radical saints (see Chapter 6).104
Maurin, Easy Essays (2003),197-199. On the anarchist tendencies in personalism, see also B. Jaye
Miller, "Anarchism and French Catholicism in Esprit," Journal of the History of Ideas 3711 (1976);
Emmanuel Mounier, Communisme, Anarchie Et Personnalisme (City of publication unknown: Seuil,
1966).
100 [Anonymous], Christian Anarchism (Labor Law Talk); Barr, Radical Hope, 7, 15; Dorothy Day,
"The Green Revolution," in Patterns of Anarchy: A Collection of Writings on the Anarchist Tradition,
ed. Leonard I. Krimerman and Lewis Perry (Garden City: Anchor, 1966); Andre de Raaij, Mysticism
and Action: Christian Anarchism as a Paradigm, available from
http://www.geocities.com/christianarchy/bergenmyst.htm (accessed 31 October 2003); Elliott,
Freedom, Justice and Christian Counter-Culture, 150; Hennacy, The Book of Ammon, 428; Marshall,
Demanding the Impossible, 82-83; Segers, "Equality and Christian Anarchism," 202-203, 226;
Vanwagenen, "An Introduction to Mormon Anarchism," 6; Walter, "Anarchism and Religion," 8;
Ward, "Anarchist Entry for a Theological Dictionary," 22; Woodcock, Anarchism, 218. Catholic
Workers are also very frequently mentioned in issues of A Pinch of Salt and of The Digger and
Christian Anarchist. Note that the United States government also considers the Catholic Worker
movement to be subversive: The New York Times reported on 20 December 2005 that the government
had been spying on domestic groups, including the Catholic Worker, referring to it as "semicommunistic ideology," according to Jim Reagan, "The Sweet Fruit of the Spirit," The Catholic
Worker, issue 73, May 2006,8.
101 Robert Ellsberg, "Preface to the Anniversary Edition," in Selected Writings: By Little and by Little,
by Dorothy Day (Maryknoll: Orbis, 2005), xi. There are many good introductions to Day, including
Eileen Egan, Dorothy Day and the Permanent Revolution (Erie: Pax Christi U.S.A., 1983); Eileen
Egan, "Dorothy Day: Pilgrim of Peace," in A Revolution of the Heart: Essays on the Catholic Worker,
ed. Patrick G. Coy (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1988); Nancy L. Roberts, "Dorothy Day:
Editor and Advocacy Journalist," in A Revolution of the Heart: Essays on the Catholic Worker, ed.
Patrick G. Coy (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1988); Mark Zwick and Louise Zwick,
"Introduction: Dorothy Day and the Catholic Worker Movement," in On Pilgrimage, by Dorothy Day
(Edinburgh: T. and T. Clark, 1999).
102 Day, The Long Loneliness, 36-67. See also, for instance, Segers, "Equality and Christian
Anarchism," 198-199.
103 See for instance Day, The Long Loneliness, 36-38, 54-56; Day, Selected Writings, 275; Segers,
"Equality and Christian Anarchism," 198-199. For her references to Tolstoy in particular (with whom
she would obviously not agree on his bitter and uncompromising criticism of the church, although she
seems to have always avoided any engagement with Tolstoy on the issue), see for instance Robert
Coles, "Introduction," in The Long Loneliness: The Autobiography of the Legendary Catholic Social
Activist, by Dorothy Day (New York: HarperSanFrancisco, 1952), 3; Day, The Long Loneliness, 55,
71,114,124-125,130; Day, Selected Writings, 287.
104 Coles, "Introduction," 3; Day, The Long Loneliness, 20-21,23-25, 32-34, 105-109, 132-166;
Segers, "Equality and Christian Anarchism," 199-200.
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Day saw no problem in combining her Catholicism with her anarchism. !Os
She was a keen activist and ended up behind bars several times. 106 She wrote
countless columns in the Catholic Worker, as well as an inspiring autobiography.l07
Her direct contribution to Christian anarchist theory is perhaps not the most
important, but some of her passing reflections on social issues and Bible passages
have been weaved into this thesis. Along with the Catholic Worker movement, she is
often cited by several other Christian anarchists. 108 She is also loved and venerated as
a mother by most Catholic Workers, and indeed even being considered for possible
canonisation by the Catholic Church. l09

Peter Maurin
The other main founder of the Catholic Worker movement is Frenchman Peter
Maurin (1877-1949), who quickly became Day's partner, lover and "master.,,11O
Maurin saw himself as a thinker, expressing his thought in scores of short "easy
essays" which he saw the Catholic Worker as an essential vehicle fOr. lll His
intellectual influences ranged from Aquinas to Kropotkin, including Bloy, Berdyaev,
Mounier and a number of papal encyclicals. 112 Obituaries reporting his death
appeared both in papers from the Industrial Workers of the WorId and in Osservatore
Romano (the official Vatican paper) - a reflection of his status as both an important
Catholic and a notable voice of the revolutionary Left. 113
Maurin advocated a revolution based on roundtable discussions, houses of
hospitality and farming communes (as explained in more detail in Chapter 6). Like
Day, he happily described himself as an anarchist, but preferred the term
"personalist" because it tied him to a particular trend in Catholic thinking which he
Hennacy, The Book ofAmmon; Marshall, Demanding the Impossible, 82-83; Moreel, Religious
Anarchism No 1.
106 See, for instance, Day, The Long Loneliness, 72-83, 93-105.
107 A comprehensive collection of her columns is published as Day, Selected Writings. See also
Dorothy Day, Loaves and Fishes (London: Victor Gollancz, 1963); Dorothy Day, On Pilgrimage
(Edinburgh: T. and T. Clark, 1999).
108 She is cited almost every time the Catholic Worker movement is cited, so for details of such
citations, see the references on the Catholic Worker above. Note also that the following excerpt of hers
appears in a reader on anarchism: Day, "The Green Revolution." Besides, the director of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation indirectly confirmed her subversive status by considering her "a threat to
national security" according to Jim Creskey, A Most Unusual Saint (The Tablet), available from
http://www.thetablet.co.uklarticles/6828 (accessed 14 February 2007), para. 5.
109 Her consideration for canonisation is noted in Downes, "Editorial Observer," para. 5; ElIsberg,
"Preface to the Anniversary Edition," xi-xii.
110 That word is hers, from Day, The Long Loneliness, 11. For introductions to Maurin, see for instance
Day, The Long Loneliness, 175-178; Dorothy Day, Peter Maurin: Apostle to the World (Maryknoll:
Orbis, 2004); Marc H. Ellis, Peter Maurin: Prophet in the Twentieth Century (Washington: Rose Hill,
2003); Marc H. Ellis, "Peter Maurin: To Bring the Social Order to Christ," in A Revolution of the
Heart: Essays on the Catholic Worker, ed. Patrick G. Coy (Philadelphia: Temple University Press,
1988); Geoffrey B. Gneuhs, "Peter Maurin's Personalist Democracy," in A Revolution of the Heart:
Essays on the Catholic Worker, ed. Patrick G. Coy (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1988);
Segers, "Equality and Christian Anarchism," 204-210.
III Dorothy Day, "Introduction," in Easy Essays, by Peter Maurin (Washington: Rose Hill, 2003), ii-iii;
Day, The Long Loneliness, 174. These essays still regularly appear in copies of the Catholic Worker
(and versions of the same paper published by regional Catholic Worker communities), and have been
published in edited collections, sometimes under the title of "Green Revolution," but usually as "Easy
Essays" (two versions of which are in the Bibliography).
112 Day, "Introduction," vi; Day, The Long Loneliness, 170; Maurin, Easy Essays (2003), 106-107,
198-199; Peter Maurin, Easy Essays (London: Sheed and Ward, 1938), 111; Segers, "Equality and
Christian Anarchism," 198,204-210.
113 Day, "Introduction," vii.
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saw as the Catholic variant of anarchism. Il4 He is therefore recognised by other
Christian anarchists as one of them, and as the other founder of perhaps the most
famous modem Christian anarchist movement. IIS As with other Catholic Workers,
however, his input into the present theorising of Christian anarchism is fairly minor,
although some of his passing reflections are indeed quite pertinent at times.

Ammon Hennacy
The third main figure of the Catholic Worker movement is American campaigner
Ammon Hennacy (1893-1970).116 Unlike Day and Maurin, however, his allegiance to
the Catholic Church wavered, as demonstrated by the change of title of his book from
The Autobiography of a Catholic Anarchist to The Book of Ammon.II7 His Christian
anarchism was always Tolstoyan at heart: he concurred with Tolstoy, in particular his
focus on the Sermon on the Mount, his suspicious hermeneutics and his distrust of
institutional churches. 118 Hennacy later explained his temporary conversion to
Catholicism as motivated mostly by his love and admiration for Day, and once he
recanted from it, he resumed his fierce criticism of all churches. 119 Despite this, he is
widely regarded as an influential figure in the Catholic Worker movement, and
certainly as an important Christian anarchist. 120
Hennacy was very much an activist, and (as Chapter 4 shows) has been
credited with steering the Catholic Worker movement towards more confrontational
forms of Christian anarchist activism. His main contribution to Christian anarchist
Hennacy, The Book of Ammon, 57. Literature on personalism is cited where the word is mentioned
under the above introduction to the Catholic Worker movement.
115 Like Day, he is cited almost every time the Catholic Worker movement is, so for examples of such
citations see the references on the Catholic Worker above.
116 For introductions to Hennacy, apart from his autobiography, see for instance Patrick G. Coy, "The
One-Person Revolution of Ammon Hennacy," in A Revolution of the Heart: Essays on the Catholic
Worker, ed. Patrick G. Coy (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1988); Day, The Long Loneliness,
265-266.
117 Hennacy, The Book of Ammon. The earlier title (under which an earlier and hence incomplete
version of the final autobiography was published) is either mentioned or alluded to in Dorothy Day,
"Foreword," in The Book of Ammon, by Ammon Hennacy, ed. Jim Missey and Joan Thomas
(Baltimore: Fortkamp, 1994), ix; Hennacy, The Book of Ammon, 269; Ammon Hennacy, "The OneMan Revolution," in Patterns ofAnarchy: A Collection of Writings on the Anarchist Tradition, ed.
Leonard I. Krimerman and Lewis Perry (Garden City: Anchor, 1966),364.
118 For his discovery of and admiration for Tolstoy, see Day, "Foreword," x; Day, Selected Writings,
139; Hennacy, The Book of Ammon, 30,33,61,69,73,149,152-153,428; Hennacy, "The One-Man
Revolution." For his denigration of certain passages in the Bible, see Day, Selected Writings, 142;
Hennacy, The Book of Ammon, 474-475. For his distrust and at times bitter criticism of all churches,
including therefore the Catholic Church, see Hennacy, The Book ofAmmon, 299, 367, 376, 397,430431,474-479; Joan Thomas, "Afterword: The Price of Courage," in The Book ofAmmon, by Ammon
Hennacy, ed. Jim Missey and Joan Thomas (Baltimore: Fortkamp, 1994),489. Day was of course
critical of Hennacy on this issue, as visible for instance from Day, "Foreword," x-xi; Day, Selected
Writings, 142, 144, 182. She also nonetheless praised him for his courage in trying to exemplify the
Sermon on the Mount, as for example in Day, "Foreword."; Day, Selected Writings, 137-141; Thomas,
"Afterword," 484.
119 Hennacy, The Book of Ammon, 284-305 (on why he became a Catholic), 367, 376, 397,430-431,
474-480 (on why he left the Catholic Church).
120 Hennacy is often mentioned in The Digger and Christian Anarchist and in A Pinch a/Salt, and his
definition of Christian anarchism is quoted in issue 12 (page 2) of the former; issue 4 (page 2) of the
latter; Barr, Radical Hope, 15; Marshall, Demanding the Impossible, 83; O'Reilly, "The Anarchist
Implications of Christian Discipleship," 9. Hennacy's status as a famous Christian anarchist is also
attested by the presence of the following two excerpts in a reader on anarchism: Hennacy, "Can a
Christian Be an Anarchist?"; Hennacy, "The One-Man Revolution." He is also cited as one of three
key Christian anarchist thinkers in [Anonymous], Christian Anarchism (Labor Law Talk).
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theory comes from numerous passing comments and reflections which he spelt out in
his lengthy autobiography. Like Andrews, he also offered a short definition of
Christian anarchism - definition which he repeatedly and wholeheartedly identified
himself with. 121 His book also demonstrates his knowledge of anarchist thinkers such
as Berkman (whom he met in prison), Goldman, Malatesta, Kropotkin, Proudhon,
Godwin, Bakunin, and - above all - Tolstoy.122 There is no doubt, therefore, that
Hennacy belongs firmly to the Christian anarchist tradition.

Ciaron O'Reilly
An equally active but present-day Catholic Worker activist is Ciaron O'Reilly (born
1960), who has been engaged in various recent protests, acts of civil disobedience and
trials in England, Ireland, and his native Australia. 123 He often refers to fellow
Catholic Workers in his writings, but also to some of the thinkers whose writings help
strengthen Christian anarchist theory and who are introduced further below (namely:
Yoder, Wink and Myers). 124 His work has been noticed and cited by other secular and
Christian anarchists, and some of it is indeed also relevant to the present thesis. 125
Like other Catholic Workers, therefore, he figures in this thesis partly thanks to some
of his reflections on Christian anarchist theory, and partly for his example in putting
these reflection to practice, as described in Chapter 6.

Writers behind other Christian anarchist publications
Apart from the Catholic Worker and its contributors, several other regular Christian
anarchist publications have provided useful input into this thesis.

Stephen Hancock (A Pinch of Salt)
One such publication was A Pinch of Salt, fourteen issues of which were published in
England in the late 1980s. The paper usually printed around 800 to 1000 copies which
126
were then mailed out and distributed across the island and beyond.
Admired by

That definition can be found in Appendix C, and originally in Hennacy, The Book of Ammon, xix.
Hennacy, The Book of Ammon, 7,16,148,199-200,276,428.
123 See Chapter 6 for details.
124 O'Reilly, "The Anarchist Implications of Christian Discipleship," 9-10; Ciaron O'Reilly, "An
Experiment in Truth!," The London Catholic Worker, issue 1, July 2001,1; Ciaron O'Reilly, Open
Letter: London Anarchist Bookfair Banning the Catholic Worker Workshop (lndymedia), available
from http://www.indymedia.org.uklenI20011l0/13500.html (accessed 15 October 2003); Ciaron
O'Reilly, Remembering Forgetting: A Journey of Non-Violent Resistance to the War in East Timor
(Sydney: Otford, 2001),17-22,55-57,74-75.
125 O'Reilly has contributed several columns to the London Catholic Worker, and has stayed with that
community in the past. He is also cited, or his work reprinted, in [Anonymous], "Waging Peace: A Ten
Year Experiment with Nonviolent Resistance (Book Review)," A Pinch of Salt, issue 13, Summer
1989, 14; Marshall, Demanding the impossible, 85; Ciaron O'Reilly, "The Anarchist Implications of
Christian Discipleship," A Pinch of Salt, issue 6, Easter 1987, 8-11; Ciaron O'Reilly, "Nonviolence at
Boggo Road Gaol," A Pinch of Salt, issue 10, Summer 1988, 8-9. Note also that like Day and the
Catholic Worker as a whole, he has been watched and indeed interviewed by government forcesspecifically by a counter-terrorism squad in Australia, and Special Branch officers in the United
Kingdom, according to O'Reilly, Remembering Forgetting, 24-27,58.
126 Its editor regularly reported the number of copies he made of each issue. According to these figures,
at its height, Pinch reached 1000 copies per issue, and issue 10 (page 20) explains that 900 or more of
these copies were usually distributed.
121
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British Christian anarchists, it has very recently been revived under new editorship
(see Chapter 6).127
The original paper was started by a group of people, but Stephen Hancock
quickly became its main editor. Aside from humorous and thoughtful reflections from
Hancock, the paper reprinted a variety of articles, letters from readers and other
contributions sent to it on a number of issues dear to Christian anarchism (again, see
Chapter 6 for more detail).128
The paper proudly portrayed itself as an anarchist journal and included
references to a range of secular anarchists such as Malatesta, Proudhon, Bakunin,
Kropotkin, Guerin and Ward. It also often reported on liberation theology and
(especially) on the Ploughshares movement, and it frequently referred to the writings
of other Christian anarchists, including ChelCicky, Tolstoy, Ellul, Eller and all the
Catholic Workers introduced above, several of the supportive thinkers introduced
below (namely: Ballou, Yoder, Wink), and many of the pre-modem examples of
forerunners of Christian anarchism listed in Chapter 6.
In other words, the paper clearly embedded itself in the Christian anarchist
tradition. Its columns varied widely in style, but several of these have certainly
provided useful contributions or corroborations to the present theory of Christian
anarchism.

Kenneth C. Hone (The Digger and Christian Anarchist)
Around the same time in Canada, Kenneth C. Hone was publishiny a Christian
anarchist paper eventually called The Digger and Christian Anarchist. 29 It ran to a
total of 36 issues, but the paper's style was less rigorous, less colourful and less
humorous than Pinch, which is perhaps why it usually printed only around 150
copies. The editors of the two papers corresponded, met and sometimes reprinted one
another's articles, but compared to Pinch, The Digger's articles tend to read as
somewhat undigested and casual at times. Whereas Pinch brought together and
reprinted contributions from a substantial number of people, The Digger was more of
a personal journal for Hone's reflections. Nevertheless, just like Pinch, it frequently
referred to anarchist thinkers. 130 From the Christian anarchist literature, The Digger
included references to ChelCicky, Tolstoy, Berdyaev, Catholic Workers, as well as to
Among Christian anarchist books, Pinch is cited only in Elliott, Freedom, Justice and Christian
Counter-Culture, 123. However, its very revival by Keith Hebden, who was also important in
organising the first Christian anarchist conference in the United Kingdom through the Jesus Radicals
(see below), is evidence of it being admired by other Christian anarchists as well. Moreover, Sampson,
whose publications on Tolstoy have already been cited, seems to have read Pinch since he sent a letter
to it: Ronald Sampson, "Christian Soldiers?," A Pinch o/Salt, issue 14, March 1990. Finally, Hancock
himself is cited in O'Reilly, Remembering Forgetting, 74.
128 I hold a copy of all fourteen issues of Pinch that were published in the late 1980s, as well of the two
issues of its more recent incarnation. Because the sheer number of citations that could be made to
demonstrate what is being said in this subsection about Pinch could easily run into the dozens, because
many of these citations would anyway refer to anonymous authors and/or uncertain titles, and because
the resulting compilation would end up referring to most pages of every single issue, the choice was
made here not to provide such a detailed and cumbersome compilation. Any glance through any
number of issues of Pinch quickly confirms what is being described here. See also Chapter 6 for more
details.
129 The name of the newspaper changed from The Digger to The Digger and Christian Anarchist some
time between issues 8 and 12. Note that for the same reasons as with Pinch, referring to all The Digger
articles (of which I hold a copy of issues 5, 7, 8,12,13,14,16,20,21,35, and 36) which would
substantiate what is being said in this subsection would result in a long and not particularly helpful set
of references, hence the absence of such references here. See Chapter 6 for more details.
130 In particular: Goldman, Malatesta, and Kropotkin.
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some of the pre-modem examples described in Chapter 6 - Winstanley in particular.
Like Pinch, therefore, it clearly rooted itself in the Christian anarchist tradition, and
like Pinch, some of its columns have provided sometimes helpful input into this
thesis.

Contributors to The Mormon Worker
Very recently, a newspaper which openly ~urports to provide a Mormon version of
the Catholic Worker has been launched. l 1 Although The Mormon Worker is too
young to be cited by other Christian anarchists, its columns praise several of the
theorists introduced here and thereby explicitly locate the paper in the Christian
anarchist tradition. l32 Some of the articles which appear in the three issues published
to date are very well written, and are therefore cited where relevant in this thesis.
Andy and Nekeisha Alexis-Baker (Jesus Radicals)
A vibrant, mostly American Christian anarchist online community has gathered under
the auspices of the Jesus Radicals website, the prime movers behind which seem to be
Andy Baker and his wife, Nekeisha Alexis-Baker. l33 A section of the website
contains short essays by its members, some of which have been useful for this
thesis. l34 The website also hosts a discussion forum, and Jesus Radicals cells have
already organised several annual conferences in the United States, the United
Kingdom and in the South Pacific. Christian anarchist thinkers cited at these
conferences (recordings for which are usually made available through the website) or
in the Jesus Radicals essays, or otherwise recommended as further reading on their
website, include the main Catholic Workers introduced above, Ellul (who the Jesus
Radicals seem to hold in particularly high regard), Tolsto~, Eller, Andrews,
Cavanaugh and Yoder (the last two are introduced below).l 5 Hence the Jesus
Radicals provide a series of online and offline fora for the discussion of Christian
The paper is published online, on http://www.themormonworker.org. The rationale for a Mormon
Worker, including open acknowledgement ofthe inspiration provided by the Catholic Worker, can be
found in Cory Bushman, "The Mormon Worker," The Mormon Worker, issue 1, September 2007,
available from http://www.themormonworker.org/articles/issuellvolumeI_issue I.pdf (accessed 28
February 2008), 1.
132 Namely: Day, Maurin, Tolstoy, and Chelcicky are cited in Bushman, "The Mormon Worker," 1
(Day and Maurin). Jason Brown, "The ZionlBabylon Dualism in Mormonism and Anarchism," The
Mormon Worker, issue 3, March 2008, available from
http://www.themormonworker.org/articles/issue3/volume_ljssue_3.pdf (accessed 2 May 2008),5
(Tolstoy); Cory Bushman, "A Brief History of Peasant Tolstoyans," The Mormon Worker, issue 2,
January 2008, available from
http://www .themormonworker .org/articles/issue2/a_brieChistory_ofyeasant_to lstoyants. php
(accessed 2 May 2008); Kristen Kinjo-Bushman, "Peter Chelcicky," The Mormon Worker, issue 3,
March 2008, available from http://www.themormonworker.org/articles/issue3/volume_I_issue _3 .pdf
(accessed 2 May 2008), 10 (Chelcicky and Tolstoy); Vanwagenen, "An Introduction to Mormon
Anarchism," 6 (Tolstoy, Catholic workers in general).
133 http://www.jesusradicals.com.
134 For instance: [Anonymous], Early Church Quotes (Jesus Radicals), available from
http://www.jesusradicals.com/library/church_quotes.php (accessed 16 May 2006); Nekeisha AlexisManners, Deconstructing Romans 13: Verse 1-2, available from
http://www.jesusradicals.com/essays/theologylRomansI3.htm (accessed 28 October 2005); Andrew
Baker, Anarchism Is the Only Political Optionfor Christians, available from
http://www.jesusradicals.com/essays/theology/anarchism.html (accessed 16 May 2006); Andy Baker,
Nonviolent Action in the Temple, available from
http://www.jesusradicals.com/essays/theology/temple.html (accessed 16 May 2006).
135 See the Jesus Radicals "Library" on http://www.jesusradicals.comllibrary.php as well as, for
instance, Alexis-Manners, Deconstructing Romans 13; Baker, Christi-Anarchy.
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anarchist ideas, and some of their online publications are certainly meticulous and
original enough to have been weaved into this thesis. 136
Bas Moreel (Religious Anarchism newsletters)
A final regular publication worth mentioning here is the Religious Anarchism
newsletter published online by Dutchman Bas Moreel, three issues of which so far
·
d Chr'Istlan
. anarc h'Ism. 137 Moreel started these newsletters in reaction to
h ave dIscusse
what he saw as the poor treatment of religion in anarchist and atheist papers. 138 The
newsletters themselves are usually quite basic, concerned mostly with introducing a
specific kind of religious anarchism to the uninformed reader, but some of these
newsletters have nevertheless been helpful (if only slightly) in the present theorising
Christian anarchism.

William Lloyd Garrison
All the thinkers and publications mentioned so far are undeniably rooted in the
Christian anarchist tradition. Several other thinkers, however, have also published
material that has been described as Christian anarchist, even if for some reason or
other, their identification with the Christian anarchist tradition is not always
straightforward or unproblematic.
One such writer is William Lloyd Garrison (1805-1879), one of the most
famous champions of the abolition of slavery in the United States. 139 What makes
him slightly problematic is that his full commitment to Christian anarchism only
lasted for a few years, when he drifted away from his otherwise fairly tight focus on
slavery and towards a more general critique of all govemment. 140 He later recanted
from such anarchism, indeed whippin~ up support for the Civil War and campaigning
for specific Presidential candidates. 1 1 Garrison was always an agitator, concerned
more often with agitating as such rather than with intellectual consistency. 142
Nonetheless, he drafted, during his Christian anarchist phase, one of the most
passionate summaries of Christian anarchism, a declaration which Tolstoy later
reprinted in The Kingdom of God Is within YoU. 143 For that declaration and for his
They are also mentioned in [Anonymous], Christian Anarchism (Labor Law Talk); Barr, Radical
Hope, 10.
137 These newsletters can be found on http://www.geocities.com/christianarchy/basindex.htm (as of
March 2008, Moreel has published seven of these newsletters).
138 He explains this in Bas Moreel, Religious Anarchism and Criticism of Religion, available from
http://www.geocities.com/christianarchy/basmoreeI7.htm (accessed 29 March 2005).
139 Comprehensive biographies of Garrison include Walter M. Merrill, Against Wind and Tide: A
Biography ofWm. Lloyd Garrison (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1963); John L. Thomas, The
Liberator William Lloyd Garrison: A Biography (Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 1963).
140 On this anarchist period in his life, influenced by John Humphrey Noyes' perfectionism, see
Merrill, Against Wind and Tide, 133-183; Lewis Perry, "Versions of Anarchism in the Antislavery
Movement," American Quarterly 20/4 (1968); Thomas, The Liberator William Lloyd Garrison, 227388.
141 Merrill, Against Wind and Tide, 176-323; Thomas, The Liberator William Lloyd Garrison, 388-451.
142 This is acknowledged throughout Merrill, Against Wind and Tide; Thomas, The Liberator William
Lloyd Garrison.
143 The declaration is reprinted in Appendix C, from William Lloyd Garrison, "Declaration of
Sentiments Adopted by the Peace Convention," in The Kingdom of God and Peace Essays, by Leo
Tolstoy, trans. Aylmer Maude (New Delhi: Rupa, 2001). On the drafting of it and its endorsement by
the Peace Convention, see Merrill, Against Wind and Tide, 144; Thomas, The Liberator William Lloyd
Garrison, 257-261. For its recognition as a quintessentially Christian anarchist document, see for
instance Brock, The Roots of War Resistance, 69-70; Perry, "Versions of Anarchism in the Antislavery
136
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brief Christian anarchist phase, he is included in this thesis - but outside from that
period, he was certainly no Christian anarchist.

Hugh O. Pentecost
American pastor Hugh O. Pentecost (1848-1907) is similar to Garrison in promoting
Christian anarchism only for a few years. 144 Unlike Garrison, however, he explicitly
used the word "a?archism:" and was a~ r~ins to separate. the term and its advocates
Where GarrIson preached through his
from popular mIsconceptIOns about It.
newspaper columns, Pentecost preached through sermons to his congregation (he had
studied to become a Baptist priest but went on to set up his own congregation). Like
Garrison, however, he later renounced and even dismissed his Christian anarchist
phase, and found work as a District Attorney. He does not seem to have been noticed
by any other Christian anarchist, but some of the sermons which he preached during
his anarchist phase are cited in this thesis when relevant to Christian anarchist theory.

Nicolas Berdyaev
Russian philosopher Nicolas Berdyaev (1874-1948) is sometimes quoted as a
Christian anarchist. 146 He rejected this association, however, and deliberately
distanced himself from Tolstoy'S thought, which he was familiar with: 47 Yet his
critique of (especially Marxist) socialism and his references to Christian theology do
resonate with Christian anarchism. His writings are much more philosophical than

Movement." For Tolstoy's discovery of and praise for Garrison, see Brock, The Roots of War
Resistance, 72; Alexandra Tolstoy, "Tolstoy and the Russian Peasant," Russian Review 19/2 (1960),
154; Leo Tolstoy, "Introduction to a Short Biography of William Lloyd Garrison," in The Kingdom of
God and Peace Essays, trans. Aylmer Maude (New Delhi: Rupa, 2001); Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of
God Is within You," 4-1l. Presumably following on from Tolstoy, Hennacy also praised Garrison in
Hennacy, The Book of Ammon, 232, 324.
144 A short biography of Pentecost (where all that is said here about him can be found) is available
from Robert Helms, Hugh Owen Pentecost (1848-1907): A Biographical Sketch (Dead Anarchists),
available from http://www.deadanarchists.org/Pentecost/PentecostBio.html(accessed 12 November
2007).
145 Pentecost, Anarchism; Hugh O. Pentecost, First Anniversary Address, available from
http://www.deadanarchists.org/Pentecost/anniversary.html(accessed 22 November 2007); Hugh O.
Pentecost, The Sins of the Government, available from
http://www.deadanarchists.orglPentecostisins.html(accessed 22 November 2007).
146 Nicolas Berdyaev, "Personality, Religion, and Existential Anarchism," in Patterns of Anarchy: A
Collection of Writings on the Anarchist Tradition, ed. Leonard I. Krimerman and Lewis Perry (Garden
City: Anchor, 1966); Richard Davis, Slaver or Saviour? , available from
http://www.rad.net.nzl267.0.html(accessed 4 April 2008), especially introduction and chap. 3; Elliott,
Ana~chism, 10; Elliott, Freedom, Justice and Christian Counter-Culture, 129-130, 148; Ellul,
"Anarchism and Christianity," 171-172; Goddard, Living the Word, Resisting the World, 40-41;
Marshall, Demanding the Impossible, 83-85; Bas Moreel, Russian Orthodox Anarchism in the TwentyFirst Century: Radio Omsk Interview on Christian Anarchism, available from
http://www.geocities.com/christianarchy/prawoslaw.htm (accessed 29 March 2005), para. 1; David
Nicholls, Deity and Domination: Images of God and the State in the Nineteenth and Twentieth
Centuries (London: Routledge, 1989), 118-127. Quotes from Berdyaev also appear in issues 7 (page4)
and 36 (page 14) of The Digger [and Christian Anarchist}.
147 Nicolas Berdyaev, The Realm of Spirit and the Realm of Caesar, trans. Donald A. Lowrie (London:
Victor Gollancz, 1952), 72; Nicolas Berdyaev, "The Voice of Conscience from Another World: An
Introduction," in Essays from Tula, by Leo Tolstoy, trans. Free Age Press (London: Sheppard, 1948);
Moreel, Russian Orthodox Anarchist in the Twenty-First Century, para. 1; Nicholls, Deity and
Domination, 118-127.
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other Christian anarchists, relying more on Christian dogma than Biblical passages
and criticising what he saw as dangerous monist and collectivist philosophies. His
The Realm of the Spirit and the Realm of Caesar condemns socialism for such
monism and advocates a Proudhonian type of world federalism. 148 He may have had
reservations about his association with anarchism, but his Christian philosophy does
openly criticise statist tendencies. Besides, he did accept that the kingdom of God
which he longed for could "only be envisaged in terms of anarchism.,,149 Therefore,
although he was uneasy with the term and quite abstract in his thinking, some of his
writings do resonate strongly with and indeed enhance Christian anarchist theory, and
where this is so, this is noted and incorporated into this thesis.

William T. Cavanaugh
William T. Cavanaugh is a contemporary Catholic American theologian belonging to
the school of thought known as Radical Orthodoxy.150 He is critical of the state's
violent and jealous expropriation of power and authority from the church and speaks
of the eucharistic church as an alternative to the state. 151 He argues that the Eucharist
is "a key practice for Christian anarchism" in the necessary challenging, by
Christians, of the "false order of the state.,,152 He rarely refers to other Christian
anarchists in his writings, but his work is recommended by the Jesus Radicals. ls3
Cross-referencing between Cavanaugh and other Christian anarchists is therefore
minimal, but his ongoing work on the questionable origins of the secular state and on
how Christians ought to respond to the state's assumed omnipotence is relevant to a
generic theory of Christian anarchism, hence his inclusion here.

Jonathan Bartley
In Britain, Christian campaigner Jonathan Bartley (born 1971) recently published a
book whose subtitle is The Church as a Movement for Anarchy.154 The book,
however, is less concerned with Christian anarchist theory than with encouraging
Christian churches to dissociate themselves from the state and embrace more bottomup methods and structures of organisation. Bartley does mention Tolstoy, Ellul, Eller,
Wink, Yoder and Myers, and he looks forward to a stateless society, but he offers
little detailed theorising of his own. 155 His book thus acts more as a popular and
pragmatic introduction to Christian anarchism than a systematic discussion of
Christian anarchist theory.
Berdyaev, The Realm o/the Spirit and the Realm o/Caesar, 59, 67-69,83-85, 156-160, 175. See
also Nicholls, Deity and Domination, 118-127.
149 Berdyaev, "The Voice of Conscience from Another World," 14.
150 I have not been able to ascertain William T. Cavanaugh's date of birth, but I know that he is
currently employed at the University of St Thomas, Minnesota.
151 William T. Cavanaugh, "The City: Beyond Secular Parodies," in Radical Orthodoxy: A New
Theology, ed. John Milbank, Catherine Pickstock, and Graham Ward (London: Routledge, 1999);
Cavanaugh, "A Fire Strong Enough to Consume the House."; Cavanaugh, "Killing fo~ the Telephone
Company.": Cavanaugh, Torture and Eucharist; William T. Cavanaugh, "The World In a Wafer: A
Geography of the Eucharist as Resistance to Globalization," Modern Theology 15/2 (1999).
152 Cavanaugh, "The City," 182, 194.
.
153 Cavanaugh cites Day in Cavanaugh, Torture and Eucharist, 22l. He is a recommended author on
the Jesus Radicals "Library" (http://www.jesusradicals.com/library.php). as well as in Barr, Radical
148

Hope, 9, 15 ..
154 Bartley, Faith and Politics after Christendom.
155 Bartley, Faith and Politics after Christendom, 8-10,14-15,229.
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Aside from that book, Bartley is Co-Director of Ekklesia, a Christian thinkthank that carries forward some of what he advocates in his book. 156 Bartley also does
a lot of work with the media, appearing regularly on television or on the radio.
One can therefore argue over the extent to which the work that Bartley has
been involved in should be considered theoretical, but his book and some of the
articles produced by Ekklesia are nonetheless weaved into this thesis when doing so
proves helpful in theorising Christian anarchism.

Christiananarcho-capitalists
On the internet, one also finds several usually fairly short pages and essays making
the case for a free market type of Christian anarchism. As with its secular equivalent,
Christian anarcho-capitalism seems to be largely an American phenomenon, 157
intellectual credit is often given to Murray Rothbard,158 and the crucial difference
with other anarchists is the issue of private property. This thesis does not seek to
resolve this disagreement over property. Instead, it incorporates the persuasive
arguments made by Christian anarcho-capitalists on a variety of issues, and notes,
where relevant, the points at which Christian anarcho-capitalists take views which
conflict with those of other Christian anarchists.

James Redford
Perhaps the most systematic defence of Christian anarcho-capitalism is James
Redford's "Jesus Is an Anarchist.,,159 Parts of that essay, however, could be improved
by more balanced and more meticulous argumentation. Some passages are well
argued and useful, but other passages are unconvincing and poorly justified. Tellingly
perhaps, the case for private property is rather weak and evasive. 160 Nevertheless,
Redford's essay is cited and debated among (Christian and secular) anarchocapitalists on the intemet. 161 Moreover, since some of its sections are convincing
enough and certainly resonate with the thinking of other Christian anarchists,
Redford's essay has been included in this thesis.
156

http://www.ekklesia.co.uk. The think-tank is mentioned in [Anonymous], Christian Anarchism

(Labor Law Talk).
This characteristic ofanarcho-capitalism is noted in Kinna, Anarchism, 35.
Rothbard is one of the most famous apologists ofanarcho-capitalism. For Christian anarchocapitalists citing him, see for instance Stephen W. Carson, Christians in Politics: The Return o/the
'Religious Right', available from http://www.lewrockwell.com/carson/carsonI7.html (accessed 21
November 2007), para. 16; Stephen W. Carson, Separation o/Church and Nation, available from
http://www.lewrockwell.com/orig/carson6.html (accessed 21 November 2007), para. 12; Ryan
McMaken, Taking Stock: Christianity and the State, available from
http://www.lewrockwell.com/mcmaken/mcmaken57.html (accessed 21 November 2007), para. 1;
James Redford, Jesus Is an Anarchist: A Free-Market, Libertarian Anarchist, That Is - Otherwise
What Is Called an Anarcho-Capitalist, available from http://praxeology.net/anarchist-jesus.pdf
(accessed 14 August 2006),61; P. Andrew Sandlin, War, the Bible and the State, available from
http://www.lewrockwell.com/orig/sandlin2.html (accessed 21 November 2007), para. 6; Tennant,
Christianarchy? , para. 30.
159 Redford, Jesus Is an Anarchist. I have not been able to ascertain James Redford's date of birth.
160 Redford, Jesus Is an Anarchist, 24-26, 33-34, 45-48.
161 [Anonymous], Christianity and State Archive, available from
http://www.lewrockwell.com/orig2/christianity-a~ch.html(accessed 21 November 2007);
.
[Anonymous], The Rigorous Intuition Board, available from http://p216.ezboard.comlReg~rdtng
praxeologynetanarchistjesuspdf/frigorousintuitionfrm 10.ShowMessa~e?topicID=6754.~oplc (accessed
20 April 2007); Jim Davies, Christian Anarchist: An Oxymoron? (StrIke the Root), available from
http://www.strike-the-root.com/52/davies/daviesl.html(accessed 21 November 2007).
157
158
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Kevin Craig (Vine and Fig Tree)
The case for Christian anarcho-capitalism is also made by Kevin Craig in a number of
interlinked internet pa~es, which are usually anonymous and officially published by
"Vine and Fig Tree.,,1 2 Craig describes himself as belonging to both the radical left
(he stayed in a Catholic Worker community for ten years) and the radical right (for
his anarcho-capitalism, that is).163 His web pages vary in style and rigour, but several
of them make interesting arguments and cite plenty of Bible passages that strengthen
the case for Christian anarchism. 164 Very often, however, their focus is specific to the
United States. Moreover, some of their assertions are simplistic and deliberately
infl~~m~to.ry. Classe? ~nd~r "socialism~" for instance, which Crai~ clearly abhors,
are StalInIst Industnallsm and "WashIngton bureaucrats" alike. 1 5 Hence Craig's
pages are a mixed bag of thoughtful reflections and rather crude rants. Therefore,
only what they contain which is of relevance to a generic theory of Christian
anarchism has been included here.
Strike the Root, Lew Rockwell and Libertarian Nation essayists
The Strike the Root, Lew Rockwell and Libertarian Nation Foundation websites all
166
describe themselves as against the state and for the free market.
All three supply
banks of short essays by a number of authors (who sometimes refer to one another's
167
essays) on anarcho-capitalism, some of which take the Christian perspective.
Several of these essays are very well written and discuss key Bible passages or
theoretical arguments for Christian anarchism, and have therefore provided valuable
contributions to this thesis.

George Tarleton
The last author for whom the title "Christian anarchist" seems applicable is Great
Briton George Tarleton, because he published a book titled Birth of a Christian

162 I have not been able to ascertain Kevin Craig's date of birth. His authorship of the "Vine and Fig
Tree" pages is declared in [Anonymous], Vine and Fig Tree's Web Pages (Vine and Fig Tree),
available from http://vftonline.org/VFTfileslDirectory/9b_author.htm (accessed 25 April 2008); Kevin
Craig, About the Author (Vine and Fig Tree), available from http://libertyundergod.org/author.htm
(accessed 25 April 2008).
163 [Anonymous], The Christmas Conspiracy (Vine and Fig Tree), available from
http://thechristmasconspiracy.com (accessed 10 April 2007); [Anonymous], Seventeen Commitments
(Vine and Fig Tree), available from http://members.aol.com/KEVIN4VFTIl7.htm (accessed 25 April
2008); [Anonymous], What Is Personalism? (Vine and Fig Tree), available from
http://members.aol.com/Patriarchy/definitions/personalism.htm (accessed 9 November 2005);
[Anonymous], Why 1 Worship a Violent, Vengeful God.
. '
164 For instance: [Anonymous], Ninety-Five Theses in Defense of Patriarchy (Vme and Fig Tree),
available from http://members.aol.comNF95Theses/thesis.htm (accessed 20 April 2007);
[Anonymous], Praying through Romans 13 (Vine and Fig Tree), available from
.
http://members.aol.com/TestOath/Romans13.htm (accessed 9 November 2005). Note also that Vme
and Fig Tree is cited on [Anonymous], Christian Anarchism (Labor Law Talk).
165 [Anonymous], The Christmas Conspiracy.
.
.
.
166 http://www.strike-the-root.com; http://www.lewrockwell.com; http://www.llbertanannatl?n.org:
167 [Anonymous], Christianity and State Archive: [Ano~ymo~s], Religion .a~d Mythology (Llbertanan
Nation Foundation), available from http://www.hbertanannatlOn.org/b/rehglOn.org (accessed 2.1
November 2007). Strike the Root essays are filed by author rather than by theme. Note that while many
of these authors refer to one another, I have found only one case of a Christian anarcho-capitalist
author referring to a non-capitalist Christian anarchist (Eller), in Young, Christianity and Anarchism,

para. II.
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Anar~hist.168 That title, however, can be deceptive: although the book briefly
mentIOns Proudhon and Bakunin and claims, in passing, that Jesus was an anarchist,
it is not an exposition of Christian anarchism. 169 No scholarly argument is presented
for why Christianity would imply anarchism, no mention is made of any Christian
anarchist, and in the end, one is left with the feeling that the word "anarchism" was
chosen mainly to describe Tarleton's eccentric and perhaps indeed somewhat
anarchic practice of Christianity.l70 It certainly contains very little of direct value to
Christian anarchist theory. The aim of this thesis being to weave together a generic
theory of Christian anarchism, references to Tarleton are minimal.

Supportive thinkers
On top of the Christian anarchist theorists introduced thus far, the case for Christian
anarchism sometimes finds theoretical support in arguments put forward by a number
of thinkers who do not themselves reach the anarchist conclusions that these
arguments could lead them to.

Peter Chelcicky
Starting with the oldest, the one thinker prior to the nineteenth century whose thought
has been weaved into this thesis is Czech reformer Peter ChelCicky (c.1390c.1460).171 As he preceded by several centuries both the rise to power of the state (as
explained in Chapter 3) and the very adoption of the term "anarchism" as a
thoughtful political position, he could not really fully develop his argument towards
the explicitly anarchist conclusions reached by other Christian anarchists.
Nonetheless, he is included here for a number of reasons.
Firstly, his input is very pertinent to Christian anarchist theory, especially on
several key Bible passages and on criticisms of the church (see especially Chapters 3
and 4). He might not have reached the more fully-fledged anarchist conclusions that
others reached several centuries later, but his lines of argument go a long way
towards such conclusions. Secondly, because of his writings, he has been noted and
praised by other Christian anarchists, especially Tolstoy. 172 Indeed, ChelcickY's style
is very similar to Tolstoy's and his argument sometimes frequently echoes Tolstoy's.
Thirdly, he is described by many of the scholars who have written about him as one

The book suggests that Tarleton must have been born around 1945. George Tarleton, Birth of a
Christian Anarchist (Pennington: Pendragon, 1993), 1-5.
169 Tarleton, Birth of a Christian Anarchist, 63-67.
170 Tarleton was involved in the "house church movement," which he described as anarchic.
171 Good introductions to Chelcicky include Peter Brock, The Political and Social Doctrines of the
Unity of Czech Brethren in the Fifteenth and Early Sixteenth Centuries (The Hague: Mouton and Co.,
1957), chap. 1; Wojciech Iwanczak, "Between Pacifism and Anarchy: Peter ChelcickY's Teaching
About Society," Journal of Medieval History 23/3 (1997); Enrico C. S. Molnar, A Study of Peter
Chelcickj's Life and a Translation from Czech of Part One of His Net of Faith, ed. Tom Lock (Oberlin:
www.nonresistance.org, 2006), available from http://www.nonresistance.orglliterature.html(accessed
28 March 2007), part 1; Murray L. Wagner, Petr ChelCickj: A Radical Separatist in Hussite Bohemia
(Scottdale: Herald, 1983).
172 Chelcicky is quoted in issue 4 (page 2) of A Pinch of Salt and in issue 13 (page 4) of The Digger
and Christian Anarchist, and his life and though are summarised in Kinjo-Bushman, "Peter
Chelcicky," 10, 18. For Tolstoy's appreciation of Chelcicky, see Brock, The P~litical and Social .
Doctrines, 25; Iwanczak, "Between Pacifism and Anarchy," 282-283; Novak, The Place of AnarchIsm
in the History of Political Thought," 318-319, 323; Tolstoy, "The Gospel in Brief," 159 (where
Tolstoy's comparison of the kingdom. of heaven to,~ net s~ strongly resembles.C~elcick~:s analogy
that he must have borrowed it from him); Tolstoy, The KIngdom of God Is WIthIn You, 21-25.
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of the clearest example of an anarchist avant I 'heure. 173 These commentators accept
that to call Chelcicky an anarchist is somewhat anachronistic since anarchism did not
yet exist as a school of thought, but they identify him as a truly unique forerunner of
~hristian an~rchis.m nonetheless. Finally, including him has not been excessively
tIme-consumIng sInce the only English translation of his main Christian anarchist
publication, The Net of Faith, has recently been made available on the intemet. 174 In
short, Chelcicky has been recognised as a Christian anarchist by many, and as the
numerous references to him in this thesis demonstrate, his contribution is indeed very
pertinent to the present theory of Christian anarchism.

Adin Ballou
Another supportive writer is American Adin Ballou (1803-1890), a staunch pacifist his preferred term was "non-resistant" - who preached and wrote some of the most
moving and compelling arguments for Jesus' Sermon on the Mount to be taken
literally.175 The similarities with Tolstoy led the two to correspond with one another,
though they disagreed on a number of issues. 176 Ballou however always rejected
anarchism both as a label and as a theory or as a possibility.l77 Nonetheless, he was
extremely critical of "human govemment.,,178 Besides, that he found himself obliged
to rebut accusations of "anarchism" suggests that his arguments were indeed
sometimes heard to logically imply such anarchism. Several ~secular and Christian)
anarchists certainly do describe him as a Christian anarchist. 1 9 Whether or not they
173 Brock, The Political and Social Doctrines, 37, 66, 274; Brock, The Roots of War Resistance, 14-15;
Iwailczak, "Between Pacifism and Anarchy," 282; Marshall, Demanding the Impossible, 92 (where
Rocker's and Kropotkin's recognition ofChelcicky as a forerunner of Tolstoyan anarchism is also
noted); Molnar, A Study of Peter ChelCickf's Life, 30-32, 38; Novak, "The Place of Anarchism in the
History of Political Thought," 318-319,323.
174 Molnar, A Study of Peter ChelCickf's Life.
175 Adin Ballou, Christian Non-Resistance (Friends of Adin Ballou), available from
http://www.adinballou.org/cnr.shtml (accessed 12 February 2007); Adin Ballou, Christian NonResistance in All Its Important Bearings, Second ed. (Oberlin: www.nonresistance.org, 2006),
available from http://www.nonresistance.org/literature.html(accessed 28 March 2007); Adin Ballou,
Non-Resistance in Relation to Human Governments (www.nonresistance.org), available from
http://www.nonresistance.org/literature.html(accessed 28 March 2007); Adin Ballou, Practical
Christian Socialism: A Conversational Exposition of the True System of Human Society (New York:
AMS, 1974). He also founded an alternative community that tried to put this into practice (see Chapter
6 for details).
176 For Ballou's correspondence and disagreements with Tolstoy, see Christian Bartolf, "Tolstoy'S
Legacy for Mankind: A Manifesto for Nonviolence," paper presented at Second International
Conference on Tolstoy and World Literature, Yasnaya Polyana and Tula, 12-28 August 2000, available
from http::llwww.fredsakademiet.dkllibrary/tolstojltolstoy.htm (accessed 5 November 2006), part. 4;
Brock, Pacifism in Europe to 1914,463-464; James D. Hunt, Adin Ballou, Tolstoy, and Gandhi,
available from http://www.adinballou.org/BallouTolstoyGandhi.shtml (accessed 6 March 2008), para.
20-21; Maude, The Life of Tolstoy, 252-255; Perry, "Versions of Anarchism in the Antislavery
Movement," 768; Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 11-21 (where Tolstoy also reprints
"Ballou's Catechism of Non-Resistance"). For Ballou's relation and disagreements with Garrison, see
Brock, The Roots of War Resistance, 71; Perry, "Versions of Anarchism in the Antislavery
Movement."; Thomas, The Liberator William Lloyd Garrison, 313-314.
177 Ballou, Christian Non-Resistance in All Its Important Bearings, 9-10, 37, 88-89, 91, 98-99; Ballou,
Non-Resistance in Relation to Human Governments, 7-8, 11; Adin Ballou, "Non-Resistance: A Basis
for Christian Anarchism," in Patterns of Anarchy: A Collection of Writings on the Anarchist Tradition,
ed. Leonard I. Krimerman and Lewis Perry (Garden City: Anchor, 1966), 141,143-144,145.
178 Ballou, Christian Non-Resistance in All Its Important Bearings, 37, 88-89; Ballou, Non-Resistance
in Relation to Human Governments; Perry, "Versions of Anarchism in the Antislavery Movement."
179 [Anonymous], "Christian Anarchism," unpublished pamphlet (Peterborough: The Digger and
Christian Anarchist; [Anonymous], "Yesterday, Tomorrow and Today Is Anarchist," 5; Ballou, "Non-
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are correct is not an issue which this thesis pretends to settle, but where his writings
do support Christian anarchist theory - especially on non-resistance but also on
numerous other Biblical passages - they have been included in this thesis.

Ched Myers
Another American author whose writings bring him close to Christian anarchism is
Ched M~ers, who wrote an impressive political exegesis of the whole of Mark's
Gospel. l 0 His work is esteemed by several Christian anarchists - especially those
with an activist inclination. 181 His study of Mark certainly resonates strongly with
Christian anarchist theory, yet he stays clear from reaching exr:licitly anarchist
conclusions, locating himself instead in Marxist liberation theology. 82 Apart perhaps
from his criticism of "leaderless groups," however, there is little in his book that
separates him from Christian anarchism. 183 Indeed, his exegesis very much implies
the sort of Christian anarchism theorised by this thesis. It is for this reason that his
work has been taken into account here.
Walter Wink
The logic with acclaimed American theologian Walter Wink (born 1935) is fairly
similar: like Myers, his work is admired by a few Christian anarchists, he locates
himself in liberation theology rather than Christian anarchism, and he advocates a sort
184
of activism that is at odds with Eller's understanding of Christian anarchism. His
work on a political interpretation of Jesus' teaching and of Paul's "powers," however,
does sometimes lend support to Christian anarchist theory - hence his inclusion in
some of the arguments developed in this thesis.
John Howard Yoder
Another American scholar whose work is pertinent to this thesis is John Howard
Yoder (1927-1997), a famous Mennonite and pacifist whose contribution in the study
185
of the political implications of Jesus' teaching has already been noted. Unlike the
previous two authors, there is substantial evidence that Yoder studied many Christian
anarchist theorists. 186 There are also plenty of references to him in that Christian
Resistance."; Elliott, Freedom, Justice and Christian Counter-Culture, 147-148; Marshall, Demanding
the Impossible, 81-82.
180 Myers, Binding the Strong Man. Ched Myers seems to have born some time around 1955.
181 [Anonymous], "Book Reviews," A Pinch of Salt, issue 14, March 1990; Bartley, Faith and Politics
after Christendom, 14-15; Keith Hebden, "Binding the Strongman: A Political Reading of Mark's
Gospel (Book Review)," The London Catholic Worker, issue 17, Christmas 2006; O'Reilly, Open
Letter; O'Reilly, Remembering Forgetting, 18-19,21-22,56.
182 For instance: Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 36, 453, 463-465, 469.
183 Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 280, 434.
184 Wink, Engaging the Powers; Walter Wink, Jesus' Third Way (Philadelphia: New Society, 1987);
Walter Wink, Naming the Powers: The Language of Power in the New Testament (Philadelphia:
Fortress, 1984); Walter Wink, Unmasking the Powers: The Invisible Forces That Determine Human
Existence (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1986). For him being cited in the Christian anarchist literature, see
for instance Barr, Radical Hope, 9; Bartley, Faith and Politics after Christendom, 14; S. J. Berrigan et
aI., "The Gift of Sexuality," A Pinch of Salt, issue 6, Easter 1987; O'Reilly, Remembering Forgetting,
21.

Yoder, The Politics of Jesus.
Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, back cover (on which Yoder praises Ellul's book); John Howard
Yoder, "The Limits of Obedience to Caesar: The Shape of the Problem," unpublished Study
Conference Paper (Elkhart: Associate Mennonite Biblical Seminary, June 1978), available from
http://www.jesusradicals.com/library/yoder/limitsofobedience.pdf (accessed 16 May 2006), 10-11 (for
him mentioning Eller and Tolstoy); John Howard Yoder, "The Political Axioms of the Sermon on the
185
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anarchist literature, and his lines of reasoning often do lead to anarchist
conclusions. I87 Yet he made it clear that he did not advocate Christian anarchism ,
mainly by defending the police function of the state. I88 Nevertheless, where his work
does support the case for Christian anarchism, it has been included in this thesis.
Archie Penner

The same applies to (considerably less famous) Canadian Mennonite Archie
Penner. I89 That is, his Christian study of the state repeatedly makes arguments that
run parallel to Christian anarchist theory, though ultimately he stops short of any
clearly anarchist conclusions. I90 His exegesis of numerous Bible passages, however,
has proven useful to making the case for Christian anarchism.
Now that the context, the originality, and the main thinkers who contribute
to Christian anarchist theory have been introduced, the generic theorising of Christian
anarchism can begin. The next Chapter embarks on this task by describing the
Christian anarchist exegesis of Jesus' Sermon on the Mount.

Mount," in The Original Revolution: Essays on Christian Pacifism (Scottdale: Herald, 1998), 52-53
(where he mentions Chelcicky and Tolstoy); Yoder, The Politics ofJesus, 6, 87,130,153,154,157,
159 (where he mentions Tolstoy, Ellul, and "my friend" Eller).
187 References in the Christian anarchist literature include Baker, Christi-Anarchy; Barr, Radical Hope,
15; Cavanaugh, Torture and Eucharist, 190; Stephen Hancock [?], "The Politics of Jesus (Book
Review)," A Pinch of Salt, issue 6, Easter 1987,12,14; O'Reilly, "The Anarchist Implications of
Christian Discipleship," 9-10.
188 Yoder's rejection of anarchism is evident for instance in Wogaman, Christian Perspectives on
.
Politics 67-69; Yoder, "The Limits of Obedience to Caesar," 1; John Howard Yoder, "The Theological
Basis of-the Christian Witness to the State," (Elkhart: Associate Mennonite Biblical Seminary, 1955),
available from http://www.jesusradicals.com/library/yoder/witnesstostate.pdf (accessed 16 May 2006),
9-10 18-19. Yoder's thinking is argued to inevitably lead to anarchism in Phillip W. Gray. "Peace,
Peac~, but There Is No Peace: A Critique of Christian Pacifist Communitarianism," Politics and

Religion (forthcoming).
.
.
189 Penner, The New Testament, the Christian, and the State. I have not been able to ascertain Archie
Penner's date of birth (and, possibly, death).
190 Penner, The New Testament, the Christian, and the State, 86,118-122.
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Part 1The Christian Anarchist Critique
of the State

Chapter 1 ... The Sermon on the
Mount: A Manifesto for Christian
Anarchism
Jesus' Sermon on the Mount is seen by many Christians - anarchist or not - as a
moving summary of his message to the Christian community. Augustine describes it
as "a perfect standard of Christian life," Hans Kung as "the core of Christian ethics.")
Christian anarchists concur. Andrews, for instance, sees the Sermon as a "summary of
Christ's rules" in which the "teaching of Christ [is] epitomized.,,2 For Tolstoy as well,
the Sermon on the Mount stands out as the most pertinent summary of this teaching:
"In no other place does Jesus speak with such solemnity; nowhere else does he
enunciate so many moral, clear, and comprehensible rules, appealing so straight to the
heart of every man; nowhere else does he speak to a greater or more various mass of
simple folk.,,3
At the same time, as Penner puts it, the Sermon on the Mount is also "one of
the most acute exegetical battlegrounds of the New Testament," in particular over the
section in which Jesus speaks of love and non-resistance. 4 It is therefore not
surprising to find many Christian anarchists commenting, sometimes at length, on the
pronouncements of Jesus in the Sermon. The purpose of this Chapter is to combine
these scattered comments into one aggregate commentary, one single Christian
anarchist exegesis of the Sermon on the Mount.
Scholars often emphasise the parallels between Jesus' long Sermon on the
Mount in Matthew's Gospel and the much shorter Sermon in the Plain in Luke's.5 A
discussion of whether these two Sermons are narratives of the same event, however,
falls outside the scope of this thesis. Their content is very similar. Matthew's longer
version covers the content of Luke's, and since it is this content that matters for
Christian anarchism, this Chapter follows Christian anarchist theorists in focusing
almost exclusively on the Sermon on the Mount.
It will become obvious to the reader coming from a traditional Christian
background that the Christian anarchist interpretation can frequently be quite different
to more conventional exegeses of these passages. As Chapter 3 makes clear, however,
Christian anarchists attribute this discrepancy to, at best, innocent misreading, and at
worst, deliberate deceit on the part of established commentators. Christian anarchists
therefore consciously bypass these traditional interpretations and try to base their
exegeses solely on scripture. Tolstoy, for example, openly admits that he found
himself "in the strange position of having to search for the meaning of [Jesus']
Aurelius Augustine, The Sermon on the Mount Expounded, and the Harmony o/the Evangelist, ed.
Marcus Dods, trans. William Findlay and S. D. F. Salmond (Edinburgh: T. and T. Clark, 1873), 1;
Hans KUng, Christianity: Its Essence and History, trans. John Bowden (London: SCM, 1995),52.
2 Dave Andrews, Not Religion, but Love: Practicing a Radical Spirituality o/Compassion (Cleveland:
Pilgrim, 2001), 65; Dave Andrews, A Spiritual Framework/or Ethical Reflection, available from
http://www.daveandrews.com.au/publications.html(accessed 3 December 2006),3.
3 Tolstoy, What I Believe, 13 .
.j Penner, The New Testament, the Christian, and the State, 38.
5 Matthew 5:1-7:29; Luke 6:20-49.
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teaching as for something new.,,6 This Chapter follows Christian anarchists in
ignoring the tradition in order to present the pure Christian anarchist reading of the
text. Traditional commentaries, as well as the Christian anarchist reasons for
bypassing them, are introduced only in Chapter 3.
For Tolstoy, the classic exemplar of Christian anarchism, the Sermon on the
Mount held a very special place. Tolstoy had struggled with a deep existential crisis
for years when, while pondering a specific verse of this Sermon, suddenly came "a
clear comprehension of all the teaching of Jesus," and "all that before had seemed
obscure became intelligible.,,7 This understanding brought his existential torment to a
close, it unlocked for him the essence of Jesus' teaching, and it was based on this
understanding of Christianity that he began launching his bitter attacks on the state
8
and on the church. That crucial verse which Tolstoy saw as the key to Christianity is
the famous verse where Jesus invites his disciples not to resist evil, but to turn the
other cheek instead.
Not all Christian anarchists follow Tolstoy in elevating that single verse as
high as he does, but all see in it and in the Sermon on the Mount a moving
articulation of Jesus' central teaching of love and forgiveness. Most would agree that
the Sermon on the Mount forms an ideal blueprint, a manifesto, as it were, for any
truly authentic Christian community. And even if they do not all see the passage on
not resisting evil as the absolute essence of Christianity, most Christian anarchists
share the analysis of human society which Tolstoy develops from his exegesis of that
passage. Moreover, just as with Tolstoy, the starting point for most Christian
anarchists is not so much a critique of the state as an understanding of Jesus' radical
teaching on love and forgiveness which, when then contrasted to the state, leads them
to their anarchist conclusion. 9
The most important passage to examine from the Sermon on the Mount is
therefore the one where Jesus calls for his disciples not to resist evil. The first and
biggest section of this Chapter reviews, in detail, the various clusters of interpretation
made by Christian anarchists (and selected pacifists) on this passage in order to draw
out its anarchist implications. The second section considers the instruction not to
judge; the third, that to love our enemies; and the fourth, that not to swear oaths. The
fifth section briefly mentions the Golden Rule. The sixth relays the few and rather
less relevant reflections of Christian anarchists on the remaining passages of the
Sermon, except the passage where Jesus claims not to be destroying but fulfilling the
Old Law, which is examined in more detail in the seventh section. The Chapter is
then brought to a close by the eight and final section, which returns to the idea that
the Sermon on the Mount should guide the practice of the Christian community.
Note that the full Sermon can be found in Appendix A, in both the classic
King James Version (the first authorized translation into English) and Tolstoy's own,
rationalised adaptation (translated from the Russian by his friend and most renown
translator, Aylmer Maude). Appendix A also includes The Sermon on the Plain found
in Luke. This Appendix can be read before the present Chapter or periodically
consulted as the Chapter proceeds. Either way, the most significant excerpts precede
their respective exegesis in the main text below.

Tolstoy, What 1 Believe, 66 (see also: 50).
7 Tolstoy, What 1 Believe, 18.
S For Tolstoy'S autobiographical account of his existential crisis, see Tolstoy, "A Confession." For his
consequent understanding of the teaching of Jesus, see, in particular, Tolstoy, What I Believe.
9 Ostergaard, Resisting the Nation State, section 12.
6
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1.1 - Resist not evil
The instruction not to resist evil, a defining passage in the Christian Bible comes in
verses thirty-eight to forty-two of the fifth chapter of Matthew's Gospel, w'here Jesus
tells his disciples:
38. Ye have heard that it hath been said, An eye for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth:
39. But I say unto you, That ye resist not evil lo : but whosoever shall smite thee on
thy right cheek, tum to him the other also.
40. And if any man will sue thee at the law, and take away thy coat, let him have thy
cloak also.
41. And whosoever shall compel thee to go a mile, go with him twain.
42. Give to him that asketh thee, and from him that would borrow of thee tum not
thou away. II

The subsections which follow elaborate the main sets of comments Christian
anarchists make about these verses, beginning with a closer look at Jesus' three
illustrations of non-resistance to show why these are politically significant. The
second subsection introduces the view that what Jesus demands is not unresponsive
passivity but a very purposeful reaction. The third shows that Jesus is calling for his
disciples to rise above the law of retaliation, and thus prepares the ground for the
fourth subsection, which discusses Christian anarchist reflections on the cycle of
violence, and the fifth, which explains why Christian anarchists believe Jesus to be
proposing a method to overcome it. The sixth and final subsection then clarifies why
the preceding exegesis drives Christian anarchists to their anarchism, to their
rejection of the state.

1.1.1- Jesus' three illustrations
Elliott and Wink interpret Jesus' three brief illustrations one by one in order to show
that in Jesus' historical context, these had immediate political connotations which can
often be missed by exegetes who are foreign to that context.
On the first illustration, Wink begins by asking: "Why the right cheek?" He
then explains that, in those times, "the left hand was used only for unclean hands,"
which means the attacker must have used the right hand - but, in that case, "the only
way one could strike the right cheek with the right hand would be with the back of the
hand.,,12 In that context, he suggests this would be "unmistakably an insult," a
humiliation. 13 Elliott reaches the same conclusion albeit from a slightly different
angle: he notes that "Hitting someone in the face, particularly in front of witnesses,
was in those times, just as it is today, a humiliation and a loss of dignity for the victim
in Middle-East society.,,14 Jesus, both Wink and Elliott suggest, is depicting a
situation which his followers would immediately recognise as humiliating, and
The Greek word in the original text is 7t:OV'1PciJ, which can be grammatically translated both as "evil"
and as "him that is evil" or "the evildoer." The meaning of the expression, however, points to "evil" in
general rather than to some specific entity "that is evil." The majority of the versions of the Bible,
therefore, have opted for a translation into "evil" in the broad sense. In their own translation, Christian
anarchists (and Christian pacifists) sometimes fluctuate between one variant and the other. Either way,
these alterations have little consequence on the formulation of Christian anarchist theory since
Christian anarchists nevertheless always interpret it as meaning "evil" in the broad sense.
II Matthew 5:38-42 (King James Version's italics removed).
12 Wink, Jesus' Third Way, 15.
13 Wink, Jesus' Third Way, 15.
14 Elliott, Freedom, Justice and Christian Counter-Culture, 176.
10
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which, i~ .th~t society, would consequently call for an appropriate, equally forceful
and humIlIatIng response to uphold one's dignity and honour. 1
The response Jesus recommends, however, goes against these local
expectations. For Elliott, what Jesus is saying is: "Don't retaliate. Don't behave in the
way your enemy expects you to behave. Do what your attacker least expects: behave
in the opposite way.,,16 In effect, by turning the other cheek, "the cycle of violence is
unexpectedly interrupted.,,17 This, Elliott contends, confuses the attacker, who now
"is no lon~er in control of the process he initiated. He is, in a very real sense,
disarmed!" 8 Similarly, Wink claims that turning the other cheek "robs the oppressor
of the power to humiliate," which forces the attacker to regard the victim "as an equal
human being.,,19 Both Elliott and Wink therefore agree that Jesus' surprising response
in this first illustration dis empowers the attacker and forces him to regard the victim
in a different light.
Elliott and Wink bring a similar perspective on the other two responses
illustrated by Jesus. In the second one, they note that by pointedly handing over his
cloak in response to being sued for his coat, the victim would end up naked. Yet
Elliott argues that nakedness in that context would be offensive, and that the
community would blame the person who brought this about more than the actual
victim?O Along the same lines, Wink contends that this nakedness would register "a
stunning protest" against the social and legal system that brought this about; that the
"entire system" would thus be "publicly unmasked;" but that this unmasking "offers
the creditor a chance to see, perhaps for the first time in his life, what his practice
causes, and to repent.,,21 So, again, Jesus' recommendation in this illustration would
be "a practical, strategic measure for empowering the oppressed" against, in this case,
such unfair use of the legal system. 22
Regarding the third illustration, both Elliott and Wink agree that Jesus is
here making a reference to a then established military practice, whereby a soldier
could force a civilian to carry his pack, but for one mile only.23 Once again, here,
Jesus' proposed response throws the soldier "off-balance," by depriving him "of the
predictability of your response.,,24 Doing twice as much as what is usually allowed,
Elliott argues, is "a way of subverting authority" in that "the victim is claiming the
power to determine for himself the lengths to which he is prepared to gO.,,25 So yet
again, Jesus' illustration of non-resistance implies a critique of the expectations of his
contemporary society and seeks to empower the victim through a counter-intuitive
response.
Elliott further argues that the three illustrations cover the three "strategies
which the enemy is most likely to employ" against followers of Jesus: "physical
Archie Penner makes a similar point: Penner, The New Testament, the Christian, and the State, 44.
16 Elliott, Freedom, Justice and Christian Counter-Culture, 176.
17 Elliott, Freedom, Justice and Christian Counter-Culture, 176.
18 Elliott, Freedom, Justice and Christian Counter-Culture, 176.
19 Wink, Jesus' Third Way, 16.
20 Elliott, Freedom, Justice and Christian Counter-Culture, 176-177.
21 Wink, Jesus' Third Way, 18-19. Here again, Penner agrees that the example concerns the area of
litigation: Penner, The New Testament, the Christian, and the State, 44.
22 Wink, Jesus' Third Way, 19.
23 Here Penner breaks this illustration in two, and suggests that while verse 41 "is from the area of
forced ~ervice to government," verse 42 "is from the area of personal property"; but all he concludes is
that as with the previous two examples, the point Jesus is making is that resistance "should not be
practiced". Penner, The New Testament, the Christian, and the State, 44-45.
24 Wink, Jesus' Third Way, 21.
25 Elliott, Freedom, Justice and Christian Counter-Culture, 177.
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intimidation, manipulation of the legal system, and military co-option," each of which
"involves a form ofviolence.,,26 According to Elliott, therefore, Jesus' examples have
immediate political significance: they illustrate three typical kinds of violence within
that political context and three unexpected, subversive yet non-violent responses to it.

1.1.2 - A purposeful reaction
Moreover, a point which Christian anarchists (and pacifists) are keen to emphasise is
that Jesus' non-resistance is not just some completely inactive, uncaring acceptance
of evil, but a very specific, strategic response - a response which Jesus illustrates
clearly with his three examples. Here, however, views diverge among Christian
anarchists as to exactly what kind of action is allowed and what kind of resistance is
forbidden: resistance to certain types of evil, resistance by evil, or any resistance at
all. These very important disagreements are discussed in detail in Chapter 4. Here,
what should be noted is that non-resistance as it is illustrated by Jesus is a purposeful
and determined type of response.
Wink, for instance, who is not a Christian anarchist but more of a militant
pacifist, maintains that an accurate translation of the Greek does not suggest "the
passive, doormat quality" which many Christians "cowardly" adopt, but that Jesus'
statement "is arguably one of the most revolutionary political statements ever
uttered.,,27 He thinks that "court translators" turned "nonviolent resistance into
docility," and that a "proper translation" of the Greek word for "resist" would be:
"violent rebellion, armed revolt, sharp dissention." Thus according to Wink, Jesus
was saying: "Do not strike back at evil (or, one who has done you evil) in kind. Do
not give blow for blow. Do not retaliate against violence with violence." Jesus, Wink
continues, "was no less committed to opposing evil than the anti-Roman resistance
fighters. The only difference was over the means to be used: how one should fight
evil." There are three possible responses to evil: passive "flight," violent "fight," or
"militant nonviolence.,,28 For Wink, a correct translation of the Greek verb shows that
Jesus was rejecting the first two options and recommending the third. He was not
preaching inaction, but a very radical type of reaction.
Ballou, whose position is on the border between Christian anarchism and
pacifism, is of a similar opinion as Wink. Based on Jesus' examples, he argues that
the precise type of resistance Jesus forbids is: "resistance of personal injury by means
of injury inflicted.,,29 He therefore believes the word resistance should not "be taken
in its widest meaning" but "in the strict sense of the Saviour's injunction," which
would consequently mean that "Evil is to be resisted by all just means, but never with
evil.,,3o Both Wink and Ballou therefore seem to interpret Jesus' instruction as
forbidding violent or evil responses to evil, but not necessarily political resistance as
such.
However, Tolstoy, who after all is the conventional exemplar of classic
Christian anarchism, sometimes appears to disagree. In his version of the Gospel,
Jesus says: "Do not fight evil by evil, and not only do not exact at law an ox for an
ox, a slave for a slave, a life for a life, but do not resist evil at all. ,,31 He seems to be
Elliott, Freedom, Justice and Christian Counter-Culture, 177.
27 Wink Jesus' Third Way, 12.
~8 All th~ quotations since the previous footnote are taken from Wink, Jesus' Third Way, 13.
29 Ballou, Christian Non-Resistance, chap. 1, para. 48.
30 Adin Ballou, "A Catechism of Non-Resistance," in The Kingdom a/God and Peace Essays, by Leo
Tolstoy, trans. Aylmer Maude (New Delhi: Rupa, 2001), 14.
31 Tolstoy, "The Gospel in Brief," 165 (emphasis added).
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interpreting the word resistance in the widest possible sense. When read this way,
Jesus' recommended reply does not admit any form of resistance at all. And yet
som~where else, Tolstoy writes that "Jesus says, 'You wish to destroy evil by evil, but
that IS unreasonable. That there may be no evil, do none yourselves. ",32 This time,
Tolstoy seems to imply that there is a form of response, perhaps even of resistance
which might not be tainted by evil. Tolstoy thus does not appear fully consistent i~
his interpretation of Jesus' teaching. Sometimes he interprets Jesus' command to
forbid all forms of resistance; sometimes he interprets it to forbid only violent
resistance. These important issues are returned to in Chapter 4.
The point to note here is that although there may be disagreement among
Christian anarchists and pacifists about exactly what form of reaction is allowed by
these verses, they all (Tolstoy included) insist that the Christian response is a very
real and very radical reaction. In Bartley's words, "nonviolence does not mean
inaction, but rather means not being violent in the actions we do take.,,33 Thus, as
Elliott appreciates, what Jesus offers is a genuine strategy, which consist in both not
resisting and doing more than is demanded. 34 This is a form of action, a genuine,
purposeful, tactical reaction.

1.1.3 - Beyond lex talionis
In these verses, therefore, Jesus is prescribing and describing a radical type of
reaction. This radical response, coupled with Jesus' introductory words ("Ye have
heard that hath been said [ ... ] But I say unto you"), implies a disapproval of
something about his political context. That something, for Christian anarchists, relates
to the cycle of violence inherent in a non-Christian society's administration of justice,
and more specifically in lex (or jus) talionis, the law of retaliation enshrined in the
Old Testament.
First, however, it is necessary to note that lex talionis is not a licence for
unlimited violence. Penner explains that in the Old Testament settings which Jesus is
referring to, "the expression [ ... ] amounts to a statement of principle based on literal
exactions in some areas of civil and criminal justice," and it was therefore aiming at
"the administration of justice" on the basis of reciprocity.35 Penner makes clear that
"redress for wrong was meant as much as the idea of retaliation," that the purpose of
it "was to curb crime and sin and to maintain civil order among the Hebrews," and
that therefore "the injunction was not a permission to exercise private and hateful
revenge in the sense in which the word is often used currently.,,36 The idea behind lex
talionis is that of justified retaliation, "to mete out punishment on the basis and with
the intent of justice.,,37 Equally important, however, is how this "fair" and "just" level
of retaliation can be used by the two parties as a basis for reaching an alternative
solution: a "fair" and "just" level of compensation. Lex talionis therefore provides the
basis for either retributive (punishment of the offender) or restorative (compensation

Tolstoy, What I Believe, 87 (emphasis added).
33 Bartley, Faith and Politics after Christendom, 174-175 (Bartley's emphasis).
34 EIIiott, Freedom, Justice and Christian Counter-Culture, 175, 178.
35 Penner, The New Testament, the Christian, and the State, 40.
36 Penner, The New Testament, the Christian, and the State, 41.
37 Penner, The New Testament, the Christian, and the State, 42.
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~y the offender) justice. These principles, Penner remarks, were not used only in the
tImes of Jesus, but are also "basic in civil and criminal law today.,,39
In the above verses, however, Jesus calls for his disciples, when wronged,
not to "seek revenge or redress through legal or coercive means. ,,40 In order to "limit
the level of retaliation taken in a world caught up in relentless cycles of revenge,"
argues Andrews, God once ordered human beings not to be excessive, to take only
one eye for one eye, not more; but here Jesus is pushing the same intention further:
"We were called to move from unlimited violence to limited violence by the
command to only take an 'eye for an eye'. And we were called to move on from
violence to nonviolence by the command to 'tum the other cheek' .,,41
Hennacy, Bartley and Yoder all agree. For Hennacy, "in the earlier Bible
times, if a man knocked out an eye of another man, according to tradition, he'd be
lucky to get off with being lynched at once. The Jews were trying to lessen the
severity of this," and what Jesus is here proposing is "to go a bit farther.,,42 For
Bartley, Jesus "made it clear that [the lex talionis] was not enough" and instead urged
"forgiveness and what many would see as the creation of an upward spiral of
peace. ,,43 Hence, for Yoder, "What in the old covenant was a limit on vengeance [ ... ]
has now become a special measure of love demanded by concern for the redemption
of the offender. ,,44
Both commands are informed by the same intention, but non-resistance to
evil goes further that the more rigid law of reciprocity. Indeed, this is one of the
senses in which Jesus "fulfils" rather than "destroys" the law, by rearticulating it
based on its original purpose (this theme is addressed in more detail later in this
Chapter, as well as in the Conclusion). Jesus is instructing his disciples to move
beyond the lex talionis of the Old Testament, to push its original intentions even
further. For Christian anarchists, the reason for which Jesus does this has to do with
the way the law of retaliation can - and usually tends to - spiral out of control and
become an unrelenting cycle of violence and revenge.

1. 1.4 - The cycle of violence
Christian anarchists interpret Jesus' instruction as a comment not just on the Old
Law, but also on human practice past and present. This subsection and the next
therefore convey, in considerable detail, Christian anarchist reflections on the
potential cycle of violence inherent in lex talionis, and their understanding of Jesus'
non-resistance in light of that.
It will become obvious that Christian anarchists are quick to generalise
Jesus' comments on lex talionis to the broader political question of how to deal with
evil and achieve justice in society as a whole. They reflect on the use of violence as a
method to achieve any kind of justice - from personal or collective retribution all the
Indeed, according to Stephen W. Carson, restoration - not retribution - was the goal of Mosaic Law.
.
Stephen W. Carson, Biblical Anarchism, available from
http://www.lewrockwell.com/orig/carson2.html (accessed 8 November 2007), espeCially para. 5.
39 Penner, The New Testament, the Christian, and the State, 38.
40 Penner The New Testament, the Christian, and the State, 42.
41 Both q~otations from Andrews in this paragraph are from Dave Andrews, S~bversive Spirituality,
Ecclesial and Civil Disobedience: A Survey of Biblical Politics as Incarnated In Jesus and Interpreted
bv Paul, available from http://anz.jesusradicals.com/subspirit.pdf(accessed 17 July 2006), 1.
42 Hennacy, The Book of Ammon, 491.
43 Bartley, Faith and Politics after Christendom, 191.
44 Yoder, "The Political Axioms of the Sermon on the Mount," 49.
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way to the much broader visions of social justice articulated by competing schools of
political thought. They also thus broaden the notion of evil in a similar way to include
not just personal evil but also social, political and economic evil and injustice.
This broadening of the apparently more immediate meaning of these verses
may not appear fully justified at first, but as Chapter 2 shows, it accords with Jesus'
broader teaching and example. Besides, it resonates with the long established debate
in more conventional Christian theology on the theological and ontological relation
between love and justice - a theme examined in the Conclusion. Jesus' three
examples admittedly illustrate a narrower set of instances of evil, but they are merely
illustrations of his reinterpretation of the much broader principle of lex talionis, itself
a principle aiming at the achievement of justice in society.
Christian anarchists therefore begin by noting that forceful resistance is
almost universally accepted as the justified method for humanity to confront injustice.
Ballou observes that "The almost universal opinion and practice of mankind is on the
side of resistance of injury with injury.,,45 Hennacy remarks the same, adding that "It
[is] plain that this system [does] not work.,,46 "The earth," Ballou regrets, "has been
rendered a vast slaughter-field - a theatre of reciprocal cruelty and vengeance.,,47
Why? Because "The wisdom of this world has relied on the efficacy of injury, terror,
EVIL, to resist evil," says Ballou. 48 Tolstoy is of the same opinion: the whole history
of humankind for him betrays incessant and yet ultimately failed attempts to resist
evil with evil, to deal violently with problems of violence, to wage wars in order to
preclude other wars. 49
This method, however, only multiplies evil. Because human beings often
fail to see that another's violence was to him only fair retaliation for an original
offence, they get caught in an unending cycle of vendettas. If the justice of the
retaliation is not recognised by its victim, what to one party is only fair retaliation
becomes unjustified aggression to the other. Reciprocating evil with evil may
sometimes appear just, but more often than not, it is thereby multiplying evil. Intrinsic
to lex talionis, therefore, is the risk of it sparking a cycle of violence. Tolstoy quotes
Ballou's explanation:
He who attacks another and insults him, engenders in him the sentiment of hatred, the
root of all evil. To offend another because he has offended us, on the specious pretext
of removing an evil, is really to repeat an evil deed, both against him and against
ourselves - to beget, or at least to free and to encourage, the very demon we wish to
expel. Satan cannot be driven out by Satan, untruth cannot be cleansed by untruth,
and evil cannot be vanquished by evil. 50

Or as Tolstoy puts it, "One wrong added to another wrong does not make a right; it
merely extends the area of wrong.,,51 An eye for eye eventually makes the whole
world go blind. 52 It is hard to overestimate how important this realisation is for all

Ballou, Christian Non-Resistance, chap. 1, para. 17.
46 Hennacy, The Book of Ammon, 30.
47 Ballou, Christian Non-Resistance, chap. 1, para. 17.
48 Ballou, Christian Non-Resistance, chap. 1, para. 68.
49 George Kennan, "A Visit to Count Tolstoi," The Century Magazine 34/2 (1887).
50 Ballou, "A Catechism of Non-Resistance," 17.
51 Leo Tolstoy, quoted in Kennan, "A Visit to Count Tolstoi," 257.
.
52 These words are usually attributed to Mohandas K. Gandhi, but the exact reference for them IS
nonetheless never specified. Whether or not he did say these words, they do eloquently sum up his
critique of violence as a means to ~ny end. Besid~s, as ~hapter 6 demonstrates, Gandhi's doctrine of
non-violence was in fact strongly mfluenced by hiS readmg of Tolstoy. Moreover, Andrews, who
admittedly spent many years in India and was influenced by Gandhi, repeats this famous quote in his
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Christian anarchists, and especially Tolstoy, Hennacy and Ballou. They believe Jesus
exposed this cycle of violence and showed humankind a way out of it. It is therefore
worth looking in more detail at some of the reflections made by Christian anarchists
on this vicious circle of violence.
Ellul, in his book devoted to the subject, asserts that there are five laws of
53
violence. One of these is that "Violence begets violence - nothing else.,,54 We think
that laudable ends sometimes justify slightly unfortunate means. Christian anarchists
passionately disagree. Violent means only produce further violence, and they fatally
corrupt and destroy even the worthiest of aims. 55 The end simply does not, ever,
justify the means. "When evil means are employed," Berdyaev insists, "these ends are
never attained: the means take central place, and the ends are either forgotten, or
become purely rhetorical.,,56 Countless human goals have been fatally compromised
by the violent means which were adopted in an attempt to reach them, but which
ended up taking centre stage while the original goal became more and more distant
and elusive.
Nonetheless, moral aims are necessary preconditions for violent means to be
adopted in the first place. As another of Ellul's laws of violence highlights,
proponents of violence always try to justify it both to others and to themselves by
evoking venerable goals: "Violence is so unappealing that every user of it has
produced lengthy apologies to demonstrate to the people that it is just and morally
warranted. ,,57 This is understandable, and proponents of violence can rarely be
accused of evil intentions: they usually genuinely and wholeheartedly believe that the
superior ends they long for can be achieved by the violent means they succumb to.
Berdyaev remarks that "no one ever proposes evil ends: evil is always disguised as
good, and detracts from the good.,,58 Yet the resort to violence is precisely where evil
seeps In.
Besides, using violence or coercion to impose a social vision upon
rebellious minorities is bound to fail. Tolstoy argues that since "there is in human
society an endless variety of opinions as to what constitutes wrong and oppression,"
authorising violence for anyone cause inevitably guarantees a vicious cycle of evil
tit-for-tat, "a universal reign of violence.,,59 Those who are coerced will only obey
while they are weaker than the tyrants, under fear of threats. However "As soon as
they grow stronger they naturally not only cease to do what they do not want to do,
but, embittered by the struggle against their oppressors and everything they have had
to suffer from them, they [ ... ], in their tum, force their opponents to do what they
regard as good and necessary.,,60 Revolutionary violence promises counterrevolutionary violence.
One of the fundamental problems with violent methods, Christian anarchists
argue, is that "once we consent to use violence ourselves, we have to consent to our
adversary's using it, toO.,,61 This is because, Ellul continues, "We cannot demand to

discussion Jesus' teaching in Dave Andrews, Plan Be: Be the Change You Want to See in the World
(Milton Keynes: Authentic, 2008), 3.
53 Ellul, Violence, 93-108.
54 Ellul, Violence, 100 (Ellul's emphasis).
55 See, for instance: Ellul, Violence, 102; Hennacy, The Book of Ammon, 59.
56 Berdyaev, The Realm of the Spirit and the Realm of Caesar, 88.
57 Ellul, Violence, 103.
58 Berdyaev, The Realm of the Spirit and the Realm o/Caesar, 87.
59 Leo Tolstoy, quoted in Kennan, "A Visit to Count Tolstoi," 259.
60 Tolstoy, "The Law of Love and the Law of Violence," 163 (Tolstoy's emphasis).
61 Ellul, Violence, 99.
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receive treatment different from that we mete out. We must understand that our own
violence necessarily justifies the enemy's, and we cannot object to his violence.,,62
Adopting violence as a method to attain one's goals implies the recognition of
violence as an acceptable method in the first place. Thus in responding to violence
with violence, says Yoder, "We agree with the other party that his weapons are right
and thereby really loose our right to tell him that what he is doing is wrong.,,63
According to Tolstoy, that is precisely "where the danger of employing violence lies:
all the arguments put forward by those who employ it can with equal or even greater
justification be used against them.,,64 By smiting back when smitten on the right
cheek, one is conceding that smiting is an acceptable type of action. One side's
violence will always be seen by the other side as legitimising its own choice of
violent methods.
Worse, the use of violence creates justifications for further violence. On top
of implicitly conceding that violence is an acceptable method, the use of violence
actually becomes a justification, almost an invitation, as it were, for a violent reply.
This is another of Ellul's laws of violence, that "violence creates violence. ,,65 That is,
"every act of violence can explain and seek to justify itself as a response to an earlier
act of violence" - hence the inherent danger of lex talionis. 66 Violent acts aggrieve
those who are targeted, as well as their families and friends. 67 These people will
typically seek justice in violent retaliation. Hence using violence gives the opponent
good reasons for more violence in return. Conversely, this violent retaliation "makes
the attacker feel he is right, that all humans are just the same, they must always use
weapons to defend themselves," says pacifist Richard Gregg. 68 In short, violence
obscures its initial aim, validates itself as a method, and justifies more violence in
return.
Moreover, Ellul's first law declares that "Violence becomes a habit of
simplification of situations, political, social, or human. And a habit cannot quickly be
broken. ,,69 Evil overcomes us, and we are "led to play evil's game - to respond by
using evil's means, to do evil." 70 The world is accustomed to this game, caught in the
delusional habit of the efficacy of violence (more on which is discussed in the
Conclusion). Yoder puts it succinctly: "Violence is always, apparently, the shortest
and surest way;" but he immediately adds: "And in the long run that appearance
always deceives.,,7l We have a habit of thinking that violence can help us achieve our
aims, but in the long run, all it does is add momentum to the destructive cycle of
violence.
"As fire will not put out fire," Tolstoy therefore believes, "so evil will not
destroy evil."n Even if we think we are right, we must resist the temptation to force
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others to obey our will. 73 As Garrison explains, "physical coercion is not adapted to
moral regeneration;" evil means do not teach moral virtues. 74 Besides, according to
Tolstoy's Jesus, "every man is full of faults and incapable of guiding others. By
taking revenge, we only teach others to do the same.,,7 The very fact that violence
sometimes appears to works in the short run only teaches exactly that - that violence
appears to work, not that the user of violence was correct. 76
Every human being must decide where they stand on this. The question of
how to respond to evil cannot be avoided. 77 Lex talionis appears to offer a solution,
but inherent in it is a tendency for reciprocal violence to spiral out of control. Jesus
indirectly exposed this logic by advising to go beyond it. On the face of it, however,
humanity has so far declined to heed this advice. Yet by opting for violent means
either to respond to violence or to try to reach at times admittedly very worthy goals,
the world has ensnared itself in a self-reinforcing cycle of violence and resistance. For
Christian anarchists, Jesus makes clear that it is in the choice of means that the fatal
mistake is committed. For the vicious cycle of violence to be broken, humanity needs
an alternative method for responding to injustice and reaching moral aims.

1.1.5 - Overcoming of the cycle of violence
Christian anarchists firmly believe Jesus both taught and lived out such an alternative,
and that he best expressed it in those verses counselling non-resistance: "the subprinciple of Christian Non-Resistance," Ballou maintains, is that "Evil can be
overcome only with good.,,7s It is not an easy method, and at first, it can appear
counterintuitive: Ellul indeed stresses that non-resistance implies "seeking another
kind of victory, renouncing the marks of victory" (more on this in Chapter 4 and in
the Conclusion).79 Christian anarchists however believe it is the only real alternative
for humankind, "the only possible way of breaking the chain of violence, of rupturing
the circle of fear and hate."so
At the same time, no Christian anarchist pretends it is painless. Overcoming
evil with love requires a willingness to endure violence or evil without doing violence
or evil in return, even - in fact, especially - when treated unjustly.S1 Hence it requires
forgiveness since "by definition," explains Andrews, it "means making the sacrifice
that is necessary to accept an injustice without demanding satisfaction in retum."S2
That sacrifice is precisely the "relinquishin~ [of a person's] right to restitution or
retaliation in order to restore a relationship."s
Returning good for evil, Andrews says, "may not transform every bad
relationship into a good friendship; but [ ... ] is the only thing that ever has or ever
Ronald Sampson, "Tolstoy on Power," Journal of the Conflict Research Society 112 (1977), 68.
74 Garrison, "Declaration of Sentiments Adopted by the Peace Convention," 7.
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will.,,84 Only such an attitude of love, non-violence and forgiveness makes healing
possible. It forces "the oppressor to see you in a new light" and to reconsider the
85
situation. This opens "the possibility of the enemy's becoming just as well," which
is important because as Wink continues, "Both sides must win.,,86 Non-resistance,
and its concomitant willingness to suffer unjustly, clears the ground for reconciliation
because it exposes the destructive violence of the situation and makes a moving plea
to overcome it. It lays bare the cycle of violence and it refuses to prolong it.
Some might object that non-resistance is contrary to human nature in that it
goes against the natural instinct of self-preservation. Ballou replies that actually, nonresistance is "the true method of self-preservation. ,,87 He reminds that resistance
always tend to be justified by self-defence:
It professes to eschew all aggression, but invariably runs into it. It promises personal
security, but exposes its subjects not only to aggravated assaults, but to every species
of danger, sacrifice and calamity. It shakes the fist, brandishes the sword, and holds
up the rod in terrorem to keep the peace, but constantly excites, provokes, and
perpetuates war. It has been a liar from the beginning. It has been a Satan professing
to cast out Satan, yet confirming the power and multiplying the number of demons
which possess our unfortunate race. It does not conduce to self-preservation, but to
self-destruction, and ought therefore to be discarded. 88

The usual method of self-preservation "constantly [runs] into the very wrongs it
aimed to prevent.,,89 Like begets like, therefore "the disposition to injure begets a
disposition to injure.,,9o In other words, resistance divides and actually destroys
humanity, whereas non-resistance actually preserves it. Accordingly, Ballou
concludes that non-resistance is not contrary but "in perfect accordance with" the
"laws of nature.,,91 It is the only method which can preserve humanity in the long
run. 92
Christian anarchists thus firmly believe in a strict continuity between ends
and means. They believe these cannot be separated because the means eventually
become the ends. Violence leads to violence, resistance to resistance. By the same
token, peace, love and forgiveness can only begin with peaceful, loving and forgiving
pioneers. The cycle of violence cannot be broken by cathartic or exemplary acts of
violence; it can only be overcome by love and non-resistance. "[That] there may not
be violence," Tolstoy insists, "it is necessary that no-one under any pretext whatever
should use violence, especially under the most usual pretext of retribution. ,,93 The
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only means to reduce violence in the world, Tolstoy deduces, "is the submissive
peaceful endurance of all violence whatever.,,94
Of course, such non-resistance is not easy. In the words of an Indian poet,
"True love is not for the faint-hearted.,,95 Non-resistance requires an absolute
commitment, and this means a willingness to suffer, even to die, rather than to resist.
Thus non-resistance is not cowardly; it requires courage. 96 Gandhi observed that
"bravery consists in dying, not in killing.,,97 (This readiness to pay the ultimate price
is discussed in more detail later, notably in Chapters 2 and 5.) Non-resistance
involves courage because it demands a willingness to suffer, perhaps even to die (but
not kill).98
Besides, non-resistance is what Jesus commands, and Tolstoy is adamant
that "Jesus really means what he says.,,99 Indeed, Tolstoy only made sense of these
verses when "he admitted to himself that perhaps Jesus meant that saying literally."lOo
He explains that he had been distracted by trying to explain the passage allegorically,
even though, deep down, he knew that it expressed "the vital principle of
Christianity."IoI The teaching, however, could not be clearer:
It may be affirmed that the constant fulfilment of this rule is difficult, and that not
every man will find his happiness in obeying it. It may be said that it is foolish; that,
as unbelievers pretend, Jesus was a visionary, an idealist, whose impracticable rules
were only followed because of the stupidity of his disciples. But it is impossible not
to admit that Jesus did say very clearly and definitely that which he intended to say:
namely, that men should not resist evil; and that therefore he who accepts his
teaching cannot resist. 102

When he asked his disciples not to resist evil, Jesus meant it. Moreover, as Chapter 2
illustrates, Jesus practiced what he preached both throughout his life and in his very
death. 103
So, to repeat and sum up, Jesus says (according to Tolstoy): "The teaching
of the world is that men should do evil to one another, but my teaching is that they
should love one another.,,104 Jesus rejects the violence of the world by preaching nonresistance. His teaching overcomes the cycle of violence by refusing to resist. A
faithful follower of Jesus - a Christian - therefore cannot resist, cannot participate in
violence, and in so doing helps overcome the world's vicious cycle of violence.
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100 Maude, The Life of Tolstoy, 33.
101 Tolstoy, What 1 Believe, 19.
102 Tolstoy, What 1 Believe, 18-19.
103 Tolstoy, What 1 Believe, 43.
104 Tolstoy, "The Gospel in Brief," 297.
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1.1.6 - Anarchist implications
State theory and practice, however, reveal an attitude at odds with this fundamental
teaching of Jesus. Put simply, the state is founded on violence. In order for it to
enforce law and order, the state demands from its citizens a monopoly over the
legitimate use of force. !Os Hence coercion is essential to government. I06 The famous
"social contract" theorised by Hobbes, Locke and Rousseau is precisely a
(hypothetical) consent, by a group of individuals, to grant the state a monopoly over
the legitimate use of violence - allegedly to preserve order and security in an
otherwise chaotic and sinful world. 107 For Hennacy, this means that "all governments
- even the best - were founded upon the policemen's club: upon a return of evil for
evil, the very opposite of the teachings of Christ." 108 The state is founded on the very
thing Jesus prohibits.
Christian anarchists reject the differentiation between "violence," with its
negative connotations, and the state's use of "force." 109 Ellul writes:
I refuse to make the classic distinction between violence and force. The lawyers have
invented the idea that when the state applies constraint, even brutal constraint, it is
exercising "force;" that only individuals or nongovernmental groups (syndicates,
parties) use violence. This is a totally unjustified distinction. The state is established
by violence - the French, American, Communist, Francoist revolutions. Invariably
there is violence at the start. I 10

Violence is employed at the start, and it permeates the day-to-day administration of
government whenever "force" is involved. Ellul thus speaks of "administrative
violence" and the "violence of the judicial system.,,111 The state, he therefore insists,
"cannot maintain itself save by and through violence.,,112
The resulting tragedy is that although the state promises to protect from evil,
it itself "produces evil and extends it," says Berdyaev: 13 Civil law, according to
This notion of the state as the monopoly of the use of force over a certain territory is very similar to
Weber's definition of the state. Kinna, Anarchism, 46.
106 For examples of Christian anarchists making this point that the state is based on violence, on a
monopoly over the legitimate use of force, see [Anonymous], Ninety-Five Theses in Defense of
Patriarchy, thesis 12; Ballou, Non-Resistance in Relation to Human Governments, 3; Barr, Radical
Hope, 9; Bartley, Faith and Politics after Christendom, 185; Carson, Christians in Politics, para. 5961; Molnar, A Study of Peter ChelCickY's Life, 30, 95, 100; Hugh O. Pentecost, Murder by Law,
available from http://www.deadanarchists.orglPentecost/murder.html (accessed 22 November 2007);
Redford, Jesus Is an Anarchist, 5-8; Tolstoy, "An Appeal to Social Reformers," 57-61; Tolstoy, "The·
End of the Age," 35; Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 209-212, 315; Vanwagenen, "An
Introduction to Mormon Anarchism," 2-3; Roger Young, A Plea to Christians: Reject the State! (Strike
the Root), available from http://www.strike-the-root.com/columnsN oung/young3.html (accessed 21
November 2007), para. 3.
107 For a concise summary of "social contract" theory, see Cavanaugh, "The City," 186-190.
Incidentally, Ellul does not even agree with "social contract" theory that the state's mandate comes
from the people's consent for it to rule over them. Instead he thinks that "the state is legitimized when
the other states recognise it" - the consent of the governed is less important than the consent of other
power holders that this or that state shall govern over this or that territory. Ellul, Violence, 84. This
view is also espoused by Charles Tilly who, while not an anarchist himself, has written a paper which
anarchists think highly of: Charles Tilly, "War Making and State Making as Organized Crime," in
Bringing the State Back In, ed. Peter Evans, Dietrich Rueschemeyer, and Theda Skocpol (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1985), 171.
108 Hennacy, The Book of Ammon, 62.
109 Similarly, Pentecost refuses not to call capital punishment murder. Pentecost, Murder by Law, para.
105
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ElluL Violence, 84. See also Goddard, Living the Word, Resisting the World, 169-170.
Jacques Ellul, quoted in Goddard, Living the Word, Resisting the World, 50.
Ellul, Violence, 84.
Berdyaev, The Realm of the Spirit and the Realm of Caesar, 83.
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Chelcicky, "encourages a continuing fall of man," because it "perpetuates lawsuits,
punishments, and revenge: it returns evil for evil.,,114 For Christian anarchists, law is
thus an inadequate and unchristian response to violence since it is itself another form
of violence.
The state is also more visibly violent and therefore unchristian in another
way: it wages war.1l5 In doing so, it breaks not only Jesus' instruction not to resist
evil, but also one of the much older Ten Commandments, namely: "Thou shalt not
kill."1l6 Chelcicky believes this was an "absolute" command which "God never
. d'In an orgamze
. d way
revo kd
e .,,117 Yt
e as B erdyaev remark
s," murd
er 'IS commItte
and upon a colossal scale by the state.,,118 A letter to A Pinch of Salt notes that "states
institutionalise killing by maintaining armed forces.,,1l9 The army is the state's killing
machine, its ultimate tool with which to murder and resist evil.
Some might retort that a distinction should be made between murder and
war. To those, Ballou asks rhetorically:
How many does it take to metamorphose wickedness into righteousness? One man
must not kill. If he does it is murder. Two, ten, one hundred men acting on their own
responsibility must not kill. If they do it is still murder. But a state or nation may kill
as many as it pleases and it is no murder. It is just, necessary, commendable, and
right. Only get people enough to agree to it, and the butchery of myriads of human
beings is perfectly innocent. But how many men does it take?120

Christian anarchists see no valid reason to distinguish between people acting on their
own and people doing the same thing through the state. Christian commands apply in
both cases. Hennacy even finds support on this in Pope Benedict XV, who said that
"The Gospel command of love applies between states just as it does between
men . ,,121
I
I'ndI'v'dual
Both at home and abroad, then, the state directly contravenes the related
commandments not to kill and not to resist evil. Hennacy affirms that "all
government denies the Sermon on the Mount by a return of evil for evil in
legislatures, courts, prisons, and war.,,122 Of his own (American) government, he says
that it "represents the largest single example of the or~anised return of evil for evil,
both in foreign relations and in domestic affairs." 23 Through war and capital
punishment, the state responds to evil with murder. A Christian should neither kill nor
resist evil, yet the state does both.
Moreover, as Ballou explains, "what [a man] does through others he really
does himself.,,124 Therefore human beings might find themselves resisting injury with
"
'
.
InjUry ,
as ,
constItuent
supporters 0 f human government .,,125 That IS,
Molnar, A Study of Peter ChelCickj's Life, 99 (quoting Chelcick)r).
115 For a short discussion of Tolstoy's views on war, see Christoyannopoulos, "Leo Tolstoy on the
State," 24-25.
116 Exodus 20:13. This passage is also quoted to make this point in William Van Wagenen, "War and
the State," The Mormon Worker, issue 1, September 2007, available from
http://www.themormonworker.org/articles/issuel!volume I_issue l.pdf (accessed 28 February 2008), 9.
117 Respectively: Brock, The Political and Social Doctrines, 60; Molnar, A Study of Peter Chelcickj's
Life, 14 (quoting ChelcickY)·
118 Berdyaev, "Personality, Religion, and Existential Anarchism," 159. A similar point is made
Rockwell: Llewellyn H. Rockwell, Jr., What Moral Rules Bind the State? , available from
http://www.lewrockwell.com/rockwelllmoralrules.htmi (accessed 21 November 2007), para. 7.
119 Frits ter Kuile, "Anarcho Theologie," A Pinch of Salt, issue 12, March 1989, 16.
120 Ballou, quoted in Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 13.
121 Benedict XV, quoted in Hennacy, The Book of Ammon, 373.
122 Hennacy, The Book of Ammon, 124.
123 Hennacy, The Book of Ammon, 259.
124 Ballou, "A Catechism of Non-Resistance," 16.
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if a political compact [ ... ] requires, authorizes, provides for, or tolerates war,
bloodshed, capital punishment, slavery, or any kind of absolute injury, offensive or
defensive, the man who swears, affirms or otherwise pledges himself, to support such
a compact [ ... ] is just as responsible for every act of injury done in strict conformity
thereto, as if he himself personally committed it. 126

When the state resists evil, its citizens who have consented to it holding power to
resist evil are just as responsible for its behaviour as they would be if they had
resisted evil themselves. What the state commits with my implicit or explicit consent,
I am doing myself through it.
To put it as mildly as a contributor to A Pinch of Salt, the renunciation of
violence taught by Jesus therefore "places a massive question [mark] against any use
of violence by christians or any approval of social structures which themselves
embody the le~itimation of the use of violence and coercion within territorial bounds
- like states." 1 7 Christians should neither coerce fellow human beings nor empower
others to do so through legislation. 128 Hence it is because of their absolute
commitment to non-violence that Christian anarchists refuse to endorse the institution
and conduct of the state. 129
Moreover and for the same reasons, Christian anarchists reckon that a true
Christian cannot use courts of law to seek redress. Ballou explains that Jesus'
instruction "forbids not merely all personal, individual, self-assumed right of
retaliation, but all revenge at law.,,130 According to Tolstoy, if any use of force is
forbidden, then so are "all legal proceedings in which force is actually or implicitly
employed to oblige any of those concerned [ ... ] to be present and take part.,,131
Aylmer Maude (Tolstoy'S friend, biographer and translator) thus concludes that "This
teaching involves nothing less than the entire abolition of all compulsory legislation,
Law Courts, police, and prisons, as well as all forcible restraint of man by man.,,132
Christianity, that is, involves anarchism.
Hennacy therefore concludes that "Anarchism is the negative side" of
"Pacifism and the Sermon on the Mount.,,133 According to Christian anarchists,
anarchism is closer to the "social order" envisaged by Jesus than any alternative "of
which force is a component.,,134 They believe Christian anarchism to be "an
inevitable corollary of Christian pacifism.,,135 It is because it returns evil for evil that
Hennacy would abolish the state. 136 It is because he thought that "the very existence
of governments and state apparatuses [make] domestic violence and international war
inevitable" that Tolstoy was an anarchist. 137 It is because they take Jesus' words in
the Sermon on the Mount literally, and because they consider the state to be, both in
Ballou, Christian Non-Resistance, chap. 1, para. 51.
126 Ballou, Christian Non-Resistance, chap. 1, para. 53.
127 David Mumford, "The Bible and Anarchy," A Pinch of Salt, issue 14, March 1990,8.
128 Ballou, Christian Non-Resistance, chap. 7.
129 [Anonymous], The Christmas Conspiracy.
130 Ballou , Non-Resistance in Relation to Human Governments, 12.
131 Maude, The Life of Tolstoy, 36.
132 Maude, The Life of Tolstoy, 36. See also: Crosby, Tolstoy and His Message, chap. 4; Tolstoy, What
I Believe, 40-41.
133 Hennacy, The Book of Ammon, 99.
134 Evacustes A. Phipson, "A Happier Social Order," A Pinch of Salt, issue 14, March 1990, 10.
135 Note that Peter Brock was using this turn of phrase to express a slightly different point. The full
sentence reads: "We may agree that anarchism is not an inevitable corollary of Christian pacifism; yet
it appears, at least to me, as an essential element of Tolstoy ism." Brock, Pacifism in Europe to 191-1,
459.
136 Hennacy, The Book of Ammon, 123.
137 Brock, Pacifism in Europe to 191-1,460.
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theory and practice, in flagrant contravention of these, that Christian anarchists
believe anarchism to be an inevitable corollary of Christianity.
Brock explains that, "like other anarchists," Christian anarchists such as
Tolstoy "wished to base the organization of society on consent, on cooperation, and
not on force.,,138 Christian anarchists do not envision a chaotic society, but an
organised one based on real consent, love and mutual help rather than the fictional
granting of the legitimacy of violence to some monstrous Leviathan. Quite what such
a society would look like is discussed in Chapter 5.
Guseinov observes about Tolstoy's anarchism that "one cannot deny his
consistency.,,139 Christian anarchists move by consistent logical deductions from
Jesus' command not to resist evil, through their assessment of state violence in both
theory and practice, to their ultimate rejection of the state. Tolstoy encapsulates the
apparent simplicity of this logic in an often quoted syllogism of his: "Government is
violence, Christianity is meekness, non-resistance, love. And, therefore, government
cannot be Christian, and a man who wishes to be a Christian must not serve
government." 140
Therefore, according to Tolstoy, every would-be Christian faces a choice:
God or the state, Jesus' teaching and example or state theory and practice. It is
"impossible," he says, "at one and the same time to confess the God-Christ, the
foundation of whose teaching is non-resistance to evil, and yet consciously and yet
calmly labour for the establishment of property, tribunals, kingdoms, and armies.,,141
He further believes that this choice is inevitable, that every single person must decide
where they stand on this issue. 142 He writes:
Perhaps Christianity may be obsolete, and when choosing between the two Christianity and love or the State and murder - the people of our time will conclude
that the existence of the State and murder is so much more important than
Christianity, that we must forego Christianity and retain only what is more important:
the State and murder.
That may be so - at least people may think and feel so. But in that case they
should say so! 143

People should openly admit to have chosen what they have chosen and not pretend
they have been able to combine the two, because each one of these alternatives
directly repudiates the other. It is either Christianity, or the state.
Further Christian anarchist criticisms of the state are outlined in Chapter 3.
What matters here is that for Christian anarchists, in both theory and practice, the
state is founded on violence and maintains itself through violence, a behaviour
directly opposed to Jesus' instruction not to resist evil. Moreover, if the state cannot
but be violent, it follows that a perfectly Christian society would have done away
with it. If the state cannot but be violent, then in preaching non-resistance to evil,
Jesus prescribes a form of anarchism.

Brock, The Roots of War Resistance, 73.
Guseinov, "Faith, God, and Nonviolence in the Teachings of Lev Tolstoy," 100. Aylmer Maude
makes a similar point in Maude, The Life of Tolstoy, 57.
140 Leo Tolstoy, "Letter to Dr. Eugen Heinrich Schmitt," in Tolstoy's Writings on Civil Disobedience
and Non-Violence, trans. Aylmer Maude (New York: Bergman, 1967), 129.
141 Tolstoy, What I Believe, 22.
142 Tolstoy, What I Believe, 26-27.
14.1 Tolstoy, "Address to the Swedish Peace Congress in 1909," 540.
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1.2 - Judge not
Anarchism follows not just from non-resistance to evil, but also from other key
passages in the Sermon on the Mount. One such passage, which Tolstoy frequently
analyses at the same time as the commandment not to resist evil, is where Jesus says
the following:
l. Judge not, that ye be not judged.
2. For with what jUdgement ye judge, ye shall be judged: and with what measure ye
mete, it shall be measured unto you again.
3. And why beholdest thou the mote that is in thy brother's eye, but considerest not
the beam that is in thine own eye?
4. Or how wilt thou say to thy brother, Let me pull out the mote out of thine eye;
and, behold, a beam is in thine own eye?
5. Thou hypocrite, first cast out the beam out of thine own eye; and then shalt thou
see clearly to cast out the mote out of thy brother's eye. 144
Tolstoy explains Jesus to here be saying to his disciples: "You cannot judge, for all
men are blind and do not see the truth. [ ... ] And those who judge and punish are like
blind men leading the blind.,,145 Moreover, "[men] cannot judge one another's faults
because they are themselves full of wickedness.,,146 Since no human being is
faultless, castigating another person's faults is both ill-advised and hypocritical.
This, in tum, further explains why men should not resist evil. The two
injunctions are connected in that since "every man is full of faults and incapable of
guiding others," men should not condemn, take revenge or resist evil. 147 Because one
cannot judge evil properly in the first place, to act upon that judgement by resisting
the alleged evil is unwise. Instead of judging, Christian should patiently forgive even
what to them looks evil. Ballou writes that true followers of Christ "deem it their duty
to forgive, not punish - to yield unto wrath and suffer wrong, without recompensing
evil for evil, referring their cause always unto Him who has said, 'Vengeance is mine;
I will repay. ",148
These words which Ballou quotes come from Paul's Epistle to the
149
They refer back to the Old Testament, but Christian anarchists sometimes
Romans.
mention Old Testament passages in their interpretation of Jesus' instruction not to
judge. 150 While interpreting a passage from Isaiah, for instance, Eller argues that
"There is only One who is qualified to serve as Judge of all the earth, who not only
can say what justice is but also is capable of bringing it to be the actual state of
affairs.,,151 True justice, Eller argues, can only be brought about by "Judge Jehovah,"
so "we would better let God do it his way from the outset.,,152 The Christian who has
faith in God must also have faith in God's judgement and in his execution of justice,
which is also why he should abstain from impersonating God and judging his fellow
human beings.
Men are ill-equipped to make laws and judge other men as good or wicked,
let alone punish them for it. Hence, while an omniscient God can punish evil-doers,
Matthew 7:1-5 (King James Version's italics removed).
145 Tolstoy, "The Gospel in Brief," 165-166. See also: Tolstoy, "The Gospel in Brief," 288.
146 Tolstoy, "The Gospel in Brief," 288.
147 Tolstoy, "The Gospel in Brief," 269. See also Tolstoy, "The Gospel in Brief," 288; Tolstoy, What I
Believe, 41, 215.
148 Ballou, Non-Resistance in Relation to Human Governments, 10-11.
149 Romans 12:19.
150 Besides Ballou and Eller, see also Craig and Ellul: [Anonymous], Ninety-Five Theses in Defense of
Patriarchv, thesis 80; Ellul, Violence, 174.
151 Eller, Christian Anarchy, 257 (emphasis removed).
152 Eller, Christian Anarchy, 254, 256.
144
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"it is not to be done by men to men, and the Son of God has bid men not to do it.,,153
Judgement is God's prerogative. 154 Hence Jesus clearly forbade human judgment.
However startling this may seem, therefore, Tolstoy insists that Jesus' instruction not
to judge further condemns all earthly tribunals: if we are not supposed to judge and
condemn our fellows, then neither can that be done through courts of justice. 155 Our
judicial system is unchristian because not only because it resists evil, but also because
it involves judging - both forbidden by Jesus. As a result, a Christian can neither be a
judge, nor take part in any trial, nor take a fellow human being to court. 156 Christians
must stay clear of human courts. 157
Tolstoy usually discusses the instructions not to resist evil and not to judge
together, because even though they have a slightly different focus, they both condemn
the state's resistance of what it has judged to be evil. To judge and to resist are
different acts, but they are related, especially in the state. The former places more
emphasis on legislation and the judicial system, the latter on the police force and the
army. Either way, they both criticise functions of the state which are fundamental to
its existence. They both inform the Christian anarchist position.

1.3 - Love your enemies
Another instruction from the Sermon on the Mount which Christian anarchists
interpret as implying a critique of the state comes right after the verses on nonresistance. Here, Jesus says:
43. Ye have heard that it hath been said, Thou shalt love thy neighbour, and hate
thine enemy.
44. But I say unto you, Love your enemies, bless them that curse you, do good to
them that hate you, and pray for them which despitefully use you, and persecute
you;
45. That ye may be the children of your Father which is in heaven: for he maketh his
sun to rise on the evil and on the good, and sendeth rain on the just and on the
unjust.
46. For if ye love them which love you, what reward have ye? do not even the
publicans the same?
47. And if ye salute your brethren only, what do ye more than others? do not even
the publicans so?
158
48. Be ye therefore perfect, even as your Father which is in heaven is perfect.

Christian anarchists and pacifists develop two overlapping lines of interpretation on
these verses: one of these focuses on the implied condemnation of patriotism and war;
the other argues that loving one's enemy it the litmus test of Christianity.
Tolstoy concentrates on the condemnation of patriotism and war. He admits
to have been initially puzzled by the commandment, because it appears to be "an
unattainable moral ideal," and because unusually, Jesus is not quoting the Old
. verba I exactness " b ut USIng
. word s " w h'IC h were never spo ken. ,,159
Testament "WIth
Tolstoy then realised, however, that '''neighbour' in the Jewish tongue simply meant

Tolstoy, What 1 Believe, 64.
Guseinov, "Faith, God, and Nonviolence in the Teachings of Lev Tolstoy," 100.
155 For a detailed discussion of this, see Tolstoy, What I Believe, chap. 3.
156 Crosby, Tolstoy and His Message, chap. 4; Tolstoy, What 1 Believe, 31,215.
157 Redford, Jesus Is an Anarchist, 44-45.
158 Matthew 5:43-48 (King James Version's italics removed).
159 Tolstoy, What 1 Believe, 88-89.
153
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a Jew," as parallel passages in the Bible indeed confirmed. 160 Likewise, Tolstoy
explains, "The word 'enemy' is seldom used in the Gospels in a private or personal
sense, but almost always in a public and national one.,,161 Both Penner and Ballou
agree, and add that Jesus is here deliberately reinterpreting the Old Testament notions
of "neighbour" and "enemy.,,162 Indeed for Ballou, these notions had been
misapprehended, and Jesus in fact draws out their "true" and intended meaning. 163
Tolstoy thus concludes that in these verses,
All the passages, spread over the different books of the Scriptures, in which it is
prescribed to the Jews to oppress, slay, and destroy other nations, are brought
together by Jesus into one saying, "Thou shalt hate or do evil to thine enemy." He
says, "You have been told to love your own people, and to hate the enemy of your
race, but I tell you to love all without distinction ofnationality.,,)64
According to Tolstoy, Jesus simply tells us to love people of other nations as well as
our own countrymen. He says: "If you are attached only to your own countrymen,
remember that all men are attached to their own countrymen, and wars result from
that.,,165 The "snare," Tolstoy explains, arises from the "false belief' that one's good
is bound up with the good of one's countrymen, "and not, as it is really, with the good
of all men on earth.,,166
Yet if the new rule is "to make no difference between our own and other
nations," then this rule also requires "never to act in conformity with such a
difference, that is, never to provoke or take part in war, and to treat all men of what
nationality soever as though they belonged to our own.,,167 Any manifestation of
lower feelings towards foreigners compared to one's own nationals being outlawed,
anything that incites such differentiation must also be forbidden. Hence, to the extent
that the state takes part in war, provokes it or otherwise differentiates between "us"
and "them," it is behaving in an unchristian manner.
For Tolstoy, therefore, Jesus is also ultimately outlawing patriotism. As
Chapter 3 discusses in more detail, Tolstoy refuses to accept that there might be a
good kind of patriotism, because Jesus' teaching unequivocally condemns all
favouritism towards one's countrymen. For Tolstoy, Jesus says: "Treat foreigners as I
have told you to treat one another. To the Father of all men there are no separate
nations or separate kingdoms: all are brothers, all sons of one Father. Make no
distinctions among people as to nations and kingdoms.,,168 Tolstoy interprets the
Parable of the Good Samaritan as being precisely about treating foreigners as
neighbours. 169 A Christian should "do good to all men without distinction.,,17o
Whenever the state stirs up patriotism and national preferences, it is thereby
disobeying yet another of Jesus' instructions.

Tolstoy, What 1 Believe, 90.
161 Tolstoy, What 1 Believe, 90-91.
162 Ballou, Christian Non-Resistance, chap. 1-2; Penner, The New Testament, the Christian, and the
State, 45-46.
163 Ballou, Christian Non-Resistance, chap. 1, para. 66.
164 Tolstoy, What 1 Believe, 91 (emphasis removed). Ballou makes the same point about how Jesus is
condensing several Old Testament passages, but in more detail and by giving examples of some such
passages: Ballou, Christian Non-Resistance, chap. 2, para. 33-43.
165 Tolstoy, "The Gospel in Brief," 166.
166 Tolstoy, What 1 Believe, 215.
167 Tolstoy, What 1 Believe, 92.
168 Tolstoy, "The Gospel in Brief," 166-167.
169 Tolstoy, "The Gospel in Brief," 229-230. (Luke 10:25-37)
170 Tolstoy, "The Gospel in Brief," 288.
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Moreover, Chelcicky argues, "Wars and other kinds of murder have their
beginning in the hatred of the enemy and in the unwillingness to be patient with
evil." 171 Therefore "if Christians really believed in this commandment of love, [ ... ]
the sword would immediately fall from their hands, all conflicts and wars would
cease among them [ ... ]; and should they be hurt and oppressed by others, they would
not strike back with their sword but patiently suffer all evil."l72 Many Christian
theologians have tried to argue that love of enemy does not prevent killing, as long as
one's inner disposition is one of love and charity; but as Chapter 3 shows, Christian
anarchists have no time for these arguments, which they consider to be both pure
hypocrisy and a betrayal of Jesus .173 For them, conflicts continue to plague the world
"because men do not trust the Son of God enough to abide by his commandments.,,174
Christian anarchists believe that true Christians have the faith and the
courage to do what Jesus demands. Love of enemies might be very difficult, but that
only makes it an even more revealing criterion to identify genuine followers of Jesus.
According to Chelcicky, "The whole test of a Christian comes to this: is he willing to
love his enemies?,,175 Wink says that this is "the litmus test of authentic Christian
faith.,,176 Of course, it is not easy: it calls to love "even the ones who have caused the
greatest pain by taking precious life," because such love "does not depend upon the
nature or 'lovableness' of the object of 10ve."I77 It is not easy; but it is what Jesus
asked his followers to do.
Besides, "love of enemies is based on imitation of God."I78 As Jesus himself
makes clear, it imitates God's love for all - good or evil - in his Creation. That,
Yoder argues, is the sense in which Jesus' instruction to be "perfect" as God is
"perfect" should be understood. He explains:
we are asked to "resemble God" just at this one point: not in His omnipotence or His
eternity or His impeccability, but simply in the undiscriminating or unconditional
character of His love. This is not a fruit of long growth and maturation; it is not
inconceivable or impossible. We can do it tomorrow if we believe. We can stop
loving only the lovable, lending only to the reliable, giving only to the grateful, as
soon as we grasp and are grasped by the unconditionality of the benevolence of God.
"There must be no limit to your goodness, as your heavenly Father's goodness knows
no bounds.,,179

Hence according to Yoder, "the perfection to which Jesus calls his hearers [ ... ] is not
flawlessness or impeccability, but precisely the refusal to discriminate between friend
and enemy, the in and the out, the good and the evil.,,180 It is easy to love our friends.
What Jesus taught and lived, however, was to love and forgive both the good and the
evil, just as God does.
171 Molnar, A Study of Peter ChelCick)l's Life, 135 (quoting ChelcickY). See also [Anonymous], NinetyFive Theses in Defense of Patriarchy, thesis 48.
172 Molnar, A Study of Peter Chelcick)l's Life, 134 (quoting ChelcickY)·
173 For some examples of such theological arguments, see Laurie Johnston, "Love Your EnemiesEven in the Age of Terrorism?," Political Theology 6/1 (2005); McLellan, ed., Political Christianity,
52.

174 Molnar, A Study of Peter ChelCick)l's Life, 135 (quoting ChelcickY)·
175 Molnar, A Study of Peter Chelcick)l's Life, 134 (paraphrasing ChelcickY)·
176 Wink, Jesus' Third Way, 49.
177 Scott Langley, "End the Death Penalty Now!," The Catholic Worker, issue 73, May 2006,3;
Penner, The New Testament, the Christian, and the State, 46.
178 Johnston, "Love Your Enemies - Even in the Age of Terrorism?," 88.
179 Yoder "The Political Axioms of the Sermon on the Mount," 48.
180 Yoder: The Politics of Jesus, 225 (footnote 216). See also Andrews, Plan Be, 45-49; Jarrod
McKenna, "Be Purple! And Other Unhelpful Commands," in Plan Be: Be the Change You Want to See
in the World, by Dave Andrews (Milton Keynes: Authentic, 2008).
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Furthermore, just as non-resistance helps overcome the cycle of violence,
love of enemies helps overcome the associated cycle of hatred. 181 Wink explains:
Love of enemies is the recognition that the enemy, too, is a child of God. The enemy
too believes he or she is in the right, and fears us because we represent a threat
against his or her values, lifestyle, and affluence. When we demonize our enemies,
calling them names and identifying them with absolute evil, we deny that they have
that of God within them which still makes transformation possible. 182

The challenge, he therefore suggests, is to "find God in my enemy.,,183 That is the
only way to convert someone else to one's cause, because "no one can show others
the error that is within them, as Thomas Merton wisely remarked, unless the others
are convinced that their critic first sees and loves the good that is within them.,,184
Love of enemies opens the possibility of reconciliation.
This obviously relates to the above discussion of ends and means. Enmity
stirs up more enmity and hence perpetuates itself in a vicious circle. Laurie Johnston
suggests that "the real enemy is not any human person or group, but rather enmity
itselj.,,185 To overcome the vicious circle, enmity must be dried up in the heart, by
cultivating love. In the long run, b~ such love, enmity will be overcome: "Love your
enemies and you will have none."l 6
The state, however, does none of that. It treats its nationals differently to
foreigners. It stirs up patriotism, prepares for war and goes to war. It discriminates
between good and evil domestically. It institutionalises love of friends and hatred of
enemies. It does not even try to pretend to mirror God's unconditional love for all.
For Christian anarchists, therefore, on this account as well, the state is an unchristian
institution.

1.4 - Swear not at all
There is another, must simpler way in which the state contravenes one of Jesus'
instructions from the Sermon on the Mount. It concerns swearing and oath taking, a
topic on which Jesus says the following:
33. Again, ye have heard that it hath been said of them of old time, Thou shalt not
foreswear thyself, but shalt perform unto the Lord thine oaths:
34. But I say unto you, Swear not at all; neither by heaven; for it is God's throne:
35. Nor by the earth; for it is his footstool: neither by Jerusalem; for it is the city of
the great King.
36. Neither shalt thou swear by thy head, because thou canst not make one hair white
or black.
37. But let your communication be, Yea, yea; Nay, nay: for whatsoever is more than
187
these cometh of evil.

Tolstoy is the only Christian anarchist to discuss in detail this instruction's
implication for the state. So even though other Christian anarchists, such as Ballou

Berdyaev, The Realm a/the Spirit and the Realm a/Caesar, 89.
182 Wink, Jesus' Third Way, 49.
183 Wink, Jesus' Third Way, 49.
184 Wink Jesus' Third Way, 51.
185 Johns~on "Love Your Enemies - Even in the Age of Terrorism?," 104.
186 Tolstoy ;eports that this is said in Teaching a/the Twelve Apostles, but he gives no reference details
for these words to be traced to back to their original source. Leo Tolstoy, "Bethink Yourselves!," in
Recollections and Essays, trans. Aylmer Maude (London: Oxford University Press, 1937),250.
187 Matthew 5:33-37.
181
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and Chelcicky, come to the same conclusion, it is Tolstoy's exegesis that will be
followed here. I88
Tolstoy begins by stating that unlike some of the other instructions of Jesus,
this one only troubled him "by its clearness, by its simplicity and easiness.,,189 Jesus
simply enjoins his followers never to swear, in other words never to bind themselves
to any oaths. Why would Jesus command this? Tolstoy explains: "If it be the teaching
of Jesus that one should always fulfil the will of God, how can a man swear to fulfil
the will of a fellow-man? The will of God may not accord with the will of a man.,,190
It is impossible to know in advance what will be required by the Christian demands to
love and forgive; hence one should not bind oneself with an oath that may compel to
act against the will of God. For this reason, Tolstoy writes, "every oath is an evil."I9I
He insists that "For a Christian to promise obedience to men or to laws made by men
is as though a workman, having hired out to one master, should at the same time
promise to carry out any order given him by someone else. Man cannot serve two
masters.,,192 It is impossible to swear allegiance to the state at the same time commit
oneself to follow Jesus. Swearing was therefore condemned by Jesus.
Tolstoy believes that his reading is further confirmed by several other
passages in the New Testament. For instance, he calls attention to the Epistle of
James. 193 There, James plainly reiterates Jesus' position: "But above all things, my
brethren, swear not, neither by heaven, neither by the earth, neither by any other oath:
but let your yea be yea; and your nay, nay; lest ye fall into condemnation.,,194 This
injunction seems as clear as Jesus' - do not swear, ever.
Tolstoy also reads the episode of Peter's three denials as a confirmation of
this logic. 195 Peter initially assures Jesus that he will defend him, and Jesus, according
to Tolstoy, replies that "A man cannot pledge himself to do anything."l96 Sure
enough, eventually, Peter repeatedly swears not to have known Jesus, and the cock
crows. Peter should never have sworn, just as Jesus had warned him.
Tolstoy also links to this commandment the two passages on the payment of
taxes which are discussed in detail in Chapter 4. In the temple tax episode, Jesus is
asked whether everyone is bound to pay the taxes, to which in the Gospel according
to Tolstoy, Jesus replies: "If we are sons of God we are bound to no one but God, and
are free from obligations. But if they demand the tax from you, then par not that you
are under obligation to do so but because you must not resist evil.,,19 Followers of
Jesus must have no forsworn obligation to do what other men demand. Their sole
allegiance is to God through Jesus.
Tolstoy lists the "render unto Caesar" passage immediately after this one,
and portrays it as making the same point. He then has Jesus say: "Your Orthodox
teachers go about everywhere making people swear and vow that they will fulfil the
law. But by this they only pervert people.,,198 Those in authority seek to bind people

Ballou, Christian Non-Resistance, chap. 7; Brock, The Political and Social Doctrines, 56.
189 Tolstoy, What I Believe, 81.
190 Tolstoy, What I Believe, 83.
191 Tolstoy, "The Gospel in Brief," 164.
192 Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 233.
193 Tolstoy, What I Believe, 83-84.
194 James 5:12 (King James Version's italics removed).
195 Matthew 26:31-35, 69-75; Mark 14:27-30, 66-72; Luke 22:31-34, 55-62; John 13:36-38, 18:25-27.
196 Tolstoy, "The Gospel in Brief," 295.
197 Tolstoy, "The Gospel in Brief," 227. (Matthew 17:24-27.)
198 Tolstoy, "The Gospel in Brief," 228. (Matthew 22:15-22.)
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into future allegiance, but this should be refused, "for every oath is extorted from men
for evil purposes." 199
One such "evil purpose" is the establishment of state power. "Oath taking,"
R. V. Sampson explains for Tolstoy, "is fundamental to military and therefore
political power. The oath of allegiance creates the legal basis for the maintenance of
the disciplined unity of large numbers of men, on which all State power ultimately
rests." Jesus' saying, he therefore concludes, "indirectly [strikes] at the roots of
Caesar's military power.,,200 To refuse to swear oaths is to deny the state the basis of
its power.
In The Kingdom a/God Is within You, Tolstoy illustrates this process with a
telling example, by quoting the words that Kaiser Wilhelm pronounced when
addressing German soldiers:
"Recruits!" said he. "You have sworn fidelity to me before the altar and a minister of
God. You are still too young to understand the full importance of what has been said
here; but take care above all to obey the orders and instructions given you. You have
sworn fidelity to me, lads of my Guard: that means that you are now my soldiers, that
you have given yourselves to me, body and soul. For there is now but one enemy my enemy. In these days of socialistic sedition it may come to pass that I command
you to fire on your own kindred your brothers, even your fathers and mothers which God forbid - and even then it will be your duty to obey my orders without
hesitation. ,,201

By swearing an oath of allegiance to the state, one becomes a tool of the state; and as
the state's tool, one will be forced to betray Christ.
Note that the connivance of the clergy in swearing such deadly oaths of
allegiance to the state was not missed by Tolstoy. Indeed, he laments that "In very
truth the chief obstacle to understanding the law against the swearing of oaths, has
been that so-called Christian teachers have boldly forced men to take oaths on the
Gospel itself; in other words, have forced them to do by the Gospel what is contrary
to the Gospel.,,202 For Tolstoy, "the snare arises from the name of God being used to
sanction deceit.,,203 Terry Hopton explains that Tolstoy condemns the church's
involvement here because "such oaths appear to bind the individual to commit
violence in God's name, in absolute disobedience to His will.,,204 Swearing on the
Bible is clearly inconsistent, therefore either candidly ill-advised or wilfully
hypocritical. Chapter 3 returns to Tolstoy's distrust of the church.
In any case, whenever the state requires oaths of allegiance from its citizens
or soldiers, it breaches Jesus' instruction. Jesus made clear that his followers should
"say Yes when it is yes" and "No when it is no," but that "every oath is evil.,,205 For
Christian anarchists, whenever the state requires oaths of allegiance, it is unchristian
- it is "evil."

Tolstoy, What J Believe, 85.
200 Both quotations in this paragraph are from Sampson, Tolstoy, 172.
201 Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 225 (Tolstoy'S emphasis).
202 Tolstoy, What J Believe, 84-85.
203 Tolstoy, What J Believe, 213 (Tolstoy'S emphasis).
204 Hopton, "Tolstoy, God and Anarchism," 37.
205 Tolstoy, "The Gospel in Brief," 164-165.
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1.5 - The Golden Rule
Later in the Sermon, Jesus pronounces what is often described as (the Christian
version of) the Golden Rule: "Therefore all things whatsoever ye would that men
should do to you, do ye even so to them: for this is the law and the prophets.,,206
According to Tolstoy, this summarises all the other instructions articulated by Jesus
in the Sermon: "All these commandments are contained in one: All that you wish
men to do to you, do you to them.,,207
The Golden Rule indeed encapsulates the logic behind the commandments
208
Do not do to others what you would not want them to do to you,
explained so far.
because whatever you do to them, you can reasonably expect them to do to you in
return. Hence do not resist, use violence, judge or bind others by oaths of allegiance if
you do not want others to resist you, use violence against you, judge you or bind you
by oaths of allegiance. Likewise, love your enemies if you want them to do the same.
Love one another and love will eventually be returned to you.
A member of the Catholic Worker movement explains that this Golden Rule
is "[at] the root of anarchist morality [ ... J, If you would not be exploited, then you
must not exploit others. If you would not be ruled, then you must refuse to rule
others.,,209 Yet because of its monopoly over the allegedly legitimate use of force, it is
impossible for the state to abide by the Golden Rule, Redford argues, as by definition,
this monopoly implies that "governments do to their subjects what they outlaw their
subjects to do to them.,,210 Hennacy agrees that the Golden Rule accords with
Christian anarchism, and contrasts it with "other systems of society" which "depend
upon manmade laws and the violence of the State.,,211 To use violence, Tolstoy says,
is "to do what he to whom violence is done does not wish," and is therefore
unchristian. 212 The Golden Rule thus implies a rejection of the state's self-assumed
right to coerce its citizens into submission.

1.6 - Reflections on other passages in the Sermon
The most important passages of the Sermon on the Mount for Christian anarchism
have now been considered. Before discussing the extent to which Jesus breaks or
fulfils the Old Law, however, it is worth noting in passing some of the comments
which Christian anarchists make about other passages of the Sermon. These
comments do not really bear directly upon their anarchist conclusions on the state as
such, but they do hint at further criticisms of state and church officials.

Matthew 7: 12. Concerning the Golden Rule, Dave Andrews refers to the 1993 Parliament of the
World's Religions to report that variants of it can be found in most other religions (there is no
suggestion, therefore, that Jesus invented it), and that it is thus "a common ethic for peace." Dave
Andrews, The Urgent Need for a Global Ethic, available from
http://www.daveandrews.com.au/publications.html (accessed 3 Decem.ber 2.0.06), 3. See also ~nd~ews,
Plan Be, 38-40. Tolstoy makes the same point frequently throughout hIS wrItmgs, as summarIsed In
Guseinov, "Faith, God, and Nonviolence in the Teachings of Lev Tolstoy," 100.
207 Tolstoy, "The Gospel in Brief," 167.
. , .
. .
208 Andrews says of the Sermon on the Mount that it is "unpackmg the speCific ImplIcatIOns of the
Golden Rule." Andrews, Plan Be, 4.
209 Robert Ellsberg, quoted in Segers, "Equality and Christian Anarchism," 225.
210 Redford, Jesus Is an Anarchist, 6.
211 Hennacy, The Book of Ammon, 200.
212 Leo Tolstoy, quoted in Guseinov, "Faith, God, and Nonviolence in the Teachings of Lev Tolstoy,"
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1.6.1- Be not angry
Two of Jesus' five new commandments at the end of the fifth chapter of Matthew
have been left out so far. The first of these is where Jesus instructs his followers not
to be angry:
21. Ye have heard that it was said by them of old time, Thou shalt not kill; and
whosoever shall kill shall be in danger of the judgement:
22. But I say unto you, That whosoever is angry with his brother without a cause 213
shall be in danger of the judgement: and whosoever shall say to his brother, Raca,
shall be in danger of the council: but whosoever shall say, Thou fool, shall be in
danger of hell fire.
23. Therefore if thou bring thy gift to the altar, and there rememberest that thy
brother hath ought against thee;
24. Leave there thy gift before the altar, and go thy way; first be reconciled to thy
brother, and then come and offer thy gift.
25. Agree with thine adversary quickly, whiles thou art in the way with him; lest at
any time the adversary deliver thee to the judge, and the judge deliver thee to the
officer, and thou be cast into prison.
26. Verily I say unto thee, Thou shalt by no means come out thence, till thou hast
paid the uttermost farthing. 214

Christian anarchists (and pacifists) offer different reflections on this passage.
Yoder points out that the three punishments in verse twenty-two are "of
mounting severity," and that "[the] most serious hatred is seen not in the act but in the
inner attitude towards the brother.,,215 Jesus is shifting the sin from the actual act of
killing to the judgemental attitude that precedes it. Ernest Crosby agrees: "the great
evil is not killing but the anger against a brother.,,216 The implication for the state
would be that it breaches Christian demands even before the act of killing (in war or
capital punishment), when it passes judgement on the intended victim and thus starts
rationalising its eventual murder.
Ellul argues that these verses confirm his view that "all kinds of violence are
the same" - physical, economic or psychologica1. 217 According to Ellul, Jesus
"declared that there is no difference between murdering a fellow man and being angry
with him or insulting him.,,218 The state, for Ellul, is violent not just by military
coercion, but also by economic injustice and by brainwashing and other forms of
propaganda. 219
Tolstoy draws parallels between these verses and some of the Gospel
passages on forgiveness: when injured, we should cultivate forgiveness instead of
letting anger overcome us, not least since we are so ill equipped to judge one
another. 22o This subj ect is examined in Chapter 2,
Tolstoy also explores why Jesus is so disapproving of the words "Raca" and
"fool." He explains that "Raca" means "a man not worthy to be called a man," a "lost

"Without a cause" does not appear in the original Greek and has been withdrawn in most
subsequent translations of the Bible. As discussed in Chapter 3, Christian anarchists believe that its
insertion in the King James Version is an example of the way in which court translators and
theologians have manipulated Jesus' teaching to suit their own (unchristian) purposes.
214 Matthew 5:21-26.
215 Yoder , "The Political Axioms of the Sermon on the Mount, 50-51.
216 Crosby, Tolstoy and His Message, chap. 4, para. 8.
217 Ellul, Violence, 97.
218 Ellul, Violence, 99.
219 Ellul Violence, 97-98.
220 Tols;oy, "The Gospel in Brief," 224-226, 286-287; Leo Tolstoy, "Th~ Tea.ching of Jesus," in On
Life and Essays on Religion, trans. Aylmer Maude (London: Oxford UnIversIty Press, 1934),369.
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man.,,221 According to Tolstoy, Jesus' point is therefore to identify t1'pical
justifications for anger, such as calling the other a fool or a lost man. 22 The
temptation of counting only a few other men as equal "and despising the rest as
insignificant men of no account (raca), or as stupid and uneducated (fools)," is the
chief cause of the separation of men, Tolstoy argues. 223 Jesus wants peace and
equality among human beings and that is why he is frowning upon anger and
discrimination, because, as Crosby argues, "brotherly love is [ ... ] imperilled" by
"standing aloof from others, by refusing to recognize them as equals.,,224 To the
extent that the state creates and perpetuates discrimination, however, it is maintaining
hierarchies which become easy justifications of anger and eventually murder.
It should be noted that not all Christian anarchists condemn anger outright.
In Christian anarchist newspapers, for instance, while some see anger as "a tool of
domination," others believe that there is "a kind of anger that is healthy" which
consists of a healthy concentration of energies, compared to "another kind of anger"
which is dangerous because it is violent and murderous. 225 The intricacies of this
distinction, however, are not fully articulated. Besides, this argument is not rooted in
an exegesis of the above verses.
Andrews, however, quotes Stassen and Gushee to convey their point that
Jesus does not actually command not to be angry, that the statement is in fact
"descriptive, not prescriptive, of 'a vicious cycle that we often get stuck in. ",226 This
would of course resonate with the above discussion on the cycle of violence.
Andrews also emphasises that Jesus was angry twice, and once called his opponents
fools?27 One of the two cited instances of that "anger" is the temple cleansing episode
which is discussed in Chapter 2 - but it is worth noting that the Greek word for
"anger" does not appear in that text. Nevertheless, the words for "anger" and "fool"
do appear in the other two instances reported by Andrews: once, Jesus did "look with
anger" at those who queried his healing of a man on the Sabbath; and once, he did
call scribes and Pharisees "fools.,,228 Twice, it seems, Jesus did not live up to what he
seems to have preached in this commandment.
Andrews argues that it is both "unrealistic" and "unbiblical" to understand
Jesus as asking us never to be angry.229 He believes that what Jesus is calling for is
"self-restraint," for an anger that is not "aggressive.,,23o He admits that "There is great
danger in getting angry" because "we want to hit back at people" or "call them
names.,,231 But, based on his translation of the Greek for "meekness" in the Beatitude
concerning the meek, he believes that Jesus blesses those with "neither too much
anger, nor too little anger, but just the right amount of righteous indignation to
Tolstoy, What 1 Believe, 72.
222 Tolstoy, What 1 Believe, 72-73.
223 Tolstoy, What 1 Believe, 209.
224 Crosby, Tolstoy and His Message, chap. 4, para. 8. See also: Tolstoy, "The Gospel in Brief," 163;
Tolstoy, What 1 Believe, 73.
225 Barbara Deming, "On Anger," A Pinch a/Salt, issue 1, September 1985,10-11; Richard Hamilton,
"Anger: An Anarchist Perspective," The Digger and Christian Anarchist, issue 36, Apr~l 1990,9.
226 Andrews, A Spiritual Framework/or Ethical Reflection, 4. Note that Andrews explams Stassen and
Gushee's theory much better in Andrews, Plan Be, 46-51.
227 Andrews, Plan Be, 23-24 (where he also argues that Jesus was quite angry at the death of Lazarus);
Andrews, A Spiritual Framework/or Ethical Reflection, 4. (Matthew 21: 12-17,23: 17; Mark 3:5; John
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address any grievous wrong.,,232 The important thing, for him, is to channel this anger
"constructively," by practicing "proactive self-control by learning to 'tum the other
cheek. ,,,233 For Andrews, therefore, the commandment not to be angry is not as clear
as it first seems, and Jesus considers some amount of anger legitimate as long as it is
channelled constructively, with self-restraint and without ever returning evil for evil.
This apparent contradiction must here be left unresolved. Christian
anarchists offer no solution other than Andrews' contention that Jesus actually did not
prescribe his followers not to be angry at all. That contention, however, is not
unproblematic. On the face of it, and certainly according to other Christian anarchists,
the phrasing of Jesus' saying does suggest he is prescribing behaviour and not just
describing vicious cycles - indeed, why describe the cycle if not also to at least
implicitly point out a way to overcome it? Besides, in this section of the Sermon,
Jesus is deliberately referring to ancient prescriptions, which he reviews and "fulfils"
with what looks like another, modified, prescription. Be that as it may, this difficulty
does not impact much upon the Christian critique of the state as a violent and thus
unchristian institution. It may be that Jesus twice failed to follow his own
instructions, but that is of little consequence to his implied criticisms of the state except that it allows the toleration of some righteous indignation in these criticisms.

1.6.2 - Commit no adultery
This applies even more to the only other of the five commandments so far left out of
the discussion, where Jesus says that adultery, which is forbidden, in fact begins in
the heart. 234 Tolstoy is the only Christian anarchist to spend any time on this
commandment. He reads it as implying both that one should only have one partner for
life and that sensuality destroys the soul. 235 None of this has any relevance for
Christian anarchism, except perhaps to the extent that he considered the church to
have deliberately mistranslated the meaning of the original Greek to "pervert and
conceal" Jesus' teaching. 236 Tolstoy'S many criticisms of the church are addressed in
Chapter 2. The verses on adultery, however, are of no significance for the Christian
anarchist critique of the state.

1.6.3 - Seek no praise
Towards the middle of the Sermon on the Mount, Jesus makes some
recommendations about almsgiving, praying and fasting, namely that these things
should not be done so as to seek praise and recognition from the community.237
Tolstoy simply repeats these remarks, but in a language that makes them refer even
more obviously to church leaders, past and present?38 Again, therefore, this is
relevant for this thesis only as further criticism of the church. That is all Christian
anarchists have to say about those verses?39
Andrews, Plan Be, 22. (Matthew 5:5.)
Andrews, Plan Be, 24-25.
234 Matthew 5:27-32.
235 Tolstoy, "The Gospel in Brief," 163-164,226-227,287; Tolstoy, What / Believe, 73-81, 210-212.
For the evolution of Tolstoy's view on marriage, see Greenwood, Tolstoy, chap. 15.
236 Tolstoy, What / Believe, 80 (75-81 for the full explanation).
237 Matthew 6: 1-16.
238 Tolstoy, "The Gospel in Brief," 167-168.
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239 Yoder does say a little bit more about the Lord's P~ayer (whlc~ IS f~und In.thls part oft?e. Se~mon),
by connecting it to the practice of the Jubilee year which he examines In considerable detaIl In his
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1.6.4 - The Beatitudes
The Beatitudes, with which the Sermon begins, also appear to amount to an (at the
very least) indirect snipe at rich and comfortable church or state officials. 24o Christian
anarchists, however, tend to cite these verses without spending any time articulating
an interpretation of them - but indeed implying this very criticism of public and
241
ecclesiastical officials. The only exception to this is Andrews, who spends a whole
(but short) book on the Beatitudes - which he playfully calls "Be-Attitudes.,,242 He
interprets these as a synopsis of the Sermon, and of the attitudes which it calls
Christians to adopt. 243 He summarises "the virtues that are blessed" in these
Beatitudes as follows:
Focusing on the poor (not status or riches). Humility.
Grieving over the injustice in the world. Empathy.
Getting angry but not getting aggressive. Self-restraint.
Seeking for justice (not vengeance). Righteousness.
Extending compassion to all in need. Mercy.
Being wholehearted in a desire to do right. Integrity.
Working for peace in a world at war. Non-violence.
Suffering for just causes (patiently). Perseverance. 244

Of course, in his interpretation of the first blessing, Andrews articulates in some
detail the criticism of the rich and comfortable which other Christian anarchists
usually leave implicit - indeed he lists many of the other Gospel passages which he
reads as similarly "uncompromising" on the subject. 245 For him, too many
commentators omit the numerous passages in which Jesus confronts the political,
economic and social injustice of his society.246 Besides, Andrews regrets that the
Beatitudes are rarely taken seriously or taught in churches. 247 For him, "To quote
these Be-Attitudes is religious - but to act on them is revolutionary.,,248 In any case,
the relevance of the Beatitudes for Christian anarchism mainly consists in providing
more reasons to criticise rich and comfortable church and state elites.
book. This has been left out here both because Yoder is really more of a Christian pacifist than a
Christian anarchist, and because these thoughts have no immediate significance for an anarchist
reading of the Sermon. Yoder, The Politics ofJesus, 62-63.
240 Matthew 5:3-12. (See also Luke 6:20-26.)
241 See, for instance: [Anonymous], "He Has Scattered the Proud ... " A Pinch of Salt, issue 5, December
1986,5; Don Mathews, A Catholic Looks at the State, available from
http://www.lewrockwell.com/orig/mathews5.html (accessed 21 November 2007), para. 5-7; Martin
Newell, "Obituary: Peter Lumsdaine: An Unusual Disciple," The London Catholic Worker, issue 21,
Christmas 2007, 4-5; Tolstoy, "The Gospel in Brief," 161-162; Van Wagenen, "War and the State," 9.
Mathews furthermore comments (in para. 6) that the Beatitudes "do not describe the sorts of people
who are blessed but the spiritual disposition of the way of Christ," and Newell writes (page 4) that
"Woe to the rich" is "probably the least popular and least quoted phrase of the beatitudes."
242 Andrews, Plan Be.
- - Andrews, Plan Be, 4.
~.j.j Andrews, Plan Be, 7 (he then spends the rest of the book teasing out those statements).
245 Andrews, Plan Be, 9-14.
246 This sentence is heavily paraphrased from Andrews, who writes: "Many people say that Jesus said a
lot about love, but very little about political, economic and social justice. But Jesus constantly
confronted the injustice in his society. The Synoptic Gospels record 40 instances - not counting
parallel passages - of Jesus specifically and repeatedly confronting both Roman and Jewish authorities
with the injustices they perpetrated in Israel." Andrews, Plan Be, 33.
247 Andrews, Plan Be, 4.
248 Andrews, Plan Be, 66 (Andrews' emphasis). Andrews says the same thing of "the sayings of Jesus"
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1.6.5 - Worry not about security
Another passage of the Sermon which Christian anarchists often just cite without
much elaboration is where Jesus points to the birds and the lilies and says that, like
these, his disciples should not worry about what they will eat or wear, but should seek
first the kingdom of God and that "these things shall be added unto [them]. ,,249 Here,
Christian anarchists do sometimes include a few comments with their quotations from
these verses. Andrews, for example, says that "The issue is that we need to stop
eating and drinking to excess, and to start hungering and thirsting for justice.,,25o Day
interprets it to mean that people should not worry about security all the time - the
very worry which leads them to further empower the state in the hope that it will
guarantee this sought after security.251 Pentecost denounces a similar worry about the
economy.252 Others, like Tolstoy, simply repeat that we should not be afraid or
anxious about the future when trying to live according to the Sermon on the Mount,
because God will provide for us if we do. 253 For Christian anarchists, therefore, these
verses imply that people should not worry about how to live in a stateless world.
They should stop worrying about the future and focus first and foremost on doing
God's will.

1.6.6 - Be the salt and the light
Finally, Christian anarchists also mention Jesus' comparison of his disciples with the
"salt of the earth" and the "light of the world.,,254 Yoder explains that "it is assumed
that there should be something about the behaviour of His disciples which will
communicate to the world around.,,255 For Ballou, being the salt and the light means
not waiting "till the bad cease from aggression" to be good, hence "to suffer wrong
rather than do wrong, 'to overcome evil with good. ",256 The idea is that the disciples
should be the medium by which the salt and the light, that is, the message of Jesus,
should be brought to the world?57 The disciples are the seeds of Christianity. The
258
very title of A Pinch of Salt is indeed a direct reference to this. Christians should
therefore speak out and not shy away from critiquing the state when it behaves in an
unchristian way.259

Matthew 6: 19-34.
250 Andrews, Not Religion, but Love, 93.
251 Tom Cornell, My Dorothy Day (Casa Juan Diego), available from
http://www.cjd.org/paper/dday.html (accessed 14 February 2007), para. 10.
252 Hugh O. Pentecost, A Gigantic Poorhouse, available from
http://www.deadanarchists.orglPentecostipoorhouse.html (accessed 22 November 2007), para. 21.
253 [Anonymous], "Letter," A Pinch of Salt, issue 8, October 1987, 10; Tolstoy, "The Gospel in Brief,"
168-170,270; Tolstoy, "The Teaching of Jesus," 353-354. Note that Yoder also relates this saying to
the notion of the Jubilee, as with the Lord's Prayer. Yoder, The Politics of Jesus, 61.
254 Matthew 5: 13-16.
255 Yoder , "The Political Axioms of the Sermon on the Mount," 41.
256 Ballou, Christian Non-Resistance, chap. 4, para. 16.
257 Baker alludes precisely to such witness in Baker, Christi-Anarchy, para. 14.
258 The verse is referred to on the first page of most of the issues of the newspaper, and in case the
message was missed, on the last page of the first issue is written in bold capitals: "you are the salt." A
Pinch a/Salt, issue 1, September 1985, 16.
.
.
. .
259 Hennacy also seems to be alluding to this passage - but If s~, the re~er~nce IS no~ made exphc:~ when he writes: "'Better light a candle than curse the darkness. A Chnstlan anarchist does both.
Hennacy, The Book of Ammon, 204.
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1.7 - Fulfilling the Old Law
Before this Chapter can be brought to a close, a more thorough discussion is required
of one last passage from the Sermon on the Mount. That passage has been studied
heavily by Christian theologians throughout the centuries, because it throws light
upon the relation of the New Testament with the Old, upon the extent to which Jesus
is transforming the Old Law with his instructions in the Sermon on the Mount. Just
before Jesus enumerates his five reinterpretations, he says:
17. Think not that I am come to destroy the law, or the prophets: I am not come to
destroy, but to fulfil.
18. For verily I say unto you, Till heaven and earth pass, one jot or one tittle shall in
no wise pass from the law, till all be fulfilled.
19. Whosoever therefore shall break one of these least commandments, and shall
teach men so, he shall be called the least in the kingdom of heaven: but
whosoever shall do and teach them, the same shall be called great in the kingdom
of heaven.
20. For I say unto you, That except your righteousness shall exceed the righteousness
of the scribes and Pharisees, ye shall in no case enter into the kingdom of
heaven?60

Christian anarchists do not all understand these verses in exactly the same way.
Taken together, and in light of the five instructions which follow, they make two
broad sets of at first seemingly contradictory comments on those verses: they often
insist that Jesus is still marking a break with the Old Testament, but they explain the
way in which this nevertheless amounts to a fulfilment of it.
For a start, Elliott notes that in his ministry, Jesus "does not hesitate to break
the Law and to encourage others to do so as well," especially as regards what is
permitted on the Sabbath. 261 Jesus might claim to be somehow fulfilling the Law, but
he also makes a point of refusing to abide by what he sees as inauthentic strictures
claimed to derive from it. Elliott goes even further: he argues that Jesus had to "[take]
steps to avoid both the official condemnation and the public alienation which would
occur if he were seen to be espousing radical ideas," and that "Jesus' strategy in this
respect was publicly to declare that he was not concerned to change anything, but
was, on the contrary, a staunch defender of orthodoxy.,,262 Yet at the same time, "in
the verses which immediately follow these, Jesus takes some of the particular
requirements of orthodoxy [ ... ] and begins to radically reinterpret them.,,263 What
Jesus means by "fulfilling" is therefore clearly not just some unquestioning obedience
to what is presented as the Law. Jesus explicitly reviews five commands from the Old
Law and reinterprets them in a new way.
"However salutary [the Mosaic! statute," Ballou therefore claims, "the great
Master of Christians has abrogated iC' 64 For example, "so far as Moses and his
expounders enjoined the infliction of penal personal injuries in resistance of i~uries,
and for the suppression of evil doing, Jesus Christ prohibits the same.,,2 5 The
Matthew 5: 17-20 (King James Version's italics removed).
Elliott, Freedom, Justice and Christian Counter-Culture, 76.
262 Elliott, Freedom, Justice and Christian Counter-Culture, 161.
263 Elliott, Freedom, Justice and Christian Counter-Culture, 162.
264 Ballou, Non-Resistance in Relation to Human Governments, 13. See also: Ballou, Christian NonResistance, chap. 2.
265 Ballou, Christian Non-Resistance, chap. 2, para. 12. Garrison makes the same point: "We believe
that the penal code of the old covenant, an eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth, has been abrogated by
260
261
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prohibition of resistance to evil "is made precisely coextensive in all its bearings with
the allowances and injunctions of the Olden Code.,,266 Jesus' prohibition of oaths,
resistance or hatred of enemies now applies to the very same extent that the older
Law permitted them.
If this is not accepted, Ballou writes, and therefore if Jesus' instructions are
not seen as abrogating the commandments he relates them to, then Christians are
faced with a clear contradiction over what Jesus forbids but the Old Law allows. Yet
if so, Ballou continues, "is it not worth as much/or non-resistance as against it?,,267 If
there is a contradiction, then one reading is just as potentially valid as the other: the
view that the Old Law takes primacy is no more justified than the view that Jesus
abrogates it. Furthermore, those arguing that Jesus does not abrogate but confirm the
Old Law would have to accept that
It would carry us back, and bind us hand and foot to Judaism, with its every jot and
tittle. It would re-enact the whole ceremonial, as well as moral and penal code of the
Mosaic dispensation! Circumcisions, sacrifices, and all the commandments, least as
well and greatest, would be made binding on US. 268

If Jesus does not abrogate the Old Law, then Christians should abide by every single
instruction of the Old Law. 269
Tolstoy insists that the Old Law is incompatible with Jesus' instructions and
that is impossible to abide by both?70 He has Jesus say: "The old teaching of external
service to God cannot be combined with my teaching of active love of one's
neighbour. To unite my teaching with the old is like tearing a piece from a new
garment and sewing it onto an old one.,,271 He even hears Jesus as saying that his
contemporaries' understanding of Mosaic Law was "false" and "full of
contradictions.,,272 Tolstoy therefore accuses the church of deliberately misleading
Christians by pretending that "fulfilment" should mean that the Law of Moses
remains binding. 273 Whenever "a teacher preaches [ ... ] a new law of life", Tolstoy
argues, "he must necessarily annul the 0Id.,,274 Jesus makes a point of reinterpreting
the Mosaic Law - indeed, Tolstoy notes, "for this he is reproached with destroying
the law of God; and for this he is put to death.,,275 It is precisely because he
challenges the old order that Jesus is seen as a threat and eventually crucified. For
Tolstoy, in the Sermon, Jesus clearly establishes "five new, clear, and definite
commandments," and these should therefore supersede the Mosaic commandments in
terms of practical advice. 276 Therefore, as far as a Christian in concerned, the primary
source for Christian principles should be the teaching of Jesus. 277

Jesus Christ, and that under the new covenant the forgiveness instead of the punishment of enemies has
been enjoined upon all his disciples in all cases whatsoever." Garrison, "Declaration of Sentiments
Adopted by the Peace Convention," 7.
266 Ballou, Christian Non-Resistance, chap. 2, para. 13.
267 Ballou, Christian Non-Resistance, chap. 2, para. 27 (Ballou'S emphasis).
268 Ballou, Christian Non-Resistance, chap. 2, para. 28 (Ballou's emphasis).
269 Besides, as mentioned again in the next Chapter, Carson believes that the Old Law anyway
resembles an anarchic political system in that it warrants no executive body, no taxes and no prisons.
Carson, Biblical Anarchism, para. 3-6.
270 Tolstoy, What I Believe, 64.
m Tolstoy, "The Gospel in Brief," 152. (Luke 5:33-39.)
272 Tolstoy, "The Gospel in Brief," 200, 209, 279. (John 7:10-24,10:1-10.)
273 Tolstoy, What I Believe, 54-55.
274 Tolstoy, What I Believe, 57.
275 Tolstoy, What I Believe, 65.
276 Tolstoy, What I Believe, 67.
277 Tolstoy, "Introduction to an Examination of the Gospels," 100-10 1.
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Craig appears to disagree with Tolstoy. For him, the above verses show that
"Jesus makes plain the continuity between his ministry and that of [ ... ] the Old
Testament.,,278 He believes that Jesus did not reject but defend the Old Law against
the "pseudo-righteousness of the Pharisees," and that this is visible for instance when
Jesus says: "it is lawful to do well on the sabbath days.,,279 Jesus actually defends the
law against the interpretation of his contemporary religious leaders.
Nonetheless, just after he declares that he fulfils the law and the prophets,
Jesus does radically reinterpret five of its commandments. So the question remains: in
what sense is Jesus "fulfilling" the law? Besides, if it is so obvious that Jesus upholds
the Old Law, why does he also make a point of asserting that he has not come to
"destroy" it? Eller cites Bornkamm to explain that Jesus is deliberately dissociating
himself from two positions: one which regards Jesus as a revolutionary and wants to
completely discard the "burdensome" torah, and another which sees the torah as the
strict recipe for social order. 280 Instead of either of these positions, Eller claims that
"[Jesus'] move is to punch through the torah to get the Giver who stands behind
it.,,281 How so?
Yoder argues that in each of the five instances in which Jesus comments on
the Old Law, he reinterprets it "in the same direction" as the original command. 282
Yoder explains: "What Jesus meant by 'fulfillment' was thus a quite literal filling
full, a carrying on to full accomplishment of the intent of the earlier moral guides. It
is therefore a most striking contrast, not to the Old Testament, but to its interpretation
by current tradition; 'righteousness of the scribes and Pharisees. ",283 Jesus is fulfilling
the law and the prophets by carrying the intent of their pronouncements further in the
same direction. What he is critiquing is the rigid interpretation of the Old Law, not
the Old Law's intention.
Even if he contrasts Jesus' and Moses' commandments much more
markedly, Tolstoy actually reaches a similar conclusion. He studies occurrences in
the Gospels of the word "law" and eventually concludes that "Jesus by no means
rejects what is eternal in the old law; but when the Jews speak to him of the law as a
whole, or of its peculiar forms, he says that it is impossible to put new wine into old
skins.,,284 Jesus does not destroy the Old Law, but he reinterprets it beyond the
strictures which contemporary interpreters had confined it to.
For example, Ballou notes, when Jesus abolished the oath, he did not
abolish the truth but exalted it. 285 Yoder agrees: "the same concern for veracity and
for limiting the quasi-superstitious use of the name of God, which had begun by
calling for truthfulness in swearing, takes a further step in the same direction by
[Anonymous], Why I Worship a Violent, Vengeful God, para. 14.
279 Matthew 12:12 (emphasis added). Craig also refers to the near stoning of the adulteress as another
example where Jesus is actually upholding the Mosaic Law. [Anonymous], Why I Worship a Violent,
Vengeful God, para. 34.
280 Jesus dissociates himself from the first (leftist) group by emphasising that he is not there to destroy
the law and from the second (conservative) group by noting a few verses later that the righteousness of
the scribes and Pharisees needs to be exceeded. Eller, Christian Anarchy, 80-81.
281 Eller, Christian Anarchy, 81-82 (Eller's emphasis).
282 Yoder, "The Political Axioms of the Sermon on the Mount," 44 (emphasis removed).
283 Yoder, "The Political Axioms of the Sermon on the Mount," 45.
284 Tolstoy, What I Believe, 60. Tolstoy'S thorough textual analysis centres on the w~y in wh!ch the
word "law" is presented. He establishes that throughout the Gospels, when used on ItS own, It refers to
the eternal law, but when it is referred to as "the law and the prophets" or "your law," it refers to the
written law of the Old Testament. Tolstoy, What I Believe, 53-57. See also: Tolstoy, "The Gospel in
Brief," 162.
285 Ballou, Christian Non-Resistance, chap. 2, para. 29.
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rejecting the oath itself as a concession to dishonesty and as an abuse of the name of
God.,,286 Similarly, Yoder explains that (as mentioned earlier in the Chapter) lex
talionis was intended as a "limitation upon vengeance," a limitation which Jesus
pushes "a powerful step further [ ... ] in the direction set by the ancient rules.,,287
Ballou agrees: non-resistance did not absolve his disciples "from one iota of the law
of love - the obligation to love their neighbors as themselves.,,288 Jesus, he says,
"drew" that obligation "from the ark of the Mosaic Testament, all mildewed and
dusky with human misapprehension, and [ ... ] showed that the 'neighbor' intended
was any human being." Thus "[the] true principle was in" the Old Law, "but men
could not clearly perceive it.,,289
That is the sense in which Jesus "fulfils" the law: he radically reinterprets it
according to its original intentions. On this, all things considered, all Christian
anarchists appear to agree. Craig emphasises the continuity, Tolstoy and Elliott
emphasise the difference, but all would appear to agree that there is continuity in the
intention, albeit difference in the instruction. The discussion of Jesus' fulfilment of
the Old Law, and in particular the related debate on love's fulfilment of justice, is
picked up again in the Conclusion. For now, the point to note is that overall, the
Christian anarchist reading of these verses emphasises that Jesus criticises not so
much the Old Law as rigid and legalistic interpretations of it by the elites, and that he
"fulfils" the Old Law in the sense that he radically reinterprets it based on its original
intentions. Whereas the strict interpretation of the law tends to authorise coercive
legislation to ensure that all abide by its every jot and tittle, Jesus' reinterpretation of
it recovers its original intention and subverts any reliance on such official strictures but this is explored in more detail in the Conclusion.

1.8 - A manifesto for Christian anarchism
Jesus' reinterpretation of the Old Law, for Christian anarchists, therefore amount to
both a set of indirect, implied criticisms of state theory and practice, and a blueprint
for the life of the Christian community - a theme which is elaborated in Chapter 5.
The Sermon is thus a political document, a manifesto for a Christian anarchist
society. It touches on all the main points of the Christian (anarchist) political vision
and how to reach it. Day thus writes that the Sermon "answered all the questions as to
how to love God and one's brother. ,,290 It amounts to a complete "philosophical,

Yoder , "The Political Axioms of the Sermon on the Mount," 44-45 (Yoder's emphasis).
287 Yoder , "The Political Axioms of the Sermon on the Mount," 44.
288 Ballou, Christian Non-Resistance, chap. 2, para. 30.
289 Ballou, Christian Non-Resistance, chap. 1, para. 66 (for the previous sentence as well). Even so,
Ballou does accept that the Old Testament is "unequivocally against" non-resistance if"taken
independently of the Christian revelation." However, he says: "I do not admit the Old Testament to be
as clearly, fully, and perfectly the word of God as the New Testament [ ... ]. It is to b~ held in reve;,ence
as the prophecy and preparative of the New Testament - the foreshadow of better thmgs to come.
Moreover, he says, "the New Testament claims to supersede the Old, and the Old, by prophecy, type,
and shadow announced beforehand the coming in of a more glorious dispensation [ ... ] In affirming
this, 1 only ~ffirm what both Testaments unequivocally declare respecting themselves and each other.
To question it is virtually to question the credibility of both." Ballou, Christian Non-Resistance in All
Its Important Bearings, 25, 28.
290 Day, The Long Loneliness, 141.
286
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moral, and social doctrine," says Tolstoy.291 For him, Jesus gives mankind "practical
rules for life" which would lift it from the vicious cycle of violence it is caught in,
and move it towards "the kingdom of peace on earth. ,,292
Tolstoy moreover rejects the view that the Sermon, this "vital Christian
teaching," is "impracticable.,,2 3 He accepts that it might be difficult, but believes that
what matters is constant progress in its direction?94 For him, "These commandments
are, as it were, signposts on the infinite road to perfection towards which mankind is
moving. ,,295 That this road may be difficult does not make the commandments any
less binding. Jesus' words may be "hard words," writes Maurin (quoting Stevenson),
"but the hard words of a book were the only reason why the book was written.,,296
Of course, to show that this Christian (anarchist) manifesto is not impossibly
utopian, those who claim to follow Christ need to live by it. Maurin writes, in his
typical playful style, that "The Sermon on the Mount will be called practical when
Christians make up their mind to practice it. ,,297 Yet as Andrews (quoting Kurt
Vonnegut) bemoans, the "most vocal" Christians "demand that the Ten
Commandments be posted in public buildings" but none of them "demand that the
Sermon on the Mount, the Beatitudes, be posted anywhere. ,,298 Christians seem to
elevate the Old Law as the ideal to live up to, but not the teaching of the teacher they
299
profess to follow. Christian anarchists wish the same energy and commitment were
given to the Sermon: "What a fine place this world would be," writes Maurin, "if
Fundamentalist Protestants tried to exemplify the Sermon on the Mount.,,300
Christian anarchists, for their part, do try to exemplify it. Day says of both
Maurin and Hennacy that they were constantly guided by the instructions of the
301
Sermon.
One writer to A Pinch of Salt professes to be trying to take the Sermon
literally, and adds that there is "no real justification" for doing otherwise. 302 Andrews
To be fair, Tolstoy says this of Jesus' teaching in general rather than just the Sermon, but this
representation of his words is justified by the centrality of the Sermon in Tolstoy'S understanding of
Jesus' teaching. Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 49.
292 Respectively: Tolstoy, What I Believe, 98,203.
293 Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 106. See also: Andrews, Plan Be, 5; Tolstoy, What
291

I Believe, 41-50.
294 Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 107-110.
295 Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 111.
296 Robert Louis Stevenson, quoted in Maurin, Easy Essays (2003), 137.
297 Maurin, Easy Essays (2003), 180.
298 Kurt Vonnegut, quoted in Andrews, "Heaven on Earth," 145 (emphasis removed). See also
Andrews, Plan Be, 71-72.
299 In a special report on religion and public life, the Economist mentions the following striking
statistic when discussing, in passing, the sometimes worrying ignorance by militant religious converts
of their founding texts: "although 83% of Americans regard the Bible as the word of God, halfofthem
do not know who preached the Sermon on the Mount." Of course, Americans are only mentioned as
one of several examples, there is no suggestion that all Americans Christian are militant, and ignorance
of who preached the Sermon on the Mount does not imply ignorance of some of its content.
Nonetheless, the statistic does come as something of a surprise, and perhaps suggests that the Christian
anarchist interpretation of Christianity is bound to sound quite radical today. [Anonymous], "0 Come
All Ye Faithful," The Economist, issue 385, 3 November 2007,9.
300 Maurin Easy Essays (2003), 193 (see also: 146).
301 Day, The Long Loneliness, 179; Dorothy Day, Peter's Program (The Catholic Worker), ~vailable
from http://www.catholicworker.org/dorothyday/reprint.cf~?T~xtII?=176 (access~d 11 AprIl 2005), .
para. 10; Day, Selected W~itings, 13:-144. Mormon a.narchlsts m.sp,lred by CatholIc Workers al~o se,~ It
as "our duty to build the kmd of socIety and communIty that ChrIst Sermon on the Mount outlmed.
Bushman, "The Mormon Worker," 1.
302 Kenny Hone [?], "The Gift," A Pi~ch o/Salt, issue 3, Pe~t~c.ost 1986, 12. ~enny Hone was the
editor of a Canadian Christian anarchIst newspaper, known InItIally as The Digger and later as The
Digger and Christian Anarchist.
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describes how the Sermon became his community's "manifesto" when he lived in
303
India. These and other attempts by Christian anarchists to live out the Christianity
they profess are reviewed in more detail in Chapter 6. The point to note here is that
Christian anarchists do try to follow the instructions of the Sermon.
Christian anarchists take seriously the political implications of Jesus'
instructions, especially non-resistance of evil. Tolstoy claims that it "should be the
binding principle of our sociallife.,,304 For him, Jesus tells mankind: "You think that
your laws correct evil; they only increase it. There is only one way of extirpating evil
- to return good to all men without distinction. You have tried your principle for
thousands of years; try now mine, which is the reverse.,,305 Jesus is thus calling for his
disciples to transcend lex talionis, to love and forgive evildoers in order for the cycle
of violence which has blighted humanity to be overcome. For Christian anarchists,
this cannot but require a rejection of state theory and practice. Moreover, they argue
that the state also contravenes - or through it obliges its citizens to contravene - the
rest of the Sermon on the Mount. For Christian anarchists, therefore, the Sermon
contains "the most revolutionary teaching in the world.,,306 It calls for revolution by
its implied criticism of the state, but it also instructs Christians on how to behave in
order for them to lead that revolution - a revolution which, as the next Chapter
shows, Jesus further taught and practiced throughout the rest of his life.

Andrews, "Heaven on Earth," 103. In recent years, he has also been actively promoting an internetbased community trying to live up to the Beatitudes, which he saw as a summary of the Sermon on the
Mount - see Andrews, Plan Be.
304 Tolstoy, What I Believe, 41.
305 Tolstoy, What I Believe, 41.
306 Hennacy, The Book of Ammon, 62.
303
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Chapter 2 - The Anarchist Critique
Implied in Jesus' Other Teachings
and Example
Christian anarchists develop their critique of the state primarily from their
interpretation of the Sermon on the Mount, in particular the verses counselling nonresistance, but they see the rest of the New Testament as further confirming this
anarchist position. Not only in the Sermon did Jesus preach non-resistance, writes
Tolstoy, "but throughout his life and in his death he practised as he preached."l
Christian anarchists point to several New Testament passages to prove this. Some
even read segments of the Old Testament as validating their perspective: for a
contributor to A Pinch of Salt, the whole Bible thus "puts continually in question all
coercive exercise of human authority.,,2
The aim of this Chapter is to summarise Christian anarchists' interpretations
of Bible passages other than the Sermon on the Mount. However, only those passages
which enough Christian anarchists make substantial comments on can be included
here - this will anyway cover the overwhelming majority of Christian anarchist
commentaries on Bible passages. Limited space also makes it impossible to contrast
their exegeses to more conventional ones. By and large, they ignore traditional
commentaries anyway - the next Chapter explains why. Note also that two Gospel
passages are deliberately left aside until Chapter 4: the "render unto Caesar" saying
and the related temple tax episode.
The main Bible excerpts referred to in the Chapter can be found in
Appendix B. The first section below reviews some Christian anarchist comments on
the Old Testament, especially the Book of Samuel. The Chapter then unfolds
chronologically through Jesus' life, first highlighting the very political nature of the
expectations surrounding Jesus' ministry, then discussing Jesus' third temptation in
the wilderness, then the Christian anarchist view on exorcisms and other miracles
performed by Jesus. This is followed by an outline of Jesus' repeated teaching on
forgiving, not judging, and being a servant to one another. His allegedly violent
cleansing of the temple comes next, followed by his arrest, trial, crucifixion and
resurrection. Due to the interesting comments offered on it by Christian anarchists, a
short section also reports their take on the Book of Revelation, and explains why
other part of the New Testament are left aside for now. The Chapter then concludes
by summarising Christian anarchists' thoughts on the Gospel passages where Jesus is
sometimes alleged to have legitimised violence.

2.1 - The Old Testament
Few Christian anarchists comment a great deal on the Old Testament, perhaps
because they are often not sure what to make of much of it. Yoder remarks that "the
Tolstoy, What 1 Believe, 43.
2 Mumford, "The Bible and Anarchy," 8.
I
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picture of the God of the ancient Israelites as a God of war has been an occasion for
caricature and embarrassment for Christians.,,3 This God of war is particularly
awkward for Christian anarchists given their insistence on non-resistance to evil.
Tolstoy is predictably the least ambiguous about his dislike for the Old
Testament. Aylmer Maude explains that "he regarded it as religious literature of
varying quality, containing much that is excellent and some of the best literary art the
world has produced, but much also that is crude, primitive, and immoral. ,,4 Yoder
therefore classes Tolstoy in the category of Christians who deal with the Old
Testament by setting it aside "on the grounds of a 'new dispensation' after the model
of Jesus' repeated 'but I say to you' in Matthew 5" (as Chapter 1 explains).5
That categorisation applies to most Christian anarchists: their typical stance
with respect to the Old Testament is to emphasise that it was imperfect, that God's
revelation is anyway fulfilled in the teachings of Jesus, and that therefore a Christian
ought to derive practical guidance for life solely from the New Testament. 6
Nevertheless, Christian anarchists do offer a few scattered comments on the Old
Testament. By far the most elaborate commentaries focus on the first book of Samuel.

2.1.1-1 Samuel 8
Christian anarchists claim that up until Samuel, the Israelites had no king, no central
government, but what Andrews calls a "decentralized federation of tribes.,,7 Ellul
explains that "When an important decision had to be made, with ritual sacrifices and
prayers for divine inspiration, a popular assembly was held and this had the last
word."g Ultimately, however, God alone was Israel's king and lawmaker, "Israel's
head. ,,9 This ultimately theocratic form of government was precisely "one of the most
significant differences from [the Israelites'] pagan neighbours," comments Michael
Tennant. JO According to Chelcicky, the Israelites thus "lived safely under the
protection of God and His laws."JJ The Law dictated by God to Moses was seen as
"good and trustworthy," remarks Stephen Carson, and since it left out prisons, taxes,
and - crucially - executive and legislative bodies, this Mosaic political system was

Yoder, The Politics ofJesus, 86.
Maude, The Life of Tolstoy, 39. See for instance Tolstoy, "The Gospel in Brief," 289-290; Tolstoy,
"Introduction to an Examination of the Gospels," 103; Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You,"
84.
5 Yoder, The Politics of Jesus, 87.
6 The notable exception is Kevin Craig, as evidenced for instance in [Anonymous], Ninety-Five Theses
in Defense of Patriarchy; [Anonymous], Why I Worship a Violent, Vengeful God.
7 Andrews, Subversive Spirituality, Ecclesial and Civil Disobedience, 2. See also Ellul, Anarchy and
Christianity, 46-48; Hennacy, The Book ofAmmon, 257; Annie Heppenstall, "Anarchy and the Old
Testament," paper presented at God Save the Queen: Anarchism and Christianity Today, All Hallows
Church, Leeds, 2-4 June 2006, available from http://uk.jesusradicals.com/otanarchy.pdf(accessed 4
June 2006), 4-5; Molnar, A Study of Peter ChelCic/cf's Life, 93, 139; P. Andrew Sandlin, Christianity:
Mother of Political Liberty, available from http://www.lewrockwell.com/orig/sandlinla.html(accessed
21 November 2007), para. 1.
8 Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, 46.
9 Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, 46. See also Michael Tennant, Government as Idolatry (Strike the
Root), available from http://www.strike-the-root.com/3/tennantltennantl.html(accessed 21 November
2007), para. 4-5.
10 Tennant, Government as Idolatry, para. 4.
II Molnar, A Study of Peter CheICic/cf's Life, 93 (quoting ChelcickY)·
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basically a form of anarchy. 12 Tennant for his part concedes that the Mosaic structure
can be seen as "a form of government, but," he insists, "it was not an independent
institution which claims a monopoly on violence,,,13 and it was "highly
decentralized." 14
If Israel was struck by disasters like successive military defeats, famine or
idolatry, and especially plunder by foreign raiders, then a judge would exceptionally
I5
be appointed to restore order. "A judge," Heppenstall however maintains, "was
someone who offered advice, who took on a priestly role during ritual sacrifices, who
had a charismatic leaning, and was moved by the Spirit to act or speak in a certain
way, felt to be the will of God, but who never accepted the title of king, because all
power is God'S."I6 Judges were considered to have a special relationship with God
and were therefore expected to interpret God's will for the community. I Moreover,
Ellul notes that "Apparently, when the 'judges' had played their part they effaced
themselves and rejoined the people.,,18 Judges therefore possessed only a limited form
of authority. 19
The Israelites, however, flirted with the idolatrous idea of appointing a
human king. The first but ultimately unsuccessful attempt to be ruled by a king took
place after Gideon was judge, but only Tennant articulates a nonetheless convincing
anarchist commentary on it. 2o The more important attempt, in that it successfully

Carson here defines "anarchy" strictly as meaning "without rulers" (rather than without rules), and,
on taxes, notes that "the religious rules require a tithe to support the priest but there is no punishment
specified for failing to tithe." Carson, Biblical Anarchism, para. 3-6.
13 Tennant, Christianarchy? , para. 6. Elsewhere, he writes that in Israel, "there was to be no human
king - and, in fact, no central government of any kind. God chose specific leaders - Moses, and later,
Joshua - to communicate his decrees to the people and to guide them into the promised land. God
established the laws - laws which applied equally to the leaders and to the population at large (see Lev.
4, for example) - and the punishments to be meted out to those who failed to obey. Moses, acting on
advice from his godly father-in-law, selected 'capable men from all the people - men who fear God,
trustworthy men who hate dishonest gain' and appointed them 'as officials over thousands, hundreds,
fifties, and tens' (Ex. 18:21). Thus, government was highly decentralized, with only the 'difficult cases
... brought to Moses' (Ex. 18:26). [ ... ] Of course, in cases of extreme disobedience, the Lord reserved
the right to inflict punishment himself." Tennant, Government as Idolatry, para. 5.
14 Tennant, Government as Idolatry, para. 5.
15 The first three disasters are noted by Ellul, the last, by Tennant. Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, 4647; Tennant, Government as Idolatry, para. 6.
16 Heppenstall, "Anarchy and the Old Testament," 5.
17 Elliott, Freedom, Justice and Christian Counter-Culture, 73.
18 Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, 47.
19 Tennant writes that "They had little to no power over the people; and again, they were held to the
same standards." Tennant, Government as Idolatry, para. 6.
20 He narrates the episode as follows: "When once the people requested that a judge become king, that
judge, Gideon, replied, 'I will not rule over you, nor will my son rule over you. The Lord will rule over
you' (Jud. 8:23). Gideon clearly understood that his role was to defend the people but not to assume
God's role as king." But then "Gideon's son Abimelech, who did not share his father's scruples,
waited until his father had died and then offered to fulfil the people's wish by becoming their king
(Jud. 9: 1,2). To destroy any possible rivals and to demonstrate his might, he slew his 70 brothers, at
which point the people were thrilled to crown him king. However, the youngest brother, Jotham, had
escaped the killing and came back to warn the people" with the fable of the olive tree, the fi.g tree, the
vine and the thornbush, which Tennant interprets as teaching that "Those who have somethmg
productive to do and useful to contribute to the community will naturally refuse to give .up their
already beneficial activities to rule over others. On the other hand, those who have nothmg to
contribute and, in fact, bring only harm to the community already, will be more than happy to rule over
others - and threaten them when they refuse to submit." Nonetheless, "this failed to faze the people
one bit and they proceeded to exalt Abimelech to the kingship. The love affair didn't last long. 'After
Abimelech had governed Israel three years, God sent an evil spirit between Abimelech and the citizens
12
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established Israel's dynasty of kings, took place under Samuel. The Bible says that
Samuel was old and had been a judge for many years when the elders of Israel
approached him and asked him for a king in order "to be like other nations,,2! - which
as Tennant remarks, "was, of course, precisely what God did not want them to be.,,22
Ellul writes that in the context of their continuing war with the Philistines, the
Israelites "also thought that a king would be a better military leader.,,23 Scripture
however tells of Samuel being displeased at this demand and praying to the Lord,
who then says to Samuel: "the~ have not rejected thee, but they have rejected me, that
I should not reign over them." 4
That passage is very revealing to Christian anarchists. For a start, Carson
remarks that "Given our contemporary faith in the State, you would think that G-d
[... J would praise the Israelites for realizing they needed a ruler.,,25 Instead, however,
his answer through Samuel "is a sobering reminder of how deeply heretical our
modern faith in the State is.,,26 As Eller explains, God's answer makes it clear that
"the people's demand for worldly government amounts to a rejection of God and his
government.,,27 Chelcicky agrees: "In asking for a temporal ruler, the Jews scorned
God and His law.,,28 They thus "committed a grievous sin," says Carson, through this
"tremendous lack of faith in G-d. ,,29
Thus Israel's monarchy, for Craig, was established as a result of "a desire to
be like the demonic States around Israel, a rejection of the Lord's priestly calling to
be a holy nation, and a rejection of God's Law as given to the Patriarchs.,,3o The more
general conclusion from this passage, according to Craig, is that "The movement
towards centralization of power under political mediators is a rejection of God.,,3!
Hence for ChelCicky and indeed all Christian anarchists, "The state has its origin in
man's pride and rebellion against God.,,32
Andrews reckons that Israel had been a society based on trust in God's
guidance, "But when it came to the crunch, they abandoned the 'politics of trust' in
God and embraced the 'politics of security' in a king, an army, and a militaryindustrial complex. ,,33 Ellul agrees that "political power rests on distrust [ ... J of
God.,,34 The Israelites' demand for a king exposes their loss of trust in God. God's

of Shechem, who acted treacherously against Abimelech' (Jud. 9:22,23) and ultimately killed him."
Tennant, Government as Idolatry, para. 6-9.
21 1 Samuel 8:5, 20. Note that the whole eighth chapter of the first book of Samuel is reprinted in
Appendix B. For a very brief commentary on the first five verses, see Tennant, Government as
Idolatry, para. 11.
22 Tennant, Christianarchy? , para. 7 (Tennant's emphasis).
23 Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, 48.
24 1 Samuel 8:7. In the following verse, God adds that his request is in line with the manner with which
Israelites have "served other gods" ever since he "brought them up out of Egypt."
25 Carson, Biblical Anarchism, para. 7.
26 Carson, Biblical Anarchism, para. 8.
27 Eller, Christian Anarchy, 199 (Eller's emphasis).
28 Molnar, A Study of Peter ChelCickj's Life, 93 (paraphrasing ChelcickY).
29 Carson, Biblical Anarchism, para. 11.
30 [Anonymous], Ninety-Five Theses in Defense of Patriarchy, thesis 38.
31 [Anonymous], Ninety-Five Theses in Defense of Patriarchy, thesis 37.
32 Molnar, A Study of Peter ChelCickj's Life, 30.
. .
.
33 Andrews, "Heaven on Earth," 44 (emphasis removed). The very same pomt IS also made m
Andrews, Subversive Spirituality, Ecclesial and Civil Disobedience, 4.
34 Ellul, "Anarchism and Christianity," 165.
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repl~ to Samuel indeed indicates that the Israelites' request is a form of idolatry, of

servIng other gods (more on this below).35
God then asks Samuel to warn them of the consequences: the king will take
their sons as soldiers, their daughters as cooks, their servants as slaves, their land and
sheep as treasures, and they will regret their decision to have a king - but it will be
36
too late. For Christian anarchists, God is clearly warning the Israelites of the likely
abuses of power which would result from their decision to opt for human
government. Ellul even reads God's warning to imply that "political power is always
dictatorial, excessive, and unjust.,,37 Carson does not make exactly the same
generalisation, but still notes that "the Bible makes it absolutely clear that the change
from Mosaic anarchy to what by today's standards would be 'limited government'
will have terrible consequences. ,,38
Nonetheless, God is also willing to grant the Israelites their wish. According
to Alexis-Manners, this "provides a clue to the character of God and God's
leadership.,,39 God always allows the Israelites to "act on their desire" even though he
4o
disagrees. God even selects Israel's first two kings to show that "He will try to work
with us through the system we choose," says Carson. 41 Still, Carson adds, "that does
not constitute a ringing endorsement of the State as the best system of government.,,42
For Eller, even though God does not approve of human government, he accepts or
tolerates it. 43 This confirms what the Introduction says about God not being an
absolute Master. For Andrews, God is thus "committed to democracy - as opposed to
44
autocracy. "
Despite Samuel's warning, however, the Israelites insist they want a king,
and Saul becomes king. "Thus did Israel destroy its unique character," comments
Tennant, "by preferring an idol, in the form of a king, to the one true God who had
heretofore ruled over them.,,45 Elliott observes that "From this point on, the quest for
political aggrandisement becomes an integral part of the new national
consciousness.,,46 Moreover, for Christian anarchists, God's warning about the
consequences of this decision is exemplified by the kings who follow, including
David and Solomon: to quote Myers, "The Davidic tradition of kingship [ ... ] resulted

Alexis-Manners, Deconstructing Romans 13,2; Tennant, Government as Idolatry, para. 12-17. (1
Samuel 8:8.) Moreover, as Tennant observes, Samuel later (in 1 Samuel 12:14-15) remarks that as long
as both the people and the king fear the Lord and obey him, then a proper hierarchy with God as
ultimate ruler is maintained - but "The problem, of course, is that the state never, ever even comes
close to remaining within the bounds of God's laws." Tennant, Christianarchy? , para. 9-10.
36 [Anonymous], "A Vote for the State Means ... " A Pinch o/Salt, issue 12, March 1989,9; Mumford,
"The Bible and Anarchy," 8; Sandlin, War, the Bible and the State, para. 4; Tennant, Christianarchy? ,
para. 8. (1 Samuel 8:10-18.)
37 Ellul, "Anarchism and Christianity," 165.
38 Carson, Biblical Anarchism, para. 11.
39 Alexis-Baker, "Embracing God and Rejecting Masters," 4.
40 Alexis-Baker, "Embracing God and Rejecting Masters," 5.
41 Carson, Biblical Anarchism, para. 15.
42 Carson, Biblical Anarchism, para. 15.
43 Eller, Christian Anarchy, 199-200. Berdyaev makes a similar point: Berdyaev, The Realm o/the
Spirit and the Realm o/Caesar, 77.
44 Andrews, Subversive Spirituality, Ecclesial and Civil Disobedience, 4. See also Andrews, "Heaven
on Earth" 45. "Democracy" here is clearly meant as the opposite of "autocracy." This seems to imply
a type of fully consensual and participatory democracy - a form of anarchism - rather than the liberal
democracy that comes to mind when referring to "democracy" today.
45 Tennant, Government as Idolatry, para. 14.
46 Elliott, Freedom, Justice and Christian Counter-Culture, 74.
35
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only in the realization of Samuel's worst fears: militarism, economic control, and
slavery. ,,47
Heppenstall furthermore notes that "as the story goes, it is not the fault of
[the king] that kingship [is] a disaster," but "the fault of the people, in their gross lack
of faith in God in the first place. ,,48 The establishment of political power and all its
resulting abuses is a result of the people's forsaking of God and desire to conform to
and imitate what is done among pagan nations. 49 The story of 1 Samuel 8 therefore
shows that monarchy "was founded in Israel [ ... ] in direct opposition to the will of
God," and out of idolatry. 50 For Christian anarchists, the obvious conclusion is that
"rejection of the state [ ... ] is a necessary part of declaring allegiance to God," a theme
that is returned to throughout this thesis. 5

2.1.2 - Other Old Testament passages
Apart from a few brief and passing comments, Christian anarchists have
comparatively very little to say about the political implications of other passages from
the Old Testament - with two notable exceptions. 52 One such exception is Ellul. He
claims that the passages from the Old Testament that "tell how God opposed his
people's use of 'normal' means of settling conflicts [ ... ] and bade them put their trust
in" him are "innumerable.,,53 Moreover, Ellul devoted entire books to demonstrate the
implications of specific sections of the Old Testament for political questions. 54
However, these studies are not directly relevant to this thesis in that they do not
contribute much to Ellul's Christian anarchism per se, which he develops fully almost
only in Anarchy and Christianity.55
The other - less significant - exception is Craig, whose "Ninety-Five
Theses" do make plenty of references to Old Testament texts to validate his anarchist
stance; but the "theses" themselves are very short and seem to assume that their
47 Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 446. See also [Anonymous], Ninety-Five Theses in Defense of
Patriarchy, thesis 39; Carson, Biblical Anarchism, para. 12; Eller, Christian Anarchy, 8-9; Ellul,
Anarchy and Christianity, 48-55; Tennant, Christianarchy? , para. 24; Tennant, Government as
Idolatry, para. 16.
48 Heppenstall, "Anarchy and the Old Testament," 6.
49 Ellul, "Anarchism and Christianity," 165.
50 Damico, The Anarchist Dimension of Liberation Theology, 2. Tennant also comments that "it was
always God's intentions for his people, Israel, to live under his direct rule and under minimal, highly
decentralized civil government. Just as humans have done down through history, though, the Israelites
preferred to have a ruler they could see, in whom they could put their faith, and to whom they could
bow down - in direct violation of the Third Commandment. They wanted an idol, an imitation of God,
rather than the one true God." Tennant, Government as Idolatry, para. 17.
51 Alexis-Baker, "Embracing God, Rejecting Masters."
52 Carson does not quite count as an exception as his "Biblical Anarchism" is a very short text.
53 Ellul's precise words are: "I should like to broadcast the innumerable Old Testament passages which
tell how God opposed his people's use of 'normal' means of settling conflicts - weapons, chariots,
horsemen, alliances, diplomatic maneuvers, revolution (Jehu) - and bade them put their trust in the
Lord's word and his faithfulness." Ellul, Violence, 168.
54 For instance, on the political significance of the Second Book of Kings, see Jacques Ellul, The
Politics of God and the Politics of Man, trans. Geoffrey W. Bromiley (Grand Rapids: William B.
Eerdmans, 1972). On Ellul's understanding of the city and its political implications, seen through its
occurrences in the Bible from Cain to Jesus, see Jacques Ellul, The Meaning of the City, trans. Dennis
Pardee ([Grand Rapids?]: William B. Eerdmans, 1993). For a theological and only indirectly political
discussion of the Book of Jonah, see Jacques ElluL The Judgement of Jonah, trans. Geoffrey W.
Bromiley (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans, 1971). On how to better understand the place of these
publications in Ellul's lifelong work, see Goddard, Liv~n~ the Wo~d, Resis.ting the Wo~ld: . "
55 Ellul , Anarchl'
. and Christianity. He also touches on It In Ellul, AnarchIsm and ChrIstIanIty.
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obviousness is automatically confirmed by the cited passages. 56 For example, Craig
simply asserts that there were no states in the Garden of Eden. 57 Likewise, he notes
that Nimrod, who "left the Godly Family to form a 'State,'" has a name that means
"let us rebel" - which confirms the Christian anarchist take on Samuel. 58 Craig cites
plenty of passages in that manner, but he does not really engage with them in any real
depth.
Other Christian anarchists have even less to say on the Old Testament
before Samuel and the kings. One example of a cursory remark is ChelCickY's
observation that civil authority "began with Cain's lust for fower when he built the
first city," an episode which Ellul elaborates in some detail. 5 Jason Barr offers a few
interesting reflections on Genesis and Ecdesiastes. 6o On the Exodus, a theme so
important to liberation theology, Christian anarchists note only very briefly that, in
the story, God sets his people free by throwing off the king and calling them towards
a new and much more anarchist type of community - they do not follow liberation
theologians in elaborating the metaphor as a paradigm of humanity's current
61
condition. Heppenstall also make a couple of passing comments on Leviticus, as
Mumford does on Deuteronomy - but again, they do not develop any comprehensive
62
exegesis. Similarly, Carson's helpful contribution is limited to his comments on
Mosaic Law, Samuel and Israel's kings. 63
The only Old Testament theme which several Christian anarchists consider
in a little more depth and from an anarchist perspective ties into the preceding
interpretation of Samuel, and concerns the prophets: they believe that "the prophetic
tradition was born from the oppression resulting from monarchical rule. ,,64 In Ellul's
words, "for every king there was a prophet [who] was most often a severe critic of
royal acts.,,65 For Christian anarchists, the many famous prophets of the Old
Testament - as well as some of the psalms - were voicing God's rebuke to the kings
for their abuses of political power and for their failure to care for Israel's needy, thus
reminding the people not to trust these human leaders. 66 The prophets voice God's
disapproval of a society which has rejected him.
[Anonymous], Ninety-Five Theses in Defense of Patriarchy.
[Anonymous], Ninety-Five Theses in Defense of Patriarchy, thesis 2.
58 [Anonymous], Ninety-Five Theses in Defense of Patriarchy, thesis 15.
59 Molnar, A Study of Peter ChelCickj's Life, 112 (quoting ChelcickY). For Ellul's interpretation of
Cain's founding of the first city, see Ellul, The Meaning of the City. Abel and Cain's story is also
mentioned in Van Wagenen, "War and the State," 9.
60 He says that Ecclesiastes exposes the "folly" of "the will to godlike power," and that Genesis
provides a marked contrast to violent Babylonian mythology by instead describing a God who
"actually enlists the creation to participate in its own making" (thus drawing a contrast between violent
imposition and anarchic participation). Barr, Radical Hope, 4-5 (on Ecclesiastes), 10-11 (on Genesis).
61 Andrews, "Heaven on Earth," 37-42; Charley Earp, "Christianity and Anarchism" (audio file on
compact disc, rec. 5-6 August 2005). On the importance of the Exodus in liberation theology, see:
Wogaman, Christian Perspectives on Politics, chap. 5.
62 Heppenstall notes that in Leviticus, the land is said to belong to God, not the king or the people, that
this ensures equality in its use, and that the jubilee was a custom to further prevent any abuse based on
land tenancy. Heppenstall, "Anarchy and the Old Testament," 3-4. Yoder also studies the jubilee, but
in the context of Jesus' proclamation of it. As to Mumford, he just remarks that "The Deuteronomic
law promises that there would be no poor people in Israel if God's commandments were obeyed. The
existence of poverty is a sign of sin and against God's will for his people". Mumford, "The Bible and
Anarchy," 8.
63 Carson, Biblical Anarchism.
64 The original sentence is here inverted. Damico, The Anarchist Dimension of Liberation Theology, 3.
65 Ellul Anarchy and Christianity, 51.
66 This 'sentence summarises remarks made across the following texts: Andrews, "Heaven on Earth,"
45-47; Barr, Radical Hope, 10; Elliott, Freedom, Justice and Christian Counter-Culture, 74-75; Ellul,
56
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.
David Mumford also notes that through "the last of the major prophets,"
EzekIel, God's response to the behaviour of Israel's ruling class was "not to try to
replace one ruling class with another but to announce that a time will come when His
divine kingship will be resumed.,,67 For Christians, of course, this divine kingship is
resumed through Jesus Christ - a point which is further discussed later in this
Chapter, as well as in the Conclusion.
Ellul makes a few more observations on Israel's "good" and "bad" kings,68
on the Bible's depiction of government of a foreign people,69 and on the end of the
Jewish monarchy.7o Heppenstall also offers passing observations on monarchy after
the exile,71 and Yoder reads Chronicles in a way that resonates with the Christian
anarchist perspective.72
All in all, therefore, Christian anarchists' interpretation of the Old
Testament is dominated by their understanding of 1 Samuel 8 and its implications for
the rest of Jewish history up to Jesus. In the end, Ellul concludes that according to the
Old Testament, "Political power never has any value in itself. On the contrary,
Scripture radically repudiates, challenges, and condemns it whenever it claims to
exist as political power rather than as a sign. [ ... ] We can therefore conclude that the
Old Testament never in any way validates any political power.,,73 In any case,
whether or not Christian anarchists are misguided in their reading of the Old
Testament, it is almost only on the New Testament that they ground their
understanding of the anarchist consequences of Jesus' message.

2.2 - Expectations of a political messiah
When it comes to the New Testament, Christian anarchists point out that even before
he began to preach, Jesus was expected to be a very political kind of messiah. For a
start, according to Yoder, John the Baptist's ministry - which prepares the way for
Jesus' - "had a pronounced political character.,,74 John was imprisoned by Herod

Anarchy and Christianity, 51-52; Heppenstall, "Anarchy and the Old Testament," 6-8; Iwanczak,
"Between Pacifism and Anarchy," 279; Molnar, A Study 0/ Peter Che!cickY's Life, 139-140; Mumford,
"The Bible and Anarchy," 8. Non-Christian anarchists tend to agree that the prophets ofthe Old
Testament are examples of a positive connection between religion and anarchism - see, for instance,
Walter, "Anarchism and Religion," 4.
67 Mumford, "The Bible and Anarchy," 8.
68 Ellul remarks that the fortunes of the "good" kings (who are always defeated by Israel's enemies)
compared to that of the "bad" ones (who extend Israel's borders but are unjust, wicked and promote
idolatry) seems to suggest either that "the only acceptable power in the long run is the weakest one," or
that "if a political leader is faithful to God, he is necessarily a poor political leader, and vice versa."
Ellul, "Anarchism and Christianity," 165-166 (for the quote); Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, 50-51.
69 Ellul writes that the Old Testament always challenges foreign political powers, that the relationship
with them always involved conflict. Ellul, "Anarchism and Christianity," 163-164.
70 Ellul just notes that hostility to all political power continued to prevail during Jesus' times, and that
no value was ascribed to the state and to political authority. Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, 53-55.
71 Heppenstall argues that there were two responses to oppression: some struggled to re-establish a
Jewish king, others held onto the vision of pre-Samuel judges, and she explains that it was in the
background of this theological and political debate that Jesus was born. Heppenstall, "Anarchy and the
Old Testament," 8-9.
72 Yoder says that Chronicles is about trusting God for survival rather than relying on "politicomilitary resources." Yoder, The Politics of Jesus, 79-82.
73 Ellul, "Anarchism and Christianity," 166.
7,) Yoder, The Politics o/Jesus, 23. (See Matthew 3,11:1-19,14:1-12; Mark 1:1-15,6:14-29; Luke
1:57-66,3:1-22,7:18-35; John 1:19-34.)
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Antipas because of the fear that he might trigger a political insurrection. 75 That is to
say, it was precisely the politically revolutionary character of John's proclamations
that led to him being silenced.
Christian anarchists also cite Mary's Magnificat as further evidence of
76
political expectations. In it, Yoder argues, "we are being told that the one whose
birth is now being announced is to be an agent of radical social change.,,77 Jesus, he
continues, is expected to "break the bondage of his people.,,78 Charley Earp reads it as
the expectation of a new Exodus, this time from Rome. 79 Jose Porfirio Miranda adds
that the liberation is not just from historical Rome, but from "every class of rulers.,,8o
Heppenstall also notes that "Mary's words do not talk about a restoration of the
monarchy," which some factions expected the coming messiah to be about, but "they
talk about the bringing down of the mighty and the proud wherever they are. ,,81 There
is already a hint that the kingdom which Jesus will proclaim will not take the familiar
hierarchic form of a state. 82
Further evidence of the politically revolutionary character of Jesus' expected
ministry comes from the events around his birth. Both Alexis-Baker and Redford
point out that for Herod Antipas to slaughter all the children aged two and younger in
the hope of killing Jesus, he must have considered him a threat to the political
structure. 83
Jesus himself further confirms these messianic expectations when he
proclaims the beginning of his ministry in the Nazareth synagogue. 84 For Andrews,
the passage which Jesus quotes from Isaiah, about releasing the captives and setting
the oppressed free, is a "heartfelt, anarchistic manifesto" which Jesus thereby adopts
as "his mission in life.,,85 Yoder agrees that Isaiah's language is political, that the
messianic expectations are deliberately expressed in social and political terms, and
that Jesus' proclamation that this is "fulfilled" announces the immediate
implementation of a new social and political restructuring of relations. 86
Hence for Christian anarchists, the messianic expectations surrounding the
coming of Jesus have strong political overtones. 87 The messiah is expected to take on
Roman and Jewish state authorities and present a new model of social and political
Yoder, The Politics ofJesus, 22-24.
Luke 1:46-55 (see Appendix B for excerpt). One example of Christian anarchists just quoting the
Magnificat without any explanation, as if self-evident, can be found in [Anonymous], "He Has
Scattered the Proud ... " 2. Walter, a non-Christian anarchist, agrees that the Magnificat resonates with
anarchism: Walter, "Anarchism and Religion," 4.
77 Yoder, The Politics of Jesus, 22.
78 Yoder, The Politics ofJesus, 22.
79 Earp, "Christianity and Anarchism".
80 Jose Porfirio Miranda, quoted in Damico, The Anarchist Dimension of Liberation Theology, 90.
81 Heppenstall, "Anarchy and the Old Testament," 9.
82 Heppenstall, "Anarchy and the Old Testament," 9.
83 Alexis-Baker, "Embracing God and Rejecting Masters," 6; Redford, Jesus Is an Anarchist, 3-5.
(Matthew 2.) In the same vein, Fontana adds that "Jesus only survived into adulthood because his
parents subverted the state," and "Not only that, but the people who helped save his young life were
harboring a criminal, making them outlaws as well." Retta Fontana, Citizen Jesus (Strike the Root),
available from http://www.strike-the-root.com/611fontanalfontana3 .html (accessed 21 November
2007), para. 3.
84 Luke 4: 14-30 (see Appendix B for excerpts). For Tolstoy'S version of this passage, see Tolstoy,
"The Gospel in Brief," 142,265.
85 Andrews, Christi-Anarchy, 109.
86 Yoder, The Politics of Jesus, 28-33. Mumford reads the passage very similarly but much more
...
. .
briefly: Mumford, "The Bible and Anarc~~," 8.
87 For an in depth examination of the polItically subverSive Significance of meSSianiC language, see
Myers, Binding the Strong Man.
75
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relations to replace them. Political subversion is expected, as is a radically different
form of political constitution.

2.3 - Jesus' third temptation in the wilderness
Just before he announces the beginning of his ministry, Jesus spends forty days in the
wilderness, where he is tempted three times by Satan. 88 Although Elliott and Yoder
stress the political significance of all three of these temptations,89 most Christian
anarchists focus on the third (in Matthew, that is, which corresponds to the second
temptation in Luke).9o This third temptation consist in this: Satan shows Jesus "all the
kingdoms of the world, and the glory of them," and offers to give them to him,
provided he will "fall down and worship" him. 91
Christian anarchists begin by noting that Satan's offer of the "kingdoms of
the world" must be valid for the episode to qualify as a bona fide temptation - which
is what the text describes it to be.92 Some commentators have suggested that Satan
must be lying about his authority over the world's kingdoms (authority which Satan
implies in Matthew but claims explicitly in Luke), but Christian anarchists disagree. 93
Jesus, they note, does not dispute Satan's claim: he does not call him a liar or call his
bluff; thus he seems to accept that Satan does indeed control the kingdoms of the
world. 94 Satan is not lying; his offer is genuine.
Hence for Christian anarchists, in Ellul's words, "according to these texts all
powers, all the power and glory of the kingdoms, all that has to do with politics and
political authority, belongs to the devil.,,95 As Redford remarks, if all the kingdoms of
the world have indeed been "delivered unto" Satan for him to give "to whomever he
wishes," then "All Earthly, mortal potentates have quite literally made a pact with
Satan! ,,96 The state derives its power and authority from Satan.
The devil offers all the power of the state to Jesus, but for this, Jesus must
"fall down and worship" him. Jesus of course refuses Satan's offer, because, he says,
"it is written, Thou shalt worship the Lord thy God, and him only shalt thou serve.,,97
Ellul therefore deduces that "a person can exercise political power only if he worships
Matthew 4: 1-11; Luke 4: 1-13 (see Appendix B). For Tolstoy'S version ofthis passage, see Tolstoy,
"The Gospel in Brief," 139-140,264-265. Note that Hennacy also refers the passage, but does not
really elaborate on it, hence he is omitted from the Christian anarchist exegesis summarised here.
Hennacy, The Book of Ammon, 431.
89 Elliott, Freedom, Justice and Christian Counter-Culture, 157-158; Yoder, The Politics ofJesus, 2427.
90 The Christian anarchist reading of the third temptation was apparently first put forward by Fyodor
Dostoevsky. Moreel, Russian Orthodox Anarchist in the Twenty-First Century, para. 10.
91 Matthew 4:8-9.
92 Penner, The New Testament, the Christian, and the State, 36-38; Redford, Jesus Is an Anarchist, 2224.
93 One example of a traditional exegete (Irenaeus) arguing that the devil is lying can be found in
McLellan, ed., Political Christianity, 15-16.
94 Alexis-Manners, Deconstructing Romans 13,2; Ellul, "Anarchism and Christianity," 168; Ellul,
Anarchy and Christianity, 57-59; Goddard, Living the Word, Resisting the World, 283; Penner, The
New Testament, the Christian, and the State, 36-38.
95 Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, 58. For similar statements by other Christian anarchists and
pacifists, see [Anonymous], Praying through Romans 13; Alexis-Manners, Deconstructing Romans 13,
2; Penner, The New Testament, the Christian, and the State, 36-38; Redford, Jesus Is an Anarchist, 2224; Yoder, The Politics of Jesus, 194.
96 Redford, Jesus Is an Anarchist, 23. (Luke 4:6.)
97 Matthew 4: 1O.
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the power of evil.,,98 Ultimately, Alexis-Baker explains, the temptation is "a question
of allegiance.,,99 One can follow either Christianity and its implied anarchism, or the
state and its implied betrayal of God. "If one chooses the path of God," she continues,
"then the choice must be a complete one. There is no room for allegiance to the state
and its claim to le gitimac , demand for obedience, rights to violence and desire for
loyalty from its citizens."l 6t0
Moreover, what the story also implies is that Jesus was tempted to transform
society from above. Damico comments that he "could have chosen the way of
domination to lead the people out of their oppressive situation but instead he chose
.
'
· ,,101 J esus, sh e says, " recognIzes
th e way 0 f servIce.
t h e eVI'1 0 f
an optIOn
to cornmand
and rule.,,102 Thus Jesus is implicitly distancing himself from the Zealots and their
method, a contemporary grouPo of Jewish rebels who wanted to overthrow Roman rule
in Palestine by taking power. 03 Jesus rejects this temptation, and is thereby indicating
that "Political power is incompatible with God's earthly promise and it must be
rejected. ,,104
This absolutely fundamental question of how to change society is discussed
in Chapters 4 and 5. The point to note here is that Christian anarchists read the third
temptation of Jesus as a renunciation by Jesus of what Crosby calls "all the ordinary
means of improvement.,,105 For Elliott, all three temptations are "the account of a
person analysing methodologies for mission and action;,,106 and in the third, Jesus
rejects the "strategy" and "role" of "world leader.,,107 Jesus thus refuses "the
authoritarian role of king," says a contributor to A Pinch of Salt. 108 Kingship and
human government, Ballou writes, are animated by "the old serpent of violence"
which "he who would rule must first worship;" but instead of this, Jesus "[chooses]
the pain and shame of the cross, in preference to the fame and glory of universal
empire on such a condition.,,109 Moreover, later in the Gospel, "when he perceived
the determination of the people to proclaim him a king, he promptly placed himself
beyond their reach.,,11O Jesus consistently refuses the role of king as it is commonly
understood.
Jesus is also thereby clarifying what his status of messiah is all about. His
contemporaries expected the messiah to overthrow political oppressors and restore
the Jewish monarchy. In this story, Jesus faces this temptation and rejects it, "perhags
in order to warn [his disciples] about a similar temptation," says Joachim Jeremias. 11
Andrew Lawrence remarks that "this rejection is echoed later in Jesus' ministry"
112
when the "real meaning of messianic 'kingship'" is revealed.
That is, shortly
before his arrest,

Ellul, "Anarchism and Christianity," 168.
Alexis-Baker, "Embracing God, Rejecting Masters," 2.
100 Alexis-Baker, "Embracing God, Rejecting Masters," 2.
101 Damico, The Anarchist Dimension of Liberation Theology, 78-79.
102 Damico, The Anarchist Dimension of Liberation Theology, 79.
103 Damico, The Anarchist Dimension of Liberation Theology, 89-90; Eller, Christian Anarchy, 73-76.
104 Damico, The Anarchist Dimension of Liberation Theology, 89.
105 Crosby, Tolstoy and His Message, para. 32.
106 Elliott, Freedom, Justice and Christian Counter-Culture, 157.
107 The other two strategies which Elliott says Jesus rejects are "resource provider" and "miracle
worker per se." Elliott, Freedom, Justice and Christian Counter-Culture, 158.
108 Meggitt [?], "Anarchism and the New Testament," 11.
109 Ballou, Christian Non-Resistance, para. 81.
110 Ballou, Christian Non-Resistance, para. 82.
III Joachim Jeremias, quoted in Eller, Christian Anarchy, 10.
112 Andrew Lawrence, "Power Politics and Love," A Pinch of Salt, issue 12, March 1989,8.
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Jesus turns his gaze towards Jerusalem in the expectation, not of triumph as the world
unders~ands it, but of rejection and ignominious execution at the hand of the powers.
That hIS lord - that THE Lord - should fail to "lord it over" those who fall under his
dominion is more than Peter can bear to hear. It does not compute. Yet his suggestion
that "no such thing should ever happen" meets with a rebuke until then reserved for
the very Prince of the devils: "Get behind me, Satan! You are an obstacle to me. You
are thinking not as God does, but as human beings do." (Matt. 16:23)
Having slammed the door shut on Peter's (that is, our) way of thinking, Jesus
immediately throws open a window on a new world, a non-violent order of things in
which the logic of earthly triumph does not hold: "Whoever wishes to come after me
must deny him or herself, take up their cross, and follow me. For whoever wishes to
save their life will lose it, but whoever loses their life for my sake shall find it."
(Matt. 16:24_25).113

These latter passages are further explained later in this Chapter. What is significant to
note here is the important implication of the third temptation: that Jesus rejects the
role of political leader which people were expecting from the messiah. Later, he
reinterprets his messianic role in a very different light; but here, Jesus rejects the topdown method of political leadership, and as Eller notes, the identification of political
power "as a temptation places him distinctly in 'anarchy'" over against those who
believe some form of human government to be "elected and sponsored by God.,,114
For Christian anarchists, therefore, Jesus' third temptation in the wilderness
is another example of his rejection of the state, which derives its power and authority
from Satan.

2.4 - Exorcisms and miracle healings
Moving on to Jesus' ministry itself, it is worth noting, in passing, that Christian
anarchists (as defined in the Introduction) make almost no comment at all on the
various exorcisms and miracle healings which Jesus performs throughout his
ministry. The only exceptions are Tolstoy, Pentecost and Myers - and the latter is not
even a Christian anarchist per se, although a radical exegete whose views resonate
very strongly with the Christian anarchist position. The only apparent explanation for
the general omission of the miracles from Christian anarchist interpretations is that
their political significance seems minimal. Yet as Tolstoy but especially Myers show,
when interpreted allegorically, they do carry political - albeit not necessarily
anarchist - connotations.
Pentecost and especially Tolstoy, however, thoroughly dislike the irrational
element of these miracle stories. I IS No reader educated in physics, chemistry and
other such sciences, Tolstoy argues, can possibly believe any of the many
supernatural miracles of either the Old or New Testament. 116 He thinks that Christ's
miracles were only added later "to confirm men's faith," but that today they

Lawrence, "Power Politics and Love," 8 (Lawrence's emphasis).
114 Eller, Christian Anarchy, 10.
115 Talking about those who found him too extreme to follow, Pentecost says: "when I questioned the
supernatural character of the Bible and doubted the occurrence of miracles and declared my doubt in
the deity or divinity of Jesus, they left." As his transcripts of his sermons are so difficult to find,
however, Pentecost's position on miracles cannot be elaborated further here. Pentecost, First
Anniversary Address, para. 5.
116 Tolstoy, "The Gospel in Brief," 120; Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 88-89.
113
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undermine true faith because they are unnecessary and divert attention from the
important moral guidelines of Jesus' teaching. I 17
Nonetheless, Tolstoy does include some of Jesus' miracles in his version of
the Gospel, but he writes them in a way that makes the Tolstoyan moral interpretation
more transparent - blindness, for instance, now only means a lack of understanding and he still deliberately excludes those miracles for which no such rational
interpretation can be formulated. lls As Maude explains, therefore, "In treating of the
Gospel miracles, Tolst6y was interested only in what moral they convey;" he was
more interested in the truth they told rather than their physical event. 119 In any case,
even if he includes the miracles in his Gospel, he does not really spend any time
interpreting them or elaborating their anarchist implications.
By contrast, Myers meticulously and convincingly explains the allegorical
and political meaning of all the exorcisms and miracle healings of Mark's Gospel by
hearing them in the social and textual context in which they were written. Gospel
miracles, he argues, function to subvert the dominant social, political and religious
order. l2O For instance, in Cagemaum, Jesus exorcises a demon who is pleading on
behalf of scribal authorities. 21 He then begins his healing ministr~ "to restore the
social wholeness denied to the sick/impure by this symbolic order.,,1 2 His healings of
a leper and a paralytic are attacks on the purity code and the debt system
respectively.123 The exorcism of the Gerasene demoniac, with all its military imagery
alluding to foreign occupation, allegorically amounts to a very political repudiation, a
challenge to the powers. 124 In that manner and in considerable detail, Myers
emphasises the political significance of these and other Gospel miracle. 125
Therefore, although this side of Jesus' ministry is hardly commented upon
by Christian anarchists, its subversive political implications can be demonstrated.
Jesus' exorcisms and miracle healings may not contribute directly to Christian
anarchist theory, but they do indirectly shore it up when read following Myers'
exegetical approach.

Tolstoy, "Introduction to an Examination of the Gospels," 106.
Tolstoy even gives a list of the miracles which he has excluded. Tolstoy, "The Gospel in Brief,"
120. For examples of Tolstoy's rendering of the Gospel miracles that he did keep, see Tolstoy, "The
Gospel in Brief," 143, 173-176, 187,206-208,272,281.
119 Maude, The Life of Tolstoy, 41.
120 Myers, Binding the Strong Man, especially chap. 2 and 4.
121 Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 141-143. (Mark 1:21-28.)
122 Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 146 (Myers' emphasis). (Mark 1 :30-39.) For the detailed
explanation, see Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 143-152.
123 Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 152-155. (Mark 1 :40-2: 15.)
124 Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 190-194. (Mark 5:1-21.)
125 To list a few other examples, the harrowing stories of the crossing of the seas "intend to dramatize
the difficulties facing the kingdom community as it tries to overcome the institutionalised social
divisions between Jew and gentile." Myers, Binding the Strong Man, (194-)197. (Mark 4:35-41-6:4553.) In the two "double healings" in the middle of Mark, Jesus deliberately breaks the rules of his
contemporary "honour culture;" and the twelve year old girl who is temporarily ill and who Jesus
raises up represents Israel's Judaism, which Jesus reforms and saves. Myers, Binding the Strong Man,
197-205. (Mark 5:21-43, 7:24-37.) The deaf and blind which Jesus heals are is a metaphor for the
disciples. Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 238-241. (Mark 8:22-26.) And the healing of the deaf-mute
boy represents the disciples' struggle for faith in Jesus' transformation of the world. Myers, Binding
the Strong Man, 253-256. (Mark 9:14-24.) Jesus' miracle feedings in the wilderness are mentioned in
117
118
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2.5 - Forgive seventy-seven times
Having discussed the messianic expectations around Jesus' ministry, his temptations
in the wilderness and some of the miracles he performs, the time has come to explore
some of the famous sayings uttered by Jesus in the course of his ministry. The next
three sections consider, in tum, Jesus' pronouncements on forgiveness, nonjudgement, and service.
Jesus repeatedly preaches forgiveness. 126 When his disciples ask him
whether forgiving "seven" times is enough, he pointedly answers that it is not, that
they should forgive "seventy-seven" times - as if to say they should never give up
forgiving.127 Why strive so much to forgive again and again? Because for Christian
anarchists, only thus can humanity break out of the cycle of violence which Chapter 1
.
128
examInes.
Moreover, Andrews writes, "What Jesus says is so important about
forgiveness is not that we preach is, but that we practice it.,,129 But that is not what
we do, bemoans Hennacy, since "We make retroactive laws and hang our defeated
enemies," since we use the state to avenge and punish. 130 Yet to forgive seventyseven times, says Hennacy, "means no Caesar at all with his courts, prisons, and
war.,,131 Forgiveness means not punishing wrongdoers, but striving to love them,
bless them, and, as Ballou recalls, "referring [one's J cause always unto Him who hath
said, 'Vengeance is mine, I will repay. ",132 Hence the forgiveness preached by Jesus
undermines the state's instruments of coercion. Ballou thus considers the Gospel's
repeated passages on forgiveness to be further proof of his radical and strict
interpretation of turning the other cheek. 133
Moreover, he remarks that "Jesus is not speaking of mere envious grudges"
when he asks us to forgive, but he "presupposes a real injury done, which, according
to the common law, [ ... J might rightfully be punished.,,134 Paul Gonya, one of the
Christian preachers whose speeches in the days that followed the horrific terrorist
attacks of 11 September 2001 are reported by Laurie Johnston, seems to confirm this
view. He says: "Let's face it: Either these spiritual truths we claim to believe work all
the time, or they don't work at all. When Jesus said, 'Forgive your enemies,' these are
the kind of people he was talking about, not just some guy who cut you off in
traffic.,,135 Later on, he writes that it "isn't about who we blame; it's about how we
heal" - even if the blame is justified. 136 Jesus is calling for his followers to forgive
precisely those whose offence would justify legitimate retaliation.
Jesus also explains that his disciples should forgive if they want to be
forgiven themselves. For Ballou, Jesus "reminds us that we have all sinned against
our Father, and are justly punishable at his hands," and that if we are hoping for
. .It ourse Ives. 137 "Yet, "he no tes, "'11'
God's grace and mercy, we sh ou ld exerCIse
mi IOns

For instance, Matthew 6:9,14-15,18:21-22; Mark 11:25-26; Luke 6:37.
Andrews, The Crux of the Struggle, 39. (Matthew 18:21-22.) See also Andrews, Plan Be, 42.
128 For instance, Andrews, "Heaven on Earth," 146.
129 Andrews, "Heaven on Earth," 146 (Andrews' emphasis).
130 Hennacy, The Book of Ammon, 125.
131 Hennacy, The Book of Ammon, 432.
132 Ballou, "Non-Resistance," 145.
133 Ballou, Christian Non-Resistance, chap. 2, para. 44-53.
134 Ballou Christian Non-Resistance, chap. 2, para. 49.
135 Paul G~nya, quoted in Johnston, "Love Your Enemies - Even in the Age of Terrorism?," 102
126

127

(Gonya's emphasis).
. .
.
"
136 Gonya, quoted in Johnston, "Love Your EnemIes - Even In the Age of Terronsm?, 103.
137 Ballou, Christian Non-Resistance, chap. 2, para. 50.
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of professing Christians authorize, aid, and abet war, capital punishment, and the
whole catalogue of penal injuries. Still they daily pray God to forgive their trespasses
as they forgive!,,13 In the Lord's Prayer, Christians ask to be forgiven as they
themselves forgive, yet foolishly they continue to perpetrate punishments and
retaliation through the state. If they really seek God's forgiveness, however, they
should strive to forgive even the worst offences, and they should disentangle
themselves from the state's instruments of retaliation. Pushed to its ultimate logical
consequence, Jesus' counsel to forgive further confirms that what follows from
Christianity is anarchism.

2.6 - Not judging one another
Further evidence of Jesus' implied critique of the state comes from his
pronouncements on not judging one another, especially the famous passage where he
refuses to condemn the adulteress. 139 That story evolves thus: scribes and Pharisees
bring to Jesus a woman caught in adultery, claim that according to the Law of Moses
she should stoned, and ask for Jesus' opinion. 140 Initially, Jesus stoops down and
writes on the ground, but when he is again asked for an answer, he says "He that is
without sin among you, let him first cast a stone at her," and he stoops down and
writes on the ground again.141 Embarrassed by their own sin, the people all go away,
and Jesus addresses the woman and says that as no-one has condemned her, neither
does he.
In Hennacy's definition, Christian anarchism is based precisely upon that
answer of Jesus to the Pharisees - as well as upon the Sermon on the Mount. 142
Indeed, the two are connected: "Jesus gave us the method of overcoming evil when
he said to the woman caught in sin, 'He without sin among you first cast a stone at
her.",143 Yet, he notes, "if you vote for anyone who makes a law [ ... J, or if you vote
for the governor or president who appoints the hangman or the jailer - then these men
are your servants; they are your arm to throw the stone and you deny ChriSt.,,144
Christians who are not sinless condemn and stone one another through the long arm
of the state. 145 They do the opposite of what Jesus teaches in this passage.
It should be noted that Andrews interprets Jesus' teaching on judgement,
including this passage, in a different way than other Christian anarchists. Unlike
them, he claims that "Christ doesn't actually prohibit making judgements.,,146 For
Ballou, Christian Non-Resistance, chap. 2, para. 51 (Ballou'S emphasis).
John 8: I-II (see Appendix B). For Tolstoy'S rendering of this passage, in which he interprets
Jesus' writing on the ground as him waiting "for them to bethink themselves, " see Tolstoy, "The
Gospel in Brief," 229.
140 Craig remarks in passing that in fact, the adulteress should not have been convicted under the
Mosaic Law, since it requires that both parties be stoned, yet the man is not present. [Anonymous],
Why I Worship a Violent, Vengeful God, para. 33.
141 John 8:7.
142 Hennacy, The Book of Ammon, xix.
143 Hennacy, The Book of Ammon, 339. Ballou also quotes this episode as further corroborative proof
of his interpretation of non-resistance. Ballou, Christian Non-Resistance, chap. 2, para. 61.
144 Hennacy, The Book of Ammon, 365.
145 It is worth admitting with Dorothy Day, who knew Ammon Hennacy very well, that even though
this Bible passage was one of Hennacy's "favourite quotations," he was nonetheless "a great one to
judge when it came to priests and bishops and his words were coarse on many an occasion." Day,
Selected Writings, 144.
146 Andrews, A Spiritual Frameworkfor Ethical Reflection, 2.
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Andrews, Jesus says: "Judge for yourself what is right.,,147 But he warns (in the
Sermon passage discussed in Chapter 1): "Do not judge unless you are prepared to be
judged. If you judge you'll be judged by the very same standards that you apply to
others.,,148 According to Andrews, Jesus thus "wanted people to accept responsibility
for their own problems and accept the responsibility of making their own
judgements," and he therefore explained that "they shouldn't project the
responsibility onto anyone else either - particularly the experts.,,149 Hence for
Andrews, in the episode with the adulteress, Jesus "refused to assume the role of
judge for them.,,150 He wanted people to "judge for themselves.,,151
Andrews, however, is rather unique among Christian anarchists in holding
this position. As Chapter 1 explains, most Christian anarchists believe Jesus to have
instructed Christians not to judge at all. Either way, although they reach this same
conclusion from a different exegetical route, both Andrews and these other Christian
anarchists interpret Jesus' instructions to mean that the state's courts of justice are
unchristian institutions - be it simply because they judge, or, for Andrews, because
they judge on others' behalf.
For Christian anarchists, this implied rejection of human courts of justice is
clear from the Sermon on the Mount, but it is also further confirmed in other Gospel
passages. Tolstoy'S following quote illustrates this:
Jesus says, "Resist not evil": the object of the courts is to resist evil. Jesus says,
"Return good for evil": the courts render evil for evil. Jesus says, "Do not classify
men as good or bad": the courts are occupied only in making this distinction. Jesus
says, "Forgive all men; forgive not once, not seven times, but without end; love your
enemies, do good to those that hate you": the courts do not forgive, but ~unish; they
render not good but evil to those whom they call the enemies of society. 15

A few lines down, Tolstoy also notes that Jesus "directly denies the justice of the
sentence against the adulteress, on the ground that man has no right to judge because
he is himself guilty.,,153 He also repeats that he whose eye has a beam in it should not
behold the mote in the eye of another, that the blind should not lead the blind lest
both fall into the ditch. 154 And again, in the commandment not to resist, Jesus says
that if someone wants to sue you in the courts for your coat, you should give him
your cloak also. For Tolstoy, therefore, Jesus "forbids everyone to go to law," and
.since he repeatedly enjoins forgiveness, "a Christian cannot be a punishing judge.,,155
Furthermore, Tolstoy continues, Jesus' disciples clearly understood this.
The Epistle of James and the Epistle of Paul to the Romans both warn Christians
against judging one another. 156 According to Tolstoy, both authors recognise that the
only way to oppose the tribunals that persecuted Christians was by denying the
157
principle on which they rested, just as Jesus told them to dO.
In fact, Tolstoy

Andrews, A Spiritual Framework/or Ethical Reflection, 2. (Luke 12:57.)
148 Andrews, A Spiritual Framework/or Ethical Reflection, 2. (Matthew 7: 1-2.)
149 Andrews, A Spiritual Framework/or Ethical Reflection, 2 (Andrews' emphasis). See also Andrews,
Plan Be, 40-41.
150 Andrews, A Spiritual Framework/or Ethical Reflection, 3 (Andrews' emphasis).
151 Andrews, A Spiritual Framework/or Ethical Reflection, 2 (emphasis removed). Note that the
interpretation summarised in this paragraph can also be found, in slightly different words, in Andrews,
Not Religion, but Love, 152-155.
152 Tolstoy, What 1 Believe, 30.
153 Tolstoy, What 1 Believe, 30.
154 Tolstoy, What 1 Believe, 30. (Luke 6:37-42.)
155 Tolstoy, What 1 Believe, 31.
156 Tolstoy, What 1 Believe, 32-35. (James 4: 11-12; Romans 2: 1-4.)
157 Tolstoy, What 1 Believe, 35-36.
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obser:es that the earliest teachers of the Church "invariably distinguished their
teachIng from all others" precisely by "never admitting in it either compulsion or
judgement.,,158 Not judging one another and not resisting evil, according to Tolstoy,
were the defining principles of the early Christian community.
For Christian anarchists, therefore, Jesus' explicit and implicit teaching on
judgement clearly condemns the state's juridical system. Christians should not judge
one another (or for Andrews they should at least not call upon third parties to do so),
and therefore when the state's institutions judge and condemn, they behave in direct
contradiction to Jesus' instructions.

2.7 - Being servants
Another passage which Christian anarchists refer to in order to consolidate their
position is where Jesus teaches about service, in reply to James and John's demand to
sit on his right and left hand in his kingdom. 159 Jesus tells them that they do not know
what they are asking, and he then says that even though the Gentiles have rulers who
exercise lordship and authority over them, it shall not be so among his disciples, that
to be the greatest among his disciples, they need to be like servants. 160
Craig points out that the original Greek word for the "authority" which is
exercised by Gentiles and which Jesus rejects is apXelV, the same word which anarchism defines itself as a negation of. 161 Jesus is counselling against "archism" - that
is, he is counselling "anarchism." As to the word used for how Gentile rulers
"exercise lordship," Lawrence explains that it means "'to compact,' and by
implication 'to hoard. ",162 Hence Jesus is telling his disciples that "a favored position
in the new order of things is one of suffering servanthood" in contrast to the Gentiles'
'''hoarding' of power and privilege.,,163 Ellul also notes that Jesus makes no
distinction between different Gentile rulers: they all "lord it over their subjects,"
which to Ellul suggests that "There can be no political power without tyranny.,,164 All
pagan government is equally authoritarian.
Jesus, however, "does not advocate revolt" against such tyrannical power,
but instead tells his disciples: "do not be so concerned about fighting kings. Let them
be. Set up a marginal society which will not be interested in such things, in which
there will be no power, authority, or hierarchy.,,165 Jesus is telling his disciples not to
Tolstoy, What I Believe, 36.
Matthew 20:20-28; Mark 10:35-45 (see Appendix B). For Tolstoy'S version of this episode, see
Tolstoy, "The Gospel in Brief," 214-215.
160 For examples of Christian anarchists just quoting this passage without much discussion of the
anarchism implied, see [Anonymous], Praying through Romans 13; Molnar, A Study of Peter
Chelcickj's Life, 102.
161 [Anonymous], The Christmas Conspiracy. For the etymology of "anarchy", see for instance Eller,
Christian Anarchy, 1-2; Kinna, Anarchism, 6-10.
162 Lawrence, "Power Politics and Love," 8.
163 Lawrence, "Power Politics and Love," 8.
164 Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, 61.
165 Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, 62. On that same page, Ellul also makes the interesting point that
Jesus' advice "rests on the conviction that we cannot change the phenomenon of power." This appears
to resonate with the discussion in Chapters 4 and 5: the state and the phenomenon of power may be
very resilient, but the Christian community ought to subvert it by its example of an alternative society.
Note that Chelcicky interprets this passage to mean "that the dignity of the Church of Christ does not
depend on the success of temporal things," again suggesting that the success of the Christian mission
should not be judged on its impact upon the Gentile's political arrangements. Molnar, A Study of Peter
ChelCick.l:"s Life, 91 (quoting ChelcickY)·
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emulate social hierarchies. At the end of the passage, Jesus further clarifies the nature
of his own leadership: he has come not to be served, but to serve. 166 And elsewhere in
the Gospel, he confirms that the same is expected from his disciples: "he that is
greatest among you shall be your servant.,,167 Jesus is therefore consistently appealing
for an anarchist community of mutual service instead of one of lordship and
authority.
Christian anarchists understand that Jesus is thus clearly denouncing the
more common notions and expectations of leadership. For Redford, Jesus "rebukes
the supposed 'authority' of the Earthly 'rulers;",168 for Andrews, "All oppressive
forms of politics [are] denounced;,,169 and for Mumford, "Jesus sets his face firmly
against any leader/led division.,,17o Among Christians, says Ballou, "There must be
no political strife for the highest place; no patronizing lordship; no Gentile love of
dominion; but they that really occupy the highest place, must prove themselves
worthy of it, by an entire willingness to take the lowest.,,171
Crucially, Jesus does not challenge James' and John's regarding of him as
an authority or as a leader, but he challenges them on their apparent understanding of
the way in which such authority or leadership is to be exercised. In As Myers puts it,
"Jesus here does not repudiate the vocation of leadership, but rather insists that it is
not transferred executively. Leadership belongs only to those who learn and follow
the way of nonviolence - who are 'prepared' not to dominate but to serve and to
suffer at Jesus' side."l73 Jesus is calling for Christians to be leaders only by virtue of
them being great exemplars of non-resistance, vying, as Ballou says, "not for the
prerogative of inflicting physical suffering for righteousness' sake, but for the
privilege of enduring it.,,17 As explained later in this Chapter, the consequence of this
vocation of "servant leadership" is the suffering of the cross, which true followers of
Jesus are expected to embrace willingly and wholeheartedly.l75
Finally, Yoder remarks that Jesus does not reprimand James and John "for
expecting him to establish some new social order," but, again, he "reprimands them
for having misunderstood the character of that new social order which he does intend

Andrews, Not Religion, but Love, 93; Andrews, Subversive Spirituality, Ecclesial and Civil
Disobedience, 4. (Matthew 20:28; Mark 10:45.)
167 Matthew 23: 11, which Andrews explicitly connects to the passage here discussed. Andrews,
Subversive Spirituality, Ecclesial and Civil Disobedience, 5. See also Tolstoy, What I Believe, 209.
168 Redford, Jesus Is an Anarchist, 26. See also [Anonymous], The Rigorous Intuition Board, post by
Lysander Spoonder on 11 April 2006.
169 Andrews, "Heaven on Earth," 53 For the contrast between this passage and the dominions of
contemporary politics and economics, see Vanwagenen, "An Introduction to Mormon Anarchism," 23.
170 Mumford, "The Bible and Anarchy," 8.
171 Ballou, Christian Non-Resistance, chap. 2, para. 62.
172 Andy Alexis-Baker, "Footwashing Sermon" (audio file on compact disc, rec. 5-6 August 2005).
173 Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 278. Further down the same page, Myers adds that "Jesus' disgust
[ ... ] faintly echoes Samuel, when the elders ofIsrael insisted upon having 'a king to govern them like
all the other nations. '" On another note, a few pages down (on page 280), Myers also remarks that the
Gospel of "Mark does not dismiss but redefines the vocation of leadership; 'leaderless groups' are, I
think, a fantasy of modernism." This would appear to distance Myers from anarchism, yet the form of
leadership which Myers understands Jesus to have advocated is fully compatible with the
understanding of Christian anarchism put forth in this thesis.
174 Ballou Non-Resistance in Relation to Human Governments, 9-10.
175 The ex'pression "servant leadership" is borrowed from Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 260 and
passim. Myers also quotes Gand~i, who says that the way of nonviolence "s~~11 be prov~d ~y persons
living it in their lives with utter disregard of the consequences to themselves. Myers, BIndIng the
166

Strong Man, 280-281.
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to set Up.,,176 Jesus does intend to challenge political and religious authorities and to
propose an alternative form of community, but this is to be achieved through
leadership by suffering servanthood, not through the lordship and authority practiced
by Gentiles. Jesus rejects leadership by coercion and favours leadership by example.
It is precisely this alternative form of leadership which makes Jesus' teaching an
anarchist alternative to the established order of things.

2.8 - The temple cleansing
The next passage for which the Christian anarchist perspective needs to be explained
is Jesus' famous cleansing of the Jerusalem temple, where he overturns tables,
brandishes a whip, casts out the moneychangers, and proclaims: "It is written, My
house is the house of prayer: but ye have made it a den ofthieves."I77
Christian anarchists emphasise that the temple was an important religious,
political and economic symbol. For Elliott, therefore, what Jesus attacks in nothing
less than "the most powerful ideological symbol of all.,,178 Elliott furthermore rejects
the "conservative reading" which explains Jesus' actions "in terms of his 'righteous
anger' over the sullying of a religious shrine with commercial activities.,,179 For him,
the temple was not just a religious institution, but it also "functioned as the political
and economic apparatus of the state.,,180 It was "the final arbiter in all criminal,
political and religious matters;" it exercised a policing role; and, "to all intents and
purposes," it also acted as "the state treasury.,,181 It therefore "represented an
immense concentration of power" - not unlike our modem state. 182 Hence Elliott
considers Jesus' actions as going much deeper than "an argument for the separation
of commercial and religious activities," but as actually embodying "the frustrations
and the aspirations of all the world's oppressed.,,183 Jesus' actions are a clear protest
against the temple state's immense power, and it is precisely for this reason that the
authorities redouble their efforts to "destroy him.,,184
Myers argues along similar lines, but more closely highlights the economic
interests behind the temple's sacrificial system. He says that for the author of the
Gospel of Mark, "the temple state and its political economy represented the heart of
what was wrong with the dominant system.,,185 Moreover, Myers contends that
"commercial activity was an entirely normal aspect of any cult in antiquity;" that the
Yoder, The Politics ofJesus, 38.
m Matthew 21:12-16; Mark 11:15-18; Luke 19:45-48; John 2:13-17 (see Appendix B). For Tolstoy'S
rendering of this episode, see Tolstoy, "The Gospel in Brief," 146-147,238. Note that although it
implicitly makes most of the points made by other Christian anarchists, Tolstoy'S version also has
Jesus say: "The house of God is not the Temple in Jerusalem, but the whole world of God's people,"
and "Do not believe the falsehood that the house of God is here." This accords with Tolstoy'S broader
understanding of Christianity, and constitutes yet another criticisms levelled at the church (see Chapter
3), but it is not directly relevant to his Christian anarchism, which is why this aspect of Tolstoy'S
reading is here omitted from the main text.
178 Elliott, Freedom, Justice and Christian Counter-Culture, 166.
179 Elliott, Freedom, Justice and Christian Counter-Culture, 180.
180 Elliott, Freedom, Justice and Christian Counter-Culture, 180.
181 Elliott, Freedom, Justice and Christian Counter-Culture, 180-181.
182 Elliott, Freedom, Justice and Christian Counter-Culture, 181.
183 Elliott, Freedom, Justice and Christian Counter-Culture, 181.
184 Elliott, Freedom, Justice and Christian Counter-Culture, 181. See Mark 11: 17 and Luke 19:47 for
the quoted words.
185 Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 80 (Myers' emphasis).
176
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temple "was fundamentally an economic institution;" and that it is "the ruling-class
interests in control of the commercial enterprises in the temple market" that Jesus is
186
therefore attacking.
Hence, by citing the "den of thieves" passage from Scripture,
Jesus is criticising "the sacrificial system as robbery.,,187 According to Myers, this
episode is the key to understanding Jesus' whole apocalyptic struggle against the
·· 1, economIc
. and re 1"IglOus ord er. 188 For him, it epitomises Jesus' stance against
po1lt1ca
his contemporary authorities, and it illustrates how the "practice of forgiveness
becomes the replacement of the redemptive/symbolic system of debt represented in
the temple.,,189 Jesus' teaching of forgiveness subverts the temple state's economic
power.
Other Christian anarchists make similar points but in a less elaborate way.190
Redford shares Myers' view that Jesus' protest is directed at the fraudulent idea, on
which the commercial activities he attacks is based, that sins can be atoned through
animal sacrifices. 191 Andrews contends that the moneychangers were exploiting the
vulnerability of worshippers, and that Jesus became angry at such "exploitation of the
worst kind.,,192 For Hennacy, what aroused Jesus' anger was "hypocrisy in the
Synagogue.,,193 Note, however, that as mentioned in Chapter 1, the word "anger"
does not actually appear in the text. Jesus must have been upset to act as he did, and
for Christian anarchists, he was upset at more than just the commercial activities in
the temple, but the view that Jesus was angry is informed more from popular
representations of Jesus' actions than from Scripture itself.
Nonetheless, Christian anarchists see Jesus' overturning of the tables and
driving out of traders and their animals as dramatic and symbolic "direct action," a
194
form of "propaganda by the deed" against what the temple symbolises. Myers even
talks of "some kind of barricade or 'guerilla ban' on all further activities for that
day.,,195 For some Christian anarchists, true Christians should follow Jesus' example

Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 300 (Myers' emphases).
187 Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 302 (Myers' emphasis).
188 Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 299-306.
189 Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 306. Tolstoy makes a very similar point: Tolstoy, "The Teaching
of Jesus," 379-380.
190 There is also an interesting drawing by Ade de Bethune - whose art frequently appear in Catholic
Worker literature - in one edition of Peter Maurin's Easy Essays, showing Jesus angrily waving a whip
above pleading capitalists surrounded by many dollar signs. Maurin, Easy Essays (1938), 29.
191 Redford, the Christian anarcho-capitalist, believes that it is a mistake to interpret this episode "as
being some sort of revolt by Jesus on the bad aesthetics of commerce being conducted inside God's
temple." For him, commercial activities are perfectly acceptable as long as they are conducted in good
faith. But here, "what [Jesus] was saying was that the people who bought these animals to be sacrificed
to atone for their sins were being ripped-off - i.e., that the animal sacrifices weren't doing anything for
their sins." Therefore, says Redford, "having determined that the priests were defrauding their patrons
He took appropriate libertarian action (per Rothbardian theory in particular) by using retaliatory force
against these thieves" (Rothbard is one of the main theorists of anarcho-capitalism). Hence, for
Redford, Jesus is not really protesting about the concentration of power, but about the commercial
sham involved in that situation. Redford, Jesus Is an Anarchist, 34-35.
192 Andrews, Not Religion, but Love, 65-66.
193 Hennacy, The Book of Ammon, 433. The editor of The Digger also believes that Jesus was angry at
the moneychangers. Kenny Hone [?], "From Me to You," The Digger, issue 7, ~ay 1986,2.
.
194 Andrews, Christi-Anarchy, 149; Andrews, Not Religion, but Love, 65-66; Elliott, Freedom, Justice
and Christian Counter-Culture, 180; Mumford, "The Bible and Anarchy," 8; Myers, Binding the
186

Strong Man, 297.
195 Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 302.
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and engage in similar direct action against the state. 196 For them, "Love is
confrontational. ,,197
Other Christian anarchists are uneasy with the aggressiveness of such
confrontations. Day, for instance, after confirming that the "justification for a Christ
who urges militant action" is indeed this story of the temple cleansing, writes: "I can
only answer in these other words ofRis: 'Let him who is without sin among you, cast
the first stone.,,,198 Thus not all Christian anarchists are comfortable with the idea put
forward by some that Christians should engage in militant direct action. Those that
think so, however, usually cite the temple cleansing to make their point. Either way,
this whole debate is examined in more detail in Chapter 4.
Another important debate around this passage centres on the extent to which
Jesus used violence in cleansing the temple. Wink for instance believes that it was "a
fairly violent act, even if it caused no casualties.,,199 For Elliott as well, Jesus'
expulsion of the traders is carried out "with a certain degree of violence.,,200 Most
Christian anarchists, however, argue that any violence is extremely limited, and that it
is never directed at people.
Crosby, for example, points out that only John mentions a whip, that "he
alone mentions also the sheep and oxen," and that it is therefore obvious that "the
whip was merely used as the ordinary method of driving the cattle.,,201 In a letter to
Crosby, Tolstoy writes that "It is an old but unfounded libel upon Christ to suppose
that the expulsion of the cattle from the temple indicates that Jesus beat people with a
whip. ,,202 Yet as Yoder regrets, the whip is often used as a precedent for Christians'
use of violence. 203 For him, however, the better translation of Jesus' action - which
more recent translations of the Bible have adopted - is that he "cast out" or "drove
out" the animals from the temple. 204 According to Yoder, "'cast out' (exebalen) posits
no violence; elsewhere in the New Testament is means simply 'send away.",205
Penner remarks that this word is most often used by Jesus for the casting out of
demons, and agrees that there is no evidence of any force or violent coercion in this
passage. 206 Andy Baker makes the same points: to "drive out" does not imply
violence but simply to "send away," hence Jesus "did not hit anyone," and the
animals were not beaten but whipped only enough for them "to start moving
away.,,207

For instance, in his definition of Christian anarchism, Hennacy writes: "A Christian anarchist is
therefore one who turns the other cheek, overturns the tables of the moneychangers, and does not need
a cop to tell him how to behave." Hennacy, The Book ofAmmon, xix.
197 [Anonymous], "Cleansing of the Temple," A Pinch of Salt, issue 1, September 1985,12.
198 Day, Selected Writings, 344-345.
199 He then adds that "Gandhi continually reiterated that if a person could not act nonviolently in a
situation, violence was preferable to submission." Wink, Jesus' Third Way, 36.
200 Elliott, Freedom, Justice and Christian Counter-Culture, 80.
201 Crosby, Tolstoy and His Message, chap. 5, para. 11.
202 Tolstoy, "Letter to Ernest Howard Crosby," 181.
203 Yoder, The Politics ofJesus, 42.
2().J Indeed, Tolstoy'S translation and Andrews' adaptation both opt for those preferred words. Andrews,
Not Religion, but Love, 66; Tolstoy, "The Gospel in Brief," 146,238; Tolstoy, "The Teaching of
Jesus," 379.
205 Yoder, The Politics ofJesus, 43.
206 Penner, The New Testament, the Christian, and the State, 68-69.
207 Baker also writes that despite the typical objection to a non-violent reading that the merchants
"would surely fight back and force Jesus to use violence on them," the text actually describes them
talking to Jesus, asking him for "a sign so they could know he was of God." But Jesu~' answer that "he
would raise the temple in three days" does not satisfy them. Baker concludes: "One sIgn they were
196
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To those who suppose that Jesus must have been more violent than the text
describes, Ballou replies: "as I have an equally good right to imagine how Jesus acted
on the occasion, I shall presume that he did nothing unworthy of the principle, the
character, and spirit that uniformly distinguished him.,,208 Although there can be no
definitive proof either way, given Jesus' main teaching, the absence of violence is
more probable than its presence. 209 In any case, in Myers' view, "too much attention
has been given to the futile pursuit of trying to reconstruct a historical event, which
serves as a pretext for debates about whether such an action should be considered
violent or not.,,210 For Myers, the symbolic and ideological aspect of Jesus' action is
what is more important. 211
Either way, says Baker, "Jesus' action in no way can be seen to legitimate
Christian violence.,,212 (Besides, according to Hennacy, even if Jesus did use his whip
on the moneychangers, "He did not try to exterminate their families or imprison and
kill them," and therefore his actions are no Christian justification for war. 213 ) Jesus'
cleansing of the temple, although symbolically and politically potent, does not
legitimise Christian violence. What it does confirm, however, is his opposition to
such concentration and abuse of religious, political and economic power.
More to the point, Maurin remarks, "today nobody dares to drive the money
lenders out of the Temple.,,214 Christians argue about whether Jesus used violence
instead of cleansing their own temple. Yet for Hennacy, "if He came back here He
sure would upset some of the plush around here.,,215 Tolstoy agrees: if Jesus came
now and saw "what is done in his name in church," Tolstoy says, he would "surely"
be even more upset than he was then. 216 Moreover, if he were to act as he did then,
"he'd be charged with criminal damage" and arrested, as Newel notes?17 A true
follower of Jesus, then, should not get distracted by attempts to reconstruct the exact
historical event of the temple cleansing, but should boldly expose the contrast
between true Christianity and the state, especially when the latter claims for itself
some religious or Christian aura.

2.9 - Jesus' arrest
Having shown how Christian anarchists read some of Jesus' teachings and some of
the incidents of his life, the time has come to tum to their commentaries on his arrest,
trial and crucifixion.
looking for might be to drive out some Romans immediately. After this the Jews began to plot against
him." Baker, Nonviolent Action in the Temple.
208 Ballou, Christian Non-Resistance in All Its Important Bearings, 30.
209 Ballou, Christian Non-Resistance in All Its Important Bearings, 30.
210 Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 299.
211 Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 299.
212 Baker, Nonviolent Action in the Temple.
213 Hennacy, The Book of Ammon, 432.
214 Maurin, Easy Essays (2003), 3. See also George Tarleton, who compares the Stock Exchange to the
Temple Jesus cleansed. Tarleton, Birth of a Christian Anarchist, 63-67.
215 Hennacy, The Book of Ammon, 381.
. .
.
216 Leo Tolstoy, "A Reply to the Synod's Edict of ExcommunIcatIOn, and to Letters Received ~y M~
Concerning It," in On Life and Essays on Religion, trans. Aylmer Maude (London: Oxford University
Press, 1934), 223.
Martin Newell, quoted in Greg Watts, "Following Jesus in Love and Anarchy," The Times, 29
February 2008, available from http://www.timesonline.co.uk/tol/commentlfaithlarticle3461731.ece
(accessed 29 February 2008), para. 16.
217
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The story of Jesus' arrest varies slightly from one Evangelist to the other. 218
Their differences are interesting, but they have little impact on the anarchist
implications of the New Testament, and only those details of Jesus' arrest which have
anarchist implications can be discussed here. 219 The most immediately relevant of
these is Jesus' reply (in Matthew) to the disciple (identified as Peter in John) who has
just drawn a sword and slashed the ear of one of the priests' servants. Jesus rebukes
him by saying: "Put up again thy sword into his place: for all they that take the sword
shall perish with the sword.,,22o
For most Christian anarchists, this text further corroborates Jesus' teaching
221
on non-resistance. In Tolstoy's version of the Gospel, Jesus' rebuke indeed begins
with him repeating the words: "You must not resist evil.,,222 When Jesus says that
they who take the sword shall perish by the sword, for Christian anarchists, he is
simply reiterating the point made in the Sermon on the Mount. That is, "Violence can
only give rise to further violence,,,223 and therefore those who resort to violence shall
224
face violence themselves.
Thus Jesus is again raising the question of means and
ends, says Elliott, "particularly questioning whether a peaceful and just society can be
established through violent and unjust tactics.,,225 Those who want peace should keep
away from the sword and adopt peaceful means, because "those who seek peace, who
act in a friendly manner, inoffensively, who forget and forgive offences, for the most
part enjoy peace," writes Ballou. 226
The anarchist implications are similar to those of the Sermon on the Mount.
According to Chelcicky, "Christ in disarming Peter unbelted every soldier" - Jesus
Matthew 26:47-56; Mark 14:43-52; Luke 22:35-53; John 18:1-11 (see Appendix B). For Tolstoy's
rendering of Jesus' arrest, see Tolstoy, "The Gospel in Brief," 253-254. Incidentally, note that
Tolstoy's version suggests a connection between Peter's use of the sword and his later sorrow at
having denied Jesus because, for Tolstoy, he "had fallen into temptation [ ... ] when he tried to defend
Jesus." Tolstoy, "The Gospel in Brief," 255-256.
219 All four Evangelists recount a servant of Jesus using a sword to cut a servant of the high priest's
ear, but only John names Jesus' servant as Peter. Jesus' rebuke varies: in Matthew, he says "Put up
again thy sword into his place: for all they that take the sword shall perish with the sword;" in Luke:
"Suffer ye thus far;" and in John: "Put up thy sword into the sheath;" but there is no rebuke in Mark.
Only Luke tells of Jesus healing the wounded soldier. Jesus' comment that those who are arresting him
have come like thieves in the middle of the night is mentioned by Matthew, Mark and Luke, but not
John. Finally, Jesus' proclamation that this arrest and what is to follow must come for him to "drink
the cup" and for scripture to be fulfilled appears in Matthew, Mark and John, but not Luke.
220 Matthew 27:52.
221 Neither Ballou nor Halliday really discuss the passage, though they do present it as further textual
proof of non-resistance. Ballou, Christian Non-Resistance, chap. 2, para. 60; Halliday, Christian
Libertarians, para. 9. Van Wagenen cites it as evidence that "Mormons should [ ... ] express strong
skepticism any time their government issues the call to arms." Van Wagenen, "War and the State," 9.
Myers and Craig, however, do not read the episode as further proof of non-resistance. Myers' case is a
result of him commenting only on Mark's Gospel, and as he points out, "Mark does not condemn this
spontaneous violence. [ ... ] What he condemns is the ambush itself; he holds the attackers responsible
for any violent reaction that has occurred." Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 367-368. As to Craig, he
quotes the passage only as proof that "God sends evil against evil," since he sends the sword to counter
the sword. [Anonymous], God Sends Evil: Why Calvinists Are Anarchists (Vine and Fig Tree),
available from http://members.aol.com/Patriarchy/predestination/sendevil.htm (accessed 9 November
2005), para. 5; [Anonymous], Ninety-Five Theses in Defense of Patriarchy, thesis 79.
222 Tolstoy, "The Gospel in Brief," 254.
223 Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, 65.
224 Garrison, "Declaration of Sentiments Adopted by the Peace Convention," 8. Pentecost's says the
same thing in the following way: "He who takes up the sword cannot complain if he perishes by the
sword." Pentecost, Anarchism, para. 18.
225 Elliott, Freedom, Justice and Christian Counter-Culture, 117.
2~6 Ballou, "A Catechism of Non-Resistance," 19.
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·
d t h e most potent source of state power. 227 Yet as Hennacy laments, even in
d Isarme
peacetime, "we draft our boys and prepare for more terrible wars. ,,228 States take the
sword and use it, and "as centuries of history have shown" Ellul notes they in tum
229
"
get destroyed by it.
In that sense, according to Ellul, Jesus' words amount to a
reflection on the rise and fall of states through history. But Ellul also adds that "we
might also view the saying as a command to Christians. Do not fight the state with the
sword, for if you do, you will be killed by the sword. ,,230 How Christians should
respond to the state is discussed in detail in Chapter 4; what matters here is to note
that for Christian anarchists, in this saying just as in the Sermon on the Mount, Jesus
is both reflecting upon the cycle of violence and counselling against it.
Before moving on to Jesus' trial, there is another element in the story of
Jesus' arrest which needs to be looked at. It precedes Jesus' arrest in Luke's Gospel,
and it is a tricky passage for Christian anarchists as it seems to contradict the above
saying: Jesus tells his disciples that even though in the past, he has sent them without
purse, scrip and shoes and yet they lacked "nothing," now, they need to buy a sword
because, he says, "this that is written must yet be accomplished in me.,,231 They then
show him two swords, and he answers that "It is enough. ,,232
Different Christian anarchists understand this passage differently: for
Tolstoy and Hennacy, Jesus was tired and slightly hesitant; for Ellul, Ballou and
others, two swords could not have been enou~h for defence, so the swords must have
had a different purpose than violent defence. 2 3
In Tolstoy's version of the Gospel, Jesus tells his disciples that now that he
is considered "an outlaw," they need to "get knives" in order to "procure supplies" so
that they do not "perish uselessly.,,234 Moreover, in his later summary of the same
episode, Tolstoy puts this saying in the context of Peter claiming that he will not let
Jesus be killed but he will protect him, to which Jesus replies: "If that is so, then
prepare for defence, get weapons to defend yourselves and collect your
provisions.,,235 But, Tolstoy continues, "When Jesus heard the mention of the knives,
anguish came over him. And going to a lonely spot he began to pray.,,236 For Tolstoy,
Jesus "strove with temptation" but eventually concluded that he must not resist evil:
"I shall not fight, but shall give myself Up.,,237 For Tolstoy, then, it seems that the
"two swords" episode reveals a slight but understandable hesitancy on the part of
Jesus, followed by an eventual and final decision against any use of swords.
Hennacy makes a similar point: Jesus was tired and full of agony when he
told Peter to buy a sword, but his later rebuttal of Peter when the sword was used
conclusively overturns this brief hesitation and reasserts the need for pure non.
2J8
reSIstance.

Molnar, A Study of Peter ChelCick)l's Life, 15 (quoting ChelcickY)·
228 Hennacy, The Book of Ammon, 125.
229 Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, 65.
230 Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, 65.
231 Luke 22:35-37.
232 Luke 22:38.
233 Note that Walter, a non-Christian anarchists, cites this passage as an example of there being a
negative connection between religion and anarchism: "Church and State," he says, "stand together as
the 'two swords' of the Gospel of Luke." Walter, "Anarchism and Religion," 5.
234 Tolstoy, "The Gospel in Brief," 244.
235 Tolstoy, "The Gospel in Brief," 295.
236 Tolstoy, "The Gospel in Brief," 295.
237 Tolstoy, "The Gospel in Brief," 295.
238 Hennacy, The Book of Ammon, 194,432-433.
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Ellul, however, is among the Christian anarchists who understand this in a
different way. He notes the surprising statement from Jesus that two swords are
"enough," and writes:
The further comment of Jesus explains in part the surprising statement, for he says:
"It is necessary that the prophecy be fulfilled according to which I would be put in
the ranks of criminals" (Luke 22:36-37). The idea of fighting with just two swords is
ridiculous. The swords are enough, however, to justify the accusation that Jesus is the
head of a band of brigands. We have to note here again that Jesus is consciously
fulfilling prophecy. Ifhe were not, the saying would make no sense. 239

Two swords could not possibly have been "enough" to defend Jesus from his pending
arrest, trial and execution, so their sole purpose must have been the fulfilment of
prophecy. That is how not just Ellul but also Yoder and Penner understand this
intriguing passage. 240
Penner adds a further dimension to this. Peter, he notes, had been in charge
of preparing the Passover, and the said swords have a dual use: as weapons, but also
as knifes to cut animals and prepare meat. "This," he concludes, "would suggest that
the two knives were present because they had been used in preparing the Supper.,,241
He admits that this suggestion is only a probability, but it adds credence to the view
that "the purpose of Jesus in asking for swords had no connection with violence, selfdefense, or bloodshed. His purpose was to fulfil the Scriptures. ,,242
Besides, as Penner admits, using the swords for defence would have been
contrary to Jesus' teaching and example, but for Penner, that very contradiction
suggests that their purpose could not have been defence. 243 His disciples' use of
swords "would involve them in the vicious circle of cause and effect of violence and
hatred.,,244 Jesus' rebuke to Peter, however, demonstrates that for Jesus, the sword
should be used neither in offence nor defence, for both would equally feed into the
circle of violence which Jesus' teaching seeks to overcome. 245 Thus according to
Ballou, the actual "sequel" of the narrative "[proves] that he caused the swords to be
provided, for that occasion, (two only being enough) for the sole purpose of
emphatically, finally, and everlastingly prohibiting the use of the instrument, even by
the innocent in self-defense. [ ... ] The moment one of these was wielded in defense of
betrayed innocence, it was peremptorily stayed" and Jesus proclaimed the famous
saying. 246 That later rebuke, for Crosby, nullifies the earlier advice to buy a sword. 247

239 Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, 64. (The translation of the Bible used for Ellul's quotation, which
obviously differs slightly from the King James Version quoted above, is not identified - at least not in
the English translation of Ellul's book.)
240 Penner, The New Testament, the Christian, and the State, 52-54; Yoder, The Politics ofJesus, 45,
footnote 44. Ballou also makes the point that two swords could not have been "enough to arm twelve
men for war or self-defense," but does not mention the fulfilment of prophecy as the sole purpose of it.
Ballou, Christian Non-Resistance in All Its Important Bearings, 31.
241 Penner, The New Testament, the Christian, and the State, 54.
242 Penner, The New Testament, the Christian, and the State, 54.
243 Penner lists six further reasons to explain why the purpose of these could not have been defence
(some of which have been mentioned already): "any dependence upon the 'arm of the flesh' would
have been useless;" he later "forbade Peter to use" the sword; defence was not needed since according
to what he told Peter, Jesus had "legions of angels" at "His disposal;" Jesus knew "He had to be
judged, condemned, and crucified;" two swords "could not have been enough for defence;" and "Jesus
told Pilate he would not fight because of the nature of His Kingdom." Penner, The New Testament, the
Christian, and the State, 53.
244 Penner, The New Testament, the Christian, and the State, 55.
245 Penner, The New Testament, the Christian, and the State, 56.
2.Jb Ballou, Christian Non-Resistance in All Its Important Bearings, 31.
247 Crosby, Tolstoy and His Message, chap. 5, para. 7.
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F or Christian anarchists, therefore, despite the intriguing request to buy a
sword, Jesus' words upon his arrest further confirm than violence should never be
used by his followers, be that either in offence or in even innocent defence. If the
state cannot but take the sword, then it cannot but contradict Jesus' teaching. If it is
fundamental to the state that it takes the sword, then Jesus' teaching counsels
anarchism.

2.10 - Jesus' trial
Following his arrest, Jesus is tried before the Sanhedrin, Pilate and Herod. 248
Christian anarchists comment on Jesus' attitude and responses during these trials, but
first, they emphasise that the various charges that are brought against him are all
either directly or indirectly political charges.
Jesus is arrested because he is "turning the world upside down," says a
contributor to A Pinch of Salt?49 Tolstoy writes that he is crucified because he says he
will destroy the temple and rebuild it in three days, and because "he is reproached
with destroying the law of God.,,25o Admittedly, today these charges may sound more
religious than rolitical, but these two spheres were not seen as clearly separate in
25
Jesus' times.
Moreover, as Penner contends, although "The guilt of Jesus, as
conceived by the Jews, was in the realm of the religious [ ... ], their charge is shifted to
a political one as they confront Pilate with Jesus. The charge of blasphemy becomes
the political charge of treason. ,,252
To both the Jews and the Romans, Jesus is a real political threat, a
dangerous "social agitator," as Pentecost calls him?53 His non-violent teachings and
tactics clearly make the political and religious authorities feel quite jittery.254
Caiaphas, the chief rabbi, famously proclaims that it is better for one man rather than
the whole nation to rserish: Jesus is a threat, and the national interest dictates that he
should be silenced. 2 5 Myers notes that Jesus is imprisoned alongside Barabbas, who
represents a different but equally political, revolutionary threat. 256 For Christian
anarchists, therefore, Jesus is charged with "sedition,,257 and "subversion.,,258 Jesus'

Matthew 26-26; Mark 14-15; Luke 22-23; John 18-19 (see Appendix B). For Tolstoy version of
Jesus' trail, see Tolstoy, "The Gospel in Brief," 254-262, 298-302.
249 [Anonymous], "The World Turned Upside Down," 10.
250 Tolstoy, What I Believe, 45, 65 (respectively).
251 See, for instance, Myers, Binding the Strong Man, especially chap. 1-2.
252 Penner, The New Testament, the Christian, and the State, 61.
253 Pentecost, Murder by Law, para. 22. Along the same lines, Halliday argues that Jesus was seen to be
an "outlaw." Halliday, Christian Libertarians, para. 22.
254 Yoder, The Politics ofJesus, 49.
255 In the King James Version of the Bible, Caiaphas' words are: "it was expedient that one man should
die for the people" (John 18: 14). Tarleton, Birth of a Christian Anarchist, 63-67; Tolstoy, "The Gospel
in Brief," 291; Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 403.
256 Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 380; Yoder, The Politics of Jesus, 48-49.
257 Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 372.
.
'"
. . .
258 "Other aspects of the argument," writes Justin [Meggitt?], mclude the fact that one of his disciples
is a zealot (a political revolutionary), that his disciples were armed at the time of his arrest, that he
drove the money lenders from the temple, that he declared the people to be exempt from paying the
temple tax and so on." Meggitt [?], "Anarchism and the New Testament," 11.
248
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trials "hinge on the charge that he was setting himself up, or being set up as a king,
and the description 'King of the Jews' is nailed to his gallows," says Elliott. 259
Moreover, as Myers recalls, "The 'cross' had only one connotation in the
Roman empire: upon it dissidents were executed.,,26o Myers complains about the
"longstanding conspiracy" which insists on "spiritualizing the cross.,,261 As Myers
clarifies, when Jesus is crucified, the cross is "not a religious icon, but the ultimate
deterrent to those who would challenge the sovereignty of Rome [ ... ], an intolerably
cruel form of capital punishment.,,262 Furthermore, that Jesus is crucified between two
bandits confirms that "Jesus is perceived by the authorities in terms equal to that of
social bandits.,,263 Religious and political authorities consider Jesus as an important
threat, and that is why they move to silence him. Jesus' anarchist subversion is too
strong for the state to put up with.
When it comes to the actual trials, Ellul argues against the theologians who
believe that just because Jesus "showed respect for the authorities, and did not revolt
against the verdict, this proves that he regarded the jurisdiction as legitimate, and we
thus have a basis for the power of the state.,,264 To the contrary, he says, despite the
fact that Roman law is so developed and intricate so as to represent an ideal model of
justice (and Ellul, who studied Roman law, means this seriously, with no irony at all),
this law provides no protection to an innocent man. Despite Roman law, Pilate yields
to the mob and condemns him to death "for no valid reason (as Pilate himself
recognized!). This, then, is what we can expect from an excellent legal system!,,265
Jesus' submission to the trial is no acceptance of its legitimacy, but "it is an unveiling
of the basic injustice of what purports to be justice," concludes Ellul (the fundamental
imperfection of the state's administration of justice is discussed again III the
Conclusion).266
For Ellul, Jesus' silent refusal "to debate," to "excuse himself," or "to
recognize that these authorities have any real power," an attitude which is consistent
throughout the Gospels but particularly perilous when being tried, is an "attitude [ ... ]
of total rejection and scorn for all religious or political authority.,,267 Ellul even sees
some of Jesus' answers to the high priest and to Pilate as amounting to "a kind of
underlying mockery, a defiance or provocation of authority.,,268 Moreover, Ellul
understands Jesus to be sometimes accusing the authorities of being evil powers, for
instance when Jesus remarks that they could have arrested him in broad daylight in
the temple but instead chose the cover of darkness to do SO.269 Along the same lines,
259 Elliott, Freedom, Justice and Christian Counter-Culture, 180. Yoder and Mumford also remark that
the title on the Cross testifies to the political threat Jesus is seen to pose. Mumford, "The Bible and
Anarchy," 8; Yoder, The Politics ofJesus, 50.
260 Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 245.
261 Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 256.
262 Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 383.
263 Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 387 (Myers' emphasis). By "social bandits," Myers means
subversives struggling for social justice and inciting revolt. Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 58-60.
264 Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, 65.
265 Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, 66.
266 Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, 66.
267 Ellul adds: "It seems that Jesus did not regard these authorities as in any way just and that it was
thus completely useless to defend himself. From another point of view he took the offensive at times
and manifested disdain or irony. Thus when asked ifhe was the King of the Jews, according to two of
the three accounts he made the ironical reply: 'It is you who has said so' (Mark 15:2; Matthew 27:11).
He himself would make no statement on the matter; they could say what they liked!" Ellul, Anarchy

and Christianity, 67-68.
268 Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, 71 (69-71 for the general argument).
269 Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, 68. (Luke 22:52-53; John 18:20-21.)
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Ellul maintains that Jesus' proclamation that Pilate's power has come "from above" is
an accusation that Pilate's power has come "from the spirit of evil," not from God as
some theologians have it (because this would make no sense of the second part of
Jesus' saying).27o
Finally, there is another sentence which Jesus pronounces during his trial
before Pilate which Christian anarchists comment on, and it is the famous: "My
kingdom is not of this world: if my kingdom were of this world, then would my
servants fight, that I should not be delivered to the Jews.,,271 For Ellul, Jesus hereby
"states explicitly that [he] does not choose to exercise political power," which "in no
way suggests that Jesus recognizes the validity of such power - on the contrary.,,272
Jesus concedes that he is king, but explains that this kingship is very different to
earthly ones which are defended by fighting. 273 Moreover, Eller's paraphrase has
Jesus say that "the one, real, true kingdom isn't even afthis world," which for Eller
shows that "Jesus will grant not one bit of weight to Pilate and his Empire.,,274 Jesus'
kingdom, for Ballou, "is not an outward, temporal kingdom, like those of this
world.,,275 It is an alternative to earthly kingdoms, but it is radically different to them.
The coercive kingdoms of this world are empowered by the prince of this world,
Satan, whereas Jesus' kingdom is one of love, forgiveness and non-resistance.
Caesar, Jesus therefore tells Pilate, should not consider him to be a violent
revolutionary bent on claiming his throne, for his servants, by definition, would not
276
use force or coercion.
"His Kingdom is not of this world," writes Ballou, "and
therefore excludes all military and warlike defenses. His ministers are sent forth
unarmed, like sheep in the midst of wolves.,,277 As further ex~lained in Chapter 4,
Jesus therefore submits to Caesar's punishment here on earth. 2 8 He holds his peace
when taunted, ruffled and insulted by the guards. 279 As Ballou writes, "never a word
of threatening, reviling, cursing or bitterness escaped him. With a meek and sorrowful
In the King James Version of the Bible, the text reads: "Thou couldest have no power at all against
me, except it were given thee from above: therefore he that delivered me unto thee hath the greater sin"
(John 19: 11). Ellul concedes that some interpret "from above" to indicate that "Pilate has his power
from God" - as does, for instance, Davies, Christian Anarchist: An Oxymoron? , para. 2. But, he
continues, "in this case I defy anyone to explain what is meant by the second part of his reply. How
can the one who has delivered up Jesus be guilty ifhe has been delivered up to the authority which is
from God?" A better interpretation, for Ellul, is that "Jesus is telling Pilate that his power is from the
spirit of evil. This is in keeping with what we said about the temptations, namely, that all powers and
kingdoms in this world depend on the devil. It is also in keeping with the reply of Jesus to the chief
priest that we quoted above, namely, that the power of darkness is at work in his trial." Ellul therefore
explains the second part of the saying thus: "Jesus is telling Pilate that he has his power from the spirit
of evil but that the one who has delivered him up to Pilate, and therefore to that spirit, is more guilty
than Pilate himself. Obviously so!" Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, 68-69. On how to interpret this
passage, see also Goddard, Living the Word, Resisting the World, 248-249; Penner, The New
Testament, the Christian, and the State, 63.
271 John 18:36. For Eller's interesting paraphrase of this passage, see Eller, Christian Anarchy, 10. For
Tolstoy'S version, see Tolstoy, "The Gospel in Brief," 258. Note also that Carson cites the beginning of
this sentence as an epigraph to his article: Carson, Biblical Anarchism.
272 Ellul, "Anarchism and Christianity," 168. See also Elliott, Freedom, Justice and Christian Counter270

Culture, 71-72.
Tolstoy, "The Gospel in Brief," 258.
Eller, Christian Anarchy, 10 (Eller's emphasis).
~75 Ballou, Non-Resistance in Relation to Human Governments, 9. See also Molnar, A Study of Peter
273

274

Chel6ckY's Life, 91.
Penner, The New Testament, the Christian, and the State, 62.
277 Ballou, Christian Non-Resistance, chap. 2, para. 62.
278 Penner, The New Testament, the Christian, and the State, 62.
276
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Tolstoy, "The Gospel in Brief," 257.
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dignity he bore all; and at the moment when he could have summoned legions of
angels to his rescue, and to the destruction of his foes, 10, he uttered that last
victorious prayer: 'Father forgive them, for they know now what they do. ",280
Jesus is tried on political charges and punished like a political subversive.
He forgivingly accepts this mortal outcome and yet explains that his kingship is
misconstrued if it is taken to involve the sort of fighting conducted on behalf of
earthly kings. He is a threat to religious and political authorities, to the state, but not
in the way that this is commonly understood. Paradoxically, by his very crucifixion,
Jesus exemplifies the way in which his teaching unmasks and overcomes power of
the state.

2.11 - Jesus' crucifixion
Jesus' crucifixion raises the apocalyptic notions of "powers" and "messiah," themes
which need to be explained before the political meaning of the cross can be explored.

2.11.1 - Paul's "powers"
In their commentaries on Jesus' crucifixion, Christian anarchists often refer to Paul's
notion of "principalities" and "powers" (usually apxau; and e(ovazau; in the
Greek).281 Yoder defines these "powers" as "some sort of superterrestrial beings" which he admits might sound rather "out-of-date" today.282 Hendrik Berkhof, whose
study of Paul's powers is praised by Yoder, explains that the term is borrowed (but
modified) from Jewish apocalyptic writings, where it refers to "classes of angels [oo.J
holding authority over forces of nature.,,283 Their "role is one of domination,,,284 he
explains, and they rule over "human history. ,,285 When Paul borrows the term, the
powers are angels who have authority over natural forces.
Berkhof notes that Paul always refers to them in connection with (JTOIXeia,
which he translates as "definite religious and ethical rules" or "solid" social
"structures.,,286 For Paul, the powers are the "guardians and trustees" which preserve
men "from chaos;" they are the "demands" of "state and society," of "tradition and
morality.,,287 Hence Paul modifies the apocalyptic sense of heavenly angels of nature
and sees the powers more as "structures of earthy existence," as the soul of social

Ballou, Christian Non-Resistance, chap. 2, para. 82 (emphasis removed).
Romans 8:38; 1 Corinthians 2:8,15:24; Ephesians 1:21,2:2,3:10,6:12; Colossians 1:16,2:15.
282 John Howard Yoder, "Translator's Preface," in Christ and the Powers, by Hendrik Berkhof, trans.
John Howard Yoder (Scottdale: Herald, 1977),5.
283 Hendrik Berkhof, Christ and the Powers, trans. John Howard Yoder (Scottdale: Herald, 1977), 16.
For Yoder citing Berkhof, see, for instance, Yoder, The Politics ofJesus, 137; Yoder, "Translator's
Preface."
284 Berkhof, Christ and the Powers, 18.
285 Berkhof, Christ and the Powers, 19.
286 Berkhof, Christ and the Powers, 21.
287 Berkhof, Christ and the Powers, 22.
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structures such as the state?88 The powers, in Paul, are the spirits that animate social
289 h
290
. . .
InstItutIOns. T us, every state is moved by one such spirit or power.
Moreover, according to Berkhofs reading of Paul, these powers are
instruments of God's dominion in a fallen world, and, in themselves, they are not
necessarily tyrannical - yet they can become so, especially when they become gods
and act as ultimate values which demand our absolute loyalty.291 What this notion of
the powers "leads us to suppose," says Ellul, is "that earthly political and military
authorities really have their basis in an alliance with spiritual powers, which I will not
call celestial, since they might equally well be evil and demonic.,,292 The state, writes
Ellul, "may fall prey to demons, if the power that it represents refuses to recognise the
supremacy of God. ,,293 As mentioned already in the discussion of the Book of Samuel
and as further discussed in the Conclusion, the state becomes unchristian when it
elevates itself to the status of a god.
Paul writes that Christians "wrestle not against flesh and blood, but a~ainst
principalities, against powers, against the rulers of the darkness of this world. ,,2 4 For
Christian anarchists, therefore, Christians should "gird up their loins, not against the
world of flesh and blood, but against spiritual wickedness.,,295 They should be
"engaging with the powers that lie behind all social institutions. ,,296 Here, Christian
anarchists cite the work of Wink, who writes that Christians are contending "against
the spirituality of institutions, against the ideologies and metaphors and legitimations
that prop them Up.,,297 Indeed, Andrews interprets "an-archy" to mean precisely
'" against the powers,' as in 'the principalities and powers. ",298 In that sense, and
following Paul, any true Christian must be an anarchist.
It is also through this language of the powers that Ellul understands all the
passages of the Bible that "speak of strife, contention, violence.,,299 For him, they are

Berkhof, Christ and the Powers, 23. However, Yoder remarks that not everyone means exactly the
same thing by "powers," and that this same confusion is in fact also present in Paul. Yoder, The
Politics ofJesus, 136-138.
.
289 According to Wink, these principalities and powers "are never simply the outer forms of
institutions, structures and systems, but also comprise the interiority or withinness of these outer forms
- their spirituality." Wink, Jesus' Third Way, viii.
290 Wink writes that "According to Scripture, every nation has an angel which represents the
~ersonality and the divine calling of its people:" Wink, !esus.' !hir~ Way, 84.
91 Berkhof, Christ and the Powers, 27-35. ThiS theme IS revIsited 10 Chapter 4.
292 Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, 83. Note that Ellul does not cite the work of Berkhof on the
"~ower," but that ofO. Cullman.
2 3 Ellul, quoted in Goddard, Living the Word, Resisting the World, 281. When Ellul wrote this in
1948, he still saw the state as a gift from God, but as Goddard explains, Paul's notion of the powers
becomes central to Ellul's gradual rethinking of the state in a more negative light. Goddard, Living the
Word, Resisting the World, 280-304. On the demonic tendency of the powers, note also the following
words of Eller: "Christian anarchists do not hold that arkys, by nature, are 'of the devil.' [ ... ] No, for
Christian anarchists the problem with arkys is, rather, that they are 'of the human' - i.e., they are
creaturely, weak, ineffectual, not very smart, while at the same time they are extravagantly
~retentious." Eller, Christian Anarchy, 12 (Eller's emphasis).
94 Ephesians 6: 12.
295 Wagner, Petr ChelCickJ!, 88.
296 Bartley, Faith and Politics after Christendom, 193.
.
297 Wink, Naming the Powers, 140. Myers quotes this and several other passages from W1Ok, whose
work on the "powers" is also praised by Bartley. Bartley, Faith and Politics after Christendom, 193;
Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 438.
" . . .. "
298 Andrews Christi-Anarchy, 215. As mentioned above, the word usually translated as pr10clpalItles
is indeed a.p~als in the Greek, the same word "an-arch ism" defines itself as a negation ~~. ,
299 Ellul gives three examples from the Old Testament: the Herem, the prophets, and ElIjah s slaughter
of the prophets of Baal. Ellul, Violence, 161.
288
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all part of the battle against the powers: "we must be clear that this is not contention
against flesh and blood, but against the powers," insists Ellu1. 300 This battle involves
no physical violence; it is a "spiritual battle against what constitutes the 'soul' of
these material phenomena.,,301 Ellul admits that this type of battle is "less visible, less
exalting" and "brings you no glory.,,302 However, quoting Rimbaud, Ellul maintains
that "spiritual warfare is just as brutal as human warfare.,,303 Indeed, he adds: "We
know what price Jesus paid for waging his battle spiritually.,,304 That is, for
contending against the soul of the Jewish and Roman authorities, Jesus was executed
as a political subversive. The fight against the powers therefore demands important
sacrifices. 305

2.11.2 - The defeat of the powers
Nevertheless, Paul says that by his crucifixion, Jesus "disarmed" these powers, "made
a public example" of them, and "triumphed" over them.306 Similarly, Craig writes that
through Jesus' execution, Satan was judged and bound. 307 "In Christian thinking,"
explains Ellul, "the crucifixion of Christ is his true victory over all powers.,,308 How
can such a paradoxical conclusion be reached? Because as Chelcicky understands,
"the passion of Jesus reveals the true character of political powers: they are demonic,
violent, and out of control.,,309
Wink writes that "They stripped him naked and crucified him in
humiliation, all unaware that this very act had stripped them of the last covering that
disguised the towering wrongness of the whole way of living that their violence
defended. [ ... ] The Law by which he was judged is itself judged, set aside, and nailed
to the cross.,,310 By the very violence with which the powers execute Jesus, their
character is exposed for what it truly is. Myers therefore speaks of the crucified Jesus
representing "at once both defendant and prosecutor - depending on which court,
'earthly' or 'heavenly,' is being considered [ ... ]; what appears to be his defeat and the
triumph of both Rome and the Sanhedrin (narrated in his trial and execution) [is]
really his vindication and their judgement. ,,311 What looks like "an apparent political
failure," confirms Bartley, is in fact "a political statement" which is "part of a larger
Ellul, Violence, 161.
301 Ellul gives the following phenomena as examples: the state, money, sexuality, and law. Ellul,
Violence, 163.
302 Ellul, Violence, 162. Nonetheless, it is worth noting that because for Ellul "the powers are
incarnated in very concrete forms, and their power is expressed in institutions or organizations," he
argues that the material battle must be fought, and therefore he sees "a kind of division of labour"
whereby "People generally join the material struggle out of their own volition, spontaneously," but
"the other war can be waged only by Christians" because only they "can contend against the powers
that are at the root of the problem." Ellul, Violence, 163-164 (Ellul's emphasis). This distinction
between Christians and the rest is addressed again in Chapters 4 and 5.
303 Rimbaud, quoted in Ellul, Violence, 164.
304 Ellul, Violence, 164.
305 Ellul, Violence, 165.
306 Colossians 2: 15 (these words are from the New Revised Standard Version).
307 [Anonymous], Ninety-Five Theses in Defense of Patriarchy, thesis 55.
308 Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, 84. Elliott makes the same point: Elliott, Freedom, Justice and
Christian Counter-Culture, 182.
309 He adds: "By their very nature they will inevitably persecute the true church." (Note that these are
Wagner's words about Chelcicky, not Chelcicky's own words.) Wagner, Petr Chelcickj, 51.
310 Wink, Engaging the POll'erS, 139-140. Andrews quotes these same words in Andrews, The Crux of
300

the Struggle, 12.
311 Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 249 (Myers' emphasis).
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strategy of success.,,312 Hence what the powers conceive of as their victory is in
reality their judgement and defeat.
Therefore as Berkhof puts it, the principalities and powers "are unmasked as
false gods by their encounter with very God; they are made a public spectacle.,,313 In
their "encounter with Christ," religious and political institutions "reveal their
tyrannical character.,,314 Moreover, their "unmasking is actually already their
C:
t .,,315 J esus "d'Isarms " th e powers because t helf
. weapon "was the power of
delea
illusion, their ability to convince men that they were the divine regents of the world,-'
and this wea~on is "struck out of their hands" by Jesus' refusal to assign them this
3
importance. 6 Yoder argues that although Jesus submitted to the powers, "morally he
broke their rules by refusing to support them in their self-glorification" - the violent
expression of which is exposed in the crucifixion. 317
So, while to some, Jesus' crucifixion is the meting out of a deserved
punishment to a dangerous subversive, and to others, it represents the "end of the
road" for the naive hopes of a utopian community, to Christian anarchists (and to
most Christians), however paradoxical and counterintuitive, "the crucified [Jesus] is
the fulfilment, rather than negation, of the vocation of messianic kingship. ,,318 On the
cross, Jesus' alternative kingdom is' not conclusively crushed but triumphantly
exemplified and vindicated. His very crucifixion is his victory over the powers and
his inauguration of the kingdom of God. 319
Indeed, this is what Yoder understands the story of the two disheartened
followers of Jesus walking back from his crucifixion to be about: "Jesus' rebuke to
the unseeing pair on the road to Emmaus was not that they had been looking for a
kingdom, and should not have been," but that "they were failin~ to see that the
suffering of the Messiah is the inauguration of the kingdom." 20 For Christian
anarchists, then, the "way of the cross" is both "the via negativa of resistance to
political oppression" and "the positive experimentation of a genuinely new walt of
social organization" - and these themes are further explored in Chapters 4 and 5. 3 I

2.11.3 - The crucified "messiah 11
As an aside, it is worth noting that Jesus himself, and not just Paul, borrows from and
refers his own actions to Jewish apocalyptic writings. This apocalyptic literature, as
Elliott notes, "tries to restore national confidence" in a "background of profound
political disillusionment.,,322 It is therefore "resistance literature at its best" because it

Bartley, Faith and Politics after Christendom, 222. See also Hennacy, The Book of Ammon, 251;
Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 403, 456.
313 Berkhof, Christ and the Powers, 38. Andrews quotes these same words in Andrews, The Crux of
the Struggle, 12.
314 Berkhof, Christ and the Powers, 34.
315 Berkhof, Christ and the Powers, 38.
316 Berkhof, Christ and the Powers, 39. Yoder also quotes these passages from Berkhof, in Yoder, The
Politics ofJesus, 146-147.
317 Yoder, The Politics of Jesus, 145.
318 Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 405 (Myers' emphasis). The three alternative views of the
crucifixion are noted in Andrews, The Crux of the Struggle, 7.
319 Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 383-384.
320 Yoder, The Politics ofJesus, 51 (Yoder's emphasis). (Luke 24: 13-34.)
321 Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 257.
322 Elliott, Freedom, Justice and Christian Counter-Culture, 160.
312
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promises "a new dawn," a "messianic deliverance" through divine intervention. 323
This Chapter has already mentioned that messianic expectations were attributed to
Jesus, and that Jesus deliberately reinterprets these in a radical way.324 Yet as noted
by Elliott and Yoder, Jesus himself deliberately plays into these political hopes and
symbols when he rides into Jerusalem on a donkey, in clear reference to an
apocalyptic prophecy of the messianic king's glorious entry into Jerusalem. 325
Therefore Jesus deliberately sets himself up as the messianic king, as if to
consciously reawaken in his entourage the expectation that he is the long-awaited
political messiah. 326
However, just when Jesus seems to approach the climax of this messianic
ministry, the ideal moment to stir up the masses, overthrow the corrupt Roman and
Jewish authorities and install himself as the new king - when he rides into Jerusalem
on a donkey and engages in direct action in the temple - he is arrested, tried and
executed. To all those who were expecting a messianic revolution, all apocalyptic
hopes seem crushed, nailed with their leader to the cross.
Yet for most Christian anarchists, Jesus is the saviour precisely because he
accepted the cross - that is the revolution. He is the messiah because he consistently
responds to injustice with unwavering love, forgiveness and non-resistance. He does
not seek to lead yet another revolutionary government, but instead points to the true
kingdom beyond the state. Therefore the crucifixion is indeed the glorious climax of
Jesus' messianic ministry. As further discussed in the Conclusion, it reveals the true
character of the messiah and the true nature of his kingdom. Jesus' messianic
teaching is indeed exalted, not crushed, on the cross.

2.11.4 - The crux of Jesus' political teaching
According to Myers, Jesus knows that his suffering on the cross is a "golitical
inevitability,,,327 the "concrete consequence" of his teaching and practice. 3 8 Jesus
teaches love, non-resistance and forgiveness, and the question of how far love can

323 Elliott, Freedom, Justice and Christian Counter-Culture, 160. Myers makes the same point in
Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 101-104.
324 Moreover, Myers argues that the subversive use of apocalyptic references permeates Mark's
Gospel. Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 98 (for instance).
325 Elliott, Freedom, Justice and Christian Counter-Culture, 179-180; Yoder, The Politics ofJesus, 3940. (Matthew 21: 1-11; Mark 11: 1-11; Luke 19:28-40; John 12: 12-19.)
326 See, for instance, the expectations that precede Jesus' ministry, or his response to James and John's
desire to sit at his side in the future kingdom, or his rebuke to Peter about his eventual death, or even
his other rebuke to Peter when the latter uses a sword to protect him - all mentioned in this Chapter
already. On the importance of correctly identifying Jesus' status, see, for instance, Myers, Binding the
Strong Man, especially 256.
327 That is what he understands the dialogue between Peter and Jesus on the nature of Jesus' status as
Messiah to be about. He writes: "Jesus drops Peter's Messiah title and replaces it with 'Human One'
[which is how Myers translates what is usually translated as 'Son of Man']. Mark has already
established within his own story that the Human One is someone who challenges the authority of the
scribes and Pharisees. [ ... J According to the understanding of Peter, 'Messiah' necessarily means royal
triumph and the restoration of Israel's collective honour. Against this, Jesus argues that 'Human One'
necessarily means suffering." Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 243-244 (Myers' emphasis). (Mark
8:27-38.)
328 Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 383. According to Myers, Jesus' crucifixi?n.is itselft~e "a~vent of
the Human One," the exaltation of the Son of Man which Jesus has been predIctIng at vanous tImes
during his ministry. Myers is adamant that for Mark's Jesus, the kingdom of God would not come with
some heavenly spectacle or some supernatural signs, but with his very crucifixion. Myers, Binding the
Strong Man, 248, 253, 343-346.
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really go inevitably demands an answer. With his crucifixion, Jesus answers that love
329
must go to the very end. A martyr of Christian love must be prepared for his own
execution. 33o
Andrews explains that there cannot be love and forgiveness without
sacrifice, indeed that forgiveness can even be measured by the degree of sacrifice
331
Furthermore, he quotes the words of Gale Webbe, who says that "the
involved.
only way to conquer evil is to let it be smothered within a willing, living, human
being. When it is absorbed there, like a spear into one's heart, it loses its power and
goes no further.,,332 On the cross, Jesus "absorbed our evil," argues Andrews, and
"The cycle of violence stopped there and then.,,333 Jesus could have saved himself,
but he chose not to, because "He was more concerned about saving the people
ridiculing him, than he was about saving himself.,,334 Jesus, says Wink, "preferred to
suffer injustice and violence rather than be their cause.,,335 Jesus' crucifixion is
therefore his most powerful illustration of the Sermon on the Mount.
Thus the cross, meant by the authorities to be an exemplary punishment of
political subversives, actually "signifies the love of Jesus," writes a contributor to A
Pinch of Salt. 336 Through it, "Jesus conquered the violence and hatred of this world,
not by using that very violence, but by a greater power - the power of love.,,337 Jesus'
martyrdom on the cross is "a supreme exhibition of love,,,338 and as such, for
Andrews, it "lights a beacon for compassion.,,339 In Wogaman's words, the cross is
therefore both "a maximal expression of human evil - the killing of one who
embodied the goodness of God - and [ ... ] a maximal expression of that goodness
itself. ,,340 It is a contrast between love and violence, between goodness and evil, an
"appeal to humanity" for it to reject "the use of political methods that are violent and
coercive," by embracing love and forgiveness instead, and to the very end. 341

Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, 84. See also Fontana, Citizen Jesus, para. 7.
As explained elsewhere, "A 'martyr', etymologically, is he who makes himself a witness to his
faith. And it is the ultimate testimony to one's faith to be ready to put it to practice even when one's
very life is threatened. But the life to be sacrificed, it should be noted, is not the enemy's life, but the
martyr's own life." Alexandre J. M. E. Christoyannopoulos, "Turning the Other Cheek to Terrorism:
Reflections on the Contemporary Significance of Leo Tolstoy'S Exegesis of the Sermon on the
Mount," Politics and Religion 111 (2008), 41.
331 He writes: "My view is that there never was, and never will be, any forgiveness without sacrifice.
Forgiveness, by definition, means making the sacrifice that is necessary to accept an injustice without
demanding satisfaction in return. The greatness of any single act of forgiveness consists in the
greatness of the sacrifice that a person is prepared to make in relinquishing their right to restitution or
retaliation in order to restore a relationship. The greatness of forgiveness is in exact proportion to the
greatness of the sacrifice." Andrews, The Crux of the Struggle, 29 (Andrews' emphasis).
332 Gale Webbe, quoted in Andrews, The Crux of the Struggle, 30. Also quoted in Andrews, Plan Be,
62-63.
333 Andrews, The Crux of the Struggle, 30.
334 Andrews, The Crux of the Struggle, 41.
335 Wink, Jesus' Third Way, 69. O'Reilly makes a very similar point: O'Reilly, "The Anarchist
Implications of Christian Discipleship," 10.
336 Charlie, "The Love of Jesus," A Pinch of Salt, issue 5, December 1986, 5.
337 Charlie, "The Love of Jesus," 5.
338 Abelard, quoted in Andrews, The Crux of the Struggle, 26.
339 Andrews, Christi-Anarchy, 155; Andrews, The Crux of the Struggle, 30.
340 Wogaman, Christian Perspectives on Politics, 168 (Wogaman's emphasis).
3.J I Wogaman, Christian Perspectives on Politics, 168.
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2.11.5 - Taking up the cross
However, even though Jesus unmasks, disarms and triumphs over the powers, "the
battle continues until the triumph will have been made effective on all fronts and
11 ,,342 The powers ma~ be defeated and condemned on the cross, but they
. ·bl
VISI e to a .
live on, "seemingly victorious.,,3 3 For the principalities and powers to be finally and
fully defeated, Christians have to follow Jesus in disarming, making a public
spectacle of and thereby triumphing over their contemporary manifestations. 344
Every person therefore faces a difficult choice between Jesus and the
345
powers.
Jesus warns of the difficulty of following him when he repeatedly says:
"Whosoever will come after me, let him deny himself, and take up his cross, and
follow me.,,346 This "tum of phrase," according to Myers, "could have no other
meaning except as an invitation to share the consequences" of daring to challenge
347
political authorities. Yoder insists that it is one of the popular misuses of scripture
to interpret "bearing one's cross" as facing the private suffering of "illness and
accidents, loneliness and defeat," because Jesus' cross "was the political, legally-tobe-expected result of a moral clash with the powers.,,348 Hence Jesus' call for his
followers to take up their cross is a call for them to follow his example of love, nonresistance and political subversion to the ultimate sacrifice.
As Chapters 4 and 5 discuss, for Christian anarchists, this is the vocation of
the church, of the community of Christians. Inevitably, Berkhof notes, contending
against the powers will lead to "oppression and persecution. But in this very act of
desperation [ ... ] their unmasking is repeated and confirmed. They can no longer exist
without being forced to uncover their true nature and thereby to abandon their role as
gods and saviors.,,349 It is the mission of the church to expose the true nature of the
principalities and powers, and thus to unmask and triumph over the violence, the selfaggrandisement and the deception of the powers. 350 Yet his can only be done by
fighting "nakedly and weakly," by "surrendering" oneself "even unto death. ,,351
In this way, explains Myers, "the suffering of the just is somehow in itself
efficacious in bringing down the old order and creating the new.,,352 Myers asserts
that "The threat to punish by death is the bottom line of the power of the state; fear of
this keeps the dominant order intact. By resisting this fear and pursuing kingdom
Berkhof, Christ and the Powers, 40. This obviously touches on the famous "already but not yet"
notion in Christianity. Berkhof, Christ and the Powers, 43-46. See also Penner, The New Testament,
the Christian, and the State, 57.
343 Goddard, Living the Word, Resisting the World, 101.
344 Berkhof favours the translations that speak of the future "dethroning" rather than "destroying" of
the powers, because he believes that what is required is not destruction but the "restoration of a proper
relationships." Berkhof, Christ and the Powers, 40-41. Christian anarchists do not touch on this
specific detail, but they are probably split between those who want a total destruction of the state and
those who just want its proper relationship with God to be restored - a restoration which would
nevertheless radically reform its character. These issues are elaborated in Part II and the Conclusion.
345 Goddard, Living the Word, Resisting the World, 100-101.
346 These are the exact words of Mark 8:34, but the same saying can also be found in Matthew 16:24
and Luke 9:23. Similar references to taking up one's cross are also made in Matthew 10:38, Mark
10:21, and Luke 14:27. Note that Andrews translates this passage freely as "you should always be
ready to die - but never to kill- for your faith." Andrews, Plan Be, 56.
347 Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 246.
348 Yoder, The Politics of Jesus, 129.
349 Berkhof, Christ and the Powers, 44.
350 Berkhof, Christ and the Powers, 47-64.
351 Ellul, Violence, 165-166.
352 Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 103 (see also 287). (This notion of efficacy is discussed and
critiqued in the Conclusion.)
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practice even at the cost of death, the disciple contributes to the shattering of the
. 0 f death·In h·IStOry. ,,353 In other words, by "redefining the cross as the
powers ,reIgn
way to liberation rather than symbol of defeat and shame," the authority of the
powers is subverted, because "the power of death, by which the powers rule, is
broken. ,,354 Accepting and surrendering to death out of love and forgiveness disarms
the state, and does so without "increasing the sum of evil in the world.,,355 Jesus sets
the example with his crucifixion, and he expects his followers to be willing to follow
him all the way to the cross. 356
In short, the cross is the symbol of Christian anarchism's stance against the
state. It represents a willing acceptance of the costliest consequence of contending
against the state. It epitomises both the violent injustice of the state and the love, the
forgiveness and the non-resistance with which Jesus is responding to it. The cross
condemns the violence of the state but also embodies the method to overcome it.

2.12 - Jesus' resurrection
The traditional Christian view is that the single most important factor in explaining
the spread of Christianity, and indeed in instilling hope among Jesus' dejected
disciples after his crucifixion, is his resurrection from the dead. 357 That, however, is
not the Christian anarchist view. At the same time, Christian anarchists have very
little to say on the resurrection. As Chapter 3 makes clear, they view the traditional
emphasis placed upon it with deep suspicion, but aside from these suspicions, one
struggles to find any mention of the resurrection in Christian anarchist writings. 358
Tolstoy is the only Christian anarchist who discusses New Testament
passages on the resurrection, and he does so only to disprove the traditional
understanding of them. He comments that "Strange as it may seem" - especially in
light of the importance ascribed to the event by Christian theologians - Jesus himself
"never once said a single word in affirmation of personal resurrection or of the
immortality of the individual beyond the grave.,,359 Indeed, Tolstoy writes that Jesus
denied that belief every time he met it, "and replaced it by his own teaching of
Eternal Life in God.,,36o This teaching, as Tolstoy understands it, is about "the
restoration of life by the transference of man's personal life to that of God" - which
feeds into Tolstoy's interesting if idiosyncratic, rationalistic and deistic understanding
of Christianity. 361

353
354

Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 247.
Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 428. Ellul also seems to be making the same point in Ellul,

Anarchy and Christianity, 84.
355 Ellul, Violence, 174.
356 Penner, The New Testament, the Christian, and the State, 68. See also Andrews, Plan Be, 60-61 ;
Halliday, Christian Libertarians, para. 19-22.
For instance, James Hastings ed., Dictionary of the Bible (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1909), s. v.
"Jesus Christ"; A. 1. Maas, Resurrection ofJesus Christ (Robert Appleton), available from
http://www.newadvent.org/cathenIl2789a.htm (accessed 1 October 2007).
358 One significant exception to this, from both Eller and Ellul, is discussed in the Conclusion.
359 Tolstoy, What 1 Believe, 126-127 (also 137.
360 Tolstoy, What 1 Believe, 127.
.
,
.
. . .
361 Tolstoy, What 1 Believe, 128. For good summarIes of Tolstoy s understandmg of ChrIstla~lty, see,
for instance, Flew, "Tolstoi and the Meaning of Life."; Fueloep-Miller, "Tolstoy the ApostolIc
Crusader."; Guseinov, "Faith, God, and Nonviolence in the Teachings of Lev Tolstoy."; Maude, The
Life of Tolstoy, chap. 2. To grasp Tolstoy's understanding from Tolstoy himself, see Tolstoy, "The
357
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The details of Tolstoy's peculiar approach to Christianity cannot be
discussed here, but what should be noted is that he questions the traditional
interpretation of the resurrection. Tolstoy reviews "the only two passages which are
quoted by theologians as witnessing to that teaching" to demonstrate both their
362
He also exposes what he sees as the interpretative
mistake and his correctness.
errors concerning the fourteen passages where Jesus is alleged to prophesise his own
363
resurrection.
Tolstoy's alternative translation of these various passages can be
deduced from his own version of the Gospel - which of course ends with Jesus' last
breath on the cross, not with any resurrection. 364 For Tolstoy, then, it is a naIve
mistake to believe in future personal life; what Jesus teaches instead is that life as a
whole is eternal; and in fact belief in personal resurrection distracts from the more
important ethical teaching articulated by Jesus. 365 Tolstoy clearly does not believe in
Jesus' resurrection from the dead.
Myers is a little bit more guarded in his treatment of the subject. In part, that
is because his book is an exegesis of Mark's Gospel only, the ending of which is
disputed. The consensus today is that the original text ends with three women fleeing
the empty tomb, and thus with no narrative of the risen Christ. 366 According to Myers,
this confirms that the advent of the Son of man has already happened on the cross,
and Mark's abrupt ending is therefore a final call for Jesus' disciples to follow him to
the cross.367
Nonetheless, Myers does not reject the resurrection altogether: he says he
agrees "with those who contend that nothing else can explain the genesis of the
Christian movement.,,368 For him, however, "We do not entirely understand what
'resurrection' means," and therefore "we should be 'holding fast' to what we do
know: that Jesus still goes before us, summoning us to the way of the cross.,,369 Mark,
he says, "means to leave us to wrestle" with the "'dilemma' of the ending," and it is a
betra6'al of the gospel to rewrite it as the added endings of Mark have attempted to
do. 37 For Myers, it is essential not to separate Jesus into "earthly Jesus and risen
Christ," because there is "only one Jesus, and he is still on the road calling us to
· . Ies h'Ip. ,,371
d ISClP
Myers, then, is happy to accept the mystery of the resurrection as long as
Jesus' revolutionary teaching is not brushed aside. The only other Christian anarchist
to explicitly acknowledge his belief in the resurrection of the dead in his Christian
372
anarchist writings is ChelCicky - though he still only mentions it in passing. Other
Christian anarchists seem to avoid the mysterious subject altogether. Then again,

Gospel in Brief."; Leo Tolstoy, "On Life," in On Life and Essays on Religion, trans. Aylmer Maude
(London: Oxford University Press, 1934); Tolstoy, What I Believe.
362 Tolstoy, What I Believe, 128.
363 Tolstoy, What I Believe, 130-13l.
364 Tolstoy, "The Gospel in Brief," 231-233, 239-240, 247-248, 263, 284-286, 289, 293-296,302.
365 Tolstoy, "The Gospel in Brief," 120-121; Tolstoy, "On Life," 71-72,129-139; Tolstoy, What I
Believe, 131-14l. Besides, says Tolstoy, even if you believe in the resurrection, in hell, paradise and
other miracles, "nothing of all this need hinder you at the same time from doing those things which
Jesus has ordained for you to your good." Tolstoy, "The Gospel in Brief," 204-205.
366 Most versions of the Bible include a comment to that effect next to Mark 16:8. See also, for
instance, Hastings ed., Dictionary of the Bible), s. v. "Gospel According to Mark".
367 Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 398-401.
368 Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 447.
,
.
369 Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 401 (Myers emphaSIS).
370 Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 401 (Myers' emphasis), and 401-404.
371 Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 406.
372 Molnar, A Study of Peter Chelcic!cY's Life, 54.
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indirect comments and reflections at times seem to imply belief in the resurrection
but little is offered in exegesis or discussion of the event. The devout Dorothy Day:
for instance, appears to believe in it. 373 Ellul's theology also appears to be infonned
by it, as does Eller's interpretation of history.374 Yet on the whole, Christian
anarchists - certainly in their dedicated Christian anarchist writings - offer very few
direct commentaries on the resurrection, preferring instead to focus on the many
passages of the New Testament which justify their interpretation of Christianity. Even
those who do discuss it, either with respect (CheICicky, Myers) or with suspicion
(Tolstoy), ascribe it almost no significance compared to that of the narratives of
Jesus' teaching and examples which precede it.

2.13 - Revelation
Before bringing this Chapter to a close, it is worth noting a few brief points about the
Book of Revelation. The other Books of New Testament (all between the four
Gospels, discussed above, and Revelation) are left out of this Chapter for three
reasons: first, they do not report much about Jesus' life and teaching but instead
consist largely of commentaries on these; second, and probably for that same reason,
Christian anarchists have very little to say on them, except on Paul's (and Peter's)
counsel to submit to authorities; and third, those Christian anarchist commentaries on
Paul (and Peter) are discussed in detail in Chapter 4, because they concern the
question of how Christians should respond to state authorities.
On Revelation, however, Christian anarchists have several short reflections
to offer, because as Ellul says, "Throughout the book there is a radical opposition
between the majesty of God and the powers and dominions of earth," which, to him,
"shows how mistaken are those who find continuity between the divine power and
earthly powers, or who argue, as under a monarchy, that a single earthly power ought
to correspond to the one almighty God who reigns in heaven. ,,375 Christian anarchists
like Ellul therefore bring out the political nature of the symbolism which abounds in
Revelation. 376
377
Ellul, for example, reflects on the symbolism of the two beasts.
Many
exegetes have identified the first beast, which rises from the sea, with Rome, but Ellul
378
Hence he
insists that this "must be universalised" to what Rome represents.
identifies it with the state or political power:
It has a throne that is given to it by the dragon (chs. 12-13). The dragon, anti-God,
has given all authority to the beast. People worship it. They ask who can fight against
it. It is given 'all authority and power over every tribe, every people, every tongue,
and every nation' (13:7). All who dwell on it worship it. Political power could hardly,
This can only be inferred from the more general reverence she seems to show to Catholic doctrine.
Day, The Long Loneliness; Day, Selected Writings.
374 Their description of a divine interruption that saves humanity from its otherwise inevita~le downfall
appears to mirror God's intervention at Jesus' resurrection. Eller, Christian Anarchy, especially chap.
9; Goddard, Living the Word, Resisting the World, especially chap. 2.
375 Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, 71.
376 The description of Ellul's exegesis here does not take into account Jacques Ellul, Apoc~lypse: The
Book of Revelation, trans. George W. Schreiner (New York: Seabury, 197~), because copies of the
book have proven difficult to get hold of. Ellul anyway appears to summanse the key passages of
relevance to Christian anarchism in Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, 71-74.
377 Ellul "Anarchism and Christianity," 169; Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, 71-73. (Revelation 13.)
378 Goddard, Living the Word. Resisting the World, 283. See also Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, 71373

74.
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I think, be more expressly described, for it is this power which has authority, which
controls military force, and which compels adoration (i.e., absolute obedience).379

To Ellul, this also further confirms the connection between the state and the devil
noted when discussing Jesus' third temptation. 38o The beast from the sea thus
represents state sovereignty. As to the second beast, which rises from the earth, Ellul
identifies it with political propaganda, and cites the verses that describe it as almost
self-evident descriptions of "propaganda in association with the police.,,381 Taken
together, Ellul therefore eXElains, the two beasts which defy God thus represent two
aspects of political power. 3 2
Other symbols of political power which Ellul points to include the red
horseman with the sword, "whose only function is making war, exercising power, and
causing human beings to perish," and of course Babylon, "the focus of political
power.,,383 Babylon, he repeats, does not only represent Rome (as is often presumed",
because "it is clear in the text that Rome is equated with supreme political power.,,3 4
Hence with the fall of Babylon, writes Ellul, "What is promised is the pure and
simple destruction of political government: Rome, to be sure, yet not Rome alone, but
power and domination in every form. These things are specifically stated as enemies
of God. God judges political power, calling it the great harlot.,,385 For Ellul, therefore,
Revelation is loaded with political meaning and confirms the incommensurability of
the state and true Christianity.
Moreover, several Christian anarchists and pacifists (namely Yoder, Wink,
Penner, Ellul and Elliott) note that the Book also reiterates a difficult message to
Christians, who are "portrayed as those who disobey the dictates of the state when its
commands abrogate the commandments of God even though their lives are
endangered by this disobedience. ,,386 The Book warns these "true believers" that the
powers will persecute them as a result;387 it warns that their loyalty will be tested "by
their willingness to perform the ritual of the state religion;,,388 and it warns that the
great harlot will be "drunk with the blood of saints and with the blood of witnesses to

379 Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, 72. See also Ellul, "Anarchism and Christianity," 169.
He adds: "Confirmation of this idea that the beast is the state may be found in the fact that at the
end of Revelation (ch. 18) great Babylon (i.e., Rome) is destroyed. The beast unites all the kings of
earth to make war on God and is finally crushed and condemned after his main representative has first
been destroyed." Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, 72.
381 He writes: "It is described as follows. 'It makes all the inhabitants of the earth worship the first
beast. ... It seduces the inhabitants of the earth. It tells them to make an image of the first beast. ... It
animates the image of the beast and speaks in its name .... It causes all, small and great, rich and poor,
free and slave, to receive a mark on their right hand or on their forehead, so that no one can buy or sell
without having the mark of the beast" (13: 12-17). For my part, I find here an exact description of
propaganda in association with the police. The beast makes speeches which induce people to obey the
state, to worship it. It gives them the mark that enables them to live in society. Finally, those that will
not obey the first beast are put to death." Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, 72-73.
382 Hennacy also reports a passing comment he once made to an old man, in reference to the famous
"mark of the beast" which this beast from the earth requires from everyone (Revelation 13: 16-18):
"Has the government got your number; did you give them your name and get a number on a social
security, ration, or draft card? For if you did you have the mark of the beast." Hennacy, The Book of
Ammon, 95.
383 Ellul, "Anarchism and Christianity," 169. (Revelation 6:3-4,17-18.)
384 Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, 73 (see also 74).
385 Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, 74.
.
386 Penner, The New Testament, the Christian, and the State, 116. (RevelatIOn 13: 17, 14 :9-12.)
387 Yoder, The Politics of Jesus, 196.
388 W. M. Ramsay, quoted in Penner, The New Testament, the Christian, and the State, 115.
(Revelation 2: 12-1 7.)
380
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Jesus. ,,389 Yet the true believers, the saints, "are pictured as resting their case with
God, [ ... ] patiently waiting for the vengeance and righteous wrath of God. ,,390 That is
the "horrible, yet I am afraid, absolutely accurate vision," as Wink puts it, is that of
the persecuted saints, who are pleading with God and asking how much longer they
must endure this terrible persecution, being encouraged in response to patiently wait a
little longer, to continue to endure and forgive, to patiently put up with the cross a
little more. 391
According to Elliott, therefore, Revelation "was composed [ ... ] as a
resource manual for persecuted Christians" and "calls God's judgement down upon
those who co-operate with the civil authority.,,392 For Redford, it is also a warning
that the Antichrist "will come to strengthen and empower government during the last
days," and a reminder that "the coming of God's true Christ [ ... ] is to be the exact
opposite," that Jesus Christ will return "to abolish and utterly annihilate all the
governments of the world.,,393 In the end, according to Revelation, Jesus will destroy
the "kings of the earth.,,394 To Redford, therefore, The Book of Revelation only
further confirms that "There can be no honest doubt: Jesus is an anarchist!,,395

2.14 - Allegedly violent passages
This Chapter only reports the commentaries on Bible passages other than the Sermon
on the Mount which are made by Christian anarchists. The four Gospels - not to
speak of the New Testament or even the whole Bible - are rich enough to include
many other episodes which arguably have a bearing upon the political implications of
Christianity. Those on which Christian anarchists have commented on and which
have not been discussed yet are addressed further down, as for instance the tax
questions in Chapter 4. The rest, however, must be left aside here due to the more
limited purpose of this thesis - to weave together the loose threads of Christian
anarchist theory.
Having said that, since Jesus' rej ection of violence is so central to Christian
anarchist theory, it might worth briefly mentioning the passing comments made by
Christian anarchists on those Gospel passages which seem to imply the contrary. The
task, however, is made relatively brief by the small number of these Gospel passages
alleged to betray a violent Jesus.
The most typical example claimed to provide a justification of violence has
already been discussed above: the temple cleansing, for Christian anarchists, is less
Ellul is here quoting Revelation 17:6 (and 18:24). Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, 74.
Penner, The New Testament, the Christian, and the State, 116. (Revelation 6: 10-11.)
391 Wink, Jesus' Third Way, 70. (Revelation 6:10-11.)
392 Elliott, Freedom, Justice and Christian Counter-Culture, 78.
393 Redford, Jesus Is an Anarchist, 53. (Revelation 16:14; 17:2,9-18; 18:3,9; 19:19; 20:4.) Redford
also cites 1 Corinthians 15:23-24, where Paul talks of these final days as follows (in the translation
used by Redford): "Then comes the end, when He delivers the kingdom of God the Father, when He
puts an end to all rule and all authority and power." Redford, Jesus Is an Anarchist, 55.
394 Redford quotes the following passage from Revelation 19: 19-21 (in the translation used by
Redford): "And I saw the beast, the kings of the earth, and their armies, gathered together to. ma~e war
against Him who sat on the horse and against His army. Then the ?east was captured, ~nd With him the
false prophet who worked signs in his presence, by which he deceived ~ho~e who received the mar~ of
the beast and those who worshipped the image. These two were cast alIve mto the lake of fire burning
with brimstone. And the rest were killed with the sword which proceeded from the mouth of Him who
sat on the horse. And the birds were filled with their flesh." Redford, Jesus Is an Anarchist, 56.
395 Redford, Jesus Is an Anarchist, 56.
389
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an exan:~le of violence ~han one of righteous condemnation of an abuse of religious
an? polItlCal ?ower. BesIdes, any violence used has as sole purpose the casting out of
anImals, and IS anyway never directed at human beings.
.
The Christian anarchist view of the intriguing instruction to buy a sword,
gIven by Jesus to his disciples just before his arrest, has also been discussed already.
The two swords which Jesus says are "enough," to Christian anarchists, could never
have been "enough" for violent defence, and must thus have had an altogether
different use than violence - perhaps the cutting of meat in preparation for Passover.
Moreover, Jesus' famous saying about swords upon his arrest would seem to cancel
out any violent implications of the preceding request to buy one.
Jesus also says, in Matthew, "Think not that I am come to send peace on
earth: I came not to send peace, but a sword;" and in Luke, "Sufl,ose ye that I am
come to give peace on earth? I tell you, Nay; but rather division.,,3 In both cases, the
speech continues with Jesus warning that households will be divided about him, and
in Matthew, he repeats that to be "worthy" of him, his followers must take up their
cross. Ellul is the only Christian anarchist to comment on this passage, and just as all
the other violent passages in the Bible, he considers it to be once again about
"contention" not "against flesh and blood, but against the powers.,,397 For Ellul, it
does not legitimise physical violence.
Moreover, even though he never comments on it directly, Tolstoy does cite
a revealing version of the two passages in his harmonised translation of the Gospel:
Not everyone will believe in my teaching. And those who do not believe will hate it
because it deprives them of what they love. So dissentions will come from my
teaching. It will kindle the world like a fire, and from it strife must arise. There will
be dissentions in every house, father against son, mother against daughter. Families
will hate those members who understand my teaching, and will kill them. For to him
who understands my teaching there will be no meaning in "father," or "mother," or
"wife," or "children. ,,398

What Tolstoy is therefore suggesting is that Jesus is warning about the division which
his teaching will cause among men and women, and about the difficulty of following
him to the cross because of the rejection by society and by family members which
will result. 399 Jesus is not legitimising or advocating violence, but predicting it,
warning that his teaching will stir passions. The passage therefore does not contradict
the Christian anarchist reading, but simply reminds that Jesus' teaching is bound to
cause contention and disagreements. Christianity's anarchism will agitate society.
Another passage where Jesus' is said to display violence is when he curses
400
the fig tree for not bearing fruit even though it is not the season. Myers' exegesis of
this passage, which borrows heavily from William Telford, is interesting and
Matthew 10:34-39; Luke 12:49-53 (see Appendix B). For Tolstoy'S rendering of this passage, see
Tolstoy, "The Gospel in Brief," 184.
397 Ellul, Violence, 161.
398 Tolstoy actually adds "or 'property'" at the end of his list, but this is left out here to avoid
distracting the argument with a rather different issue which, firstly, does not reflect either of the
original Bible passages, and secondly, is addressed in Chapters 3 and 5. Tolstoy, "The Gospel in
Brief," 184.
399 Yoder makes a similar point: Jesus is highlighting the difficulty of the "voluntary commitment [ ... ]
to share in that style of life of which the cross is the culmination." Yoder, The Politics a/Jesus, 37-38
(Yoder's emphasis). Andrews also implies the same point as Tolstoy through his adaptation of this
. .
saying of Jesus, in Andrews, Not Religion, but Love, 199-200.
400 Mark 11: 11-26 (where is frames the Temple cleansing); Matthew 21: 17-22 (where It follows It).
See Appendix B (Tolstoy's version does not mention the fig tree but just elaborates on the speech that
follows: Tolstoy, "The Gospel in Brief," 218-219.) Myers' exegesis only focuses on Mark, but makes
just as much sense of Matthew.
396
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convinci~g, and more importantly corroborates the Christian anarchist perspective.

He explains that the barren fig tree "would have been recognized as a metaphor for
the temple-based nation and its cultuS.,,401 He shows how established such a metaphor
for the fig tree is, and relates the whole episode to the cleansing of the temple which
is actually adjoined to the cursing of the tree. Thus the consequent drying up of the
tree's roots is, for Myers, God's judgement of the temple state. 402 Jesus' cursing is a
condemnation of this state, but not a condemnation which warrants violence against
fellow human beings. The same logic applies to Jesus' frequent and strong
denunciation of scribes and Pharisees.
The most famous and debated passages claimed to betray a violent Jesus
have thus been looked at from a Christian anarchist perspective. Those believing
Jesus to advocate violence usually cite further and relatively less significant passages
to validate their views, but these cannot be discussed here because of both lack of
space and lack of comment on them by Christian anarchists. 403 On the whole, though,
the arguments are based on the view that Jesus himself was sometimes violent, not
that he explicitly instructed his followers to be violent - yet according to Craig, even
though God is indeed perhaps violent and vengeful, the same God still orders him to
nevertheless be loving and non-violent. 404
On balance, however, the vast majority of Christian anarchists believe Jesus
to be strictly against any use of violence: that is what his most explicit and direct
instructions are about, and proponents of a violent Jesus find themselves relying on
more minor, indirect and allegorical passages to justify their view. The vast majority
of Christian anarchists also disagree that Jesus himself was ever violent, and point to
his non-violent acceptance of his arrest, trial and crucifixion as the most powerful
exemplification of this. For Christian anarchists, Jesus clearly teaches and embodies
love, non-violence and non-resistance, and the state is unchristian precisely because it
directly contravenes this teaching.

2.15 - Jesus' anarchist teaching and example
Christian anarchists therefore understand Jesus' teaching, and his exemplification of
it in his life and death, to amount to both a critique of the state and a vision of a
stateless society. They ground their perspective not just in the Sermon on the Mount,
but also in numerous other passages in the four Gospels. They even believe that the
Old Testament further confirms their view - especially the Book of Samuel. They
highlight the political expectations which were inseparable from the long-awaited
messiah, and they explain the way in which Jesus' actions force a radical and
subversive reinterpretation of the mission of this political liberator. They cite all the

Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 297.
Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 297-299.
403 The "parable of the great feast" (Luke 14:15-24), for instance, is said to show that viol~nce can ~e
used to coerce people to join the church; but Christian anarchists would probably emphaSise that thiS
remains only a parable and thus presumably carries less weight the direct instructions such as in .the
Sermon on the Mount. Supporters ofa violent Jesus also mention Jesus' support for the amputation of
limbs that offend God (Matthew 5:29-30); though the violence is only to be used upon oneself, not
others. Others point to the harsh punishments at the Last Judgement which Jesus repeatedly warns
about (for instance, Matthew 8: 10-12, 10: 12-15, 11 :20-24); but these punishments are meted by God,
not humans, and such harsh language typical in prophetic warnings (see for example the Book of
401
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Revelation).
[Anonymous], Why I Worship a Violent, Vengeful God.
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passages in which Jesus teaches about forgiveness, service and non-judgement, and
they contrast these to state theory and practice. They bring out every instance of
Jesus' constant struggle against Satan and the powers, and expose the anarchist
significance of Jesus' arrest, trial and crucifixion. In short, as demonstrated in detail
in Chapter 1 and 2, they derive their anarchist interpretation from countless
instructions explicitly formulated by Jesus, as well as from the way in which he
himself exemplified his anarchist teaching in his life and (even more so) in his death.
Chapters 1 and 2 thus articulate one of the two major strands of the
Christian anarchist critique of the state. The other strand is not so much grounded in
scripture. It emerges from Christian anarchism's understanding of the evolution of
state and church since Jesus, and its consequent criticism of state and church today.
As it amounts to another line of criticism of the state, it needs to be discussed in this
Part of the thesis. Yet whereas the criticism of the state which is outlined in Chapter 1
and 2 begins with scripture and then contrasts it to the state, this different criticism
begins by analysing state and church practice in order to then contrast it to the
Christian society envisioned by Jesus. This different line of argument is examined in
the next Chapter.
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Chapter 3 -- The State's Wickedness
and the Church's Infidelity
If Jesus' teaching is as politically radical as Christian anarchists understand it to be,
one might wonder why it is not clearly affirmed as so by more Christians. For
Christian anarchists, the reason that their reading sounds so new can be surmised
from the historical evolution of church teaching and practice. They believe that the
church compromised Jesus' teaching in order to sanction the state and derive benefits
thereby, to the point that contemporary state violence, which should be denounced by
the church, is instead approved of and defended as fully compatible with Christian
doctrine.
The aim of this Chapter is to tease out this critique of church and state
mounted by Christian anarchists, by outlining their understanding of the historical
evolution of church and state since the days of Jesus, by fleshing out the details of
their description of the state as violent and thus unchristian, and by going over the
main reasons for which many of them express sometimes deep antipathy for the
official church. Hence this Chapter outlines the Christian anarchist diagnosis of
contemporary Christian societies - why they believe it to be unhealthy, unfair and
unchristian. Unlike the previous two Chapters which focus on analysing Bible verses
in order to then contrast them to the state, this Chapter focuses on describing state and
church theory and practice in order to expose the contrast of between these and the
teaching articulated by Jesus. The first two Chapters examine the Bible; this one
examines the history of church and state.
It should be noted that Christian anarchists' criticisms of church and state
are numerous and varied, and that therefore many of these can only be noted here
fairly briefly, without exploring all the details of their full argumentation. Their
reasoning is sometimes summarised in the footnotes, which anyway always point to
the passages in Christian anarchist literature where these criticisms and further
elaboration of these can be found.
The first section of this Chapter introduces the Christian anarchist account
of the early church's compromise with state power around the time of Constantine,
and briefly describes the Christian anarchist opinion of Christendom. The second
section begins with a few remarks on the historical emergence of the modem state,
goes on to describe the Christian anarchist verdict on its violence, its deceitfulness,
and its economic exploitation of the poor, and concludes by portraying the modem
reverence for the state as a form of idolatry. The third section outlines the church's
arguments in support of state authority which Christian anarchists identify and reject:
its misleading reinterpretations of the commandments given by Jesus in the Sermon
on the Mount, especially non-resistance to evil, and some of its other legitimisations
of state authority. The fourth section summarises Christian anarchists' deep suspicion
of church dogmas: their mockery of the church's claim to authority over truth, their
dislike of what, to them, are obscure dogmas and rituals which hide the essence of
Jesus' teaching, and their general unease with institutional religion. The Chapter then
concludes with the Christian anarchist call for humanity to awaken itself to true
Christi ani ty.
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3.1 - The history of Christendom
When looking at the history of Christianity, Christian anarchists make one set of
corriments on the early church and what became of it, and another on the excesses of
Christendom since the fourth century establishment of Christianity as the state
religion. These are now analysed in tum.

3.1.1 - Constantine's temptation of the early church
As further explained in Chapter 6, Christian anarchists understand the early church
(to the extent that a good picture of it can be drawn today despite our limited
knowledge of it) or (perhaps more appropriately, although Christian anarchists
themselves rarely use the plural) the early churches to have faithfully strived to apply
Jesus' subversive political teaching, at least in the beginning. I The early church was a
"political community," writes Bartley, and the martyrdom of its saints was often a
"political act" which "bore witness to their citizenship of another kingdom" and "was
a statement of opposition to the state and its idolatry, violence and injustice.,,2
Gradually, however, Jesus' radical teaching was compromised, especially
over the question of military service. 3 Penner explains that for a century and a half,
there was hardly any debate on the question, which suggests that the "baptized
Christian simply did not become a soldier.,,4 The debate intensified after around 170
AD, by which time, perhaps in part as a result of persecution, a number of
"Christians" had joined the army and participated in other affairs of the state. 5 Many
objected to this within the church, but the consequence was only a growing variety of
dissenting factions within the church. 6 Either way, by the end of the second century,
significant sections of the church had developed a more sympathetic approach to the
affairs of the state. 7
The more abrupt and symbolic change, however, came with Constantine,
Roman emperor from 306 to 327 AD, who called a halt to persecutions of Christians,
The Christian anarchist praise for the early church is left until Chapter 6 because much of it is based
on the church's exemplification of the Christian recommendations for how to respond to the state and
how to be the alternative church, explained in Chapter 4 and 5 respectively.
2 Bartley, Faith and Politics after Christendom, 18,25. See also Meggitt [?], "Anarchism and the New
Testament," 11-12.
3 Tolstoy argues that "This deviation begins from the times of the Apostles, and especially from that
hankerer after mastership - Paul. And the further Christianity goes the more it deviates and the more it
adopts the methods of external worship and mastership which Christ had so definitely condemned."
Tolstoy, "Church and State," 336. See also Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 62. Ellul's
detailed account of the gradual institutionalisation of Christianity and of the eventual "subversion" of
the original Christian message, which has not yet been weaved into this text due to lack of time, can be
found in Jacques Ellul, La Subversion du Christianisme (Paris: Seuil, 1984).
4 Adolf Harnack, quoted in Penner, The New Testament, the Christian, and the State, 24. See also Scott
Albrecht, "The Early Christians and War," The London Catholic Worker, issue 21, Christmas 2007, 8.
5 Penner quotes Roland Bainton, who writes: "The cleavage might ... be described as lying. between
the select and the general mass of Christians. The early church, under the stress of persecutIOn, tended
to split on the one hand into smaller bands of ardent spirits, from whom were recr~ited the m.artyrs, the
bishops, and the writers, and on the other into the rank and file ... prone to lapse, In per~e~utIOn to
fraternalize with the world and to engage in war." Penner, The New Testament, the Chrlstwn, and the
State, 26.
6 Penner The New Testament, the Christian, and the State, 26.
7 Bartle;, Faith and Politics after Christendom, 30; Penner, The New Testament, the Christian, and the
State, 26-27.
I
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issued the Edict of Milan which mandated toleration of Christianity, and paved the
way for Christianity to become the established state religion later that century. For
Christian anarchists, if Constantine had to do this, it was because Christianity had
become too "powerful" a "popular mass movement,,,8 because the "Christian truth"
was therefore politically "dangerous,,,9 and because adopting and distorting
Christianity could help him unite the fragmented Roman Empire. 10
Andrews contends that Constantine tempted the clergy by exempting it from
certain taxes and army duties, and by promising to silence the more defiant voices
within the church using the powers of the state to enforce "unanimous acceptance of
the Nicene creed.,,11 According to the myth of the "Donation of Constantine" which
ChelCicky vehemently criticises, Constantine allegedly donated land to Pope
Sylvester I and bequeathed Rome to the Holy Roman Church. 12 That is, Constantine
tempted the church with political power and economic comfort. The higher clergy
was seduced: to borrow Alexis-Baker's words, the church said "'Yes' to the very
temptation that Jesus denies.,,13 Tempted by Constantine, the church opted for the
very political power which Jesus rejects in the wilderness temptations. 14
Of course, for the church to move from being politically subversive to being
more favourable to political powers, significant revisions in Christian theology would
be required. To some extent, as already mentioned, this had begun before
15
Constantine. But these revisions accelerated: Penner notes that efforts now focused
on arguing for the compatibility of war with the gospels, and that "Athanasius,
Ambrose, and Augustine were the first Christian theologians to try" to do SO.16 For
Christian anarchists, Augustine was particularly important: "If Constantine laid the
foundations of Christendom," writes Bartley, "its principal architect was
Augustine.,,17 He played a central role in revising Christian theology to accommodate
Elliott, Freedom, Justice and Christian Counter-Culture, 86.
9 Berdyaev, The Realm of the Spirit and the Realm of Caesar, 21.
10 Andrews, Christi-Anarchy, 26; Berdyaev, The Realm of the Spirit and the Realm of Caesar, 21.
II Andrews, Christi-Anarchy, 26.
12 Molnar explains that in ChelcickY's times, the "papal theocracy based its whole legal justification
on" this alleged Donation, the authenticity of which Chelcicky does not seem to doubt, but the validity
of which he criticises "on ethical and Biblical grounds." Molnar, A Study of Peter ChelCic!cY's Life, 27,
29.
13 Alexis-Baker, "Embracing God, Rejecting Masters," 2.
14 Hancock, the editor of A Pinch of Salt, makes a similar point when, right after citing Matthew 4:8-9,
he writes "Then the Devil took the Church to a reasonably high mountain and showed all the kingdoms
of the world in all their greatness. 'Comfortability I will give to you,' the Devil said, 'if you remain
silent about my rule, and, above all, if you remain silent about that God of love of yours, who once
danced like fire in the hearts of people. '" Stephen Hancock [?], "Easter," A Pinch of Salt, issue 2,
March 1986,2. Also worth noting here is Yoder's exegesis of the third temptation in Luke, which he
interprets as Jesus contemplating and rejecting the role of religious reformer from above. Yoder, The
Politics ofJesus, 26-27.
15 Even though Tolstoy is scathing of Constantine, he also writes that "By the time of Constantine the
whole interpretation of the teaching was a resume sanctioned by the temporal power," hinting thereby
that even though Constantine was central in the perversion of Christianity, this perversion had indeed
begun in earnest well before Constantine himself. Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is .within You," 62.
16 Penner, The New Testament, the Christian, and the State, 27-28 (Penner's emphaSIS).
17 Here, Bartley refers not so much to Augustine'sjust war t.heory, but to his doctri~e of the tw.o.
societies which is mentioned both later in this Chapter and m the next. Bartley, Faith and PolitiCS
after Ch:istendom, 33. It is worth noting here t.hat Augustine'~ thinking is more subtle and.m~re
complex than Christian anarchists often make It to be. Augustme t~?~S to be set up by Ch~lstJan
anarchists as a straw man whom they can then easily refute and CrIticise. However, a detailed study of
this Christian anarchist tendency, or a more honest discussion of Augustine's thought from a Christian
anarchist perspective, both fall outside of the immediate scope of this thesis, and thus remain subjects
of possible further study.
8
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an alliance of throne and altar. This essential and detrimental contribution by
Augustine and other theologians is further explored later in this Chapter.
The point here is that for most Christian anarchists, the reforms ushered by
Constantine were pivotal in the transformation of the church from a subversive
anarchist threat to a collaborator with the state. I8 Andrews claims that under
Constantine, "Christ, who had turned the Roman empire upside down, was turned
into a lap-dog for the Roman emperor.,,19 As Tolstoy puts it, "they arranged a
Christianity for him.,,20 Constantine's empire, Eller explains, could now "become
'Christian' without having to make any changes at all; Christianity had done all the
changing.,,21 For Tolstoy, this betrayal of Jesus which thereby saw the church become
a "tangible fraud" was then sealed by the Council of Nicaea - convened by
Constantine. 22
Thereafter Christianity, which Andrews says had begun "as a voluntary,
non-violent movement," quickly "became a fierce reactionary force" which
"ferociously suppressed political dissent.,,23 Moreover, O'Reilly writes, "The church
as an intentional community disappeared as it became a civil obligation to be a
christian.,,24 Bartley agrees: Christianity became associated with territory rather than
"faith and commitment.,,25 From now on, as Berdyaev explains, "the Empire became
Christian," and "the Church became imperial" - which, he notes, "should have
produced a revolutionary uprising. ,,26 It did not, and as Penner remarks, the only two
other alternatives for true Christians were "Monasticism and the sectarian
churches.,,27 In the meantime, "To become a 'Christian' soon became the only
religiously honourable thing to do.,,28 Imperial Christianit~ spread among the Roman
middle classes and other similarly "ungodly persons,,,2 resulting in even further
compromises with state power. 30 Those who disagreed with these trends were
persecuted, judged and condemned as heretics. 31
Through the Edict of Milan and the Council of Nicaea, therefore,
Constantine inaugurated the alliance of throne and altar that has carried the day for
nearly two millennia - even though as O'Reilly remarks, "there have always been
Andrews, Plan Be, 4; Bartley, Faith and Politics after Christendom, chap. 3; Elliott, Freedom,
Justice and Christian Counter-Culture, 209; Halliday, Christian Libertarians, para. 29; Tolstoy, "The
Law of Love and the Law of Violence," 187 (more specifically, the epigraph attributed to Henry
George).
19 Andrews, Christi-Anarchy, 70.
20 The typically Tolstoyan sentences that precede this statement read thus: "No one said to him: 'The
kings exercise authority among the nations, but among you it shall not be so. Do not murder; do not
commit adultery; do not lay up riches; judge not; condemn not; resist not him that is evil.' But they
said to him: 'You wish to be called a Christian and to continue to be the chief of the robbers - to kill,
burn, fight, lust, execute, and live in luxury? That can all be arranged. '" Tolstoy, "Church and State,"
339.
21 Eller, Christian Anarchy, 23. See also Berdyaev, The Realm o/the Spirit and the Realm o/Caesar,
60.
22 Tolstoy, "Church and State," 337-343 (the actual expression is quoted from page 342):
.
23 Andrews, Christi-Anarchy, 26. See also George H. Smith, Christianity and Liberty (LIbertarIan
Alliance), available from http://www.libertarian.co.ukllapubs/relinirelin008.pdf (accessed 21
November 2007),2.
24 O'Reilly, "The Anarchist Implications of Christian Discipleship," 10.
25 Bartley, Faith and Politics after Christendom, 34.
26 Berdyaev, The Realm o/the Spirit and the Realm o/Caesar, 74.
27 Penner, The New Testament, the Christian, and the State, 28.
28 Penner, The New Testament, the Christian, and the State, 27.
29 Molnar, A Study 0/ Peter Chelcickj's Life, 57 (quoting ChelcickY)·
30 Elliott, Freedom, Justice and Christian Counter-Culture, 173.
31 Molnar, A Study 0/ Peter Chelcickj's Life, 57.
18
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groups (large and small) who have refused to bum incense for Caesar.,,32 Thus for
Christian anarchists like Chelcicky, "the Constantinian merger of church and state
~arked the fall of the church. ,,33 Constantine's reign marks this fall in history - which
IS why Tolstoy refers to Constantine as "that canonized scoundrel.,,34
Chelcicky depicts this important moment in Christian history based on a
unique interpretation of the Gospel story of the miraculous inclusion of fishes. 35 This
interpretation forms the backbone of The Net of Faith, the book which according to
Molnar summarises ChelcickY's "whole philosophy of life and history" by examining
the relation of church and state and the expected response of the true Christian to it. 36
Hence it is worth relaying ChelCickY's illustration, which Wagner summarises as
follows:
The net of faith is the law of God, bound together in the faithfulness of those
believers loyal to the disciplined life of the early church. Out of the sea of the world,
the net hauls in God's elect. But the net has taken in more than ordinary fish. Its
binding in the law of God has been ripped through by two huge predators, the pope
and the emperor. [ ... ] The two vicious intruders have thrashed around in the net,
venting hostility toward God's ordinances. The net of faith is now so mangled that
there remain only the barely visible shreds of the apostle's original net, the primitive
church. 37

Chelcicky writes that even though the early churches "remained faithful" to Jesus'
teaching "for over three hundred years, [ ... ] the net became greatly tom, when the
two great whales had entered it.,,38 These two "fat and gluttonous Baals,,,39 as
ChelCicky calls them, compromised the "law of Christ" by adding "two other laws
[ ... ], namely the temporal and the papal law," an addition which led to the immediate
deterioration of "the Christian society. ,,40
Just like other Christian anarchists, ChelCicky argues that instead of
reforming the empire to conform to Christianity, Christianity was reformed to
conform to the empire and its "laws, offices, courts," and other forms of unchristian
violence and coercion, not least war. 41 In other words, instead of giving their trust to
and seeking help from God alone, Christians began to give their trust to and seek help
from the emperor. 42 Chelcicky notes the parallels with the episode from the Book of
Samuel examined in Chapter 2,43 and comments that "whenever man gives preference
Eller, Christian Anarchy, 22,28-30; Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, 27-32; Molnar, A Study of
Peter ChelCickp's Life, 28; O'Reilly, "The Anarchist Implications of Christian Discipleship," 10 (for the
quoted words); Tolstoy, "Church and State," 337-338. Examples of such movements are considered
briefly later in this Chapter and in a little bit more depth in Chapter 6.
33 Brock, The Political and Social Doctrines, 45; Wagner, Petr ChelCickj, 96.
34 That expression is reported by Sampson, but without full reference details, in Sampson, Tolstoy, 171.
The same expression without the word "canonized" appears in Leo Tolstoy, "Letter to a NonCommissioned Officer," in Tolstoy's Writings on Civil Disobedience and Non- Violence, trans. Aylmer
Maude (New York: Bergman, 1967),121.
35 The story can be found in Luke 5:4-11. Molnar, A Study of Peter ChelCickp's Life, 25, 33,49-57 (for
the actual interpretation of the passage; Wagner, Petr Chelcickj, 132-137.
36 Molnar, A Study of Peter ChelCickp's Life, 25. After publishing What I Believe, Tolstoy was made
aware ofChelcickY's book, which he summarises and comments on in Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God
Is within You," 21-25.
37 Wagner, Petr ChelCickp, 132. Another summary of the allegory can be found in Molnar, A Study of
Peter Chelcickp's Life, 25.
38 Molnar, A Study of Peter ChelCickp's Life, 68, 73 (quoting ChelcickY)·
39 Chelcicky, quoted in Wagner, Petr ChelCickj, 137.
40 Molnar, A Study of Peter Chelcickj's Life, 67 (quoting ChelcickY)·
41 Molnar, A Study of Peter ChelCickj's Life, 73-90 (84 for ChelcickY's quoted words).
42 Molnar, A Study of Peter Chelcickp's Life, 86.
43 Molnar, A Study of Peter Chelcickp's Life, 93.
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to human institutions and statutes rather than to the law of God, he chooses for
himself other and foreign gods.,,44 For ChelCicky, therefore, the net of true faith in
God alone was rent by Constantine and Sylvester, and the church committed the twin
sin of idolatry and betrayal of Jesus' teaching in allying herself "with the state and
with the secular methods of power, institutionalism, and coercion. ,,45
Perhaps the most immediately visible sign of this fall of Christianity was the
adoption of the cross, the ultimate symbol of Jesus' loving sacrifice, by the Roman
army.46 As Tolstoy explains, the state's conquest of the true church was soon
complete: "Under Constantine the cross had already appeared on the standard of the
Roman Legions. In 416 a decree was issued forbidding pagans to join the army. All
the soldiers became Christians: that is, all the Christians, with only a few exceptions,
renounced Christ.,,47 Soon after that, Andrews writes, "a law was promulgated which
threatened any 'heretic' that was discovered in the empire with death," so that "from
then on, when it came to the matter of religion, the people in the empire had no
choice.,,48 What Constantine had started was completed hardly a century later. Rome
had successfully corrupted and overcome the threat posed by Christianity's anarchist
subversion. Faced by Christianity's growing political force, the Roman state had
nominally adopted it and perverted it with the complicity of church elites, tempted as
they were by a combination of material comforts and perhaps naIve expectations that
by acceding to political power, they might be able to hasten the kingdom of God on
earth (a theme further discussed in the Conclusion). Thus began the Dark Ages of
Christendom.

3.1.2 - Christendom and beyond
Christian anarchists see in Christian history since Constantine both the repressive
reign of a perverted version of Christianity and examples of resistance by radical
thinkers and sects.
On the dark side, Andrews argues that Christian elites, under the Holy
Roman Empire, "slowly but surely, took control of the state.,,49 During the Middle
Ages, the church extended its jurisdiction even further by regularly expanding the
scope of canon law;5o and with the brutal European colonisation of the globe, the
51
church extended its geographical sphere of influence to much of the known world.
Throughout this period, Penner therefore comments, "the state was an instrument in
the hands of the [fallen] church. ,,52 The church used the coercive tools of the state, for
instance to launch the Crusades,53 to establish the Inquisition,54 and to hunt and

44
45

Molnar, A Study of Peter ChelcickY's Life, 86 (quoting ChelcickY)·
Molnar, A Study of Peter ChelcickY's Life, 35. See also Goddard, Living the Word, Resisting the

.
World, 296-297.
Christian legend has it that at the Battle of the Milvian Bridge, Constantine saw a cross over a brIght
light in the sky and heard Jesus' voice telling him "in this sign you.will.be the.victor." . .
"Unfortunately," writes a contributor to A Pinch of Salt, "Constantme did not mterpret thl~ sign as a
call to true conversion. The eagle on the standards of the Roman armies was merely substituted by the
cross." Charlie, "The Love of Jesus," 5.
47 Tolstoy, "The Law of Love and the Law of Violence," 190.
48 Andrews, Christi-Anarchy, 27.
49 Andrews, Christi-Anarchy, 29.
50 Andrews, Christi-Anarchy, 32-34.
51 Andrews, Christi-Anarchy, 35.
52 Penner, The New Testament, the Christian, and the State, 29.
53 Andrews, Christi-Anarchy, 32-33; Penner, The New Testament, the Christian, and the State, 29.
54 Andrews, Christi-Anarchy, 33-34; Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, 27-32.
46
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slaughter rebellious heretics and quell political insurrections. 55 For Christian
anarchists, therefore, medieval Christianity was false, violent and vindictive.
Still, Christian anarchists take heart that now and again, dissenting voices
expressing what they see as a truer Christianity could be heard, especially during the
years of the Reformation. Given that Christian anarchists frequently tend to see them
as examples of Christian anarchism, these voices are considered later, in Chapter 6.
Here, however, suffice it to note that unfortunately, many of these Christian
dissenters did tend to increasingly give in to violence, even sometimes to compromise
with the state - thereby losing, from the Christian anarchist perspective, the Christian
credentials with which they may have begun. 56
As discussed in the next section, the Reformation, modernity and the
Enlightenment brought about a reconfiguration of church-state relations. Yet for
Christian anarchists, even though the church lost much of the state power it had
appropriated itself during the Middle Ages, it has nonetheless continued to behave in
ways incompatible with Jesus' radical political teaching. 57 Andrews cites the role of
the church in the anti-Semitism that fed the Jewish Holocaust, but also the more
recent church support for repressive regimes in Latin America. 58 For him, the church
is often guilty of disregard for human rights and has a far from innocent hand in "the
worst cases of genocide in the twentieth century. ,,59
Hence for Christian anarchists like Andrews, "the history of Christianity is
as much a litany of cruelty as it is a legacy of charity.,,6o These acts of cruelty
confront Christians, he adds, and they cannot be discounted too easily.61 "To the
victims" of the violence committed in the name of Christianity, Andrews warns,
"Christianity is the Antichrist.,,62 It is therefore important to distinguish the wheat
from the chaff, the true acts of authentic Christian witness from the violence
disloyally committed, supported or implicitly tolerated by the church since
Constantine. This Chapter has already cited examples of violence committed by the
church; the rest of it exposes state violence and the arguments through which the
church has justified its support for and participation in it.

3.2 - The modern state and economy
After a brief subsection discussing what Christian anarchists mean by the state, this
section summarises Christian anarchism's diagnosis of the modem state: the way in
which it perpetuates violence, deception and economic exploitation, and the extent to
which unquestioned veneration of it amounts to idolatry.
55 Andrews, Christi-Anarchy, 30-31,35-39; Berdyaev, The Realm a/the Spirit and the Realm 0/
Caesar, 77; Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, 27-32; Tolstoy, "The Law of Love and the Law of
Violence," 190; Leo Tolstoy, "The Restoration of Hell," in On Life and Essays on Religion, trans.
Aylmer Maude (London: Oxford University Press, 1934),315.
.
56 Berdyaev, The Realm a/the Spirit and the Realm a/Caesar, 67; Ellul, VIOlence, .17-23 .
57 One example often denounced by Maurin is Calvin's legalisation. of money-Iendmg at mterest,
against the teachings of the prophets and the Church Fathers. Maunn, Easy Essays. (20?3), 78-83 .(see
also 199). Note that in this particular "easy essay," Maurin offers a sketch of the hlstoncal evolutIon of
capitalism since the Middle Ages.
.
58 Andrews, Christi-Anarchy, 39-46. See also Cavanaugh, Torture and Eucharist; Hennacy, The Book
of Ammon, 284.
5 Andrews, Christi-Anarchy, 10.
60 Andrews, Christi-Anarchy, 25.
61 Andrews, Christi-Anarchy, 46-47.
62 Andrews, Christi-Anarchy, 61 (emphasis removed).
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Because he is by far the most prolific Christian anarchist writer on the
subject, Tolstoy figures prominently in this section, and much of what is reported
here can also
63 be found in my article for Anarchist Studies on Tolstoy's criticism of
the state. Apart from reorganising the argument slightly, the main difference
between this section and that article is the inclusion of other Christian anarchists'
criticisms when appropriate.

3.2.1 - The "state"
As the purpose of this section is to explore Christian anarchist criticisms of "the
state," it is worth conceding from the outset that Christian anarchists tend to use
words like "state" and "government" somewhat interchangeably. Indeed, as Kinna
notes in the first pages of her chapter on anarchist rejections of the state, all anarchists
have been accused of not differentiating clearly enough between terms like "state,"
"government," "power" and "authority," thus making it near impossible to settle on
final and universal definitions for these. 64 Christian anarchists tend to use the first
two terms more frequently that the last two, but a closer look at Kinna's proposed
definitions shows that they sometimes also have in mind what other anarchists mean
by "power" and "authority."
Kinna delineates the difference between the three "abstract concepts"
associated with the state as follows: "By government, anarchists tend to think of a
particular system of rule, based on violence. In authority they consider the social
relationships sustained by this system, and in power they consider the means by
which government secures its authority.,,65 She then reviews anarchist rejections of
each of these "concepts" of the state.
Since they categorically reject the use of violence, Christian anarchists are
particularly denunciatory of the state as "government:" like other anarchists, they see
government as "rule by the use of physical force" through a mix of both deception
and tangible coercion;66 and like other anarchists, they also detect government
violence in state-endorsed economic inequalities and in interstate relations. 67
Christian anarchists also denounce the state as "authority," though only really in the
sense of it being morally corrupting by encouraging a type of hypnotic hypocrisls
through the reproduction of social roles that obscure the violence of the system. 8

Christoyannopoulos, "Leo Tolstoy on the State."
64 Kinna, Anarchism, 45-46.
65 Kinna, Anarchism, 46.
66 Kinna, Anarchism, 46.
67 Kinna, Anarchism, 49-52. Later in her chapter (pages 67-69), Kinna explains that anarchists make a
distinction between government and self-government, being against the former but in favour of the
latter. Similarly, as shown by Chapter 5, Christian anarchists are comfortable with self-organising
slstems as long as they commit no violence.
6 Kinna reviews three aspects of authority which anarchists reject: authority as commanding, as
controlling and as corrupting. Christian anarchists say very little about the first two. Kinna, Anarchism,
53-58. Later in her chapter (pages 69-72) Kinna argues that anarchists do not reject all forms of
authority, and she explains this by discussing the distinctions between b~ing in a~t~ority and ?eing an
authority, and between natural and artificial authority. Like other anarchists, ChnstIan anarchists are
adamant that no human being should have artificial powers of coercion, but of course, they do take the
word of God as authoritative even though some of them (Tolstoy, for instance) only do so because they
think it is purely rational. Thus, while Christian anarchists very much share other anar~hists' .concerns
about human authority, some do ascribe some form of divine authority to Jesus' teaching whIch other
anarchists would frown upon.
63
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And just like other anarchists, Christian anarchists reject state "power" as discernible
in its legal institutions, in the army and in the patriotism that legitimises it. 69
In the subsections that follow, each of these criticisms is explored in more
detail, though the emphasis is placed predominantly on what Kinna discusses as
"government." Criticisms of state "authority" and "power" are also mentioned, but
only as aspects of the state as "government." This reflects both the main focus of
Christian anarchist criticism of the state as violent and the general inconsistency in
the choice of terms within the Christian anarchist literature. In light of this
inconsistency, and despite this short discussion of definitions, no clear and final
definition of terms can be offered here. Suffices to note that the main thrust of the
Christian anarchist criticism of the state is directed at its use of violence, deception
and economic exploitation, and that in that sense, the concept of "government"
delineated by Kinna better captures what Christian anarchists mean by "the state"
than "authority" or "power." In any case, as already noted, Christian anarchists often
use "government" and "state" as seemingly perfectly interchangeable terms.
Another difficulty raised by the word "state" is that it is a modem word: it
was hardly used before the Renaissance. 7o Indeed, the administrative colossus today
known as the state only really took shape since the Reformation. Nevertheless, in the
sense of human beings ascribing to themselves the power to legislate and to use
violence to enforce such legislation, the "state" did exist long before Jesus. In that
sense of the word, one can indeed speak of Jesus' teaching as implying a
denunciation of the "state." Still, as the rest of this section illustrates, what Christian
anarchists have in mind when they criticise the state is very much the modem state or
nation-state.
A very interesting account of the rise of this modern state out of the
Reformation and the ensuing "Wars of Religion" is provided by Cavanaugh, whose
analysis is openly influenced by Tilly.71 Cavanaugh contends that to call the wars out
of which the modem liberal state emerged "Wars of Religion" is "an anachronism, for
what was at issue in these wars was the very creation of religion as a set of privately
held beliefs without direct political relevance."n He further contends that these wars
"were not the events which necessitated the birth of the modem State" as a sort of
"scolding schoolteacher on the playground of doctrinal dispute to put fanatical
religionists in their proper place," but that these wars "were in fact themselves the
birthpangs of the State.,,73
For Cavanaugh, at stake in the "Wars of Religion" that animated the
Reformation were both the privatisation of religion and the nascent state's
overpowering of the church as the highest political legislator and administrator.
European monarchs wanted to reclaim the political power that the church had
appropriated itself during the Middle Ages, a move which required the domestication
of the church and the separation of religion from the public and political sphere. The
Kinna, Anarchism, 58-62. Later in her chapter (pages 72-76), Kinna shows how different anarchist
schools have different views on what can be done about power: whether certain groups can make
legitimate use of it to liberate the oppressed, for example, or whether it is inevitably embedded in the
social system. Christian anarchists do not really discuss this at any length, although they do
categorically reject any use of violent coercion as a tool for liberation, an~ they do encourage the
exemplification of Christian love as a "powerful" method to expose the VIOlence of the state.
70 Robert K. Barnhart ed., Dictionary of Etymology (Edinburgh: Chambers, 1988), s. v. "state";
Cavanaugh, "Killing for the Telephone Company," 245-246. "
" ..
71 Cavanaugh, "A Fire Strong Enough to Consume the House. ; Cavanaugh, KIllmg for the Telephone
Company."; Tilly, "War Making and State Making as Organized Crime."
72 Cavanaugh, "A Fire Strong Enough to Consume the House," 398.
73 Cavanaugh, "A Fire Strong Enough to Consume the House," 398 (408 for the middle quote).
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pivotal vi.ctory for th~ emerging state over the church came with the 1648 Treaty of
Westphaha, after whIch, fuelled by war and the spread of nationalism the state's
centralisation of its administrative power and extension of its monop;ly over the
legitimate use of violence accelerated almost unopposed. 74
The evolution of the state towards its modem manifestation was thus
precipitated by the outcome of the Reformation. 75 From the days of Constantine
onwards, monarchs and bishops had competed for ultimate political supremacy; the
monarchs came out of the Middle Ages as winners. Since then, "the state" gradually
developed to become the modem phenomenon captured by the contemporary word to
describe it. 76
Yet the Christian anarchist criticism of the state is not limited to this modern
construct: accusations of violence, deception, exploitation as well as human idolatry
in many cases echo back way before the word "state" was first coined. These
accusations must now be examined in tum, starting with that of state violence.

3.2.2 - State violence
As already mentioned several times and in particular when discussing the anarchist
implications of non-resistance in Chapter 1, Christian anarchists accuse the state of
being violent in a number of ways. War is one obvious example, but the state also
uses violence and the threat of violence against its own population. Tolstoy hints that
this is inevitable: every state activity, some see as good, others as less so, and
therefore since some will always disagree, some degree of violence will always be
required to carry out any state activity.77 Inevitably, therefore, all states exercise
violence and intimidation.
Moreover, for Tolstoy, "the essence of legislation is organised violence.,,78
He disagrees with the view that "legislation is the expression of the will of the
people.,,79 For him, legislation merely expresses the will of those in power, obedience
For Cavanaugh's view of this process, see Cavanaugh, "A Fire Strong Enough to Consume the
House."; Cavanaugh, "Killing for the Telephone Company."; Cavanaugh, Torture and Eucharist, 5, 9,
191-197,216-221; Randall S. Rosenberg, "The Catholic Imagination and Modernity: William
Cavanaugh's Theopolitical Imagination and Charles Taylor's Social Imagination," The Heythrop
Journal 48/6 (2007), 913-914. For similar analyses of these events, see also, for instance, Asad,
Formations of the Secular, 24; Jose Casanova, "Religion and Politics: Global Affairs," paper presented
at Ph.D. course on Religion and Politics, Copenhagen, 22 October 2007; Casanova, "Religion,
European Secular Identities, and European Integration," 84-86; Jose Casanova, "Rethinking
Secularization: A Global Comparative Perspective," The Hedgehog Review 8/1-2 (2006),11-13;
Llewellyn H. Rockwell, Jr., Church and State, available from
http://www.lewrockwell.com/churchandstate.html (accessed 21 November 2007).
75 For how this process has already begun during the Middle Ages, see Cavanaugh, "Killing for the
Telephone Company," 246-250; Tilly, "War Making and State Making as Organized Crime."
76 Cavanaugh moreover writes, following Tilly, that "The assent of the governedfollowed, and [was] to
a large extent produced by, state monopoly on the means of violence within its borders." Cavanaugh,
"A Fire Strong Enough to Consume the House," 414 (Cavanaugh's emphasis). Hence the state
developed more as a criminal protection racket than a virtuous social contract. Cavanaugh, "A Fire
Strong Enough to Consume the House," 413; Cavanaugh, "Killing for the Telephone Company," 249250; Tilly, "War Making and State Making as Organized Crime."
77 Tolstoi' What to Do? , 148.
78 (The w~rds quoted form the title of section 12.) Leo Tolstoy, "The Slavery of Our Times," in Essays
from Tula, trans. Free Age Press (L.ondon: Sheppar?, 1948), 109. FO~,a short discussion ofhow"law is
for Tolstoy nothing but a form of vIOlence, see Chnstoyannopoulos, Leo Tolstoy on the State, 25-27.
79 His somewhat exaggerated justification for this (in the same paragraph) is that "those who break the
laws or who wish to break them and only refrain from doing so through fear of being punished. are
alwa~s more numerous than whose who wish to carry out the code." Tolstoy, "The Slavery of Our
74
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to which can only be achieved by the threat of violent punishment. 8o Hence Tolstoy's
"exact and irrefutable definition of legislation, intelligible to all, is that: Laws are
rules, made by people who govern by means of organised violence for noncompliance with which the non-complier is subjected to blows, to loss of liberty, or
even to being murdered.,,81 Tolstoy is therefore adamant that legislation thus amounts
to slavery.82 Moreover, by definition, no legislative fix can truly eradicate this slavery
- only the abolition of human laws can. 83
Furthermore, scientific progress only makes things worse. In Tolstoy's
words, "every victory over Nature will inevitably serve only to increase" the
governing minority's "power" over and "oppression" of the majority.84 Tolstoy twice
quotes Herzen's remark that governments have become "Genghis-Khans with
telegraphs" - a technological invention that has now of course been far surpassed. 85
Pentecost gives the example of the electric chair as an invention that allows the state
to avoid the uncomfortable spectacle of "sickening contortions" and unpleasant
mishaps that accompany the more traditional hangings of criminals. 86 Thus, scientific
and technical progress has served the governing minority by extending the range of
options available to violently oppress the masses. 87
The same progress has also helped transform the state into a more complex
machine, as a result of which the violence this machine perpetrates becomes less
88
blatant, more obscure. The next subsection shows how some of the complexities of
the state's organisation obscure the violence it is responsible for. The point to note
here is that technical progress has allowed the state to be more violent in increasingly
elaborate ways, and at the same time to conceal this violence under these same layers
of elaboration and complexity. Technical progress has thus allowed the construction
of a "terrible machine of power," says Tolstoy - and yet people "are afraid of
anarchists' bombs, and are not afraid of this terrible organization which is always
threatening them with the greatest calamities. ,,89 As Hennacy also remarks, even
though some anarchists are "bomb-throwers and killers," "the biggest bomb-thrower
[is] the government. ,,90 Thanks in no small part to technical progress, state violence is
Times," 109-110. Elsewhere, Tolstoy provides different reasons for which, in his view, universal
suffrage cannot express the will of the people: "first, because there does not exist such a universal will
ofa nation of many millions; and secondly, because even ifsuch a universal will of the people did
exist, a majority of votes could never express it." Tolstoy, "The End of the Age," 27.
80 He writes that "laws are made not by the will of all, but by the will of those who have power, and
therefore always and everywhere are such as are profitable to those who have power." Tolstoy, "The
Slavery of Our Times," Ill. A similar point is made in Barr, Radical Hope, 5.
81 Tolstoy, "The Slavery of Our Times," 112 (Tolstoy'S emphasis removed).
82 Abraham, "The Religious Ideas and Social Philosophy of Tolstoy," 115; Christoyannopoulos, "Leo
Tolstoy on the State," 25-27; Maude, Tolstoy and His Problems, 151; Tolstoy, "The Slavery of Our
Times," 108.
83 Tolstoy, "The Slavery of Our Times," 100-112.
84 Leo Tolstoy, "Modern Science," in Recollections and Essays, trans. Aylmer Maude (London: Oxford
University Press, 1937), 185.
85 Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 211, 312.
..
.
86 He adds: "Talk not to me of the cruelties of the middle ages, nor of the barbarIties of the wild men of
the woods, nor of the horrors of lynch law. This surpasses them all for cold, calculating inhumanity!"
Pentecost, Murder by Law, para. 11-16.
87 Tolsto'i, What to Do?, 183-191; Tolstoy, "Christianity and Patriotism," 477; Tolstoy, "The End of
the Age," 42-44.
88 Goddard, Living the Word, Resisting the World, 173-174; Tolstoy, "The Law of Love and the Law of
Violence" 177-178,207-210; Tolstoy, "Patriotism and Government," 516. For more on Tolstoy's
criticism 'of the state as a violent machine, see Christoyannopoulos, "Leo Tolstoy on the State," 30-32.
89 Tolstoy, "Patriotism and Government," 517.
90 Hennacy, The Book of Ammon, 218.
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mo~e threateni~g and more cunning than that carried out by subversives. Those who
beheve otherwIse, for Christian anarchists, are deceiving themselves.

3.2.3 - State deception
Christian. anarchists believe that people are deceived about the violence committed by
the state In several ways. One such deception comes with the illusion that democratic
government somehow limits, or provides safeguards against, the state's abuses of
power.
Christian anarchists refuse to share such a comforting view of democracy.
For a start, they note that in the process of seeking election, politicians display a
behaviour that is far removed from the sort of temperance, restraint and integrity that
could moderate any temptation to abuse the power they seek to be entrusted with. 91 In
other words, in their thirst for power, democratic candidates frequently resort to
underhand tactics and rarely demonstrate the concern for morality or humanity that
would justify the assurance that democratic states are less violent than others. Indeed,
for Christian anarchists, the dishonest competition that characterises electoral
campaigns is only likely to promote not the best but the worst candidates to office.
Hence for Tolstoy, democracy provides no ti~hter guarantee than its alternatives
against abuses of power by those in government. 2
Likewise, Pentecost remarks that people are quick to criticise abuses of
power by foreign dictators, but "they do not see how the same principle applies when
it is, as with us, a question of supporting executive officers, judicial functionaries, and
military people, who are pushed forward by a few cunning politicians and elected by
a very decided minority of the people.,,93 Moreover, according to Tolstoy, the idea
that democratic states are somehow constitutionally more just is absurd. He writes:
When among one hundred men, one rules over ninety-nine, it is unjust, it is a
despotism; when ten rule over ninety, it is equally unjust, it is an oligarchy; but when
fifty-one rule over forty-nine (and this is only theoretical, for in reality it is always
ten or eleven of these fifty-one), it is entirely just, it is freedom!
Could there be anything funnier, in its manifest absurdity, than such reasoning?
And yet it is this very reasoning that serves as the basis for all reformers of the
94
political structure.

Because they view the electoral process with deep suspicion, Christian anarchists
doubt that democratic elections actually reflect the free will of the majority; but more
importantly, they argue that abuses of power are no less abusive when conducted by a
few more people.
Yet many believe that de~ocratic governme~t is ~ess op~~essive th~n. its
alternatives, and are prepared to die to be governed In thIS way. For ChrIstIan
Hennacy, The Book ofAmmon, 256; Pentecost, A Gigantic Poorhouse, para. 9-11; Pentecost, Murder
by Law, para. 1; Pentecost, The Sins of the Government, para. 2-3; Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is
within You," 162-164, 184-185,265-267.
92 Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 184-185. Barr moreover notes that even though
people vote this "does not necessarily affect the kinds of policies" which their representatives
implement, 'not least because away from those rare moments of democracy, the election cycle "will
likely be heavly influenced by powerful economic entities that are not accountable to the general
public." Barr, Radical Hope, 8.
. .
.
93 He adds: "If among the sixty million people in the United States there are twelve mIllIon voters, SIX
million and one can elect a President, who has been selected as one of two candidates by, perhaps, a
hundred politicians; selected because with him the best bargain for a division of the tax money with
them could be made." Pentecost, The Sins of the Government, para. 2.
94 Tolstoy, "The Law of Love and the Law of Violence," 165.
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anarchists, this very deception whereby democratic states claim their use of force to
be more legitimate actually makes the violence much worse. 96 The claim to moral
legitimacy makes it more excusable to commit acts that are in reality no less violent
or abusive. Moreover and paradoxically, as Tolstoy points out, this deception turns
democratic electorates into willing participants in their own slavery: "a member of a
constitutional State is always a slave because, imagining that he has participated or
can participate in his Government, he recognizes the legality of all violence
perpetrated upon him.,,97 Democracy, therefore, is a deceptive form of government:
the state is no less violent, but the legitimacy it claims makes the violence appear
more acceptable - even to those against whom the violence is directed.
Another state deception denounced by Christian anarchists concerns the
hypnotic sense of duty thanks to which each individual cog in the state's violent
machinery plays its part and yet evades its responsibility (a deception that is of course
further concealed by the impression that "the existing conditions of society" are "the
best and most sacred of which human life is possible,,).98 As the following quotation
demonstrates, Tolstoy believes that the violence of the system is cunningly obscured
by the complexity of the machinery that perpetrates it:
At the bottom of the social ladder soldiers with rifles, revolvers, and swords,
torture and murder men and by those means compel them to become soldiers. And
these soldiers are fully convinced that the responsibility for their deed is taken from
them by the officers who order those actions. At the top of the ladder the Tsars,
presidents, and ministers, decree these tortures and murders and conscriptions. And
they are fully convinced that since they are either placed in authority by God, or the
society they rule over demands such decrees from them, they cannot be held
responsible.
Between these extremes are the intermediate folk who superintend the acts of
violence and the murders and the conscriptions of the soldiers. And these, too, are
fully convinced that they are relieved of all responsibility, partly because of orders
received by them from their superiors, and partly because such orders are expected
from them by those on the lower steps of the ladder. 99

At each rung on the ladder, people think they are merely fulfilling their "duty," they
are just doing the job they were appointed to dO.IO O Some are bound by oaths of
allegiance; others are just honouring their professional function; but they are certainly
not answerable for the cruel deeds committed by the state as a whole.
As a result, the moral responsibility that human beings are built to feel is
diluted in the system. Tolstoy explains:
Not a single judge will consent to strangle with a rope the man whom he has
condemned to death in his court. No one of higher rank will consent to snatch a
peasant from his weeping family and shut him up in prison. [ ... ]
These things are due to that complicated machinery of Society and the State,
which makes it its first business to destroy the feeling of responsibility for such
deeds, so that no man shall feel them to be as unnatural as they are. Some make laws,
Pentecost, The Sins a/the Government, para. 4.
See, for instance, Guseinov, "Faith, God, and Nonviolence in the Teachings of Lev Tolstoy," 101.
Note also that as Kinna remarks, this point is made by many anarchists, not just Christian ones. Kinna,
95

96

Anarchism, 47.
Tolstoy, "The End of the Age," 28.
.
.
.
Tolstoy What 1 Believe, 46. Note that the discussion that follows on thiS deceptive evasion of
responsibility is an almost word-for-word repetition of the same discussion in Christoyannopoulos,
"Leo Tolstoy on the State," 34-36.
99 Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 351; the same idea is expressed pages 325-326. See
also Tolstoy, "Thou Shalt Not Kill," 201.
100 Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 320, 352-358.
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?thers app.ly the~. Others again train men and educate them in the habit of discipline,
In the habIt, that IS to say, of senseless and irresponsible obedience. Again others, and
these ar.e the best trained of all, practise every kind of violence, even to the slaying of
men, :"Ithout the. slightest knowledge of the why and wherefore. We need only clear
our mmd for an mstant from the network of human institutions in which we are thus
entangled, to feel how adverse it is to our true nature. IOl

This subdivision of tasks explains why people collectively commit such barbarous
acts. They deceptively lose sight of the fact that their own contribution is at least
partly morally responsible, along with the contribution of all the other individual cogs
in the complex machinery, for the violence they inflict upon others (and indeed
themselves).lo2
Thus all the units of the state system are hypnotised into feeling they have
lo3
special duties.
They forget that they are just humans beings, equal to other human
beings, and instead "represent themselves to others as being [ ... ] some special
conventional beings: noblemen, merchants, governors, judges, officers, Tsars,
ministers, or soldiers, not subject to ordinary human duties but to aristocratic,
commercial, governatorial, judicial, military, royal, or ministerial, obligations.,,104
They are intoxicated by their social function and overlook their most basic moral
responsibilities as human beings. lOS
Even the ruling classes hypnotise themselves to some extent. 106 Consciously
or unconsciously, however, they are responsible for the design and perpetuation of
the system: Tolstoy believes that the subdivision of tasks that alleviates any feeling of
responsibility for a public execution "is carefully arranged and planned by learned
and enlightened people of the upper class.,,107 To some extent, state authorities are
hypnotised just like everybody else; but as the people lucky enough to get an
education, as the people formally in charge of the state machinery, they also ensure
that the various tasks of any act of state violence remain cleverly subdivided so as to
alleviate anybody's potential feeling of responsibility. Besides, many in the upper
classes have every incentive to tolerate this since they "can occupy advantageous
positions only under such an organizatiqn.,,108 The better off have every incentive to
perpetuate the collective hypnosis as well as to keep themselves hypnotised.
Ultimately, however, the state relies on brute force if and when deception
109
This, in tum, highlights the importance of military conscription, a subject on
fails.
which Tolstoy has written extensively.llo For Tolstoy, "The basis of state power is
Tolstoy, What I Believe, 46-47. Pentecost makes a very similar point in Pentecost, Murder by Law,
para. 3.
102 Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 349.
103 Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 357-358. Note that oaths of allegiance (which, as
Chapter 1 explains, are denounced by Jesus) probably playa role in instilling this sense of duty, as
Hopton seems to be suggesting. Hopton, "Tolstoy, God and Anarchism," 37.
104 Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 354. A similar point is made (by implication) by a
contributor to A Pinch a/Salt in Roger, "Christianarchy," 13.
105 Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 354-357.
106 Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 360.
107 Leo Tolstoy, "I Cannot Be Silent," in Recollections and Essays, trans. Aylmer Maude (London:
Oxford University Press, 1937),396.
108 Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 346.
109 For secular anarchists making that point, see Kinna, Anarchism.
110 When Tolstoy was writing, military conscription was becoming universal and c?~pulsory across
the West a development which he opposed and repeatedly denounced (more on thIS m Cha~ter 4). See
Christoy~nnopoulos, "Leo Tolstoy on th~ S.tate," 3,~-39; Hopton, "Tolstoy, God and Anarchism," 3738; Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is wlthm You, 1.81-2?2, 214-215, 307-368 (wher~ Tol~toy
summarises and concludes his long essay by recounting hiS chance encounter, on a tram, With a group
101
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physical vio.lence," and "the ~bility of inflicting physical violence on people is
afforded chiefly by an organIzation of armed men trained to act in unison. ,,111
Therefore "Power always lies in the hands of those who control the army.,,112 This
army can then be used as a last resort to protect the ruling classes from the masses,
the oppressors .from the oppressed - indeed for Tolstoy, that is its main purpose.H 3
Yet the army IS mostly composed of the working classes, who thus paradoxically
become accomplices in the state violence committed against them. I 14 For them to do
that therefore requires "special and intensive methods of stupefaction and
brutalWU:ion.,,115 Tolstoy thus lists the "methods of instruction" as: "deception,
stupefaction, blows and vodka," an overwhe1ming mix of delusions, coercion and
intoxication. 116
One of the most important deceptions in this regard - the final one to be
considered here - is patriotism, which to Tolstoy is nothing but an artificial (and, as
explained in CI1apter 1, unchristian) preference for one's people at the expense of a
higher unity. 117 Tolstoy argues that patriotism is a "psychotic epidemic" which
hypnotises whole nations and r,epares them to commit the most terrible barbarities
against fellow human beings. II It is a crucial deception in the further stupefaction of
soldiers because it deludes them into thinking that the violence they commit has a
higher purpose, that what they are doing is not uphold~ a deeply unjust system but
defending the values and the territory of the "fatherland." 19
Tolstoy accuses the ruling classes of deliberately enflaming international
rivalries and arms races in order to justify the existence of their armies, so that these

of conscripts on their way to punish dissenting peasants). Predictably, Hennacy seems to concur with
Tolstoy's analysis: Hennacy, The Book ofAmmon, 257.
III Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 183.
112 Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 184. See also Tolstoy, "Letter to a NonCommissioned Officer," 122.
III Hopton, "Tolstoy, God and Anarchism," 37-38; Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You,"
190; Tolstoy, "Letter to a Non-Commissioned Officer," 120-122.
114 Hopton, "Tolstoy, God and Anarchism," 37-38; Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You,"
195; Tolstoy, "Letter to a Non-Commissioned Officer," 122.
liS Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 214. For Tolstoy's denunciation of stupefaction by
discipline, see Tolstoy, "The Slavery of Our Times," 120-124. For examples, provided by Tolstoy, of
how the state deals with those who object to such discipline, see Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is
within You," 30-33; Tolstoy, "The Law of Love and the Law of Violence," 181-186, 191-194.
116 Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 341. See also Tolstoy, "Bethink Yourselves!," 216218.
117 Christoyannopoulos, "Leo Tolstoy on the State," 36-38; Hopton, "Tolstoy, God and Anarchism,"
38; Kinna, Anarchism, 61-62; Tolstoy, "Christianity and Patriotism," 456-459, 461-468; Tolstoy,
"Patriotism and Government," 501-507; Tolstoy, What I Believe, 216. Pentecost agrees: Pentecost, A
Gigantic Poorhouse, para. 13-15. Patriotism is also criticised in Tyler Bushman, "Borders from an
Eternal Perspective," The Mormon Worker, issue 2, January 2008, available from
http://www.themormonworker.orglarticleslissue2Iborders_from_an_ eternatperspective.php (~
2 May 2008); Joshua Madson, "Means and Ends in a Post 9/11 World," The Mormon Worlcer, Issue 2,
January 2008, available from
http://www.themormonworker.orglarticleslissue2/means_and_ends_in_aJKlst_9_11_world.php
(accessed 2 May 2008). Gregg, an author renown for his work on non-violence, make a similar (if
obvious) remark about the unity fostered by patriotism: "The unity of a nation at war is ac~ieved at the
expense of any higher unity, while the unity of the nonviolent group is not based on exclUSion of the
enemy." Gregg, The Power ofNonviolence, 61.
III Tolstoy, "Bethink Yourselves!," 212; Tolstoy, "Christianity and.P~otis~" 435-438, 448-449,
458; Tolstoy, "Thou Shalt Not Kill," 196. Berdyaev agrees that nattonahsm IS a cause of war:
8erdyaev, The Realm ofthe Spirit and the Realm ofCaesar, 154.
119 Tolstoy, "Bethink Yourselves!," 219-222, 229.
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same armies can be called upon to defend and expand their privileges. 12o He also
denounces the hypocrisy of international peace conferences, because he insists that
only through the eradication of armies - a move never seriously considered at such
co~ferences - can. real peace be achieved. 121 Moreover, international military
allIances convened In the name of peace are for him nothing but alliances for war. l22
Gov~mme~ts may striv: to delude ~eople into believing that their intentions are pure,
but In realIty they contInue to cultIvate and regularly call upon patriotic feelings in
order to consolidate their grip over the army.
In sum, for Christian anarchists, the state relies on a set of powerful
deceptions in order to nurture the alleged consent of the same people it commits
violence against. Tolstoy speaks of people being hypnotised by these deceptions, a
hypnosis which he repeatedly calls for humanity to shake off so that it can outgrow
123
the violent state and realise the true society of peace and love envisioned by Jesus.
In his political essays, his aim is to help this process by applying his literary talent to
expose the state's violence and deception. 124 The following extract is a good example
of such prose, and nicely summarises almost every theme discussed so far:
Take a man of our time - be he who he may - [ ... ] living quietly when suddenly
people come to him and say: "First you must promise and swear to us that you will
slavishly obey us in everything we prescribe to you, and obey and unquestioningly
accept as absolute truth everything we devise, decide on, and call law. Secondly you
must hand over to us part of the fruits of your labour (we shall use the money to keep
you in slavery and to prevent you forcibly resisting our arrangements). Thirdly you
must elect others, or be yourself elected, to take a pretended part in the government,
knowing all the while that the administration will proceed quite independently of the
foolish speeches you and others like you may utter, and that things wiIl proceed
according to our will . :. . the will of those in whose hands is the army. Fourthly you
must at the appointed time come to the law-courts and take part in the senseless
cruelties we perpetrate on erring people whom we have perverted - in the shape of
imprisonments, banishments, solitary confinements, and executions. And fifthly and
finally, besides all this, although you may be on the friendliest terms with men of
other nations, you must be ready, as soon as we order it, to consider as your enemies
those whom we shall point out to you, and co-operate, personally or by hiring others,
in the destruction, plunder, and murder of their men, women, children and aged alike
_ perhaps also of your own fellow countrymen or even your parents, should we
. that. "l25
reqUire

Tolstoy, "Christianity and Patriotism," 472-476; Tolstoy, "Letter to a Non-Commissioned Officer,"
120-122; Tolstoy, "Patriotism and Government," 508-512; Leo Tolstoy, "Patriotism, or Peace?," in
Tolstoy's Writings on Civil Disobedience and Non-Violence, trans. Aylmer Maude (New York:
Bergman, 1967). Pentecost agrees: Pentecost, A Gigantic Poorhouse, para. 13-15.
121 Christoyannopoulos, "Leo Tolstoy on the State," 32-34; Hopton, "Tolstoy, God and Anarchism,"
38; Leo Tolstoy, "Carthago Delenda Est," in Tolstoy'S Writings on Civil Disobedience and NonViolence, trans. Aylmer Maude (New York: Bergman, 1967); Leo Tolstoy, "Letter on the Peace
Conference," in Tolstoy'S Writings on Civil Disobedience and Non- Violence, trans. Aylmer Maude
(New York: Bergman, 1967); Tolstoy, "Patriotism and Government," 513-515.
122 It was precisely to denounce the wild celebrations for a Franco-Russian treaty of mutual defence
that Tolstoy wrote "Christianity and Patriotism." Christoyannopoulos, "Leo Tolstoy on the State," 3234' Hopton "Tolstoy, God and Anarchism," 38; Tolstoy, "Christianity and Patriotism."
I23'Tolstoy,'''Christianity and Patriotism," 470-472; Tolstoy, "The Kingdom o:'Go~ Is. within You," "
212-214,242-243; Tolstoy, "Patriotism and Government," 526-529; Tolstoy, PatrIotIsm, or Peace?,
111-112; Tolstoy, "Thou Shalt Not Kill," 202-203.
.
124 For Tolstoy explicitly claiming this as his purpose, see Tolstoy, "I Cannot Be SIlent," 203.
125 Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 238-239. These words are also quote~ by Stephens
to confirm that Tolstoy was indeed an anarchist, in Stephens, "The Non-Violent AnarchIsm of Leo
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Tolstoy," 13.
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By explai~ing the ~ituation in this manner, Tolstoy was hoping to arouse the masses
?ut of the.Ir hypnotIc submission to this violent, deceptive and exploitative machine. It
IS now tIme to tum to the only aspect of this exploitation which has not been
discussed so far.

3.2.4 - Economic exploitation
Christian anarchists' criticism of the state extends beyond the purely political into
economics (although, on this topic, Christian anarcho-capitalists differ substantially
from the majority of Christian anarchists).126 They accuse the state not only of
waging war to exploit foreign lands and peoples, and to thereby enrich its well-to-do
classes, but also of deploying its 'full arsenal domestically to protect what the wealthy
classes have stolen from the masses.
On the international scene, according to Christian anarchists, states wage
war out of covetousness and lust, to (aggressively) exploit foreign resources and
workforces as well as to (defensively) protect these unduly acquired riches. 127 Tolstoy
expresses this view by quoting the following words from Lichtenberg: "If a traveller
were to see a people on some far-off island whose houses were protected by loaded
cannon and around those houses sentinels patrolled night and day, he could not help
thinking that the island was inhabited by brigands. Is it not thus," he asks rhetorically,
"with the European states?,,128 For Christian anarchists, all states - not just European
- steal from other nations and then protect their loot behind their cannons and
sentinels.
Domestically too, the state is an instrument of legalised robbery.129 It
transfers the wealth of the poor to the rich so that the latter can further consolidate the
enslavement of the former. 130 The state claims to protect its citizens from the worst of
human nature - from robbers, criminals and the like - and demands taxes to provide
this service, yet it thereby behaves precisely like the evil it claims to guard against. 131
For Tolstoy (following Schmitt), the similarity with the mafia is striking:

126 Christian anarcho-capitalists such as Redford are perfectly happy with private property, usury and
so on (themes which are addressed further below in this subsection). Hence they do not follow the
majority of Christian anarchists in their criticism of economy, although they do strongly criticise any
state interference in the operation of the market. After all, their defining argument is that the market
(and, by extension, private property) should be truly and completely free from such public interference.
Redford, Jesus Is an Anarchist.
127 Andrews, Plan Be, 16-17; Maude, The Life a/Tolstoy, 321; Molnar, A Study 0/ Peter ChelCickj's
Life, 38; Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 192; Tolstoy, "Patriotism and Government,"
510-511; Van Wagenen, "War and the State."
128 Lichtenberg, quoted in Tolstoy, "Bethink Yourselves!," 253. Both Davis and Mathews quote
Augustine's comment about Alexander the Great to make the same point in Richard Davis, "From
Patriotism to Peace," Scoop, 25 October 2001, available from
http://www.scoop.co.nz/storiesIHLOI10/S00134.htm (accessed 4 April 2008), para. 4; Mathews, A
Catholic Looks at the State, para. 12-13.
129 The expression is taken from Brock, The Political and Social Doctrines, 46. A similar point is made
in Rockwell, What Moral Rules Bind the State? , para. 7. For a slightly different angle on Tolstoy'S
views on economic slavery, see also Christoyannopoulos, "Leo Tolstoy on the State," 27-30. For
Tolstoy's sarcastic description of the church's support of state robbery, see Tolstoy, "The R~storation
of Hell," 319-321. For a denunciation of corporate power in the United States and the resul.tmg
enslavement of the population, see Stephen Wellington, "Fascist Roots of Corporate America (and the
Bush Family)," The Mormon Worker, issue 3, March 2008, available from
http://www. the mormon worker .org/artic.les!issue3~;0 lume _1_ issue _ 3. pdf (accessed 2 May 2008).
130 Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is withm You, 212,238.
131 A similar point is also made in [Anonymous], The Christmas Conspiracy.
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"Governments, justifying their existence on the ground that they ensure a certain kind
of safety to their subjects, are like the Calabrian robber-thief who collected a regular
tax from all who wished to travel in safety along the highways.,,132 The state will
keep you safe - that is, it will not attack you - provided that you pay your dues and
do not interfere with its business.
Similarly, writes Tolstoy, it is said about the right of property that it "is
established in order to make the worker sure that no one will take from him the
produce of his labour," yet in practice, "the very thing happens which that right is
intended to prevent: namely, all articles which have been, and continually are being,
produced by working people, are possessed by, and as they are produced are
continually taken by, those who have not produced them." 133 Laws allegedly designed
to protect the vulnerable in effect become the means by which they are further
exploited. Thus, as Pentecost remarks, instead of being institutions for the meting out
of justice, prisons and gallows "are instruments for the intimidation of the poor if they
dare to get back some of the wealth that is daily juggled out of their hands." 134
For Pentecost, the most important source of social injustice is the private
ownership of land. 135 He strongly denounces wealthy landowners for keeping large
swathes of land out of use, and for extorting rent from those who produce wealth on
their land even though they have put no effort into its production. 136 For him, "a taker
of ground rent is exactly like a person who compels a starving man to deliver up his
bag of gold for a crust of bread.,,137 Like other Christian anarchists, he is therefore
outraged that instead of preventing such widespread injustice, the state arraigns the
worker and supports the landowner. 138
Without being able to cultivate land freely, Christian anarchists contend, the
139
In The
landless masses become economically enslaved by the wage system.
Slavery of Our Times, Tolstoy marvels at how "for a bare subsistence, people,
considering themselves free men, [think] it necessary to give themselves up to work
such as, in the days of serfdom, not one slave-owner, however cruel, would have sent

Tolstoy, "The Slavery of Our Times," 124-125. For other Christian anarchists comparing the state
to mafia-like cartels, see Carson, Christians in Politics, para. 71; Sandlin, War, the Bible and the State,
para. 4; Tennant, Christianarchy? , para. 29.
133 Tolstoy, "The Slavery of Our Times," 104-1 05.
134 Pentecost, Murder by Law, para. 22. See also Pentecost, The Sins o/the Government, para. 7.
135 Tolstoy sometimes expresses a similar view since he shares some of Pentecost's enthusiasm for
Henry George, though he does tend to attribute the "root of all evil" to other factors as well. For him
blaming land ownership, see TolstoY, What to Do? , 228 (where he states this as the conclusion to his
whole essay). For a detailed overview of Tolstoy's sympathy with George's ideas, see Kenneth C.
Wenzer, "Tolstoy'S Georgist Spiritual Political Economy (1897-1910): Anarchism and Land Reform,"
American Journal 0/ Economics and Sociology 56/4 (1997). Against private property, see also
Vanwagenen, "An Introduction to Mormon Anarchism," 3-6.
136 Pentecost, Anarchism, para. 24-25; Hugh O. Pentecost, The Crime o/Owning Vacant Land.
available from http://www.deadanarchists.orglPentecost/vacantland.html(accessed 22 November
2007); Pentecost, A Gigantic Poorhouse, para. 24-25.
.
137 Pentecost, The Crime o/Owning Vacant Land, para. 22. Pentecost further remarks that the resulting
poverty which is produced is also "the nest in which thieves and murderers are hatched:" Pentecost,
Murder by Law, para. 21. See also Vanwagenen, "An Introduction to Mormon ~narchlsm," 4-5.
138 Pentecost The Crime o/Owning Vacant Land, para. 12-20; Pentecost, The Sms o/the Government.
See also Ballou, Christian Non-Resistance, chap. 7, para. 44; Mulford Q. Sibley, "The Political
Theories of Modern Religious Pacifism," The American Political Science Review 37/3 (1943),451"
452; Vanwagenen, "An Introduct.ion to Mor~on Anarchism," 3 . .
139 Tolstoy is the main voice putting forth thiS ~r~ument, bu~ also good IS Vanwagenen, An
.
Introduction to Mormon Anarchism," 3-6. A SimIlar reasoning can also be found among CatholIc
Workers, as for instance in Maurin, Easy Essays (2003), 45, 102.
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his slaves to.,,140 For Tolstoy, there are three causes to this apparently freely accepted
enslavement: these workers have no land to cultivate and live from; they are regularly
forced by the state to pay taxes; and they are tempted and ensnared by the more
141
Taken together, these factors convince the worker to
luxurious habits of city life.
submit to wage slavery. Thus, Tolstoy concludes, "one way or another, the labourer is
always in slavery to those who control the taxes, the land, and the articles necessary
to satisfy his requirements.,,142
Tolstoy therefore argues that even though slavery was officially abolished
long ago, the post-industrial economic system unmistakably amounts to a form of
143 E ven 1'f ".It IS
. d'f:C:
I
savery.
1 llCUIt to draw as sharp a dividing line as that which
separated the former slaves from their masters," because some can be both or move
from one category to another, "this blending of the two classes at their point of
contact does not upset the fact that the people of our time are divided into slaves and
,,144 H
IaIns:
'
I
save-owners.
e exp
If the slave-owner of our time has not slave John, whom he can send to the cess-pool
to clear out his excrements, he has five shillings of which hundreds of Johns are in
such need that the slave-owner of our times may choose anyone out of hundreds of
Johns and be a benefactor to him by giving him the preference, and allowing him,
rather than another, to climb down into the cess-pool.145

Today's complex globalised economy may have blurred the boundaries between
slave and slave-owner even further, and may have succeeded in hiding all these lohns
oceans away from those who keep them in slavery,146 but the system remains
essentially the same, and the work that many workers are forced to resort to is no less
degrading. As Hopton remarks, such economic exploitation is "more subtle and more
pervasive than direct physical violence" - but it is exploitation nonetheless, indeed
exploitation on a greater scale than was allowed by the more visible slavery of the
past. 147
Tolstoy moreover refuses to accept that this system is natural or
unchangeable. Most of us, he admits, "shru& our shoulders" and say that despite the
injustice, "we can do nothing to alter it.,,14 Most of us try our best not to see the
connection between their suffering and our luxurious lives. 149 For Tolstoy, "This
wonderful blindness which befalls people of our circle can only be explained by the
140 Tolstoy, "The Slavery of Our Times," 71. For Tolstoy describing examples of such degrading
labour, see Tolstoi", What to Do? , 1-70; Tolstoy, "The Slavery of Our Times," 67-72.
141 Tolstoy, "The Slavery of Our Times," 98. See also Tolstoi", What to Do? , 55; Tolstoy, "The End of
the Age," 31-32; Tolstoy, "The Slavery of Our Times," 78-83. Craig, for his ~art, i?terprets the Bible's
story of Nimrod as proof that "the relationship between the polis and slave~ IS an Inescapable .
symbiosis;" thus he argues that slavery has always been connected to the CIty. [Anonymous], NmetyFive Theses in Defense of Patriarchy, thesis 16.
142 Tolstoy, "The Slavery of Our Times," 100.
.,
.
143 He insists that it must be called and acknowledged as slavery If there IS to be a chance of workIng
towards its abolition. Tolstoy, "The Slavery of Our Times," 96-98.
144 Tolstoy, "The Slavery of Our Times," 94-95.
145 Tolstoy, "The Slavery of Our Times," 95.
.
. .
146 Tolstoy notes that the social customs of the aristocracy ensure that a gulf IS maIntaIned between the
poor and the rich. He would n.o doubt remark t?day ~hat the globalisa~ion of the world economy allows
to enlarge this gulf by increaSIng the geographIcal dIstance be~ween nch .~onsumers an~ the
sweatshops in which the poor produced what they are consumIng. TolstOI, Wha~ to Do. ,58.
147 Hopton, "Tolstoy, God and Anarchism," 39; Tolstoy, "Th~ SI,~very of Our TImes," 9~-97. See also
Barr, Radical Hope, 9; Tyler Bushman, "Revolutionary Chanty, The J;l0rm.on Worker, Issue. 1,
September 2007, available from http://www.themormonworker.org/artlcles!Jssue 1Ivolume I_Issue I.pdf
(accessed 28 February 2008).
148 Tolstoy, "The Slavery of Our Times," 74.
149 Tolstoi', What to Do? , 139.
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fact that when people behave badly they always invent a philosophy of life which
represents their bad actions to be not bad actions at all, but merely results of
unalterable laws beyond their control.,,150 Among the excuses which have been
invented and which are happily accepted as true since formulated by some respectable
expert or other, Tolstoy lists the "Christian" doctrine that this social arrangement is
the will of God; the Hegelian idea that the current order is a necessary manifestation
of the spirit; and the more recent and more "scientific" view that human society is a
perfect organism subject to iron laws which regulate the natural division of labour. 151
With each such excuse, Tolstoy comments, "We say, It is not we who have done all
this; it has been done of itself; as children say when they break any thing, that it broke
itself. [ ... ] But that is not true.,,152
The "Christian" excuse is examined below, and Tolstoy's intrinsic suspicion
of the Hegelian idea is explored elsewhere. 153 As to the third excuse, Tolstoy accepts
that some division of labour is indeed natural and appropriate, but he notes that as
soon as any coercion is introduced, such division becomes an artificial usurpation of
labour - in other words, slavery.154 For Tolstoy, as soon as the state protects and
enforces r:rivate ownership of land, the resulting division of labour is not natural but
imposed. 55 Thus the so-called laws which regulate the division of labour do not
describe "the general order of things" but "the condition of people in the whole
world.,,156 The division of labour in our modem societies is not a result of some
eternal and universal law, but the reflection of state-sanctioned economic exploitation
- that is, wage slavery.
Christian anarchists are therefore suspicious of most conventional theories
about the economy.157 These theories tend to be articulated by the more comfortable
social classes, predictably exalt the status quo as sacrosanct if admittedly slightly
unfair, and lead to proposed amendments that are not nearly radical enough since they
hinge on the preservation of the foundations of this status quO. 158 In the meantime, the
economic enslavement of the masses continues undeterred.
While on the subject of economics, it is worth noting in passing that Tolstoy
159
is also suspicious of money more generally, and economic theories about it.
He
sees money not as a neutral medium of exchange, but as yet another instrument of
slavery, because its functions as wage or as tax are not separable from the violence
Tolstoy, "The Slavery of Our Times," 74-75. See also TolstoY, What to Do? , 143-144.
151 TolstoY, What to Do? ,143-146,154-171; Tolstoy, "The Slavery of Our Times," 75-77.
152 Tolstoi', What to Do? , l33.
153 Greenwood, "Tolstoy and Religion," 162-164; Greenwood, Tolstoy, 57-64; Leo Tolstoy, "Progress
and the Definition of Education: A Reply to Mr. Markov, Russian Messenger, 1862, No.5," in Tolstoy
on Education, ed. Leo Wiener (Chicago: Chicago University Press, 1967), 152-163.
154 TolstoY, What to Do?, 171-176.
155 Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 19l.
156 Tolstoy, "The Slavery of Our Times," 76.
. .
.
...
157 Only Tolstoy and Pentecost have been discussed here, but another Chnst.lan anarc~Is~ ~ho CrItiCIses
his contemporary theories about the political economy is Chelcic~y, ~ho rejects the .dlvisIOn of men
into three estates as nothing other than the enslavement and explOItatIOn of the work1Og people by
noblemen and priests, and uses acerbic language to make this point. See Molnar, A Study of Peter
CheICicki"s Life, 35-38, 94-105.
.
158 Christoyannopoulos, "Leo Tolstoy on the State," 32-34; Tolstoy, "The Slavery of Our Times," 83150

86,91-93.
. . , , ' .
.. I
159 By contrast, Pentecost considers mon~y ."the ltfe~blood. of SOCIety, though ~e IS Just as cntlca as
Tolstoy of any government interference 10 ItS free CIrculatIOn. Pentecost, The Sms of the ~?vernment,
para. 18. Note also that the American Ch.ristian anarc~o-capitalists see~ ~o (at least I~P~ICItly) hold a
similar position. [Anonymous], The Christmas Conspiracy; Carson, Blblzcal Anarchism, Redford,

Jesus Is an Anarchist.
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and c~erc.io~ which enchain modern slaves to their chore. 16o Along the same lines,
Ma~nn sImIlarly. condemns usury (the lending of money at interest) not only as
agaInst the teachIng of the Prophets, but also as "trying to live on the sweat of
somebody el.se's brow.,,161 (Note that Christian anarcho-capitalist James Redford,
however, beheves usury to be perfectly compatible with Jesus' teaching.)162 For these
Christian ana~chists, money is yet another tool with which the masses are exploited.
BesIdes, as several Christian anarchists remember, Jesus himself warns that
"No one can serve two masters [ ... ]. Ye cannot serve God and mammon [or
' "a11 our educatlOn
. IS
. to try to find out how
money ] .,,163 Y et d espi'te J esus ' warnIng,
we can serve [these] two masters,,,164 and people continue to be tempted "to serve
Mammon with all their heart.,,165 For Christian anarchists like Tolstoy, however, we
must all decide which of the two masters we will serve and which we will give Up.166
Indeed, consciously or unconsciously, that decision has usually already been made: if
money has been chosen, God has been renounced. Instead of worshipping God, many
"Christians" worship money - that is, they fall prey to idolatry.

3.2.5 - The state as idolatry
Christian anarchists accuse other "Christians" of idolatry not only in their worship of
money, but also in their worship of the state. Simply put, they contend that the state is
a human creation which dethrones God and His laws. As illustrated in 1 Samuel 8,
this creation testifies to humanity's lack of faith and trust in God.
Indeed, Pentecost notes that to rely on legislatures, judges or policemen
implies "that we have a God who made a lot of laws which are so defective that the
universe would go to smash if it were not for these honourables and big-wigs and
blue-coat-and-brass-buttons, with all their authority and c1ubs.,,167 To rely on human
laws and law-enforcement suggests both a lack of faith in God's laws and grovidence
and an arrogant confidence in humanity'S capacity for self-management. 1 8 The state
is therefore "an expression of man's original sin, the desire to be as gods," says one
Christian anarchist. 169 It expresses the desire to rule (to make rules), which according
Abraham, "The Religious Ideas and Social Philosophy of Tolstoy," 113-114; Tolstoi', What to Do? ,
70-106; Tolstoy, "The End of the Age," 48.
161 Maurin, Easy Essays (1938), 32. See also Egan, "Foreword," xi; Maurin, Easy Essays (2003), 5, 1720,24. Usury is also denounced in the following excerpt cited in The Digger: John Michell, "Jeremiah
O'callaghans Fight against Usury," The Digger, issue 7, May 1986,5-6. It is also criticised by Yoder in
the context of his discussion of the remission of debt in the Jubilee, in Yoder, The Politics of Jesus, 3334,60-75.
162 This argument cannot be taken up here as it is not central to the theme of this Chapter. Redford,
Jesus Is an Anarchist, 33-34.
163 Matthew 6:24, Luke 16: 13. (Mammon is understood to mean money, and indeed translated as such
in some versions of the Bible.) For Tolstoy's rendering of the passage - where he translates mammon
as property - see Tolstoy, "The Gospel in Brief," 277-278.
164 Stevenson, quoted in Maurin, Easy Essays (2003), 216.
165 ter Kuile "Anarcho Theologie," 16.
166 Leo Tols~oy, "On Socialism, State and Christian," in Government Is Violence: Essays on Anarchism
and Pacifism, ed. David Stephens, trans. Vladimir Tchertkoff (London: Phoenix, 1990), 158.
167 Pentecost Murder by Law, para. 20.
168 Pentecost'makes a similar point about what he calls "natural law," in Pentecost, Anarchism, para.
160
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[Anonymous], Ninety-Five Theses in Defense of Patriarchy: overview t.o ~ectlOn
see a so sectl~n
E). See also Barr, Radical Hope, 11-14; EllIOtt, Freedom, JUstice and Chnst~an ~ounter-Cul~ure, 82,
T
Fox "The Force of War and the Force of Peace? The Same Force Movmg 10 the Opposite
D~r~ction?," The Mormon Worker, issue 1, September 2007, available from
22.
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to one Christian thinker "is the mother of all heresies.,,170 Hence the state embodies
the sinful human desire to sit in God's throne.
Furthermore, as Goddard eXRlains, for Ellul, "the state has become a new
locus of the sacred in our society." 1 1 Instead of God, "It is the state that is held
responsible for all that occurs and to which people now look for security, protection,
and the solution of all their problems. The state in tum thrives upon this religious
devotion, encourages it, and demands it citizens' full compliance with all its
decisions."l72 People have faith in the state, obey it, and impute to it "the attributes
and powers of God."173 Hence "the cult of the State" is today's "golden calf."174 The
state thus does indeed belong to "the realm of the demonic,,,175 as Jesus' third
wilderness temptation suggests: it demands worship, and it seeks total gower to make
and enforce laws. 176 It will not admit any competition from other gods. 77
Yet in Acts, Peter says clearly that "We ought to obey God rather than
men.,,178 Ballou portrays this choice as between "human government," which is "the
will of man - whether of one, a few, many, or all in a state or nation - exercising
absolute authority over man, by means of cunning and physical force," and "divine
government," which is "the infallible will of God prescribing the duty of moral
agents, and claiming their primary allegiance.,,179 The two types of government
cannot be combined: Tolstoy insists that God's laws "supplant all other laws,,,180 and
he then reiterates that we "cannot serve two masters," and that the oath of allegiance
to human government "is the direct negation of Christianity.,,181 For Christian
anarchists, a true Christian would recognise God as the sole King, Lawgiver and

http://www.themormonworker.org/articles/issuel/volumel_issue1.pdf (accessed 28 February 2008),2;
Goddard, Living the Word, Resisting the World, 206-207.
170 St. John Chrysostom, quoted in an epigraph in Carson, Biblical Anarchism.
171 Goddard, Living the Word, Resisting the World,268.
172 Goddard, Living the Word, Resisting the World, 269.
173 Rockwell, Church and State, para. 9-12; Tennant, Government as Idolatry, para. 3 (for the quoted
words), 18. In the same vein, Sandlin suggests that "We are returning to the classical, pagan world in
which the coercive state is the unifying principle for all of life." Sandlin, Christianity: Mother of
Political Liberty, para. 9.
174 Simon Birch, Religion, Politics and Liberty (Libertarian Alliance), available from
http://www.libertarian.co.ukllapubs/relin003.pdf (accessed 21 November 2007), 1.
175 Goddard, Living the Word, Resisting the World, 273. See also Berdyaev, The Realm of the Spirit
and the Realm of Caesar, 43. Note that Eller seems to disagree when he writes that "arkys" are not, by
nature, "of the devil," but "of the human," and thus that not all states are "equally wicked" but that
there is "room for the relative moral distinctions between arky and arky." Eller, Christian Anarchy, 1213 (Eller's emphasis).
.
..
176 Both Berdyaev and Ellul argue that technology has helped the state turn mto a totalitarian,
omnipotent god - or rather demon - which should be opposed. See for instance Be.r~yaev, The Realm
of the Spirit and the Realm of Caesar, 42, 48, 50-51, 69, 72,100,156; Goddard, Llvmg the Word,
Resisting the World, 206-207,220-221,260,262-273; Wogaman, Christian Perspectives on Politics,
55.
177 Rockwell The Ten Commandments Question, para. 9.
178 Acts 5:29' (see also Acts 4:19-20). This passage is quoted in [Anonymous], Nine~-.Fiv~ Thes~s in
Defense of Patriarchy, thesis 76; Andrews, Subve~sive .Spirituality, Ec~lesial and C/~tl Disobedience,
7' Halliday Christian Libertarians, para. 25; DanIel Kirk, ed., QuotatlOnsfrom Chatrman Jesus (New
,
,
" 11
York: Bantam, 1971), 17; Meggitt [?], "Anarchism and the New Testament,
.
179 Ballou Non-Resistance in Relation to Human Governments, 3.
180 Tolsto~, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 231. See also Brock, The Political and Social

Doctrines, 44-46.
181 Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 232-233. See also Molnar, A Study of Peter
ChelCickY's Life, 122.
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Judge, as sovereign over human society, and would thus reject government by other
human beings as idolatry. 182
(Incidentally, Chelcicky remarks that "he who obeys God needs no other
~uthority," because as Paul say's, "Love does no wrong to a neighbour; therefore love
IS the fulfilling of the law.,,18 As already discussed in Chapter 1, the Sermon on the
Mount fulfils the demands of the Mosaic Law; similarly, some Christian anarchists
claim that obeying God in itself makes the Christian somehow fulfil the intentions of
most human laws. This, however, needs further elaboration, because sometimes there
can be conflict between God's laws and human laws - hence this question is revisited
in Chapter 4, where the Christian anarchist response to the state is discussed, and
again in the Conclusion, where love's fulfilment of justice is explored further.)
The point for Christian anarchists is that true Christians would not elevate
the state to the status of god. Ultimately, one can place one's trust and have faith
either in God's law of love, or in the coercive and human state, not both. 184 Hence
Christian anarchists speak out against the state, "such a center of power and
violence," being "given a Christian name and justification.,,185 For them, there is a
fundamental contradiction between the state and the gospel: one is by nature violent
and coercive, the other teaches love and forgiveness, and therefore the term
"Christian state" is a contradiction in terms, an oxymoron just like the term "hot
ice.,,186 Tolstoy therefore calls "blasphemy" the "sanctification of political power by
Christianity," because "it is the negation of Christianity." I87
Tolstoy writes at length about this paradox of trying to combine Christianity
and the state. For him, this paradox is visible in the life of the aristocracy, in domestic
legislation, in international affairs, but especially in military conscription. I88 He
ridicules the irony of teaching the Sermon on the Mount at Sunday school only to
then send the same pupils to the army - thus trying to make them both Christians and
gladiators. 189 He recalls "the amazement of an Indian converted to Christianity, when,
having absorbed the essence of the Christian teaching, he came to Europe and saw
how Christians live. He could not overcome his astonishment," Tolstoy continues, "at
a sight so completely contrary to what he had expected to find.,,190 Tolstoy repeatedly
insists that the state and Christianity are completely incompatible:
Christianity in its true sense puts an end to the State. It was so understood from its
very beginning, and for that Christ was crucified. It has always been so understood
[Anonymous], Ninety-Five Theses in Defense of Patriarchy, theses 19-20; Ballou, Non-Resistance
in Relation to Human Governments, 4; Berdyaev, The Realm of the Spirit and the Realm of Caesar, 72;
Molnar, A Study of Peter ChelCickj's Life, 17,40; Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 5-6
(quoting Garrison).
183 Molnar, A Study of Peter ChelCickj's Life, 92 (paraphrasing Chelcicky - see also 32). (Romans
13:10.)
184 Tennant, Christianarchy? , para. 33; Tennant, Government as Idolatry, para. 18. Along these lines,
a contributor to A Pinch of Salt writes: "There are two ways of educating children and of governing
society: through fear and its counter-poi~t hate, or through lov~.". Megg.itt ~?], "Ana~chism ~,nd the
New Testament" II. Theologian Paul Rlcoeur makes a very Similar pomt m Paul Rlcoeur, State and
Violence," in History and Truth, trans. Charles A. Kelbley (Evanston: Northwestern University Press,
1965),238.
185 Molnar, A Study of Peter ChelCickj's Life, 32.
186 Baker, Anarchism Is the Only Political Option for Christians, para. 6-7; Molnar, A Study of Peter
ChelCickj's Life, 31; Tolstoy, "Church and State," 338.
187 Tolstoy, "Church and State," 338.
..
"
.
188 Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God I~ wlth~n ~ou, espeCially 12~-14~, ~24-229.
."
.
189 Tolstoy makes this point by quotmg Wilfrid Lawson, but the ChrIstian and gladiator analogy IS
his: Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 139, 146.
190 Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 220.
182
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by people who were n?t under the necessity of justifying a Christian State. Only since
~ulers ~dopted a .nomInal external Christianity have men begun to devise all those
l~posslble, cunnIngly spun theories which pretend to make Christianity compatible
wIth the St~te: B~t to every s~rious and sincere man of our time the incompatibility
of true ChnstIamty (the doctrIne of humility, forgiveness, and love) with the State
and .it~ p~mp, violence, executions, and wars, is quite obvious. The profession of true
ChnStIan.lty not only excludes the possibility of recognizing the State, but even
destroys Its foundations. 191

In sum, for Christian anarchists like Tolstoy, the state is a violent, deceptive and
exploitative human creation. To follow it is to deify it. One can either place the
Christian God above the state, and thus follow Jesus' Sermon on the Mount, or the
state above God, and thus follow human laws. The former is truly Christian, the
latter, idolatry. One cannot follow both, despite attempts to convince us of the
contrary through the "cunningly spun theories" put forth by conformist
192
theologians.
It is now time to analyse these theories from the Christian anarchist
perspective.

3.3 - Church doctrine in support of the state
Christian anarchists blame the church for misinterpreting Jesus' instructions in the
Sermon on the Mount, especially the passage counselling non-resistance, in order to
conjure Christian support for authority. This section outlines these accusations one by
one, but each briefly (the footnotes indicate where, in the Christian anarchist
literature, further detail can be found). It begins with Jesus' instructions aside from
the one not to resist evil, which is important enough to be discussed on its own in the
subsequent subsection.

3.3.1 - Reinterpretations of Jesus' commandments in the Sermon
on the Mount
Christian anarchists accuse all established theologians of disingenuously
reinterpreting Jesus' teaching in order to make it appear compatible with the state, but
Augustine is frequently singled out given his pivotal role when Christianity was
becoming the official religion of the Roman Empire. 193 To be sure, Augustine'S
interpretation of Jesus' commandments in the Sermon on the Mount varies
•
.C,
. anarc h'IStS. 194
consIderably
lrom
th at 0 f Chr'IstIan
One example of Augustine's surprising reading concerns the commandment
not to swear oaths, which he interprets as neither forbidding appeals to God as a
witness nor indeed swearing in principle. 195 He even argues that making "a good use

Tolstoy "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 259. See also Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is
within Yo~," 164,229; Tolstoy, "The Law of Love and the Law of Violence," 167-171,226-227.
192 Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 259.
.
193 As noted in a footnote earlier in this Chapter, Christian anarchists' treatment of AugustIne does not
really do justice to the Bishop's sometimes very s~b~le and comple~ reflec.tions o.n the political.
implications of Christianity. However, because thiS Issue falls outside the Immedlat~ s.cope ofth~s ,
thesis it remains a subject of potential future research. Suffice to note here that Chnstlan anarchIsts
caric;ture of Augustine can often be very questionable.
194 See Augustine, The Sermon on the Mount Expounded.
195 Augustine, The Sermon on the Mount Expounded, 41-46.
191
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of an oath" is not evil, because it is "necessary in order to persuade."I96 For Tolstoy,
however: this and other similar excuses put forward to justify the swearing of oaths
are al.l dIs~onest and incompatible with Jesus' simple instruction. 197 For Tolstoy, as
explaIned In Chapter 1, Jesus clearly proscribes the swearing of oaths, and "the chief
obstacle to understanding" this commandment is precisely that "so-called Christian
teachers have boldly forced men to take oaths on the Gospel itself.,,198
Equally disingenuous, for Christian anarchists, is the reinterpretation of the
commandment not to be angry, which conformist theologians have often argued
applies somehow only to the motivation behind the act, not the act itself. 199 This
argument, Tolstoy argues, is founded on the words "without a cause" (forbidding
anger "without a cause,,).200 Tolstoy explains that based on this clause "[church]
Fathers were chiefly occupied with deciding the cases in which anger [is]
excusable.,,201 Following these church Fathers, most conventional interpretations
tolerate angry acts and, in many cases, anger itself - as long as it is not "without a
cause." Yet as Tolstoy remarks, "angry people" always "think their anger just;" they
think they have a just cause for their anger. 202 Tolstoy thus felt that the clause
"destroyed the whole meaning of the verse. ,,203 Why forbid anger in situations that in
reality never arise? Tolstoy then consulted different versions of the Bible, and
realised that the destructive clause was "an interpolation of the fifth century, not to be
found in the most authentic co~ies of the gospel" - as is now recognised in more
recent versions of the Bible. 2 4 For centuries, however, orthodox interpretations
downplayed or even revised Jesus' original meaning based on a clause which appears
to have been disingenuously inserted in the original text.
Another commandment which Christian anarchists believe has traditionally
been misinterpreted is the one to love our enemies. Augustine's impossible difficulty
was to interpret it in a way that did not contradict the articulation of his doctrine of
just war, so here again, he argued, as Johnston explains, that it refers "to an inner

Moreover, for Augustine, when Jesus says that "whatever is more" that yea or nay "cometh of evil,"
the evil is not on the part of the person swearing, but "on his part by whose infirmity you are
compelled to swear." Augustine, The Sermon on the Mount Expounded, 43.
197 The four excuses which Tolstoy lists are: that Jesus himself confirmed the use of oaths when he
replied "thou hast said" to the high priest; that Paul calls God to witness several times and that this
amounts to an oath; that oaths were prescribed by the Mosaic Law and not revoked by Jesus; and that
the only oaths forbidden are the vain ones like those of the Pharisees. Tolstoy considers the first excuse
as almost childish: Jesus' reply, he says, plainly does not amount to an oath. Neither does Paul's
calling of God to witness - and anyway, as mentioned in the Introduction and in Chapter 4, Tolstoy
does not consider Paul reliable. Also, that only vain oaths are forbidden is not an exception that Jesus
allows. So the only potential point that could be valid for Tolstoy would b~ that .Jesus does not re~oke
the prescription of oaths, but for Tolstoy, that is exactly what Jesus does With thiS commandment m the
Sermon. Tolstoy, What 1 Believe, 82-84.
198 Tolstoy, What 1 Believe, 84-85.
. ' ,
199 Bartley, Faith and Politics after Christendom, 36; Tolstoy, What 1 Believe, 70. For Augustme s
reading, see Augustine, The Sermon on the Mount Expounded, 15-26.
200 Tolstoy, What 1 Believe, 70-71. (Matthew 5:48.)
. .
201 Tolstoy, What 1 Believe, 68. See also David Redfearn, Tolstoy: Prrnclplesfor a New World Order
(London: Shepheard-Walwyn, 1992), 14.
202 Tolstoy, What 1 Believe, 69.
203 Tolstoy, What! Believe, 69.
.
.
.
204 (That the clause was added to the. original. text IS now ac~now.ledg~d m most. contemporary versions
of the Bible, although it does figure m the Kmg James VersIOn Cited m AppendiX A.) To.lstoy, Wha~ I
72 . See also Crosby , Tolstoy and His Message, chap. 4, para. 10; Maude, The Life of Tolstoy,
I·
Beleve,
196
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disposition, and not outward action.,,205 This position has been developed over time
by other theologians, so that the absurd conclusion has been reached whereby it is
said that it is fine to murder your enemy as long as a proper inner attitude of love is
maintained - a position which, to non-Christians, betrays the hypocrisy of many
professed ''Christians.,,206 An alternative interpretation which Tolstoy also criticises is
one whereby "the words of Jesus are generally corrected to mean that, though we
cannot love our enemies [because it is too difficult], we may refrain from wishing
them or doing them any ill.,,207 To Christian anarchists, of course, either of these
methods are betraying the original commandment by attempting to justify its opposite
- and anyway, early Christians would have never contemplated murder as compatible
in any way with their ethos?08 Yet again, the established interpretations go against
both the spirit and the letter of Jesus' clear original intention.
Tolstoy is also critical of the church's interpretation of the commandment
not to judge, which it unduly limits to verbal slander. This, to Tolstoy, is incoherent,
and a close analysis of the original Greek confirms that what is meant in the text is
judgement in the conventional sense of "passing a sentence on" or to "condemn to
punishment.,,209 Based on this analysis, Tolstoy deduces that the translation into
"evil-speaking, or slander, is the most fanciful and unauthorised of a11.,,210
Tolstoy also questions the traditional understanding of the commandment
not to commit adultery.2II While this commandment is not important for Christian
anarchist theory, its usual interpretation is nonetheless for Tolstoy yet another
example of an "intentional corruption of the text" which "destroys the moral, the
religious, the grammatical, and the logical meaning of the words of Jesus.,,212
Therefore Christian anarchists are deeply suspicious of the conventional
church's interpretation of the Sermon commandments since Augustine. Too often, the
obvious meaning of Jesus' instructions is contradicted. Where this contradiction is
even more pronounced, however, is with the commandment not to resist evil.

3.3.2 - Reinterpretations of non-resistance
Christian anarchists list various strategies and arguments that they accuse church
theologians of using to shy away from the radical implications of Jesus' demand not
to resist evil but to turn the other cheek.

Johnston "Love Your Enemies - Even in the Age of Terrorism?," 93. In his main commentary on
the Sermon: Augustine's interpretation cautiously keeps away from explicitly tacking this demanding
command. Augustine, The Sermon on the Mount Expounded, 57-65 (see also 97 for another example of
this focus on inner intentions).
.
206 Johnston "Love Your Enemies - Even in the Age of Terrorism?," 95-96. On page 95, Johnston also
remarks tha; "Limiting the scope of love of enemy is like limiting the category 'neighbor' - a limit
which Jesus subverted."
207 Tolstoy, What I Believe, 89.
208 Sampson, "Christian Soldiers?," 10; !olsto~, What I Believe, 93-95.
."
209 On the incoherence of the interpretatIOn of It as slander, Tolstoy comments (o~ pages 37 -3 ~). Why
should it be supposed that Jesus, while forbidding as an evil thing th.e condemnation of ~ur neighbour
by words involuntarily breaking from the lip~, does not regard as eVil: and does not forbid the v~ry
same condemnation, when accomplished deliberately, and accompanied by the use of force agamst the
one condemned?" Tolstoy, What 1 Believe, 37-39.
210 Tolstoy, What 1 Believe, 39.
.
211 Crosby, Tolstoy and His Message, chap. 4, para. 10-12; Tolstoy, What 1 Believe, 73-81.
212 Tolstoy, What 1 Believe, 80.
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The simplest strategy has been to ignore it to deny that Jesus taught it or to
213
evade the questio~ altogether. This, Tolstoy expl~ins, was one of the main ty~es of
responses he receIved from church theologians to his earlier exegesis of the passage
in ~at I Belie~e?I4 He says that much was made of his "misunderstanding" of
vanous other BIble passages and of his lack of acknowledgement of key church
dogma, but that the questions he asked were often evaded or falsely said to have been
2IS
s~ttled 102~? ago. . Some, he says, went as }'ar. as to deny that Jesus taught nonvIOlence.
AccordIng to Tolstoy, however, It IS useless to refute such assertions,
for the men who make them refute themselves, or rather renounce Chris and invent a
Christ and a Christianity of their own.,,217
Another "ingenious" strategy employed by church theologians, says
Tolstoy, "consists in declaring that they do not deny this commandment but recognize
it like all the others, only they do not ascribe any special and exclusive significance to
it as the sectarians dO.,,218 This view appears honest and legitimate, but as Tolstoy
points out, it is rarely lived up to by its professors. Tolstoy demonstrates this by
comparing the attitude of these church theologians towards non-resistance with their
typical attitude towards adultery. He writes:
They never point out any cases in which the command against adultery ought to be
broken, and always teach that allurements leading men to commit adultery should be
avoided. But it is not so with the command about non-resistance.
All the Church preachers know cases in which this law should be broken, and
they teach men so. [ ... ] The clergy never advocate the violation of any other
commandment, but in regard to the law of non-resistance they openly teach that it is
not necessary to take it too literally, and that not merely is it unnecessary to fulfil it
always, but that there are conditions when just the contrary should be done - that is,
that men should go to law, wage wars, and execute people. [ ... ]
So it is not true that this command is recognized by the preachers of the Church
as of equal significance with the other commandments?19

Church theologians claim that it is wrong to place non-resistance on a pedestal and
that all commandments should be treated equally, but they themselves do not actually
treat and obey all of Jesus' commandments with the same degree of diligence and
sincerity.
Another allegedly dishonest interpretation of this commandment, which
both Tolstoy and Ballou comment on, consists in claiming that the Sermon indicates
"the perfection to which man should aspire, though, poor fallen creature, in bondage
to sin, he is incapable of reaching that perfection, and can be saved only by faith,
prayer, and divine grace.,,220 For Tolstoy, it would be "strange" for Jesus to give
"such clear and beautiful rules directly applicable to every individual, well knowing
the impossibility of this teaching being carried into practice by the unassisted strength
Andrews Plan Be 4' Bartley, Faith and Politics after Christendom, 36; Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of
God Is within You," 36~37, 42-46; Tolstoy, "A Reply to the Synod's Edict of Excommunication," 221.
214 Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 34-46.
215 This corresponds to the fifth of Tolstoy's types of answers. Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is
within You," 35,42-46.
.
..
216 This corresponds to the first of Tolstoy'S types of answers. Tolstoy, "The Kmgdom of God Is wlthm
You" 36-37.
217 Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 37. Note that t?is ~s ~ctually Tolstoy'S response to
the first type of answer, not the fifth. But his response to the fifth IS slr:ntlar: he accuses those who
evade the question of "bewildering the reader" (page 46) and he lets his reader assess the honesty of
his critics (page 45).
218 Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 40.
219 Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 4~-~2.
.
220 Tolstoy, What I Believe, 14. See also Ballou, Christian Non-Resistance, chap. 6, para. 10.
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of .man. ,,221 lnstea
d, I't seems to T 0 Istoy that "wIthout
.
even attempting it, both
behevers and unbelievers alike have decided that it is impossible.,,222 Yet as Ballou
asks, "Who is to be the judge of what is possible - God, or man? Who is to judge
what and how much shall be required - Jesus Christ, or his disciples?,,223 Ballou
expects a true follower of Jesus to follow Jesus' instructions?24 Hence instead of a
big church of weak and dishonest "followers" claiming that Christianity is
"impossible," Ballou would rather have a much smaller church of honest and
courageous Christian martyrs striving to live up to Jesus' tough demands, and honest
non-Christians openly admitting that since Christianity comes with such a difficult
cross to bear, they cannot consistently profess it. 225
A similar excuse put forward by mainstream theologians consists in saying
that non-resistance is "impracticable" in today's world and that we must therefore
"wait until the millennium" before it can be practiced?26 Ballou rejects this view. For
a start, he wonders how "such state as the millennium should ever be developed
among mankind" if no-one is prepared to usher it in by acting on this
commandment. 227 He also accuses proponents of this argument of presupposing both
that Jesus "enjoined on his disciples, duties [ ... ] which he knew they could not
perform," and that "Jesus enjoined many particular duties for which there will be no
possible occasion in the millennium, and which therefore can never be fulfilled.,,228
Indeed, in the millennium, there should be no occasion to practice non-resistance
since "there will be no evil-doer to forbear with.,,229 In any case, Jesus "gives no
intimation" of the "impracticability" of non-resistance "till some future period. ,,230
Christian anarchists also comment on other variations on this argument that
231
non-resistance is impracticable, each time demonstrating that it is unchristian. In
the end, Tolstoy cannot avoid the conclusion that "Theological writers, In no way
Tolstoy, What I Believe, 14.
222 Tolstoy, What I Believe, 43.
223 Ballou, Christian Non-Resistance, chap. 6, para. 11. See also Ballou, Non-Resistance in Relation to
Human Governments, 12; Ballou, "Non-Resistance," 145-146. Moreover, as a contributor to A Pinch of
Salt writes, "For a follower of Jesus to say anarchy is not possible it to deny the Good News." Roger,
"Christianarchy. "
224 Ballou notes that there are many who seem not to hear the words of Jesus, when he says: "Why do
ye call me Lord, Lord, and do not do the things which I command?" Ballou, Non-Resistance in
Relation to Human Governments, 13. (Luke 6:46.)
225 He further asserts that Jesus, the apostles, and the early church were precisely examples of such
martyrdom, and that it was precisely the courage of such martyrs that helped convert "robbers" and
"wild savages" to Christianity. Ballou, Christian Non-Resistance, chap. 6, para. 11-13.
226 Ballou , Non-Resistance in Relation to Human Governments, 11. See also Andrews, Plan Be, 4-5;
Ballou, Christian Non-Resistance, chap. 6; Ballou, "Non-Resistance," 145-146; Bartley, Faith and
Politics after Christendom, 35. For an example of a notorious theologian doing just that, see
Augustine, The Sermon on the Mount Expounded, 2, 4-5.
227 He affirms "that the righteous would exterminate the wicked, in the best sense of the word, were
they to act on strict non-resistant principles. They would immediatel~ usher i~ the millenni~m: with all
its blessings, were they to act on these principles in true and persevermg fidelIty. How el.se IS"lt
imaginable that any such state as the millennium should ever be developed among mankmd? Ballou,
Christian Non-Resistance, chap. 6, para. 2. See also Ballou, Non-Resistance in Relation to Human
Governments, 12; Ballou, "Non-Resistance," 145-146.
228 Ballou, Christian Non-Resistance, chap. 6, para. 4-5.
229 Ballou, Christian Non-Resistance, chap. 6, para. 8.
230 Ballou Christian Non-Resistance, chap. 6, para. 7.
231 Tolsto~ for instance rejects the view that the commandment not t? r.esi~t is meant to be heard
allegorically, and insists that this commandment, the essence of.ChrIstlamty, must be un?erstood
literally, because a failure to do so abrogates Jesus' ,:hole te.achl~~: Tolstoy, What I ~el~eve, 19-23.
Fo r other examples of objections to the argument of ImpracticabilIty, see Ballou, Chrlstran Non.t
e chap .,
6 para . 16-20', Penner , The New Testament, the Christian, and the State, 39.
R eS1S anc ,
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hinde~ed by t?e authority of him whom they confess as God, calmly put a limit to the
meanIng of hIS words. [ ... ] They admit his sentiments to be very lofty sentiments but
devoid of all possibility of a practical application to life, since they would destro; the
whole of that social order which they feel we have so well arranged. ,,232 In other
words, these commentators have the audacity to claim that Jesus could not have
~eant to teach what they have d:~ided to inteWJet .as unrealistic and utopian because
It would ,threate~ the current polItIcal system. EIther way, it is on grounds foreign
to Jesus teachIng that these commentators are assessing the possibility or the
practicality of his commandments.
A slightly different evasion of Jesus' instruction, in line with several
aforementioned reinterpretations of other commandments, is the claim that Jesus
"does not prohibit the act, but only a vindictive, revengeful spirit in performing it.,,234
Again, the implication seems to be that one can actually resist evil as long as this
resistance is not informed by a spirit of resistance. For Ballou, however, this "is to
make [Jesus] the mere echo of Moses and his expounders; whereas he goes absolutely
against the deed - the act of inflicting evil.,,235 Besides, "however gently and politely
inflicted," resistance is resistance, and only a spirit of resistance will actually enact
it. 236
Yet another evasion discussed by Ballou is the claim that the commandment
only applied to Jesus' early followers, because "To resist then would be of no avail; it
was better therefore patiently to endure. ,,237 Ballou finds this view astonishing: "What
a despicable expediency," he exclaims, "does this ascribe to the Savior! What a
skulking prudence! Resist not evil when unable to do SO!,,238 For Ballou, this
argument is "utterly derogatory to the character of Jesus, and utterly unsup~orted by a
single hint in the context," hence it needs not be refuted in any more detail. 39
A different method which has been employed to evade Jesus' instruction is
to cite other Bible passages said to justify violence. Christian anarchists thus accuse
many theologians of deliberately searching the Bible in the hope that a justification
for violence can be constructed. 24o One obvious place to search into is the Old
Testament, with its many laws and wars; but for Tolstoy, the teaching that is then
followed is not Jesus' but Moses'; and anyway, as already discussed in Chapter I and
as Ballou puts it, "That resistance of evil which Moses sanctioned and enjoined, Jesus
obviously repudiates and forbids," and therefore "The prohibition is made precisely
coextensive in all its bearings with the allowances and injunctions of the Olden
Tolstoy, What I Believe, 86.
233 There is an interesting parallel here with anarchism in general, which is also often dismissed as "a
nice idea on paper, but impossible in the real world" (although of course the authority behind ~h~t idea,
in the case of classical anarchism, is neither Jesus nor God but often reason, liberty, or some Similar
enlightenment value). Kinna, Anarchism, 170.
.
.
234 Ballou, Christian Non-Resistance, chap. 2, para. 16. See for mstance Augustme, The Sermon on the
Mount Expounded, 48-50, 56-57.
235 Ballou cites several passages from the Old Testament illustrating Moses' commandments, and
concludes that "From these and other passages in the writings of Moses, it will be seen that,
notwithstanding the severity of his code, he did not authorize individual hatr~d, reveng.e .and wanton
cruelty in punishing the wicked. To make Christ prohibit ~nly a perso~al, spiteful, malICIOUS, cruel
spirit in executing the authorized punishments ofthe law, IS to make hiS t~e ~e.re ech? of Moses and
his expounders; whereas he goes absolutely against the deed - the act of l~flIctmg e~11 on the persons
of offending." Ballou, Christian Non-Resistance, chap. 2, para. 19 (Ballou s emphaSIS).
236 Ballou Christian Non-Resistance, chap. 2, para. 19.
237 Ballou' Christian Non-Resistance, chap. 2, para. 22 (Ballou's emphasis).
238 Ballou: Christian Non-Resistance, chap. 2, para. 22 (Ballou'S emphasis).
239 Ballou, Christian Non-Resistance, chap. 2, para. 22
240 Bartley, Faith and Politics after Christendom, 36-38.
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Code.,,241 Aside from references to the Old Testament, passages from the New have
also been deliberately misinterpreted to justify "Christian" war. For instance, it is said
that if ,:a~ wa~ really meant to be unchristian, John the Baptist had the opportunity to
outlaw It In hIS reply to the Roman soldier; but for ChelCicky, "John, who preceded
our Lord Jesus in time, was still under the Law of Moses," hence he "could not have
changed the laws (concerning) the (established) order of things. ,,242 For other
theologians, the obligation to care for one's neighbour implies a duty to use force to
protect him; but for Tolstoy, this interpretation is both arbitrary and anyway absent
243
'from the gospels.
Also cited are New Testament passages calling for sacrifice,
which have been misused to eulogise military glory even though their actual meaning
concerns sacrifice or bearing one's cross but not violence or killing.244 In the end, all
these passages may distract from Jesus' commandment not to resist evil, but for
Christian anarchists, honestly interpreted, they do not abrogate it.
In any case, even when the commandment not to resist evil is
acknowledged, some theologians argue that it applies only to private or small matters,
not to public or national ones - again an evasion unwarranted by scripture. 245 Others
say that although Jesus did preach non-resistance, "there are malefactors in the world,
and if these evil men are not curbed by force the whole world will perish,,246 - an
argument which, for Tolstoy, is once again not informed by the text, and opens up the
impossible debate on how to all agree on distinguishing the evil from the good. 24
Augustine, for his part, argues that coercion is a natural part of political
authority after the Fall, a necessary pedagogical tool in a sinful world. 248 For

Ballou, Christian Non-Resistance, chap. 2, para. 13 (for the quotes - Ballou's emphasis), 15,24-30;
Bartley, Faith and Politics after Christendom, 36-37; Elliott, Freedom, Justice and Christian CounterCulture, 147; Tolstoy, What I Believe, 182-185. See also Chapter l's discussion of Jesus' "fulfilment"
of the Old Law.
242 Molnar, A Study 0/ Peter ChelCickY's Life, 107 (quoting ChelcickY). Besides, as Chelcicky notes in
the following page, the story was not meant to justify military service, but only "asks everyone to be
faithful to his profession, his faith." Note that this evasion is also mentioned in Bartley, Faith and
Politics after Christendom, 37.
243 Tolstoy says that it arbitrarily reduces the question to "defining what constitutes danger for another
person," which involves "personal judgement." As a result, violence can always be justified, since
"there is no case of violence that cannot be justified on the ground of danger threatening somebody."
Moreover, while the violence one feels threatened by remains hypothetical, one's own pre-emptive
violence is real - that is, while the other may not have been violent and may have left the cycle of
violence unaffected, one's own violence is certain to affect it. In any case, as Tolstoy insists, "no such
limitation is indicated in [Jesus'] whole life or in his teaching." Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is
within You," 39-40. For a lengthier discussion of Tolstoy'S view on this evasion, see
Christoyannopoulos, "Turning the Other Cheek to Terrorism," 35-38.
244 Tolstoy discusses three gospel passages used by official "notes" for "Christian" soldiers: John
15: I 0-13, which he says is actually about surrendering one's life rather than killing; Matthew 19:22,
about doing what Jesus demands; and Matthew 10:39, about not desiring "to safeguard [ ... ] corporeal
life." Leo Tolstoy, "Notes for Soldiers," in Tolstoy'S Writings on Civil Disobedience and NonViolence, trans. V. Tchertkoffand A. C. Fifield (New York: Bergman, 1967),35-37.
245 Ballou, Christian Non-Resistance, chap. 2, para. 20,21,23; Bartley, Faith and Politics after
Christendom, 36,41. See also Berdyaev, The Realm a/the Spirit and the Realm a/Caesar, 62.
246 Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 37.
247 Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 38; Tolstoy, What I Believe, 63, 86. ~Isewhere.,
Tolstoy moreover notes that ironically, "The decision of the qu~stion i~,what case,~ Christ's teachmg
should be set aside was left to the very people who employed VIOlence. Tolstoy, Letter to Ernest
Howard Crosby," 189.
.
248 Andrews Christi-Anarchy, 27-28; Bartley, Faith and Politics after Christendom, 35,47; MIlbank,
Tn I a~d Social Theory, 406-407 (and 419-422 for Milbank' criticism of Augustine's position).
l, eo ogy
.
h' h' h' . d
For Augustine'S interpretation of Jesus' commandment not to reSIst, w IC m IS vIew oes not
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Christian ana~chists, however, Christian love and non-resistance are meant precisely
as an alternatIve pedagogy to that of punishment and violence. 249 Christian anarchists
therefore a~cus~ the c~urch, which was supposed to embody Jesus' radical teaching,
of aband?nl~g It and. Instead following conformist theologians like Augustine, who
not only JustIfied punIshment and coercion but also was the first to develop "just war"
theo~y - all "to the benefit of state and king.,,25o For Christian anarchists, this blessing
of vIOlence and war by the church, this "just war theory" which it further developed
over the centuries, is horrifying, and further obscures the radical truth of Jesus'
teaching. 251
Myers calls it "the profoundest historical betrayal of the Gospel" for the
church to have thus "turned the cross into a sword.,,252 Instead of bravely teaching
and embodying non-resistance and the turning of the other cheek, to Tolstoy the very
essence of Jesus' message, the church shows indifference to it and justifies violence
and war. 253 It exalts the Sermon on the Mount in words, but in practice has no
.
. 0 f fi0 11 OWIng
. It.
. 254 It h onours dead saints and radicals, but alive it finds them
IntentIOn
too uncomfortable to deal with, let alone praise?55 To Christian anarchists, the church
is therefore guilty of gradually renouncing Jesus' radical commandments and
endorsing the very instruments which had once shed the blood of its martyrs. 256

preclude punishment, see Augustine, The Sermon on the Mount Expounded, 46-57; McLellan, ed.,
Political Christianity, 23-25.
249 To quote theologian Paul Ricoeur, the two "pedagogies of humankind" are "that of non-resistance
and that of punishment," that of love and forgiveness and that of violence and restitution. Ricoeur,
"State and Violence," 238. Note, incidentally, that this article resonates strongly with Christian
anarchist thinking. Even though Ricoeur was by no means a Christian anarchist, his theological
considerations in this specific article takes him very close to a Christian anarchist position.
250 Elliott, Freedom, Justice and Christian Counter-Culture, 178-179. For a Christian anarchist
description of just war theory, see Ellul, Violence, 5-9 (see also 11-12 for the shift away from nonviolence), 140-141 (where the quoted expression comes from). Goddard also summarises Ellul's
critique of the subversion of Christianity through the progressive formulation of divine law, again
pioneered by Augustine, in Goddard, Living the Word, Resisting the World, 251-255. Note that while
he certainly frequently condemns the violent excesses of the church over the centuries, Andrews
appears to be fairly comfortable with Augustine's criteria: he says that "Ambrose and Augustine
developed a set of criteria to call those in power - who make war - to be accountable to the principles
of justice;" he then briefly describes the eight specific conditions articulated by them with that
purpose; and he concludes that "According to these criteria, our current wars are not 'just wars.' As
Christians committed to peace and justice, we should robustly oppose these hostilities and actively
seek reconciliation with our enemies." It is worth noting, however, that he carefully avoids calling
these criteria "Christian" - he just says they are about "justice," and that Christians should oppose
current wars, which are unjust. Andrews, Plan Be, 57-58.
251 Albrecht, "The Early Christians and War," 6; Hennacy, The Book of Ammon, 298; Molnar, A Study
of Peter ChelCickj's Life, 14; Tolstoy, "Church and State," 340-341; Tolstoy, "A Confession," 73-76;
Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 3; Tolstoy, What I Believe, 11.
252 Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 403. Similarly, Yoder says that "its lack [ofChristia~ cross-.
bearing] when called for is one of the church's worst infidelities." Yoder, "The Theological BaSIS of
the Christian Witness to the State," 11.
253 Molnar, A Study of Peter ChelCickj's Life, 117; Pentecost, Murder by Law, para. 6; Tolstoy, What /
Believe, 11-12.
.
254 Hennacy, The Book of Ammon, 472; Pentecost, Anarchism, para. 9; Tolstoy, What / BelIeve, 12.
255 This sentence paraphrases a Commonweal editorial cited by Hennacy .in Henn~cy, Th~ Bo?k of
A
on 312. Pentecost makes the same point: "We worship men who said and did certam thmgs long,
lo~:ag~, but we persecute and slay the men who say and do substantially the same things today."
Pentecost, Anarchism, para. 13.
256 Molnar, A Study of Peter ChelCickj's Life, 120.
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It is for that reason that according to Christian anarchists, a pro}?er exegesis
of t?e~e verses must bypass the church's conventional interpretations. 2 7 The many
ChrIstIan teachers that justify violence, for them, are false teachers. 258 Jesus teaches
love, non-violence and non-resistance to evil. According to Christian anarchists,
whatever the church says, this is obvious to anyone reading the Gospels. Gandhi once
obse~ed that "Th~ o~ly ~,~~rle on e~rt~ who do ~ot see C~ist .a~d his teachings as
For ChrIstIan anarchIsts, provIded It IS approached with
nonvIolent are ChrIstIans.
a mind purged from the many layers of conventional interpretation, the Sermon of the
Mount's true, radical and politically subversive meaning is obvious for all to see.

3.3.3 - Support for authority
According to Christian anarchists, the church's misinterpretation of Jesus' teaching
has one particular purpose: to pave the way for its support of political authority - that
is, of the state. But to legitimise this support, on top of playing down the anarchist
implications of Jesus' teaching, church theologians have had to devise positive
arguments in direct support of the state and its instruments of coercion. These
arguments can be divided into two broad sets: those that are based on passages from
scripture, and those that are not.
Among the New Testament passages said to imp~ support for political
authority, the most frequently cited must be Romans 13. 2 0 Chapter 4 discusses
Christian anarchists' rej ection of the standard interpretations of this passage and their
alternative interpretation. Another passage often cited by those supporting the state is
the "render unto Caesar" episode, likewise discussed in Chapter 4. 261 Sometimes
apologists of the state ground their support on Jesus' reply to Pilate during his tria1. 262
The Christian anarchist alternative interpretation is mentioned in Chapter 2.
Apologists of the state also sometimes interpret Paul's call for Christians to pray for
all, including kings, as biblical foundation for political power.263 Christian anarchists
rarely comment on this particular argument, but ChelCicky makes it clear that for him,
264
it is a deliberate misunderstanding of a simple hope that these kings might repent.
257 For Tolstoy'S apparently sudden understanding of Christianity "by forgetting all interpretations
whatever," see Tolstoy, What I Believe, 15-16.
258 Tolstoy, "The Gospel in Brief," 170-171, 270; Tolstoy, "The Law of Love and the Law of
Violence," 176-180.
259 Gandhi, quoted in Wink, Engaging the Powers, 216.
260 See, for instance, Cranfield, "The Christian's Political Responsibility According to the New
Testament," 177-180, 182-183, 187-188. For Christian anarchists and pacifists acknowledging this
passage as important for apologists of the state, see Berdyaev, The Realm of the Spirit and the Realm of
Caesar, 61; Eller, Christian Anarchy, 196; Elliott, Freedom, Justice and Christian Counter-Culture,
78; Ellul, "Anarchism and Christianity," 166-167; Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, 77-80; Penner, The
New Testament, the Christian, and the State, 76; Yoder, The Politics ofJesus, 193-194. (Mark 12: 13-

ll~ee

for instance, Cranfield, "The Christian's Political Responsibility According to the New
Testa~ent "177-178 181-183. The Christian anarchist counter-interpretation is in Chapter 4.
262 See, fo; instance, Davies, Christian Anarchist: An Oxymoron? , para. 2. Ellul ex~l~ins his rejection
of this interpretation in Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, 68-69. See also Goddard, Lrvlng the Word,
Resisting the World, 248-249; Penner, The New Testament, the Christian, and the State, 63. (John

19:11.)
. ..
d·
h N
See, for instance, Cranfield, "The Christian's Political ResponsibilIty Accor 109 to t e ew
Testament" 177, 179-180, 184.
. .
264 Chelcic'ky dismisses this interpretation because for him, Paul's intention was for ChrIstians not to
"become contaminated by pagan hatreds" (page 142), and instead to "pray to G~~ for th~se ~aughty.
people, that they might be turned" (page 143). He also argues that prayers for milItary VictOrIeS, which
263
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Several other - less important - New Testament passages have also been cited as
implying support for authority.265 For Christian anarchists, however, as shown where
these passages are discussed in Chapters 2 and 4, they are all dishonest interpretations
of the original text.
Christian apologists of the state also rationalise their support using
arguments not directly derived from scripture. 266 These tend to focus on justifying the
use of political violence. One way this has been done has been to say that because
"God can kill since He is the giver of life and death, [ ... ] Therefore the kings whom
God has authorized to rule can kill in the exercise of their justice.,,267 Another w?s
has been to see it as "not cruelty but kindliness to punish the sins for God.,,2 8
Similarly, the church has at times argued that any political authority to use force must
proceed "from God.,,269 Either way, a false distinction between violence and political
force (which, as Chapter 1 shows, Christian anarchists reject) has to be maintained
"to clear the state of the charge of violence. ,,270
Another line of reasoning has consisted in claiming that the church would
never be able to maintain its strength and thereby fulfil its mission in the world
without the support of the state. 271 Christian anarchists reject this, and Chapters 4 and
5 discuss how they think the church should be striving to fulfil its mission in a world
in which the state is as dominant as it is today. They certainly do not believe that the
good ends of Christianity can be realised through the wrong means of the state. 272
F or Christian anarchists, all these arguments which the church has
formulated to legitimise its support of the state and its instruments are unchristian,
and they actually have a hidden motive: the accumulation and the protection of
wealth?73 The church has "converted faith into a lucrative business," says Chelcicky,
and the state is happy to shelter the church's luxuries in exchange for divine
sanctification. 274 Because it has grown so accustomed to these luxuries, the church is
usually happy to defend and consecrate the state's prevailing ideology, whatever the
are often justified on this same passage, are "a great blasphemy against God" and "contrary to the
admonition of Paul to pray for all," since he "did not pray for the victory of his authorities, for the
success of their swords, but that all authorities might live together in peace" (page 143). Molnar, A
Study of Peter ChelCickj's Life, 141-144 (quoting Chelcick)r). (1 Timothy 2:1-3.)
265 For a more exhaustive list of passages, see for instance Cranfield, "The Christian's Political
Responsibility According to the New Testament."; Ellul, "Anarchism and Christianity," 163-170;
Penner, The New Testament, the Christian, and the State.
266 For examples of classical theologians' support for the state, see for instance McLellan, ed., Political
Christianity, chap. 2 (for Irenaeus and Augustine), 3 (for Aquinas), 4 (for Luther and Calvin).
267 Molnar, A Study of Peter ChelCickj's Life, 125 (quoting ChelcickY)·
268 Chelcicky identifies this view as St Jerome's, in Molnar, A Study of Peter ChelCickj's Life, 125
(quoting ChelcickY). He also notes that St. Gregory public authority doe~ not transgress th~
commandment not to kill, but for Chelcicky, this is "making God as hav10g two mouths, With one
saying 'you shall not kill,' and with the other, 'you shall kill'" (page 126).
269 Tolstoy's describes the process in acerbic terms: "If any scoundrel slays a number of people and
robs everyone, they will anoint him and he will be from God." Tolstoy, "Church and State," 340.
270 Ellul, Violence, 3-5 (the quoted expression is on page 5).
271 Molnar, A Study of Peter Chelcickj's Life, 90-91.
272 Berdyaev, The Realm of the Spirit and the Realm of Caesar, 88; Molnar, A Study of Peter
ChelCickj's Life, 90-91.
273 Molnar A Study of Peter ChelCickj's Life, 106, 121, 138, 145.
274 Molnar: A Study of Peter ChelCickj's Life, 109 (paraphrasing ChelcickY). On the state's need for
religious sanction of its authority, see Berdyaev, T~e Realm of the Spirit and the Realm of Caesar, 71,
74-76 80-82. On the collusion of state and church 10 order to explOit the poor and accumulate wealth,
see [Anonymous], "Towards an Anarchic Church?," A Pinch of Salt, issue 2, March 1986,7; Ellul,
Anarchy and Christianity, 28-32: Molnar, A Study of Peter ChelCickj's Life, 69-79; Pentecost, The
Crime of Owning Vacant Land, para. 14.
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~deology - provided of course that it does not threaten the church's wealth. Hence
Instead of being a force for an anarchist revolution, the church has usually sided with
the establishment and, in times of trouble, with right-wing military dictatorships like
that of Franco or Peron rather than with the poor and their revolutionary ideologies. 275
. .Thus ch~rch and ~tate mutually support one another. Although the precise
constitutIOnal details of theIr relationship has varied greatly over time and place, they
have become one another's auxiliary, relying on one another to provide either the
ideology or the sheer force required to ensure they both continue to enjoy their power
276
Of course, this has required the church to reinterpret the
and material comforts.
politically radical elements of Jesus' teaching, but ever since Constantine and
Augustine, church theologians have laboured hard to do just that. The other important
deception which Christian anarchists accuse the church of developing in order to
further obscure Jesus' subversive message is its set of dogmas, creeds, and other such
tenets of faith.

3.4 - Deceptive dogmas
Tolstoy has produced some scathing criticisms of church dogmas. Other Christian
anarchists have been far less prolific on this particular topic, although one can find
scattered hints here and there that suggest that their opinion is often similar to
Tolstoy's. As this section outlines these criticisms, it relies predominantly on Tolstoy.
These criticisms are admittedly not crucial to the main theme of this thesis,
since they do not impact directly on Christian anarchists' critique of the state. It is
nonetheless valuable to outline them in that they demonstrate that several Christian
anarchists - especially Tolstoy, Hennacy and ChelCicky - do criticise the church as
strongly as many other anarchists do, and thus that Christian anarchism does include
a significant strand that shares such anticlericalism with significant strands of secular
anarchism. At the same time, in order not to delve too much on this sub-topic, the
detailed elaboration of most of these criticisms is relegated to the footnotes, and to the
texts referenced therein.

3.4.1 - Sanctimonious self-righteousness
Christian anarchists believe that one of the church's cardinal sins has been to appoint
itself as the sole authority for the interpretation of the Bible. Tolstoy is upset that "the
275 On the church's role in reinforcing capitalist ideology, but also on its rarer role in furthering radical
social change, see Elliott, Freedom, Justice and Christian Counter-Culture, 16-30. On the church's
unscrupulous support of any type of stable and established government, see Berdyaev, The Realm of
the Spirit and the Realm o/Caesar, 70-71; Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, 27-?2; Hennacy, The Book
0/ Ammon, 284-285; Kenny Hone [?], "The Church of Satan," A Pinch o/~a~t, I~sue 14, March. 1990,
8' Jarvis "Fascist Skeletons - in Catholic Cupboards," 10-12; Young, Chrlstlanlty and AnarchIsm,
p~ra. 7. Tolstoy, for his part, frequently accuses the church of supporting the state, so no single
example of such instance is worth singling out here:
.
.
276 For Christian anarchists expressly naming and dlsapprovmg of this mutual support of church and
state see Ellul, Violence, 3 (where the expression "became the auxiliary" of one another comes from);
Hop;on, "Tolstoy, God and Anarchism," 36; Molnar, A Study.0f.Pet~; Chelcickj's Life, 73, ~7,. 13?;
Pentecost, Murder by Law, para. 6,13; Tolstoy, "What Is. RelIgIOn?, 264-2?0; Yo~ng, Chrlstlanlty
and Anarchism, para. 5. Myers makes an interesting passmg com~e?t on thl~ r~latlOn ,~etween ch.~rch
and state when he interprets the events that precede John t~e Ba~tl~t s de~apltatlOn as accura~e.ly
describing "the inner circle of power as an incestuous relationship mvolvmg governmental, milItary,
and commercial interests." Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 216. (Mark 6: 14-29.)
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very people Christ denounced came to consider themselves the sole preachers and
expositors of His doctrines.,,277 Jesus had warned his followers that "the self-styled
Orthodox [ ... ] were, and are, the enemies of all that is good," and therefore that such
"self-appointed teachers" are "to be feared.,,278 He also told his followers "to call no
man master or father.,,279 Moreover, says Tolstoy, "nowhere [in the Gospels] is
anything said of the foundation of what churchmen call the Church. ,,280 The word
"church" is only mentioned twice in the Gospels, once meaning "an assembly of men
to settle a dispute," the other "in connexion with the obscure utterance about the rock
Peter, and the gates of hell.,,281 Nowhere does Jesus announce the coming of wha~
became the church. 282
Yet from these two mentions by Jesus, the church has derived its authority
and its "monopoly of Christian preaching.,,283 Besides, according to Tolstoy, "A
slight addition to the Gospels was invented, telling how Christ, when about to go up
into the sky, handed over to certain men the exclusive right - not merely to teach
others divine truth [ ... ] - but also to decide which peoRle should be saved or the
reverse, and, above all, to confer this power on others.,,2 4 Thus the "great priesf' of
the church, ChelCicky writes, "has arrogated to himself divine power, no, the power
of the Savior himself, the power to forgive sins, which is God's prerogative" - a very
"lucrative" prerogative, he notes. 285 On the basis of this authority, the church tells
believers what is right and wrong, defines "heresies" and persecutes its proponents. 286
To Christian anarchists, the parallel with the scribes and Pharisees condemned by
Jesus is striking. 287
Hence for Tolstoy, "the whole fraud" in Christianity "is built up on the
fantastic conception of a 'Church. ,,,288 In "The Restoration of Hell," Tolstoy
describes the creation of the church in a conversation Beelzebub has with his
subordinate devils. Beelzebub had "understood that all was lost" when Jesus had just
Tolstoy, "Letter to Ernest Howard Crosby," 189.
Tolstoy, "The Gospel in Brief," 233-234 (for the quotations), 289-290; Tolstoy, "The Teaching of
Jesus," 389-391. (Matthew 23:1-34; Luke 20:46-47) Myers also posits an interesting interpretation of
Jesus' vineyard parable (Mark 12:1-10), which for him amounts to yet another criticism of the
orthodox establishment, in Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 308-310, 425-426.
279 Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 63, 76. (Matthew 23:8.) See also Tolstoy, "A Reply
to the Synod's Edict of Excommunication," 277.
280 Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 63.
281 Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 63. (Matthew 16:18,18:17.) Tolstoy'S interesting
rendering of this famous saying about Peter being the rock of the church can be found in Tolstoy, "The
Gospel in Brief," 212, 282-283.
282 Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 63-64.
283 Tolstoy, "Letter to Ernest Howard Crosby," 189.
284 Tolstoy, "What Is Religion?," 240-241.
285 Molnar, A Study of Peter ChelCickY's Life, 79-80 (quoting ChelcickY'). He adds ('page 80): "Now to
go further, he not only initiates such lucrative pilgrimages to ~ome from all. countnes, but he even
sends to those countries letters containing the forgiveness of sms and suffenngs; (he tells them) not to
inconvenience themselves with a long journey to him, that he will forgive them everything prov~ded
they pay for it in golden ducats; that the sinner is free to specify what sins he ants to have forgiven
and that, ifhe pays for it, he (the Pope) will grant him in a letter a freedom ~o sm for as many ~ears as
are paid for, even until a man's death if so desired." Chelcicky thus complamed about the sellmg of
indulgences several decades before Luther (Chelcicky wrote this around 1440-1443, and Luther
published his ninety-five theses in 1517).
,,'
..".
286 Pentecost, A Gigantic Poorhouse, para. 11; Tolstoy, The Kmgdom of God Is wlthm You, 69-77,
Young, Christianity and Anarchism, para. 5 . "
' . "
287 Meggitt [?], "Anarchism and the New Testament, 11; Tolstoy, What 1 BelIeve, 186, Tolstoy, What
277
278

w.

Is Religion?," 264.
Tolstoy, "Church and State," 333.

288
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died, since his teaching had been "so clear, so easy to follow, and so evidently saved
men from evil. ,,289 A devil then explains that although things were rosy among
followers of Jesus for a while, they gradually began disagreeing on things like
290
At that point, explains the devil, "I invented 'The Church.' And
circumclslon.
when once they believed in 'The Church' 1 was at peace. 1 understood that we were
saved, and that Hell was restored.,,291 Beelzebub then asks the devil to explain what
this welcome "Church" is, and the devil spells out Tolstoy's definition:
Well, when people tell lies and feel that they won't be believed, they always call God
to witness, and say: "By God, what I say is true!" That, in substance, is "the Church,"
but with this peculiarity, that those who recognize themselves as being "the Church"
become convinced that they cannot err, and so whatever nonsense they may utter
they can never recant it. The Church is constituted in this way: Men assure
themselves and others that their teacher, God, to ensure that the law he revealed to
men should not be misinterpreted, has given power to certain men, who, with those to
whom they transfer this power, can alone correctly interpret his teaching. So these
men, who call themselves "the Church," regard themselves as holding the truth not
because what they preach is true but because they consider themselves the only true
successors of the disciples of the disciples of the disciples, and finally of the disciples
of the teacher - God - himself. 292

For Tolstoy, this arrogant self-righteousness about possessing the truth is what has
allowed hell to be restored, and this fraud must be exposed?93 Tolstoy even wrote an
open appeal directly to the clergy, calling it to "forego for a while your assurance that
294
you [ ... ] are the true disciples of the God Christ" - predictably, to no avai1.
Other Christian anarchists are also suspicious of the self-righteousness of
the church and its members. Andrews repeats the words of a friend of his, who says
that "Religious people love to play a game called 'church.' We all dress up, and go
through our paces in the service together, and whoever looks the most religious
wins.,,295 Hennac~ likewise accuses each church of "[praying] more and [doing] less
than the other.,,2 6 The church, for them, is hypnotised by its self-importance, and
thus forgets about Jesus' subversive teaching.

Tolstoy, "The Restoration of Hell," 309.
290 Tolstoy, "The Restoration of Hell," 312-313.
291 Tolstoy, "The Restoration of Hell," 313.
292 Tolstoy, "The Restoration of Hell," 313-314. See also Tolstoy, "Church and State," 333-335;
Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 59-69.
.,
.
.
293 For Tolstoy it is also the chief cause of division among ChnstIans, SInce different churches each
believe they h~ld the truth and seeks to preserve their own tradition. Tolstoy, "A Confession," 73-76;
Tolstoy, "Introduction to an Examination of the Gospels," 96-99.
. .
294 Leo Tolstoy, "An Appeal to the Clergy," in On Lif~ and Essays on RehglOn, trans ..Aylmer ~au.de
(London: Oxford University Press, 1934),282. Later In that appeal (page 297), he claims that whIle
causing this evil, you do not believe the teaching you preach." In the pages.that follo~ (29?-305),
Tolstoy describes three classes of clergy, those who are themselves hypnotised by thiS. beh~f, th.o.se "
h k
their creed to be "bankrupt" but who "cannot make up their minds to examIne [It] cntlcally
~a;e ~~~, and those "simple-minded clergy who have never doubted" this truth (pages 303-304), and
.
he tailors his appeal to each of these classes of c l e r g y . .
295 He continues: "The prize for the winner is approval. No one gives a damn about really bemg
involved in one another'S lives." Andrews, Not Religion, but Love, 116.
296 Hennacy, The Book of Ammon, 108.
289
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3.4.2 - Obscure rituals and beliefs
Indee.d, Christ~an..a~archists criticise the church for concealing Jesus' political
teachIng by pnOntIsing obscure and hypnotic external rituals. 297 Tolstoy maintains
that Jesus hImself denounces such "external forms of religion" and "ceremonial
p~rformances" as "harmful" and "injurious" delusion?98 Tolstoy goes further: for
hIm, the sacraments amount to "coarse, degrading sorcery," and belief in the
Eucharist, to "blasphemy.,,299 Christian anarchists like Tolstoy (but with the
OO
exception of the Catholic Workers i therefore see church liturgy as an instrument of
deception.
Tolstoy accuses the church of inventing not just obscure rituals but also
obscure dogmas and beliefs, again to further distract its flock from Jesus' radical
teaching. One example Tolstoy highlights is the church's claim that the Bible is
infallible and sacred, and its consequent regard for the Old and New Testaments as
"equally divinely inspired. ,,301 According to Tolstoy, this belief forces the church to
seek to justify every bizarre assertion in the Bible, again to the neglect of Jesus'
302
It also "makes the importance of the New Testament
revolutionary teaching.
consist not in its moral teaching, not in the Sermon on the Mount, but in the
conformity of the Gospels with the stories of the Old Testament.,,303 Tolstoy believes
that this endeavour "harms" the "mind," is morally perverting, and deludes people
into thinking that just by "professing this teaching, [ ... ] they are living a really
Christian life.,,304 Even the four Gospels, for Tolstoy, are not "infallible expressions
of divine truth," but the attempt of "innumerable minds and hands" to summarise the
teaching of a man who wrote nothing himself - hence they are full of "errors" and
305
inaccuracies.
Thus, to claim that the Christian Scriptures are infallible is for
[Anonymous], "Towards an Anarchic Church?," 7; Andrews, Christi-Anarchy, 63; Andrews, Plan
Be, 81; Molnar, A Study of Peter ChelCickj's Life, 77, 123; Tolstoy, "Church and State," 341-342;
Tolstoy, "A Reply to the Synod's Edict of Excommunication," 217, 221; Tolstoy, What J Believe, 42.
298 Tolstoy, "The Gospel in Brief," 265-267. Further down (page 290), Tolstoy has Jesus say: "They
will continue their deceptions and increase evil in the world, and it will be long before they are
changed. But a time will come when all their churches and external worship of God will be destroyed."
299 Tolstoy, "A Reply to the Synod's Edict of Excommunication," 219, 220 (respectively). For
Tolstoy's autobiographical description of his initial attempt to follow these rituals, see Tolstoy, "A
Confession," 70-72.
300 Catholic Workers, Dorothy Day in particular, regularly attend mass and have faith in the mysterious
power of the sacraments.
301 Tolstoy, "Introduction to an Examination of the Gospels," 103 (for the quote)-104. See also Tolstoy,
"The Gospel in Brief," 124-127.
302 Tolstoy, "Introduction to an Examination of the Gospels," 105-106. See also Tolstoy, "The
Restoration of Hell," 315.
303 The full sentence reads as follows: "Besides the history of the Old Testament you also impart the
New Testament to children and to ignorant people in a way that makes the importance of the New
Testament consist not in its moral teaching, not in the Sermon on the Mount, but in the conformity of
the Gospels with the stories of the Old Testament, in the fulfilment of prophecies,. and i~ miracle~, the
movement ofa star, songs from the sky, talks with the devil, the turnin~ of water mt~ wme, walk~ng on
the water, healings, calling people back to life, and finally the resurrection of Jesus himself and hIS
flying up to the sky." Tolstoy, "An Appeal to the Clergy," 287.
304 Tolstoy, "An Appeal to the Clergy," 288-297. (The first two words are from page 288, and the
longer sentence from page 294.)
305 Tolstoy, "How to Read the Gospels and What ~s Essential in The~," 207 (i~ the foo~note). See also
Tolstoy, "The Gospel in Brief," 121-122. Indeed, If Tolstoy wrote thiS harmonIs~d versIOn of the
Gospel, it was precisely to iron out the inconsistencies between t~e four competIng accounts, and t.o
d out their irrational sections. Note also that on page 128 of hiS Gospel, Tolstoy remarks that smce
~:echurch claims that its position has been inspired by the Holy Ghost, it should call its faith "Holy
Ghostism after the name of the last revealer."
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Tolstoy just another trick to distract from the subversive implications of Jesus'
teaching.
Related to this, of course, is the church's affirmation that Jesus does not
reject Moses' law, the Christian anarchist position on which is discussed in Chapter 1.
For Tolstoy, this claim is clearly contradictory,306 and results in a deliberately
"cloudy interpretation" of the Sermon on the Mount. 307
According to Christian anarchists, the church has also intentionally obscured
Jesus' condemnation of the rich and preference for voluntary poverty (which is
discussed in Chapter 5). Myers, for instance, rejects the standard interpretation of the
" eye 0 f a nee dl e " sayIng,
. 308 and P entecost re fses
u
to'Interpret "ye have the poor
always with you" as implying that striving to alleviate poverty is to act against God's
309
These interpretations, for Christian anarchists, deliberately blur Jesus'
intentions.
clear denunciation of the accumulation of riches.
Yet another theme from the Gospels which is intentionally clouded by
"standard interpretations," for Myers, is the narrative of Jesus' last days, traditionally
celebrated during "Holy Week.,,310 He remarks that
Conditioned by centuries of liturgical and theological reproductions, we think of the
"Upper Room" as a lofty eucharistic moment, rather than the conflict-ridden final
hours of a fugitive community in hiding, whose solidarity is crumbling in the face of
state power. We envision Gethsemane as Jesus' obedient submission to the
preordained plan of salvation history, rather than the deep internal struggle of a
leader coming to terms with the consequences of his subversive practice. 31J

Again, the established understanding and liturgy linked to these Biblical passages
obfuscates an alternative, more politically subversive reading of them.
Aside from these suspicious interpretations of Scripture, Christian anarchists
also denounce specific church dogmas as su~erstitious and absurd. One example
which Tolstoy singles out is the Nicene Creed. 12 He maintains that it is "impossible
to believe" in both "salvation through faith in the redemption or the sacraments," as
posited by the Nicene Creed, and in "applying Christ's moral teaching in [one's]
life.,,313 For him, this Creed is nonsensical - if it were true, then it would suffice "to
Tolstoy'S actual words are the following: "There is no contradiction at all for a man who believes in
Christ; disregarding the law of Moses, he accepts only the law of Jesus, and fulfils it. For the man who
believes in the law of Moses there is also no contradiction. The Hebrews consider the teaching of Jesus
to be vain words, and they believe in the law of Moses. The contradiction exists only for those who
wish to live after the law of Moses, and yet assure themselves and others that they believe in the law of
Jesus - for those whom Jesus calls hypocrites and a race of vipers." Tolstoy, What I Believe, 64.
307 Tolstoy, What I Believe, 61. Note that Tolstoy devotes the whole of his fifth chapter (pages 50-66)
to his criticism of this belief.
308 In Matthew 19:24, Mark 10:25 and Luke 18:25, Jesus says "It is easier for a camel to go through the
eye of a needle, than for a rich man to enter into the Kingdom of Go~." For Myer~, this ~s a "wry joke,::
a form of "peasant humour," but certainly not a reference "to a certaIn small gate In ancl~nt Jerusal~m
as medieval exegesis would have it, and there is no getting away from Jesus' condemnatIOn of the nch.
Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 274-275.
309 Pentecost, First Anniversary Address, para. 14. See also Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 359.
(Matthew 26:11, Mark 14:7, John 12:8.)
310 Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 354.
311 Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 354.
.
"
312 Tolstoy, "An Appeal to the Clergy," 282-285 (where he also summanses the Creed); Tolstoy, The
Kingdom of God Is within You," 77-93.
.
..
.
313 Tit Y "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 84. Note that In wntIngs that predate thiS statement,
o so,
I
d"
H II
Tolstoy seems to hold a different view: "Believe i~ the Resurr~ction, in the Heave.n y ~ara Ise, In e,
. th Pope in the Church in the Sacraments, and In RedemptIOn; pray as your faith directs you, fast,
In
e
" nothing of all this need hinder you at the same tIme
.
sing
psalms,
from'
dOIng t hose t h'Ings w h'IC h Jesus
has ordained for you to your good." Tolstoy, What I Believe, 204-205.
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communicate it ,:ith reasona~le persuasion plainly and simply.,,314 Instead, the
c?urch preac~es It through vIOlence and hypnotism, claims Tolstoy, especially
dIrected to chIldren and the uneducated - all this to conceal the radical nature of
Jesus' teaching. 315
Thus several Christian anarchists reject the standard doctrine that Jesus died
t
fi
. 316
o a ?ne or our sIns.
Tolstoy also mocks the doctrine of the Trinity.31? He argues
that If these and other dogmas were crucial tenets of his teaching then Jesus would
have surely made a point of saying SO.318 Tolstoy therefore deno~nces the whole of
d~g~atic theology as a fraud, "not only false but [ ... ] an immoral deception.,,319
InItIally, he says, he "wilfully closed [his] eyes" to these dogmas as he tried to
embrace church Christianity, but he gradually found himself obliged to "throw aside,
one after the other, the Rropositions of the Church," since they were getting in the
way of Jesus' teaching.32
Tolstoy thereafter spent much time and effort deriding these dogmas In
order to expose their irrationality. "I am hopelessly evil," he writes,

t

and I must know it. My salvation is not to be found by guiding my life by the gift of
reason, and, having recognized good and evil, by making choice of the good. No,
Adam once for all has committed evil for me, and Christ once for all has redeemed
Adam's sin, and therefore I, as a mere spectator, have but to lament over the fall of
Adam and to rejoice over the redemption by Christ. 321

Moreover, this life "is an evil, fallen, and degenerate life - a parody of the life which
we imagine God meant to give us," and "the chief aim of life is not to try to live this
mortal life" according to the Sermon on the Mount, but "to convince ourselves that

Tolstoy, "An Appeal to the Clergy," 284.
315 Tolstoy, "An Appeal to the Clergy," 284-285; Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 9193; Tolstoy, What I Believe, 103.
316 For instance, Pentecost, Murder by Law, para. 4. Here again, the exception is the Catholic Workers
(Dorothy Day in particular), who generally accept - but do not really offer detailed comments on such dogma.
317 Leo Tolstoy, "Conclusion of a Criticism of Dogmatic Theology," in A Confession and the Gospel in
Brief, trans. Aylmer Maude (London: Oxford University Press, 1933), 87; Tolstoy, "A Reply to the
Synod's Edict of Excommunication," 218; Tolstoy, What I Believe, 57. Chelcicky, however, declares
that he believes in the Trinity, in Molnar, A Study of Peter ChelCic!cy's Life, 54.
318 Tolstoy, What I Believe, 137. On this topic, while describing Tolstoy'S views, Maude writes: "It
must strike anyone who reads the Gospels with an open mind and compares them with the Church
Creeds, that if Jesus knew that God would go on punishing mankind for Adam's sin until atonement
was made, and if Jesus approved of this and made it the chief aim of his life and death to appease such
a God, and if, moreover, he knew that men's eternal salvation depends on these things and on their
believing rightly about them, it is singularly unfortunate that he forgot to mention the matter and left us
to pick it up from obscure remarks made years later by St. Paul, whom he never met, and whose mind,
character, and work, differed considerably from his own." Maude, The Life of Tolstoy, 32.
319 Tolstoy, "Introduction to an Examination of the Gospels," 96. Tolstoy writes a short summary of his
understanding of dogmatic theology in Tolstoy, What I Believe, 103-105. See also Maude, The Life of
Tolstoy, 28-29; Tolstoy, "Conclusion ofa Criticism of Dogmatic Theology."; Tolstoy, "What Is .
Religion?," 241-243. Note that Chelcicky claims that he believes in some of the tenets of dogmatic
theology, in Molnar, A Study of Peter ChelCic!cy's Life, 54.
320 Tolstoy, What I Believe, 181. See also Maude, The Life of Tolstoy, 28-29; Tolstoy, "A Reply to the
Synod's Edict of Excommunication," 216-219; Tolsto~, Wh~t I ~elieve, 11-13, 186, 18? On p~~e.30
of his book, Maude also explains that Tolstoy sum manses hiS views on church dogma In A Cntlclsm of
Dogmatic Theology, for which there is however "no satisfactory English translation." Nonetheless,
Maude offers a concise summary of it on pages 30-31, and an excellent summary of Tolstoy's general
understanding of life on page 32.
321 Tolstoy, What I Believe, 103-106. See also ~entecost, The Sins of the Government, p~a. 19:
Tolstoy, "Conclusion ofa Criticism of Dogmatic Theology," 85-86; Tolstoy, What I BelIeve, 57.
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~fter this life will begin the real life.,,322 As to "reason," not only is it "of no
Importance," but it is "a temptation and an impertinence.,,323 It is obvious from
excerpts like these that Tolstoy does not hesitate to apply his literary talent to ridicule
church dogmas.
Tols~oy therefore sees dogmatic theology as containing the "most
.
In~omprehensible, ~la~phemous and shocking propositions, not merely incompatible
wIth reason, but qUIte Incomprehensible and contrary to morality.,,324 He also finds it
incredible that "In this demand for belief in the impossible and unreasonable, we go
so far that the very unreasonableness of what we ask to be believed is taken as a sign
of its truth.,,325 For Tolstoy, however, "To assert that the supernatural and irrational
form the essential characteristic of religion is like observing only rotten apples, and
then asserting that a flabby bitterness and a harmful effect to the stomach are the
.
. . 0 f t he lrult
Co
•
pnme
ch aractenstlcs
called Apple." 326 Dogmatic theology, for Tolstoy, is
not the prime characteristic of Christianity, and to see it as such is to surrender to the
church's obfuscation of Jesus' subversive teaching. Moreover, even though,
nowadays, only few people still genuinely believe in these dogmas, the tragedy
remains that the church's version of Christianity is accepted as the authoritative
327
"Christianity" is understood to be this official and dogmatic Christianity
one.
preached by the church.
Yet this perspective on Christianity, according to Andrews, "is essentially
static," "admits no questions," and "demands complete conformity.,,328 It therefore
"rips the heart out of Christianity, replacing the warm, kind-hearted compassion of
Christ with cold, hard-headed propositions about Christ, and relating to people, often
violently, in terms of an ideology of Christianity, rather than the non-violent love of
Christ.,,329 As a result, "we tend to treat Christ as our idol, someone we'd like to be
like, but know we never will be like; rather than our model, someone we'd like to be
like, and do our best to be sure we are like.,,33o Yet "Christ doesn't merely tell us the
way, he is the way.,,331 Hence Andrews encourages us to "become less concerned
about being 'Christian' and a lot more concerned about being 'Christlike. ",332
Christian anarchists therefore wish Christians were less preoccupied with performing
Tolstoy, What I Believe, 137. See also Tolstoy, "A Reply to the Synod's Edict of
Excommunication," 218-219. Berdyaev also notes, in passing, that there are many "illusions in
understanding the relation between this world [ ... ] and the other," but his understanding ofthe truth of
this relation is very different to Tolstoy'S. Berdyaev, "Personality, Religion, and Existential
Anarchism," 160.
323 Tolstoy, What I Believe, 106.
324 Tolstoy, "Introduction to an Examination of the Gospels," 96.
.
325 The next sentence reads: "It was a Christian who said credo quia absurdum, and others wIth rapture
repeat it, supposing that to demand a belief in the impossible is the best means of ensuring truth."
Tolstoy, What I Believe, 152. See also Tolstoy, "What Is Religion?," 245, 272.
326 Tolstoy, "What Is Religion?," 272.
327 Tolstoy, "The Law of Love and the Law of Violence," 158-160,167-169.
328 Andrews, Christi-Anarchy, 76-77.
. "
.
.
329 Andrews, Christi-Anarchy, 77. Andrews calls this the "Closed-Set PerspectIve, whIch hIs next
. . . "
chapter contrasts with the "Centred-Set Perspective."
330 Moreover, he writes that "To treat Christ as an idol [ ... ] simply perpetuates ChrIstIanIty. Andrews,
Christi-Anarchy, 114 (Andrews' emphasis).
331 Andrews Christi-Anarchy, 115 (Andrews' emphasis).
332 Andrews' The Urgent Need/or a Global Ethic, 7. See also Andrews, Christi-Anarchy, 83-84.
is that we
, ndrews comments that "One of the problems people have
. with
, Christians
.,
b are
EI sew here, A
-Christ-like
but
we
also
use
our
Christian
theology
to
ratIOnalIze
our
contInuIng
to
e unun
no t on Iy
,
. .
d h"
. h b
Christ-like. [ ... ] This sticks in the throats of many non-Chnstla?s .who h?pe C r.lstlans mIg t e
better." Moreover, "Gandhi [ ... ] was not afraid to confront ChrIstIans WIth our mIsuse of the theology
of the cross in rationalizing our continued un-Christ-likeness." Andrews, The Crux of the Struggle, 37.
322
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rituals and preaching
dogmatic theology, and more with embodying Jesus' teaching
and example. 333
The difficulty, of course, is that the church has "hidden" the "clearness
simplicity, and reasonableness [ ... ] of the teaching of Jesus [ ... ] under the veil of
cunning," says Tolstoy, "under a pretended teaching which is falsely attributed to
him.,,334 The church has consciously mixed truth with falsehood, and cemented the
mix with a plethora of rules about external worship.335 It has thus succeeded in
keeping the radical truth mostly hidden - to such an extent that to quote Chelcicky,
people "hold Christian faith to be a heresy, while heresies they often parade around as
faith.,,336 Christians are convinced they have understood Jesus' teaching, and believe
that this teaching "can be accepted without changing our life. ,,337 They are so
hypnotised that they "deceive one another and cannot get out of that enchanted
circle," says Tolstoy.338 If one exposes the contradictions, it causes unease and
confusion, because people generally assume that they can trust the learned
authorities' pronouncements on Jesus' teaching. 339
For that matter, Tolstoy believes that many theologians are fully aware of
the revolutionary potential of Jesus' teaching - but while they sometimes debate it
amongst themselves, they keep it hidden from the masses. 340 If one reminds them of
Jesus' teaching, they become angry and publicly contradict it. 341 Tolstoy cannot avoid
the conclusion that church theologians are hypocrites preaching hypocrisy.342 He
reminds them that Jesus roundly condemns such hypocrisy, and warns that false
interpretations of his teaching will not be forgiven. 343 As to the laity, Tolstoy calls it
to use reason - the one gift which he believes God. to have granted to all human
beings - to deconstruct traditional interpretations, separate truth and falsehood, and
uncover the truly radical potential of Jesus' teaching and example. 344

Andrews, Christi-Anarchy, 15; Andrews, Not Religion, but Love, 77; Tolstoy, "The Gospel in
Brief," 203; Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 203-204; Tolstoy, "A Reply to the Synod's
Edict of Excommunication," 223-224; Tolstoy, What 1 Believe, 186-188.
334 Tolstoy, What 1 Believe, 50. See also Tolstoy, "Church and State," 343-345.
335 Molnar, A Study of Peter ChelCickj's Life, 33, 56, 81-82; Tolstoy, "Church and State," 343-345;
Tolstoy, "A Confession," 77-78.
336 Molnar, A Study of Peter ChelCickj's Life, 55 (quoting ChelcickY). Andrews quotes Ellul, who says
that "Christianity is the very opposite of the revelation of God in Jesus Christ," in Andrews, ChristiAnarchy, 69. As to Hennacy, he finds it astonishing "To have to argue with Christians that God would
take care of those who seek first the Kingdom; to have to try to prove to a priest that Jesus really meant
the Sermon on the Mount; to have to tell so-called metaphysical leaders that their Mammon worship
was not important and that 'all things work together for good to those that love God.'" Hennacy, The
Book ofAmmon, 118.
337 Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 55, 120 (for the quote), 147-148). On page 55,
Tolstoy writes that "believers and unbelievers alike are firmly conv.inced that they have I?n~
understood Christ's teaching so fully, indubitably, and finally, that It can have no other SIgnificance
than that which they attribute to it."
338 Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 86.
339 Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 331-333.
340 Tolstoy, "An Appeal to the Clergy," 291.
,
341 Elliott, Freedom, Justice and Christian Counter-Culture, 209; Tolstoy, "A Reply to the Synod s
Edict of Excommunication," 221.
342 Tolstoy, "Conclusion of a Criticism of Dogmatic Theology," 92.
.
.
343 Tolstoy, "Conclusion of a C~iticism of Dogmatic. T?eolog~:" 93; Tolstoy, "The"Gos~el. m Bnef,"
145 151 185· Tolstoy, "The Kmgdom of God Is withm You, 378-386; Tolstoy, Patnotlsm, or
'?,,'I 08-i 09·, Tolstoy , "A Reply to the Synod's Edict of Excommunication," 223. See also
Peace.,
Hennacy The Book of Ammon, 31.
. .
344 Tolst~y, "Reason and Religion." Tolstoy underst~nds true "faith" to be preCisely about usmg reason
to clarify the truth, and he interprets the famous saymg about Peter as the rock of the church to be
333
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J esus fou~ded neither church nor state - indeed he subverted both - yet
c?urch and state ehtes have managed to hide his teaching behind obscure belief and
nt~a~s, and use their ~~ofessed authority to bless the violent state with apparent
These dogmas and ceremonies hypnotise and stupefy the
rehgIous. endorse~e~t.
masses Into submIssIOn - particularly soldiers, the state's guardians and cannonfodder. 3.46 Thus. institutio?alis~d Christianity, with its textual reinterpretations,
the?logIcal doctn~es and hturgIca.1 performanc~s, is itself the heart of the deceftion
whIch has kept a hd on the revolutIOnary potentIal of Jesus' anarchist message. 34

3.4.3 - Institutional religion
Christian anarchists maintain that Jesus did not intend to be the founder of an
348
institutionalised religion. One of Jesus' intentions, for them, was indeed to bypass
such human intermediaries and do away with priests. 349 In line with this, the early
church was more of a popular movement than an institution - Elliott and Andrews
call it the "Jesus Movement.,,350 Tolstoy argues that this early church "existed in her
purity as long as her teachers endured patient11 and suffered," but that this ended "as
soon as they became fat and sleek.,,35 For Christian anarchists, today's
institutionalised "church" bears little resemblance to its oldest ancestor, and must be
clearly dissociated from the church or assembly which Jesus initially intended. 352
Given this assessment on the corruption of the church, several Christian
anarchists (with significant exceptions )353 are very critical of institutionalised or
organised religion. 354 Hennacy writes that "All religions are a mockery of God no

precisely about that. Tolstoy, "The Gospel in Brief," 212,219; Tolstoy, "The Teaching of Jesus," 388;
Tolstoy, What I Believe, 149-152.
345 Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 200, 333-339; Tolstoy, "The Restoration of Hell,"
319-327. Note that the first component of this sentence is paraphrased from Hubert Newton, whom
Tolstoy quotes (with no precise reference details) in an epigraph to one of his chapters. Newton's
words are the following: "Christ founded neither a Church, nor a State; he handed over no laws, nor
government, nor any form of external authority; but he tried to write the law of God in the hearts of
men in order that they might govern themselves." Tolstoy, "The Law of Love and the Law of
Violence," 167.
346 Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 200, 307-368.
347 Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 75-76.
348 Andrews, "Heaven on Earth," 51; Fontana, Citizen Jesus, para. 13; Pentecost, First Anniversary
Address, para. 12.
349 Elliott, Freedom, Justice and Christian Counter-Culture, 164; Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 445.
350 Andrews, Plan Be, 56; Elliott, Freedom, Justice and Christian Counter-Culture, 174.
351 Tolstoi', What to Do? ,203-204.
352 [Anonymous], Ninety-Five Theses in Defense of Patriarchy, thesis 13; Elliott, Freedom, Justice and
Christian Counter-Culture, 174; Hennacy, The Book of Ammon, 31, 169; Tolstoi', What to Do? , 192;
Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 1.
.
353 As already noted in the Introduction, Catholic Workers (Day in particular) are ~enerall~ respect!ul
of the Catholic Church. Maurin was also not necessarily critical ofthe Pope, as eVidenced m Maurm,
Easy Essays (2003), 89. See also Berdyaev, who for instance writes that "The m~s.tical spiritual
experience is symbolized in organized religion." Berdyaev, The Realm of the Spmt and the Realm of

Caesar, 181.
See, for instance, Day, "Foreword," x; Day, Selected Writings, 143; Helms.' Hugh ~e~ P~ntecost,
para. 7. Note also that Tolstoy shares his definition of the. t~ue a~d false meanmgs ~freli.glOn m
Tolstoy, "Religion and Morality. "; Tolstoy, "What Is ReligIOn? In the ~ormer, he Ide.ntIfies three.
different meanings given to "religion," three different fundamental relatIOns of the Universe associated
to these, and three different types of moral teachings following fr?~ these. In the latter, he argues that
religion concerns one's relation to everything else an~ t?at all religions share the same fundamen~l
principles, and he describes the process whereby a religIOn can degenerate and be perverted over time.
354
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matte.r if th~y were once started by inspired pro&hets. ,,355 He frequently and pointedly
descn bes hImself as a "nonchurch Christian.,,3 6 He insists that when an organisation
becomes more important than its alleged ideal, it becomes institutionalised and thus
corrupt. 357 In tum, institutionalised religion typically seeks support and protection
358
from the state.
Over time, the corrupt and powerful organisation becomes
.
1
d
d'
. I.359 For Tolstoy, as Jesus says, a tree must be judged by its
t yrannIca an
Ictatona
fruits, and since organised religion and its priesthood produces evil fruits, it must be
rejected. 36o
Christian anarchists therefore sometimes use strong language against the
church and its clergy. The priests, for Tolstoy, "are not only not the pillars of
Christianity they profess to be, but are its greatest enemies.,,361 The church is a
"church of Satan," says one contributor to A Pinch of Salt. 362 ChelCicky calls the pope
the Antichrist, and a contemporary Church Council "an assembly of harlots, assassins
of righteous men, and transgressors of all commandments of God.,,363 Hennacy,
however, concedes that he does not think that churchmen "are knowingly wicked
people," but simply that "they are in a bad business.,,364
Not all Christian anarchists use strong language to describe the church and
clergy (again, Catholic Workers like Day spring to mind as exceptions), but the
majority are very critical of the institutional church and its historical achievements.
Either way, implicitly or explicitly, all Christian anarchists call for a frank reexamination of Jesus' teaching and life. All see revolutionary potential in it. All see
criticism of the state implicit in it. All see an anarchist society envisioned in it. Few
believe the institutional church to be founded in it, and most are very critical of what
the church made of it. For them, for true Christianity to be embraced by humanity,
Jesus' teaching and example must be examined anew.

3.5 - Awakening to true Christianity
For many Christian anarchists, therefore, Christianity has never been properly tried
yet on a significant enough scale. Catholic Workers often repeat a quote from
Chesterton: "The Christian ideal has not been tried and found wanting. It has been
found difficult and left untried. ,,365 Maurin comments that it "has not been tried
because people thought it was impractical. And men have tried everything except

Hennacy, The Book ofAmmon, 472.
."
.
For instance: Hennacy, The Book ofAmmon, 204,472. On page 220, he also wntes: It worned
some people to learn that I belonged to no church, was not even a JW, had nothing for them to join that
would save them, but advocated that they change themselves."
357 Hennacy, The Book ofAmmon, 224. See also Pentecost, First An~iversary Address, para. 1.
358 [Anonymous], Ninety-Five Theses in Defense of Patriarc~y, the~,ls 60.
.
359 [Anonymous], "Towards an Anarchic Church?," 7; Meggitt [?], Anarchism and the New
Testament," 10; Pentecost, First Anniversary Address, para. 11-13.
360 Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 77.
361 Tolstoy, "Letter to a Non-Commissioned Officer," 121.
362 Hone [?], "The Church of Satan," 8 . . .
. ,
.
363 Molnar, A Study of Peter Chelcickj's Life, Vll, 34, 71 (for the Cheltlcky quote), 74, Wagner, Petr
Chelcickj, 96 (for the Antichrist comment), 140-143.
364 Hennacy The Book of Ammon, 468.
.
365 Maurin, Easy Essays (2003), 87. For examples of this passage be.ing quoted, see either the .July
,
2001 (page 4) or the Lent 2006 (page 5) issue of the London Catholic Worker. See also Maurm, EaS)
Essays (2003), 45; Redford, Jesus Is an Anarchist, 58.
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' . . ,,366
ChrIstIanlty.
Hence he says of "Catholic scholars" that they "have failed to blow
the dynamite of the Church.,,367 For Christian anarchists, "The Christian truth about
society has not yet been revealed," and Jesus' radical teaching is still waiting to be
discovered. 368
In the meantime, and because Jesus' revolutionary teaching has not been
articulated by the church, people have turned their attention to secular, socialist
369
ideals.
The poor rightly feel "betrayed by Christianity," remarks Day, and they
have therefore sought emancipation in alternative ideals. 37o Tolstoy, however, is very
critical of these. For him, not only are progressive secular ideals based on a mistaken
understanding of human nature, but they will not truly alleviate the plight of the
371
pOOr.
He believes that nineteenth century socialists and similar proponents of
secular ethics are mostly hypocrites giving false hopes to the oppressed while
continuing to benefit from their privileged position. 372 Either that or they are deluded,
for reasons discussed in Chapters 4 and 5. Either way, their secular programme will
not address the root of social injustice, because the state is left intact. 373 For Tolstoy,
Jesus said that "Men's lives, with their different creeds and governments, must all be
changed. All human authorities must disappear.,,374 The only revolution that can save
humanity, therefore, is the Christian anarchist revolution.
Hence Tolstoy repeatedly calls humanity to bethink and awaken itself out of
its hypnotic state, its orthodox trap, and fully embrace Jesus' teaching. 375 He is quite
hopeful in that he believes in a natural evolution of humanity from darkness into
light, and he believes that the desired awakening can happen at any moment. 376 What
is needed is for enough people to see through and shake off orthodox deceptions, to
see the truth of Jesus' revolutionary teaching. 377 Just as it took a long time for
Maurin, Easy Essays (2003), 87.
Maurin, Easy Essays (2003), 3. Hennacy says something similar but using a different analogy:
"God is a powerline, and a person can pray and do anything he wishes, but unless he connects with this
powerline he is not connected up. It is all talk. If the average person tries to 'connect up' without using
a transformer he is likely to get shocked or killed [ ... ]. Churches should be these transformers to do the
'connecting,' but they weaken the current until it hardly means a thing." Hennacy, The Book of
Ammon, 172.
368 Berdyaev, The Realm a/the Spirit and the Realm a/Caesar, 61. See also Tolstoy, What I Believe,
50,66.
369 Maurin, Easy Essays (2003), 52.
370 Day, Selected Writings, 41.
.., .
., .
371 Tolstoy articulates at length (if not always very convmcmgly) hl.s disagreements With the sCientific
account of reality in Tolstoy, "On Life." His view on secular moralIty can also be gleaned from
Tolstoy, "Religion and Morality," 197-198.
372 Tolstoy "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 368-386.
373 These ~ords are paraphrased from Pentecost, who says that "M~ny exp.edient~ are. proposed b~
'reformers' as remedies for the acknowledged injustices of our SOCial and mdustnal lIfe, all of which
leave government by physical force intact," and then goes on to explain that these expedients cannot
succeed. Pentecost, The Sins a/the Government, para. 7.
374 Tolstoy, "The Gospel in Brief," 293.
,
"
375 The expressions of "bethinking" and "awakening," here paraphras~d,. are TO!,sto y s. Tolstoy, An
Appeal to the Clergy," 307-308; Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is wlthm You, ~O~, 358-368, 398407,420-421; Tolstoy, "The Law of Love and the Law of Violence,': 217-219. Similarly, Andrews
twice says that Gandhi "suggested that if Christ could onl~ b~ unchamed from the shackle~ of
Christianity, he could become 'The Way,' not just for Chnstlans, but for the whole world. Andrews,
Christi-Anarchy, 95; Andrews, Not Religion, but Love, 22.
"
376 Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 361-361,390-391,420-421; Tolstoy, The Law of
366
367

Love and the Law of Violence," 199-203.
. "
'
Th
tions of "shaking off' the "deception" and "hypnOSIs, here paraphrased, are Tolstoy s.
Tolstoey~~The Kingdom of God Is within You," 202, 384-385, 393, 420-421. Tolstoy, "Letter to a Non377

Commissioned Officer," 124-126.
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"Christians" to awaken to the injustice of the slave trade, but they eventually did, one
day, they will awaken to the violence and injustice of the state. 378 When enough
people will have freed themselves from the deceptions of the state and church, a final
push by public opinion will usher the age of true Christianity, of Christian anarchy. 379
People will recognise that the state is violent, cunning and exploitative, that the
church's dogmas are deceptive, and its interpretation of Jesus' teaching dishonest. At
that point, the loving society envisioned by Jesus might finally come about.
In the meantime, however, Christian anarchists have to live in a world in
which the state is strong. Hence they need to decide on how to respond to this state,
as well as on how to embody Jesus' teaching and example in this context. The first is
the theme of Chapter 4, the second, of Chapter 5.

378

Carson, Biblical Anarchism, para. 21-33; Pentecost, The Crime a/Owning Vacant Land, para. 23-
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Part 11-The Christian Anarchist
Response

Chapter 4 - Responding to the State
Having outl~ned the many Christian anarchist criticisms of the state, it is now time to
explore t~eIr proposed response to the state's contemporary prominence. That
:esponse ~s made of two fairly distinguishable questions: how to respond to and
Interact WIth the state; and how to build an alternative, stateless society.l That is, on
the one hand, Christian anarchists have to work out a way in which to interact with
the prominent state, a modus vivendi that honours Jesus' teaching; and on the other,
they have to exemplify the Christian alternative to it, to embody and to thereby
demonstrate the possibility of the sort of stateless community life which they
understand Jesus to be calling them to. The former is the subject of this Chapter; the
latter, of the next.
This Chapter's focus on the Christian anarchist response to the state brings
to the fore two important New Testament passages which have been deliberately
omitted so far: Paul's instructions to the Christians in Rome that they "be subject unto
higher powers," and Jesus' saying about rendering to Caesar what belongs to Caesar.
Both passages are often seen as problematic for Christian anarchism since they
appear to contradict its basic proposition - after all, do they not clearly instruct
Christians to concentrate on spiritual matters, to submit to the authority of the state,
and to let the state and its politicians deal with political affairs?2 This Chapter
demonstrates that to the contrary, these passages can actually be read as confirming
and elaborating the Christian anarchist exegesis. They do instruct Christians to stay
out of state politics, but they imply an indifference to the state that is peculiarly
subversive. For Christian anarchists, this Chapter therefore shows, it is the standard
interpretation of these passages that turns out to be false and dishonest.
The first section of this Chapter discusses Romans 13, looking at Christian
anarchists' opinion of Paul, at their actual exegesis of the passage, and then at what
they make of similar passages elsewhere in the New Testament. In the second section,
the two instances where Jesus is giving advice on payment of taxes are interpreted
from a Christian anarchist perspective: first the "render unto Caesar" passage from
Mark 12, then the curious recommendation about collecting the temple tax from the
mouth of a fish, from Matthew 17. The third section then outlines the divergent
Christian anarchist positions on civil disobedience: the case against it, the case for it,
and the paramount importance of obeying God whatever the case may be. The fourth
section then lists a few examples of what Christian anarchists argue to be appropriate
responses to the state's demands, such as on elections, on taxes, and on military
conscription. The fifth and final section then considers the Christian anarchist
rejection of any violent revolutionary metho~s in response to the state, and the related
conviction that real change can only come about by example rather than by force.

I Hennacy indeed identifies the "function" of t~e anarchist as "two~ fo~d." }'hat is, the. anarch ist "helps
to tear down present society," and at the same time he works on buIldmg the anarchist
commonwealth." Hennacy, The Book of Ammon, 199.
2 See, for instance, Jeremy, "Letter," A Pinch of Salt, issue 4, August 1986, 11.
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4.1 - Paul's letter to Roman Christians, chapter 13
In his study of New Testament passages relevant to the state, Penner asserts that "The
mos~ elaborate and ~pecific body of teaching in the New Testament on the Christian's
relatIOn to the state IS Romans 13," where Paul writes the following: 3
1.

Let every soul be subject unto the higher powers. For there is no power but of
God: the powers that be are ordained of God.
2. Whoso~ver therefor~ resisteth the power, resisteth the ordinance of God: and they
that resIst shall receive to themselves damnation.
3. For rulers are not a terror to good works, but to the evil. Wilt thou then not be
afraid of the power? do that which is good, and thou shalt have praise of the
same:
4. For he is the minister of God to thee for good. But if thou do that which is evil
be afraid; for he beareth not the sword in vain: for he is the minister of God, a '
revenger to execute wrath upon him that doeth evil.
5. Wherefore ye must needs be subject, not only for wrath, but also for conscience
sake.
6. For for this cause pay ye tribute also: for they are God's ministers, attending
continually upon this very thing.
7. Render therefore to all their dues: tribute to whom tribute is due', custom to
whom custom; fear to whom fear; honour to whom honour. 4

Of course, this thesis argues - as Penner does - that many other passages in the New
Testament have inherent implications for the state, but Romans 13 is probably the one
with the most explicit reference to it. 5 A few other scattered verses which have been
omitted so far also refer directly to the state, but as noted in more detail below, what
they say is largely encompassed by Romans 13. 6 As a result, as Eller puts it, a
thinker's "handling of Romans 13 (along with Mark 12) is the litmus test" of his
Christian anarchism. 7
Church theologians make the most of this passage to legitimise the church's
support of the state. 8 Indeed, Ellul claims that "the official church since Constantine
has consistently based almost its entire 'theology of the state' on Romans 13 and
parallel texts in Peter's epistles.,,9 Based on Romans 13, established theologians have
argued that Christians ought to submit to state authorities, even to wield the sword
when these request it, because God clearly intends the state to be his main tool to
preserve social order and stability - in other words, that the state is sanctified by God,
and that Christians should welcome that and collaborate with the state. For many
Christian anarchists, however, such an interpretation betrays the subtle meaning of
this passage. lO It does not take its context into account, and anyway, it leaves the
11
church with the difficulty of dealing with the "embarrassment" of "tyrants." Once
Penner, The New Testament, the Christian, and the State, 76.
Romans 13: 1-7 . Note that chapters 12 and 13 of Paul's Epistle are reprinted in full in Appendix B.
5 On this, Yoder contends that "The New Testament speaks in many ways about the problem of the
state; Romans 13 is not the center of this teaching." Yoder, The Politics ofJesus, 194.
6 Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, 77-80.
7 Eller, Christian Anarchy, 114-115.
8 See, for instance, Cranfield, "The Christian's Political Responsibility According to the New
Testament," 177-184; Davies, Christian Anarchist: An Oxymoron?, para. 5.
9 Ellul, "Anarchism and Christianity," 166-167. See also Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, 79; Molnar,
A Study of Peter ChelCickj's Life, 108; Yoder, The Politics of Jesus, 193.
10 Berdyaev The Realm of the Spirit and the Realm of Caesar, 60-61,69-71; Ellul, Anarchy and
Christianity: 79; Molnar, A Study of Peter Chelcickj's Life, Ill; Sampson, "Christian Soldiers?," 10;
Wagner, Petr Chelcickj, 50-51; Yoder, The Politics ofJesus, 193-194.
II Many theologians have sought to argue that somehow Romans 13 doe~ not really ap~ly to tyrants
and dictators, but only to peaceful and just forms of government - espeCIally democratIc ones - but
3
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again, therefore, Christian anarchists are suspicious of traditional exegeses, and
instead, they articulate an alternative interpretation of their own.

4.1.1 - Paul's weaknesses
Before this alternative interpretation can be outlined, however, it is important to note
that Paul himself is also viewed with suspicion by some Christian anarchists.
For a start, several Christian anarchists note that Paul himself did not always
submit to Roman authorities, and they demonstrate this by listing his many recorded
acts of disobedience. 12 Redford even remarks that Paul proudly cites his punishments
for such disobedience as proof of his commitment to Jesus. 13 Was Paul guilty of "evil
works"? Was he not doing "that which is good" by spreading the good news? Why
then did he incur the "wrath" of rulers? It would seem that either Paul did not abide
by his own pronouncement, or that what he meant in Romans 13 must be slightly
different to what he is traditionally interpreted to have meant. 14
Either way, some Christian anarchists also make the point that Christians
ought in the first instance to follow Jesus, not Paul, since unlike Jesus, "The apostles
can err in their acts.,,15 Indeed, for Tolstoy, the church's "deviation" from Jesus'
teaching begins precisely with Paul. 16 Hence both Tolstoy and Hennacy (who was
strongly influenced by Tolstoy) frankly dislike Paul and see him as at best confusing
Jesus' message, at worst betraying it. 17 As to Elliott, he contends that Paul's advice to
submit to authorities was informed by his "expectation of Christ's imminent
return.,,18 For him, Paul advised submission because he mistakenly expected "the
present order" to be soon "swept away.,,19 The "tragedy," he argues, is that for the
church, Paul's instruction "takes precedence over the witness of Jesus.,,20 For
Christian anarchists like Tolstoy, Hennacy and Elliott, therefore, Jesus is the
important teacher, and Paul is just an erring follower who has been given too much
kudos by the tradition. Beyond this, these particular Christian anarchists have little
else to say on Romans 13.
Not all Christian anarchists, however, dislike Paul or view him with such
suspicion. Some point out that he seems to be edging towards anarchism when he
says that for Christians, "there is no law.,,21 Others remember his advice to contend
Ellul has little respect for such "strange casuistry" which anyway does not appear founded on the
passage. Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, 79. For an example of such a theological position, see
Cranfield, "The Christian's Political Responsibility According to the New Testament."
12 Andrews, Subversive Spirituality, Ecclesial and Civil Disobedience, 18-22; Ellul, Anarchy and
Christianity, 90; Halliday, Christian Libertarians, para. 23-24; Penner, The New Testament, the
Christian, and the State, 98-100; Redford, Jesus Is an Anarchist, 13-14.
13 (He also remembers that Joseph and Mary disobeyed Herod to protect baby Jesus.) Redford, Jesus Is
an Anarchist, 13-14.
14 Eller, Christian Anarchy, 198-199.
15 Penner, The New Testament, the Christian, and the State, 98. See also Halliday, Christian
Libertarians, para. 23.
16 Tolstoy, "Church and State," 336.
.
17 Day, Selected Writings, 142; Hennacy, The Book ofAmmon, 301-302, 475; Maude, The Life of
Tolstoy, 39-40; Tolstoy, "Introduction to an Examination of the Gospels," 107-108.
18 Elliott, Freedom, Justice and Christian Counter-Culture, 52.
19 Elliott Freedom, Justice and Christian Counter-Culture, 77-78.
20 (He u;es the word "tragedy" in the plural.) Elliott, Freedom, Justice and Christian Counter-Culture,
78 (see also 89).
. .
21 Unfortunately, however, the anarchist interpretation of this passage IS nowhere elaborate~ .m great
detail - it is usually just cited as evidence of Paul's anarchist credentials. Day, Selected Wntmgs, 343;
Watson, "The Catholic Worker and Anarchism," 8. (Galatians 5.)
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against t~e prin~ipalities a~d powers (examined in Chapter 2).22 Others still try to
defend hIm agaInst allegatIOns that he sought protection from the state - obviously
23
anathema to any genuine anarchist. Either way, not all Christian anarchists see Paul
as a traitor. Several try to make sense of Romans 13 rather than reject it outright as
dishone~t and inauth~ntic?4 Their resulting exegesis, they argue, actually ends up
paradoxIcally confirmIng rather than contradicting the Christian anarchist position.

4.1.2 - The Christian anarchist exegesis: subversive subjection
One Christian anarchist interpretation of Romans 13, posited by Redford, is to argue
that this is an "ingenious case of rhetorical misdirection.,,25 For him, Romans 13 must
not be interpreted literally because Paul is not speaking his true mind (partly for
reasons mentioned in the next paragraph).26 Similar arguments have been made by
others: Timothy Carter, for instance, suggests that Paul is using the "classic ironic
technique of blaming by apparent praise.,,27 He sees Paul's apparent reverence for
authorities as "deeply subversive" because of this "ironic edge. ,,28 Both Carter and
Redford point to examples of Paul disobeying authorities as proof of him not really
meaning for Christians to obey. Such interpretations of Romans 13, however, can rightly or wrongly - sound more like justifications to brush the text aside than patient
attempts to grapple with it and give it a real chance.
Yet both Redford and Carter also note something that several other
Christian anarchists take note of as well: Paul's letter is addressed to the Christian
community in Rome - the very heart of the Roman empire. It is written at a time
when Christians are already being persecuted across that empire. For several
Christian anarchists, therefore, Paul is deliberately very cautious in his wording, as
his letter could easily be used by Roman authorities as a pretext to step up this
persecution. 29 Hence for some Christian anarchists, Paul's advice is largely
"pragmatic rather than philosophical:,,3o by submitting to the authorities' wishes,
Roman Christians might be able to develop good relations with their persecutors and
thereby avoid further conflict. Thus, the historical context of Romans 13 is important
to pay attention to. It helps explain why Paul would have deliberately addressed the
For instance, Eller, Christian Anarchy, 198; Penner, The New Testament, the Christian, and the
State, 77.
23 Ballou looks in detail at each episode in which Paul appears to seek help from, or be helped by, the
state, and concludes that in no instance does Paul not behave as a Christian non-resistant should have which is not the same thing as saying that Paul was a consistent anarchist, of course, but at least,
according to Ballou, he always abided by the doctrine which is also at the root of Christian anarchism.
Ballou, Christian Non-Resistance in All Its Important Bearings, 38-40. See also Penner, The New
Testament, the Christian, and the State, 99-100.
24 According to Goddard, in struggling with this passage, Ellul "prob~bly changed" his interpretat~on,
over time. Goddard, Living the Word, Resisting the World, 287-288 (m the footnote). As to Chelclcky,
Wagner asserts that he "never doubted" the "authenticity" of Romans 13. Wagner, Petr ChelcickY, 50.
25 Redford, Jesus Is an Anarchist, 14.
26 Redford, Jesus Is an Anarchist, 13-20.
27 Timothy Carter, "Commentary: The Irony of Romans 13:1-8," T~ird Way, iss~e 28, M~y 2005, 21.
(This commentary was sent to me by Keith Hebden, the current editor of the revived A Pmch o/Saltwhich is why it is briefly mentioned here.)
28 Carter "Commentary," 21. See also Barr, Radical Hope, 10.
29 Alexis'-Manners, Deconstructing Romans 13, 1; Andrews, Subversive Spirituality, Ecclesial and
Civil Disobedience, 10; Brock, The Political and Social Doctrines, 47-48: Carter, "Commentary," 21;
Molnar, A Study of Peter CheiCickY's Life, 109, 137; Redford, Jesus Is an Anarchist, 14-15; Yoder, The
22

Politics of Jesus, 200.
Meggitt [?], "Anarchism and the New Testament," 11.
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question of Christians' relations to the authorities in the first place, and indeed even
perhaps why he may have opted for that "rhetorical misdirection" or "irony" alleged
by Redford and Carter.
.
The textual context of Romans 13: 1-7 is even more important, as it throws
hght on what Paul has in mind when writing these particular verses. Along with
Yoder, several Christian anarchists insist that "chapters 12 and 13 in their entirety
fo~ a single literary unit.,,31 In both chapters, Paul is writing about love and
sacnfice, about overcoming evil with good, about willingly offering oneself up for
persecution. Interpreting Romans 12 and 13 as a coherent whole, Ellul notes that
"there
is a progression of love from friends to strangers and then to enemies , and this
.
IS where the passage then comes. In other words, we must love enemies and therefore
we must even respect the authorities.,,32 Eller agrees: these authorities "are brought in
as Paul's example of those to whom it will be the most difficult to make the
obligation apply.,,33 They are "a test case of our loving the enemy.,,34 In any case, for
Yoder, "any interpretation of 13: 1-7 which is not also an expression of suffering and
serving love must be a misunderstanding of the text in its context. ,,35 Hence Paul's
message in Romans 13 is to call for Christians to subject themselves to political
powers out of love and forgiveness.
Seen in that light, Romans 13 is not a betrayal of Jesus' revolutionary
Sermon on the Mount, but actually an exegesis of it: Romans 12-13 is an "eloquent
and passionate statement" of the Sermon applied to the case of the state. 36 In the
Sermon, Jesus calls for his followers to love their enemies, to give not only the
requested coat but the cloak also, and to bless their persecutors. In Romans 12-13,
Paul is doing the same, and applying Jesus' commandments to the authorities.
At the same time, Eller emphasises that to "be subject to" does not mean to
worship, to "recognise the legitimacy of' or to "own allegiance to.,,37 For him, "It is a
sheerly neutral and anarchical counsel of 'not-doing' - not doing resistance, anger,
assault, power play, or anything contrary to the 'loving the enemy' which is, of
course, Paul's main theme.,,38 Hence Paul is not counselling "blind obedience.,,39 As
He notes the unity of the theme both chapters address, but also some specific verbal cross-references
that link the two chapters together. Yoder, The Politics ofJesus, 196. For others making that same
point, see Alexis-Manners, Deconstructing Romans 13, 1; Barr, Radical Hope, 12; Eller, Christian
Anarchy, 197; Penner, The New Testament, the Christian, and the State, 80. Ellul, for his part, calls
upon an even broader context from Romans 9-11, in which Paul makes "a detailed study ofthe
relations between the Jewish people and Christians," to Romans 14, in which "some details are offered
as to the practice of love (hospitality, not judging others, supporting the weak)," and concludes that "It
seems so odd, so out of joint, in this larger context that some exegetes have thought that it must be an
interpolation and that Paul himself did not write it." Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, 80-81.
32 He adds that Paul "is reminding Christians that the authorities are also people (there was no abstract
concept of the state), people such as themselves, and that they must accept and respect them, too."
Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, 81. See also Ellul, "Anarchism and Christianity," 170.
33 Eller, Christian Anarchy, 197. Note that Redford disagrees with the "fallacy" that "higher powers"
necessarily implies "mortal governments that exist on earth." Redford, Jesus Is an Anarchist, 16.
34 Eller, Christian Anarchy, 197.
35 Yoder, The Politics of Jesus, 198.
.
36 [Anonymous], Why I Worship a Violent, Vengeful God, para. 5 (for the quoted words); AlexlsManners Deconstructing Romans 13,2; Yoder, The Politics ofJesus, 210. See also Penner, who
argues th'at the opposite of the Greek for "be subject to" i~ the ~reek used in the ~ible for "resist," so
that Paul is indeed repeating the commandment not to resIst whIch Jesus uttered In the Sermon on the
Mount. Penner, The New Testament, the Christian, and the State, 90-94.
..
37 Eller, Christian Anarchy, 199. See also [Anonymous], God Sends Evil; [Anonymous], Nmety-Flve
Theses in Defense of Patriarchy, thesis 40.
.
38 Eller, Christian Anarchy, 199. On page 117 (and chap. 5 more generally), Eller explaInS how he
borrows this interpretation of "not doing" from Karl Barth.
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exp~ai~ed below, if ~hat the authorities demand conflicts with God's demands, then

Chnstlans ought to disobey - but also then submit to any punishment. 4o Ultimately a
Christian's allegiance is only to God, not to the state.
'
. Yet Paul goes on to write that "the powers that be are ordained of God.,,4 I
Do~~ thIS not suggest divine sanctification of state authorities? Does it not imply that
pohtlcal powers are always endorsed by God? For Christian anarchists it only means
that God "allows" it, not that "he agrees with it" or that these authori~ies are "good
.
I
bl ,,42
'
Ju~t, or ova e:
,Here, they recall. 1 Samuel 8, where despite his disappointment
with the Israehtes request for a king, God grants them their wish.43 ChelCicky
furthermore argues that "The earthly rulers and the state authorities are the
punishment of God for disobeying His laws.,,44 Thus God does indeed "appoint" state
authorities, but reluctantly, only because his commandments are being ignored. It
does not imply that anything the authorities do is willed by God, or that, as Penner
puts it, "God's moral character is in any way imprinted on the state.,,+5 Again,
"appointing" or "ordaining" is not the same thing as "approving" or "agreeing
with.,,46
Nonetheless, since people have lost faith in him and instead place their faith
in political authorities, since people will not listen to him anymore, God uses the state
as one of his "servants" in his mysterious ordering of the cosmos. 47 Several Old
Testament passages describe God using state authorities to punish sins and
48
injustices. The state, it seems, is one of God's tools to maintain some order where
his commandments are not being heard. 49
Wink, Jesus' Third Way, 59. See also Alexis-Manners, Deconstructing Romans I3, 1; Ellul, Anarchy
and Christianity, 89; Wogaman, Christian Perspectives on Politics, 68-69.
40 Andrews, Subversive Spirituality, Ecclesial and Civil Disobedience, 10.
41 Romans 13: 1. Redford reads this to mean that "the only true and real authorities are only those that
God appoints, i.e., one cannot become a real authority or ruler in the eyes of God simply because
through force of arms one has managed to subjugate a population and then proclaim oneself the
potentate. Thus, by saying this Paul was actually rebuking the supposed authority ofthe mortal
governments as they exist on Earth and are operated by men!" Redford, Jesus Is an Anarchist, 15
(Redford's emphasis). Tennant proposes a very similar reading in Tennant, Christianarchy? , para. 1517.
42 For the first two quotes, see Alexis-Manners, Deconstructing Romans I3, 3. For the last one, see
Ellul, who writes that "We have to remember that the authorities have attained to power through God.
Yes, we recall than Saul, a mad and bad king, attained to power through God. This certainly does not
mean that he was good, just, or lovable." Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, 81.
43 Alexis-Manners, Deconstructing Romans I3, 2; Eller, Christian Anarchy, 199-200; Molnar, A Study
of Peter ChelCickj's Life, 139-140.
44 Molnar, A Study of Peter ChelCickj's Life, 95 (paraphrasing ChelcickY)·
45 This touches on an important debate regarding God's ultimate responsibility for the actions
conducted by political authorities, a debate which Christian anarchists do not venture into in any detail
and which is therefore left out of the main body of this Chapter (although a few reflections related to
this are offered further below in this section). Suffice it to say here that this debate concerns not just
Christian anarchists, but all Christian theologians, and that most would agree that God cannot be fully
responsible for every act ever conducted by political authorities, as this would imply the unacceptable
conclusion that God killed Jesus. For more on this, see for instance Penner, The New Testament, the
Christian, and the State, 65-66, 89-90, 119 (for the quote).
46 Alexis-Manners, Deconstructing Romans 13, 3.
47 [Anonymous], Ninety-Five Theses in Defense of Patriarchy, thesis 40; [Anonymous], Praying
through Romans I3; Ballou, Christian Non-Resistance in All Its Important Bearings, 32-38; Eller,
Christian Anarchy, 200-203; Molnar, A Study of Peter ChelCickj's Life, 110-111, 119-123, !.45;,
Penner, The New Testament, the Christian, and the State, 65-66, 83-90; Wagner, Petr Che/clcleY, 98,
39

135.
h
Ballou, Christian Non-Resistance in All Its Important Bearings, 34-37; Eller, Christian Ana~c .Y,
200-203; Molnar, A Study of Peter Che/cickj's Life, 121; Penner, The New Testament, the Christian,
48
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. ,,~~ is probably .i~ that sense that "rulers are not a terror to good works, but to
the evIl.
The authorItles should be feared by those who do evil, but not by those
who do good works. Perhaps there is a suggestion that despite doing good works and
nevertheless being persecuted by the state - which they were - Christians should not
51
fear the state. This particular phrase, however, is often avoided in the Christian
anarchist literature: Christian anarchists never really seem to fully make sense of it.
What they do point out, however, is that it cannot mean that these authorities do not
persecute good people: they crucified Jesus, Paul himself was beaten by them, and
Christians were being persecuted just as Paul was writing these words. 52 Besides,
elsewhere, Paul criticises these authorities, and warns Christians of further
persecution. 53 Therefore, this verse cannot mean that the state always praises good
works and only ever punishes evil ones. What it perhaps does imply is that persecuted
Christians should not fear these authorities because in the eyes of God, the works that
they do are good, and even if they die, at least their "martyrdom" will "magnify their
glory" - much like Jesus' death did. 54
In any case, even state leaders are subject to God's judgement, and warned
of it (for instance) in Acts 28:20. 55 These leaders do not know the precise purpose
God has in mind for their actions: "like a plough in the hands of the ploughman,"
ChelCicky writes, the ruler "does not know what the ploughman intends.,,56 God uses
state authorities as "instruments in the grand economy of his providence," but at the
same time, state leaders "[act] entirely out of [their] own perverse and wicked
inclinations" and are "punished" by God accordingly, writes Ballou. 57 It is therefore
unconsciously that state authorities are acting as God's servants. In tum, their actions
and intentions are examined by God, and, where their work is evil, they will
themselves eventually incur God's providential wrath. 58
Yoder moreover recalls that according to Paul, the principalities and powers,
"which were supposed to be our servants, have become our masters and our

and the State, 88-89. (They cite the following Bible passages in their argument: Isaiah 10:5-15; 13:3-5;
41 :2-4; 44: 28; 45:1-13; Jeremiah 25:8-12; 27:6-13; 43:10.)
49 Sometimes, therefore, these authorities are indirectly and unconsciously doing God's work, and
according to Eller, if, as a Christians, you were to resist them, "You could find yourself resisting the
particular use God has in mind for that empire; at the very least, you definitely are trying to take over
and do God's work for him." Eller, Christian Anarchy, 203. See also Molnar, A Study of Peter
Chelcickj's Life, 137.
50 Romans 13 :4.
51 [Anonymous], Praying through Romans J3.
52 Carter, "Commentary," 21; Molnar, A Study of Peter ChelCickj's Life, 118.
53 Redford Jesus Is an Anarchist, 16-17. (1 Corinthians 2:6-8; 2 Timothy 2:8-9,3:12.)
54 Chelcicky (whose words are borrowed here) actually goes even further, saying that ~'ifthe~ were
killed it was in accordance with His will; He wanted to test His servants and to magnify theIr glory
throu~h their martyrdom" (which again touches on the debate over God~~ ul,t}m~te responsibi~ity for
actions perpetrated by political powers). Molnar, A Study of Peter Chelclckj sLife, 119 (quotIng
ChelcickY)·
.
55 Molnar, A Study of Peter Chelcickj's Life, 120. Tennant also draws a parallel WIth the B~ok of
Samuel. He writes: "Samuel made it plain that '[i]fyou fear the Lord and serve and obey hIm and do
not rebel against his commands, and if both you and the king who reign.s ove~ you follow th~ Lord
your God - good! But if you do not obey the Lord, and if you rebel agal~st. hIs comma~ds, hIs hand
will be against you, as it was against your fathers' (1 Sam. 12;14, ~5). SlmIlarl~, Pa~l In Romans 13:~
asserts that the human ruler 'is God's servant to do yo~,good, whIch t.he.refore I~phes that the ruler IS
to abide by God's law and to enforce it upon the ruled .. Tennant.' C~nstranarchy. ,para. 9.
56 Molnar A Study of Peter ChelCickj's Life, 120 (quotIng Chelclcky).
57 Ballou 'Christian Non-Resistance in All/ts Important Bearings, 35.
58 [Anon~mous], God Sends Evil; Molnar, A Study of Peter ChelCickj's Life, 119-123.
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guardians.,,59 They "were created by God," but they "have rebelled and are fallen"
?ecause "they claimed for themselves an absolute value.,,6o Yoder then argues that
I~stead ,~f GO? "?,rdaini~f' thes~ p,~wers? a bette: interpretation of the text would see
hIm as ordenng them. That IS, God IS not Said to create or institute or ordain the
powers that be, but only to order them, to put them in order.,,62 Yet while God
"orders" th~~ and uses them for good, they remain rebellious and fallen
nonetheless. That God puts them in order does not mean that they "do no wrong,
commit no sin, and deserve no punishment. ,,64 They remain living evidence of
humanity's rebellion against God.
It is crucial to bear in mind, then, that if God ordains state authorities, it is
only to maintain order among those who have refused to follow his commandments.
In other words, the state may be valid for non-Christians, but if "all truly followed in
Christ's footsteps it would wither away.,,65 God uses the state in his ordering of the
cosmos only because his commandments for a peaceful and just society are not being
followed. In a community of Christians, however, these authorities and powers would
be redundant. Thus for several Christian anarchists, the state remains a regrettable
necessity among non-Christians, but only because they refuse to follow Jesus'
commandments. The state is violent and unchristian, and God wants all humans to
overcome it; but as long as Jesus' alternative is not embraced, the state remains God's
only way to somehow punish sins and injustices. The state is a symptom of human
imperfection, tolerated by God only because he accepts that we have rejected him.
Of course - and disappointingly for secular anarchists - this does imply that
Christian anarchism is only prescribing anarchism for Christians. 66 Among nonChristians, the state is an acceptable, though regrettable and imperfect, servant of
God's justice. This does not diminish in any way the many criticisms Christian
anarchists mount against the state. After all, Christian anarchists want to see Jesus'
teaching taken up by all - they want the whole society to convert to true Christianity.
But at the same time, according to Paul, they are to tolerate the presence of the state
as an unfortunate symptom of society's rejection of God. 67 Christianity overcomes
the state, but it tolerates it among the heathens. That, for several Christian anarchists,
is what Paul is implying in Romans 13. He is reminding Christians of the reasons for
the state's existence, but he is also calling them to patiently endure and forgive this
pagan rej ection of God.

Yoder, The Politics ofJesus, 141.
60 Yoder, The Politics ofJesus, 142.
61 Yoder, The Politics ofJesus, 201. On page 172 onwards, he also agrees with the view that to "be
subject to" would be better translated as to "subordinate oneselfto." .
.
62 Yoder, The Politics of Jesus, 201 (Yoder's emphasis). Note that AleXis-Manners also quotes thiS
passage in her exegesis. Alexis-Manners, Deconstructing Romans 13,3.
63 Yoder, The Politics ofJesus, 141-144.
64 Ballou, Christian Non-Resistance in All Its Important Bearings, 34.
65 Brock, The Political and Social Doctrines, 48.
66 See, for instance, Eller, Christian Anarchy, 1 2 . .
. .
67 It should be noted that while this view summarises the concl~sIOn reache~ by th.ose Chn;tIan.
.
anarchists who give Paul a chance and see his Epistles ~s gen~1Oely compatible Wlt~ Jesus teachmg, It
.
t
that those who reiect him outright - Tolstoy 10 particular - would subscnbe to. For someone
IS no one
J
.
.
I
th t t
like Tolstoy, who universalises Jesus' commandments by grounding them m UnIversa reaso~,. e s a e
is evil and should not be tolerated but overcome - period. Then again, in a sense, for all Chnstlan
· t non-Christians are those who have not fully understood or seen the truth. Moreover, all
an arc h IS s,
h ·d f ·1 I
Christian anarchists prescribe tolerance, love and forgiveness of those who ~rr on t e Sl e? eVI ..n
the end, therefore, the difficulties which those who reject Paul would feel with the conclUSIOns derived
by those who do not are probably less serious than might first appear.
59
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The message behind this, therefore, is to make it plain "that Christians were
not a sect out to overthrow Caesar and force their religion on everyone else.,,68 Paul's
concern is for Christians not to engage in any violent insurrection - despite their
69
persecution. He is telling the Christians in Rome to "stay away from any notion of
[ ... ] insubordination," and instead to adopt a loving, "nonresistant attitude towards a
. I
t "70 an attItu
. de wh·IC h would therefore "set an example of
tyrannIca
govemmen,
humility and peaceful living for others.,,71 In other words, Romans 13 "seeks to apply
love in a context where Christians detested the authorities."n It does not legitimise
the state, but it also makes a point of not legitimising any insurrection against it. 73 It
is reminding Christians that Jesus refused to engage in that type of revolutionary
politics, that the Christian revolution is to happen by setting an example of love,
forgiveness and sacrifice instead.
Thus the Christian is to remain indifferent, so to speak, to particular forms
of political authority (this important topic is discussed in more detail in the
Conclusion).74 However evil or tyrannical anyone of them may be - and there is no
denying that they can be very brutal - a follower of Jesus should overcome evil by
good: by loving enemies, by turning the other cheek, and by submitting to persecution
and possible crucifixion. It is not for the Christian to avenge human injustices,
however horrible anyone of them may be. In Romans 12:19, Paul recalls that God
said "Vengeance is mine; I will repay." That is, vengeance is denied to the Christian
because it belongs to God. 75 Eller also interprets Paul as telling Christians not to "set
their minds on high things" - that is, for Eller, not to get concerned and distracted by
specific political ideologies or utopias. 76 Instead, the only priority is to abide by
Jesus' commandments.
Hence, according to Christian anarchists, Romans 13 cannot be interpreted
as divine sanctification for the state. 77 It accepts the state as ordained by God, but
only for those who have rejected God. Thus "It carefully declines to legitimize either

Tennant, Christianarchy? , para. 19.
Molnar, A Study of Peter Chelcickj's Life, 110.
70 Yoder, The Politics ofJesus, 202. See also [Anonymous], Ninety-Five Theses in Defense of
Patriarchy, thesis 40; Penner, The New Testament, the Christian, and the State, 90-94; Wink, Jesus'
Third Way, 60; Yoder, The Politics ofJesus , 185-187.
71 These last words are Tennant's, who then also adds: "The church was not going to grow if its
members spent all their energy on political machinations." Tennant, Christianarchy? , para. 19.
72 Ellul, "Anarchism and Christianity," 170.
.
73 Eller argues that Paul here focuses particularly on delegitimising a violent ~evolution pr~cisel~
because of the similarity of Jesus' subversive message with the message of vIOlent revolutIonaries.
Eller, Christian Anarchy, 11,41, 115,121-125. Ellul makes a similar point in Ellul, "Anarchism and
Christianity" 170' Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, 86-90.
74 Eller, Ch;istian'Anarchy, 43, 46-47,155,159-161; Molnar, A Study of Peter ChelCickj's Life, 109.
See also Yoder, The Politics ofJesus, 198-199.
75 [Anonymous], God Sends Evil; [Anonymous], Why I Worship a Violent, Vengeful God; Ballou, NonResistance in Relation to Human Governments, 10-11; Eller, Christian Anarchy, 124-126; Yoder, The
Politics aI/Jesus 198; Yoder, "The Theological Basis of the Christian Witness to the State," 14. See
,
f
' ? " 89
also Johnston, "Love Your Enemies - Even in the Age 0 Terrorism.,. .
.
.
76 The passage thus paraphrased by Eller is from Romans 12:16, and, m the Kmg James VerSIon, reads
as "Mind not high things." Eller, Christian Anarchy, 118-121. Note that on pa~e 86, Eller does.
nonetheless claim that some "arkys" can be better than others - though he contmues to emp~aslse that
such difference is only of very minor importance compared to the difference between choosmg God
68

69

and choosing the state.
. .,
.
77 See for instance, Eller, Christian Anarchy, 196; Ellul, Anarchy and Chrlstzanlty, 8?~88, Molnar, A
Study 'Of Peter ChelCickj's Life, 108; Wagner, Petr Chelcickj, 97-98; Yoder, The PObtlCS of Jesus, 198-
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Rome or resistance against Rome.,,78 For Ellul, "we have no right to claim God in
:ali~ation of this order," and therefore "This takes away all the pathos, justification,
IllusIOn, enthusiasm, etc" that can be associated with specific political authorities
(again, this theme is revisited in the Conclusion).79 Moreover, to quote Tennant, "an
exhortation to obey authorities does not imply that those authorities are required to
exist in the first place. [ ... ] If there is no state, there is no need to obey it. ,,80 Besides,
as Chelcicky remarks, while the passage does counsel submission to the state, it does
not provide a justification for Christians to become rulers themselves. 81 Indeed, when
Paul was writing this, all authorities were pagan - Romans 13 never considers
82
"Christian" authorities. What Paul is saying in Romans 13 is that Christians should
love and forgive state authorities - not that they should participate in their sins. 83
This does not imply uncritical passivity. Where the state infringes upon
God's commandments, the Christian should - as always - side with God, not with the
state. Indeed, submission to the state is only a consequence, a derivative of
84
submission to God and God alone. When Christians submit to the state, it is because
they are submitting to God. If the state demands something that conflicts with God's
commandments, then the state should be disobeyed.
Thus, in apparent reference to Mark 12, Paul concludes Romans 13: 1-7 by
calling for Christians to "Render therefore to all their dues. ,,85 This is examined in
more detail in the next section, but the gist of it for Christian anarchists is that
Christians ought to give to the state what it asks, unless doing so conflicts with what
God demands. 86 What is required, then, is "passive subordination" but not "pious
obedience to the state.,,87 The state should be treated with love and due respect, but
"Obedience to secular power has definite limits. In matters contrary to the law of
God, the Christian is obliged to refuse obedience" and "must willingly suffer
whatever penalties the state imposes. ,,88 As explained further below, this means that
Christians must disobey "Directives such as those to wield the sword, to swear an
oath, or to enter a public court to settle a dispute.,,89 What is less straightforward is
9o
the question concerning the payment of taxes - which is addressed in detail below.
Eller, Christian Anarchy, 204.
79 Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, 88. See also Eller, Christian Anarchy, 124-125.
80 Tennant, Christianarchy? , para. 18.
8! Brock, The Political and Social Doctrines, 47; Molnar, A Study of Peter Chelcickj's Life, 108;
Wagner, Petr Chelcickj, 51. See also Ballou, Christian Non-Resistance in All Its Important Bearings,
34.
82 Molnar, A Study of Peter Chelcickj's Life, 117.
83 The last section of this sentence is paraphrased from Molnar, A Study of Peter ChelCickj's Life, 116
(paraphrasing ChelcickY).
..
.
84 The ideas summarised in the paragraph can be found m AleXis-Manners, Deconstructmg Romans /3,
3; Ballou, Non-Resistance in Relation to Human Governments, 4-6; Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity,
78

88.
'h
, ..
Romans 13:7. For the case arguing for the parallel between these two texts, see Yoder, I e Po Illes
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ofJesus, 207-208.
. . .
.
Ballou Christian Non-Resistance in All Its Important Bearmgs, 37; Eller, ChristIan Anarchy, 11-12,
Garrison' "Declaration of Sentiments Adopted by the Peace Convention," 8; Molnar, A Study of Peter
Chelcicky's Life, 114-117; Wagner, Petr Chelcickj, 50-51,136; Wink, Jesus' Third Way, 60; Yoder,
"The Limits of Obedience to Caesar."; Yoder, The Politics of Jesus, 203-209.
87 Wagner, Petr Chelcickj, 51.
88 Wagner, Petr ChelCickj, 136.
89 Wagner, Petr Chelcickj, 1 3 6 . . .
. .
90 For Christian anarchists commentmg on taxes m the context of Romans 13.6-7, see for msta.nce
that Redford c~nslders any
Ell er, C hr istian Anarchy, 127; Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity,b 81-83. Note
.
f" h t
I
insinuation by Paul that Roman Christian should pay taxes to e yet agam a case 0 r e ortca
misdirection." Redford, Jesus Is an Anarchist, 17-18.
86
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The important point is that, as Ballou writes, "The Christian has nothing to
c~re for but be a Christian indeed.,,91 The state is a pagan distraction, to be treated
wIth love and. respect, but only because doing so is in line with Jesus' teaching of
lo:e. and forgIveness - and it is that teaching only which the Christian is really
abIdIng by even when submitting to the state. 92

4.1.3 - Similar passages in the New Testament
Christian anarchists interpret shorter passages elsewhere in the New Testament along
93
the same lines. The most important of these minor passages is probably 1 Peter
2: 13-25, since as Alexis-Manner claims, it is "usually used by supporters of
obedience to the government as a trump card" if defeated on Romans 13. 94 For
Christian anarchists, however, it is actually just repeating the Sermon on the Mount
and Romans 13. Peter's plea for Christians to show respect for the king, for instance,
is in line with Romans 13. 95 Even Peter's call for slaves to submit to their masters which Paul also makes elsewhere - mirrors Romans 13: it is not a defence of slavery,
but a call to subvert it through accept one's subjection to it out of love and
forgiveness. 96 Moreover, just as for Paul, Christian anarchists point out that Peter
seems not to have always fully abided by his pronouncements - at least not if they are
taken to imply total and unquestioning obedience to authorities. 97 Like Paul, Peter's
allegiance is first and foremost - indeed only - to God, and the respect he shows to
the state is never absolute.
The other New Testament passage cited by a Christian anarchist in parallel
to Romans 13 is Revelation 13 - despite these two being often cited as an example of
contradicting passages. 98 For Eller, the Beast does not represent just the Roman
empire but the spiritual essence of what he calls "arkydom" - in other words, the

Ballou, Christian Non-Resistance in All Its Important Bearings, 37.
It certainly has nothing to do with any duty to protect certain freedoms or maintain some order in a
chaotic war of all against all.
93 To cite just one of the minor examples, Titus 3: 1-2 is taken by both Redford and Penner to be
repeating Romans 13 (even though the two of them do not actually come to the same conclusion on
that meaning). Penner, The New Testament, the Christian, and the State, 97; Redford, Jesus Is an
91

92

Anarchist, 19-20.
Alexis-Manners, Deconstructing Romans 13, 3.
95 Alexis-Manners, Deconstructing Romans 13, 3-4; Penner, The New Testament, the Christian, and
the State, 79, 105-111; Redford, Jesus Is an Anarchist, 21-23. Note that Ellul claims that the common
exposition of 1 Peter 2: 13 as preaching "obedience and submission of Christians to political
authorities" in fact "displays great ignorance regarding the political institutions of the period," because
the Greek word Peter uses for "king" was not the word then used for the head of the Roman state.
Instead he surmises (and admits it is just a "hazardous hypothesis") that Peter could have been
referring to the Parthian king - in which case Peter's pronouncement could imply "scorn," "total
repudiation" or "condemnation" of political power or of Roman power. Ellul, Anarchy and
Christianity, 75-77.
96 [Anonymous], The Predestined Pencil (Vine and Fig Tree), available from
http://members.aol.com/Patriarchy/predestination/pencil.htm (accessed 9 November 2005); Penner,
The New Testament, the Christian, and the State, 106; Redford, Jesus Is an Anarchist, 27-32; Yoder,
The Politics ofJesus, 179-187. (1 Peter 2: 18-25.) For Christian anarchists, the same applies to other
New Testament passages on slavery and on accepting one's unfortunate position in life (such as Paul's
epistle to Philemon, or 1 Corinthians 7:20-24). See C~rson, Biblical Anarchism,. ~ara. 17-20; Eller,
Christian Anarchy, 159; Redford, Jesus Is an Anarchist, 27-32; Yoder, The PollllCS of Jesus, 179-187.
97 Halliday, Christian Libertarians, para. 25-28; Penner, The New Testament, the Christian, and the
State, 111-1 12; Redford, Jesus Is an Anarchist, 21-23.
98 Eller, Christian Anarchy, 42-43.
94
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stat~. 9~

And as discussed in Chapter 2, Revelation "does not go on to suggest that
Chnst~~ns shou~d therefore resist, withhold their taxes, or do anything else in
?~pos?tlon to thIS ~onster;" but instead, "they are asked to bear patiently whatever
InjUStlc.e and suffenng comes upon them by keeping faithful to Jesus," and at the
same tlm~ to "come out of the arkys," to "separate [themselves] (spiritually and
psychologICally) lest [they] get [themselves] entangled and go down with them."lOo
For Eller, therefore, there is no opposition between Romans 13 and Revelation 13:
neither differentiates between "good" or "bad" states (they refer to "arkydom" in
general) and both advise patience and submission rather than violent revolution. lOl
Thus, however surprising or outrageous it might at first seem, several
Christian anarchists argue that Romans 13 calls for Christians to accept and forgive
the state, but without granting it any absolute authority. 102 For them, this does not in
any way compromise Jesus' implicit criticism of the state or his call for humanity to
overcome it, but it simply confirms that Jesus calls for Christians to subvert it through
love, service and sacrifice.

4.2 - Jesus' advice on taxes
The other New Testament passage often quoted by supporters of the state as proof of
the error of Christian anarchism is the following:
13. And they send unto him certain of the Pharisees and of the Herodians, to catch
him in his words.
14. And when they were come, they say unto him, Master, we know that thou art
true, and carest for no man: for thou regardest not the person of men, but teachest
the way of God in truth: Is it lawful to give tribute to Caesar, or not?
15. Shall we give, or shall we not give? But he, knowing their hypocrisy, said unto
them, Why tempt ye me? bring me a penny, that I may see it.
16. And they brought it. And he saith unto them, Whose is this image and
superscription? And they said unto him, Caesar's.
17. And Jesus answering said unto them, Render to Caesar the things that are
Caesar's, and to God the things that are God's. And they marvelled at him.Io3

This passage has often been cited by church theologians to suggest that when pushed
on the question, Jesus defended the state's tax system. 104 It has also been used to
develop the notion of a division of realms between state and church, whereby the
state would be concerned with the material .a~d te&poral rea~m. (politics),. and the
church, with the spiritual and eternal one (relIgIOn). For ChrIstIan anarchIsts, both

Eller, Christian Anarchy, 43-44.
100 Eller, Christian Anarchy, 44-45 (Eller's emphasis).
101 Eller, Christian Anarchy, 43-47.
102 Such an interpretation is indeed one that is bound to result in "angry objection" ~r?m bot~ liberal
and conservative quarters, as Yoder reports to have faced in response to the first edItIon of hIs book.
.
Yoder, The Politics 0/ Jesus, 188 (for the quoted expression)-192..
103 Mark 12: 13-17. Appendix B also reprints Matthew's and Luke's versIOns of the same eplsod:
(Matthew 22: 15-22; Luke 20: 19-26). Tolstoy'S rendering can be found in Tolstoy, "The Gospel In
Brief," 227-228.
"
104 For instance: Cranfield, "The Christian's Political Responsibility According to the New Testament,
177-178,181,183-184.
.
105 8
dyaev The Realm a/the Spirit and the Realm a/Caesar, 69; Cavanaugh, Torture and Eucharist,
190- ~~ 1; Elliott, Freedom, Justice and Christian Counter-Culture, 51; McLellan, "Un.t~ Caesar," 112;
McLellan, Unto Caesar, 4; Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 312-313; Yoder, The Polllics ofJesus, 4499
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i~t~~retations are illegitimate: Jesus is neither "siding with the establishment,,,106 nor
divIdI~g realms between politics and religion. 107 Again, therefore, Christian
anarchIsts put forward their own, different interpretation.

4.2.1 - Caesar's things and God's things
For a start, Ellul argues that Jesus must have had "a refgutation of being hostile to
Ca~s~r" for this question to be asked in the first place. I 8 He was already seen as a
p?ht1c~1 threat, and the authorities were trying to entrap him: ifhe had answered "yes,
gIve tr~bute to Caesar," then this would have dealt a blow to his following; but
answenng a clear "no" would have made him liable for immediate arrest. 109 For some
Christian anarchists, therefore, Jesus' response is a "politically astute" response to a
contentious question, an ingenious reply to avoid the trap set by his detractors. I 10
Furthermore, some Christian anarchists claim that the image and
superscription on the coin were a clear infringement of the first and second
commandment - in other words, a case of idolatry. I I I Hence Jews caught with the
coin were arguably violating the Decalogue. I 12
Ellul moreover explains that "in the Roman world an individual mark on an
object denoted ownership.,,1l3 Therefore the coin did indeed belong to Caesar money does belong to the state. 114 If Caesar wanted his coin back, then this coin
Eller, Christian Anarchy, 76 (for the quoted expression); Penner, The New Testament, the Christian,
and the State, 49; Sampson, "Christian Soldiers?," 10. Hennacy also remarks that "It would not seem
logical that, by saying 'Render unto Caesar,' which meant giving taxes to kill in war, to spread hatred
and lies about the enemy, to return evil for evil, that Jesus would nullify all of his Sermon on the
Mount." Hennacy, The Book ofAmmon, 298.
107 Berdyaev, The Realm of the Spirit and the Realm of Caesar, 69; Cavanaugh, Torture and Eucharist,
190-191; Eller, Christian Anarchy, 11; Elliott, Freedom, Justice and Christian Counter-Culture, 51;
Ellul, "Anarchism and Christianity," 167; Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 312-313; Yoder, The
Politics ofJesus, 44-45.
108 Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, 59. A similar point is implied in Cavanaugh, Torture and
Eucharist, 190-191; Yoder, The Politics ofJesus, 44-45.
109 Some commentators note that the issue of payment of taxes was a sensitive political issue both
when Jesus said this and at the time during which Mark is estimated to have written his Gospel (during
the Jewish-Roman war of AD 66-70). In both contexts, Jesus' answer would clearly and pointedly
distance him and his followers from the Zealots who favoured armed rebellion against Rome. Eller,
Christian Anarchy, 78-80; Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, 61; Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 312314; Penner, The New Testament, the Christian, and the State, 50.
110 Elliott, Freedom, Justice and Christian Counter-Culture, 52 (where the expression "political
astuteness" appears), 72; Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, 59; Halliday, Christian Libertarians, para.
12; Meggitt [?], "Anarchism and the New Testament," 11; Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 352;
Tennant, Christianarchy? , para. 11-13. Similarly, Redford sees it as another case of "rhetorical
misdirection." Redford, Jesus Is an Anarchist, 10-11. As to Hennacy, he rather audaciously writes that
"Whether [Jesus] winked as much as to say that any good Jew knew that Caesar did not deserve a thing
[ ... ], no-one knows." Hennacy, The Book of Ammon, 432.
III [Anonymous], The Rigorous Intuition Board, post by Lysander Spoonder on 11 April 2006; Myers,
Binding the Strong Man, 311. These first two commandments are: "Thou s?alt have no othe.r gods .
before me" and "Thou shalt not make unto thee any graven image, or any likeness of any thmg that IS
in heaven above, or that is in the earth beneath, or that is in the water under the earth" (Exodus 20:3-4;
King James Version's italics removed).
. "
.
112 Incidentally, the episode does indeed suggest that Jesus himself did not own a com. Eller, Chns(zan
106

Anarchy, 77.
113 Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, 59.
.,
.
114 (A close look at the small print of most bank notes. reveals that ~he sam~ logiC stIll, applies today.) .
Note that Christian anarcho-capitalists like Redford disagree on thiS: for him, Caesar s face on the com
does not make the coin his. Redford, Jesus Is an Anarchist, 10-11.
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should be given back to him. I IS The important question, then, is to define what
belongs to Caesar and what belongs to God - because Jesus does also emphasise that
what belongs to God should be given to GOd. 116 For Ellul, what belongs to Caesar is
~im~ly "Whatever ~ears his mark! Here is the basis and limit of his power. But where
IS hIS mark? On COIns, on public monuments, and on certain altars. That is all. [ ... ]
On the other hand, whatever does not bear Caesar's mark does not belong to him. It
all belongs to God." 117 Thus, for instance, Caesar has no right over life and death.
That belongs to God. While the state can therefore expect us to return its coins and
monuments when requested, it has no right to kill dissidents or plunge a country into
war.118
Christian anarchists indeed maintain that what belongs to God is much
broader than what belongs to Caesar: to Jesus' Jewish audience, the debt owed to God
119
is incomparably greater.
Besides, money is "the domain of Mammon.,,120 For a
faithful Jew, the higher obligation is always to God, and, against this, Caesar's claim
is almost irrelevant. Myers therefore contends that by his careful answer, Jesus
is inviting them to act according to their allegiances, stated clearly as opposites.
Again Jesus has turned the challenge back upon his antagonists: What position do
they take on the issue? This is what provokes the strong reaction of incredulity [ ... ]
from his opponents - something no neat doctrine of "obedient citizenship" could
possibly have done. 121

In other words, as Ellul insists, "Jesus does not say that taxes are lawful.,,122 Instead,
according to Penner, he uses to occasion "to point the Jews to the fact that they had,
in effect, accepted the supremacy of Rome, when He made them acknowledge whose
coinage they were using.,,123 His detractors had not been giving to God what belongs
to God: they had betrayed God by their de facto allegiance to Caesar.
For Eller, therefore, the apparent choice between Caesar's things and God's
things is "fake," because "Whether a person chooses God or not is the only real
issue.,,124 By uttering those words, Jesus "makes the distinction between the one,
115 Barr, Radical Hope, 10; Eller, Christian Anarchy, 11, 77; Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, 60;
Penner, The New Testament, the Christian, and the State, 51-52.
116 Eller reports Hengel's thesis that this crucial second part of the sentence is what "left them
'amazed,'" and that "the Greek of the connective should be translated 'but' in place of the usual 'and':
'Render to Caesar the things that are Caesar's - but to God the things that are God's. ", Eller, Christian
Anarchy, 77.
117 Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, 60. Chelcicky also argues that "Obedience to the authorities" is "to
be strictly limited to 'the things which be Caesar's.'" Brock, The Political and Social Doctrines, 49.
118 Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, 60-61. To cite a few more examples of separate "belongings," Ellul
writes that the only things which belong to Caesar are those things which he himself "creates;" Myers
notes that the land of Israel belongs to God; Penner argues that the verse only admits taxes among
things to be rendered to Caesar, and that one could perhaps infer that being made in the image of God,
the Jews "owed themselves to God;" and Tolstoy suggests that money and property belong to Caesar,
but one's soul to God. On a different note, Hennacy quotes Day, who said (quoting St. Hilary): "The
less of Caesar:s you have, the less you have to render." Ellul, "Anarchism and Christianity," 167-168;
Hennacy, The Book of Ammon, 298 (see also 317, 431); Myers, Binding the.Stro~g Afan, 312; Penner,
The New Testament, the Christian, and the State, 52; Tolstoy, "The Gospel In Bnef, 228; Tolstoy,
"The Teaching of Jesus," 371-372.
119 It is Myers who explains that the word "render" evokes this reference to "debt.".Myers, Binding the
Strong Man, 312. See also Philip Berrigan, Jesus the Anarchist (J~nah House), available ~om .
http://www.jonahhouse.org/Anita_Roddick.htm (accessed 10 ApnI2007), para. 2; Ellul, AnarchIsm
and Christianity," 168; Hennacy, The Book of Ammon, 432.
120 Ellul, cited in Eller, Christian Anarchy, 11 (see also 195).
121 Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 312 (Myers' emphasis).
122 Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, 60.
123 Penner, The New Testament, the Christian, and the State, 51.
124 Eller, Christian Anarchy, 11 (also: 77).
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ultimate, absolute choice and all lesser, relative choices.,,125 Questions like the
pay~ent of taxes "are 'adiaphora' [Greek for 'indifference'] in comparison to the one
choIce that really counts" - the choice of God above Caesar. 126 We are told several
times in the New Testament that we "cannot serve two masters," and the message of
this passage is "to absolutize God alone and let the state and all other arkys be the
human relativities they are.,,127
Thus, for Christian anarchists like Eller, "civic responsibility is a proper
obligation only insofar as it does not threaten our prime responsibility of giving God
what belongs to God.,,128 In other words, "let Caesar take his cut," says Eller, "so
that you can continue to ignore him.,,129 Hence if Jesus seems to recognise as
appropriate the payment of taxes, it is because that concern is insignificant compared
to the one concern that really matters. l3O At the same time, however, what must be
denounced is Caesar's attempt to compete with God: the state's tendency to seek to
dethrone God and be worshipped and served in his place (a tendency noted in
Chapters 2 and 3) - precisely because that touches on the much more important issue
of rendering to God what belongs to GOd. 131

4.2.2 - The temple tax and fish episode
Christian anarchists read the other main passage in which Jesus refers to paying taxes
in much the same way. The rrogression of the dialogue in Matthew 17:24-27 is even
more interesting in this case: 32
24. And when they were come to Capernaum, they that received tribute money came
to Peter, and said, Doth not your master pay tribute?
25. He saith, Yes. And when he was come into the house, Jesus prevented him,
saying, What thinkest thou, Simon? of whom do the kings of the earth take
custom or tribute? of their own children, or of strangers?
26. Peter saith unto him, Of strangers. Jesus saith unto him, Then are the children
free.
27. Notwithstanding, lest we should offend them, go thou to the sea, and cast an
hook, and take up the fish that first cometh up; and when thou hast opened his
mouth, thou shalt find a piece of money: that take, and give unto them for me and
133
thee.
One example which Eller lists of such a "relative choice" is whether to collaborate with or resist the
Romans. Eller, Christian Anarchy, 82.
126 Eller Christian Anarchy, 83. On this notion of indifference to the state, Eller was strongly
influenc'ed by Kierkegaard. He acknowledges this throughout his book, and this is also explained in
Davis, Kierkegaard and the Politics of Indifference.
.
127 Eller, Christian Anarchy, 83. See also Damico, The Anarchist Dimension of liberation Theology,
90-91.
128 Eller, Christian Anarchy, 196.
129 Eller Christian Anarchy, 196 (Eller's emphasis).
130 Note'that Christian anarcho-capitalists refuse to recognise any validation by Jesus of any form of
taxation since, as far as they are concerned, taxes are pure theft. See for instance [Anonymous], The
Rigorous Intuition Board, post by Lysander Spoonder on 11 April 2006; Redford, Jesus Is an
Anarchist, 10-11, 18-19,48-49; Tennant, Christianarchy?, par~. 11-1~.
.
131 [Anonymous], The Christmas Conspiracy; [Anonymous], NmelJ'.-~lve Theses m Defense of
Patriarchy, thesis 18 (for instance); Berdyaev, The Realm of.the Spmt a~d.the Realm of Caesar, 7~79; Eller, Christian Anarchy, 84, 165; Elliott, Freedom, Justice and Chnstran Counter-Culture, 52,
Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, 61; Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 427.
. ..
. .
132 Eller shows the importance of the progression of the dialogue by paraphraSIng It In Eller, Chnstlan
125

Anarchy, 205-208.
.
..
.
133 Matthew 17:24-27 (see also Appendix B). Tolstoy'S renderIng of thIs epIsode can be found In
Tolstoy, "The Gospel in Brief," 227-228.
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Ellul thinks that too much attention has focused on the curious and miraculous side of
34
this prescription: For Christian anarchists, it is clear from the dialogue that the state
has "no legitimate jurisdiction over" Christians, yet that Christians should nonetheless
pay ta~es "to avoid offense,,135 - that is, "so as not to stir up trouble.,,136 If Jesus ends
up askIng for Peter to pay the tax, Eller therefore writes, it is "for reasons entirely
extraneous to the recognition of any arky.,,137
Eller then compares the justifications given in Romans 13, Mark 12 and this
passage as follows:
In Mark 12, the stated reason was "Let Caesar have his coin so he will get off your
back and leave you alone to be giving to God what belongs to him." In Romans 13, it
was "Let Caesar have his coin so that you won't be drawn into the disobedience of
failing to love him." Now, in Matthew 17, it is "Let Caesar have his coin so as not to
be guilty of causing 'offence. ",138

The priority is always to follow God and his commandments, and any submission to
the state is peripheral to that.
Yet Eller also goints out that in some other instances, Jesus does not seem to
mind causing offence. 39 The difference, he argues, is between causing offence
"deliberately" and "accidentally.,,14o The difference is in what constitutes the main
motive. To repeat, what matters is always giving priority to God, and abiding by his
commandments. In doing so, one should indeed avoid causing offence to others.
Sometimes, however, people might be offended at one's actions when giving priority
to God - but if so, "that's their business," says Eller, because offence was never
intended and because the only purpose was "to obey God.,,141 What should be
avoided is the causing of deliberate offence. For Eller, therefore, the proper Christian
attitude with respect to taxes is to pay them, because withholding them would tum the

Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, 63-64. Ellul's interpretation of that fantastic story of fishing out a
coin is that, in making that prescription, "Jesus held power to ridicule," that "an absurd miracle" is
performed "to show how unimportant the power is." Ellul, "Anarchism and Christianity," 167; Ellul,
Anarchy and Christianity, 64. Spooner agrees with Ellul, and remarks that the text nowhere suggests
that Peter followed Jesus' advice and paid the tax. [Anonymous], The Rigorous Intuition Board, post
by Lysander Spoonder on 11 April 2006.
135 [Anonymous], Ninety-Five Theses in Defense of Patriarchy, theses 77-78. Craig here applies the
verses to the state even though they describe the paying of tax to the temple. Other Christian anarchists
follow that trend - partly perhaps, as Eller remarks, the author of these verses "gives no attention at all
to the tax's 'temple' aspect." In any case, as already noted, the distinction between the authorities'.
religious and political functions was less clear during Jesus' time than it is today, therefore extendmg
the meaning of these verses to the state does not seem too inappropriate. Eller, Christian Anarchy, 20~.
136 Redford Jesus Is an Anarchist, 11,49. See also Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, 64. Tolstoy, for hiS
part, argue; in one place that Jesus asks for the tax to be paid in order not to resist evil, .and in another,
"in order not to tempt men." Tolstoy, "The Gospel in Brief," 227; Tolstoy, "The Teachmg of Jesus,"
134

371.
.
137 The sentence elaborates this a little bit further: Eller writes that the payment of the text Will be "for
reasons entirely extraneous to the recognition of any arky, honoring its power, admitting its claim,
affirming its rights, acknowledging its merit." Eller, Christian Anarchy, 206.
138 Eller, Christian Anarchy, 208.
.
.'
.
139 He writes: "Who is this Jesus who can tell us not to cause offense (thirteen times m s~ven different
books of the New Testament such wording is found) when much more frequently the scnptural word
"offense" is used to report the offense he himself causes - to the point that ~oth Romans and 1 P~ter
name him as 'the Rock of Offense'?" However, no specific references are given by Eller, so one IS left
to search for these instances independently. Eller, Christian Anarchy, 208.
140 Eller, Christian Anarchy, 208-210.
141 Eller, Christian Anarchy, 209.
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causing of offence into a political instrument and thus lose sight of what is much
more important: obedience to God. 142

4.3 - Pondering the role of civil disobedience
T~e ab~ve exegese~ ~pen up the question of the limits of acceptability of any civil

dIsobedIence. On thIS Issue, however, Christian anarchists are somewhat divided.

4.3. 1 - Against civil disobedience
The main Christian anarchist who argues against any form of civil disobedience is
143
Eller. For him, one should not engage in "deliberately illegal action" in attempting
to counter any particular evil in society. 144 Too often, he says, Christians who try and
fail to persuade others react by "turning up the volume," at the "high end" of which is
civil disobedience. 145 Such disobedience, according to Eller, presumes that
effectiveness is enhanced by "offense-causing.,,146 Yet for him, civil disobedience
helps neither the "content" nor the "persuasiveness" of the "witness and protest"
because it "does not call attention to the truth content of the witness and protest but to
the offensive behavior of the witness-protester.,,147 For him, "failure of others to
accept" the "truth" does not justify "recourse to questionable methods.,,148
One of Eller's problems with such tactics is that typically, they result in
"two worldly arkys condemning each other" - that is, a political climate of mutual,
zealous and self-righteous condemnation that polarises society into rival political
views. 149 What is lost in the process is the higher aim of obedience to God. For him,
any civil disobedience should be accidental to that primary goal. Obedience to God,
rather than effectiveness in persuasion, should always remain the guiding principle. 150
Hence one should avoid compromising with power politics. According to Eller, direct

He sees "tax payment" (or "an allowing of Caesar to take his taxes") as "the model of all the
offense-causing actions of Jesus," which only aims to obey God and has "total disregard of the arkys;"
and "tax withholding" as an "arky-faith action" which "[uses] offense as a tactic for influencing
events." Eller, Christian Anarchy, 208-209 (emphasis removed).
143 Eller, Christian Anarchy, especially chap. 4, 8, 10.
144 Eller, Christian Anarchy, 210. Here, Eller is not alone: some Christian anarchists seem to agree that
however evil the laws of the state might be, Christians should avoid taking part in illegal activity. See
for instance Ballou, Non-Resistance in Relation to Human Governments, 8; Pentecost, Anarchism,
para. 12; Wagner, Petr ChelCickY, 51.
145 Eller compares this "turning up with volume" to what Ellul calls "dramatization." Eller, Christian
142

.
.
Anarchy, 210-214.
146 For Eller, offence is caused partly because "in almost every case, the law that IS actuall~ broken IS
an innocent one which all parties would agree is perfectly just and which no one could claim reasons of
conscience for violating." Eller, Christian Anarchy, 214.
147 Eller, Christian Anarchy, 213. The same point is made in Dick, "Pure Quakerism and
Ploughshares," A Pinch ofSalt, issue 8, October 1987, 11.
. '
.,
148 Moreover for Eller however evil the state is (and he repeat that he continues to believe It IS), at
least democr~tic laws do make it possible to use more honourable ways of being heard. Eller, Christian
.
Anarchy, 216.
149 Eller Christian Anarchy, 217. On pages 87-101, Eller illustrates this point by analYSing what he
calls the' "zealotism" of the peace movement (and he explains that he chose the peace movement
precisely because its concerns are likely to be close to those reading his book).
ISO Eller, Christian Anarchy, 218-219.
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action is ~o~ the only way to bring about change. 15I Another way, and for Eller the
only ChnstIan way, is "voluntary self-subordination.,,152 Eller admits that the
out~ome of this ~ethod is uncertain, but that is nonetheless precisely the alternative
whIch Jesus and hIS early followers taught and lived.

4.3.2 - For (non-violent) civil disobedience
For other Christian anarchists, Eller's position is a "total cop_OUt.,,153 It is "naIve ~,
and in effect, it "accepts" or "condones" oppression. I54 They say that "we are call~d
to res~st, [ ... ] to actively confront evil and hatred and violence" - though loving and
non-vIOlent means should of course be adopted in that struggle. 155 For these Christian
anarchists, the "arrogant state" simply must be confronted, unmasked and
subverted. 156
Moreover, doing so is not unchristian: Jesus himself challenged the
authorities, spoke out against them, broke a few rules (on the Sabbath) and even
sometimes engaged in militant (but non-violent) direct action. 157 He also warned that
Christians will be persecuted and that this will be an "opportunity to bear witness.,,158
Furthermore, the cross is "a symbol of resistance to evil," so following Jesus and

He claims to "understand why so many Christians find some sort of arky faith to be absolutely
essential to their creed," because it "assumes there is only one possible way social good can happen,"
but he maintains that "The direct-action method of messianic arkys is hardly recommended by its track
record," and that "although the results are neither quick nor spectacular, it may be that social service
has a better record in effecting even structural change than has revolutionism." Eller, Christian
Anarchy, 237-239.
152 Eller, Christian Anarchy, 239. In the remaining pages (239-248) of that chapter, Eller interprets as
an example of a story of such "voluntary self-subordination" Paul's epistle to Philemon about the
latter's slave, Onesimus. He understands Onesimus to have been a runaway slave who voluntarily
submitted himself back to his master, and he suggests (following John Knox) that this same Onesimus
could well have become the great Bishop which Ignatius so keenly praises in his later writings. If so,
then this would be a story of eventual emancipation through initial voluntary self-subordination. To
Eller, this illustrates perfectly the Christian alternative to class warfare through the cultivation of
patient and loving one-to-one relationships with any given oppressor.
153 These words are Stephen Hancock's, the editor of the first fourteen issues of A Pinch of Salt, in his
review of the book, in Hancock [?], "Christian Anarchy," 9, 13. Eller's book is also reviewed in the
following issue, where Hancock's conclusions are agreed with. Meggitt, "One of Three Letters," 7.
154 For the accusations of "political naivety" and "condoning" of "oppression," see Hancock [?],
"Christian Anarchy," 13. Although not referring to Eller, Elliott seems to share this view. Elliott,
Freedom, Justice and Christian Counter-Culture, 176. As to Ellul, he writes that "Christian radicalism
[ ... ] cannot counsel the poor and the oppressed to be submissive and accepting [ ... ] without at the
same time constraining the rich to serve the poor." Ellul, Violence, 150-151 (Ellul's emphasis).
155 The ending of the full sentence of the latter passage is important: "We are caIled not to be passive,
but to actively confront evil and hatred and violence with love of enemies, forgiveness and selfsacrifice," hence also the insistence on non-violence. [Anonymous], "The Power of Non-Violence,"
London Catholic Worker, issue 12, January 2005,2-3 (writer's emphasis). See also Day, Selected
Writings, 304.
156 Ballou, Christian Non-Resistance, chap. 1, para. 7; Simon Barrow, Rethinking Religion in an Open
Society (Ekklesia), available from http://www.ekklesia.co.uk/research/070201 (accesse? 17 January
2008), para. 27; Keith Hebden, "A Subversive Gospel," The London Catholic Worker, Issue 20,
Autumn 2007, 14; Molnar, A Study of Peter Chelcickj's Life, 39 (where the notion of "arrogant state"
is mentioned), 57; Myers, Binding the Strong Man; Penner, The New Testament, the Christian, and the
State, 43; Watts, "Following Jesus in Love and Anarchy."; Young, A Plea to Christians, para. 3. .
157 Fontana, Citi::en Jesus, para. 8-16; Halliday, Christian Libertarians, para. 11; Mumford, "The Bible
and Anarchy," 8; Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 161-162,436-437; Tim Nafzinger, "Marks of a
Resistance Church," London Catholic Worker, issue 13, April 2005, 8.
158 [Anonymous], "The Power of Non -Violence," 3. (Luke 22: 12-13.)
151
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taking up the cross implies at least some form of resistance as well. 159 Besides, when
God and the sta~e require contr~ry thi~gs, Christians are clearly called to obey God,
not the state, whIch would then Indeed Imply some form of disobedience to the state _
b~t also. patient endurance of the consequences. 160 Hence rather than seeing it as civil
dIsobedIence, for them, one should see it as obedience to God. 161
Some Christian anarchists even speak of acts of disobedience or witness
against the state in the language of liturgy. 162 Thus civil disobedience becomes "a
prayer," and the confronting of state power a sort of "casting out of demons.,,163
Chapter 6 mentions several examples of such language and actions.
Then again, Ellul insists that civil disobedience must not become a political
strategy to achieve political goals - whether or not it can indeed be effective as a
political strategy. 16 As discussed below, Christians can sympathise with and
participate in movements of civil disobedience, but their goal must always remain
solely to follow God's commandments.
Moreover, the state's punishment for such disobedience should be fully
accepted. Day says of Hennacy that "His refusal to pay federal income tax does not
mean disobedience since he has always proved himself to be ready to go to jail, to
accept the alternative for his convictions." 165 The penalty for disobedience should
thus be patiently and forgivingly endured. Besides, for Christian anarchists, prison is
a kind of resting place in today's world, a "new monastery" in which Christians can
"abide with honour.,,166

Berrigan, Jesus the Anarchist, para. 3.
160 This sentence is heavily paraphrased from Ballou, Non-Resistance in Relation to Human
Governments, 4; Ballou, "Non-Resistance," 141-142. Note that even Eller admits that in his argument,
he has not analysed this very possibility of the state demanding something that is contrary to the will of
God - in which case he is clear that the only course of action is obedience to God and "accidental"
disobedience to the state. He then even proposes a "litmus test for making the distinction: If an action
of lawbreaking is done solely as obedience to God, then, plainly, whatever media exposure occurs is
entirely incidental to the purpose. If, however, media exposure is sought and valued, the action must
have a political, arky motivation that goes far beyond simple obedience to God." Eller, Christian
Anarchy, 218-219 (Eller's emphasis).
161 This paraphrases Archbishop Raymond G. Hunthausen, who said "Some would call what I am
urging 'civil disobedience.' I prefer to see it as obedience to God." [Anonymous], MultiDenominational Statements (Jesus Radicals), available from
http://www.jesusradicals.com/library/taxes/wartaxes.html (accessed 5 November 2006), under "Roman
Catholic Archdiocese of Seattle".
162 Cavanaugh makes the case for seeing such actions as liturgy in Cavanaugh, Torture and Eucharist,
12,273-277. Bartley also mentions this in passing in Bartley, Faith and Politics after Christendom, 68.
163 [Anonymous], "A Vote for the State Means ... " 9; Jim Douglass, "Civil Disobedience as Prayer," A
Pinch of Salt, issue 3, Pentecost 1986, 8-9. See also, for instance, Scott Albrecht, "The Politics of
Liturgy," The London Catholic Worker, issue 14, Advent 2005; Stephen Hancock [?], "Interview with
Dan Berrigan," A Pinch of Salt, issue 11, Autumn/Winter 1988, 11; Myers, Binding the Strong Man,
452-453; O'Reilly, Remembering Forgetting, 21, 50, 63, 95 (for instance); Watson, "The Catholic
Worker and Anarchism," 11.
164 For the belief that non-violence is a promising political strategy, see [Anonymous], "The Power of
Non-Violence," 3; Gregg, The Power of Non violence; Wink, Jesus' Third Way, (who interestingly
argues on page 44 that it is better "fails better"); Yoder, :'~he Theolo~ical B~~is of the Christian
Witness to the State," 22. Ellul, however, disagrees that It IS an effective polItical strategy, and has
several concerns about certain expressions of non-violence, as summarised in Goddard, Living the
Word, Resisting the World, 180-181.
165 Day, "Foreword," ix.
. "
"
.
166 Douglass, "Civil Disobedience as Prayer," 8 (where the e~pr~~sl~n n~w monast~r~ comes from),
Hennacy, The Book of Ammon, 132 (from where the expressIOn abide With honour IS borrowed);
Molnar, A Study of Peter ChelCickY's Life, 130.
159
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In any case, there can be no denying that there is a tension here between
Jesus' call to tum the other cheek and his cleansing of the temple, between ~hat Eller
call~ "voluntary self-subordination" and civil disobedience. Yet even so, perhaps the
tenslOn can b~ over-exaggerated somewhat: for Christian anarchists, even turning the
?th:r cheek IS defiantly trying to unmask an evil (the violence that has just been
InflIcted), and Jesus' cleansing of the temple was an equally non-violent attempt to
unmask another evil (the concentration of power in the temple).
.
As to Tolstoy, as discussed elsewhere, he seems to have quite genuine~
mIsread Matthew 5:39's "non-resistance to evil" as "non-resistance to evil byevil.,,1 7
This ambiguity was picked up by his detractors,168 and many of his admirers cling on
to the non-violent resistance which Tolstoy'S reading allows fOr. 169 As explained
again below, Tolstoy himself was happy to disobey and "to fight the Government by
means of thought, speech, actions" and the like, and called for Christians to desist
from participating in the mechanics of the state's power. 170 He was keen to protest
and disobey, though always in a strictly non-violent way.

4.3.3 - Obedience to God
So who is right? Are Christians called to engage in civil disobedience? It seems that
there can be no nicely detailed and predefined answer to these questions. 171 In the
end, as discussed in Chapter 1 and 2, the highest principle and ultimate reference on
which all Christian guidelines are based is love. Jesus frequently repeats that love of
God and of one's neighbour are the two most fundamental commandments on which
the rest of the law subsequently hangs. l72 It follows that if to love God and to love
one's neighbour sometimes requires disobeying the state (when obedience to the state
would imply a violation of any of these two fundamental commandments), then there
might be a case for moderating the purest interpretation of the subsequent command
not to resist.
At the same time, what remains clearly contradictory to Jesus'
commandments is violent resistance. It is whether non-violent resistance can
sometimes be tolerated that is less clear. Evil certainly calls for a response, but for
Christian anarchists, this reaction can never be violent. The spectrum of possible
responses to evil ranges quite narrowly from non-resistance to non-violent resistance
- but also, in the latter case, submission to any consequent penalty for this
Christoyannopoulos, "Turning the Other Cheek to Terrorism," 39-41; Greenwood, "Tolstoy and
Religion," 170; Aylmer Maude, "Editor's Note," in A Confession and the Gospel in Brief, by Leo
Tolstoy, trans. Aylmer Maude (London: Oxford University Press, 1933), xv; Maude, The Life of
Tolstoy, 250-251.
168 For instance: Edith Lyttelton, "Introduction to a Confession and What I Believe," in A Confession
and the Gospel in Brief, by Leo Tolstoy, trans. Aylmer Maude (London: Oxford University Press,
1933), viii.
.
169 For instance: Hopton, "Tolstoy, God and Anarchism," 44; Marshall, Demanding the Impossible,
378; Max Nettlau, A Short History of Anarchism (London: Freedom, 1996),251; Stephens, "The NonViolent Anarchism of Leo Tolstoy," 17-19; Woodcock, Anarchism, 217.
170 Kennan, "A Visit to Count Tolstoi," 256; Tolstoy, "An Appeal to Social Reformers," 63; Tolstoy.
"Christianity and Patriotism," 450; Tolstoy, "The End of the Age," 24,40,41,50; Tolstoy, "On
Anarchy," 79 (where the quote comes from). M~ude also explain~ that ~ne of the reasons T~lstoy
dislikes scientific Marxism is precisely because It tends to prescribe patience rather than actIOn, and
that Tolstoy liked Thoreau's Essay on Civil Disobedience and translated it into Russian. Maude,
Tolstoy and His Problems, 44-45, 48.
.
171 The discussion in this section is very similar to Christoyannopoulos, "Turnmg the Other Cheek to
167

Terrorism," 39-42.
172 For example, Matthew 22:36-40; Mark 12:30-31; John 13:34-35.
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. t ance. 173 A nyth'lng outSI'de th'IS narrow range, however, would seem to amount to
reSlS
a disobedience of Jesus' law of love.
Nevertheless, Eller's warning seems important enough to heed. For
example, Tolstoy'S own reaction to violence was to spread his gospel in various
essays, plays and novels: his protests were largely verbal; Gandhi, who (as Chapter 6
explains) was inspired by Tolstoy, applied the principle of non-violence much more
confrontationally; King and later pacifists pushed it even further into tactical political
activism. Similarly, the Catholic Worker movement only adopted more
confrontational methods of civil disobedience over time, partly under the influence of
Hennacy.174 What these and other examples in Chapter 6 suggest is that there is
perhaps a tendency for what begins as fairly strict non-resistance and obedience to
God to move along the spectrum of possible actions ever closer to politically-driven
civil disobedience - and beyond. Eller's fear about turning up the volume might be
correct: doing so tends to reveal a gradual relegation into power politics and a
concomitant loss of sight of God.
Thus, even if a variety of actions are in line with a Christian anarchist
reading of the Bible, one must perhaps always remain on guard to avoid the sort of
degeneration spotted by Eller. Every context might result in different actions being
most appropriate to continue to serve God and not the state, but it is crucial to always
keep service to God as not just the primary but indeed the only concern that informs
such non-violent and (in that sense) accidental civil disobedience. 175 Indeed, for
Christian anarchists, whether obeying or disobeying, a Christian response to the state
is always incidental to the Christian obedience to GOd. 176

4.4 - Disregarding the organs of the state
In order to clarify somewhat the response to the state prescribed by Christian
anarchists, it is helpful to look at specific examples of what, for many of them,
Christians cannot collaborate with the state on.

4.4.1 - Holding office and voting
The first and perhaps most obviously forbidden area for Christians concerns the
holding of offices of the state. For Christian anarchists, obviously, no true Christian
can become a ruler, a member of parliament or a public administrator, because this
would make the Christian complicit in state violence and oppression. 177 The only
Ballou Non-Resistance in Relation to Human Governments, 8.
174 Tom Cornell "Air Raid Drills and the New York Catholic Worker," The Catholic Worker, issue 73,
May 2006, 1; H~ncock [?], "Interview with Dan Berriga~," 10-11 (where ~erriga? explains t~at Day
"had qualms" and was initially "quite shocked" at the slIghtly more assertive tactics adopted In the late
1960s).
175 Eller Christian Anarchy, 218-219.
176 Ball~u, Non-Resistance in Relation to Human Governments, 4-6; Ballou, "Non-Resistance," 141173

l7~~AnOnymOus], Ninety-Five Theses in Defense of Patriarchy, thesis 75; Ballou, Chri~ti~n Non-

Resistance, chap. 1, para. 51-54, 59-60, and chap. 57, para. 57, 20,22, 30; ~allou, Chrlstran Nonmoderate view); Ballou, NonReSls. tance in All Its Important Bearings, 37 (for a slightly more
"
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" 143' B k Th
Resistance in Relation to Human Governments, 6, 11; Ballou, Non-ReSistance,
,roc, ~
Political and Social Doctrines, 46, 51: Crosby, Tolstoy and His Message, chap. 5, para. 1~; GarrIson,
"Declaration of Sentiments Adopted by the Peace Convention," 7; Maude, Tol~toy and HIS Problems,
158; Molmir, A Study of Peter Chelcickj's Life, 31, 97-103, 137; Penner, The ACll' Testament, the
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ru.ler Christia.n anarchists recognise anyway is God. 178 Christian anarchists also reject
wIth the claIm that Christian participation in the state machinery can somehow
"fi
.
. re orm " or " pun'f"
y that mach'Ine. 179 QUIte
the contrary: for ChelCicky, participation
In the government would "contaminate, even vitiate," a Christian's witness. 180 As to
the situation whereby a ruler would "perchance, become a Christian," according to
Chelcicky, "his only means of ruling would then be persuasion, that is, preaching" _
but if so, then "he is not a king any more, he becomes a priest." 18 I
.
In add~ti?n, in that .votil~f amoun~s to an endorsement of the state, it is also
:eJ~c~ed by ChrIstIan anarchIsts.
AccordIng to Hennacy, "by voting for legislative,
JudIcIal, and executive officials, we make these men our arms by which we cast a
stone and deny the Sermon on the Mount.,,183 Ballou agrees: voting makes us morally
responsible for the unchristian actions perpetrated by whoever wins that election. 184
Indeed, Hennacy explains that "win or lose, you will have consented, by having
voted, to accept the winning candidate's jUdgement as superior to your own.,,185
Taking part in elections thus implies an implicit approval of the election process and
of the legitimacy of its outcome - whatever the eventual outcome of that election. For
several Christian anarchists, all this leads to a denial of the teaching of Jesus, and
therefore Christians cannot take part in state elections.

4.4.2 - Paying taxes
Regarding payment of taxes, Christian anarchists hold sometimes slightly different
positions. Some believe that Christians should not pay taxes because they fuel the
state's unchristian machinery.186 Others argue that taxes should not be paid willingly,

Christian, and the State, 120-121 (where he nonetheless argues that especially in a democracy, there
are many state functions which a Christian can participate in); Tolstoy, "The End of the Age," 38; Leo
Tolstoy, The Inevitable Revolution, trans. Ronald Sampson (London: Housmans, 1975), 23; Tolstoy,
"The Kingdom of God Is within You," 24, 28-29; Tolstoy, "The Slavery of Our Times," l20-130;
Wagner, Petr ChelCickj, 44, 135. Note that as Goddard explains, in the period immediately after the
Second World War, Ellul did join a local council and participate in juries; but when he was offered a
powerful post as prefet, his wife convinced him that as a Christian, he had to reject it. Goddard, Living
the Word, Resisting the World, 33-36.
178 A point noted earlier in the Chapter and repeated, in this context, by Molnar, A Study of Peter
ChelCickj's Life, 31.
179 Ballou, Christian Non-Resistance, chap. 7, para. 16-19; Ballou, Non-Resistance in Relation to
Human Governments, 6; Ballou, "Non-Resistance," 143.
180 Ballou, Christian Non-Resistance in All Its Important Bearings, 37 (for a slightly more moderate
view); Wagner, Petr Chelcickj, 98.
181 Molnar, A Study of Peter ChelCickj's Life, 3l.
182 Ballou "A Catechism of Non-Resistance, " 16-17; Ballou, Christian Non-Resistance, chap. 1, para.
51-54,60; Ballou, Non-Resistance in Relation to Human Governments, 6; Ballou, "Non-Resistance,"
143; Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, 14; Garrison, "Declaration of Sentiments Adopted by the Peace
Convention," 7; Goddard, Living the Word, Resisting the World, 45, 276; Hennacy, The Book of
Ammon, xix, 256, 441; Lawrence, "Power Politics and Love," 9; Tolstoy, The Inevitable Revolution,
23. Note that Ballou seems to have recanted from this position later in life, as suggested by Tolstoy,
"The Kingdom of God Is within You," 12-13.
.
183 Hennacy, The Book of Ammon, xix. On pages 106 and 441, H~~na~y ~ntes. th.at to those. w~? ask "
him how he votes, he replies that he votes "every day" by "practlsmg hIS Chnstlan anarchIst Ideals.
184 Ballou, Christian Non-Resistance, chap. 1, para. 51-54, and chap. 57, para. 20, 22.
.
185 Hence for him, what is "irresponsible" is not refusing to vote, but voting, "for the very act of votmg
is dodging your responsibility by passing the buck to others." Hennacy, The Book of Ammon, 256 (see
also 441). See also Ballou, Christian Non-Resistan~e~ chap. 1, para. 51 ~5~.
.
186 Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, 15; Goddard, Llvmg the Word. Reslstmg the World, 276, Hennacy,
The Book of Ammon, xix, 69, 105.
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but that the state's eventual compulsory collection of them should not be resisted. 187
In the end, most follow Jesus' advice and eventually but reluctantly pay them so as
188
not to cause offence. In any case, among Christians, according to Chelcicky, there
should be no such taxes: "a Christian cannot tax another Christian.,,189
, (In ~assing, it is w0:th noting that Tolstoy sometimes keenly defends Henry
George s socIal program, whlCh recommends a single tax on land value. 190 Yet while
this may at first seem contradictory, it must be emphasised that Tolstoy only endorses
George's proposal, in Maude's words, "by way of a concession to humanity's
1
.
. . about George, it is only because his
enthUSlastlc
weakness. " 91 If h
e 'IS at tlmes
programme is a step in the right direction. However, Tolstoy'S preference is to see a
more radical Christian anarchist society come about. Still, his support for George
does result in a somewhat ambivalent overall message concerning taxes.)

4.4.3 - Conscription and war
On war, the Christian anarchist position has already been discussed. War being so
violent and unchristian, Christian anarchists cannot see how a Christian can become a
soldier and participate in the horrors of it. Moreover, as already noted, soldiers are
used by the state not only in war but in the repression of their own population. Hence
military service, for Christian anarchists, is deeply unchristian. Where it is just an
option, it should simply be ignored; but where it is compulsory, it should be
opposed. 192
Tolstoy, who lived at a time when universal military conscription was
becoming a norm, was particularly vocal in promoting conscientious objection to
military service. In his writings, he reports several cases of it and of the abusive
treatment which these objectors received in response to their objection. 193 Tolstoy
cherished the hope that a wave of conscientious objection might become a tide of
public opinion and pave the way for society to adopt Jesus' radical teaching. 194 This

Ballou, "A Catechism of Non-Resistance," 17; Maude, The Life of Tolstoy, 49; Maude, Tolstoy and
His Problems, 158; Tolstoy, "The End of the Age," 38; Tolstoy, "The Slavery of Our Times," 120-130.
188 See the relevant discussion earlier on in this Chapter, but also Molnar, A Study of Peter ChelCickj's
Life, 32, 39,109,138.
189 Molnar, A Study of Peter ChelCickj's Life, 32 (see also 138).
190 See, for instance, Maude, The Life of Tolstoy, 328, 340-341; Maude, Tolstoy and His Problems, 5255; Redfearn, Tolstoy, especially chap. 12; Tolstoy, "Tolstoy and the Russian Peasant," 151-152;
Kenneth C. Wenzer, An Anthology of Tolstoy's Spiritual Economics (Rochester: University of
Rochester Press, 1997); Wenzer, "Tolstoy'S Georgist Spiritual Political Economy (1897-1910)."
191 Maude, The Life of Tolstoy, 429. See also Maude, The Life of Tolstoy, 448; Maude, Tolstoy and His
Problems, 52-55; Tolstoy, "Tolstoy and the Russian Peasant," 151.
192 Ballou, Christian Non-Resistance, chap. 1, para. 59; Ballou, Non-Resistance in Relation to Human
Governments, 6; Ballou, "Non-Resistance," 143; Brock, Pacifism in Europe to 1914,462; Brock, The
Political and Social Doctrines, 61-62; Eller, Christian Anarchy, 12; Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity,
15' Garrison "Declaration of Sentiments Adopted by the Peace Convention," 6-7; Molnar, A Study of
Pe~er Chelci~kY's Life, 32-39; Tolstoy, "Bethink Yourselves!," 245; Tolstoy, The Inevitable
Revolution, 23; Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 23-33,420-421; Tolstoy, "Letter t.~ ,
Ernest Howard Crosby," 186; Tolstoy, "The Slavery of Our Times," 120-130; Wagner, Petr Chelclckj,
44. Note that here again, Ballou seems to have recanted from this position later in life, as suggested by
Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 12-13.
.
. .
193 For instance: Tolstoy "Bethink Yourselves!," 241-244; Tolstoy, "The Kmgdom of God Is wlthm
Law of Violence," 178-194.
Y ou, "30-33 , 245-252 , 420-421; Tolstoy, "The Law of Love and the
"
Enot
d f he Age, "31 -33'
194 For instance: Brock, Pacifism in Europe to 1914,460; Tolstoy, The
,
Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 243-255, 420-421; Tolstoy, "The Law of Love and the
Law of Violence," 178-194.
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is me~tioned again in Chapter 6. The point to note here is simply that Christian
anarchIsts called for Christians to refuse to take part in military service.

4.4.4 - Other state services
Since they dislike the state so much, predictably, Christian anarchists also refuse to
make use of any of its organs.
Thus, not only. can C.hristians not work for the police, but for them, they
should not make complaInts to It or otherwise rely on its services. 195
. Similarly, for Christian anarchists, neither can Christians take part in court
proceedIngs, nor can they rely on courts for the adjUdication of any disputes. 196
Chelcicky furthermore re~rets that "a priest who goes [ ... ] himself to court, elevates
their shame into honour." 97 Christians cannot seek punishment of others through the
judicial system, nor should they adorn secular courts with their presence.
Ellul also advocates conscientious objection to things like compulsory
vaccination or compulsory schooling - the latter being just a propaganda tool through
the national education policy.198
Overall, therefore, most Christian anarchists recommend Christian disregard
for the organs and services of the state, and refusal to participate in them. 199 Eller is
perhaps the only exception in that he says he is "occasionally [ ... ] willing to work
through or even use worldly arkys" if "some immediate human good" seems possible
by doing so - although he does admit that this is "risky business," because of "the
danger of getting caught" in the delusion that the state is a force for good. 2oO On the
whole, however, most Christian anarchists would rather keep a clear distance between
them and the state. Where the state insists on something like payment of taxes, most
195 Goddard, Living the Word, Resisting the World, 255; Stephen Hancock [?], "On Trying to Love
Police People," A Pinch of Salt, issue 4, August 1986, 13; Hennacy, The Book of Ammon, xix, 317;
Tolstoy, "The End of the Age," 38; Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 29; Tolstoy, "The
Slavery of Our Times," 130. Note, however, that Day admits to have called the police when "an armed
maniac" tried "to kill" one of their editors, in Day, The Long Loneliness, 270. Note also that this is one
of the issues where Yoder clearly differs from Christian anarchists: he argues that the police fulfil a
role that is acceptable to Christians, although he has reservations as to whether a Christian can ever
really be called to serve in the police. See, for instance, Wogaman, Christian Perspectives on Politics,
68-70; John Howard Yoder, The Christian Witness to the State (Scottdale: Herald, 1992),56-57;
Yoder, The Politics ofJesus, 203-205; Yoder, "The Theological Basis ofthe Christian Witness to the
State," 26.
196 Ballou, Christian Non-Resistance, chap. 7, para. 30; Brock, The Political and Social Doctrines, 5253; Garrison, "Declaration of Sentiments Adopted by the Peace Convention," 7; Goddard, Living the
Word, Resisting the World, 255; Gordon, "Contempt of Court," A Pinch of Salt, issue 4, August 1986;
Hennacy, The Book ofAmmon, 317; Molnar, A Study of Peter Chelcickj's Life, 39; Tolstoy, "The
Kingdom of God Is within You," 29; Tolstoy, "Letter to Ernest Howard Crosby," 186; Tolstoy, "The
Slavery of Our Times," 130; Wagner, Petr ChelCickj, 44, 134-135. Note however the aforementioned
qualification concerning Ellul: that in the period immediately following the Second World .War, he did
participate in juries. Goddard, Living the Word, Resisting the World, 33-36. Also, here agam, Yoder
seems to differ from Christian anarchists, as evident for instance in Yoder, The Politics ofJesus, 203205.
197 Molnar, A Study of Peter ChelCickj's Life, 65 (quoting ChelcickY)·
198 Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, 15-16; Goddard, Living the Word, Resisting th~ W.orld, 276~277.
199 Chelcicky often also groups, among these state services which should be conscIentIOusly objected .
to "commercial vocations" such as land ownership and other similar "enterprises." Molnar, A Study oj
P;ter Chelcickj's Life, 99 (where Chelcicky's notion of commercial "enterprises" is borrowed from);
Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 24; Wagner, Petr ChelCickj, 44 (where the term
"commercial vocations" is borrowed from).
200 Eller, Christian Anarchy, 14-15.
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of them will. eve?tual.ly ren~er Caesar his coin, but where participation in or reliance
on t?e. state Imphes dIsobedIence to God (like in military service), they are calling for
ChnstIans to take a stronger stance and thus illustrate their contempt for the state and
the primacy they ascribe to God.

4.5 - On revolutionary methods
It will be evident by now that however much they criticise the state Christian
anarchists do not favour any overthrow of government. 20 I Methods of this kind, for
them, follow "the spiI~~ of r~taliation, violence, and murder," and end up causing
more harm than good. TheIr response to the state is therefore more compassionate,
more forgiving, more patient than that of other revolutionaries - yet they still believe
that theirs is the only truly revolutionary method. 203

4.5.1 - No compromise with violence
Christian anarchists therefore make a point of stressing their differences - as well as
their similarities - with other revolutionary currents, usually by reiterating their
absolute rejection of any compromise with violence or coercion.
Many Christian anarchists thus distinguish their position from (classic)
socialist and communist thought. 204 They usually explain that while they genuinely
sympathise with the goal of a communist, stateless and classless society, what they
strongly disagree with are the coercive means which socialists are willing to adopt to
205
reach that end.
For Christian anarchists (as explained in Chapter 1), the end never
justifies the means, because "the means become the end" or at the very least "corrupt"
or obscure it. 206 Hence a stateless end cannot be reached by using the state as a means
to that end. Indeed, just like Bakunin, Tolstoy foresaw the risk of a communist

201 For Christian anarchists making this point without directly referring to any ofthe revolutionary
theories discussed below, see Ballou, Non-Resistance in Relation to Human Governments, 6-7; Ballou,
"Non-Resistance," 143-144; Garrison, "Declaration of Sentiments Adopted by the Peace Convention,"
8; Halliday, Christian Libertarians, para. 46.
202 Garrison, "Declaration of Sentiments Adopted by the Peace Convention," 8.
203 This is paraphrased from Tolstoy, who wrote: "Mine is the true revolutionary method," in Kennan,
"A Visit to Count Tolstoi," 259.
204 Interestingly, Hennacy suggests that if "Communism [appeals] to so many people," it might be
"because we have failed as Christians." Hennacy, The Book 0/ Ammon, 182. Berdyaev makes the same
point in Berdyaev, The Realm a/the Spirit and the Realm a/Caesar, 150. As to Tolstoy, he writes that
"Socialism is unconscious Christianity;" a point Maurin seems to be making as well. Marshall,
Demanding the Impossible, 379 (for Tolstoy'S quote); Maurin, Easy Essays (2003), 66.
205 Berdyaev, The Realm a/the Spirit and the Realm a/Caesar, 53, 59, 149-150; ~ay, Selected . .
Writings, 243, 271-273 (where she also remarks that she speaks as an ex-communist); Eller, Christian
Anarchy, 60-63; Elliott, Freedom, Justice and Christian Counter-Culture, 115-117; Hennacy, The
Book of Ammon, 232,434; Kentish, "Introduction," 15; Maude, The Life a/Tolstoy, 440-451; .Maude,
Tolstoy and His Problems, 155; Maurin, Easy Essays (2003),14-16,152-153,170-171; Maurm, Easy
Essays (1938), 53-59; Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 438, 453; Tolstoy, "An App.ea~ to Social.
Reformers," 62; Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 50-51. For a descnptlOn of the history
of the tensions between (especially Marxist) socialism and anarchism, and of the role of the debate on
..
revolutionary strategies in those tensions, see Kinna, Anarchism, 28-33, 99-101.
206 Berdyaev, The Realm of the Spirit and the Realm a/Caesar, 88; Day, Selecte~ Writings, 272 (for
the "means become the end" quote); Ellul, Violence, 102; Hennacy, The Book of Ammon, 59; Segers,
"Equality and Christian Anarchism," 219-220 (for the idea that means "corrupt" ends).
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revolution resulting in just another dictatorship.207 He and other Christian anarchists
have therefore repeatedly called for socialists and communists to reflect on the
impossibility of reaching their righteous destination by taking the reigns of the state
or through any other revolution method which compromises with violence. 208
While on this topic, it is worth noting that if Christian anarchists also
sometimes distance themselves from the term "anarchism" and the revolutionary
currents behind it, it is usually precisely because of the violent connotations that this
word has been known to carry - especially towards the end of the nineteenth century,
when anarchism was widely associated with terrorism, regicide and other forms of
revolutionary violence. 209 Often, therefore, it is only because they were not (or not
yet) familiar with the strong non-violent tradition in anarchist theory that some
Christian anarchists rejected the label "anarchism" altogether. 210 The very foundation
of Christian anarchism is a rejection of violence, so Christian anarchists are just as
quick to denounce anarchist schools that promote violence as they are to denounce
other revolutionary currents that seek to attain their goal by taking control of the state.
Christian anarchists also comment on the Zealots, a religious and political
sect which was growing in strength during Jesus' time and which sought the violent
overthrow of the Roman occupation. Several Christian anarchists stress that Jesus and
his followers would have clearly sympathised with the Zealots' criticisms and
aspirations (in the same way that they today sympathise with socialism and
communism), but that nevertheless, Jesus very clearly distanced himself from these
Zealots, precisel?, over the question of the means to be used towards the liberation of
the oppressed?l As explained in Chapter 1 and 2, it was precisely in his alternative
method that, according to Christian anarchists, Jesus was a truly revolutionary
messiah. He might have hesitated a few times and he might have contemplated
alternative paths to the kingdom of God, but in the end, he willingly took up the cross

On Tolstoy's prediction, see Hennacy, The Book of Ammon, 152; Marshall, Demanding the
Impossible, 379-380; Maude, The Life of Tolstoy, 198-199; Stephens, "The Non-Violent Anarchism of
Leo Tolstoy," 16-17; TolstoY, What to Do? ,224. On Bakunin's prediction, see for instance Kinna,
Anarchism, 31; Ward, "Anarchist Entry for a Theological Dictionary," 21. On the topic of predictions,
note also that in 1949, Hennacy predicted that communism would "fall by its own weight of
Bureaucracy and Tyranny of Power." Hennacy, The Book of Ammon, 125.
208 Tolstoy and Maurin also criticise the more scientific strand in Marxism for its economic
determinism. Marshall, Demanding the Impossible, 379; Maurin, Easy Essays (1938), 53-59; Tolstoy,
"Modern Science," 182-183. Tolstoy furthermore criticises other aspects of Marxism in Tolstoy, "On
Socialism, State and Christian."; Tolstoy, "The Slavery of Our Times," 86-90. See also Marshall,
207

Demanding the Impossible, 379.
209 See for instance Ballou, Non-Resistance in Relation to Human Governments, 6-7; Ballou, "NonResistance," 141, 143-144; Day, The Long Loneliness, 267; Elliott, Freedom, Justice and Christian
Counter-Culture, 125,212; Hennacy, The Book of Ammon, 151-153; Hopton, "Tolsto~, God and "
Anarchism," 49; Maude, Tolstoy and His Problems, 155; Tolstoy, "An Appeal to SOCial Ref~r~ers,
59-61,177; Tolstoy, "Christianity and Patriotism," 491; Tolstoy, "The K1Ogdom of God Is wlthm
You," 189-190; Tolstoy, "On Anarchy."; Tolstoy, "Patriotism a~d Governm~nt," 517, 526; Tolsto~,
"Thou Shalt Not Kill. "; Woodcock, Anarchism, 207. For a detailed explanatIOn of the comprehensive
debate, within the anarchist tradition, on revolutionary strategies, see Kinna, Anarchi~m, chap. 4..
210 Tolstoy, for instance, changed his mind once he read Eltzbacher's s~udy of.anarchlsm, ~s explamed
. St phens "The Non-Violent Anarchism of Leo Tolstoy," 177. He stIll contmued to avoid the word
10 e
,
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h' h h'
"anarchism" to describe his own thinking (probably because of the vI~len~ c~nn~ta~IOns w Ie ~s
readers would continue to associate the term with), but he stopped us10g It dlsmlsslvely to deSCribe
violent revolutionaries.
. ' .
Eller Christian Anarchy, 22, 40, 73-76; Halliday, Christian Libertarians, para. 8; Myers, Bm~/~g
the Stro~g Man, 408, 431; Yoder, "Peacemaking Amid Political Revolution," 57; Yoder, The Poiltlcs
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and d~monstrated the revolutionary potential of love and forgiveness. 212 His teaching
an~ hIS example are .clear: evil - even the worst of it - should be responded to with
patIent love and forgIveness, even at the risk of death.
This is also where Christian anarchism clearly differs from other, more
prominent theologies of liberation - theologies which often openly acknowledge their
213
intellectual debts to Marxism.
Where liberation theology seeks to overthrow
oppressive governments and empower the oppressed through the state, Christian
anarchism preaches patient love and forgiveness, despite very real oppression, and
point out that this is the only revolutionary method grounded in the New
214
Testament.
Moreover, Christian anarchists are critical of liberation theology'S
dismissive treatment of the cross as a symbol of Jesus' teachings. 21S Myers puts it
well, in his interpretation of what Jesus is basically telling other revolutionaries:
Our nonviolent resistance demands no less of us than does your guerilla war ask of
you - to reckon with death. But we ask something more: a heroism of the cross, not
the sword. We cannot beat the strong man at his own game. We must attack his very
foundations: we must render his presumed lordship over our lives impotent. You
consider the cross a sign of defeat. We take it up "as a witness against them," a
witness of the revolutionary power of nonviolent resistance. Join us therefore in our
struggle to put an end to the spiral of violence and oppression, that Yahweh's reign
may truly dawn. 216

The cross, as discussed in Chapter 2, is not the failure of Jesus' revolution but the
very epitome of it, and that is what, from a Christian anarchist perspective, has been
misunderstood by other theologies of liberation.
At the same time, Christian anarchists like Ellul and Tolstoy claim to "fully
understand the insurrection of the oppressed who see no way out. ,,217 Their outrage is
understandable given the hardship which they feel is imposed upon them. Tolstoy
says he "cannot blame the revolutionaries" for using "the same immoral means" as
their oppressors - indeed at least the revolutionaries, he says, have "mitigating
circumstances on their side.,,218 These are: "that their crimes are committed under
conditions of greater personal danger" than agents of the state are ever "exposed to;"
that they are usually "quite young people to whom it is naturally to go astray;" and
that they are anyway only reproducing the methods which they have been taught by
the state. 219 Similarly, Ellul calls for Christians to sympathise with the oppressed,
212 Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 354, 358-369 (for a very interesting exegesis of the moments
before Jesus' arrest, including the Last Supper, as Jesus' final hesitancy before his embrace of the
cross), 431; Yoder, The Politics ofJesus, 45-48.
213 For introductions to liberation theology and its tendency to prescribe coercive means, see, for
instance, Kofmel, "Comparative Political Theology," 25-35, 73, 78; Wogaman, Christian Perspectives
on Politics, chap. 5.
..
214 Eller, Christian Anarchy, 15-19,60-71; Ellul, Violence, 27-35, 43-56, 60; Yoder, The Pollflcs of
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"How is it that liberation theologians want the authority ofa 'history of Jesus' when I~ c~mes to
solidarity with the poor, but not at the point of the strategy ofth~ ~ross? The a.ns~er lIes 1o. the f~ct ~hat
they regard Jesus' choice of the cross as his abando.n~ent. of polItiCS: 'Jes~s ?Ies 10 total d./~contmUity
with his life and his cause' (Sobrino, 1978:218). It IS IrOnIC that the most 10dlsputably poiltlcal fact of
the gospel story is depoliticized by liberation theology."
216 Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 431 (verse references removed).
.,
217 Ellul Violence 68 (for the quote), 133; Goddard, Living the Word, ReSisting the World, 29, 32, .
191; M;ers, Binding the Strong Man, 367-368; Tolstoy, "I Cannot Be Silent," 404-407. See also Wmk,
Jesus' Third Way, 68.
218 Tolstoy, "I Cannot Be Silent," 405-406.
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219 This is not Tolstoy'S exact list. The last mltlgat10g circumstance lIsted he~~ IS ~nly ~mplIclt 10
Tolstoy'S text (page 405), and in his own list, Tolstoy mentions two more mltlgatmg circumstance: that
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even .when they adopt violence, though Christians should nevertheless also always
questIon such adoption of violence. 220
.
Revolutionary viole~ce h~s ~n inherent t~ndency to backfire: it erodes any
pubhc support for the revolutIOnanes cause, and It becomes "a convenient pretext"
for the .state to "intensify" its repression. 221 As noted in Chapter 1, the outcome is not
revolutIOnary change but more violence and repression. Thus, violent revolutionary
mea~s have only le.d to endless violence and counter-violence. Almost every attempt
at vIolent revolutIon, according to Christian anarchists, has degenerated into
bloodb~ths and recriminations, and where revolutions did succeed in overthrowing a
repressIve government, they, too, have led to more repression. 222 Yet, Yoder writes,
"If the new people" have "the same techniques, the same willingness to coerce and
the same attitude towards authority as the bad guys - then it is not worth changing
palace guards.,,223 Surely, Tolstoy asks, human beings must be able to devise "better
means of improving the conditions of humanity than by killing people whose
destruction can be of no more use than the decapitation of that mythical monster on
whose neck a new head appeared as soon as one was cut off?,,224

4.5.2 - Revolution by example
Lenin is alleged by one Christian anarchist to have said: "I made a mistake. Without
doubt the oppressed multitude had to be liberated. But our method only provoked
further oppression - and atrocious massacres. It is too late now to alter the past - but
what was needed to save Russia were ten Francis of Assisi' S. ,,225 Whether Lenin
"however odious their murder may be, they are still not so coldly, systematically cruel" as those
committed by the state; and that "they all quite categorically repudiate all religious teaching and
consider that the end justifies the means," whereas state officials (during Tolstoy'S time) claim to "all
support religion and Christianity." Tolstoy, "I Cannot Be Silent," 406.
220 Goddard explains that Ellul suggests that "the Christian must be willing to participate in movements
using violence," but this must "be a non-conformist participation" which is "always openly questioning
the justifications of violence," which must not be seen as "a sign of God's approval" and which must
"challenge the movement's idols." Moreover, the Christian must always be "willing to change sides."
The Christian also has a role as "a watchman in the world," foreseeing problems and working on trying
to resolve them early. Either way, the point is that, as the next Chapter explains, Christians should
sympathise with the oppressed and care for them but always keep faith and obedience to God at the
forefront of all concerns. Goddard, Living the Word, Resisting the World, 186-187. See also Carson,
Christians in Politics, para. 36; Ellul, Violence, 134-141; Goddard, Living the Word, Resisting the
World, 46.
221 Hopton, "Tolstoy, God and Anarchism," 40-41; Tolstoy, "An Appeal to Social Reformers," 62;
Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 215 (for the quoted words)-216; Tolstoy, "On
Anarchy," 70; Tolstoy, "The Slavery of Our Times," 120,135; Tolstoy, "Thou Shalt Not Kill," 197.
222 Berdyaev, The Realm a/the Spirit and the Realm a/Caesar, 65, 177; Eller, Christian Anarchy, 13,
30-32; Elliott, Freedom, Justice and Christian Counter-Culture, 32-33, 149; Myers, Binding the
Strong Man, 227; Tolstoy, "The Law of Love and the Law of Violence," 161-164; Wink,.Jesus' Third
Way, 39-40, 56-58. Note that for Tolstoy and Ellul, there is no difference between state vl?lence and
revolutionary violence - Tolstoy says that "There is as much difference as. between cat-shIt and .dogshit. But I don't like the smell of either one or the other." Tolstoy, quoted m Marshall, Demanding the
Impossible, 377. For Ellul's more academic and detailed discussion, see Ellul, Violence, 108-11.8.
223 Yoder, "Peacemaking Amid Political Revolution," 60. See also Vanwagenen, "An IntroductIon to
Mormon Anarchism," 3; Wink, Jesus' Third Way, 56.
224 Tolstoy, "Thou Shalt Not Kill," 197.
.
225 Lenin, quoted in Dave Andrews, Brother Sun and Sister Moons: Engaging a New Dark ~ge,
.
available from http://anz.jesusradicals.com/newdarkage.pdf(accessed 17 !uly 20?6), 6. ThIS quot~tlon
.
'd t be found in "Letters on Modern Atheism," but that text appears ImpossIble to trace. Vanous
IS sal 0
bl' . d '1
. t
t ebsites also refer this quote to that text, but again without enough pu IcatlOn etal s to trace
m erne w
.
h' d hb d
it. Other websites claim that these words were actually pronounced by Lenm on IS eat e, to a
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really d.id say this, what it suggests is that the true revolution can only come with a
new phIlosophy, a new way of life, and that this alternative can only come about by
226
example, not by force. In a sense, therefore, the revolutions of the past were simply
"not revolutionary enough.,,227 For Christian anarchists, the true revolution must
come by different means - by Christian witness and example. 228
That Christian anarchist witness and example is discussed in more details in
the next Chapter. The point to note here is that, this alternative revolutionary method
implies that any aspirations of top-down social engineering must be renounced.
However appealing it may be, for Christian anarchists, the hope "to make people
229
good by law" is deluded. Eller explains that such "arky faith" is attractive because,
"Perfectly confident that our commitments are to the 'good,' we cannot see why it
should be anything other than good that our power for good be 'magnified' through
the collective solidarities of good arkys," and because "Still completely confident
about the justice of our own cause, we dream about the possibility that, judiciously
applied to the right spot, the power of even a small pebble from our weak sling will
bring down the Goliath of Evil.,,23o In practice, however, it does not work, because
"arky faith" compromises with violence and coercion, leading to more self-righteous
violence and misunderstandings and so on. Christian anarchists therefore believe that
those who seek to govern or change society from above are deceiving themselves (an
issue which is discussed further in the Conclusion).
Instead, for Christian anarchists, "Real change must come from the bottom
up or, better yet, from the inside OUt.,,231 ChelCicky argues that to make people better,
the only option is to teach them by example - they might then, of their own will,
choose to follow that example.232 "A righteous society," Youn writes, "can only be
realized by changing the heart and mind of each individual.,,2 f3 Hence, to borrow a
famous phrase attributed to Gandhi, "We must be the change we want to see in the
friend of his. Again, however, there is no way of tracing the original. It is therefore uncertain whether
Lenin did write or utter these words - yet they still illustrate the Christian anarchist argument very
well. (In passing, note that the point that the only hope resides in the example of St. Francis is also
made in Day, Selected Writings, 248.)
226 Yoder, "Peacemaking Amid Political Revolution," 60.
227 This expression is paraphrased from Yoder, who, while discussing the Zealots, writes that "Jesus
rejected the way of Barabbas, not because it was revolutionary, but because it wasn't revolutionary
enough." Yoder, "Peacemaking Amid Political Revolution," 57. See also Berdyaev, The Realm o/the
Spirit and the Realm o/Caesar, 64; Wink, Jesus' Third Way, 58.
228 Ballou, Non-Resistance in Relation to Human Governments, 7; Ballou, "Non-Resistance," 144;
Berdyaev, The Realm o/the Spirit and the Realm o/Caesar, 95.
..
.
..
229 Berdyaev, The Realm o/the Spirit and the Realm o/Caesar, 99; Carson, ChnstlGns In PolitiCS, para.
79-81; Eller, Christian Anarchy, 63, 131; Elliott, Freedom, Justice and Christian Counter-Culture, 91;
Hennacy, The Book 0/ Ammon, 214 (for the quoted expression); Molnar, A Study o/Peter ChelCickj's
Life, 102-103; Wogaman, Christian Perspectives on Politics, 62. .
. .
..
",
230 Eller Christian Anarchy, 26-27. Yoder makes a similar set of pomts m his cntlque of Chnstlans
desire t~ manage the course of history (discussed in the Conclusion) in Yoder, The Politics 0/ Jesus,
228-230.
231 Carl Thomas, quoted in Carson, Christians in Politics, para. 79.
., _,.
.
232 Brock, The Political and Social Doctrines, 47; Molnar, A Study 0/ Peter Chelclckj.s Life, 102-103,
Wagner, Petr ChelCickj, 142. On the contrast ~eing drawn specifically between teachm~ (and
.
converting) by example and doing so by coerCIOn, see also Andrews, Brother Sun and ~/st~r Moo.n~, 7,
Andrews Subversive Spirituality, Ecclesial and Civil Disobedience, 5-6; Barrow, Rethinking ReligIOn
. an 0pen
' Soc Ie,
. ty para.23'
Leo Tolstoy,
In
, Tolstoy , "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 4, 280-281;
.
..
"Wh tis to Be Done?," in Recollections and Essays, trans. Aylmer Maude (London. Ox~ord University
pres~ 1937),390-394. For mention of the "power" of the Christian "example," see for mstance
Maurin, Easy Essays (2003), 119.
233 Young, A Plea to Christians, para. 12. See also Hennacy, The Book 0/ Ammon, 29.
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ld ,,234 F or Chr"1stIan anarc h
' " There can be no more powerful strategy than
wor.
1StS,
that of people who dare to be different. ,,235 This strategy is discussed in more detail in
the next Chapter. The important point to note here is that choosing the road of
bottom-up "discipleship" also implies foregoing the (deluded) dream of top-down
efficacy.236 Success is therefore measured not by the "immediate delivery of political
outcomes" but "in terms more of the consistent faithfulness" of the witness. 237 The
focus is not on the effect of Christian discipleship, but on Christian discipleship itself.
That way, as Day writes, "The 'means to the end' begins with each one of US.,,238
That is why "the only revolution" that is "worthwhile," for Hennacy, is "the one-man
revolution within the heart. ,,239
Admittedly, this is not easy, not least since it requires a readiness to die with
no guarantee of the martyrdom'S efficacy.24o Yet Jesus shows that it is precisely by
such moving examples of personal and non-antagonistic sacrifice that state violence
can be gradually unmasked and defeated. Ellul says of Christian martyrs that, over
time, "through their implacable meekness and their steady witness they succeed in
demolishing the justifications a regime puts forward.,,241 For Ballou, when, through
"pure Christian examples, [ ... ] a considerable portion of the people have been
enlightened and won over to Christian non-resistance, the tide of public sentiment
will begin to set with such force [ ... ] that the less enlightened and less conscientious
portion will insensibly yield to the current.,,242 As the next Chapter shows in more
detail, Christian anarchists thus hope that with time, the violence and deception of the
state will be exposed to an increasing number of people who will then also yield to
the truth revealed by Christian anarchism and join the church of true Christianity.
Hence for Tolstoy, the real basis of any change is public opinion, and
ultimately, public opinion is moved by truth?43 Tolstoy writes that
Men bound to one another by deceit, form, as it were, a compact mass. In the
compactness of this mass is the evil in the world. The aim of the whole intellectual
activity of mankind should be to break through and destroy this aggregate of deceit.
Revolutions are attempts to break up this mass by violence. Men imagine that if they
once disperse it it will cease to exist, and they strike it furiously in order to break it
up,- but they only weld the atoms more closely together, for each atom must be filled
Gandhi, quoted in Andrews, Plan Be, 69. Maurin rephrases this famous saying as follows: "There is
no better way to be than to be what we want the other fellow to be." Maurin, Easy Essays (2003), 30.
235 Elliott, Freedom, Justice and Christian Counter-Culture, 167.
236 Bartley, Faith and Politics after Christendom, 144-147, 182.
137 This quote is actually partly a paraphrasing of Bartley, who writes that the church "may come to see
success and failure in terms more of the consistent faithfulness or otherwise of its witness than of
whether it delivers the immediate political outcomes that the church has often sought historically."
Bartley, Faith and Politics after Christendom, 221. See also [Anonymous], The Aims and Means of the
Catholic Worker, available from http://www .catho Iicworker. org/aimsandmeanstext.cfm?N umber= 5
(accessed 2 February 2007), para. 19.
238 Day, Selected Writings, 290.
239 Hennacy, The Book of Ammon, 33.
. .
.
.
.
240 Various examples are mentioned in Chapter 6, but for ChnstIan anar~hlsts mak~ng the pomt that
Christianity is about a willingness to die a violent death rather than to kIll, see fo~ mstance Do~ Helder
Camara "Violence Non-Violence and the Christian," London Catholic Worker, Issue 13, Apn12005,
6; Cava~augh, "A Fire Strong Enough to Consume the House," 415; Elliott, Freedom, Justice and
Christian Counter-Culture, 179.
241 Ellul, Violence, 144.
242 Ballou Christian Non-Resistance, chap. 7, para. 32-33.
.
243 Tolsto~'s thoughts on public opinion are discussed again in the ~ext Chapter. For the I~portance
Tolstoy ascribes to truth, see also Marshall, Demanding the ImpOSSible, 377; Leo ~olst?y, A Letter to
a Hindu," in Recollections and Essays, trans. Aylmer Maude (London: Oxford UnIversIty Press, 1937),
234

432.
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with an inward power of its own before the mass can be finally disintegrated. The
strength of this bond of union among men rests on a lie, on deceit. The strength
which can deliver each particle of this mass it truth. Truth is communicated to men
only by the deeds of truth. Only the deeds of truth, lighting the conceptions of every
individual man, can destroy this evil attraction and detach men one after another from
the mass bound together by it. 244

Therefore, like other Christian anarchists, Tolstoy places his hopes of revolution on
the inspirational, indeed contagious, quality of the Christian example. The true
revolution, for him, will not come about through any compromise with social
engineering, violence or coercion, but only by a gradual change of public conduct and
consciousness spearheaded by courageous Christian anarchist witnesses. 245
Of course, this relies on Christians leading the way. Hence Christian
anarchists call for Christians to fully embrace Jesus' subversive teaching. Their
response to the state is not to resist it (at least not violently) but to unmask it, to
forgivingly subject themselves to it, to render to it the few things that belong to it but also to clearly follow God alone and ignore or disobey the state if it demands
things which should be rendered to God, if obeying it would entail a disobedience of
God. For Christian anarchists, the only truly revolutionary response to the state is not
to overthrow it and compose a different government, but to adopt a different Christian - way of being, to patiently forgive and thereby unmask the state, but at the
same time, to live out the stateless alternative "here and now.,,246
Hence what matters for Christian anarchists even more than how Christians
respond to the state is how they embody Jesus' teaching in community, because that
community is what can set the example for those not convinced by Christianity yet.
Therefore, their response to the state is one of indifferent and dismissive submission
to most of its demands - provided that these are not incompatible with the will of
God. More important than that, however, is their collective witness in striving to
embody the true church - and that, in tum, is the topic of the next Chapter.

244

Tolstoy, What I Believe, 220 (Tolstoy'S emphasis). See also Elliott, Freedom, Justice and Christian

Counter-Culture, 140.
" h
M h II Demanding the Impossible, 377; Maude, Tolstoy and His Problems, 158; Tolstoy, T e
23 37-38' Tolstoy "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 233-237, 253-255, 280End 0afrsthaA'ge"
e
"
. " 199-206; To Istoy, "0 n A narc hy., Tit
283' Tolstoy "The Law of "Love and the Law of VIOlence,
0 soy,
Wh~t 1 Belie~e, 42, 220-221; Tolstoy, "What Is Religion? ," 273-281.
.
246 Ostergaard uses these words in his comparison of the Sarvodaya movement WIth Tolstoy and
Hennacy. Ostergaard and Currell, "Sarvodaya." See also Hennacy, The Book of Ammon, 173,234.
245
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Chapter 5 -- Collective Witness as
the True Church
The previous Chapter outlines the main themes of the direct Christian anarchist
:esponse to the state. This Chapter explores the indirect - yet perhaps even more
Important - response to it: the Christian anarchist embodiment of the church as a
subversive alternative to the state. In a sense, whereas the previous Chapter discusses
the negative response to the state's demands, this one discusses the positive response
of presenting the "true" church as an alternative society. 1
The main theme is therefore the elaboration of the Christian anarchist vision
for society. This vision is ultimately for the whole of humanity, but it is also a vision
to be embraced fully by Christians in the present. Since the means for society's
transformation cannot be separated from the end, according to Christian anarchists,
the transformed society - the true church - must be adopted by Christians as both the
means and the end of this transformation. 2 The next Chapter lists some examples of
individuals and communities trying to embrace this Christian anarchist vision. This
Chapter explores what Christian anarchist theorists have written about it.
In describing the ideal Christian anarchist community as "church," it should
not be forgotten that what is meant is a very different "church" to the institutional
"church" described in Chapter 3, where the deep distrust which most Christian
anarchists feel towards this official "church" is illustrated. Yet despite the risk of
confusing the institutional "church" of Chapter 3 with the subversive "church" of this
Chapter, it is precisely in the implicit contrast between the two "churches" that the
use of the same word for both finds its rationale: it confirms the width of the chasm
that separates what Christian anarchists understand the "church" to have been
supposed to be with what has regrettably become of it.
The Chapter has three main sections. The first of these describes the
contours of what Christian anarchists sometimes call the "new society within the shell
of the old:" the role of repentance as a gateway to the church, the various elements
and implications of the church's economy of care and sacrifice, and the way in which
the church's organisation is therefore politically subversive. The second section then
ponders the difficulties involved in such a mission: how evil is to be dealt with in the
community and the heroic sacrifices required thereby. The third and final section then
elaborates on the trust that the true church must place in God: how the church is to

1 Hereafter

, "true" church is referred to without quotation marks - it should be obvious
. that what is

meant is what Christian anarchists believe the church should be, as opposed to what It has become (as
described in Chapter 3).
2 There is an undeniably coercive feel to this Christian anarchist language about how Christians "must"
behave in community to embody the "true" church. This language, however, stems from Christian
anarchists' insistence about following Jesus' teaching with genuineness and authenticity. Indeed, to a
large extent, it only mirrors the uncompromising la.nguage adop~ed ~y Jesu~ hims~lf on th.e issue. In
any case, even if this language can indeed be deSCrIbed as coerCive, It remal~s radIcally dIffere.nt to the
state coercion which Christian anarchists denounce. Hence although some wIll no doubt see thIS as
rather ironic from a Christian anarchist perspective, there is nothing either contradictory or unchristian
in criticising' state coercion and yet using slightly "coercive" language in this critique.
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become a. beacon of such faith in a fallen world, and its confidence that it will grow
as mystenously but also as inevitably as the mustard seed described by Jesus.

5.1 - "A new society within the shell of the old"
!his secti~n demonstr~tes that for Christian anarchists, converting to Jesus' teaching
IS subversIve because It creates new relationships which render the state superfluous:
by caring and sacrificing themselves for their neighbours, converts to the true church
deprive the state from its main raison d'etre. Joining the church is therefore a
subversive, political act.

5.1.1 - Repenting and joining the church
To become a member of the true church, as John the Baptist makes clear, we must
begin by becoming conscious and repent of "our own sins" - such as our "idolatry"
(of money, of the state, and so on), our "apathy towards the poor," and our support
3
for the violent state. For Tolstoy, we must "admit, without self-deception, that the
life that we live is wrong.,,4 We must "bethink ourselves" and realise that we have not
been serving God but idols. 5 We must reconsider our "position and activity" and "not
be afraid of the truth.,,6 Personal repentance is therefore the first step to the Christian
anarchist revolution.
Repentance is a private affair, but then as noted in the previous Chapter,
reforming oneself is the only way to reform society. Collective repentance and reform
can only come about by the individual repentance and reform of enough members of
the community. To Tolstoy'S regret, "everybody thinks of changing humanity, and
nobody thinks of changing himself.,,7 Yet for Christian anarchists, "it is an illusion to
think we can change anyone except ourselves. ,,8 Andrews insists that "Change
doesn't begin with others, but with ourselves.,,9 In Ballou's words, the "millennium
[ ... ] must be within men, before it can ever be around them."}O Indeed, Tolstoy
argues that "the essence of Christianity lies" precisely "in substituting an inward aim
(to attain which no one else's consent is necessary) in place of external aims (to attain
which everyone's consent is necessary)."}} The essence of Christianity and of its
subversion of the state is personal repentance. The only way of reforming society is to

Andrews, Brother Sun and Sister Moons, 6 (where "idolatry" and "apathy towards the poor" are
mentioned); Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 450-451; Tolstoy, "Bethink Yourselves!," 229-302;
Tolstoy, What I Believe, 125; Watson, "The Catholic Worker and Anarchism," 8 (where "our own
sins" is borrowed from); Young, Christianity and Anarchism, para. 10. (Matthew 3: 1-12; Mark 1:1-15;
Luke 3:1-20; John:l:19-28.)
4 Hopton, "Tolstoy, God and Anarchism," 43. See also Tolstoi', What to Do? ,206.
5 "Bethink yourselves" is how Tolstoy translates the Greek that is more frequently translated as
"repent." Tolstoy, "Bethink Yourselves!," 229.
6 Tolsto'i What to Do? ,206,208.
7 Tolsto;, "On Anarchy," 70. See also Tolstoy, "The Law of Love and the Law ofYiolence," 214-216.
8 Andrews, Plan Be, 2.
9 Andrews, Brother Sun and Sister Moons, 16 (emphasis removed); Dave Andrews, Reweaving the
Fabric o/Community, available from http://anz.jesusradicals.com/reweaving.pdf(accessed 17 July
3

2006), 9.
.
.
.
10 Ballou, "Non-Resistance," 145 (Ballou's emphasis). See also Ballou, Non-ReSistance In RelatIOn to

Human Governments, 12.
II Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 413.
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first re~orm ours~lve.s.12 That is why, as noted in the previous Chapter, the Christian
anarchIst revolutIOn IS a revolution by example.
. BecOI~ing c~nscious of our sin~ is the gate,,:,ay to joining Jesus' church, to
applYIng Jesus teachIng and example In our own hves. Jesus himself warns that
doing so will not be easy (this is discussed further below), but he nonetheless does
clearly and repeatedly say that to be his disciple, we must "follow" him.I3 For
Christian anarchists (as explained in Chapter 3), membership of the Christian church
is therefore much more about following Jesus' example than about believing in
curious dogmas or abiding by church rules. 14 Myers asserts that "theological
orthodoxy ('Jesus is Messiah') has no meaning apart from political 'orthopraxy'
(,take up the cross')," in other words that Jesus' teaching can only acquire theological
meaning through its application in society.I5 ChelCicky moreover repeats the New
Testament warning that "faith apart from works is dead.,,16 Only by following Jesus
in practice can faith be brought to life. In short, for Christian anarchists, it is by the
"incarnation" of Jesus' teaching and example that membership of the true church is
17
determined. The true church is constituted by those who have repented and chosen
to follow Jesus to the cross.
Again, the hope is that by following Jesus, others might be moved to repent
and join the church as well. As already noted in the previous Chapters, Christian
anarchists have faith in the moving power of such Christian witness. 18 Day
considered the great saints canonised by the Catholic Church as "her constant
companions and daily guides in the imitation of Christ [ ... J, realizing full well that in
their own time they were often regarded as eccentrics or dangerous troublemakers.,,19
These saints were indeed following Jesus and his subversive gospel, even unto death.
On this topic of reforming society only by first reforming oneself, apart from the excerpts already
cited, see also Andrews, Brother Sun and Sister Moons, 7; Egan, "Foreword," xii; Elliott, Freedom,
Justice and Christian Counter-Culture, 140; Hennacy, The Book ofAmmon, 214, 220; Maude, Tolstoy
and His Problems, 160 (where the language of "reform" is borrowed from); Maurin, Easy Essays
(2003),30,105; Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 132-133; Tolstoy, "An Appeal to Social Reformers,"
63-66; White and Jones, "Christian Radicalism in the United States," 41.
13 Matthew 4:19,8:22,9:9,16:24,19:21; Mark 2:14,8:34,10:21; Luke 5:27, 9:23, 9:59,18:22; John
1:43,10:27,12:26,13:36,21:22.
14 On "following" Jesus, see Andrews, Plan Be, 61; Andrews, A Spiritual Frameworkfor Ethical
Reflection, 8 (where he writes: "Jesus didn't say to people 'just follow the rules' - he said 'follow
me"'); Berrigan, Jesus the Anarchist, para. 6; Hennacy, The Book ofAmmon, 300; Mathews, A
Catholic Looks at the State, para. 2; Martin Newell, '''We Looked for Peace, but Behold Terror' (Jer
14:19)," The London Catholic Worker, issue 15, Lent 2006,15; John J. Vincent, "Christian
Discipleship and Politics," in Religion in Public Life, ed. Dan Cohn-Sherbok and David McLellan
(New York: St. Martin's, 1992),38-39,46-47. On "imitating" Jesus' "example," see Andrews, ChristiAnarchy, 96, 192-193, 200; Andrews, Not Religion, but Love, 24; Ballou, Non-Resistance in Relation
to Human Governments, 10; Goddard, Living the Word, Resisting the World, 186-187; Molnar, A Study
of Peter ChelCickf!'s Life, 98; Yoder, The Politics ofJesus, 95, 112-133. Note that Craig seems ~o
disagree with this in that he argues that Jesus was violent but ordered us to be peace~l, so that m that
sense, he presumably did not order us to follow him or imitate him, but to do as he saId. [Anonymous],
Why 1 Worship a Violent, Vengeful God.
15 Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 285 (see also 288).
16 Molnar, A Study of Peter Chelcickf!'s Life, 58 (quoting ChelcickY). (James 2:26.) See also Tolstoy,
What 1 Believe, 143-144.
. .
17 The notion of "incarnating" Jesus' example is borrowed from Dave Andrews, Integral MISSIOn,
Relief and Development, available from http://www.daveandrews.com.au/publications.html(accessed
3 December 2006), 8.
.
18 Ballou narrates a long list of (of course, in a sense, merely "anecdotal") examples of people bemg
moved by Christian non-resistance in Ballou, Christian Non-Resistance in AI/Its Important Bearings,
49-72.
19 Day, Selected Writings, xi.
12
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!hat they were canonised seems to suggest that their radical witness was powerful,
Ind~ed powerful also in persuading others to join the church. As the (here rephrased)
sayIng goes, the seeds of the church were sown by the blood of its martyrs. 20 Yet Day
also "regarded sanctity as the ordinary vocation of every Christian.,,21 The moving
example of the saints - their sacrifice but also their revolutionary impact upon the rest
of society, by persuading many to repent and convert to Christianity - is for Christian
anarchists "the ordinary vocation of every Christian."
That is why Christian anarchists speak of "change by conversion" rather
than "through coercion. ,,22 The Christian anarchist future of love and forgiveness will
only be reached when every human being will have voluntarily repented and
23
converted to the true church. Day therefore speaks of "changing the world one heart
at a time. ,,24 The conversion of non-Christians to Christian anarchism requires the
church and its members to witness to the truly revolutionary potential of following
Jesus. In Bartley's words, the church must therefore "lead by example.,,25 Christians
must demonstrate the truth of the Christian anarchist alternative by converting to it
and practicing it in their own community.26

5.1.2 - An economy of care and sacrifice
The true church must therefore exemplify a way of life that is guided by love of God
and neighbour above all else. What must distinguish it as a community is how its
members genuinely love one another, forgive one another and care for one another. 27
For Hennacy, that is the "supreme test" of what Christians preach. 28 Andrews calls it
the "acid test of Christian spirituality. ,,29
More to the point, the real test is not so much whether Christians love one
another, but whether they love the outcasts, the people who have been rejected by
everyone else. Andrews recalls that Jesus warns that "'Whatever you do to one of the
least' - one of those that most of you consider the least - the marginalized, distressed,
disabled, and disadvantaged - 'you do it to me. ",30 Thus "we will not be judged on
the basis of whether we have subscribed to the right set of doctrines," but "solely on
the basis of whether, or not, we have done the right thing by those whom most people
Internet searches suggest that these famous words are usually attributed to Tertullian (who is
mentioned again in the next Chapter), whose precise phrase is said to be: "The blood of the martyrs is
the seed of the church." For Christian anarchists quoting these words, see for instance Hennacy, The
Book ofAmmon, 238.
21 Day, Selected Writings, xi-xii.
22 Andrews, Not Religion, but Love, 76 (emphasis removed).
23 This idea is briefly touched upon in Hopton, "Tolstoy, God and Anarchism," 43.
24 Dorothy Day, quoted in The London Catholic Worker, issue 13, April 2005, 6. Newell also reports
that Day "used to love to quote Dostoyevsky, 'the world will be saved by beauty,'" in Martin Newell,
"Works of Mercy and War," London Catholic Worker, issue 13, April 2005, 11.
25 Bartley, Faith and Politics after Christendom, 163,204.
. '
26 Andrews Brother Sun and Sister Moons, 16; Andrews, Reweaving the FabriC o/Commumty, 9;
Bartley, Faith and Politics after Christendom, 162-164,212-214; Ellul, Violence, 146; O'Reilly, "The
Anarchist Implications of Christian Discipleship," 10; Yoder, The Politics of Jesus, 153-155.
27 See for instance Bushman, "Revolutionary Charity."; Day, The Long Loneliness, 220, 225, 249, 285;
Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 435; O'Reilly, "The Anarchist Implications of Christian Discipleship,"
12; Tolstoy, "The Gospel in Brief," 243; Tolstoy, "The Teaching of Jesus," 398-399.
28 Hennacy, The Book of Ammon, 293.
.
29 Andrews is actually quoting David Benner's words here, in Dave Andrews, Love and Fear. avaIlable
from http://www.daveandrews.com.au/publications.html (accessed 3 December 2006),9.
30 Andrews, Plan Be, 17. (Matthew 25:31-46.) See also Andrews, "Heaven on Earth," 95-96~ An,?rews,
Not Religion, but Love, 54-61,188-190: Vanwagenen, "An Introduction to Mormon AnarchIsm. 4.
20
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consider the least.,,31 In other words, it is "the stranger," rather than the Christian
fell.ow, wh~, really "tests the quality of our community life.,,32 Maurin therefore
claIms that the people in need [ ... ] are the Ambassadors of God.,,33 Similarly for
Day, "we love God as much as we love the person we love the least. ,,34 In the' true
church, those who suffer the most must be loved and cared for as if they were God.
"
This moreover implies that wealth should indeed always be shared freely
WIthIn and by the ~hristi~n community: everything - food, clothes, shelter, propertyshould be shared. F or Instance, Jesus talks of even giving one's cloak when asked
for ?n.e's coat -. a commandment Day says Maurin "took [ ... ] literally.,,36 Several
~hriStIa~ anarchIsts more~ver interpret Jesus' "miraculous" feeding of the thousands
In the wIlderness as "nothIng 'supernatural, '" but as a "triumph of the economics of
sharing. ,,37 They also recall that according to the Book of Acts, the first Christians
shared everything - they "had all things in common.,,38 Thus, all things in the
Christian community should be shared.
Besides, this sharing should be patient and forgiving - it should not be
determined by what the receiver does with the gift. To put it in the more colloquial
words of a contributor to a conference on Christian anarchism, "I give money to the
homeless, whatever crap excuse they give me.,,39 Jesus asks his followers to give to
anyone who asks, without stipulatin~ any conditions of use - presumably forgiving
the receiver for any potential misuse. 0
Christian anarchists are willing to suffer poverty as a result. Catholic
Workers in particular regularly stress the virtues or voluntary poverty.41 Hennacy

Andrews, Not Religion, but Love, 55 (Andrews' emphasis partly removed).
32 Andrews, "Heaven on Earth," 95 (emphasis removed). See also Hennacy, The Book of Ammon, 431.
33 Maurin writes that "the Greeks used to say that people in need are the ambassadors of the gods.
Although you may be called bums and panhandlers you are in fact the Ambassadors of God." Maurin,
Easy Essays (2003), 8.
34 Hennacy reports Day to have said that in Hennacy, The Book of Ammon, 346 (where the words are in
the past tense). See also Day, The Long Loneliness, 216, 285.
35 For instance: [Anonymous], Ninety-Five Theses in Defense of Patriarchy, thesis 72; Andrews,
Christi-Anarchy, 112-113; Ballou, Non-Resistance in Relation to Human Governments, 20; Ballou,
"Non-Resistance," 149; Day, The Long Loneliness, 179; IWaI1czak, "Between Pacifism and Anarchy,"
282; Lawrence, "Power Politics and Love," 9; Maurin, Easy Essays (2003),58,77-78; Maurin, Easy
Essays (1938), 71; TolstoY, Whatto Do?, 25, 56-57,118-119,121; Tolstoy, "On Life," 75, 91-92,100107; Watson, "The Catholic Worker and Anarchism," 9; Yoder, The Politics ofJesus, 69-71.
36 Day, The Long Loneliness, 179. (Matthew 5:40.)
37 The quoted words are from Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 206. On this topic, see also Andrews,
Not Religion, but Love, 65; Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 205-207, 225-226, 441-442; Tolstoy, "The
Gospel in Brief," 179,272-273; Tolstoy, What I Believe, 178-179; Yoder, The Politics ofJesus, 34-36.
(Matthew 14:13-21,15:32-39; Mark 6:30-44,8:1-9; Luke: 9:10-17; John 6:1-15.)
38 Andrews, Christi-Anarchy, 113; Barr, Radical Hope, 8; Brown, "The ZionlBabylon Dualism in
Mormonism and Anarchism," 4; Elliott, Freedom, Justice and Christian Counter-Culture, 86-88;
Meggitt [?], "Anarchism and the New Testament," 11; Vanwagenen, "An Introduction to Mormon
Anarchism," 5. (Acts 2:44-47,4:32-35.)
39 Andrew Mandell, "Ellul and the Left" (audio file on compact disc, rec. 5-6 August 2005). See also
Vanwagenen, "An Introduction to Mormon Anarchism," 4.
40 Andrews, Christi-Anarchy, 112. (Matthew 5:42.)
41 Apart from the passages cited in the paragraph, see also, for instance, [Anonymous], The Aims and
Means of the Catholic Worker, para. 18; Bartley, Faith and Politics after Christendom, 174; Brock,
The Political and Social Doctrines, 66; Day, The Long Loneliness, 244; Hennacy, The Book of Ammon,
204' Hone [?], "The Gift," 12; Maurin, Easy Essays (2003), 31, 38; Myers, Binding the Strong Man,
276: Note that Pentecost, however, claims not to preach "a gospel of poverty" but on~ of "antipoverty," and adds that this is why he does not see any "gain" in forcing himself "to lIve on less than I
do." Pentecost, First Anniversary Address, para. 20.
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argues that it "keeps the radical from becoming bourgeois and selling out. ,,42 It also
demonstrates the "sincerity" of the Christian's intentions. 43 Day adds that it "brings
us close to those who Christ loved," and it "means that by taking less ourselves
others can have more.,,44 Hence, paradoxically perhaps, voluntary poverty is a way t~
eradicate poverty. As Maurin says, "nobody would be poor if everybody tried to be
the poorest. ,,45 At the same time, Catholic Workers do not wish poverty to befall
others: they bemoan the poverty that so many suffer from today, yet they also
recommend it as a way to be liberated from the political economy that causes it in the
first place. Hence Day's claim: "I condemn poverty and I advocate it.,,46 Christian
anarchists do not wish poverty to be inflicted upon others, but they nevertheless call
for it to be embraced willingly as a way to overcome it.
Christian anarchists (except anarcho-capitalists) also criticise the keeping of
property as "private." As mentioned in Chapter 3, they see private property as a major
cause of the economic oppression of the masses. For Maurin, it is also unchristian,
because for him, "All the land belongs to God,,,47 and therefore "private property is
not- an absolute right, but a trust, which must be administered for the benefit of God's
children. ,,48 Land is a gift of God, not to be appropriated but shared and laboured by
the true church for the benefit of all. 49 (This resonates strongly with Henry George's
political economy, which, as already noted, Tolstoy and Pentecost were keen
proponents of.)
Indeed, physical work also features quite prominently among the Christian
anarchist prescriptions for the true church. It is crucial for them that we all "earn our
bread by the sweat of our brows, in labor."so Moreover, such physical labour is not
"all pain and drudgery."sl As Sampson explains, Tolstoy, who frequently eulogises
peasant life, believes that labouring the land keeps the worker "in better spirits,
healthier, fitter," and "kindlier."s2 Maurin and Day seem to agree. S3 Furthermore,
according to Day, Maurin "was vehemently opposed to the wage system" and
preferred to speak of the "gift" of labour, for which one would receive, in return, the
"'gift' of enough food and clothing."s4 Hence Maurin writes that in Catholic Worker
communities, "There is plenty of work to do, but no wages," as "people do not need

Hennacy, The Book of Ammon, 99.
Hennacy, The Book ofAmmon, 252.
44 Dorothy Day, "On Voluntary Poverty," The Digger, issue 7, May 1986, 8.
45 Maurin, Easy Essays (2003), 37.
46 Day, Selected Writings, 109.
.
47 Maurin, Easy Essays (2003), 167. See also Vanwagenen, "An Introduction to Mormon Anarchism,"
42
43

6.
Maurin, Easy Essays (1938), 74.
.
"
.
Maurin, Easy Essays (2003), 167-168; Maurin, Easy Essays (1938), 74-7,5; Meggitt [~], A.nar,~hlsm
and the New Testament," 10-11; TolstoY, What to Do? , 118-119; Tolstoy, 'The Gospel m Bnef, 184,
196,269; Tolstoy, "I Cannot Be Silent," 403.
.
50 Day, The Long Loneliness, 227. See also [Anonymous], The Aims and Means of the Catholtc
Worker, para. 13, 17; Hopton, "Tolstoy, God and Anarchism," 44; TolstoY, What to Do? , 211; Tolstoy,
"The Gospel in Brief," 272; Tolstoy, What I Believe, 174-176.
51 Day The Long Loneliness, 227.
.
52 Sam'pson, "Tolstoy on Power," 69. On Tolstoy'S praise for physical labour and ~easant lIfe, se~. for
instance Hopton, "Tolstoy, God and Anarchism," 38-39; Ma~de, The L~~ of Tolstoy, 199; Tol~tOl,
What to Do? 203 213-223; Tolstoy, "Tolstoy and the RUSSian Peasant. ; Tolstoy, What I Belteve,
148, 163-164: 173~177; Wilbur B. Urban, "Tolstoy and the Russian Sphinx," International Journal of
48

49

Ethics 28/2 (1918), 232.
.
.
Day indeed cites Tolstoy' Anna Karenina to that effect, m Day. The Long Lonelmess, 227.
54 Day, The Long Loneliness, 178. Tolstoy held a similar opinion, as can be seen from Tolstoi', What to
Do? , 221 (for instance).
53
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to work for wages" but "can offer their services as a gift.,,55 This makes the wage
s~stem redundant, replacing it with a much more personal and loving exchange of
gIft.
The economy of the true church would therefore be one of personal care and
sacrifice for one another. 56 Rather than rely on the state to provide this care through
its welfare ~~licies, Christian .a~~rc~ists wo~ld r~ther see Reople develop a real sense
of care and personal responsIbIlIty for theIr neIghbours. 7 For Maurin, "what comes
from the taxpayer's pocketbook does not come from his heart.,,58 Hence Maurin
contrasts the "impersonality of state relief' with the "fraternal care" exemplified in
personal acts of charity.59 Besides, personal care helps prevent many of the problems
which the welfare state seeks to cure. 60 "Out of these small individual acts" of
personal care and sacrifice, Watson therefore notes, "a great revolution takes place
that [ ... ] makes the cold and remote state system redundant.,,61
Christian anarchists also address the question of how society would "get on
with public affairs," such as "highways, and bridges, and school houses, and
education, and alms-houses, and hospitals.,,62 According to Hennacy, "Anything that
the government does, except make war, all of us could do if we got the idea of doing
it, and we could do it better.,,63 None of these public works require the government to
be completed. In the true church, these would all be done "vo!untarily.,,64 Ballou
argues that "all will be eager to contribute their full share of expense and effort to the
object," that "instead of the strife, as now, who shall bear the lightest burden, the only
strife will be - who shall do most for the promotion of every good work. ,,65 Hence in
the true church, according to Pentecost, "All things that were for the common food
would be done in common by as many as choose to cooperate for that purpose.,,6
For Christian anarchists, therefore, this revolutionary Christian economy can
only be built "by ordinary people doing ordinary things for one another.,,67 Tolstoy

Maurin, Easy Essays (2003), 39. On page 29, he also writes that "labor ought to be a prayer." See
also Maurin, Easy Essays (1938), 76.
56 Ellul writes that "human love [resides] in a thousand humble signs of attentiveness which express
that the other counts in a fundamental way more than 1 do." Ellul, "Anarchism and Christianity," 17355

174.
The notion of "personal responsibility" in this context is borrowed from Day, The Long Loneliness,
179. The rejection of any shifting of responsibility to elected representatives is also made in Bushman,

57

"The Mormon Worker," 1.
58 Maurin, Easy Essays (2003), 9.
.
59 Segers, "Equality and Christian Anarchism," 214-215. See also Day, The Lo~g ~onelmess, 179-180,
185,222; Egan, "Foreword," x; Maurin, Easy Essays (2003), 125-126. For Chnstian anarchocapitalists making the same point, see for instance Birch, Religion, Politics and Liberty, 2; Rockwell,

Church and State, para. 11.
Hennacy writes: "1 knew what endless work it was to pick up ~he pieces of hu.man wreckage at the
bottom of the cliff but that we of the CW did this now, and we dId more than thIS, for we had the one
sure radical method of seeing that people did not fall over from the cliff in the first place." Hennacy,
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The Book of Ammon, 270-271.
.
Watson, "The Catholic Worker and Anarchism," 9-10. See also Maunn, Easy Essays (2003), 70;
O'Reilly, "The Anarchist Implications of Christian Discipleship," 11.
"
.
"
62 Ballou, Non-Resistance in Relation to Human Governments, 19; Ballou, Non-ResIstance, 149.
63 Hennacy, The Book of Ammon, 437.
.
.
.
64 Ballou, "Non-Resistance," 149 (Ballou's emphasis). See also Ballou, Non-ReSistance m RelatIOn to
Human Governments, 19; Molnar, A Study of Peter Chelcickj's Life, 140.
"
.
"
65 Ballou, Non-Resistance in Relation to Human Governments, 20. See also Ballou, Non-ResIstance,
61

149.
Pentecost, Anarchism, para. 25.
. .
Andrews, Not Religion, but Love, 61 (Andrews' emphasis). See also Andrews, Christi-Anarchy. 106.
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,,:rites that "Great, true deeds are always simple and modest.,,68 For Andrews, "as
lIttle people, we can only do little things," but "Great things can happen [ ... J as a
result of the cumulative effect of lots of little people doing lots of the little things we
can d~."6~ One Christian anar:~ist n?tes that thi~ only requires the same "ener~6' [ ... J
organIzatIon and teamwork WhICh humanIty today commits to war.
The
accumulation of the individual actions of committed followers of Jesus would subvert
the state by rendering it obsolete, and replace it by a more personalised economy
where even the most abandoned would be lovingly cared for.

5.1.3 - Subversive organisation
Building such a Christian community therefore consists in building "a new society
within the shell of the old," as Catholic Workers are fond of repeating (thereby
borrowing this expression from the Industrial Workers of the World).7l Like many
secular anarchists (anarcho-syndicalists in particular), Christian anarchists will not
"wait for a revolutionary situation before developing alternative economic
systems,,,n because it is precisely in the adoption of these new ways of life that the
revolution is enacted. Hence both Christian and secular anarchists alike also quote
Gustav Landauer's explanation that "The state is not something which can be
destroyed by a revolution, but is a condition, a certain relationship between human
beings, a mode of human behaviour; we destroy it by contracting other relationships,
by behaving differently.,,73 In other words, the true church "destroys" the state by
creating new relationships. Just by being what Jesus calls it to be, the community of
Jesus' followers subverts the state and presents its revolutionary alternative to it.
The true church is therefore about "developing networks of people,,,74 as
Andrews says, "community networks" that "improve our quality of life.,,75 This does
not mean that there is no "role" for "organisations.,,76 It is a common misperception
to presume that anarchists reject all forms of organisation - they do not. Jesus

Tolsto'i, What to Do? , 227.
Andrews, Plan Be, 2. See also Andrews, Brother Sun and Sister Moons, 12, 18; Vincent, "Christian
Discipleship and Politics," 42. In the same vein, Day writes: "if! did not have faith that the works of
mercy" of ordinary individuals "do not lighten the sum total of suffering in the world, [ ... ] the problem
of evil would indeed be overwhelming." Dorothy Day, "Act of Faith," The London Catholic Worker,
issue 21, Christmas 2007, 5.
70 Fox , "The Force of War and the Force of Peace?," 1-2.
71 For examples of Christian anarchists using this particular expression, see for inst~nce Egan,
"Foreword," xii; Hennacy, The Book ofAmmon, 232 (where the debt to the IWWs IS acknowledged);
Maurin, Easy Essays (2003), 37; Peter Maurin, "What the Catholic Worker Believes," The. L?ndon
Catholic Worker, issue 15, Lent 2006, 5; Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 288. For very SimIlar
expressions by Christian anarchists and activists, see for instance Berdyaev, The Realm of the Spirit
and the Realm of Caesar, 58; Molnar, A Study of Peter Chelcickj's Life, 38; O'Reilly, "The Anarchist
Implications of Christian Discipleship," 10; Wink, Jesus' Th!rd Way, 82 ..
72 These words are Kinna's and summarise the view of Ferdmand Pelloutler, who she names as the
"founder" of anarcho-syndicalism. Kinna, Anarchism, 109.
.
73 For instance: [Anonymous], "Wild Boar Commits Plowshare Action," A Pinch of~alt, Issue 7,
Summer 1987, 16; Elliott, Freedom, Justice and Christian C~unter-Culture., 206; Knmerman ~,nd
Perry, eds., Patterns of Anarchy, 559; Stephens, "The Non-Violent Anarchism of Leo Tolstoy, 18;
Ward, "Anarchist Entry for a Theological Dictionary," 21.
74 Andrews, Brother Sun and Sister Moons, 10.
75 Andrews, Reweaving the Fabric of Community, 4.
.
76 Andrews, "Heaven on Earth," 125. A similar point is made in Ballou, Christian Non-ReSistance,
68
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chap. 1, para. 63.
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himself, some Christian anarchists point out, organised his disciples into groups. 77
The key, however, is for any organisation to be decentralised. 78 Tolstoy for instance
recommends "the social organization of agricultural communes," where all members
are equal, where cooperation is primordial in any industrial undertaking where land
79
is shared, and so on. This organisation, however, must be "founded ~pon mutual
agreement," without any centralised planning or coercion. 8o The organisation of the
~ru~ church ,~ust ~e c.ompletely "bottom up," consensual and voluntary. 81 Andrews
~nsIsts that there IS SImply no substitute for our face-to-face, hands-on, grass-roots
Involvement. ,,82 This also means that no institutional mechanisms for it can really be
prescribed in. advance, as if universally applicable. Most of the details can only be
agreed upon by the specific community in its specific context, consensually and
without coercion - based, of course, on the teachings of Jesus.
The only Christian anarchists who put forward slightly more detailed
suggestions for the organisation of their alternative community are the Catholic
Workers, who have tested these suggestions in their own communities (the next
Chapter discusses these examples in more detail). The specifics do vary from one
Catholic Worker community to another, but most tend to work towards Maurin's
"three-point rrogram" of "round-table discussions, houses of hospitality, and farming
communes:" 3 the round-table discussions are to encourage thoughtful reflection and
77 Elliott argues that Jesus "deliberately set about creating an organization" (page 167) he initially
chose "four disciples at the beginning of his ministry" to ensure "that his work was given an
embryonic framework;" he later appointed twelve "to positions of responsibility," as "front-line
workers for the mission" and for "crowd control;" he "singled out three of these people" as "his
particular confidents" (page 168); and he later appointed "thirty-six teams" of two people to "[go]
ahead in the towns and rural areas which he [was] proposing to visit in order to prepare the ground for
him" (page 169). Thus for Elliott, Jesus did organise his following somewhat. Nevertheless, Elliott is
the only core Christian anarchist (as defined in the Introduction) who interprets this to amount to an
organisation. Tolstoy barely mentions the thirty-six teams in his version of the Gospe\. Yoder briefly
notes that the twelve constitute "the formal founding of a new social reality." Myers does go a bit
further to speak of Jesus forming a "confederacy, [ ... ] a kind of vanguard 'revolutionary committee,'"
but he is after all not a core Christian anarchist (again, as defined in the Introduction). Either way, the
point to note is that Jesus was not averse to organisation - though as explained in Chapter 1 and 2,
what he expects from such an organisation is not top-down management but servant leadership and the
wholehearted embodiment of all the elements of his radical teaching oflove and forgiveness (as
Andrews and Ballou, for instance, point out). Andrews, Christi-Anarchy, 111, 149, 192-193; Ballou,
Christian Non-Resistance, chap. 2, para. 62; Elliott, Freedom, Justice and Christian Counter-Culture,
167-174, 182; Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 163-164 (see also 168,213,261-264); Tolstoy, "The
Gospel in Brief," 182-184; Yoder, The Politics ofJesus, 33 (also 39).
78 [Anonymous], The Aims and Means of the Catholic Worker, para. 12; Barr, Radical Hope, 8;
Hennacy, The Book ofAmmon, 99, 125; Maurin, Easy Essays (2003), 171; Segers, "Equality and
Christian Anarchism," 214-215.
79 Tolstoy, "The End of the Age," 40-42 (a footnote by the editor also takes note of the similarities with
the communes envisaged by Kropotkin). See also Hennacy, The Book ofAmmon, 125,435;
Vanwagenen, "An Introduction to Mormon Anarchism," 4 - 6 . .
. .
80 Tolstoy, "The End of the Age," 42. See also Jason Brown, "CooperatIOn: A ~ommon Prmclple of
Mormonism and Anarchism" The Mormon Worker, issue 2, January 2008, avaIlable from

http://www.themormonworker.org/articles/issue2/cooperation_a_common_principle_~Cmormonism_a
nd anarchism.php (accessed 2 May 2008); Maurin, Easy Essays (2003), 170-171; White and Jones,
"Christian Radicalism in the United States," 40.
81 Andrews, Christi-Anarchy, 215. See also Day, The Long Loneliness, 221.
82 Andrews, "Heaven on Earth," 125.
. . ,
83 This three-point programme is referred to frequently across the CatholIc .W.orker lIterature - m ~art
because Maurin's many "easy essays" that refer to it are often reproduced m Issues of The Catholic
Worker - so while only a few sources are cited here, mention of each of these three themes ~an be
found across the Catholic Worker literature. For this particular wording, however, see Maurm, Easy
Essays (2003), 36 (capitalisation removed).
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dialo.gu~ over the issues that affect members of the community;84 the houses of

hospItahty are generally urban houses where society's outcasts are cared for, where
shelter, food and co~pany are provided to those in need;85 and the farming
communes, also sometImes referred to as "agronomic universities," are houses in the
country where volunteers work the land and live in community.86 Indeed, all these
houses and farms are run by volunteers striving to embrace all the elements of the
economy of care and sacrifice outlined in the previous subsection. This three-point
programme is the closest to a prescribed plan for the decentralised organisation of the
new society in the Christian anarchist literature: elsewhere in that literature, the
details of each community's social arrangements are, by and large, implicitly left for
each community to agree upon.
According to Christian anarchists, simply living in such a decentralised
community is a political statement in itself. That is, the very existence of the true
church is, in itself, a political statement. Indeed, Christian anarchists explain that
"when Jesus first used" the Greek word which is translated as "church" (cKKA1J(Jia or
ekklesia), it "was not a religious" but "a political term.,,87 The word, they add,
actually means "assembly.,,88 Bartley maintains that using this word "invoked the
idea of people called aside for a purpose - namely, to make political decisions. ,,89 For
Cavanaugh, "In calling itself ekklesia, the Church was identifying itself as Israel, the
assembly that bears the public presence of God in history. ,,90 That is, "the Church was
not simply another polis; it was rather an anticipation of the heavenly city on earth.,,91
Therefore, the church's mission was always very political, calling followers away
from the state's organisation of community life and towards God's alternative vision
for humanity.92
Moreover, this church was not expected to withdraw completely from
93
society in the sense of forming a monastic community completely outside it. For
For instance: Day, Peter's Program, para. 5-8; Maurin, Easy Essays (2003), 17,36,59; White and
Jones, "Christian Radicalism in the United States," 40.
85 For instance: [Anonymous], The Aims and Means o/the Catholic Worker, para. 16; Day, The Long
Loneliness, 185-187; Maurin, Easy Essays (2003), 8-11,17,59,92; Maurin, Easy Essays (1938),46,
48; White and Jones, "Christian Radicalism in the United States," 40.
86 For instance: Dorothy Day, Farming Communes (The Catholic Worker), available from
http://www.catholicworker.org/dorothyday/reprint.cfm?TextID=149 (accessed 11 April 2005); Day,
The Long Loneliness, 225; Maurin, Easy Essays (2003), 17,36-37,59, 77, 93-94; Maurin, Easy Essays
(1938), 89-91; White and Jones, "Christian Radicalism in the United States," 40.
87 Andrews, "Heaven on Earth," 122.
88 Cavanaugh, "Killing for the Telephone Company," 267; Eller, Christian Anarchy, 50 (who adds that
it is "a totally anarchic concept"); Tolstoy, "Church and State," 334. (Matthew 16:18,18:17.)
89 Bartley, Faith and Politics after Christendom, 18.
90 Cavanaugh, "Killing for the Telephone Company," 267.
91 Cavanaugh, "Killing for the Telephone Company," 267.
.
92 Bartley, Faith and Politics after Christendom, 18-25; Cavanaugh, "T,?e .C~ty," 182, 194; Cavanaugh,
"A Fire Strong Enough to Consume the House," 415-416; Cavanaugh.' KIllmg for. the Telepho~e
Company," 266-267. This point is not made only by Christian anarchists - see for mstance LOUIS
Dupre Passage to Modernity: An Essay in the Hermeneutics o/Nature and Culture (New Haven: Yale
Unive;sity Press, 1993), 95; Kofmel, "Comparative Political Theology," 22; Milbank, Theology and
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Social Theory, 388, 391,399.
93 Of course, this particular understanding of monasteries ~s comple~ely remo~ed from. the rest .of
society is questionable: monasteries played a central role m the fabnc ?f medlev.a~ SOCiety, for mstance,
and it is only in the modern era that they have .been i~cre.a~ingly percelv~~ as spIrItual retreats that
deliberately cut off all ties with the rest of society. Still, It IS as commUnities far removed from the rest
of society that they are cited for instance in Maurin, Easy Essays (2003), 119 (where he ~peaks of
"taking monasticism out of the monasteries"); Tolstoy, What I Believe, 154-15~. Accordmg to Wagner,
however, Chelcicky favoured a more clearly separated church whose contact With the fallen world
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Christian .ana,:chi~t~, it was called to live out. its alternative within society, to embody
a subversIve polItICal counter-culture to socIety and its institutions" and to make this
counter-culture visible to the rest of society.94 The church was to detach itself from
the state and yet to present its alternative from within it.
F or Christian anarchists, therefore, the true church is called to be a
subversive political community, "a statement of opposition to the state.,,95 Goddard
describes it a "revolutionary presence living out God's word within the fallen
world.,,96 According to Yoder, such a church "constitutes an unavoidable challenge to
the powers that be and the beginning of a new set of social alternatives. ,,97 Its "very
existence," for Berkhof, "is itself a proclamation" that "the Powers" have been
defeated (as noted in Chapter 2).98 For Christian anarchists, the church's existence is
a proclamation of God's alternative to the state: just by being itself, this true church
both criticises the state and presents an alternative to it. That is why it is such a
deeply subversive organisation.

5.2 - A difficult mission
At the same time, the church's subversive mission is not an easy one, especially in the
personal sacrifices it requires in dealing with evil in the community. This section
touches on these difficulties.

5.2.1 - Dealing with evil in the community
Many detractors have described the Christian anarchist vision for the church as both
too difficult and dangerously unrealistic, particularly regarding the way in which it
fails to adequately deal with evil people. Christian anarchists, Tolstoy in particular,
rebut these criticisms, and thereby explain how they expect the true church to deal
with evil in the community.
One argument levelled at Christian anarchists is that the way of life of the
true church would make it easy for the evil to enslave and oppress the good. Tolstoy
remarks, however, that this scenario "is precisely what has long ago happened, and is
still happening, in all States" - the evil use the state to oppress the good. 99 The claim
that evil people must be restrained by government authority takes "for granted" that
"good" people "are now in power," yet for Tolstoy, those who "seek," obtain and
"retain" power tend to be moved not by "goodness" but by "pride, cunning and

would only come in the form of its distant example to non-Christians (but here, it should be noted that
Chelcicky lived in the Middle Ages, when the state was not as omnipotent and omnipresent as it is
today). Wagner, Petr ChelCickj, 144-147.
94 Bartley Faith and Politics after Christendom, 164. On Jesus' "counter-culture" or "countercommuni~," see also Elliott, Freedom, Justice and Christian Counter-Culture, 172; Wink, Jesus'
Third Way, 32. On the church's mission as "subversive," see also Myers, Binding the Strong Man,
435-437.
95 These words are Bartley's, but he uses them to describe martyrdom rather than the church per se.
Bartley, Faith and Politics after Christendom, 25.
96 Goddard, Living the Word, Resisting the World, 161.
97 Yoder, The Politics ofJesus, 39.
98 Berkhof Christ and the Powers, 51 (and that chapter more generally).
99 Tolstoy,'''The End of the Age," 34. See also Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 266267.
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. h out testate,
h
crne Ity. ,,100 W'Ith or WIt
Tolstoy moreover argues, some people will
oppress others - but at least by abolishing the state, its powerful machinery will not
be available to these oppressors anymore. lOI Therefore it is precisely because some
people are evil and because they tend to dominate the good that the state should be
abolished.I~2 Ballou thus reiterates that Christians contribute more "towards keeping
the world In order" by following their radical principles than by restraining evil
through the state. I03
Tolstoy also rejects the idea that people "must [ ... ] be guided" by wise
government: for him, the very fact that some people "allow themselves to use
violence towards human beings, indicates that they are not more, but less wise than
those who submit to them."I04 Besides, as already noted, "morality cannot be
enforced by law."I05 The very idea that people can be guided by coercive legislation
is misguided. 106
Tolstoy furthermore refuses to concede that "the abolition of the State
would involve social chaos.,,107 He admits that he does not know exactly what society
would look like without a state, but he adds that since the state would have been
rendered obsolete by a counter-culture of love and sacrifice, this alternative could not
result in more social tensions than those currently resulting from state oppression. 108
A Christian church would be far less prone to riots and social disorder than an unfair
society defended by the state. Besides, he believes that it is "arbitrary" to assert "that
the degree of safety and welfare which men enjoy is ensured by State power.,,109 It is
not necessarily because of the state that human beings are able to enjoy some degree
of safety and welfare today.
Despite Tolstoy's clever answers, however, the question of how to deal with
evil can be phrased in even more challenging terms. That is, what would a Christian
anarchist do if an armed maniac attacked them or their family? Would they use force
if necessary to protect a child being attacked by such a maniac?
In answering this question, some Christian anarchists seem willing to
compromise their radical prinCiples. Day, for instance, after citing this question,
Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 264 (also 270). See also Tolstoy, "The End of the
Age," 34.
101 Besides, Tolstoy adds that given that those in charge of the state are committing violence and evil,
the argument that force should be used to restrain evil can easily be turned against them. Tolstoy, "The
Kingdom of God Is within You," 197-198,267-270,274.
.
102 On this topic, see also Carson, Biblical Anarchism, para. 16; Vanwagenen, "An IntroductIOn to
Mormon Anarchism," 3.
103 Ballou, Non-Resistance in Relation to Human Governments, 18; Ballou, "Non-Resistance," 148.
104 Tolstoy, "The Slavery of Our Times," 118.
.
105 This is paraphrasing Pentecost, whose exact words are: "Most people think that sobnety and
morality can be enforced by law. But they can't." Pentecost, Anarchism, para. 23. See also Tolstoy,
"The End of the Age," 35.
.
106 Tolstoy moreover discards the view that valuable public "institu~ions" .li~~ culture or ed~catIOn
could not outlive the abolition of the state, as some claim. Such SOCial activities can be carned out
completely independently from the state. Ind.eed, Tolstoy believes th.at state super~ision ~fthese tends
to result in hypnotic propaganda rather than m true culture or education. Tolstoy, The Kmgdom of
God Is within You," 197-199,398; Tolstoy, "The Slavery of Our Times," 115-116 (where Tolstoy
speaks of these as "institutions").
167 Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 260.
108 Hopton "Tolstoy, God and Anarchism," 45; Tolstoy, "The End of the Age," 33-34; Tolstoy, "The
K · d m ~f God Is within You," 260-261, 284, 288-290, 394-397; Tolstoy, "The Law of Love and the
mg of0 Violence," 211-213; Tolstoy, "On Anarchy," 68; To Istoy, "P"
Law
atnotlsm an d G overnmen,t " 524 526; Tolstoy, "The Slavery of Our Times," 112-114; Woodcock, Anarchism, 217. See also Pentecost,
100

Anarchism, para. 28.
109 Tolstoy, "The End of the Age," 33-34 (see also 36).
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~rites: "How many times have we heard this. Restrain him of course but not kill
hIm. Confine him if necessary. But perfect love casts out f~ar and love overcomes
hatred .. All this sounds trit~ but experience is not trite." I 10 She then explains that her
CatholIc Worker communIty once faced this threat of an armed maniac, and she
c?ncedes that they called the police, though they refused to bring charges against
hIm. III Berdyaev also seems willing to accept that in such extreme cases some
.. 1 D '
112
'
mInI~a orc~, I?Ight be permissible:
Likewise, Ballou grants that "benevolent
phYSIcal force IS necessary to restrain the truly mad or delirious, though he insists
such force must be "uninjurious.,,113 Other Christian anarchists however are uneasy
114.
"
.h
h
.
':It suc co~CeSSI??s.
Tolstoy, for Instance, responds to this objection several
tImes across hIS wntIngs, and in doing so puts together a more elaborate answer than
Day or Berdyaev, who merely mention this dilemma in passing. II5
For a start, Tolstoy remarks that it is generally but mistakenly assumed that
the only possible reply to save the child is to kill the assailant. 116 Yet he notes that it
is never certain that an evil act would have indeed been committed - but that our own
violence would itself be evil and a likely cause of further evil. I I? For Tolstoy, the only
type of response available to a Christian faithful to Jesus' teaching would be to "plead
with the assailant" or to "interpose his body between the assailant and the victim," but
that "he cannot deliberately abandon the law he has received from God.,,1l8 Other

Day, The Long Loneliness, 270.
III Day, The Long Loneliness, 270. Moreover, Hennacy claims that "Dorothy did not know it" when
the police was called - implying that she did not personally approve of this course of action. Hennacy,
The Book of Ammon, 345.
112 He writes: "Force and compulsion are permissible only for limiting evil, for the defence of the
weak, and this only in struggle against evil exploitation, against aggressive wars of invasion."
Berdyaev, The Realm of the Spirit and the Realm of Caesar, 95.
I\3 Ballou, Christian Non-Resistance, chap. 1, para. 8 (see also para. 22-35). Note that Tolstoy makes a
point of disagreeing with Ballou on this compromise, as explained in Brock, Pacifism in Europe to
1914,463-464; Brock, The Roots of War Resistance, 73; Maude, The Life of Tolstoy, 252-253.
114 The bulk of the explanation that follows is merely repeating, mostly word-for-word, the argument
already articulated in Christoyannopoulos, "Turning the Other Cheek to Terrorism," 35-38. Note also
that Pentecost answers this question in a slightly different way, basically arguing that "natural law"
would take care of murderers. By "natural law," however, he seems to be referring to the "natural"
vengeful punishment which the mob would inflict upon the murderer - an outcome which other
Christian anarchists would clearly be uncomfortable with. Pentecost does accept that this "sounds
awful" but he adds that this is what happens nowadays through the state anyway. Pentecost,
Anarchism, para. 26. See also Pentecost, Murder by Law.
liS Kennan, "A Visit to Count Tolstoi," 256-259; Tolstoy, The Inevitable Revolution, 21-23; Tolstoy,
"Introduction to a Short Biography of William Lloyd Garrison," 534; Tolstoy, "The Law of Love and
the Law of Violence," 214-216; Tolstoy, "Letter to Ernest Howard Crosby," 186-188. Note however
that in What I Believe, which he wrote soon after his conversion to Christianity (in 1883-4), Tolstoy
writes that he "dare not employ any violence whatsoever towards any man whatsoever (save, say,
towards a child to deliver itfrom an imminent danger)" (emphasis added). Yet this exception is
phrased in a way that does not allow violence to be used against the child's attacker, because Tolstoy
speaks of violence towards the child - though what that means remains ~nclear. In any ~ase., Tol~toy's
many later and much more detailed discussions of this archetypal exception, where he dismisses It,
should be seen to supersede this passing comment which is never elaborated further. Tolstoy, What 1
Believe, 215.
116 Tolstoy, "Letter to Ernest Howard Crosby," 186.
117 Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 39-40; Tolstoy, "The Law of Love and the Law of
Violence," 214-216; Tolstoy, "Letter to Ernest Howard Crosby," 186-188.
118 Tolstoy, "Letter to Ernest Howard Crosby," 187.
liD
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Christian anarchists agree: one can either plead with the attacker or put one's body
between the attacker and the victim. I 19 Either way, violence is not the only option.
"
~oreove~, T~lstoy w~ites, "None of us has ever yet met the imaginary
cnmInal WIth the. ImagInary chIld, but all the horrors which fill the annals of history
an~ of our own tImes came, and come, from this one thing, namely, that people will
belIeve they really foresee speculative future results of action.,,120 People are
convinced that violence will lead to the desired solution and thus fill the annals of
history with their violent actions, which that one imaginary child continues to
legitimise. Furthermore, Tolstoy comments,
1 have never, except in discussions, encountered that fantastic brigand who before my
eyes desired to kill or violate a child, but [ ... ] 1 perpetually did and do see not one but
millions of brigands using violence towards children and women and men and old
people and all the labourers, in the name of a recognized right to do violence to their
fellows. 121
People, Tolstoy laments, worry about an imaginary - or at least very rare defenceless child, but not about the real suffering of so many of their neighbours as a
result of the acceptance of violence as an appropriate method to respond to real or
hypothetical aggression. 122
Tolstoy does not brush aside the very real torture, rape and murder which
can be committed by human beings, especially in warfare. As Chapter 3 makes clear,
Tolstoy is aware of these horrors, but where he and other Christian anarchists differ
from the majority of P9litical thinkers, and indeed where the source of their
originality lies, is in their Christian conviction that to eradicate such horrors, human
beings need to stop fighting and start loving and forgiving one another, even at the
cost of very real sacrifices and suffering in the short run. That is what Christian
anarchists understand Jesus' teaching to be about.
For them, the suffering resulting from non-resistance might at least lead
humanity towards a brighter future. Of course, it is very difficult, especially when
talking about one's own child. But as Chapter 1 argues, the use of violence in defence
123
will only aggrieve yet another family - and the cycle of violence thus continues.
Therefore, even to protect loved ones from armed maniacs, some Christian anarchists
like Tolstoy do not believe violence can be justified.
Perhaps the most eloquent and powerful response to this objection, however,
comes from Ballou. His answer is quite long, but every sentence of it is eloquent
enough to warrant the following extended quotation:
"Well," says the objector, "I should like to know how you would manage matters if
the ruffian should actually break into your house with settled intent to rob and
murder. Would you shrink back like a coward and see your wife and children
slaughtered before your eyes?" 1 cannot tell how 1 might act in such a dreadful
emergency - how weak and frail 1 should prove. But 1 can tell how 1 ought to act 119 Ballou Christian Non-Resistance, chap. 1, para. 8; Ballou, Non-Resistance in Relation to Human
Governm;nts, 13-18; Ballou, "Non-Resistance," 146-148; Day, The Long Loneliness, 270; Hennacy,
The Book of Ammon, 344 (where he adds that such action "might be able to awake?" the "attacker."),
347 (where he argues that sometimes it is better not to intervene but let those fightmg vent off theIr
anger)' O'Reilly, "The Anarchist Implications of Christian Discipleship," 1O.
120 Tol~toy, "Letter to Ernest Howard Crosby," 188. See also Tolstoy, "The Law of Love and the Law
of Violence," 124-126.
.
.
121 Tolstoy, "Introduction to a Short Biography of William Lloyd Garrison," 534. (ThiS passage IS also
.
quoted in Maude, "Editor's Note," xvii.)
122 Tolstoy, The Inevitable Revolution, 21-22. See also Ballou, Christian Non-ReSistance, chap. 1, para.
35; Crosby, Tolstoy and His Message, chap. 4, para. 31; Tolstoy, "The Law of Love and the Law of
Violence," 214-216.
123 Kennan, "A Visit to Count Tolstoi," 257.
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how I should wish to .act. I~ I am a firm, consistent non-resistant, I should prove
myself no coward; for It reqUIres the noblest courage and the highest fortitude to be a
true non-resistant. If I am what I ought to be, I should be calm and unruffled by the
alarm ~t my door. I should meet my wretched fellow-man with a spirit, an air, a
salutatIo~, an~ ~ deport~ent so Christ-like, so little expected, so confounding, and so
morally IrreSIstIble that m all probability his weapons of violence and death would
~a~l harmless to his s~de. I would say, "Friend, why do you come here? Surely not to
m~ure t~ose who wIsh. you nothing but good? This house is one of peace and
fnendshIp to all mankmd. If you are cold, warm yourself at our fire; if hungry.
refresh yourself at our table; if you are weary, sleep in our bed; if you are destitute,
poor, and needy, freely take of our goods. Come, let us be friends, that God may keep
us all from evil and bless us with his protection." What would be the effect of such
t~eatment as this? Would it not completely overcome the feelings of the invader, so as
eIther to make him retreat inoffensively out of the house, or at least forbear all
meditated violence? Would it not be incomparably safer than to rush to the shattered
door, half distracted with alarm, grasping some deadly weapon and bearing it aloft,
looking fiery wrath and mad defiance at the enemy? How soon would follow the
mortal encounter, and how extremely uncertain the outcome? The moment I appeared
in such an attitude (just the thing expected), would not the ruffian's coolness and
well-trained muscular force be almost sure to seal the fate of my family and myself?
But in acting the non-resistant part, should I not be likely, in nine cases out of ten, to
escape with perfect safety?124

Ballou's answer is so moving in part because it recalls so eloquently that nonresistance is not separable from a broader Christian attitude of love and care: feeding
the poor, sheltering the homeless, caring for the afflicted - true love of neighbour and
enemy - is likely to prevent anger and violence from arising in the first place. He
admits that it is difficult, and that he might fail in doing what Jesus demands, but he
rejects the idea that one ought to use violence to protect one's loved ones, because, he
argues, a loving and non-resistant attitude is more likely to save us than an aggressive
response.
F or Christian anarchists, as Chapter 1 argues, any violent response sows the
seeds of further violence, and justifies the other side's right to use violence to protect
what it regards as its own vital interests. Moreover, in the true Christian church where no-one would use violence against others, where all would care for, give to and
help every sinfle human being - the risk for violence to arise would be very low in
the first place. 25 Thus the best response to the imaginary criminal wishing to rape or
murder the imaginary child is not necessarily to use violence in reply. Several
Christian anarchists therefore reject the argument whereby force may be needed to
protect one's child or neighbour. For them, there can be no compromise, no exception
to Jesus' rule of turning the other cheek!26 Besides, Tolstoy notes that "no
confirmation of such an interpretation can be found anywhere in Christ's

124 Ballou Non-Resistance in Relation to Human Governments, 15-16. See also Ballou, "NonResistanc~," 147-148 (where this quote is repeated); Garrison, "Declaration of Sentiments Adopted by
the Peace Convention," 8.
125 Tolstoy, What 1 Believe, 218.
.
.
126 See for instance Sampson, "Tolstoy on Power," 68. Moreover, Brock an~ Maude ex~laIn ~hat In
their exchange of letters, Tolstoy clearly disagreed with Ballou on the la~e~ s compromls~ w.lth force"
in the case of delirious or mad people, and that for Tolstoy, "The great Sin IS to compromise In theory
(Tolstoy's emphasis) even though the application o~the theory woul.d (pr~sumably) be generally
.
compromised by human beings' inherent imperfectIOns .. Brock, Pa~ifism In Europe to 19].1,462-464,
Brock, The Roots of War Resistance, 73; Maude, The Life of Tolstoy, 252-253.
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teaching.,,127 However difficult it might be, a follower of Jesus must try to follow
Jesus' commandments. 128
Christian anarchists rarely explicitly extend this answer to the hypothetical
c~il.d attacker to ~nterstate relations - no doubt in large part because they are so
cntlcal of states In the first place. Yet critics of extreme non-resistance do often
extend the. question of the child attacker to ask what the non-resistant community
would do If the country was attacked. Surely, the argument goes, our nation has to
defend itself from potential foreign invasion? 129
Here again, however, the Christian anarchist answer is negative. l3O For a
start, Sampson remarks that, just like with the question concerning the domestic
attacker, the hypocritical "implication" behind this question seems to be that we are
"basically good" and "would obey" Jesus' advice if others would follow it, too - yet
no-one can be "counted on" to take the crucial first step!31 For Hennacy, however, a
foreign attack is probably the result of some prior sin of ours. Our state must have
been violent or stolen some territory or resources for another state to wage war
against us - perhaps, therefore, we are not as good as we like to think we are.
Christian anarchists would certainly seek to publicise some of our own sins which
would have contributed to escalating the cycle of violence in the first place. Either
way, the only response Hennacy describes to this hypothetical foreign invasion is "to
pray for our sins that have brought the attack upon us," and pray for the attacker as
well. 132
Tolstoy, for his part, admits that he does not know what he would do, but
that, again, non-resistance offers better hopes for humanity than war. 133 Moreover, he
notes that the need to protect ourselves "from neighbouring states" is "what all
governments say of one another," yet that the "danger of such attacks" is only caused
precisely by the very logic that calls for the raising of armies to protect from
hypothetical foreign invasions. 134 It is precisely because people believe that they their
use of force is necessary to protect from foreign evil that they, as foreigners, commit
evil abroad, and remain blind to it. 135
In short, even in the case of a foreign attack, Christian anarchists will not
concede that violence should be used in dealing with evil. As noted in Chapter 4,
Christians should never fight in war. 136 Indeed, this particular scenario is questionable
in a more fundamental way than that of the child attacker, because it somehow
conflates the church with the country or assumes that Christians owe allegiance to the
state. Such allegiance is rejected, and it is the church, not the country or the state,
which is the focus of Christian anarchist prescriptions for Christian community life.
In tum, if the question of how to respond to attack or persecution is posed with
regards to the church, then Christian anarchists have a lot more to say.
Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 38.
.
Ballou Christian Non-Resistance, chap. 1, para. 37; Tolstoy, What I Believe, 19. Note also that, m
answerin~ the question about whether he would defend someone being attacked, H~nnac.y recalls that
Peter tried to defend Jesus, but that Jesus told Peter to put away his sword (as explamed In Chapter 2).
Hennacy, The Book of Ammon, 442.
129 Albrecht, "The Early Christians and War," 6.
130 One exception here is Berdyaev, The Realm of the Spirit and the Realm a/Caesar, 95.
131 Sampson, "Tolstoy on Power," 68.
132 Hennacy, The Book of Ammon, 433.
133 Tolstoy, "Address to the Swedish Peace Congress in 1909," 5 4 4 . "
.
"
134 Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 199. See also Tolstoy, The Slavery of Our Times,
127

128

114-115.
Tolstoy, "The Law of Love and the Law of Violence," 124-126.
\36 See also Albrecht, "The Early Christians and War," 8.
135
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5.2.2 - Heroic sacrifices by church members
The question of how the church would deal with evil in many ways brings the
arg~ment back to the hypothetical child attacker. There, Ballou was quoted to have
claimed that the outcome from not resisting but showing love and care would be
..
" .
.
posItlve
m nme
cases out of ten." l37 It may not work all the time. What if it fails?
Ballou admits that the outcome, then, could indeed be death - but he adds:
Who would not rather pass away thus unstained with blood, into the joys of that
Lord, who himself quenched the fiery darts of his malicious murderers with his own
vital blood, than to purchase a few days of mortal life by precipitating into eternity a
fellow creature, with his millstone of unrepentant crime about his neck? Is it so
dreadful a thing for the Christian to be hurried to heaven [ ... ]? Is life on earth [ ... ] of
so much value, that he would murder, rather than be murdered? Oh, let me die the
death of the Christian non-resistant, and let my last end by like His!138

The true Christian, for Ballou, would be willing to embrace death in the few cases in
which love and non-resistance would fail. Doing so would only be following Jesus'
example - as well as that of "thousands of Christian martyrs.,,139 Besides, for Ballou,
"to die in the triumph of non-resisting love" is much more "glorious [ ... ] than to live
wearing the crown of Caesar, bespattered by the blood of the slain.,,140
The point that Ballou illustrates is one made by all Christian anarchists. That
is, members of the true church, in dealing with the evil that may face the community,
must be ready and willing to make the ultimate sacrifice, to risk death as martyrs to
Jesus' teaching. 141 Christian anarchists recall that Jesus himself warns of the ultimate
142
sacrifice involved in following him to the cross. As noted in Chapter 2, for them,
that is what he means when he says that he "came not to send peace, but a sword.,,143
Myers therefore asserts (quoting Bonhoeffer) that "When Christ calls a person, He
bids them to come and die.,,144 For Elliott, "Commitment to the death is the bottom
line of [Jesus'] movement," the "immediate future" for which "Jesus never paints a

Ballou, Non-Resistance in Relation to Human Governments, 16 (emphasis added); Ballou, "NonResistance," 148 (emphasis added)). See also Ballou, Christian Non-Resistance in All Its Important
137

Bearings, 58.
138 Ballou , Non-Resistance in Relation to Human Governments, 17.
139 Ballou, Christian Non-Resistance in All Its Important Bearings, 58.
140 Ballou, "A Catechism of Non-Resistance," 18.
141 This is discussed in Chapters 1 and 2, but for Christian anarchists emphasising the importance of
such ultimate sacrifice, apart from the passages cited in the text, see also Maurice Adams, "The Ethics
of Tolstoy and Nietzsche," International Journal of Ethics 11/1 (1900),90; Andrews, The Crux of the
Struggle, 29-30; Day, Selected Writings, 214, 273; Garrison, "Declaration of Se~tim:,nts A~opted by
the Peace Convention," 9-10; Hennacy, The Book ofAmmon, 238 (where he WrItes: I deCided long
'I
ago that, while all of us must die, I could choose something worthwhile ~o live for and die for");
Maurin, Easy Essays (2003), 45; Maurin, Easy Essays (1938), 71; Molnar, A St~dy of Peter C~,elclckY s
Life, 57-59; O'Reilly, Remembering Forgetting, 43; Tolstoy, "An Appeal to SO~lal Reformers, 64 .
142 Andrews, "Heaven on Earth," 84; Andrews, Not Religion, but Love, 104; EllIott, Freedom, Justice
and Christian Counter-Culture, 1, 171; Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 285-286; Tolstoy, What I
v'

Believe, 18.
143 Andrews playfully adapts Jesus' opening words as follows: "Do not imagine that I have come to .
bring tranquillity. I have not come to bring a gin and tonic, but a gun. For I have come to put people m
contlict with each other - even in their own family." Andrews, Not Religion, but Love, 199-200. See
also Tolstoy, "The Gospel in Brief," 184; Yoder, The Politics of Jesus, 37-38. (Matthew 10:34-39; see
Appendix B.)
144 Dietrich Bonhoeffer, quoted in Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 401.
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ros~ picture.,,145. Members of the true church should be prepared to die like Jesus as a
testImony to theIr unwavering faith in him and in his teaching.
. . ~oreov~r, Jesus warns his followers that they will be persecuted for their
faIth In hIS radIcal teaching, that they will be hated and prosecuted in local
. 1s are also an opportunity: as Andrews understands Peter to
counCI'1 s. 146 Yet these tna
have. w~~~;n, these trials "come [ ... ] so. that your faith [ ... ] may be proved
genuIne.
Members of the true church wIll be persecuted for their radical beliefs,
but these are an opportunity to for them to further confirm and witness to these
beliefs.
For Christian anarchists, therefore, suffering is unavoidable within the true
148
church. Returning good for evil will always be difficult. Then again, returning evil
for evil also entails suffering. As Tolstoy writes, "We might believe that the teaching
of Jesus is difficult, terrible, and leads to suffering, were the consequences of the
teaching of the world easy, and safe, and agreeable. But in reality the teaching of the
world is more difficult to fulfil, more dangerous, more fraught with suffering than
that of Jesus.,,149 Thus, even though "The disciple of Jesus should be prepared [ ... ]
for suffering and death, [ ... ] the disciple of the world" is "exactly in the same
position.,,15o "The truth is," Ballou writes, that people "can endure almost any thing
they choose" - so they might as well choose to follow Jesus' teaching of love and
forgiveness. 151
Moreover, Tolstoy adds that "if we count the martyrs to the world, for every
single martyr to Christ we shall find a thousand martyrs of the world, whose
sufferings have been a hundredfold greater.,,152 Ballou agrees that in the end, the
world's path of resistance has led to more suffering and death than that of Christian
non-resistance: "where non-resistance demands the sacrifice of one life," he writes,
"resistance demands thousands of such sacrifices.,,153 Many more lives have been and
will continue to be lost by practicing resistance than otherwise. Thus, according to
Ballou, it is "incomparably safer" to suffer evil "than to resist it by violence.,,154

Elliott, Freedom, Justice and Christian Counter-Culture, 171.
146 Andrews, Plan Be, 61; Halliday, Christian Libertarians, para. 19-21; Myers, Binding the Strong
Man, 333; O'Reilly, Remembering Forgetting, 42; Tolstoy, "The Slavery of Our Times," 128; Tolstoy,
"The Teaching of Jesus," 363-364; Tolstoy, What I Believe, 158; Wagner, Petr ChelCickY, 133-134.
(For instance: Matthew 10:5-36; Mark 13:9-13; Luke 10:1-7; John 16:33.)
147 Andrews, The Crux a/the Struggle, 53. (1 Peter 1:3-7.) See also Tolstoy, What I Believe, 219.
148 Andrews, Christi-Anarchy, 97-99,130-131,143,158; Andrews, The Crux of the Struggle, 29, 44;
Andrews, "Heaven on Earth," 140; Andrews, Not Religion, but Love, 105; Andrews, Subversive
Spirituality, Ecclesial and Civil Disobedience, 22; James, "Lifestyle and Survival," A Pinch ofS~lt,
issue 8, October 1987,8; Tolstoy, "On Life," 147-148, 153-155, 159-160. Moreover, Day sometimes
speaks of the difficulties involved in simply trying to live in community according to Maurin's
programme: she speaks of learning "the hard way," but adds that she "never knew any other way."
Day The Long Loneliness, 229. See also Day, Farming Communes, para. 38.
149 Tolstoy, What I Believe, 168 (and that chapter more generally). See also Ballou, Christian Non145

.
.
Resistance, chap. 6, para. 14-15.
150 The passage actually asks this as a question ("is not.the di.s~lple of the world exactl~ In the same
position?"), but the context clearly implies the answer IS positive. Tolstoy, What I Believe, 172.
151 Ballou, Christian Non-Resistance, chap. 6, para. 15.
152 Tolstoy, What I Believe, 168.
. .
.'
153 Ballou, "A Catechism of Non-Resistance," 18. See also Ballou, Christian Non-ReSistance In AI/Its
. .
.'
Important Bearings, 5 8 . .
154 Ballou, "A Catechism of Non-Resistance," 18. See also Ballou, Christian Non-ReSistance In AI/Its

Important Bearings, 58.
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Either way, there is no doubt that following Jesus requires "courage,"
"herOlsm,
.
" and" mora1 b ravery. ,,155 Bart1ey understands that "People are afraid to
make themselves vulnerable.,,156 Yet we must "set aside our concern for security"
157
'
says Andrews. One must be courageous enough to make oneself vulnerable. That is
why Ballou writes that "it requires the noblest courage and the highest fortitude to be
a true non-resistant.,,158 That is also why Allen notes in his foreword to Hennacy's
book that "Of all unfair charges we bring against them, the most absurd is that of
. J
'd
'Ice but herOIC
. courage.
· ,,159 F 011oWIng
coward Ice.
esus requIres
no cowar
Some even interpret the Eucharist in the context of such courageous
sacrifice. Andrews reports that for Carlos Christos, what Jesus means by "Do this in
memory of me" is not that we should "merely commemorate" the breaking of bread,
but that we "should do likewise," that we should "offer [our] body and blood for the
redemption of humanity.,,160 For him, "Mass is something to be lived rather than
attended," and we must "become God's sacrament in the world.,,161 Cavanaugh
makes a similar point, adding that "we become the body of Christ by consuming it."
and that "our assimilation to the body of Christ means that we then become food for
the world, to be broken, given away and consumed.,,162
The mission of the church is therefore clearly a difficult one, and it requires
heroic sacrifices by its members in dealing with evil. 163 Yet "if they suffer with those
who suffer," Ellul says, Christians "bear witness before God and man to the
consequences of injustice and the proclamation of 10ve.,,164 By suffering evil,
Christians also unmask it, and this in tum can move others to perhaps repent and join
the church as well. Tolstoy says that "It is by those who have suffered, not by those
who have inflicted suffering, that the world has been advanced.,,165 That is, "The
progress of humanity towards good is accomplished not by its tormentors, but by its
martyrs.,,166 It is this faith in the trans formative power of love through suffering even
unto death that bears witness to the church's trust in God.

Ballou, Christian Non-Resistance, chap. 6, para. 21 (for "heroism" and "moral bravery"); Hennacy,
The Book ofAmmon, 50 (for "courage").
156 Bartley, Faith and Politics after Christendom, 214. See also Tolstoy, "The Law of Love and the

155

Law of Violence," 228-229.
157 Andrews, Not Religion, but Love, 44.
158 Ballou Non-Resistance in Relation to Human Governments, 15.
159 Steve Allen, "Introduction," in The Book of Ammon, by Ammon Hennacy, ed. Jim Missey and Joan
Thomas (Baltimore: Fortkamp, 1994), xv.
160 Carlos Christos, quoted in Andrews, The Crux of the Struggle, 42. (Matthew 26:17-30; Mark 14:12-

.,
.
26; Luke 22:7-30.)
161 Carlos Christos, quoted in Andrews, The Crux of the Struggle, 42 (Chnstos emphaSIS).
162 Cavanaugh, Torture and Eucharist, 231-232. See also pages 62-65, 1:6-197,230-234 for
Cavanaugh's reflections on the relationship between sacrament and sacnfi.ce and (thus~ on the
.
performance of the Eucharist as an act of martyrdom. Wink also makes thiS analogy With the Euchanst
.
(in passing) in Wink, Jesus' Third Way, 72.
163 Chelticky notes that this is also why the church should no~ s~ek protection by ~he stat,7' as such
protection prevents priests from being harmed and thus from Imltatmg Jesus. Iwanczak, Between
Pacifism and Anarchy," 275-276.
164 Ellul Violence, 175.
165 Tols;oy, quotes in Kennan, "A Visit to Count Tolstoi," 259.
166 Tolstoy, What 1 Believe, 49.
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5.3 - Trust in God
Faith in the power of the Christian witness and faith in God's mysterious providence
are ther~fore key elements of the true church's enthusiasm for Jesus' teaching. The
church IS to be a beacon of such faith, confident that with time and patience, it will
grow to become the stateless kingdom of God (see the Conclusion) foreseen by Jesus.

5.3.1 - A beacon of faith
Clearly, Jesus' demands for the Christian church are radical and difficult. Most
people have no faith in their potential application in today's society. They consider it
167
to be too utopian, too unrealistic. Christian anarchists, however, lament this lack of
faith.
Chapter 3 discusses the view, held by many church theologians, that nonresistance is impracticable - a view which, for Christian anarchists, is symptomatic of
a lack of faith in Jesus. Indeed, the very existence of the state is evidence of
humanity's lack of trust in God. For Pentecost, the state's existence implies "that we
have a God who made a lot of laws which are so defective that the universe would go
168
to smash" without it. Moreover, in a way, just as to trust God is an act of faith, to
trust the state is also an act of faith - not in love and forgiveness, but in violence and
coercion. For Hennacy, therefore, "Most people believe more in the power of evil, for
they do not trust in God but put their trust in government, insurance, politicians, [ ... ]
war, and anything but God."169
Christian anarchists, however, would "rather put [their] trust in God than in
the gun of a police officer.,,17o Jesus repeatedly urges his disciples to trust God, and
blames his disciples for having too little faith.171 His commandments to love enemies,
forgive seventy-seven times and not resist evil rely on that faith in God, because for
Ellul, the idea that evil can be overcome by love "rests on the conviction that it is
God who transforms the heart of man. In other words, it betokens an attitude of utter
faith in the action of the Holy Spirit."I72 Ballou also recalls that the Bible says that
"To him that believeth, all things are possible.,,173 Hence Newell writes that "we trust
in the power of non-violent love to bring about the conversion and transformation that
we seek." 174 Even more than courage, therefore, the true church requires faith - the

167 Of course all anarchists - not just Christian ones - have been accused of utopianism. For a
discussion of the general anarchist response to this accusation, see for instance Kinna, Anarchism, 86,
97-108.
168 Pentecost, Murder by Law, para. 20. See also Pentecost, Anarchism, para. 22.
169 Hennacy, The Book of Ammon, 300.
170 ter Kuile, "Anarcho Theologie," 16. See also Day, The Long Loneliness, 246-247, 256; Ellul,
Violence 171' Vincent "Christian Discipleship and Politics," 41-42.
171 Andr~ws, Christi-A~archy, 169; Andrews, Love and Fear, 6; Day, The Long Loneliness, 34;
Halliday, Christian Libertarians, para. 17-18. (For instance: Matthew 5: 10-12, 8:23-27; Mark 4:35-

41.)
k' A ml'd Poltlca
I"
I
172 Ellul, Violence, 13. See also Maurin, Easy Essays (2003),153; Yoder, "Peacema mg
Revolution," 59.
.
" 145
173 Ballou, Non-Resistance in Relation to Human Governments, 11; Ballou, "N~n-Resls~ance,
.
(The exact words from Mark 9:23 are "If thou canst believe, all things are possIble to hIm that
believeth.")
174 Newell, "Works of Mercy and War," 12.
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~0r.mer ~hen naturally follows the latter. 175 Faith in God gives the church confidence

In Its wItness to the world.
. At the same time, this revives the argument, discussed in Chapter 4, that
complIance with Jesus' teachings is not to be expected from non-Christians. 176 Given
their lack of faith, as Ellul explains, "Christians must freely admit and accept the fact
that non-Christians use violence."I77 Of course, such "recourse to violence" for Ellul
"is an admissi~n ~hat faith [... ] has been IOSt."178 Yet Christians "cannot d~mand [ ... j
that a non-ChrIstlan state should refrain from using violence" or follow the Sermon
179
Christians must accept, however regretfully, that non-Christians
on the Mount.
have chosen to put their faith in the violent state rather than God - although of course
they also know that this choice is evil and doomed, and they must try to convert nonChristians to Jesus' subversive alternative through their witness. Nevertheless, in a
society that lacks faith in God, several Christian anarchists see the state as "a
necessary evil.,,]80 According to ChelCicky, "The civil law is [ ... ] necessary - as a
bitter vinegar, so to speak - for those who transgress the law of love.,,18] Chapter 4
explains that for many Christian anarchists, God mysteriously and reluctantly works
through the state to hold the world that has rejected him together.
Yet this fallen state of humanity must be redeemed by the church's
embodiment of Jesus' teaching and example. As Goddard writes, "the Christian life is
to be understood primarily as a form of presence in the fallen world.,,182 Hence
indifference to the state must by matched by fervour for the true church, and by a
hope to subvert the state by broadening the church. Ellul warns his fellow Christians

175 Along these lines, Berrigan reports that O'Reilly prefers to speak of faith than courage. Daniel
Berrigan, "Foreward," in Remembering Forgetting: A Journey of Non-Violent Resistance to the War in
East Timor, by Ciaron O'Reilly (Sydney: Otford, 2001), xi.
176 There is something of a tension, here, among Christian anarchists, between those like Ellul who (as
Goddard explains) emphasise that Jesus' commandments are for Christians only, and those who agree
with Tolstoy that (as Sampson notes) Jesus' teachings are meant to be universally applicable - that is,
applicable to non-Christians as well. Nevertheless, this tension is largely overcome by the hope,
apparently shared by all Christian anarchists, that the church has the potential to grow and encompass
the whole of humanity: whether this is seen as an adoption of Christianity by non-Christians or as
recognition of the universal truth of Jesus' teaching, the effect is largely same. Goddard, Living the
Word, Resisting the World, 57; Sampson, Tolstoy, 170-171.
177 Ellul, Violence, 131 (also: 158). See also Goddard, Living the Word, Resisting the World, 187.
178 Indeed, Ellul writes that "The appeal to and use of violence in Christian action increase in exact
proportion to the decrease in faith," noting also that "the use of violence implies total confidence on
the part of the user that it is justified and this confidence is a crime against God." Ellul, Violence, 149.
See also Berdyaev, The Realm of the Spirit and the Realm of Caesar, 41; Molnar, A Study of Peter
ChelCickY's Life, 145.
.
179 Ellul, Violence, 159. On the next page, Ellul adds that "if a statesman [ ... ] openly declares hlmselfa
Christian," however, then "the total demands of the Christian faith can be set before him." On not
expecting non-Christians or the state to follow Jesus' non-violent ethics, see also Eller, Christian
Anarchy, 12; Penner, The New Testament, the Christian, and the State, 3.9; Yoder, "~h~ Polit~cal
Axioms of the Sermon on the Mount," 39; Yoder, "The Theological BaSIS of the ChrIstian Witness to
the State," 3, 11, 13.
180 The quoted words can be found in Ballou, Non-Resistance in Relatio~ to Human Governments: 8;
Molnar, A Study of Peter ChelCickY's Life, 30. On this point, however, aSide from the references cited.
in Chapter 4, see also Ballou, Non-Resistance in Relation to Human Governments, 7-8; Berkhof, Christ
and the Powers chap. 3' Goddard, Living the Word, Resisting the World, 112-113; Molnar. A Study of
Peter ChelCic~'s Life, 3'0, 87,92,98,111-112,145; Novak, "The Place of Anarchism in the History of
Political Thought," 319.
. , ,
. .
181 Molnar, A Study of Peter ChelCickY's Life, 87 (quotmg Chelclcky). See also Goddard, Llvmg the
Word, Resisting the World,244.
182 Goddard, Living the Word, Resisting the World, 102.
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that. "~od has p~t us on this earth not for nothing.,,183 Moreover, "Failure by
C.hnstlans to be faIthful to their calling to live and preach the Gospel," for him, "has
dIsastrous consequences," in that it allows the world to carryon perpetrating evil
184
Indeed, for Ellul, "Christians ultimately bear responsibility for our
unchallenged.
present plight.,,185 Violence and suffering persist because Christians have failed to
trust God, follow Jesus, and thereby expose the errors of the non-Christian way.
Hence for O'Reilly, as Camus says, "What the world wants of Christians is
that Christians should speak out loud and clear.,,186 The true church must proclaim
loudly and clearly its faith in God and in Jesus' teaching, by witnessing to it both in
its own community and in the way it interacts with the world outside it. The true
church has a unique calling, and the salvation of humanity depends on its faithfulness
to it. Hence the true church must be a beacon of faith in a dark world.

5.3.2 - The mysterious growth of a mustard seed
Christian anarchists believe that the collective example set by the community life of
the true church can be just as inspirational and contagious as individual examples of
personal sacrifices. Andrews writes that "the beauty of love and justice embodied in
our communities will encourage all men and all women of goodwill to continue to do
good works as well.,,187 According to Chelcicky, "It was precisely this humble and
loving behaviour which effected the conversion of the Gentiles and Jews to faith,
because good examples move the unbelievers sometimes more forcibly than
preaching and long speeches" on how best to organise society. 188 For Maurin, the true
church brings admiration from onlookers and "creates a desire among the admirers to
climb on the bandwagon.,,189 Indeed, that is also why Christian anarchist subversion
"need not be feared" by others: as Tolstoy notes, it "cannot be made coercively
binding upon" others, but requires them to adopt it of their own free will. 190
Christian anarchists like to employ various metaphors to describe the
191
As Andrews and
process by which they are expecting the true church to grow.
others remark, Jesus himself often uses "organic images to describe how the 'power
of the Spirit' [ ... ] operates," how the church is to grow into the stateless kingdom of
God. l92 "Like a minute seed," Andrews continues, "the power of the Spirit seems
embarrassingly insignificant to begin with, yet grows into a capacity that is of
tremendous significance in the end.,,193 Hence "despite appearances, the Kingdom [of

Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, 103. See also Ellul, Violence, 147-148.
184 Goddard, Living the Word, Resisting the World, 108. See also Ellul, Violence, 155-156.
185 Goddard, Living the Word, Resisting the World, 160.
186 Albert Camus, quoted in O'Reilly, Remembering Forgetting, 28.
187 Andrews, Christi-Anarchy, 126.
188 Molnar, A Study of Peter ChelCickj's Life, 59 (quoting ChelcickY)·
189 Maurin, Easy Essays (2003), 190.
190 Tolstoy "Introduction to a Short Biography of William Lloyd Garrison," 535.
191 Besides: Day writes about the Catholic Worker community t~at '?t grew organically, .Pet~r used. to"
say happily, and not through organization. 'We are not an organizatIOn, we are an organism, he said.
183

Day The Long Loneliness, 182.
.
..
192 Andrews, Not Religion, but Love, 77; Andrews, Subversive Spirituality, Eccleswl ~nd Civil
Disobedience, 6. See also Andrews, Not Religion, but Love, 192-193. The relevant Bible passages are
Matthew 13 :31-32, 17:20; Mark 4:26-34; Luke 13: 18-21, 17:6.
. ' .
193 Andrews, Not Religion, but Love, 78; Andrews, Subversive Spirituality, Eccleswl and Civil
Disobedience, 6. See also Elliott, Freedom, Justice and Christian Counter-Culture, 132- ~33; Myers,
Binding the Strong Man, 179-180; Tolstoy, "The Gospel in Brief," 161. (Matthew 13 :31-.)2; Mark
4:30-34; Luke 13:18-19.)
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God] will prevail."l94 However insignificant it might at first appear, the true church
has the potential to grow far beyond its current size.
Furthermore, Christian anarchists note that Jesus' parables make clear that
how the seed grows "is a m~stery."l95 Myers writes that the way it grows is "neither
obv~ous nor controllable."l 6 Jesus moreover suggests that it "grows strong in an
enVIronment that could easily destroy it" - again a warning about the hostile wider
environment faced by the true church. l97 In any case, "The vocation of the disciple,"
as Myers explains, "lies not in trying to provoke the harvest (for that happens 'of
itself), but in tending to the 'sowing.",l98 The task of Jesus' followers is to sow the
seeds and wait patiently for the harvest. l99 The difficulty, of course, is that seeds must
"fall into the ground and die if they are to bring fruits.,,200 For Andrews, this means
that "those of us whose lives constitute those seeds" must "bury ourselves in the life
of our community.,,20l In a way, however, this metaphor also further clarifies what is
meant by describing the martyrs as the seeds of the church: it is indeed out of their
blood and sacrifice, of their death, that the church can be made to mysteriously
flourish. 202
Furthermore, as already noted, the day of the harvest is unknown. We
cannot know when the stateless kingdom of the God will be inaugurated, since as
Jesus warns and Tolstoy repeats, "of that day and hour knoweth no man, but my
Father onIK.,,203 Nonetheless, Tolstoy insists that the growth of the seed is
inevitable? 4 According to him (as mentioned in Chapter 4), the true church has "the
most powerful thing in the world - Truth" - and the eventual recognition of truth by
205
all human beings is inevitable.
Tolstoy frequently speaks of the inexorable movement of public opinion,
which for him is the "fundamental factor" that "has always" decided "everything.,,206
He argues that the assimilation of a "new truth" by public opinion "becomes larger
and larger like a snowbal1.,,207 Tolstoy furthermore claims that

Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 179 (capitalisation removed).
Andrews, Not Religion, but Love, 78 (for the exact wording); Andrews, Subversive Spirituality,
Ecclesial and Civil Disobedience, 6. (Mark 4:26-29.)
196 Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 179.
197 Andrews, Not Religion, but Love, 78; Andrews, Subversive Spirituality, Ecclesial and Civil
Disobedience, 6. See also Tolstoy, "The Gospel in Brief," 158-159. (Matthew 13:24-30.)
198 Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 179. See also Hennacy, The Book of Ammon, 253; Myers, Binding
the Strong Man, 174-181. (Matthew 13:1-23; Mark 4:1-25; Luke 8:.4-15.)
.."
199 Tolstoy, "An Appeal to Social Reformers," 65; Tolstoy, "The Kmgdom of God Is wlthm You, 203194

195

204.
200 This is paraphrasing Andrews' own paraphrasing of John 12:24, in Andrews, Not Religion, ?u~
Love, 78; Andrews, Subversive Spirituality, Ecclesial and Civil Disobedience, 6. For other Chnstlan
anarchists citing this passage, see Cornell, My Dorothy Day, para. 10.
201 Andrews, Not Religion, but Love, 78 (for the exact wording), 202-203; Andrews, Subversive
Spirituality, Ecclesial and Civil Disobedience, 6.
202 For instance: Vincent, "Christian Discipleship and Politics," 45, 48.
203 Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 306. (Matthew 24:36.)
204 Marshall, Demanding the Impossible, 372; Tolstoy, "Carthago Delenda Est," 129; Tolstoy,
"Christianity and Patriotism," 485,494; Tolstoy, The Inevitable Revolution, 27-28; Tolstoy, "The
Kingdom of God Is within Vou," 291-304; Tolstoy, ~hat I B~~ieve, 194, 20~-201, 220-~21.
205 Tolstoy, "Address to the Swedish Peace Congress 10 1909, 538 (Tolstoy s punctuation removed).
. '
See also Sampson, "Tolstoy on Power," 70-73.
Tolsto , "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 285. See also Marshall, Demanding the Impossible,
377-378; ~olstOy, "Christianity and Patriotism," 482-492; Tolstoy, "The End of the Age," 34: Tolstoy,
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"The Kingdom of God Is within Vou," ~1~, 419-~~0.
207 Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is wlthm You, 277.
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Men who accept a new truth when it has reached a certain degree of dissemination
al,:a~s do so sudden.ly and in a mass. They resemble the ballast with which every
ship IS laden to keep It steady and enable it to sail properly. Were it not for the ballast
the vessel would not be sufficiently immersed in the water and its course would be
changed by the slightest modification of surrounding conditions. 2G8

The slowness of a shift in public opinion makes it possible for a new truth to be tested
before it is adopted by the whole community.209
.
For Tol.stoy,. ~owever, humanity has now reached one of those tipping
pOInts w~en publIc opInI~n must be steered away from the current faith in the state by
enough pIOneers embodYIng the required altemative?1O He writes:
Men in their present condition are like a swarm of bees hanging from a branch in a
cluster. The position of the bees on that branch is temporary and must inevitably be
changed. They must bestir themselves and find a new dwelling. Each of the bees
knows this and wishes to change its position and that of others, but no one of them is
willing to move till the rest do so. [ ... ] It would seem that there was no way out of
this state for the bees, just as there seems no escape for worldly men who are
entangled in the toils of the [current] conception of life. [ ... ] Yet as it is enough for
one bee to spread her wings, rise up and flyaway, and a second, a third, a tenth, and a
hundredth, will do the same and the cluster that hung inertly becomes a freely flying
swarm of bees; so let but one man understand life as Christianity teaches us to
understand it, and begin to live accordingly, and a second, a third, and a hundredth
will do the same, till the enchanted circle of social life from which there seemed to be
no escape will be destroyed. 211

Tolstoy thus makes use of many different images and analogies of his own to convey
his conviction that the Christian anarchist truth cannot but spread, following the
example set by the true church. 212 Hence even the most rationalist of Christian
anarchists has faith in the power of the Christian anarchist example to spread and
eventually encompass the whole of humankind.
Therefore, whether by faith in Jesus' description of the mysterious growth
of the kingdom of God, or by faith in the inevitable recognition by humanity of Jesus'
rational teaching, all Christian anarchists believe that the true church is destined to
grow through the patient sacrifices of its martyrs. Those ready to take up their cross
and follow Jesus must therefore build "the new society within the shell of the old,"
loving and caring for all, courageously forgiving those who commit evil, and above
all keeping faith in God while obeying his commandments. Over time, their
communal witness to Jesus' teaching will inevitably subvert the state by moving
more and more non-Christians to willingly repent and become members of the true
church as well.
Chapter 4 describes the direct response to the state which is prescribed by
Christian anarchist theory, and this Chapter, the indirect response to the state by
embodying the true church. Having covered the theoretical response, it is now
possible, in the next Chapter, to list the examples which Christian anarchist theorists
cite of individuals and communities who have sought to follow that theory.
Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 277.
209 Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 278..
,. .
...
.
210 For instance: Leo Tolstoy, "The Beginning of the End," m Tolstoy s Wrltmgs on C1V~~ Dl~o~ed~ence
and Non-Violence, trans. Aylmer Maude (New York: Bergman, 1967), 15-16; !olstoy, ChrlstlanI~.
and Patriotism," 487-495; Tolstoy, "The End of the Age," 52; Tolstoy, "The Kmgdom of God Is wlthm
You" 274-279; Tolstoy, "A Letter to a Hindu," 429; Tolstoy, "On Life," 36.
211 Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 234-235.
212 For other Tolstoyan metaphors on this topic, see for instance Hopton,', "T~ls~oy,. God and . .
"
Anarchism," 44; Tolstoy, "The Beginning of the End," 14, 17; Tolstoy, ChristianIty and Patriotism,
485; Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 275.
2G8
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Chapter 6 - Examples of Christian
Anarchist Witness
Chapte.rs 4 and 5 describe the two flanks of the response advocated by Christian
anarchIst theory to the unchristian state's contemporary prominence. To illustrate this
theory, Christian anarchists frequently name several examples of communities and
charismatic individuals striving to follow this Christian anarchist ideal. They
themselves often do their best to live up to it in their own lives. The aim of this
Chapter is to point to these examples of Christian anarchist witness.
This thesis is concerned with Christian anarchist theory rather than practice.
A comprehensive discussion of examples of Christian anarchist practice would easily
constitute a doctoral thesis on its own. The aim of this short Chapter is therefore
much more modest: the various examples can only be cited rather than properly
assessed. The footnotes provide details of publications based on which a more
thorough analysis of these examples can be pursued.
The reason for nonetheless including this short Chapter in this more
theoretically-minded thesis is that Christian anarchist theorists themselves refer to
these examples in their articulation of the theory. These examples should therefore be
approached as tentative illustrations of elements of the theory outlined in Chapter 1 to
5 rather than as conclusive proof of its vindication. Christian anarchists themselves
tend to evoke these examples to draw inspiration from them rather than as empirical
evidence of the viability of their interpretation of the Bible. Besides, it could indeed
be that, as the Conclusion suggests, Christian anarchist theory is destined to only ever
be adopted in practice at the margins of society, even though it should nevertheless
always inform and critique the current state of politics.
The Chapter is divided into two main sections. The first lists what are
referred to as "pre-modern" examples of Christian anarchism: the early Christian
church, and some of the sects and movements of the Middle Ages and the
Reformation. The second main section lists "modem" examples - "modem" in the
sense that they have come after the first attempts to articulate, in writing, what
amounts to an explicitly Christian "anarchist" theory. 1 This division is somewhat
fluid and artificial, but the aim is to set apart those individuals and communities that
have been inspired by the writings or leadership of some of the Christian anarchist
theorists identified in the Introduction. This second section therefore mentions
Garrison and his followers, Ballou and the Hopedale community, Tolstoy'S personal
I The precise dawn of "modernity" is, of course, a matter for debate, and the word "modern" is ~sed
here with a clear understanding that to limit it mostly to the late eighteenth century and beyond IS
highly questionable in the broader context ofthat debate. As noted in the tex~, howe~er, the aim is
simply to separate examples cited by Christian anarchists as prece~i?g them 10 the .dlstant pas~ from,
examples of Christian anarchists themselves and of those commUnities that have tned to practice ~helr
teaching. The exception that upsets this typology is Chelcicky and his followers (see below); but m
that Chelcicky lived at the very early edge of the disputed time frame of "modernity" (late fourteent~,
early fifteenth centuries), and in that "anarchism" as a school of thought, and therefor~ as a term which
Chelcicky could identify with, was not to come about for, another three or four centunes, a case can be
made that this exception need not fundamentally undermme the proposed typology. In any case,
clearly, the typology is quite fluid, although hopefully also helpful to some extent.
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exam~le and T~lstoy's followers in Russia and abroad, Gandhi (for reasons which are
ex~lalned thereI~): the Catholic Worker movement, A Pinch of Salt and The Digger.
onlIne commun~tles, and Da~e Andrews' community work. The Chapter then
conclud~s by bnefly commentlng on the imperfections of many of these examples,
thus p~vIng th~ way for the reflections on Christian anarchist theory and practice that
are artIculated In the Conclusion.

6.1 - Pre-modern examples
Aside from a few marginal heretical movements, Christian anarchists cite two broad
sets of examples of communities striving to witness to at least some elements of pure
Christian anarchist theory in the relatively distant past: the early Christian church, and
many of the Christian sects which mushroomed in Europe in the late Middle Ages
and around the time of the Reformation.

6.1.1 - Early Christians
As noted in the beginning of Chapter 3, Christian anarchists admire the political
organisation of the early Christian church (or churches), before it succumbed to the
Constantinian temptation? They often cite several Church Fathers, such as Origen,
Tertullian, Clement and Lactantius, as men whose writings suggest that the early
church interpreted Jesus' teaching in a way that strongly resonates with their own. 3
These writings (which are among the few sources based upon which a picture of the
early church or churches can be drawn today) leave the impression that the early
Christian community did take Jesus' Sermon on the Mount quite literally and strove
to live up to its revolutionary commandments. 4
The early church, they note, was a community of true love and care for one
5
another. Craig insists that this church was centred "on Hospitality," not "on liturgy.,,6
Moreover, as Maurin puts it, "because the poor were fed, clothed and sheltered at a
personal sacrifice, the pagans used to say about the Christians 'See how they love
each another.",7 As noted in Chapter 5, it was precisely this communal attitude of
See, for instance, [Anonymous], Christian Anarchism (Labor Law Talk), para. 9; Barr, Radical Hope,
3 6 l3' Bartley Faith and Politics aifter Christendom, 176; Brock, The Political and Social Doctrines,
'"
,
43-45; Damico, The Anarchist Dimension of Liberation Theology, 5; Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity,
91-93', Fox , "The Force of War and the Force of Peace?," 2; Halliday, Christian Libertarians, para. 28;
Molnar, A Study of Peter ChelCicJcY's Life, 57-69; Reagan, "The Sweet Fruit of the Spirit," 8; Tolstoy,
"The Kingdom of God Is within You," 22; Wagner, Petr ChelCicJcY, 93. Early Christians are also cited
as positive examples by scholars of secular anarchism, as for instance in Marshall, Demanding the
. . .
.
Impossible, 75-76; Walter, "Anarchism and Religion," 4.
3 Other Church Fathers whom they cite include Justin Martyr, Athenagoras, MaxImIlhan, Cypnan,
Tatian, and Hippolytus. See, for instance, [Anonymous], Early Church Quotes; Albrecht, "The Early
Christians and War," 9; Ballou, Christian Non-Resistance, chap. 2, para. 86; Brock, The Roots of War
Resistance, 11-112; Halliday, Christian Libertarians, para. 28; Tolstoy, "The Law of Love and the
Law of Violence," 187-190.
4 On this , Yoder claims that the Sermon on the Mount "must have served for those early converts as a
kind of catechism." Yoder, "The Political Axioms of the Sermon on the Mount," 35.
5 Elliott Freedom, Justice and Christian Counter-Culture, 86-88; Marshall, Demanding the ,
Impossible, 75-76; Maurin, Easy Essays (/938), 45; Molnar, A Stu~y of Peter ChelcicJcY's Ute, 59.
6 [Anonymous], Ninety-Five Theses in Defense of Patriarchy, theSIS 68.
7 Maurin Easy Essays (2003), 110. On the next page, he adds that, by contrast, "because" today "the
poor are ~o longer fed, clothed and sheltered the pagans say about the Christians 'See how they pass
2

the buck. '"
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love and sacrifice which set Christians apart and persuaded others to convert and join
the church. 8
. . Moreover, aside from this positive example of community life, early
ChrIstIans also drew attention by refusing to worship and obey anyone but God whether pagan deities or human idols claiming divine status, like Caesar.9 Early
Christians, Hennacy writes, thus "refused to place a pinch of incense upon the altar of
Caesar."lO Indeed, Sandlin remarks, they "were savagely persecuted not because they
worshipped Jesus Christ, but because they refused to worship the Roman emperor.,·ll
Thus, their belief in just one God was perceived to be "deeply subversive."l2
Given that they refused to worship the state, they also refused to swear any
oath of allegiance to it - thus following Jesus' commandment. 13 Tertullian's writings
also imply that they refused "to take the administration of any dignity or power," or
to act as judges - again in line with Jesus' demands (as Chapter 4 explains).14
Naturally, they were particularly passionate about refusing to serve in the military. IS
The early church, Christian anarchists emphasise, was noted for its uncompromising
pacifism and its criticism of military service - indeed some blamed the eventual fall
of the Roman empire on Christians for this very reason. 16 Hence, as Ellul writes, in
many ways, "the first Christian generation was globally hostile to political power and
regarded it as bad no matter what its orientation or constitutional structures."l7 They
were therefore "viewed by Romans authorities as subversive to the social order," and
the Constantinian temptation was precisely a way to deal with this subversive
..
18
movement b y corruptIng Its very core.
Before Constantine's clever manoeuvres, the preferred method employed by
the Roman state had been (sometimes very brutal) persecution. 19 A different method
had to be adopted, however, because not only did persecution not succeed in
weakening the church, but the death of its martyrs actually confirmed the Christian
message, thereby furthering its dissemination. Still, the gruelling ordeals which early
See, for instance, [Anonymous], Early Church Quotes, para. 3; Andrews, Plan Be, 12-13; Carson,
Christians in Politics, para. 65-66; Molnar, A Study of Peter Chelcick);'s Life, 59-60.
9 [Anonymous], Ninety-Five Theses in Defense of Patriarchy, thesis 76; Andrews, Subversive
Spirituality, Ecclesial and Civil Disobedience, 7; Barr, Radical Hope, 12-13; Sandlin, Christianity:
Mother of Political Uberty, para. 3; Smith, Christianity and Uberty, 1.
10 Hennacy, The Book of Ammon, 61.
11 Sandlin, Christianity: Mother of Political Uberty, para. 5. See also Mumford, "The Bible and
Anarchy," 8.
12 Bartley Faith and Politics after Christendom, 23.
13 [Anon;mous], Early Church Quotes, para. 28; Albrecht, "The Early Christians and War," 9; Ballou,
Christian Non-Resistance, chap. 2, para. 89.
14 Tertullian, quoted in [Anonymous], Early Church Quotes, para. 28. See also [Anonymous], Early
Church Quotes, para. 17, 18,40; Ballou, Christian Non-Resistance, chap. 2, para. 79, 89; Ellul,
Anarchy and Christianity, 92; Molnar, A Study of Peter ChelcicJcy's Life, 61-63; Tolstoy, What I
8

Believe, 36.
15 [Anonymous], Early Church Quotes; [Anonymous], "Yesterday, Tomorrow and Today Is
..
· t" 5' Albrecht "The Early Christians and War," 8-9; Andrews, Plan Be, 56; Ballou, ChnstlGn
A narc h IS"
,
h
d Ch . . .
nstlGmty,
Non-Resistance, para. 79; Brock, The Roots of War Resistance, 10-11; Ellu.l~ A~,arc. y an
91-93; Hennacy, The Book ofAmmon, 238; Molnar, A Study of Peter C~e~clcJcy sLife, .15; Tolsto~,.
"The Law of Love and the Law of Violence," 187-190; Wogaman, ChnstlGn Perspectives on PO/ltICS,
56.
] Ch . .
16 Tolstoy "The Law of Love and the Law of Violence," 188. See also [Anonymous,
nstlGn
Anarchis:n (Labor Law Ta/k), para. 3-8; Ballou, Christian Non-Resistance, chap. 2, para. 87; Ellul,

Anarchy and Christianity, 91-92.
17 Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, 59 (see also 71-74, 91-93).
18 Cavanaugh, Torture and Eucharist, 63.
19 Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, 91-94.
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Christian martyrs had to endure along the way should not be belittled. They submitted
to the state's punishment for refusing to disobey God, but this submission entailed
mo~e~tous sacrifices. Yet such sacrifices were seen as the heart of what being a
ChrIstIan was about. According to Cavanaugh, early Christians "built [altars] on the
graves of the martyrs" as "centers of Eucharistic celebration," hence "the Eucharist
was explicitly connected with martyrdom.,,2o Moreover, despite this brutal
persecution, early Christians also followed Paul's advice and prayed for and blessed
21
their persecutors. Such "love of enemies," Johnston remarks, was seen as another
"particular marker for the early Christian community.,,22 The early Christians were
persecuted, but they responded to this perception with love and forgiveness.
In short, in line with the argument articulated in Chapters 4 and 5, early
Christians loved and cared for each other, and they subjected themselves to the state's
punishment for any necessary civil disobedience. They had the courage of their
conviction. Pacifist Stanley Hauerwas therefore writes that the "very existence [of
Christianity] was secured by people who were willing to die rather than conform to
the pretentious claims of government. ,,23 As already noted, the seeds of the church
were indeed the blood of its martyrs.
Yet somehow, the movement was corrupted, and the seeds apparently failed
to bring the promised harvest. Precisely because Christianity became a considerable
"political force," Ellul asserts, Constantine "officially adopted" it "and in so doing
trapped the church, which readily let itself be trapped, being largely led at this time
by a hierarchy drawn from the aristocracy.,,24 As explained in Chapter 3, the church
then moderated its radical stance on issues like military service, tempted as it was by
the opportunities presented by political power. The dangers presented by this
temptation are discussed in the Conclusion. The point to note here is that as Chapter 3
explains, after Constantine, the early church's example of Christian anarchist witness
was deeply corrupted. When the Western Roman Empire then fell to barbarian
invasions, as Brock explains, "Christian pacifism" - let alone Christian anarchism "was submerged for nearly a millennium.,,25

6.1.2 - The Middle Ages and the Reformation
Maurin believes that after the fall of Rome, the true Christians that survived "found a
26
refuge in Ireland" - though he is the only Christian anarchist to make this point. For

Cavanaugh, Torture and Eucharist, 67 and 225 respectively (see also 226). On the Eucharist,
Hennacy also claims that "there was a time when being a Christian and a ~atholic ~eant somethi~g:
that was when if you went to court you were not allowed to take CommunIon for SIX months and If a
soldier who was a Christian killed anyone he was not allowed to go to Communion for ten years."
Hennacy, The Book 0/Ammon, 343.
21 [Anonymous], Early Church Quotes, para. 3; Ballou, Chris:ian Non-Resistance, cha~: 2",par~. 8385; Bartley, Faith and Politics after Christendom, 202; Molnar, A Study 0/ Peter ChelclckY sLife, 59;
Smith Christianity and Liberty, 1.
.
.
22 She' also quotes Klassen's assertion that "Love your enemi~s" "was t~e most frequently c~ted ?s~yIng
of Jesus in the second century." Johnston, "Love Your Enemies - Even In the Age ofTerronsm., 91.
23 Stanley Hauerwas, "The Church and Liberal Democracy: The Moral.Limi.ts of a Secular Polity," in A
Community a/Character: Towards a Constructive Christian Ethic (UnIve~slty of Notre Dame, 1981),
available from http://www.jesusradicals.com/library/hauerwas/Church&LlberalDemocracy.pdf
(accessed 16 May 2006),85.
24 Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, 94.
25 Brock, The Roots a/War Resistance, 13.
. ..
.
26 H then argues that from there, they laid the foundations of (the positive Side of) medieval Europe:
he :rites that they were the "light" of the "Dark Ages" because they exemplified Christian charity by
20
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all other Christian anarchists, bar the odd heretical movement, the centuries that
foll?w,ed the fal.l of Rome were by and large devoid of any recorded example of
ChrIstIan anarchIst witness?7
Christian anarchists pick up the thread again around the eleventh and twelfth
ce.nturies, when, as Wagner explains, "popular sectarian heresies [ ... ] began to appear
wIth greater frequency. ,,28 Brock claims that "The pacifist idea was reintroduced by
Waldenses," who refused to take oaths and who condemned war and the death
penalty.29 Several Christian anarchists indeed cite this sect as a notable example of
radical Christianity.3o ChelCicky is even said by Brock to have been significantly
influenced by it. 31 Aside from the Waldenses, the other sect from that period that is
cite? by Christian anarchists is the Albigenses, who also denounced war and capital
?Unishment and who held the Catholic Church in contempt - as Part I shows, all
Important themes for several Christian anarchists. 32 Both the Waldenses and the
Albigenses were crushed by Catholic persecution, although the Waldenses have
managed to adapt and survive in modified forms to this day.
Christian anarchists also refer to monastic movements as examples of
attempts to return to the sort of communal life described in Chapter 5. 33 In particular,
many of them admire Francis of Assisi and his followers, noting in passing that with
their emphasis on poverty, they were considered "potentially subversive.,,34 Andrews
also reports, with approval of course, that Francis refused to take up arms during the

establishing "guest houses" and "agricultural centers" all over Europe. Maurin, Easy Essays (2003),
204-206 (for instance).
27 Among the less significant sects and movements sometimes (but rarely) mentioned as examples of
embryonic Christian anarchism, one finds the Carpocratians, the Manicheans, the Montanists (but they
all lived around the same time as the early church), and the Paulicians (from the seventh century
onwards). See for instance Andrews, Christi-Anarchy, 30; Damico, The Anarchist Dimension of
Liberation Theology, 6; Novak, "The Place of Anarchism in the History of Political Thought," 316;
Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 24; Tolstoy, "The Law of Love and the Law of
Violence," 189-190.
28 Wagner, Petr ChelCickj, 25. Among the sects who appeared around that time, which Christian
anarchists (rarely) cite and which are not already mentioned in the text, one also finds the Bogomiles
and the Cathars. See for instance Andrews, Christi-Anarchy, 30-31; Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is
within You," 24.
29 Brock, The Roots of War Resistance, 13.
30 [Anonymous], "Yesterday, Tomorrow and Today Is Anarchist," 5; Damico, The Anarchist
Dimension of Liberation Theology, 6; Elliott, Freedom, Justice and Christian Counter-Culture, 122123; Stephen Hancock [?], "Christian Anarchy - Give It a Go," A Pinch ofSalt, issue 9, Spring 1988,
3; Novak, "The Place of Anarchism in the History of Political Thought," 316; Walter, "Anarchism and
Religion," 4.
31 Brock The Political and Social Doctrines, 43-45.
32 Dami~o, The Anarchist Dimension of Liberation Theology, 6; Novak, "The Place of Anarchism in
the History of Political Thought," 316; Walter, "Anarchism and Religion," 4.
33 For instance, Elliott, Damico and Novak mention the Beghards (also know as the Brethren of the
Free Spirit), and Ellul cites the Anchorites - both specific trends within the bro~der monastic
.
movement. Damico, The Anarchist Dimension of Liberation Theology, 6-7; EllIott, Freedom, Justice
and Christian Counter-Culture, 123; Ellul, "Anarchism and Christianity," 171; Novak, "The Place of
Anarchism in the History of Political Thought," 316. For praise of monasticism more generally, see for
instance Bartley, Faith and Politics after Christendom, 176; Maurin: Eas!, Essay~ (2003), 152 .
34 Bartley, Faith and Politics after Christendom, 40. Indeed, some histonans attnbute the demIse of
feudalism to his impact, as noted in Andrews, Brother Sun and Sister Moons, 5 .(where h~ also
.
mentions Clare, who followed Francis). For other examples of Christian anarchIsts referrIng to. FranCIS
and his followers, see for instance [Anonymous], "Yesterday, Tomorrow and Today Is AnarchIst:" ~;
Ellul Anarchy and Christianity, 7; Halliday, Christian Libertarians, para. 34; Hancock [?], "Chnstlan
Anar~hY - Give It a Go," 3; Hennacy, The Book of Ammon, 63; Marshall, Demanding the Impossible,
77-78; Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 7.
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35
Crusades. Over time, however, the Franciscan movement was institutionalised and
incorporated into the official church, thus losing much of its politically radical edge;
and as a result of this institutionalisation, Francis withdrew from it and retired to a
hermitage. 36
The main Christian anarchist example from the fourteenth and fifteenth
centuries is C~elcicky himself, a?d to some extent his Bohemian .predecessors and
followers. InspIred by John Wychffe and Jan Hus (among others),3 these Bohemian
reformers were responsible for what Molnar describes as the third, separate and
forgotten type of continental Reformation along the Calvinist and Lutheran ones. 38 As
with other reformers, Chelcicky was incensed by the Catholic Church's theology and
practice, not least the selling of indulgences,39 but he differed from other like-minded
Czech radicals - most notably the Taborites - because he disagreed with their
adoption of violent methods to defend themselves against Catholic armies. 4o
Chelcicky's followers formed the Unity of Brethren (also known as the Czech or
Bohemian Brethren or Unitas Fratum), who distinguished themselves by their strict
pacifism, and tried to live in line with the principles described in Chapter 5. 41 The
Unity of Brethren and the broader Hussite movement, including the Taborites to some
extent, are therefore cited by Christian anarchists as further examples of embryonic
Christian anarchist communities striving to live up to the radical political implications
of Jesus' teaching. 42 The Taborites, however, were crushed by Catholic armies, and
after Chelcicky's death, the Unity of Brethren gradually moderated its radical stance
on the state. 43
Most of the seventeenth century examples admired by Christian anarchists
emerged in Britain.44 They often cite the Peasant's Revolt, the Ranters, the Diggers
and the Levellers as examples of movements struggling with the radical political
implications of Jesus' teaching, and Gerrard Winstanley, who led the Diggers, is
often singled out as a courageous radical Christian leader with strong Christian
anarchist inclinations. 45 The Quakers, who were founded in the seventeenth century
Andrews, Brother Sun and Sister Moons, 16.
36 Andrews, Brother Sun and Sister Moons, 9.
37 On Hus and Wycliffe's influence on Chelcicky, see Wagner, Petr Chelcickj, 68-77. For Christian
anarchist praise for Wycliffe and his followers (the Lollards), see for instance Elliott, Freedom, Justice
and Christian Counter-Culture, 108,211; Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, 7; Hancock [?], "Christian
Anarchy - Give It a Go," 3. Note also that the Waldenses are also said to have influenced the Czech
reformers, for instance in Wagner, Petr ChelCickj, 46-55.
38 Molnar, A Study of Peter ChelCickj's Life, 3.
39 Molnar, A Study of Peter ChelCickj's Life, 56.
40 Brock, The Roots of War Resistance, 14; Molnar, A Study of Peter Chelcickj's Life, 8, 14-23;
Wagner, Petr ChelCickp, 57.
. ,
41 Brock, The Political and Social Doctrines; Brock, The Roots of War ReSIstance, 15-18; Molnar, A
Study of Peter Chelcickp's Life, 18-20.
.
42 See, for instance, Damico, The Anarchist Dimension of Liberation Theology, 6; ~lliott, Freedom,
Justice and Christian Counter-Culture, 211; Hancock [?], "Christian Anarchy - Give It a Go," 3;
Marshall Demanding the Impossible, 78, 91-92; Novak, "The Place of Anarchism in the History of
Political Thought," 316-318; Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 24-25; Walter,
"Anarchism and Religion," 4.
43 Brock, The Roots of War Resistance, 16-18; Wagner, Petr Che~cickj, 32-37,153-156.
44 Note, in passing, that Yoder interestingly argues that "In the Widest sens~, almos~ ~ll of the
.
argumentative moves now called 'liberation theology' were already made In the Bntlsh Reformation of
the seventeenth century." Yoder, "The Wider Setting of Liberation Theology," 291.
..
45 [Anonymous], "Yesterday, Tomorrow and .Today Is A~a~chist," 5; Bartley, Faith and Pohtl~S after
Christendom, 33, 177; Elliott, Freedom, JustIce and Christian Counter-Culture, 10~-1 09, 2,~ 1, .
"Christian Anarchy - Give It a Go," 3; K. C. Hone, "Who Were the Diggers?, A Pmch of
Hanco ck [?]
.,
.
d h o·
"
Salt, issue 15, December 2007, 9; Kenneth C. Hone, "Gerrard Winstanley an t e Iggers,
35
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and continue to thri~e today, also stand out for Christian anarchists as a group that
cour~geously embo~l~d ~ome e.lements of Christian anarchism in its strict pacifism
and Its consequent CIVIl dIsobedIence to uphold it. 46
~robably the most frequently cited movement that arose during the
ReformatIon, however, is the Anabaptist-Mennonite movement. This Protestant
denomination emerged in the sixteenth century and continues to have a strong
following today.47 Eller, Yoder and Penner all openly belong to this tradition, and
Bartley seems to be speaking from within it, toO.48 Many therefore see this
mo~e~ent, parti~ularl~ its early martyrs and followers, as exemplifying elements of
ChrIstIan anarchIsm. Anabaptism has always affirmed the need to take Jesus'
·ethical teaching seriously, and has often protested against coercive tendencies in
Christianity.5o Hence it stands against violence and against the swearing of oaths; it is

(Pete~boro:

Peterboro Anarchist Agency, 1984); Jamie, "The World Turned Upside Down," A Pinch of
Salt, Issue 5, December 1986, 13; Kinna, Anarchism, 170; Marshall, Demanding the Impossible, 77-78,
89-91,96-107; Matthew Thomas, "Commonwealth," The Mormon Worker, issue 3, March 2008,
available from http://www.themormonworker.org/articles/issue3/volume_l_issue_3.pdf(accessed 2
May 2008),15-18; Walter, "Anarchism and Religion," 4-5. Note that the Canadian Christian anarchist
paper called The Digger and later The Digger and Christian Anarchist was deliberately named after
Winstanley and the Diggers.
46 [Anonymous], "Yesterday, Tomorrow and Today Is Anarchist," 5; Bartley, Faith and Politics after
Christendom, 33-34, 177; Damico, The Anarchist Dimension of Liberation Theology, 6; Eller,
Christian Anarchy, 40; Fox, "The Force of War and the Force of Peace?," 2; Halliday, Christian
Libertarians, para. 34; Hancock [?], "Christian Anarchy - Give It a Go," 3; Hennacy, The Book of
Ammon, 62; Jamie, "The World Turned Upside Down," 13; Marshall, Demanding the Impossible, 102103; Novak, "The Place of Anarchism in the History of Political Thought," 316-317; Tolstoy, "The
Kingdom of God Is within You," 3-4,24-25.
47 Eller offers a useful and brief contrast between Anabaptists and other Protestant reformers in Eller,
Christian Anarchy, 36-42.
48 For evidence of this, see, for instance, Bartley, Faith and Politics after Christendom, ix (that is, the
Series Preface); Eller, Christian Anarchy, vii; Penner, The New Testament, the Christian, and the State,
10; Yoder, The Politics of Jesus, xi.
49 [Anonymous], Christian Anarchism (Labor Law Talk), para. 12; [Anonymous], "Yesterday,
Tomorrow and Today Is Anarchist," 5; Bartley, Faith and Politics after Christendom, 33, 177; Brock,
Pacifism in Europe to 1914,472,477-479; Damico, The Anarchist Dimension of Liberation Theology,
6; Eller, Christian Anarchy, 32-36,42, 167-168 (for instance); Elliott, Freedom, Justice and Christian
Counter-Culture, 211-212; Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, 8; Fox, "The Force of War and the Force
of Peace?," 2; Halliday, Christian Libertarians, para. 34; Hennacy, The Book of Ammon, 62; Kinna,
Anarchism, 170; Marshall, Demanding the Impossible, 78, 93-95; Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 7;
Novak, "The Place of Anarchism in the History of Political Thought," 316, 318; O'Reilly, "The
Anarchist Implications of Christian Discipleship," 11; Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You,"
24; Walter, "Anarchism and Religion," 4. Moreover, precisely this tendency for Anabaptism to
associate itself with anarchism is lamented and criticised for instance in Ron Dart, Christian Anarchy:
An Aberration of Sorts (Clarion), available from
http://clarionjournal.typepad.com/clarionjournal_oCspiritl2006/06/christian_anarc.html (accessed 10
April 2007); Ron Dart, A. James Reimer and Anabaptist Anarchism: A Prophet to His People
(Clarion), available from

http://clarionjournal.typepad.com/clarionjournal_oCspiritl2006/06/ajam~s_reim~~_.html (.accessed
10 April 2007); Ron Dart, Stanley Hauerwas and Noam Chomsky: Anarchist Affimtles (Clanon),

available from
http://clarionjournal.typepad.com/clarionjournal_oCspiritl2006/06/stanley_hauerwa.html (accessed
10 April 2007).
.
The ensuing description of Anabaptist principles follows [Anonymous], Anabaptist Network: Core
Convictions available from http://www.anabaptistnetworklcoreconvictions (accessed 2 February
2007); Ben Jackson, "God's Left Wing," A Pinch of Salt, issue 1, September 1985: Chris Marshall,
"Following Christ in Life: The Anabaptist-Mennonite Tradition," Reality 7/37 (200?); P,~nner, The
New Testament, the Christian, and the State, 31-33. Note also that as Wagner explams, the extent to
50
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very c~itical of Constantinian Christianity; and it highlights the importance of
pr.esentIng to the world ~ ~ommunity of Christian love and sacrifice inspired by the
WItness of the early ChrIstIan church. It furthermore stresses that membership of the
chur~h mus~ b~ volu?tary - it cannot be meaningfully conferred by automatic infant
baptIsm. DISCIpleshIp for Anabaptists therefore implies a "total life of love and as a
necessary corollary - nonresistance.,,51 Many Anabaptists believe that no Christian
can participate in the organs of the state, and thus call for a clearer and total
separation of church and state. Given these views, it is no surprise that Kropotkin, one
of the famous fathers of anarchism, asserts that there is "a considerable amount of
Anarchism" in Anabaptism. 52
In short, Christian anarchists point to the example of several sects and
movements that embodied elements of Christian anarchism before the term "Christian
· " was COine
. d .53 These, however, only embraced some of the elements of
anarc h Ism
Christian anarchist theory. Pacifism was usually a strong feature, as was often the call
for a clearer separation of the true church from the state, but what was not yet fully
developed was an argument that grounded clear and explicit anarchist conclusions
(say, criticism specifically directed at the state, or the longing for an specifically
stateless society) in Christianity. 54 Brock does argue that these movements' "gospel
of revolt and protest, albeit passive, against the existing social order" was usually
inspired by a combination of "perfectionism" (or "utopianism") and the consideration
of Jesus' example as the "ultimate source of authority.,,55 However, they rarely
carried their momentum to a full articulation and presentation of Christian anarchism
in all its implications.
Still, they were often persecuted by state and church authorities. 56
Unfortunately, in face of this persecution, many of these radical sects and movements
gradually admitted the use of violence, which, as Ellul adds, "soon led them to reject

which the Waldenses and the Czech Brethren influenced the rise of Anabaptism" remains an
"unclarified question." Wagner, Petr ChelCickj, 20.
51 Penner, The New Testament, the Christian, and the State, 31.
52 Peter Kropotkin, Modern Science and Anarchism (The Social Science Club ), available from
http://dwardmac.pitzer.edu/anarchist_archiveslkropotkin/science/toc.html (accessed 7 March 2008),
para. 10. See also Ostergaard, Resisting the Nation State. For a detailed exposition of their similarities,
see Eller, Christian Anarchy, 32-36, 42, 167-168 (for instance).
53 For other pre-modern examples of individuals or communities (listed in the brackets) described as
preaching and living out elements of Christian anarchism, see for instance [Anony~o~s], "The Jesuit
Reductions," The Digger and Christian Anarchist, issue 16, February 1987, 8 (JesUits 10 Pa~aguay);
[Anonymous], "Yesterday, Tomorrow and Today Is Anarchist," 5 (Jesuits in Par.a~uay); Elltott,
Freedom, Justice and Christian Counter-Culture, 211 (Followers ofthe Free SpIrIt); Ellul, Anarchy
and Christianity, 7 (Fra Doicino, Lammenais, John Bost, Charles de Foucauld); Halliday, Christian
Libertarians, para. 34 (German Baptists and Shakers); Marshall, Demanding the Impossible, 78, 86-89
(Heresy and Brethren of the Free Spirit, Heinrich Suso, Marguerite Porete); Novak, "The Place of
Anarchism in the History of Political Thought," 318 (Fifth Monarchy Men); Walter, "Anarchism and
.
Religion," (Brotherhood of the Free Spirit).
54 Penner The New Testament, the Christian, and the State, 28-30. Note that mdeed, the entry for
"Religio~s Anarchism" in the Encyclopedia of Political Anarchy is ~ostly a~~ut Christian pacifism,
non-violence and anti-war activism. Gay and Gay eds., Encyclopedia of Political Anarchy), s. v.
"Religious A~archism". The defining criterion for Christian ana~chism - of de~iving "anarchism" from
"Christianity" - is explained in the Introduction and returne~ t~ 10 the ConclUSIOn.
,
5S Brock, The Political and Social Doct~ines, 276. W~gner SImIlarly speaks of these ~ovements .
"recognition of Scripture as sole authon~, [ ... ] espeCIally the y~er~on on the Mount, and of theIr
"vivid eschatological view of the church. Wagner, Petr Chelclckj, 158.
S6 Elliott, Freedom, Justice and Christian Counter-Culture, 212.
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Christianity itself. ,,57 Again, therefore, the Christian revolution failed to take hold
because its pioneers compromised the purity of their witness. Certainly, these
mov~ments all evolved and changed over time. Sociologists of religion have
conSIdered the process whereby radical sects can develop into more established
churches. 58 Some reflections on this phenomenon with a particular focus on Christian
anarchism are offered in the Conclusion. What must nonetheless be noted here is that
each of these .older examples cited by Christian anarchists is imperfect in some way.
Nonetheless, In that these movements did strive to courageously embody some of the
elements of Christian anarchist theory, and in that they have inspired others to pick up
the torch of radical Christianity, they qualify as historical examples which Christian
anarchists consider worth referring to.

6.2 - Modern examples
Christian anarchist theorists also refer to more recent examples of individuals and
communities to illustrate their theory. What distinguishes these from older examples
is that they are all at least partly inspired by the writings or the leadership of one or
several of the people broadly defined in the Introduction as Christian anarchist
theorists.

6.2.1 - Garrison and his followers
As explained in the Introduction, Garrison only can only be described as a Christian
anarchist for a brief period of a few years. 59 His Christian anarchism is epitomised by
the Declaration of Sentiments which he drafted for a convention in 1838. This
Declaration, however, was onlla signed by twenty seven of the delegates (out of the
initial one hundred and sixty). 0 Garrison was proud of his document, but it was not
really lived up either by its signatories or indeed by its composer. Only a few years
later, Garrison supported a Presidential candidate in national elections, and a few
years after that, he staunchly supported the use of force in the Civil War against the
South. His and his followers' battle had always been much more about the abolition
of slavery than about the broader Christian perfectionism which he advocated for one
Declaration and only a few years. The example provided by him and his followers,
57

Ellul, Violence, 22. See also Berdyaev, The Realm o/the Spirit and the Realm o/Caesar, 67; Ellul,

Violence, 17-23.
See, for instance, H. Richard Niebuhr, "The Churches of the Disinherited," in Theology and
Sociology: A Reader, ed. Robin Gill (London: Cassell, 1996); Ernst Troeltsch, "Churches and Sects,"
in Theology and Sociology: A Reader, ed. Robin Gill (London: Cassell, 1996); Max Weber, "Prophets
and the Routinisation of Charisma," in Theology and Sociology: A Reader, ed. Robin Gill (London:
Cassell, 1996).
59 Brock considers him to belong to the same type of pacifism as Czech Brethren, Anabaptists, and
Tolstoy; Crosby praises him as a remarkable example of someone striving to apply Jesus' teaching;
and Tolstoy admires (and reprints) his Christian anarchist Declaration of Sentiments. Brock, Pacifism
in Europe to 191.f, 274; Crosby, Tolstoy and His Message, ch~p. 6, para. 2-6: ~olstoy, "Tolsto~ an~,
the Russian Peasant," 154; Tolstoy, "Introduction to a Short BIOgraphy of WJlham Lloyd Garnson.
Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 4-11. The ensuing description of?arriso~'s an~ his
followers' example is based on Brock, The Roots o/War Resistance, 70-72; Mernll, Against Wind and
Tide, especially 144-145 (on the Declaration itself), 159, 183,204,215,273, 276, 27~, 2?1, 323-324;
Thomas, The Liberator William Lloyd Garrison, especially 257-263 (on the DeclaratIOn Itself), 281,
388 397-400,407,409.
60 These numbers are those reported in Thomas, The Liberator William Lloyd Garrison, 258-259.
58
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theref~re, .is

not one of Christian anarchism, but one of radical and indeed successful
campalg~lng on ~ne particular cause - the abolition of slavery. Thus, even though his
Dec1ar~tlon contlnues to be one of the most eloquent summaries of Christian
anarchIst theory to ever be penned, Garrison's and his followers' value for Christian
anarchism is really limited to that particular document alone.

6.2.2 - Ballou and the Hopedale community
Ballou was a very eloquent speaker and writer on Christian non-resistance on
abolitionism, and on what he called Christian "socialism." He never described
hims~lf as an ~narchist, even though as proposed by this thesis, some of his writings
certainly contnbute to an articulation of Christian anarchist theory. Moreover, what
he called "practical Christian socialism" resonates strongly with the Christian
anarchist vision of community outlined in Chapter 5. 61 Ballou tried to implement this
vision in a large farm which he purchased with some supporters and lived on for the
rest of his life. The
history. of the Hopedale Community ' as it became known , can be
62
found elsewhere. What IS relevant to note here that after fourteen years, the radical
experiment came to an end, and that only one Christian anarchist (Elliott) refers to it,
as a typical example of a community "[resistin~] violence and [challenging] the right
of the [ ... ] state to regulate human behaviour." 3 In truth, Hopedale is just yet another
example of a radical Christian community but without a professed or otherwise
explicit anarchist identity.

6.2.3 - Tolstoy's personal example
Chronologically, the next examples of Christian anarchist witness are provided by
Tolstoy and by his followers. Tolstoy himself made serious efforts to live up to what
he preached: he stripped his house of luxuries, laboured the land with fellow peasants,
made his own (apparently very uncomfortable) shoes, and became a vegetarian. 64
Despite these efforts, he was accused by many of not living up to all the radical
implications of his teaching, noting for instance that he continued to live in his large
65
country estate. Tolstoy'S answer to such critics was to tell them: "Condemn me if
you choose, - I do that myself, - but condemn me, and not the path which I am

(One major difference is on private property, which Ballou does not disapprove of.) Ballou,
Practical Christian Socialism.
62 See, for instance, [Anonymous], Sheltered/rom the Wicked World: Stories and Pictures/rom
Hopedale's Past, available from http://www.geocities.com/daninhopedale (accessed 9 March 2008);
Adin Ballou and William S. Heywood, History o/the Hopedale Community: From Its Inception to Its
Virtual Submergence in the Hopedale Parish (Philadelphia: Porcupine, 1977); Hunt, Adin Ballou,
Tolstoy, and Gandhi, para. 8-10; Edward K. Spann, Hopedale: From Commune to Company Town
1840-1920 (Columbus: Ohio State University Press, 1992).
63 Elliott, Freedom, Justice and Christian Counter-Culture, 147.
64 Crosby, Tolstoy and His Message, chap. 7; Kennan, "A Visit to Count Tolstoi," 255-256, 262;.
Marshall, Demanding the Impossible, 381; Maude, The Life o/Tolstoy, 26-28, 247 (where he wrItes:
"As to the boots Tolst6y made, I asked a man to whom he had given a pair and who had worn them,
whether they were well made. 'Couldn't be worse,' was his reply."), 265 (where Maude reports that
Tolstoy was refused entry in a theatre because the door keeper thought he was a peasant).
.
65 See, for instance, Berdyaev, "The Voice of Conscience from Another Wor.ld." 18; Fu~loep-~lller.
"Tolstoy the Apostolic Crusader," 120; Ken~i~h, "Introduction,". ~. Tolstoy hlms7,lfadmltted hIS.
"
shortcomings, for instance in Kennan, "A VISIt to Count TolstOI, 265; Tolstoy, I Cannot Be Silent,
409-411.
61
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following. ,,66 He added: "My heart is breaking with despair because we have all lost
~he road; a~d ~hile I struggle with all my strength to find it and keep in it, you,
ln~tead ?E6~ltYlng .me when I ~o astray, cry triumphantly, 'See! He is in the swamp
wIth us!
Even lfhe often fat led, at least, Tolstoy says, he kept on trying. 68
.
Tolstoy moreover tirelessly commented on the broader political situation in
Russia: he wrote many letters and essays concerning ongoing wars and domestic
troubles (including a few letters to the Tsar), criticising the violence of the state and
of the revolutionaries and promoting Henry George's programme as a step towards
69
the kingdom of God on earth. Thus, to quote Wenzer, he "increasingly became a
symbol of resistance. ,,70 According to Kentish, "his influence was enormous, both at
home and abroad."71 Woodcock therefore suggests that "his relentless criticism
undoubtedly played its part in undermining the foundations of the Romanov
empire."n
Yet even though they were worried about his following, the authorities
dared not imprison him.73 They censored most of his writings, but their persecution
targeted his followers rather than Tolstoy himself. Tolstoy regretted this, and called
for the authorities to persecute him instead. 74 Indeed, the only present he said would
"fully satisfy" him on his eightieth birthday would be to be sent to prison. 75 This
nearly happened once, but ironically, his aunt prevented it by appealing to the Tsar. 76
In any case, his influence waned somewhat after 1905, partly because of his
continuous criticism of the revolutionaries' violent methods, and partly as a result his
excommunication, which Maude claims "produced a tremendous sensation" in
Russia. 77 He wrote an open reply to the edict of excommunication and thereafter
criticised the church even more bitterly than before, and he continued, until his death
in 1910, to write about the problems of his time, promoting conscientious objection
and calling for Jesus' teaching to be embraced fully and at once. 78 Tolstoy also
famously helped the Doukhobors - a radical Christian sect persecuted by the regimeto emigrate to Canada by handing them the royalties of his last major nove1. 79 Aside
Tolstoy, quoted in Kennan, "A Visit to Count Tolstoi," 265 (Tolstoy'S emphasis).
Tolstoy, quoted in Kennan, "A Visit to Count Tolstoi," 265.
68 For other commentators defending Tolstoy against this criticism offailing to live up to what he
preached, see also Berdyaev, "The Voice of Conscience from Another World," 18 (where Berdyaev
remarks that this accusation "can be made against almost anyone"); Greenwood, Tolstoy, 131; Kennan,
"A Visit to Count Tolstoi," 265.
69 Kentish, "Introduction," 8-9; Marshall, Demanding the Impossible, 378; Maude, The Life of Tolstoy,
413-414; Tolstoy, "Bethink Yourselves!," an essay on the Russo-Japanese war; Tolsto~, "Christianity
and Patriotism," an essay on a Franco-Russian alliance treaty; Tolstoy, "I Cannot .Be SIlent," .an essay
on capital punishment; Tolstoy, "Notes for Soldiers," an example of an essay callmg for soldIers to
follow Jesus' teaching; Wenzer, "Tolstoy's Georgist Spiritual Political Economy.(!897-1910)," 643656 (especially on Tolstoy'S promotion of Georgism and his letters to the authOrItIes).
70 Wenzer, "Tolstoy'S Georgist Spiritual Political Economy (1897-1910)," 643.
71 Kentish, "Introduction," 9. See also Maude, The Life of Tolstoy, 313-314, 325.
72 Woodcock, Anarchism, 219.
73 Kentish "Introduction" 9' Marshall, Demanding the Impossible, 378-379.
74 Brock Pacifism in Eu;op; to 1914,453; Greenwood, Tolstoy, 147; Kentish, "Introduction," 9;
Maude, The Life of Tolstoy, 370, 451-452; Tolstoy, "The Beginning of the End," 13; Tolstoy, "The
Gospel in Brief," 133; Tolstoy, "I Cannot Be Silent," 411.
75 Maude, The Life of Tolstoy, 451.
76 Maude, The Life of Tolstoy, 312-316.
.
. "
. ,
77 Maude, The Life of Tolstoy, 411. See also Kentlsh, "IntroductIOn, 10; Maude, The Life of Tolstoy,
410-413', Wenzer , "Tolstoy'S Georgist Spiritual Political • Economy
(1897-1910)," 654.
•
H
78 Tolstoy "A Reply to the Synod's Edict of ExcommUnIcatIOn.
79 On Tol~toy's helping of the Doukhobors, see for instance W. H. G. A.rmytage, "J.. C. Kenworthy and
the Tolstoyan Communities in England," American Journal of Economics and SOCIOlogy 16/4 (1957),
66
67
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fro~ ~ll th~s, he also continued to labour the land and to try to live a more humble and
ChnstIan lIfe .. Thus, even though he was far from perfect, Tolstoy did try to live in
accordance wIth the teaching which he preached.

6.2.4 - Toistoyism and Toistoyan colonies
The c?mprehensive history of Tolstoyism, of Tolstoy's broader influence and
fo~lowing at home and abroad, still remains to be written. Given the limited scope of
thIS Chapter, only a few highlights can be noted here. The task is not made any easier
by the fact that, as Brock remarks, "Tolstoyism anyhow was a rather nebulous
movement."so It should also be noted that Tolstoy himself was very uneasy with
Tolstoyism: "I am Tolstoy," he said, "but I am not a Tolstoyan.,,81 For him, "There is
neither a Tolstoyan sect nor a Tolstoyan teaching," but "only one unique teaching,
that of truth," so that what Tolstoy is calling for is not for others to follow him, but
the universal truth which was best articulated by Jesus. 82 Moreover, he criticised
Tolstoyan colonies for having few benefits for humanity at large, focused as they
were on the inner life of the community rather than the whole of humanity. 83
Nonetheless, Tolstoy quickly gathered followers at home and abroad. In
Russia, many of these came from what Brock calls "'penitent' landowners" and upper
classes, but also from political agitators and uneducated peasants. 84 He was respected
among fellow Russian prorressives and anarchists, even though they disagreed with
him on important issues. 8 His country home "became a place of pilgrimage" for
radical thinkers (from both Russia and abroad). 86 Unsurprisingly, therefore,
Tolstoyism was described by the Russian church as a "well-defined and harmful
sect.,,87 Several Tolstoyan colonies were set up across the country.88 However,
395,401; Brock, The Roots of War Resistance, 74; Greenwood, Tolstoy, 142-142, 149; Marshall,
Demanding the Impossible, 371, 381; Maude, The Life of Tolstoy, 338-372 (on the Doukhobors and
Tolstoy's relations with them); Maude, Tolstoy and His Problems, 262-326 (for a history of the
Doukhobors); Novak, "The Place of Anarchism in the History of Political Thought," 323. Note, in
passing, that Kropotkin was also very interested in the Doukhobors, but that when Woodcock visited
them in 1963 (inspired presumably by Tolstoy's and Kropotkin's account of them), he was very
disappointed by what had become of them. Kinna, Anarchism, 89, 95-96. Hennacy also visited them
four times, but was apparently less disappointed. Hennacy, The Book ofAmmon, 402-406.
80 He adds: "there were degrees of allegiance to Tolstoy's philosophy of life ranging from a wholesale
swallowing of every doctrine taught to selectivity in respect to its tenets which might reject things that
Tolstoy himself considered essential." Brock, The Roots of War Resistance, 73-74.
81 Tolstoy, quoted in Brock, The Roots of War Resistance, 73. See also Brock, Pacifism in Europe to
1914,464; M. 1. de K. Holman, "The Purleigh Colony: Tolstoyan Togetherness in the Late 1890s," in
New Essays on Tolstoy, ed. Malcolm Jones (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1978), 194;
Maude, Tolstoy and His Problems, 290-291.
82 Tolstoy, quoted in Greenwood, Tolstoy, 148. See also Tolstoy, "The Law of Love and the Law of
Violence," 220-221.
83 Tolstoy said to an aspiring colonist in July 1908: "Why in a colony: One ought not to se~arate
onselffrom other people. If there is anything good in a man, let that lIght be spread anout hIm
.
wherever he lives. What numbers of people settled in communities, yet nothing came of it! All theIr
energies went at first into the external araangement of life, and when at length they settled down, there
began to be quarrels and gossip, and it all fell to piece." Tolstoy, quoted in Holman, "The Purleigh
Colony," 194. See also Kentish, "Introduction," 8; Maude, Tolstoy. an~ His Problems, 61-62, 291.
84 Brock, Pacifism in Europe to 1914,464-465 (where the expressIOn IS borrowed from); Brock, The
Roots of War Resistance, 74; Kennan, "A Visit to Count Tolstoi," 252.
.
85 Paul A vrich ed. The Anarchists in the Russian Revolution, Documents of RevolutIOn (London:
Thames and H'uds~n, 1973), 13; Fueloep-Miller, "Tolstoy the Apostolic Crusader," 116-118.
86 Marshall, Demanding the Impossible, 381.
87 Maude, The Life of Tolstoy, 372.
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Tolstoyism in Russia did not survive the Bolshevik revolution. Tolstoyans were
severely persecuted and all but wiped out by Stalin. 89 The Soviet attitude to Tolstoy's
work was to applaud his literary talent but bemoan as foolish and dangerous, and
therefore harshly suppress, his social teaching. 9o As a result, one struggles to find any
traces of Tolstoyism in Russia today.
. . Abroa~, Tolstoy had a following in Hungary thanks largely to Eugen
HeInnch SChmItt, whom he regularly corresponded with. 91 After he read The
Kingdom of God Is within You, Schmitt was won over by Tolstoy, and he thereafter
proudly called himself an anarchist. 92 He became a political activist in Hungary and,
for a few years, an important figure among the Social Democrats and their rural
political base, endowing their political programme with a distinctively anarchist
character. 93 His influence in that party only lasted a few years, however, after which,
according to Brock, his Tolstoyism "took on a more cloistered character.,,94 He later
"[ espoused] a syncretic religion in which Jesus figured as only one [ ... ] of a long line
of religious thinkers,,,95 and he even appealed to patriotism at times - both evidence
of his steering away from pure Tolstoyism. 96 Nonetheless, as Brock reports, by then,
a few small centres of Tolstoyism had been founded in Hungary; yet eventually, they,
97
too, fell apart. Gradually, Schmitt's Tolstoyan influence waned, until he finally
moved back to Berlin and was quickly forgotten in Hungary.98 Nonetheless, as Brock
suggests, even though Tolstoyism ultimately "proved a failure in Hungary" as a
whole, at least, "the nonviolence ~reached by Schmitt very likely spared the
countryside unproductive bloodshed." 9
Another country in which Tolstoy inspired a few radicals was the
Netherlands, where Tolstoyism had a particular influence on Felix Ortt and J. K. van

See, for instance, Maude, The Life of Tolstoy, 223-228.
89 Paul Avrich, "Russian Anarchists and the Civil War," Russian Review 27/3 (1968), especially 305;
Brock, Pacifism in Europe to 1914,466-468; Brock, The Roots of War Resistance, 47-45; Bushman,
"A Brief History of Peasant Tolstoyans."; Dmitri Yegorovich Morgachev, "Extract from 'Yasnaya
Polyana'," A Pinch of Salt, issue 13, Summer 1989,6; Woodcock, Anarchism, 218.
90 For Lenin's (and, consequently, the Soviet) opinion of Tolstoy as a great artist but a dangerously
foolish social commentator, see Fueloep-Miller, "Tolstoy the Apostolic Crusader," 117-118; Kentish,
"Introduction," 10; Marshall, Demanding the Impossible, 380, 382; Gleb Struve, "Tolstoy in Soviet
Criticism," Russian Review 19/2 (1960), 172-177; Tolstoy, "Tolstoy and the Russian Peasant," 150.
91 This paragraphs draws mostly from Peter Brock, "Tolstoyism and the Hungarian Peasant," Slavonic
and Eastern European Review 58/3 (1980). Brock also notes, in passing, Tolstoy'S influence on
Schmitt and in Hungary in Brock, Pacifism in Europe to 1914,466; Brock, The Roots a/War
Resistance 74. This influence is also noted in Armytage, "J. C. Kenworthy and the Tolstoyan
Communities in England," 392; Andre de Raaij, Parallels or Influence: The Dutch Christian Anarchist
Movement in 1907, and the Landauer Connection, available from
http://www.geocities.com/christianarchy/haifa.html (accessed 31 October 20?3~, para. 4 ..O~,e ~f
Tolstoy'S letters to Schmitt can be found in Tolstoy, "Letter to Dr. Eugen HeInrich Schmitt. FInally,
Tolstoy interestingly quotes Schmitt in Tolstoy, "The Slavery of Our Times," 124-125.
92 Brock, "Tolstoyism and the Hungarian Peasant," 346-347.
93 Brock "Tolstoyism and the Hungarian Peasant," 350-357. Indeed, Brock argues (on page 35~) that
Schmitt ~rovides the only example ofa follower ofTolst?~ attempting. "to inject the Tols~oyan Idea
into the programme of a political party a~d to use the pohtl~ally o~gan,l,zed peasantry of his country as
the instrument for bringing a new, non-vIOlent world order Into beIng.
94 Brock, "Tolstoyism and the Hungarian Peasant," 356.
95 Brock, "Tolstoyism and the Hungar~an Peasant,:: 357.
96 Brock, "Tolstoyism and the Hungar~an Peasant,,, 360.
97 Brock "Tolstoyism and the Hungarian Peasant, 362-366.
98 Brock' "Tolstoyism and the Hungarian Peasant," 367.
99 Brock: "Tolstoyism and the Hungarian Peasant," 368-369.
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der Veer, and the Dutch Reformed Church. lOo Ortt published a short (still not
translate~) book called "Christian Anarchism" in which, according to Andre de Raaij,
he descnbes love as "the unifying principle of the universe" and calls for people to
follow their conscience - both very Tolstoyan themes. 101 Ortt also promoted
conscientious objection to military service. 102 Tolstoy'S views on what Nettlau calls
"agrarian collectivism" were also popular among Dutch radicals. 103 Yet Tolstoy was
not the only influence: Dutch radicals were also inspired by thinkers such as Henry
104
~eorge, for instance. They founded several small colonies, each of which adopted
dIfferent elements of Tolstoyism and faced different problems, but few of which, in
the end, can truly be characterised as genuinely embodying the pure Christian
anarchist ideal. 105
Tolstoyan colonies also sprang up elsewhere in Europe. The Purleigh colony
in England, where Tolstoy'S views were quite popular, is one such example. 106
Among the people who joined it were Maude (Tolstoy'S friend and translator) and his
family, and Chertkov (a close associate of Tolstoy in his later years). 107 The colony,
however, ended in disaster, suffering as it did from bitter disagreements as
"discussion of minor everyday matters tended to escalate into a discussion of
principles.,,108 For Maude, Purleigh's failure was due to the impossibility of "trying to
combine a gospel of poverty, self-abnegation, and brotherhood, with an autocratic
administration of large affairs and the irresponsible power of one man.,,109 The other
Tolstoyan colonies across Europe suffered similar fates to Purleigh's: as Woodcock
notes, all seem to have "failed in a relatively short period, either from the personal
incompatibility of the participants or from the lack of practical agricultural
experience." 110

Very little about it being available in English, the ensuing account of Tolstoy'S influence in the
Netherlands draws heavily from Andre de Raaij, A Brief Look at the Life of Felix Ortt, Prominent
Dutch Christian Anarchist (portrettengalerij), available from http://portrettengalerij.blogspot.com
(accessed 10 April 2007); Andre de Raaij, "On Ortt, Dutch Christian Anarchist, in English, on the Net"
(email to Alexandre J. M. E. Christoyannopoulos, 16 April 2007); Andre de Raaij, "On Reading
Tolstoy" (email to Alexandre J. M. E. Christoyannopoulos, 22 April 2007); de Raaij, Parallels or
Influence. Tolstoy's influence in the Netherlands is also briefly mentioned or described in Armytage,
"J. C. Kenworthy and the Tolstoyan Communities in England," 392; Brock, Pacifism in Europe to
1914,465; Nettlau, A Short History ofAnarchism, 236-237. Note also that there is eviden~e that van
der Veer corresponded with Tolstoy since Tolstoy reprints, and comments on, a letter of his to the
National Guard about his refusal to serve, in Tolstoy, "The Beginning of the End."
101 de Raaij, "On Ortt"; de Raaij, Parallels or Influence, para. 7.
102 de Raaij, A Brief Look at the Life of Felix Ortt, Prominent Dutch Christian Anarchist, para. 6; de
Raaij, Parallels or Influence, para. 7; Nettlau, A Short History of Anarchism, 25:.
103 de Raaij, Parallels or Influence, para. 11; Nettlau, A Short History of Anarchism, 237.
104 de Raaij, "On Ortt"; de Raaij, Parallels or Influence, para. 11.
. .
.
105 de Raaij, A Brief Look at the Life of Felix Ortt, Prominent Dutch Christian Anarchist, para. 5; de
Raaij, Parallels or Influence, para. 8-12; Nettlau, A Short History ofAnarchism, 257.
106 On Purleigh, see Holman, "The Purleigh Colony. "; Maude, The Life ofTols~oy,. 378-381; Maude,
Tolstoy and His Problems, 61-62. On both Purleigh and other Tolstoyan colOnIes In England, see
Armytage, "J. C. Kenworthy and the Tolstoyan Communities in England."
107 Holman, "The Purleigh Colony," 204-205.
108 Holman "The Purleigh Colony," 209.
109 Maude, 'The Life of Tolstoy, 378-381 (the quote is from the last oft~ese pages).
.
110 Woodcock, Anarchism, 218. See also Brock, The Roots of War ReSistance, 75; Maude, The Life of
Tolstoy, 223-228.
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Beyond Europe, Tolstoy also influenced a few thinkers in the United States
· A' 111
d
an In Sla.
As already noted, he corresponded (and disagreed with) Ballou.
Crosby was also inspired by Tolstoy and became a keen promoter of his ideas. I12
Wood~ock however suggests that perhaps Tolstoy's most lasting impact in the United
States IS. through. the Catholic Worker movement. 113 There is little evidence that Day
or Maunn were Influenced by Tolstoy, but Hennacy, perhaps the third most famous
Catholic Worker, openly and repeatedly claims he was. 114 Tolstoy also corresponded
with, and was visited by, intellectuals from Asia. Yet as Fueloep-Miller argues, these
relations "were disrupted by differences," for instance on "the divine authority of the
Veda," on "Confucian 'principles of good government'" and on "the role and value of
patriotism.,,115
In any case, Tolstoyism as a broadly defined - if perhaps nebulous movement did not survive the two World Wars. What became of Tolstoyism in
Russia has already been noted. Tolstoy'S writings were also banned by Hitler and
Mussolini, for instance, as they realised, according to Maude, that his teaching was
"dangerous to a dictatorship relying on physical force.,,116 Moreover, among pacifists
and conscientious objectors, Brock explains that "few [ ... ] have been prepared to
. follow Tolstoy to his final conclusion and repudiate not only the state in all its aspects
.
but the use of even noninjurious forms offorce.,,117
Thus Tolstoy's ideas inspired many, but they failed in many colonies, were
suppressed by authoritarian regimes, and were rejected as too extreme by pacifists
and other political radicals. Nevertheless, even with their failures and imperfections,
Tolstoy himself and the many colonies he inspired both provide examples of attempts
to live up to Tolstoy's brand of Christian anarchism. As already noted, the
comprehensive study of these examples, and of their relation to Tolstoy's theory, still
remains to be written. In any case, only rarely are they cited by other Christian
anarchists as exemplary attempts to apply Christian anarchist theory in practice. I 18
In the end, it may well be that, as several commentators have suggested,
Tolstoyism's "lasting legacy" for humanity (so far) has been largely as "a major
influence in bringing into being a new pacifism, more universal in its outreach [ ... ]
than previous religious pacifism." 119 Brock maintains that the importance of Tolstoy's
contribution was in bringing the idea of non-violence out of the Christian tradition
and into "a common language with the rest of mankind.,,12o Thus universalised
through Tolstoy, Jesus' teaching on means and ends has inspired many figures in the
For names of specific intellectuals he influenced in Asia, the United States and Europe, see for
instance Brock, The Roots a/War Resistance, 74; Fueloep-Miller, "Tolstoy the Apostolic Crusader,"
114-116. Note that Tolstoy'S influence on Gandhi is discussed in the next subsection.
112 Maude, The Life a/Tolstoy, 230. Evidence of Crosby's correspondence wi~h Tolstoy is p~o~ided ~n
Tolstoy, "Letter to Ernest Howard Crosby." One example of Crosby's promotIOn of Tolstoy s Ideas IS
Crosby, Tolstoy and His Message.
.
.
113 Indeed he suggests that this is "Perhaps the most impressive example of Tolstoyan m~uence m the
contemporary Western world." Woodcock, Anarchism, 218. See also Marshall, Demandmg the
Impossible,38l.
114 Hennacy, The Book 0/ Ammon.
115 Fueloep-Miller, "Tolstoy the Apostolic Crusader," 119.
116 Aylmer Maude, "Introduction," in The Kingdom a/God and Peace Essays, by Leo Tolstoy, trans.
Aylmer Maude (New Delhi: Rupa, 2001), vii.
117 Brock, Pacifism in Europe to 1914,468.
. .
."
118 One rare example is provided in Hancock [?], "ChnstIan Anarchy - Give It a Go, 3.
119 Bartolf, "Tolstoy'S Legacy for Mankind."; Brock, Pacifism in Europe to 191-1,470 (for the latter
.
quote). See also Brock, Pacifism in Europe to 191-1,468-470.
120 Brock, Pacifism in Europe to 1914,469 (for the quoted expression); Brock, The Roots a/War
III

Resistance, 75.
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·fi
121
pac1 1St movement,
and has paved the way for the broader convergence of
22
anarchism and pacifism: Perhaps Tolstoy's most significant impact to date,
however, has taken place through the actions of one of the most famous of the
twentieth century advocates of non-violence - "Mahatma" Gandhi.

6.2.5 - Gandhi: a leader by example
Gandhi openly acknowledged that Tolstoy's The Kingdom of God Is within You
"~eeply imp~essed" him and converted him non-violence for good. 123 Even though he
dIsagreed wIth some of Tolstoy's "not accurately stated" ideas, he described him as
"that great teacher whom I have long looked upon as one of my guides," as "one of
the clearest thinkers in the western world.,,124 The two briefly corresponded just
before Tolstoy's death,125 and Gandhi's second ashram in South Africa was called
"Tolstoy Farm.,,126
Gandhi's famous campaigns of non-violent resistance against the British in
India need not be summarised here. What should be noted is that many Christian
anarchists praise Gandhi as an example of someone who courageously applied a
method that has very strong similarities with Jesus' .127 Of course, they accept that it is
"ironic" that it had to take "a non-Christian to teach us such a valuable lesson on
Christianity's true way,,,128 that "Christians have a Hindu to thank for 'putting the
cross back into politics. ",129 Yet according to Andrews, Gandhi "suggested that if
Christ could only be unchained from the shackles of Christianity, he could become
'The Way,' not just for Christians, but for the whole world.,,130 For Andrews, apart
from Gandhi, "no-one has ever enunciated a more Christ-like set of Rrinciples for
conducting a campaign of nonviolent resistance to political oppression." 31
Bartolf, "Tolstoy'S Legacy for Mankind."; Fueloep-Miller, "Tolstoy the Apostolic Crusader," 116;
Walter, "Anarchism and Religion," 8.
122 Marshall, Demanding the Impossible, 82; Ostergaard, Resisting the Nation State, section 13; Ward,
"Anarchist Entry for a Theological Dictionary," 22; Woodcock, Anarchism, 218.
123 Gandhi, quoted in Stephens, "The Non-Violent Anarchism of Leo Tolstoy," 18. See also Janko
Lavrin, "Tolstoy and Gandhi," Russian Review 1912 (1960), 134. On Tolstoy'S influence upon Gandhi
(and their differences), see Bartolf, "Tolstoy'S Legacy for Mankind," introduction and section 2; Brock,
Pacifism in Europe to 1914,468-469; Brock, The Roots of War Resistance, 75-76; Fueloep-Miller,
"Tolstoy the Apostolic Crusader," 120-121; Lavrin, "Tolstoy and Gandhi."; Ostergaard, Resisting the
Nation State, section 13. On the combined influence of Tolstoy, Thoreau and/or Kropotkin upon
Gandhi, see A. L. Herman, "Satyagraha: A New Indian Word for Some Old Ways of Western
Thinking," Philosophy East and West 19/2 (1969); Krimerman and Perry, eds., Patterns of Anarchy,
70; Marshall, Demanding the Impossible, 422-427; Ward, "Anarchist Entry for a Theological
Dictionary," 22; Woodcock, Anarchism, 218.
124 M. K. Gandhi, "Introduction," in Recollections and Essays, by Leo Tolstoy, trans. Aylmer Maude
(London: Oxford University Press, 1937),413-415.
125 Leo Tolstoy, "Gandhi Letters," in Recollections and Essays, trans. Aylmer Maude (London: Oxfo~d
University Press, 1937). See also Fueloep-Miller, "Tolstoy the Apostolic Crusader," l20-l21. Gandhi
and Hennacy also apparently corresponded once according to !1ennacy, The. Book of Ammon, 1~,5.
126 Lavrin, "Tolstoy and Gandhi," 132; Stephens, "The Non-Violent Anarchism of Leo Tolstoy, 176.
See also Fueloep-Miller, "Tolstoy the Apostolic Crusader," 115.
127 On these similarities see for instance Myers, Binding the Strong Man. 184.
128 Charlie, "The Love ~f Jesus," 5. This is also described as "a great irony" in Andrews, Not Religion,
but Love, 77; Andrews, Subversive Spirituality, Ecclesial and Civil Disobedience, 6.
129 Andrews, The Crux a/the Struggle, 51 (partly quoting an apparently anonymous foreword to an
121

edited book on Gandhi).
130 Andrews, Christi-Anarchy, 95; Andrews, Not Religion, but Lore, 22.
., .
131 He adds that as "we would be well advised as Christians, to follow the lead of our .Hmdu. ~U1d~ m
this regard, if we would want to follow in the footsteps of Christ." Andrews, SubverSive Spmtuahty,
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At the same time, Gandhi's campaign was one of resistance - even if of a
non-violent type. He famously said that if the choice is "between cowardice and
. Ience. ,,132 Moreover, Gandhi did not reject patriotism,
viol ence,." h e W?U ld" ad·
VIse VlO
and ce:t~Inly dId not follow Tolstoy's anarchist conclusions.133 Clearly, therefore,
Ga~d~I IS a very .imperfect illustration of Jesus' way, and not really an example of
ChnstIan anarchIsm. Despite this, however, Christian anarchists have drawn
134
inspiration from him. Catholic Workers in particular claim to combine "the spirit of
Christ and the method of Gandhi." 135 They admire his consistency of means and ends,
his courage and his willingness to suffer in campaigning against political oppression.
As is noted below, Catholic Worker actions certainly bear strong similarities with
Gandhi's methods.
Before describing the example presented by the Catholic Worker movement,
however, it should be noted that Gandhi has inspired many famous "dissidents" aside
from Christian anarchists. 136 Martin Luther King, for instance, developed Gandhi's
methods for the Civil Rights campaign in the United States, thereby bringing these
methods back within the wider frame of Christianity. 137 Other famous admirers and
followers of Gandhian non-violence include Nelson Mandela, Desmond Tutu, Lanza
del Vasto, Lech Walesa and Aung San Suu Kyi. In tum, these dissidents are all
esteemed by Christian anarchists despite their imperfections (from a Christian
anarchist point of view).138 In the end, however, they are examples of what Chapter 4
describes as a drifting away from Jesus' teaching into more confrontational political
activism. Nevertheless, for their courage and their general (but here again, not always

Ecclesial and Civil Disobedience, 24 (the principles are listed on that and the preceding page). An
almost exact repeat of pages 23-24 can be found in Andrews, The Crux of the Struggle, 51-52.
132 Gandhi, quoted in Hennacy, The Book of Ammon, 425-426; Lavrin, "Tolstoy and Gandhi," 137. See
also Brock, Pacifism in Europe to 1914,468; Hennacy, The Book of Ammon, 374.
133 Brock, Pacifism in Europe to 1914,468; Brock, The Roots of War Resistance, 76; Lavrin, "Tolstoy
and Gandhi," 136-138.
134 For some examples of Christian anarchists praising and drawing inspiration from Gandhi and his
methods, see for instance [Anonymous], "Non-Violent Revolution in India," A Pinch of Salt, issue 5,
December 1986, 12; [Anonymous], "Satyagraha- Soul Force," The Digger, issue 7, May 1986,3;
[Anonymous], "The Strategy of Plowshares," A Pinch of Salt, issue 13, Summer 1989,8-9;
[Anonymous], "Wild Board Commits Plowshare Action," 16; Andrews, Christi-Anarchy, 102; Bartley,
Faith and Politics after Christendom, 174; Berdyaev, The Realm of the Spirit and the Realm of Caesar,
64, 167; Day, Selected Writings, 150; Keith Hebden, "Editorial: A Pinch of Salt to Shake the Empire,"
A Pinch of Salt, issue 15, December 2007,2; Hennacy, The Book of Ammon, 63,423,425-426 (for
instance); Kenny Hone [?], "Reply to Thornton Kimes," The Digger and Christian Anarchist, issue 13,
November 1986, 7; Maurin, Easy Essays (2003), 132; Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 184,452 (for
instance); O'Reilly, "An Experiment in Truth!," 1; Segers, "Equality and Christian Anarchism," 217:
White and Jones "Christian Radicalism in the United States," 43. Note that Ellul, however, takes
exception to this' admiration, arguing that Gandhi is not an example of Jesus' way since his method
aims "to establish the oppressive power of the Indian state," and that Gandhi's success is also partly
due to his campaign having targeted "a people shaped by centuries of concern for holiness and the
spiritual." Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, 100 (for the first quote); Ellul, Violence, 14-15 (for the
second quote).
. "
135 [Anonymous], "Conversation between Scott Albrecht and Ven. Glkan Ito. 29/02/04, London
Catholic Worker, April 2004, 4.
136 Andrews, Subversive Spirituality, Ecclesial and Civil Disobedience, 23.
.
137 Bartolf "Tolstoy'S Legacy for Mankind," introduction; Gregg, The Power of NonvIOlence, 24-25.
138 See, fo; instance, [Anonymous], "The Strategy of Plowshares," 9; A~drew~,. The.Crux of/h.e
Struggle, 52; Andrews, Not Religion, but Love, 201; Andre~s, Subver~/~e Spm/uah~, EccleslQl a~d
Civil Disobedience, 23; Barr, Radical Hope, 8; Bartley, Faith and Pohtlcs ~fter Christendom, 174,
Day, Selected Writings, 340; Ellul, Anarchy ~nd Christianity, 100; ~llu.l, VIOlence, 144; More~l,
Russian Orthodox Anarchist in the Twenty-First Centw}'; Myers, Bmdmg the Strong Man, 45~-453.
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consistent) rejection of violence, they are sometimes cited by Christian anarchists as
examples worth drawing inspiration from.

6.2.6 - The Catholic Worker movement

VI

The C.atholic orker movement has always keenly protested against social injustices.
In d01ng so, 1t has often campaigned alongside other protest movements. In the
United States, in the early days of the Catholic Worker newspaper, its members
supported workers' strikes, contributed to picket lines, and thus drew attention to
.
...
139 C
. Workers were staunch pacifist during the
vanous
cont emporary 1nJustIces.
athohc
140
Second World War. Later on, they were at the forefront of the anti-nuclear and the
. V·1etnam war movements. 141 Dunng
. the Cold War, one of Hennacy's impacts on
antIthe Catholic Worker movement was to make its protests more confrontational. 142
Before him, Catholic Workers had not engaged in direct civil disobedience. After
Hennacy, however, an increasing number of Catholic Workers participated for
example in "Ploughshares action" (such as hammering military planes), inspired by
the Biblical prophecy of "turning swords into ploughshares.,,143 Although they are not
Catholic Workers themselves, the Berrigan brothers - famous priests and
Ploughshares activists in the United States - have been closely associated with the
movement, and there is clearly mutual admiration and mutual inspiration between
them. 144
Outside the United States and more recently, Catholic Worker Ciaron
O'Reilly has been engaged in civil disobedience, Ploughshares actions and symbolic
acts of "liturgy" in Australia, Ireland and the United Kingdom, including the pouring
of symbolic blood in boardrooms of military corporations, rites of "exorcism" of
public Ministries, and "disarming" (hammering) military equipment. 145 In England,
the London Catholic Worker has been published since 2001, reporting similar acts of
public liturgy and protest by its members about various issues, such as the Iraq War

139 See the Catholic Worker issues of the time, as well as, for instance, Day, The Long Loneliness, 205207,221 (for example); Day, Selected Writings; Hennacy, The Book of Ammon; Segers, "Equality and
Christian Anarchism," 217.
140 Again, see the Catholic Worker issues of the time, as well as, for example, Day, The Long
Loneliness, 263-264.
141 Yet again, see the Catholic Worker issues of the time, but also, for instance, Hennacy, The Book of
Ammon; White and Jones, "Christian Radicalism in the United States," 42-43.
142 Cornell, "Air Raid Drills and the New York Catholic Worker," 1; Hancock [?], "Interview with Dan
Berrigan," 9; Hennacy, The Book of Ammon, 333-334.
143 See issues of the Catholic Worker from the 1960s onwards, as well as, for example, Hancock [?],
"Interview with Dan Berrigan," 8-9; Stephen Hancock [?], "Transfiguration Plowshares Begin Fourth
Disarmament of Missouri Missile Site," A Pinch of Salt, issue 8, October 1987,4; Martin Holladay,
"Spears into Pruning Hooks," A Pinch of Salt, issue 4, August 1986, 7 .. Th~ "Ploug~s~ares"
movement's name is a reference to Isaiah 2:4 and Micah 4:3 (the wordmg IS very similar, but the
following excerpt is from Isaiah): "And he shall judge among th~ nations,. and shal~ rebuke man~
people: and they shall beat their swords into plowshares, and their spears mto prumnghooks: natIOn
shall not lift up sword against nation, neither shall they learn war anymore."
144 See for instance Hancock [?], "Interview with Dan Berrigan," 8-9; Anne Klejment, "War
Resist~nce and Pro~erty Destruction: The Catonsville Nine Draft Board Raid an~ Catholic Worker
Pacifism," in A Revolution o/the Heart: Essays on the Catholic Worke.r, ed. P~tn~k G. Coy . .
(Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1988); O'Reilly, "The Anarchist ImplicatIOns of Chnstlan

Discipleship," 12; O'Reilly, Open Letter.
.
.
..
.,
.
145 O'Reilly, Remembering Forgetting. (The book IS an autobIOgraphical diary of his actIOns betv,een
1993 and 2000.)
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146
or the deportation of refugees.
One of its main figures, Catholic priest Martin
Newell, has been arrested several times and jailed twice, and his actions and beliefs
have even been reported as far as The Times. 147
Aside from these acts of protests, of course, Catholic Workers have set up a
nu~ber of houses of hospitality and farming communes, mainly, but not only. in the
UnIted St~tes - where the movement was founded and has always been strongest. In
her autobIography, Day reports the mushrooming of such communities. 148 Hennacy
also tells of his frequent visits to radical communities Catholic Worker or other
149
'
,
across the country.
Today, there are over one hundred and seventy Catholic
Workers communities in the United States and Canada. 150 In the United Kingdom,
Catholic Worker houses have been set up in London, Liverpool, Glasgow and
Oxford. There are also Catholic Worker houses in the Netherlands (Amsterdam),
Belgium (Ghent), Germany (Hamburg, Dortmund), Sweden (Angered), Mexico
(Coatepec) and New Zealand (Christchurch, Lyttleton).151 Each Catholic Worker
community is different, but all strive to provide hospitality to the afflicted and to
generally embody the life of love and care eulogised by its founders.
In short, the Catholic Worker movement continues to try to embody the type
of Christian anarchism advocated by Day, Maurin and Hennacy, combining a
community life of love, care and hard work with participation in protests on, and if
need be civil disobedience against, the burning issues of the day. The Catholic
Worker movement is therefore cited by other Christian anarchists as a moving
example of Christian anarchism in practice. 152

6.2.7- A Pinch of Salt and The Digger and Christian Anarchist
The same methods of non-violent protest were supported by A Pinch of Salt, the
Christian anarchist newspaper that was published in the late 1980s in England. Its
fourteen issues include reports against nuclear energy and weapons, the arms trade,
torture, United States involvement in Central and South America, and the extremes of
free market capitalism, as well as reports about animal rights and gay rights, and in
support of famous individuals like Israeli whistleblower Mordechai Vanunu or Sri

Reproducing the full list of London Catholic Worker articles (most issues of which I hold a copy ot)
on such acts of public liturgy and protest would result in a long and not particularly helpful set of
references. Suffice it to say that these themes (and this language to describe them) recur in almost
every issue of the paper since its inception in 2001.
147 Watts, "Following Jesus in Love and Anarchy." The think-tank of which Bartley is ?ne ofth~ two
main editors also reports on some of the actions of London's Catholic Workers, as for ~nstanc~ In
[Anonymous], Catholic Priest Jailed after an Anti-War Service Outside MOD (Ekklesla), avaIlable
from http://www.ekklesia.co.uklnode/5200 (accessed 3 May 2007).
148 Day, The Long Loneliness, 182-187, 224-225, 228, 232-234.
..
149 Hennacy, The Book 0/ Ammon, 399-421 for the non-Catholic Worker commUnItIes.
..
150 The information is taken from [Anonymous], List o/States with Catholic Worker Commumtles (The
Catholic Worker Movement), available from
http://www.catholicworker.org/communities/commstates.cfm (accessed 12 March 2008). Note that
Mormons have very recently been inspired by the Catholic Worker to get together and produce an
equivalent paper for their denomination, as explained in Bushm.a~, "The ~ormon W~rker,." 1.
151 [Anonymous], List o/States with Catholic Worker Com"!umtles; MartIn Newell, HostIng
~
. A Conversation" The London Catholic Worker, Issue 19, Summer 2007, 9. Note also that a
Re
lugees.,
.
II "Ob'
P
Catholic Worker house had been set up in London in the 1960s, accordIng to Newe,
Ituary: eter
146

Lumsdaine," 4.
. '
..,
152 For instance: Andrews, Christi-Anarchy, 127-129; EllIott, Freedom, Justice and Chrlstzan (ounterCulture, 123; Hancock [?], "Christian Anarchy - Give It a Go," 3.
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153
Lankan illeg~l ~mmigrant Vi~aj Mendis. Ploughshares actions figure prominently,
as do ?t.her ~Imllar acts of "lIturgy" like public vigils, "reclaim the city" services, or
the wntIng, In charcoal, of messages of "repentance" on the walls of the Ministry of
Defence on Ash Wednesday. The main person and editor behind Pinch was Stephen
Hancock, and the newspaper's publication stopped soon after he was arrested for
"cleansing the temple of war" (the Ministry of "'Defence"'). 154
The aim of Pinch, according to Hancock, was "To pitch the tent of Justice
to get i~volved in the thick of it, and to reflect, and learn, and act again.,,155 Pinch
never aImed to found the sort of organised community of care and hospitality that is
so central to the Catholic Worker (which is not to say that Pinch contributors did not
admire or promote it in other contexts). Hence the example provided by Pinch in the
late 1980s, and cited by several Christian anarchists since, is predominantly one of
reporting injustices and engaging in liturgical protests against them, rather than one of
community life of the type described in Chapter 5. 156
Very much the same thing can be said of The Digger and Christian
Anarchist, a very similar newspaper to Pinch that was produced by Kenny Hone in
I5
Canada around the same time.
The editors of Pinch and The Digger exchanged
letters and reprinted one another's writings in their respective newspapers. 158 It does
seem, however, that Pinch had a considerably larger readership than The Digger,
perhaps partly because its presentation was more attractive and combined criticism of
the state with humour, sarcasm, and colourful drawings and images. 159 Either way,
both newspapers folded in the early 1990s. 160

As with the London Catholic Worker, referring to the full list of A Pinch a/Salt articles (every issue
of which I hold a copy of) on these themes would result in a long and not particularly helpful set of
references. Suffice it to note that these themes are regularly repeated across all fourteen (initial) issues
of this newspaper.
154 Hancock's actions are reported in [Anonymous], "The Cleansing of the Temple - Burglars for
Peace," A Pinch a/Salt, issue 13, Summer 1989, 10; [Anonymous], "Swords into Ploughshares," A
Pinch a/Salt, issue 12, March 1989,7; Stephen Hancock, "'No Rearmament Plan'," A Pinch a/Salt,
issue 13, Summer 1989, 11. Hebden lent me the files which Hancock kept for Pinch, and among these,
I found the copy of a letter which Hancock seems to have attached (for the mailing lists' subscribers)
to issue 14, explaining that he is on bail for a Ploughshares action and implying that this has played a
part in his decision to stop editing Pinch and concentrate on "other ways" to further the Christian
anarchist cause.
155 Stephen Hancock [?], "Third Birthday Polemic," A Pinch a/Salt, issue 11, Autumn/Winter 1988,8.
156 Among Christian anarchist publications, Pinch is cited only in Elliott, Freedom, Justice and
Christian Counter-Culture, 123. However, its very revival by Hebden (noted below), who also
organised the first Christian anarchist conference in the United Kingdom throug~ t~e Jesus R~dicals
(on which more is also said below), is evidence of it being admired by other C~nst!an anarchists as
well. Moreover, Sampson, whose publications on Tolstoy have already been Cited, seems to have read
Pinch since he sent a letter to it: Sampson, "Christian Soldiers?"
157 As with the other Christian anarchist newspapers, referring to all The Digger articles (of which I
hold a copy of issues 5, 7, 8,12,13,14,16,20,21,35, and 36) would result in ~ long an? not .
particularly helpful set of references. Suffice it to note that among the the~es dls~~s.sed In th~~e I~sues,
one find calls for boycotts of various products, report of Ploughshares actIOns, cntlclsm of mllitansm
and the arms race and the regular call to support a local food bank. Note also that some time between
issues 8 and 12, the name of the newspaper changed from The Digger to The Digger and Christian
Anarchist.
158 See for instance, [Anonymous], "Canadian Christian Anarchism," A Pinch a/Salt, issue 3,.
Pentec~st 1986, 11-12; Stephen Hancock [?], "Letters," The Digger and Christian Anarchist, Issue 12,
October 1986, 3.
.
.
159 Hancock regularly reported the number of copies he made of each ~ss~e ..AccordIng to these figures,
at its height, Pinch reached 1000 copies per issue, and J:Iancock explaInS In Iss~e 10 (page 20) that he
usually managed to distribute 900 or more of these copies. By contrast, accordIng to a letter sent by
153
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.Pin~h. ha~ recen~ly been revived by Keith Hebden, and although the
present~tlOn IS .Inev~tably dIfferent, the thematic content so far appears quite similar to
that of ItS prevIous Incarnation, reporting on Ploughshares actions, London's Catholic
Workers, and advertising the Camp for Climate Change - thus reflecting the different
161
social context.
Issue sixteen also includes a report on the first two conferences on
Christian ana~chism ever .held in the United Kingdom, following the example set by
the Jesus RadICals, an onlIne community founded in the United States. 162

6.2.8 - Online communities
The Jesus Radicals is essentially an online community around a website that
promotes Christian anarchism. 163 Based in the United States, it has now branched out
to the United Kingdom, Australia and New Zealand. The website includes an
impressive discussion forum, a list of recommended reading, short essays by
members, and regular advertising for the latest conference on Christian anarchism. Its
very existence attests to a growth of interest in Christian anarchism, but again, there
seems to be no evidence of organised community life of the style described in
Chapter 5. As a website, it is inevitably confined mostly to discussions of
contemporary issues from a Christian anarchist standpoint - it is difficult for a
website to embody the community life prescribed by Christian anarchist theory. At
the same time, it does form an online "community" of people with a mutual interest
in Christian anarchism. Moreover, Jesus Radicals conferences do bring together
theorists, practitioners, and those curious about Christian anarchism, thus providing
some of the basic ingredients on the back on which a "real" community could take
shape. 164
While on the subject of online communities and resources, the "Christian
Anarchists" group on Facebook should probably be mentioned, as should The
Mormon Worker and the Yahoo group "The Lost Religion of Jesus.,,165 The first
Hone to Hancock (which was part of the Pinch files which Hebden lent me), Hone only usually printed
only around 100-150 copies of The Digger.
160 This is not (necessarily) quite true: Hancock announced that issue 14 (in March 1990) would be the
final issue, but Hone introduced issue 36 (in April 1990) by announcing that he was handing over the
editorship to others. I do not know whether the paper continued to be published, and if it did, how
successfully and how long for. In any case, The Digger would have quite likely changed substantially
under this new editorship.
161 Issue 15 was published in September 2007, and issue 16 in December of the same year. I hold a
copy of both - indeed, because of my work, my name is cited in both: Alexandre Christoyannopoulos,
"Religious Anarchism Panel: A Call for Papers," A Pinch a/Salt, issue 16, December 2007,5;
Alexandre Christoyannopoulos, "Tolstoy the Peculiar Christian Anarchist," A Pinch a/Salt, issue 15,
December 2007, 6-7.
162 Keith Hebden, "The Subversive Gospel: Christianity and Anarchism Conference 2007," A Pinch of
Salt, issue 16, December 2007. I attended the 2006 conference, and presented a short paper on Tolstoy.
Alexandre Christoyannopoulos, "Tolstoy the Peculiar Christian Anarchist," paper presented at God
Save the Queen: Anarchism and Christianity Today, All Hallows Church, Leeds, 2-4 June 2006,
available from http://uk.jesusradicals.com/TolstoYOIo20the%20Christian%20anarchist%20%20draft%20 1. pdf (accessed 4 June 2006).
163 http://www.jesusradicals.com.
.
164 For instance, the first conference organised in the United Kingdom brought together Keith Hebden
(the editor of the revived Pinch), Martin Newell (one of the main p~rsons involved wit~ t~e London
Catholic Worker), Peter Lumsdaine (the founder of the first Catholic Worker community In London),
various Christian and secular activists, as well as the author of this thesis. Hebden, "A Subversive
Gospel."; Newell, "Obituary: Peter Lumsdaine," 4.
.
165 Respectively: http://www.facebook.com!group.php?gld=2208405l82&ref=mf.
http://www.themormonworker.org, and http://groups.yahoo.com/group/Lost_Religion_oCJesus. Note
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provides photos, a discussion forum, links to several other websites and the
possibility to learn more about its several hundreds of members throu~h typical
Faceboo~ tools and applications; the second publishes The Mormon Worker (with
many artIcles on current tensions in the Middle East) but also allows readers to post
c.omments on individual articles; and the third provides a (relatively dormant) mailing
hst for people interested in Christian anarchism. Only the Facebook group, however,
compares quite well with the vibrant online community of the Jesus Radicals. 166

6.2.9 - Andrews' community work
The final main example of contemporary efforts to put Christian anarchist theory to
practice is provided by Australian Christian anarchist Dave Andrews, whose writings
often combine more theoretical reflections with numerous moving examples of
people and communities taking the risk to courageously embrace Jesus' teaching of
167
love, care and forgiveness.
Andrews himself appears to be heavily engaged in his
local community in Brisbane, participating in countless local initiatives to care for the
afflicted, to foster a real sense of community, and to protest about (local to global)
168
injustices.
He is also actively promoting "web-based networks" through which
people can be moved to pledge to try to follow Jesus' example in their own lives. 169
Thus, although the community in which Andrews participates cannot really be
labelled "Christian anarchist" in that such a label does not appear to be explicitly
adopted by most of its members, Andrews nonetheless provides an example of an
individual Christian anarchist trying his utmost to practice what he preaches in his
local community and to convert people from different walks of life to Jesus' teaching
along the way.l70

that this is not an exhaustive list: plenty of online communities can be found discussing Christian
anarchist ideas or sometimes even claiming Christian anarchism as their central concern. The examples
cited here are therefore only indicative ofthe types of online communities embracing elements of
Christian anarchism. Still on the subject of the internet, it is also worth citing the newsletters titled
Religious Anarchism and edited by Bas Moreel, which report on anarchist trends in various religions
and in branches of Christianity, and which can be found on
http://www.geocities.com/christianarchy/basindex.htm (as of March 2008, Moreel has published seven
of these newsletters).
166 Of course, as with other online communities on a same topic, there is evidence of substantial
.
overlap in the membership of these various Christian anarchist communit~es.
167 Andrews cites such examples in most of his writings, but the interspacmg of theory and examples IS
particularly systematic in Andrews, Not Religion, but Love.
..
168 A lot about Andrews' life as a Christian anarchist can be gleaned from hiS webSite:
http://www.daveandrews.com.au. Andrews also belongs to the "Waiters' Union," a group of
.
neighbours in Brisbane who "wait" and make themselves ready to ~elp and care for one.another. ~hls
group has a website (http://www.waitersunion.org), and Andrews hlm~el.ffrequently Writes ~bout It,
for instance in Andrews, Christi-Anarchy, 195-213; Andrews, Not ReligIOn, but Love, 78-82, Andrews,
Reweaving the Fabric a/Community, 7-11.
169 See http://wecan.be/planbe. as well as Andrews, Plan Be, 69-83 ..
170 Andrews is cited by other Christian anarchists in A Pinch a/Salt, Issue 16, December 2007, 16;
[Anonymous], Christian Anarchism (L.abor L.aw .Talk); Baker: Christi-Anarchy. (The small number of
citations is explained by the fact that hiS publIcatIOns are relatively recent.)
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6.3 - Incomplete examples

T~e exa~ple~ cited in this C~~pter are all either mentioned by Christian anarchists or

directl~ InspIred by them.
All the pre-modem examples cited by Christian
ana~c~Ists are reported; but of the modem examples, only those directly inspired by
ChnstIan anarchIst theorists are. This is not to say that the numerous other individuals
and communities who are cited in the Christian anarchist literature as modem
exa~ples of radicals striving to follow Jesus are not worth seeking inspiration from,
but .sI~ply that th.ey cannot l~~ally be de~cribed as examples of attempts to exemplify
ChrIs~Ian anarchzst theory. They neIther adopt that label, nor claim inspiration
from Its main authors.
In any case, it will be evident by now that most of the examples cited in this
Chapter are, in some way or other, imperfect or incomplete illustrations of Christian
anarchism. Although they might all agree on the Christian anarchist criticism of the
state outlined in Part I, few embrace fully both of the two flanks of the response
advocated by Christian anarchist theory as articulated in Chapters 4 and 5. Of all the
communities mentioned above, the ones that most fully embody all the main themes
from these Chapters would seem to be: the early church, inasmuch as the idyllic
picture which Christian anarchists draw of its life can be seen as accurate', some of the
sects and movements of the late Middle Ages and early modem period, even though
many fairly quickly moved away from the purer motives which animated them at
first; and arguably the Catholic Worker movement, in that among modern examples,
it is the one that most fully embraces both the Christian critique of the state and a
committed attempt to subvert it by building an alternative society.
It is too early to see if the Catholic Worker witness will succeed in sparking
a Christian anarchist revolution (and the importance and impact of its apparent slow
171 Of the main Christian anarchist theorists identified in the Introduction, nothing has been said ofthe
examples provided by Pentecost, Berdyaev, Ellul, Eller, Elliott, Cavanaugh, Bartley and the Christian
anarcho-capitalists. The reason for this is simple: none of them really provide examples of the type
discussed in this Chapter - certainly none is cited by other Christian anarchists as doing so - and none
seems to have gathered a following that openly acknowledges to be directly inspired by them (except
perhaps Ellul, who appears to be the most important Christian anarchist theorist in the eyes of the Jesus
Radicals). This is not to say that they have not tried to live up to what they preach, but simply that if
and when they have done so, this has apparently not been noted and praised by other Christian
anarchists.
172 For some of the many examples of other individuals and communities (named in the parentheses)
cited as embodying some elements of Christian anarchism, see for instance [Anonymous], Christian
Anarchism (Labor Law Talk), para. 13 onwards (the Mormons, the Berrigan brothers, Fr. Roy
Bourgeois, the Christian Peacemaker Teams, the Plowshares Movement); [Anonymous], "Yesterday,
Tomorrow and Today Is Anarchist," 5 (the Sandemanians, S0ren Kierkegaard, the community ofthe
Ark, those behind the Catonsville Roadrunner); Crosby, Tolstoy and His Message, chap. 6 (the
Delaware Moravians, and Reverend Henry Richards in the Congo); Davis, Kierkegaard and the
Politics of Indifference; Eller, Christian Anarchy, xi (Karl Barth, Dietrich Bonhoeffer, S0ren
Kierkegaard, J. C. and Christoph Blumhardt); Elliott, Freedom, Justice and Christian Counter-Culture,
123 (the Sojourners Community, the Tennessee Farm, the Community of the Ark); EII~,I, A~a~chy and
Christianity, 8-9 (Christoph Blumhardt, S0ren Kierkegaard, Karl Barth); Hancock [7], Chnstlan
Anarchy - Give It a Go," 3 (Plowshares activists, radical underground churches in the eastern bloc,
grassroots communities in inner cities, civil rights protesters in Guatemala); Hennacy, The Book of
Ammon, 62 (Doukhobors, Molokans, and Jehovah's sects); Myers, Binding t.he. Stro~g ':fan, (~ohn
Wesley, Dietrich Bonhoeffer); O'Reilly, "The Anarchist Implications ofChnstJan Dlsclple~hlp, 12
(Jonah House and Philip Berrigan, the Community of the Ark, the Tennessee Farm, the ~oJourners
Community). Indeed, if the criteria are kept broad enough, many more could be added, smce as AIIen
writes "It is remarkable how many heroes of our cultural and moral tradition were committed to the
revolu~ionary ideal of social development achieved by interior commitment rather than exterior
coercion." AIIen, "Introduction," xvii.

?
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drift away from Paul's counsel of subjection would require a study of its own). As
already noted, however, the Christian anarchist seeds of the early church were spoilt
after a few centuries. Those of the radical communities of the late Middles Ages and
early modem period mentioned above also seem to have failed to grow to their
promised potential. Thus, both sets of pre-modern examples seem to have ultimately
failed to usher the kingdom of God on earth. To reflect on why this may be so is one
of the intentions of the Conclusion.
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The I?ain themes o.f Christian anarchism's critique of the state and response to its
promInence are artIculated and illustrated in Parts I and II. Given that Christian
anar~hist writings had. never ~een synthesised (that is, weaved into one single and
relatIvely comprehensIve thesIs) before, the bulk of the present thesis has had to
concentrate on doing just that. As a result, the present study has thus far been more
descriptive than reflective. Now that the main themes of Christian anarchist theory
have been synthesised, however, a few reflections on its contemporary relevance can
be put forward. More exhaustive critical reflections remain a subject of future
scholarship, but such future study will now be able to build upon the synthesising
work presented by the present thesis.
This Conclusion nevertheless does provide the space to begin reflecting on
questions concerning the past, present and potential future role of Christian anarchist
theory, and on its understanding of history. For instance, how do Christian anarchists
explain the apparent failure - so far at least - of the stateless kingdom of God to come
about on earth? Indeed, do they expect the whole of humanity to ever embrace the full
anarchist implications of Jesus' teaching? How do they expect history to unfold?
How should Christian anarchists locate themselves in a society that does not seem to
pay attention to their message - how should they conceive of their role? How does
Christian anarchist theory relate to the broader Christian and anarchist traditions?
What is Christian anarchist theory's unique contribution to political theory? Indeed, is
"Christian anarchism" the best term to name this theory? Some of these questions
have been touched upon in previous Chapters. The aim of this Conclusion is not to
close them, but to reflect on them further, and thus to consider the role and original
contribution of Christian anarchist theory.
This Conclusion is divided into four main sections. The first reflects on the
name and definition of "Christian anarchists" and "Christian anarchism." The second
elaborates the Christian anarchist understanding of the kingdom of God by discussing
the extent to which its advent should be "hastened," the mysterious manner of its
unfolding through history, and the temptation to manage the course of history through
human agency. The third section then establishes a theological framework to situate
Christian anarchists as the contemporary equivalent of the prophets of the past, and
stresses the importance of a clear separation between church and state. The final
section then draws out Christian anarchism's unique contribution to Christianity, to
political theory, and to contemporary society.

"Christian anarchists" and "Christian anarchism"
The expression "Christian anarchist" is used throughout the t?e~is to refer ~o t~inkers
and activists brought together by one defining charactenstIc: the denvatIOn of
"anarchism" from ·'Christianity." Indeed, this characteristic can be seen as the very
definition of "Christian anarchism." Its proponents may begin from a very different
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understanding of "Christianity," ranging for instance from Day's and Maurin' s
respect for liturgy .and ~or important figures in traditional theology, to Tolstoy's
somewhat crude ratIonalIsm and constant return to Jesus' teaching as summarised in
the Ser~on on the Mount. They may also reach different types of "anarchist"
conclusIons, from Tolstoy's critique of state violence and deception, to Ellul's and
Eller's denunciation of devotion to the state as idolatry, to the Catholic Workers'
practical work aiming to build a stateless society. But what unites them all is their
:,eac~in~ ?f ,:xplicitl y ".anar~hist" conclusions based on their understanding of
ChrIstIanIty. The specIfic lInes of argument that lead each of them along this
general path are what this thesis elaborates in greater detail.
Moreover, rarely is any Christian anarchist argument studied in the main
body of this thesis not made by at least a couple of the Christian anarchists identified
in the Introduction. The precise composition of the group of thinkers making this or
that particular argument varies, and they each have their unique way of deriving their
own anarchist conclusions from their own take on Christianity, but only very few of
the Christian anarchist lines of argument outlined in Chapters 1 to 6 have not been
developed by several Christian anarchists (often independently from one another).
Collectively, therefore, this thesis finds them to be voicing a fairly coherent, rich and
comprehensive set of arguments in defence of Christian anarchism. Of course, each
theorist brings a slightly different emphasis, a different specialisation to the general
theory. Moreover, there is no doubt that an even more comprehensive theory of
Christian anarchism could be produced by the weaving into it of relevant threads
from precursors of Christian anarchism praised in Chapter 6, for instance, or from
more contemporary radical Christian political thinkers. Nonetheless, this thesis
already shows that the Christian anarchist school of thought is both very diverse and
fairly coherent at the same time, even before the possible inclusion of additional
thinkers.
A question arises, however, as to whether the term "Christian anarchism" is
really the best term to describe this school of thought, because of an etymological
quirk spotted by Eller. "An-archy," a word derived from the Greek, is usually
explained by political theorists to literally mean "without government" or "no rule."}
Yet while to understand the prefix "an" to mean "no" or "without" is correct, the
meaning of the Greek "arky" is not confined to "government," "rule" or "state." As
Eller explains, "The '-archy' root [which he thereafter spells 'arky'] is a common
Greek word that means 'priority,' 'primacy,' 'primordial,' 'principal,' 'prince,' and
the like."2 Indeed, he notes that "'pri-' is simply the Latin equivalent of the Greek
C'.
"
anarc hy" does mean " no government ," " no ruIe" or "no leader"
'arky. '" 3 Therelore
in the sense of "no prince" or "no principality." Yet Eller also remarks that "in
Colossians 1: 18 Paul actually identifies Jesus as 'the beginning,' 'the prime', 'THE
ARKY. ",4 Christian "anarchism," however, does not reject Jesus as the arky - quite
the contrary. Moreover, the "hier" in "hierarchy" comes from the Greek ".hiero.s,"
which means "sacred." Hence etymologically, "hierarchy" means somethmg hke
"sacred principle," "sacred government," or "sacred rule" - something that Christian
anarchists are keen promoters of.
See, for instance, Barr, Radical Hope, 9; Gay and G.ay eds., Ency.clopedia of Pol.itic~l Anar~hy~, s. v.
"Anarchism"; Heywood, Political Ideologies, 186; Kmna, Anarchism, 8; ~ropotkm, Anarchl~"!, from
the Encyclopaedia Britannica; Marshall, Demanding the Impossible, 3; Vmcent, Modern Polmcal
1

Ideologies, 114.
2 Eller, Christian Anarchy, 1.
3 Eller, Christian Anarchy, 1.
4 Eller, Christian Anarchy, 1 (Eller's upper-case).
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All this implies that the term "Christian anarchism," if one wants to be
etymologically pedantic, is somewhat inadequate: Christian anarchists do not reject
Jesus as the arky, and what they are calling for is for human beings to govern
themselves by the rule of God. Eller suggests that the "goal" of Christian anarchism is
indeed "'theonomy' - the rule, the ordering, the arky of God."s It is precisely because
of the~r "theonomy," because they consider Jesus as "the arky," that Christian
anarchIsts reject the state. 6
If a word should be added to "theonomy" to underscore this rejection of the
state, perhaps a more appropriate one than "anarchism" would be "acratism ," from
the Greek word "cratos" which means "state. " Yet even this would be problematic in
that "cratos" derives form the notion of "holding power," which is why Jesus is also
referred to in the Orthodox tradition as "the pantocrator" - that is, "the holder of all
power." Besides, since, for Christian anarchists, "acratism" is really the flip side of
their "theonomy," the expression "acratic theonomy" or "theonomic acraty" would
really be pleonasm, a redundancy of terms.
It may be that Eller's simple suggestion of "theonomy" is the best one.
Likewise, however, the term "Christianity" should also really be enough, since
Christian anarchists' anarchism stems from their understanding of Christianity hence the reference in the Introduction to "Christian (anarchism)." When it comes to
such playful attempts to find the best name, there are also those who refer to it as
"Christianarchy.,,7 In a sense, this word is ideal in that it can imply that the only true
arky is Christian (Christianlarchy). Unfortunately, however, it can equally plausibly
be read as preserving the problems and ambiguities of the term "anarchy"
(Christi/anarchy).
Anyway, despite all these considerations, given the common understanding
of the meanings of "Christianity" (as an apolitical religion at best, a religion
supportive of the state at worst) and "anarchism" (as the rejection of the state), it may
well be that the term "Christian anarchism" continues to best identify the essence of
what this theory is about, in that this name immediately prepares for a radical and
political interpretation of Jesus' teaching and example. It immediately prepares for a
theoretical perspective that derives "anarchism" from "Christianity." Therefore even
if this short discussion shows that, strictly speaking, the term is not etymologically
adequate, "Christian anarchism" probably remains the best way to name this
interpretation of Christianity, because it immediately declares that for its advocates,
the rejection of the state and the growth of a stateless society are inevitable political
implications of Christianity.

The kingdom of God in history
Many Christian anarchists identify their vision of a stateless society with the k~ngdom
of God foreseen by Jesus. 8 They expect this kingdom to become a future reahty here

Eller, Christian Anarchy, 3 (Eller's emphasis).
6 Eller, Christian Anarchy, 2.
. . .
..
7 Andrews, Christi-Anarchy; Elliott, Freedom, Jusflce and Christian Counter-Culture, XIV, Roger,
"Christianarchy. "; Tennant, Christianarchy?
.
8 See, for instance, [Anonymous], "The Body of Christ... " ~,Pinch a/Salt, Issue 5, De~ember 19~6,~;
B d aev "The Voice of Conscience from Another World, 14; Day, The Long Lonelmess, 268-... 69,
E~~O~, F:eedom, Justice and Christian Counter-Culture, 132-133; Pete,~ Haywood, "I~Truth Were
Known," A Pinch a/Salt, issue 5, December 1986, 11; Peter Lumsden, Only the Atheist Can
5
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on earth. T,olstoy i~ particul~r repeats several times that if all human beings were to
fulfil Jesus anarchIst teachIng, then God's kingdom would indeed "come upo
earth."IO He.nce to follow Jesus is to tread the path that leads to the future replacemen~
o~ h~ma~ kIn~do~~ by the stateless kingdom of God. Indeed, the Christian anarchist
mISSIOn IS t~ ~ntICIpate ~nd r~present" ~hat kingdom today. 11 The hope cherished by
seve~al ChrIstIan anarchIsts IS that dOIng so might perhaps thereby "hasten" its
comIng. 12
9

"Hastening" God's kingdom
However, from the pure Christian anarchist perspective outlined in this thesis there is
a great danger in trying to precipitate the advent of the kingdom of God: the
temptation to adopt violent means towards that end.13 Numerous millenarian sects
and movements have fallen into this trap and thereby betrayed the essence of Jesus'
tea.c~ing. 14 Indeed, one could argue that many utopian visions for society - be they
relIgIOUS or secular - have degenerated into violent and brutal movements precisely
because of their (usually honest albeit deluded) hope that the adoption of some
coercion might help precipitate the advent of their (usually well-intended) utopia. The
problem, as Christian anarchism makes a point of emphasising, lies not in the utopian
end, but in the coercive means to this end.
As noted in Chapter 4, it is also here that one finds perhaps one of the
clearest differences between Christian anarchism and more famous theologies of
liberation, in that the latter more willingly advocate the adoption of coercive means to
I5
liberate the oppressed. In his comparison of Christian anarchists and pacifists with
liberation theologians, W ogaman comments that the latter are "Least of all [ ... ]
impressed by the insistence" by the former "that Christians should not attempt to
manage the course of history," because "That is precisely what liberation theologians

Understand Religion," The Raven: anarchist quarterly 25711 (1994),25 (for the example of an atheist
making this connection); Roger, "Christianarchy," 13.
9 See, for instance (apart from the Tolstoy references below), Douglass, "Civil Disobedience as
Prayer," 9; Elliott, Freedom, Justice and Christian Counter-Culture, 71-72; Myers, Binding the Strong
Man, 276,318; George Wood, "The Kingdom of God," A Pinch of Salt, issue 12, March 1989, 14.
10 A. I. R., "A True Theosophist," 61; Kentish, "Introduction," 14; Marshall, Demanding the
Impossible, 370; Maude, Tolstoy and His Problems, 31; Tolstoy, "On Socialism, State and Christian,"
162; Tolstoy, "What's to Be Done?," 394 (for the quoted words); Tolstoy, What I Believe, 98-100,141.
II Jurgen Moltmann, quoted in Andrews, "Heaven on Earth," 88. See also Barr, Radical Hope, 13-14.
12 The notion of "hastening" is borrowed from 2 Peter 3: 12, and repeated for instance by Redford,
Jesus Is an Anarchist, 59-60. For similar expectations (the precise wording of which is spelt out in the
brackets) that Christian anarchists can help bring about the kingdom of God, see also Mandell, "Ellul
and the Left"; Maurin, Easy Essays (2003), 113 ("build up the City of God"); O'Reilly, "The Anarchist
Implications of Christian Discipleship," 11 ("to make it universally manifest"); Wood, "The Kingdom
of God," 14 ("the quest for the establishment ofthe Kingdom").
13 For Christian anarchists touching on this point, see for instance Bartley, Faith and Politics after
Christendom, 197-200; Eller, Christian Anarchy, 15-19; Ellul, Violence, 43-47, 149-150; Kennan, "A
Visit to Count Tolstoi," 256-257 (to some extent only); Nicholls, Deity and Domination, 120 (on
.,
Berdyaev).
.
14 Chelcicky's main criticism of the Taborites, for instance, is focused preCisely o~.th~~r a~optJOn of .
violence. Brock, The Roots of War Resistance, 14; Molnar, A Study of Peter Chelclckj sLife, 8, 14-23,
Wagner, Petr ChelCickj, 57. For a comprehensive study ofmillenaria~ movemen~s, see Norm.an Cohn,
The Pursuit of the Millennium: Revolutionary Millenarians and Mysflcal Anarchists o/the Middle
Ages (London: Paladin, 1970).
.
.
15 Ellul's Violence seems to have been written precisely in response to the growing populanty of these
theologies of liberation, although Ellul never really says this clearly and explicitly in the book.
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have set out to dO!,,16 In other words, liberation theologians are usually assuming that
the advent of the ki~g~om of Go~ can and should be managed by human beings,
whereas (most) ~hnstIan anarchIst theorists, although hoping to anticipate and
repr~sent God's kIngdom through their witness, ultimately rely on God's mysterious
provIdence rather than human management to see that the kingdom does indeed grow
to its full potential.
. Adm~tt:dly, as no~ed in Cha~ter 4 and 6, there does seem to be a tendency
for stnct, ChrIstIan anarchIst non-reSIstance to drift towards non-violent resistance
and sometimes further into increasingly confrontational forms of resistance. A
de~ai.led examination of this tendency falls outside the immediate scope of this thesis.
Dnving t?at tendency, however, seems to be an increasing (and understandable)
~xasperatIon and loss of patience with what is seen as the oppressive status quo Indeed an attempt to therefore somehow precipitate, through human intervention, the
fall of the state and the advent the kingdom of God on earth. That impatient
exasperation with oppression, in some form or other, is present in the more
confrontational variants of Christian anarchism just as it is present in liberation
theology, and informs, in both, the will to accelerate humanity's promised
emancipation from evil.
Bartley seems to reach the root of the problem when he suggests that the
adoption of violence by Christians to "hasten" the kingdom of God depends "a great
deal on how they believe God achieves his purposes, and how they interpret Jesus'
teaching on the Kingdom of God.,,17 To put things crudely, if you believe that God is
waiting for human beings to manage a transition to his kingdom, then coercion
quickly becomes appropriate. This is not so, however, if you believe that Jesus'
teaching implies a letting go of any delusion about the efficacy of political
management; that God wants us to witness to Jesus' teaching of patient and sacrificial
love and forgiveness in our own lives and communities; that the kingdom of God can
only be hastened by the willing conversion of fellow human beings in response to
such witness; and that God calls us to keep faith in his oversight of the mysterious
advent of his kingdom. The latter is obviously what this thesis has identified as the
pure Christian anarchist position.
Christian anarchist theory argues that in his teaching and example, Jesus
rejects the temptation of political engineering and instead resigns himself to the cross.
He does not call us to manage the course of history, but to surrender fully to God's
commandments and to keep faith in God and in the growth of his kingdom. Thus,
even though Christian anarchist theorists certainly do passionately long for the advent
of the stateless kingdom of God, they insist that the only way of "hastening" it consist
in patiently loving and forgiving evil, thus surrendering the conventional tools for the
steering of history, while at the same time keeping faith in God's admittedly
mysterious providence (this theme is discussed in more detail further below).
It is the loss of such Christian patience and faith that is at the root of the
decision "to build the kingdom on earth with [human] hands," to supplant God's
providence by human management. 18 Tolstoy rem~rks that "a great part ~f ~he evil of
the world is due to our wishing to see the realisatIOn of what we are strIvmg at, but
Wogaman, Christian Perspectives on Politics, 100. For liberation theologt s hope to build God's
kingdom through human agency and thereby liberate the oppressed, see for mstance Gustavo .
Gutierrez, "Liberation Theology," in Ideals and Ideologies: A Reader, ed. Terence Ball and Richard
Dagger, trans. Sister Caridad Inda and John Eagleson (New York: Longman, 1999); Rowland,
"Liberation Theology and Politics."
17 Bartley, Faith and Politics after Christendom, 200.
.
.
18 Ellul, Violence, 150 (note that here, Ellul says this concerning faith, not so much patience).
16
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ar: not yet ready f~r."19.It is tempting to lose patience and try to prod things forward
a httle ~aster, espe.c~ally In t?e fa~e of very real injustice. Yet just as Jesus rejected the
temptatIOn of polItIcal engineenng, his followers must do so, too. They must trust
God and Jesus' methods instead. This does not mean that Christians must sit back and
passively observe God's providence of history from afar. As mentioned above
(~specially in Chapter 5), Christians are called to anticipate and represent God's
kIngdom, to follow the method taught and exemplified by Jesus. Indeed, they are
called to try to present God's kingdom on earth through their own example - but they
are told to remain patient and forgiving with the world's apparent deafness to it. They
are called to keep faith that in the end, the stateless kingdom of God will indeed
come.

History's mysterious unfolding
There is therefore a clear sense, among several Christian anarchists, of gradual
progress towards God's kingdom. Ballou and Tolstoy, in particular, frequently speak
20
of such progress. Elliott likewise warns that "The development of the Kingdom
depends [ ... ] on the members of the Kingdom gradually extending its claims over all
systems and structures, transforming them in that process.,,21 Just like for Tolstoy and
Ballou, for Elliott, the kingdom of God is a "present reality" as soon as one decides
"to live under the rule of God, rather than the rule of others," and this kingdom
gradually spreads by the decision by an increasing number of others to do the same
22
thing. In short, when writing about the kingdom of God, Elliott, Ballou and Tolstoy
all seem to expect a slow progress of humanity towards it.
Ellul and Eller take a very different view: both expect some sort of
momentous divine intervention to usher the kingdom. Eller devotes an entire chapter
to this issue.23 He argues that there are "two completely different understandings of
how human history is directed" and of "moral progress. ,,24 He classes one such
understanding as "arky faith" because it believes that "social good becomes actual as
those arkys we perceive to be good either displace the established arkys of evil or
convert them to good," and he explains that such a view implies "gradualism,"
gradual "learning" and "progress," even "triumphalism.,,25 The other view, he says,
"will make no use of the arkys" because it identifies Jesus Christ as "The Arky," as a
result of which it sees human history through the lens of "death and resurrection. ,,26

Tolstoy, quoted in Maude, Tolstoy and His Problems, 62 (Tolstoy's emphasis) .
20 For (sometimes only implicit, but also often explicit) evidence of this, see, for mstance, B~llou,
.
Christian Non-Resistance, chap. 4, para. 25, 27,32, and chap. 26, para. 22; Ballou, Non-Resistance In
Relation to Human Governments, 3; Tolstoy, "Bethink Yourselves!," 249; Tolstoy, The Inevitable
Revolution' Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 56-57, 96-102,120-126,270-274: 393,
407; Tolst~y, "A Reply to the Synod's Edict of Excommunication," 224,;, Tolstoy: ".The Teachmg of
Jesus," 347-348, 358; Tolstoy, What 1 Believe, 180. See also Abraham, The RelIgIOUS Ideas and
Social Philosophy of Tolstoy," 107-108.
.
21 Elliott, Freedom, Justice and Christian Counter-Culture, 117 (emphasIs added).
22 Elliott, Freedom, Justice and Christian Counter-Culture, 69-72. (The quoted words are from page
19

~Pl11 the quotes that follow come from Eller, Christian Anarchy, chap. 9. See also pages 157,161,
249-253.
24 Eller Christian Anarchy, 221.
25 Eller: Christian Anarchy, 221-222 (emphasis removed).
., .
26 Eller, Christian Anarchy, 222-223 (emphasis removed). On page I, he explams that It IS Paul who
describes Jesus as "The Arky" in Colossians 1: 18.
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"That. is, ~ather than a story of gradual progress, Eller sees history as a
?radual d,:tenoratIon ~nd .fall to t~~ low po~nt of Good Friday," at which point "God
Intervenes to usher hIS kIngdom. Eller cItes numerous passages in the Bible that
narrate a similar "death-and-resurrection pattem.,,28 Several of these are from the
Boo.k ~f Revel~tion, which indeed portrays the rise to political power of the
AntIchrIst and hIS eventual defeat after a spectacular intervention from heaven. 29 For
Eller, this confirms that Christians must have faith not in the gradual progress of
humanity towards the kingdom of God, but "in the grace of a God of resurrection
capability. ,,30 Still, Eller nevertheless maintains that this does not mean that efforts at
moral progress have "no significance" at all, but simply that Christians must distance
themselves from any "moral triumphalism" and brace themselves for the very worst
before the long-awaited advent of God's kingdom.31
Ellul takes a similar view. 32 "The Bible," he writes, "tells us that it is God
alone [ ... ] who will institute the kingdom at the end oftime.,,33 For Ellul, "history is
not a progress towards the kingdom of God," and the kingdom will only materialise
"via another rupture.,,34 Like Eller, therefore, Ellul is keen to dissociate himself from
the "illusion" that "kindness and virtue will always triumph" so with each trial,
humanity progresses by yet another step towards the promised land. 35 Clearly, then,
both Eller and Ellul disagree with the view of history trumpeted by Elliott, Ballou and
Tolstoy. What all share, however, is a longing for the kingdom of God, a confidence
that it will one day come about (whether progressively or through some spectacular
rupture), and an understanding that Christians ought to try to present an image of this
kingdom to the pagan world that surrounds them.
While on the topic of the kingdom of God, brief mention should be made of
Berdyaev's and Cavanaugh's idiosyncratic perceptions of it. 36 Berdyaev repeatedly
speaks of two realms - of Caesar and of the Spirit - which he believes to be clearly
separate and governed by different forces. 37 He insists on this dualism and indeed
accuses Tolstoy precisely of being "fundamentally monistic.,,38 One of his main aims
Eller Christian Anarchy, 223-224.
The ~assages he cites are Genesis 3, 7, 22, the stories of Jacob and Joseph, 2 Samuel 12, Isaiah
10:33-11:1, Deutero-Isaiah, Ezekiel 37, Mark 8:34-35, Jesus' crucifixion and resurrection, Romans 6,
Ephesians 2, and Revelations 11, 12, 20 and 21.Eller, Christian Anarchy,. 224-229.
.
29 An interesting political interpretation of Revelation ~om a mor.e establIshed theol~gIan (but n~
.
Christian anarchist) along similar themes can be found m Josef Pieper, The End of Time: A MedllatlOn
on the Philosophy of History, trans. Michael Bullock (San Francisco: Ignatius, 1999), 116-148.
30 Eller, Christian Anarchy, 230.
31 (The precise expression Eller uses here is "moral triumph.") Eller, Christian Anarchy, 23.1-?32.
32 Aside from the passages cited below, see also Eller, Christian Anarchy: ~31 : Goddard, LIVing the
Word, Resisting the World, 27; Wogaman, Christian Perspectives on PolItiCS, 64.
33 Ellul, Violence, 76.
.
.
.
34 Goddard, Living the Word, Resisting the World, 89, 99. (Goddard descnbes It as an other rupture m
history because the Fall was the first such rupture.)
35 Ellul, Violence, 88.
.
.
36 Andrews also refers the kingdom of God in his writings, but he IS omitted here beca~se he does not
really make any definite or detailed statements about it. He generally seem.s to expect It to cO.me ab~ut
progressively, but sometimes he seems to say that only God ~an control thiS ..What he does diSCUSS m
more detail is what he describes as the four possible p~rspe~tlves on th~ relatIOn between ma~er and
spirit (he sides with the one that sees them as "c?termmous ). For pass~ng references to the kmgdom,
see for instance Andrews, Integral Mission, RelIef and Deve.l?pment, 9, Andrews, .L~ve and Fear, 8..
For his discussion of the four perspectives on matter and SpIrIt, see Andrews, Christl-Anarchy, 56-59,
Andrews, "Heaven on Earth," 153-154.
37 Berd aev The Realm of the Spirit and the Realm of Caesar.
..
.
Y , "The Voice of Conscience from Another World," 17. As mentlOned.m the Introduction,
38 B d
Tols~~;:~:ke on religion was very rationalistic (arguably deistic) and very sceptical of supernatural
27
28
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is to .cr~tici.se those who believe that a "perfect, harmonious" society will ever
matenahse In the "realm of Caesar," because according to him, "Only the Kingdom
o~ God, th~ realm o~the Spirit, can be perfect and harmonious.,,39 It may well be that
hIS stance IS a reactIOn to the brutality that tends to be justified by those who seek to
usher God's kingdom in the realm of Caesar. 40 Yet Berdyaev also speaks of a "final
monism," which he says will only "be confirmed in the Kingdom of God.,,41 Of this
kingdom, he says that it will be "the creation of a new world," of "this world
transfigured," and that it can thus "be envisaged only eschatologically.,,42 In other
words, the specifics of this kingdom cannot be foreseen, and it will look
fundamentally different to the realm of Caesar, but Berdyaev still envisages an
eschatological transformation of the hitherto separate realms of Caesar and the Spirit.
He may refuse to expect God's kingdom on earth, but then he expects earth to be
transformed at the end point of history.
Cavanaugh, for his part, criticises at length the clear separation of the
.. I
d
. I
43
spIntua an matena planes. Moreover, he argues that "in the Eucharist the
Kingdom [of God] irrupts into time and 'confuses' the spiritual and the temporal.,,4.f
He writes that the Eucharist results in such "confusion" because it "anticipates the
future Kingdom, re-members Jesus' conflict with the powers of this world, and brings
both future and past dimensions of Christ into the present in the form of a visible
body.,,45 Hence "Eucharistic celebrations," for Cavanaugh, "are the link between
heavenly and earthly times.,,46 In other words, the kingdom of God, for him, is a
mysterious phenomenon very different to our current reality, yet one that irrupts into
this reality at the liturgical moment of the Eucharist.
What is clear from all this is that Christian anarchists (broadly defined) take
very different views on the nature of the kingdom of God, on the manner of its
advent, and on the broader relationship between the material and the spiritual. They
all look forward to this kingdom, but they also often remain uncertain about its
specifics, and they usually stress that they do not know when it will come. 47 What
unites most of them, however, is their refusal to succumb to the temptation of trying
to hasten it through common political means.

phenomena (although his understanding ofth~ relation between the finite a~d the infin!~e co~fus~s
matters somewhat), and it is on the basis of thIS that ~erdyaev ca~ accuse hIm of such mOnIsm. . ,
Berdyaev is also critical (on page 12) of Tolstoy's faIth that the kmgdom can come through humanIty s
gradual adoption of Jesus' teaching.
..
.
39 Berdyaev, The Realm o/the Spirit and t~e Realm ofC,aesar, 177. On the basIs ofthIs.cIea~ dualism,
Berdyaev believes that the state will remam a necessIty m the real~ of Caesa~, as explam~d I~
Berdyaev, The Realm o/the Spirit and the Realm o/C~esar, 72; N~cholls, pel~ and D~mmatlOn, 125.
40 His book often reads as a deliberate response to SOVIet communIs~, WhIch IS an ObVIOUS example of
the adoption of violent means to precipitate the advent ofa better SOCIety. Berdyaev, The Realm o/the
Spirit and the Realm 0/ Caesar.
41 Berdyaev, The Realm o/the Spirit and the Rea~m o/Caes~r, ~?
42 Berdyaev, "Personality, Religion, and ExistentIal AnarchIsm, 164 (for the first two quotes),
Berdyaev, The Realm o/the Spirit and the R.ealm o/Caesar, 178 (for the last quote).
43 Cavanaugh, Torture and Eucharist, espeCIally chap. 4.
44 Cavanaugh, Torture and Eucharist, 206.
45 Cavanaugh, Torture and Eucharist, 251.
46 Cavanaugh, Torture and Eucharist, 224.
.
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The tem ptation of normal political action
For I?-0st Chris~i~n anarchists, it is crucial to dissociate Christianity from any
delusIOns. ~f polItlcal efficacy (as noted in Chapter 4). Jesus' way, for them, is not

ab0.ut polItlCal effectiveness, but about surrendering to God. The temptation to mould
so.cIety through political power is the very temptation that Jesus rejects in the
wIlderness (see Chapter 2), because it implies worship of the devil and a lack of faith
in God. Jesus' way is political not because it prescribes the adoption by the state of
th~s. ~r .tha~ policy, but because it subverts the very legitimacy of political power by
CrItlcising ItS methods and by exemplifying a way of life that makes the state and the
customary channels of political action superfluous.
Ellul therefore insists that Christians today must not seek to find and apply a
"Christian 'solution'" to political problems. 48 For him, it is an "illusion" to think that
"our problems can actually be solved through politics.,,49 God's kingdom cannot be
reached by '''Christianising' society" from the top down, by using the state to
somehow incite the development of Christian values. 50 Yet even from the bottom up,
Jesus' way of the cross is not to be seen merely as the magic solution to political
problems, as the ultimate tool to manage the course of history.
One of the clearest discussions of the Christian rejection of the temptation to
"manage history" can be found in Yoder's Politics of Jesus. 51 Yoder claims that most
Christians "are obsessed with the [ ... ] direction of history" and "moved by a deep
desire to make things move in the right direction. ,,52 Yet just like Christian anarchists,
Yoder suggests that "Christ's teaching on meekness" and "servanthood" raises
questions about "whether it is our business at all to guide our actions by the course
we wish history to take.,,53 Instead of guiding their actions thus, Yoder argues (based
on Revelation) that Christians must rely more on Jesus both to understand the
movement of history and to seek guidance for how to act within it: Jesus, he says, "is
to be looked at as the mover of history and as the standard by which Christians must
learn how they are to look at the moving ofhistory.,,54 That standard, for Yoder, is the
suffering of the cross.
Yoder argues that Jesus faced a clear choice between the "effectiveness" of
"the crown" and "obedience" through "the cross.,,55 His choice of the cross, for

Ellul, Violence, 24.
Wogaman, Christian Perspectives on Politics, 59. See Jacques Ellul, The Political Illusion, trans.
Konrad Kellen (New York: Vintage, 1967).
50 Goddard, Living the Word, Resisting the World, 112.
."
51 That specific wording is from Yoder, The Politics ofJesus, 230. For bnef summanes of.Yoder s
views on this issue, see for instance Craig Hovey, "Making Caesar Tell the Truth and Tellmg the Truth
to Caesar: Christian Witness as Fearless Speech and Radical Protest," paper presented at Faith's Public
Role: Politics and Theology, Cambridge, 7 April 2005, available from http://www.st..
edmunds.cam.ac.uk/vhi/fis/fpr/hovey.pdf (accessed 20 May 2005),9-10; Wogaman, Chnstran
Perspectives on Politics, 66, 70.
..
,
52 Yoder, The Politics ofJesus, 228. On that page and the .next two, h~ adds that Ch~lstIans concern
"has to do with looking for the right 'handle' by whIch one can get a hold on the course of
oft en
h'
.. '
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53 Yoder, The Politics of Jesus, 230.
54 Yoder, The Politics of Jesus, 233.
55 Yoder, The Politics ofJeSllS, 233-234.
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Yod~r,. demonstrates a "commitment to such a degree of faithfulness to the character
of dIvIne love that he was willing for its sake to sacrifice 'effectiveness.',,56 To
choose the cross rather than the crown is a demonstration of faith in God and in the
nature of love.
Furthermore, Yoder maintains that the cross is "not adequately" understood
if it is. seen "as a peculiarly efficacious technique [ ... ] for getting one's way:·57
AccordIng to Yoder, "The point is not that one can attain all of one's legitimate ends
without using violent means. It is rather that our readiness to renounce legitimate
ends whenever they cannot be attained by legitimate means itself constitutes our
participation in the triumphant suffering of the Lamb.,,58 Following Jesus and taking
up one's cross is not about "results," but about "obedience" and "faithfulness.,,59 It is
not to be seen as a useful method to provoke an effect on something else, but as a sign
of confidence in God. Thus, as Myers notes, Yoder highlights that Jesus' teaching
"has little to say concerning ends, or the criterion of efficacy.,,6o It concentrates "upon
historical means," and leaves "the historical 'fruits' [ ... ] in the hands of God. ,,61
Moreover, again just like Christian anarchists, Yoder admits that we cannot
fully understand "How God acts.,,62 Yet he also adds that "the crucified Jesus"
provides a "key to understanding what God is about," because "in Jesus we have a
clue to which kind of causation, which kinds of community-building, which kinds of
conflict management, go with the grain of the cosmos.,,63 In Jesus, God provides a
clue as to how he steers the course of history. Hence according to Yoder, it is only by
following Jesus to the cross and thereby renouncing any attempts to manage history
that Christians (paradoxically) come close to participating in God's steering of
·
64
hIstory.
Chelcicky is aware that this resignation of political effectiveness will be
criticised by those who seek to hasten God's kingdom through political means. 65 He
is "certain that all who would be true Christians will always be reviled, rebuked and
despised by those who seek an earthly kingdom.,,66 Despite this, however, they "must
distance themselves from hope for physical redemption.,,67 They must not seek topdown political reform but work on "the regeneration of [their] own life" through
Yoder, The Politics of Jesus, 234.
Yoder, The Politics ofJesus, 237 (see also the previous page for a related comment on non-violent
activism).
58 Yoder, The Politics ofJesus, 237. Yoder therefore argues (on pages 238-239) that the debate among
Christians should not be on "the theoretical issue of whether evil may be done for the sake of good,"
because "really the deeper question is the axiom that underlies the question, namely that it is a high
~ood to make history move in the right direction."
9 Yoder, The Politics ofJesus, 238.
60 Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 461 (Myers' emphasis).
.,
61 Myers, Binding the Strong Man, 349. These precise word~, are borrowed .by My~rs from ?a~dhl s
description of satyagraha. Myers makes it clear that Gandhi s satyagraha IS for him. very Similar to
what Jesus taught, and he also uses almost exact1~ the sa~e ~ords (as those quoted m the text) to
describe Jesus' way when commenting on Yoder s contnbu~lOn (on page 4~ 1).
..
62 He says that this "can be expressed only in metaphors which our mechanically formed world vIsion
can only consider fantastic or poetic." Yoder, The Politics ofJesus, 245.
63 Yoder, The Politics ofJesus, 246.
.
.
64 Along these lines, Yoder writes that "The Church will be most effective when .It abandons
effectiveness." Yoder, quoted in Hovey, "Making Caesar Tell the Truth and Tellmg the Truth to
56
57
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f:att.
. h 68 Further:n~re, even If
.
the world around them is not moved by their witness,
these tr;!e ~hnstIans must. be "a colony of heaven," a beacon of faith striving to
present an Image of the KIngdom of God" to the dark world that surrounds and often
ignores them. 69
.
The .i~portant difference is between anticipating and precipitating the
kIngdom: ChnstIans are to anticipate it in their own lives and communities but not
~eek to. precipitate it - l.est they become impatient and step upon the slippery'slope to
IncreasIngly confrontatlOnal activism. 7o What is important is not the future but the
here and now, not the eventual dawning of the Christian anarchist utopia but
witnessing to its potential today. Therefore, even if their witness does not seem
efficacious in hastening God's kingdom, Christians must continue to strive to follow
Jesus in their own life and community, and not be tempted to force others to do the
same as well. 71 Their witness might move others to convert to Jesus' way - but,
equally, it might not. It might precipitate the kingdom - but, equally, it might not.
They must assess their own actions not against the extent to which they have
succeeded in hastening the kingdom, but solely on the extent to which they have
strived to anticipate and represent the kingdom by following Jesus' teaching and
example in their own lives.72
It is perhaps also here that another explanation for the corruption of the
church around the time of Constantine, and of many of the radical Christian sects and
movements of the Middle Ages (see Chapters 3 and 6), is to be found. That is, these
pre-modern examples of (at least partial or embryonic) Christian anarchism
succumbed to the temptation to precipitate the advent of God's kingdom through
political action. 73 They apparently saw political power or the adoption of violent
means as an opportunity to hasten the kingdom of God's advent on earth. It seems
they thought that by moving away from the persecuted and seemingly politically
ineffective edge of society, they might have a better chance of doing God's work. In
doing so, however, they demonstrated a loss of faith in God and a disobedience of
Jesus' counsel of patience, love and forgiveness. Even if they were motivated by an
understandable desire to change society for the better, they succumbed to the
temptation which Jesus rejected. Where they once worshiped God, keeping faith in
his steering of history, they now worshipped human agency, asking it to deliver what
God alone can deliver.
Eller discusses at length this temptation to "worship" (etymologically: "the
considering worthy of') the state and similar forms of human agency. He insists that

Wagner, Petr ChelcickY, 156.
Molnar, A Study of Peter ChelcickY's Life, 8.
. .
.
.
Obviously, what is being said here builds upon the thinki~g .of several. Christian anarchist theOrists,
but may well be contested by several Christian anarchist ~Ct~VIStS, esp~cIally those .who favour the
adoption of such increasingly confrontational t~ctics. ~hrlstIan .ana~chlsts .(and paCifists) do ~ot ~ll
speak the same voice on this issue. Hence the vlew.artlculated 10 thiS sectlo~ of the .C~nc1uslOn IS not a
summary that all Christian anarchists would sub~crlb~ to, ?ut a s.et of reflectIOns buIldmg on the
insights from Christian anarchist theory as deSCribed 10 thiS theSIS.
,
71 Hennacy's way of expressing the same idea was to say: "I may not ch~nge the world, but I 11 work
so the world won't change me." Hennacy, quoted in Day, "Foreword," Xl. See also Hennacy, The Book
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f3 See, for instance, Alexis-Baker, "Embracing God, Rejectmg Masters,'.' 2.; Ellul, Anarchy and .
. . 't 94' Ellul Vl'olence 44-45' Goddard Lil'ing the Word. Reslsflng the World,296-297,
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"T~e threat o.f the arky~ is not so .~uch their existence as it is our granting that

eXIstence ~eahty. an~ weIght - our gIvIng ourselves to them, attaching importance to
them, puttI~g faIth In them, making idols of them.,,74 As explained in Chapter 4, he
argues that In response to the tax question, Jesus "makes the distinction between the
one, ultimate, absolute choice and all lesser, relative choices," that the lesson from
this episode. i~ ~'to absoluti~~5 God alone and let the state and all other arkys be the
human relatIvItIes they are.
Next to God, the state is not to be granted any worth.
For Eller, Jesus' way "deprives arkys of their pathos" and "starves them out" in doing
SO.76 In other words, Jesus refuses to be passionate about the state, and teaches
~ndiffer~nt dismissal of it, because what is important - indeed absolutely important _
IS obedIence to God, not the deluded grandeur of idolatrous human pretensions. 77
Thus Christians must not succumb to the temptation to take human agency seriously,
for instance by ascribing value to the state.
It is in this sense and this sense only that Christianit~ is indeed "apolitical" it is indifferent to the petty politics of human management. 8 Yet precisely because
human beings worship the state so highly, Christianity's implications are very
political and subversive. In calling to worship God as the one and only master, Jesus
is draining the state of any power and legitimacy.79 In this sense, true Christianity's
indifference to the state destroys it. 80 This might also be one of the reasons why
Jesus' crucifixion not only unmasks the state's violent nature and idolatrous
pretensions, but it also defeats it - it drains it of its legitimacy, defeating it from
within. Where Christianity is adopted, it renders the state obsolete. The state
continues to exist, but it is already defeated by Jesus' crucifixion. For followers of
Jesus, the state becomes irrelevant. That is why any obedience or disobedience to it is
accidental and secondary to the only priority of obeying God. To repeat, Jesus'
followers are called to anticipate and represent the kingdom of God, but they must
guard against the temptation to worship political action to precipitate it.
Thus, the main peril of politics is this temptation to steer the course of
history . Yet there is also another peril - one which all anarchists are aware of. That is,
the danger with any bottom-up organisation is that it can easily degenerate into a
much more coercive, top-down structure of the kind that anarchists loathe. As
Chapter 6 shows, many a commune has degenerated in that way, following a crisis,
for instance, or the influence of some charismatic but somewhat controlling leader.
There is a tendency in organic communities to seek to define and fix the community'S
organisation more rigidly, usually out of a desire to safeguard its essential core.
Often, however, this later leads to coercion against those whose behaviour drifts away
Eller, Christian Anarchy, 12. See also Ellul, "Anarchism and Christianity," 171-172; Goddard,
Living the Word, Resisting the World, 124.
. . .
75 Eller Christian Anarchy, 82, 83. See also Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, 84-85.
.
76 Rath~r than an exact quotation, this is actually paraphrasing Eller's quotation of Kar.l Barth, whl~h
reads as follows: "Deprive them of their PATHOS, and they will be st~r~ed out; but stir up revol~t\On
against them, and their PATHOS is provided fresh fodder." Eller, Christian Anarchy, 125 (Barth s
upper-case).
. .,
.
.
77 Ellul "Anarchism and Christianity," 171; Ellul, Anarchy and Christianity, 56, 71, Ellul, VIOlence,
42; Goddard, Living the Word, Resisting t~e Wor/~, 105,231, ~9~-300;. Molnar, A Study ~(Peter
_· fr,~' Lifi 86' Yoder "The Theological BasIs of the Chnstlan Witness to the State, 11. 17-18.
Ch e1CICI\)'
s I e"
,
h . . A
h ..
78 For a discussion of this accusation of being "apolitical," see also Eller, C rlstlan narc y, XI-XIV.
79 Eller Christian Anarchy, 82.
.
.
80 Alon~ these lines, Halliday remarks that "Christianity would destroy government by wlth~rawl~g
. '1 ar Iy co mments that "To take away a government's
[ ...
IS to
support, " an d Ell uI simi
.
..
" ] good r'conscIence
I
..,.
take away I'ts power to use vI'olence , because it is to take away ItS legitimacy. Ellul, rzo ence, 14_),
Halliday, Christian Libertarians, para. 46.
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from the agreed rules. This tendency is examined in the next section where it is also
suggested that Jesus' teaching acts as a permanent reminder of this risk. If indeed so,
the~ the only way to safeguard the essence of a Christian anarchist community is
agaIn to alway.s fa~l back to Jesus' teaching, not human rules, when addressing
whatever new sItuatIOn the community may be faced with.

Relentless prophecy at the margins
In order to elaborate on this tendency of communities to rigidify and become more
coercive, and on the prophetic role of Jesus' political teaching in response to it, it is
helpful to digress briefly into insights derived from Christian theology. What follows
is therefore not a position articulated in the Christian anarchist literature, but a set of
reflections, inspired by broader Christian theology, on the dynamic nature of political
institutions and on the role of Christian anarchism in that context.

Love, justice, and social ontology
This digression builds upon insights developed by theologians Paul Tillich and Paul
Ricoeur to reflect on the ontological ground and eschatological calling of love,
justice, and social and political institutions, the significance of which for Christian
anarchist theory is teased out further below. 81
Tillich describes love as a "the moving power of life," as a primordial force
that reunites the separated, and justice, as giving form to this reunion. 82 Given this
thesis' limited scope, these insights cannot be fully examined and justified here. 83 The
point is that from this ontological perspective, "love is the principle of justice.,,84
Love and justice are ontologically united in that justice is driven by love and gives
form to it. Moreover, and importantly for the present thesis, love and justice work
together towards the full actualisation of being, but they remain in tension within
their ontological unity. Therefore, any attempt to define justice - for instance by
trying to encapsulate it in laws that prejudge future concrete situation - amounts to a
move that is untrue to the ontological essence of justice. Any such definition of
"justice" almost immediately loses touch with love - and indeed thereby immediately
begins losing touch with justice itself - because love continues its conquest of the
separated, and thus continuously transforms justice anew. Justice, from Tillich's
perspective, is therefore essentially dynamic. 85 Whenever attempts are made to fix or
define it, justice begins losing touch with its ontological ground, and, over time, the
ageing definition of justice gradually becomes increasingly more unjust.
These reflections are enriched by Ricoeur's on the relation between the
Golden Rule and the commandment to love our enemies. Ricoeur argues that there is
a tension between the two in that the "hyperethical" commandment to love our
A preliminary version of these ideas can be found in Alexandre J. M. E. Christoyannopoulos and
Joseph Milne, "Love, Justice, and Social Eschatology," Th~ Heythro? Journal..J.8/6 (2007), some
passages from which are closely paraphrased in parts of thIs subsectIon. .
..
82 Paul Tillich, Love, Power, and Justice: Ontological Analyses and Ethical ApplicatIOns (London:
Oxford University Press, 1954),25.
. "
, . .
83 For their detailed exposition, see Tillich, Love, Power, and Justice: Here, so~.e of.T!I~lCh. s insIghts
are simply taken as helpful starting points for an interesting perspectIve on politIcal instItutIOns and
Christian anarchist theory.
84 Tillich, Love, Power, and Justice, 57.
.
85 He uses the term "creative." Tillich, Love, Power, and Jusflce, 64.
81
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~nemies "devel?ps a log.ic of superabundance" which "at first glance [ ... ] opposes
Itself to the lOgIC of equIvalence" and "reciprocity" embodied in the Golden Rule the same logic of equivalence which is also present in most contemporary discourses
.
.
86 R·
on Justlce.
Icoeur, however, then argues that
~he commandment of.love does not abolish the golden rule but instead reinterprets it
In

t~rm~ of generosIty, and thereby makes not just possible but necessary an

applIcation of the commandment whereby, owing to its hyperethical status, it does
not accede to the ethical sphere except at the price of paradoxical and extreme forms
of behavior, those forms which are in fact recommended in the wake of the new
commandment. 87

The commandment to love our enemies fulfils the Golden Rule by reinterpreting it
"in terms of generosity," resulting in ethical recommendations that are radical and
"paradoxical." Examples of such ethical suggestions, Ricoeur continues, "are in fact
recommended [by Jesus] in the wake of the new commandment. ,,88 These
recommendations are none other than Jesus' instructions in the Sermon on the Mount
- the very Bible passage which Chapter 1 identifies as the essential inspiration for
Christian anarchist theory.89 Thus, for Ricoeur, Jesus' commandments in the Sermon
on the Mount are informed by love's radical reinterpretation of ethics and of the logic
of equivalence. (Interestingly, Ricoeur also notes that "those unique and extreme
forms of commitment" were "taken up by St Francis, Gandhi, and Martin Luther
King" - all noted in Chapter 6 as examples also praised by Christian anarchists. 90 )
Ricoeur then argues that "Without the corrective of the commandment to
love, the golden rule would be constantly drawn in the direction of a utilitarian
maxim whose formula is [ ... ]: I give so that you will give. ,,91 That is, without love,
justice would be caught in a utilitarian logic of equivalence and reciprocity.
Therefore, the "hyperethical" commandment to love does not criticise the logic of
equivalence of the Golden Rule so much as its perverse, self-interested
interpretation. 92 Put in broader terms, love is not critical of distributive or reciprocal
justice per se, but of its selfish interpretation. Without love, justice tends to be
defined by cold calculations based on rigid rules on equivalence and reciprocity.
When love informs justice, however, it drives justice to its limits, where it is
enveloped by love's logic of superabundance and leads to revolutionary forms of
behaviour. Indeed, from this perspective, the Golden Rule is truly just only when
informed by love - not when it is interpreted as cold, calculative, self-interested
reciprocity.
Hence Ricoeur reaches a conclusion similar to Tillich's: justice, he says, is
"the necessary medium of love; precisely because love is hypermoraL it enters the
practical and ethical sphere only under the aegis of justic~. ,,93. At the same time~ lo:e
remains "hyperethical," that is, beyond, just ahead of ethICS Itself. It enters ethICS III
the form of justice, and yet works for justice to transform itself .anew. In sum, from
Tillich's and Ricoeur's perspective, love drives towards the reUnIon of the separated,
and justice holds the reunited together by giving form to the reunion. Love, however,
Paul Ricoeur, "Love and Justice," in Paul Ricoeur: The Hermeneutics of Action, ed. Richard
Kearney, trans. David Pellauer (London: Sage, 1996), 33-34.
87 Ricoeur, "Love and Justice," 35.
88 Ricoeur "Love and Justice," 35.
89 Note th~t Ricoeur quotes Jesus' commandments according to Luke rather than Matthew (both of
which can be found in Appendix A). Ricoeur, "Love and Justice," 35.
90 Ricoeur "Love and Justice," 35.
91 Ricoeur: "Love and Justice," 35-36 (Ricoeur's emphasis).
92 Ricoeur, "Love and Justice," 36.
93 Ricoeur, "Love and Justice," 36-37.
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carrie.s o~ working for broader reunion of the still separated. Thus love persistently
calls JustIce to adopt new forms, to push itself to its limits and transform itself anew
because ageing formulations of justice tend to become inadequate to new situations. '
These theological reflections on love and justice are relevant here because
they have a b~ari~g on the nature and purpose of political institutions, the prime
~xa~pl.e of whIch IS, ?f course, the state. Ontologically speaking, social and political
InStItutlOn~ c~n be SaId to embody or articulate a community's vision of justice. 94
They are InstItuted by the coming together of society, and they set down the form
which justice is expected to take in that society. Yet since justice is continuously
~ransformed by love, any institution that is not open to continuously transforming
Its~lf anew by reinterpreting its formulation of justice tends to become increasingly
unJust. When political and religious institutions try to seize, legislate and defend a
fixed definition of social justice, they fail to remain open to love's continuous
reinterpretation of justice. Instead, they tend to decline into juridicalism, into
producing rigid regulations enforced by violent means. They thus become ever more
unjust in the dynamic present.
Indeed, and more to the point for Christian anarchism, the very process by
which the state draws legislation is already caught up in the logic that leads to legal
rigidity and fixity, because what is just in a concrete situation cannot be defined a
priori by some positive universal law. Tillich indeed declares that "there are no
principles which could be applied mechanically and which would guarantee that
justice is done. ,,95 The highest level of justice, of "transforming or creative justice." is
based on the understanding that "intrinsic justice is dynamic" and "as such,"
therefore, "it cannot be defined in definite terms.,,96 For that reason, fixed legislation
that is believed to inform all concrete situations ex ante is ultimately unjust. True
justice informs and reforms itself in every new situation. By contrast, by setting down
rules, any positive law, though it may have been informed by justice at its root,
immediately begins to lose touch with justice since justice continues to be
transformed by love. Over time, therefore, positive legislation becomes an ever more
distant approximation of true justice. To the extent that the state is the paradigmatic
producer of positive laws which it then proceeds to police using violent means, then
from this ontological perspective, it is unjust and indeed destined to eventually be
supplanted by a new formulation of justice transformed and reinterpreted by love.
It is here that the prophetic element of Christian anarchist theory and
practice becomes relevant. Reformers, philosophers and prophets have always
animated politics. Every society was formed by visionaries, and within them there
have always been thinkers calling for further political reform to fulfil an even higher
degree of justice. These ideals constantly call humankind forward - the challenge is
to actualise them. Love calls for reform, but political institutions sometimes fail to
take up the challenge and freeze into juridicalism. For a society'S political inst~tution
to avoid degenerating into such juridicalism, for that society to be open to c?ntmuo~s
reinterpretation of its formulation of justice, it must always pay attentIO.n. to ItS
radicals and prophets, because the vision which these prophets are stnvmg to
articulate (as explained below, both in their critique and in t~e~r pract.ice,. and b?th
individually and collectively) may well be the tra~sformed v~s.IOn ?f J~st~ce whIch
love is calling society towards. To remain just, SOCIal and pohtIcal mstItutIOns must

Tillich, Love, Power, and Justice, chap. 6.
95 Tillich, Love, Power, and Justice, 56.
96 Tillich, Love, Power, and Justice, 64.
94
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pay attention to the radicals who seek to reinterpret and transform justice in terms of
love and generosity.
.
The temptati~n to codify and fix once and for all any formulation of justice
IS a dangerou~ temptat~on. One of its perils is the justification it immediately presents
for the adoptIon of vIOlence to try to enforce compliance to this formulation. As
explained in Ch~pter 3, from a Christian anarchist perspective, precisely such a fate
befell the estabhshed church once it allied itself with the state. Secular ideologies,
however, are equally prone to a similar adoption of violence to defend their fixed
vision ?f justice. ~ ~t this danger is also one eventually faced by all organic,
alternatlve communitles. One day, the temptation will arise to try to preserve the
community'S essence by freezing it into rules, conformity to which then becomes a
test of one's commitment to the community's formulation of social justice. Thus, the
dangerous temptation of trying to freeze a formulation of justice for posterity is a
danger faced by all human communities - including Christian anarchist ones. All
radical communities must guard against this temptation if they are to really preserve
their prophetic edge.

Christian anarchists as prophets
Nevertheless, and perhaps somewhat paradoxically, it may be that Christian anarchist
theory points to the one vision which by definition does not allow itself to be frozen
into juridicalism, because it is grounded in the logic of superabundance articulated in
Jesus' teaching and example. That teaching and example is the only acceptable
manifesto for community life, the only set of rules, which Christian anarchist theory
admits. Because Christian anarchists refuse to consider any human rules worthy next
to God's commandments, they will always seek inspiration from the latter when
facing new and challenging situations. If so, then their actions will always be inspired
by love's logic of superabundance and thus avoid the risk of freezing into
increasingly violent juridicalism.
Jesus' teaching and example are the paradigmatic illustration of love's logic
of superabundance. Even though Christian anarchists take Jesus' commandments
literally, as rules to be followed, these commandments escape the dangers of violent
juridicalism because they are firmly grounded in love. These rules challenge us to
love and forgive rather than to posit what is just and demand compliance to it by
others. They put the emphasis on us, calling us to go beyond demanding justice by
responding with love and generosity in the face of injustice. They cannot degenerate
into increasingly unjust rules because they continuously call us beyond the limits of
justice - transforming and reinterpreting justice in the ~rocess. T~ey do not posit
definitions of justice, but call us to be informed by love m respondmg to each new
situation we may be faced with. Hence as long as their witness is informed by Jesus'
teaching and example, Christian anarchists prophetically . articulate. the
reinterpretation of justice by love's logic of superabundance. Even a h~er~l .rea~mg of
Jesus' commandments, far from a sign of juridicalism, esca?es such Jundicahsm by
bearing witness to love's dynamic and "hyperethical status.,,9
Therefore, as long as Christian anarchists are informed by Jesus' teaching
d xample , they act as prophets to society.98 Their critique.of,the stated and response
ane
.
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reform them a~ew. Where the state (as formulator of positive law) embodies the
backward-lookIng tendency towards juridicalism, Christian anarchism embodies the
forward-looking logi~ of. superabundance. The tendency of the state qua state to
freeze and becom~ unjust I~ co~ntered by the tendency of Christian anarchist prophets
qua prophets to reInterpret Justlce through the eyes of Christian love.
More~ver: C~istian anarc~ists embody t.he role of the prophet both in their
..
cntlque of. socIety s vIolence and Idolatry and In their attempts to live out their
understandIng of Christianity in community. That is, in both their teaching and their
example, and. a~ long as ~hey continue to be informed by Jesus' own teaching and
ex~m?le: ~hriStlan anarchIsts act as the prophets of old. Both their verbal critique and
theu IndIvIdual and communal examples articulate love's permanent call for political
~o~~nities to reinterpret their formulation of justice and thereby transform their
InstltutIons anew.
Furthermore, as has already been hinted at, this prophetic role for Christian
anarchists applies not just to the wider society, but to Christian anarchists' own
communities, too. Only if Christian anarchists are grounded in Jesus' teaching and
example will their own critique and example remain prophetically inspired. If they
attempt to preserve their radicality by positing new rules, then their grounding in love
is lost. They must guard against the temptation to replace God's commandments by
human ones. There can be no rigid, positive legislation. As mentioned in Chapters 4
and 5, it is by example that Christian anarchists lead the way forward, not by positive
legislation requiring others to behave in a specific way. To remain Christian and
prophetic, the Christian anarchist witness must only ever be informed by Jesus'
teaching and example. Any formulation of justice must be continuously open to
reinterpretation.
Here, it is interesting to explore another implication of the above ontological
perspective for the present discussion. Implied in it is a different perspective on the
essence of the state than is assumed by most Christian anarchist theorists - indeed by
most anarchists and even most social and political theorists. In Part I, this thesis
unquestioningly describes the state as the monopoly over the legitimised use of
violence over a given territory. From the ontological perspective elaborated above,
however, the state can be seen as an articulation of a society's definition of justice, as
the form which love's conquest of the separated takes in a particular time and place.
Still, to the extent that the state freezes this form of justice and seeks to protect it
using any means necessary, it immediately tends to become unjust. Yet such an
ontological view of political "institutions" is quite different to today's predominant
understanding of the state. From this ontological perspective, institutions arise
organically, but in that they are prone to immediately tend to ~igidify, they never
really remain informed by justice for long unless they contlnuously transform
themselves anew.
Thus while political institutions may arise from the productive tensions
between love ~nd justice, as soon as they posit laws which .they comm~t ~h~mse~ves to
protect, they become unloving and unjust. If the state IS such a ngidificatlOn. of
justice, then it always tends to be unjust, to .fall. short of the demands of creatIve
justice. Since love continuously transforms Justlce ane~, any. ~tte~,~t t? c.apt,~~e
justice in positive legislation will fail. On th.e o~her hand, If. a polItlcal I~StItUtlon IS
fluid, organic, and never claims to capture J~stlce bu.t contmuo~sly reart.Iculates and
reinterprets justice anew in terms of genero.sIty., then I.t can be Said to be mfo~ed by
· when it becomes a human organIsatIOn whIch pretends to. manage
Iove. It IS
. I hIstory,d
to fix justice through positive laws, and to protect these laws usmg VIO ence an
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coercion, that a political institution not only ceases to be informed by love, but indeed
thereby becomes gradually ever more unjust.
. . . Th~ C~istian ~narchist .c~tique of the state obviously has rigidified political
~nStItutIOns In mInd. It IS not cntIcal of the sort of fluid and organic "institutions"
Informe~ and tr~nsformed by love which the above ontological perspective refers to.
Ind~~d, If anythIn?, politic~l "institutions" grounded in love are precisely the sorts of
polItIcal communIty euiogised by Christian anarchists. Some radical Christian and
Christia~ ~nar~,~ist .co~mu~ities even ~rovide perhaps some of the better examples of
suc? polItIcal InstItutIOns. They are Informed not by human pretensions to manage
socIety,. but by personal repentance and by love of God and neighbour as taught and
exemplIfied by Jesus. Theoretically, therefore, the best example of a social and
political "institution" which is always informed and transformed by love is the "true"
church of Chapter 5.
In other words, in response to the state's inherent tendency to juridicalism,
the true church must embody the role of the prophet critiquing society's lethargy and
presenting to it an alternative political institution informed by love. The church is
called to continuously reinterpret justice in terms of love and generosity, to
continuously awaken society out of machine-like juridicalism by articulating what the
Christian logic of superabundance calls for in each new context. At the same time,
any such community of true Christians must also guard against the temptation to
freeze its own prescriptions into positive laws - lest it degenerate just like every other
religious and political institution has tended to. The true church must guard against all
juridicalism - whether by the state or by the church. To do so, it must never define a
priori what justice requires in each emerging situation, but always return to Jesus'
teaching and example as a source of inspiration to inform its reinterpretation of
justice in this new situation and to thereby fulfil its prophetic role.
One of the markers of modernity has been the rise to near omnipresence and
omnipotence of the state - a state which (according to Chapter 3) tends to be violent,
deceptive, exploitative and idolatrous, and therefore unchristian. The response which
this calls for from the church, from the community of faithful followers of Jesus'
teaching and example, is to act as a critic of the state and as a witness to its
alternative. In other words, the Christian response called for by the rise of the state is
the response advocated by Christian anarchist theory. This response, unsurprisingly,
has largely been articulated precisely in this modern context, during this increase in
the power of the state. Within this context, Christian anarchists may well act as the
prophets of the past. It may be that in a very different future in which the state may
have been humbled, Christian anarchist theory's focus on the state will have become
redundant, and Christian prophets, inspired by Jesus' teaching and example, will
articulate a very different set of prophecies in response to that different context. But
in today's context of the all-powerful state, Christian anarchist theory ma~ well.be
providing the sort of reinterpretation of justice in terms of love and generOSIty whIch
humanity needs to avoid the dangers of violent juridicalism by the state.
.
At the same time, Christian anarchists cannot force others to adopt theIr
views. Here again, they act as prophets, this time in that they are asking us to look at
ourselves, to look at Jesus, to repent, and to live differently. They do not act as the
(real or metaphorical)99 kings who try to manage society by government decree, but
as the prophets who denounce and expose the pitfalls of such hu~an government. As
prophets, they call us to repent and to anoint Jesus as the sole kmg, to ~ocus on our
own behaviour rather than that of others, and to subvert earthly kmgdoms by
99

"Metaphorical" because even democracy crowns a collective human agent - the demos - as "king."
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anti~i~ating and :epresenting t~e kingdom of God. (Thus, if there is one way in which
ChnstIan anarchIsts can be saId to see Jesus as "the Christ," it is in his role as the
mes.si~nic "king~' of God's alternative kingdom.) In sum, in more ways than one,
ChrIstIan anarchIsts seem to embody a prophetic role.
.
Of cours~, Christian anarchists are not the only prophets of the modem era.
LIberals, communIsts, anarchists and democrats have also been acting as prophets of
the m~dern era, as have many other radicals and critics of the status quo. Christian
anarchIsts, however, highlight the religious dimension of social injustice. They
unmask the state as a jealous god who seeks to usurp God's authority. They expose
the delusion - and its consequences - of seeking political solutions to injustice and
suffering, they decry the arrogance of human pretensions to God's throne, and instead
they point humanity back towards God's covenants. Moreover, their prophetic
critique is firmly and explicitly rooted in love - as articulated in Jesus' teaching and
example. More than other prophets, therefore, their prophecy stems from the
ontological ground of political institutions: their critique most fully embodies love's
contemporary reinterpretation of justice.
Prophecy in this sense thus pulls society back to the love that originally
informed it. It encourages society to reflect on how far it has ventured away from that
source. In its pure form, Christian anarchism acts in such a prophetic manner today.
The potential tendency even among Christian anarchists to move away from this pure
position has been noted several times already. The ontological perspective outlined
above indeed suggest that this tendency manifests itself naturally in any human
community - even the most radical tends to drift away from the pure and prophetic
vision that originally informed it. If anything, however, this only further underscores
the importance of the pure prophetic critique rooted in the ontological source of
human community. Christian anarchist theory in its purest form articulates that
prophecy in the modern era.

Distinguishing church and state
Just like with the prophets of the past, however, it seems that the message articulated
by today's prophets is falling on deaf ears. The true church is ignored while the state
continues to be worshiped instead of God.
As discussed above, the Bible suggests that God tolerates humanity's
idolatry for the powers that be, and that he somehow works through them to preserve
some order. Thus, among those who have rejected God and elevated human agency to
divine status, at its best, the state might maintain some sort of justice - an imperfect
justice of a calculative, reciprocal, utilitarian kind. Rico.eur .suggests that "Perhaps ~he
mystery of the state is indeed to limit evil without cunng ~t,
conserve humankl~d
without saving it."IOO But that last section of his statement IS Import~nt: the state w~ll
not save us and however forgivable it might be, it remains an aberratIOn from the wIll
of God. It ~ight conserve humanity, but it tends to violence and juridicalism. It might
administer some sort of justice and social care, but it does so out of the taxpa~ers'
rather than out of their heart. The very existence of the state betrays a faIlure
poc k et s ur neighbour a shameful delegation of our responsl'b'l'
d C: 11
t o IoOv e ,
. . 1 Ity towar hs Ie ow
human beings. This might somehow conse~e. humanity, but It IS not enoug to save
it. Salvation will not be attained through polItIcs,. but t~oug~ the cross - not through
an idolatrous veneration of and delegation to social englnee~ln~, but through the love
and sacrifice which God expects from the church of true ChrIstIans.
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Ricoeur, "State and Violence," 238-239.
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There may be some parallels between the law of the Old Testament and the
l~w of the state (when ~t its best).IOI From a Christian anarchist perspective, however
nghteous the former IS and the latter can sometimes (but rarely) be both are
insufficient for the salvati?n of humankind. 102 Nevertheless, where love 'is lacking,
~~ey ca~ .help p~eserve an Imperfect order. Thus ChelCicky, for instance, accepts that
The CIvIl law IS [ ... ] necessary - as a bitter vinegar, so to speak - for those who
transgress the law of love.,,103 Yet as Molnar explains, he also believes that "To him
who obeys God the state becomes a superfluity, for the fullness of the law is love.,,104
ChelCicky may be confusing the Old Testament law with civil law, but the point is
that love exceeds and fulfils both.
Love fulfils the law because it goes beyond it. For example (as explained in
Chapter 1), love does not seek justice in an eye for an eye, but fulfils lex talionis by
carrying its intent further in the same direction. Similarly, Christianity fulfils the
purpose of the state, but it does so by calling us beyond it. Christian anarchism
reaches back to the original intentions of social and political institutions and fulfils
them by exceeding them. Hence in a (perhaps paradoxical) way, Christian anarchism
does not so much destroy the state as it fulfils it.
Jesus' teaching and example fulfil God's intentions for human society. As
long as it is inspired by them, the Christian church will act as a prophet in its
contemporary society. Implied in this prophetic role, however, is the likelihood that
the church is to continuously remain a small and radical sect at the edge of society.
Since its mission is to strive to articulate love's continuous call for reform and
transformation, it can never settle for a particular institution's formulation of justice.
It must continue to reinterpret it in terms of love and generosity, it must always be
calling humanity further forward, and thus it must probably always find itself at the
radical margin of the political spectrum.
It is therefore not surprising that several Christian anarchists insist that the
church must remain clearly separate from the state. 105 This is not to say that the
church must withdraw from society: as already noted, it must be a radical voice
within it, calling it to transform itself anew. But the church must be separate from the
state. It must tolerate the state, but unmask its true nature, name its sins and
imperfections. The church must not be subsumed into the state, but an alternative to
it.
For Ellul, the church "is not to instruct the political power how to govern,"
but "prophetically to discern the signs of the times, warn of the consequences of
This analogy may well be rather dubious and ultimately untenabl~, not least.since Old ~estament
law arguably warns against the very serious idolatry which the sta~e IS ?ften ~U1I~ of. BeSides, the
former is said to be handed down by God, while the latter often pndes Itself m bemg a human
construction. There are also countless types of state law, compared to the one main body of Old
Testament law (at least as canonised in the traditional Christian Bible). ~e.t as.the following paragraphs
suggest, from a Christian anarchist perspective, both are imperfect (albeit m different ways), and only
101

.
.
truly fulfilled by love.
102 This statement holds true whether one expects this salvation to be some mystenous eschatological
transformation of the material and spiritual through some divine intervention (Berdyaev, Eller, Ellul)
or some sort of very rational kingdom of peace and lo~e on eart~ (~olstoy).
103 Molnar, A Study of Peter ChelCic!cY's Life, 87 (qUOtI~g Ch~I~lcky)..
. .
104 Molnar A Study of Peter ChelCic!cY's Life, 32. On thiS subject, see also, for mstance, Eller, Christian
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political power's acti.on ?r ~naction, and oppose and resist all the political power's
attempts to overstep Its lImIts and sacralise itself.,,]06 The most "serious threat" for
Ellul, .is "th~ modem state's pretensions to be worthy of the religious devotio~ and
worshIp of Its people and to be able to solve all society's problems.,,]07 The church
m~st. therefore als? avoid the post-Constantinian trap of granting the state the
relIgIous status whIch would warrant such devotion. Political power must remain
secular, separate from the church .
. !hat church and state should be kept separate does not mean that religion
and polItIcs can or should be, too. This thesis is arguing precisely that Christianity
carries with it important political implications. Besides, in its quest for worship and
power, the state has been said to be seeking quasi-divine or religious authority. This
very contest between church and state illustrates the unavoidable overlap between
religion and politics. Thus from a Christian anarchist perspective, while the true
church must be separated from the state, religion cannot be separated from politics.
For Christian anarchists, the church must embrace the radical political
implications of Jesus' teaching and example. Especially since the 1960s, for instance,
Christian churches have indeed been increasingly involved in pacifist and liberation
movements and in similar prophetic criticisms of axioms of modem society. 108 From
a Christian anarchist perspective, these are steps in the right direction, but they are
not quite radical enough, and the Christian church must go much further. It must fully
embody the role of the prophet and denounce all the sins of society, even at the risk
of being counted as too radical by the rest of society. In today's context, this means
going as far as denouncing the state and exposing its many sins. Even if it is not
heard, always small, or even persecuted, the true church must be the voice which
comments on society from a Christian perspective and continuously reinterprets the
formulations of its social and political "institutions" in terms of love and generosity.
It must denounce the sins of contemporary society, respond to them with love and
forgiveness, and anticipate and represent the kingdom of God on earth. That, for
Christian anarchists, should be the Christian church's radical contribution to the
wider society.

Christian anarchism's unique contribution
By spelling out such a critique of the state and response to it, the Christian anarchist
contribution to political theory is unique in several ways: it articulates an
emphatically Christian political theory (in the broadest sense of a theory ~r
perspective that is concerned with political issues), though a u~common one at. that; It
enriches the anarchist tradition, though based on grounds whIch many anarchIsts are
Goddard, Living the Word, Resisting the World, 291. See also Rockwell, The Ten Commandments
Question, para. 11.
107 Goddard, Living the Word, Resisting the World,292...
.,
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likely to be uncomfortable with; and it contributes to the debate on means and ends
with a stubborn refusal to compromise with violence or coercion.
Christian anarchist theory's grounding in Christianity is foreign to modem
theories of politics and the state. Here, it is helpful to draw from Cavanaugh's work
on the parallels and contrasts between political theory (more specifically. social
contract theory) and Christianity.l09 He argues that both Christianity and political
theory are based on a founding myth on the origins of social division, and that based
on this myth, both advocate the "enactment of a social body" to overcome social
·c andb'
strl1e
nng ab out peace. 110 These two myths and consequent social bodies for
salvation, however, are very different.
Cavanaugh contends that the Christian myth begins with "the natural unity
of the human race," a unity which finds itself disrupted "by Adam and Eve's
attempted usurpation of God's position.,,111 The restoration of this unity, according to
Christian soteriology, must take place "through rarticipation in Christ's Body," the
heart of which, for Cavanaugh, is the Eucharist. 11 By contrast, what Cavanaugh calls
the "state story" (following social contract theory) begins from a "state of nature"
which assumes "the essential individuality of the human race" and a natural starting
point of war of all against all. 113 Based on this different ontological myth, "salvation
from the violence of conflicting individuals" again "comes through the enactment of
a social body," but in this case this happens by coming together to form a social
contract "to protect person and property." 114 Hence both the Christian story and social
contract theory begin by an ontological myth to explain social disunity and propose a
road to salvation that depends on the enactment of a social body.
What Cavanaugh then explains, however, is that "the Church is perhaps the
primary thing from which the modem state is meant to save us. The modem secular
state, after all, is founded precisely, the story goes, on the need to keep peace between
contentious religious factions.,,115 Indeed, the "Wars of Religion" of the sixteenth and
seventeenth century are often cited are prime examples of the sort of religious conflict
116
Cavanaugh therefore
and violence which the secular state is here to save us from.
argues that the process of "secularization" must be seen as "the substitution of one
For Cavanaugh's detailed exposition of this contrast, see Cavanaugh: "The City." In passing, not~
that like many other theologians of the school of thought known as Radical Orth?d?xy, Cava~augh IS
much more patient with and sympathetic to Augustine:s t?ink~ng.tha~ ~any Chnstlan anarchIsts.
Indeed, as already noted in an earlier fo~tnote,. Aug~stme s thmkmg IS r~ch:r an.d s~bt1er than r:o a.ny
Christian anarchists make it to be. A frUItful diSCUSSIOn between Augustme s thmkmg and Chnstlan
anarchist theory, however, cannot be conducted here, and must thus remain a topic for potential future
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~yt~os of sal:ation for another.,,117 The two contrasting stories of salvation are not
Just Incompatlble, but also competing with one another.
It is in this context that Cavanaugh goes on to argue, as explained in Chapter
3, t~~t t~ ~al,l, the wars o~t of which the modem liberal state emerged "Wars of
RelI~lOn IS a? .anachronlsm, for what was at issue in these wars was the very
creatlon of relIgIon as a set of privately held beliefs without direct political
,,118 F h'
h
re I~vance.
or 1m, t ese wars were actually "the birthpangs of the State, in
WhICh the overlapping jurisdictions, allegiances, and customs of the medieval order
were fl.a~ened and ci~cumscribed into the new creation of the sovereign state ~ ... ]. a
centralI~Ing power wIth a monopoly on violence within a defined territory."l 9 The
state relIed on a myth to legitimise its increasing omnipotence through this monopoly,
a myth that also deliberately confined religion to the private and SUbjective sphere,
away from modern politics.
Like other Christian anarchists, however, Cavanaugh contends that "The
state has promised peace but has brought violence.,,12o Moreover, he notes that this
new "sovereign is a jealous god," for whom "any association which interferes with
the direct relationship between sovereign and individual becomes suspect.,·121 Just
like other Christian anarchists, therefore, Cavanaugh notices that Caesar has a
tendency to seek to displace God, to sit in his throne, and to use violence and
deception to protect this status.
The Christian story is an alternative to the state's ontological mythology and
soteriology. Cavanaugh speaks of "eucharistic anarchism," and explains that "in the
making of the Body of Christ, Christians participate in a practice which envisions a
proper 'anarchy' [ ... ] in that it challenges the false order of the state."l22 According to
Cavanaugh, "The Eucharist defuses both the false theology and the false
anthropology" of the state story, and instead "overcomes" our "separateness [ ... ]
precisely by participation in Christ's Body.,,123 Christians must therefore stop
acknowledging the state's salvation myth and instead recover and proclaim their
own. 124 Christianity, he says, "provides resources for resistance" against the state's
deceptive ontological myth and path to salvation. l25
Cavanaugh's focus on the Eucharist is his own. No other Christian anarchist
speaks of it in as much detail or indeed as an "anarchic" liturgy in those terms. Yet
Cavanaugh's voice adds to the broader chorus of Christian anarchist theorists, and
highlights the same sort of themes (idolatry, violence, the church as an alternative to
the state, and so on). His particular contribution is this contrast which he draws
between Christianity and social contract theory as based on completely different
founding myths, and therefore as proposing very ?ifferent. paths .to salvati.o? ~e
makes it clear that Christianity provides an alternatIve to thIS domInant tradItIon III
political theory. Of course, social contract t~e~ry .is not ~he only school of t~ought in
political theory. Yet it is a central school WIthIn It, and It helps Cavanaugh Illustrate
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thi~ contrast bet~een the ontological assumptions of Christianity and political theory.
Thl~ cont:ast mIght not ?e. as .clear for other traditions within political theory, but the
basl~ pOInt about. ChrIStIa~lty's ontology and soteriology remains: Christianity
provIdes an anarchIst alternatIve to modem, secular political theory.
. . !le~ce t?e Christian anarchist version of the political implications of
ChrIstIanIty IS unIque. No other Christian theory about politics is so critical of the
state ..Christian anarchism does share a lot with Christian pacifism, but it goes further,
especIally by carrying this pacifism forward as implying a critique of the violent
~ta~e. Christian an~rc.his~ also shares a lot with liberation theology, especially its
InsIstence that ChrIstIanIty does have very real political implications. But Christian
anarchism is critical of liberation theology's emphasis on human agency, of its
compromise with violence, and of its lack of New Testament references compared to
Christian anarchism. In short, while related to at least two important trends within
Christian political thinking, Christian anarchism is more radical than both, and thus
provides a unique contribution to Christian political thought.
Christian anarchist theory is also a unique form of anarchist theory. The
main difficulty for other anarchists will be that Christian anarchism is adamantly
Christian. Worse (from a secular anarchist perspective), many of its theorists
advocate anarchism to Christians only, and accept that the state may have some sort
of (though highly imperfect) ordering role for non-Christians. Then again, they insist
that worship of the state is idolatry, and that the state tends to be violent, deceptive,
exploitative, and generally stands against Jesus' teaching and example. Moreover, the
hope they do entertain is that non-Christians might convert to Christianity and thus to
Christian anarchism. Even in Tolstoy'S rationalised version of Christianity, the
salvation of humanity will only come by the conversion of non-Christians to the full
implications of Jesus' rational teaching. Hence even though Christian anarchists
advocate anarchism only to Christians, they advocate Christianity, and therefore
anarchism, to all.
Still, Christian anarchism remains based on Jesus' commandments. Jesus is
taken as an authority, God as the absolute authority. It is because they preach total
obedience to God that Christian anarchists preach total dismissal of the state. For
these reasons, many anarchists will probably be very uncomfortable with the theory
behind Christian anarchism. Yet the essential Christian anarchist point - that
Christianity calls for a form of anarchism - remains a basis for dialogue and
collaboration between secular and Christian anarchists. That being said, Christian
anarchism is certainly a peculiar type of anarchism.
In sum, Christian anarchist theory belongs to both the Christian and the
anarchist traditions. It is a unique political theology, and a unique political theory. As
such, it has a unique contribution to make to debates withi.n bo~h t?e Christi~n
tradition and the anarchist school of thought. One particular tOPIC whIch IS debated III
both, and on which Christian anarchism has much to offer, is the question of the
means of social and political change - especially with regards to the usefulness (but
also the origins) of violence or coercion. Moreover, on this topic, e.ven tho~gh all
Christian anarchists reject the use of violence, they each have a shghtly dIfferent
point to make.
Tolstoy, for example, universalises the debate over mean~ a~d e.nds by
couching Jesus' teaching and example in the language of reason. Eller ~ VIew IS more
tolerant of state violence and more focused on a critique of the .pretensIOns of hu~an
agency as idolatry. Andrews adds a personal touch by re:ountmg numerous ~ovIllg
anecdotes of individual and collective instances of non-VIOlence and ?On-resistance.
Many in the Catholic Worker movement advocate a more confrontatIOnal stance to
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oppression, though they still insist on never using violence towards another human
beIng. In other words, these and other voices within the Christian anarchist tradition
each have a ~li~ht1y different emphasis on this rejection of violence, so that taken
toget~er, ChrIstIan a~~rchists have a rich set of arguments to offer on this particular
questIon for both pohtical theology and political theory .
. Christian anarchists can be accused of assuming perhaps too literal a reading
o~ the BIble (as a set of moral recommendations for life in society) and too narrow a
VIew of. the state (as the legitimised monopoly over the use of violence). These
assumptIOns, however, are quite typical of the modem mindset (perhaps especially so
of Protestant theology and social contract theory). Such views of the Bible and the
state may well be discredited in the future by more sophisticated perspectives, but for
the moment, both are dominant among Christians and among political thinkers. In
this context, the Christian anarchist interpretation of the political implications of
Christianity will remain potent and in resonance with prevalent ways of thinking
about the Bible and about the state.
A related attribute which many Christian anarchists can be criticised for is
their almost complete and deliberate bypassing of traditional dogma and practices in
interpreting Jesus' teaching and examples. Here, however, these Christian anarchists
argue (as explained in Chapter 3) that the historical legacy of the tradition and of the
church hierarchy that keeps it alive shows that it cannot be trusted to articulate the
truly radical political implications of what Jesus preached. That being said, the
Christian anarchist commentary on the Gospel need not necessarily rule out all
traditional dogmas and rituals - though it may invite a serious reinterpretation of
some of these. The Christian anarchist emphasis on Jesus' teaching and example over
and above other aspects of the Christian tradition may be excessive, but then its
contribution to Christian thinking is precisely to refuse to tum the spotlight off the
radical political implications of Jesus' teaching. These political implications are not
the only truth or the only purpose there is to Christianity, but what Christian
anarchists do is remind us of these challenging verses, refusing to allow us to forget
about them and about their radical implications.
Christian anarchism teases out the revolutionary political implications of
Christianity, and in so doing acts as a invitation to reflect, both individually and
collectively, on a range of issues of importance today - such as the omnipotence of
the modern state, the wisdom of adopting violent means to reach however laudable
ends, the usual methods for dealing with criminals in society, for tackling poverty and
famine, and so on. They also remind us of the moving power of love, forgiveness, and
sacrifice. More generally, Christian anarchism invites us to reflect on the most
appropriate way for human beings to approximate social justice, to interact and live
with one another in society.
Christian anarchists call Christians in particular to gather the courage to
exemplify even the most radical political implications of Jesus' teaching and
example, and to hopefully thereby convert others not by coercion, but by exam~le.
Several of them hope that in the process, Christians might perhaps lead a revolutIOn
more radical than any of the revolutions of the past - more radical because of the
focus on means rather than ends. For this, however, Christian anarchists stress the
absolute choice that each of us must make on whether to worship and obey God or
human agency. In sum, both in their teaching and in t.heir. example, C.hris~ian
anarchists try to act as prophets, cautioning ?umanity abo.ut Its SIllS, enco~ragmg It to
follow God, and reminding it of the revolutIOnary potentIal of love, forgIveness, and
sacrifice - that is, of following Jesus all the way to the cross.
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Appendix A - The Sermon on the
Mount
This Appendix reprints the Sermon on the Mount as found in the Gospel according to
Matthew, and the much shorter but very similar Sermon on the Plain as found in the
Gospel according to Luke. Tolstoy's harmonised rendering of these sermons is also
reprinted, because by its contrast to the originals, it reveals a lot about Tolstoy's very
rationalistic understanding of Scripture.

A.1 - The Sermon on the Mount according to Matthew 5-7
The Sermon on the Mount is to be found in the Gospel according to Matthew,
chapters 5 to 7. The following is the full Sermon as translated in the King James
Version of The Holy Bible (London: Collins), the first authorized translation of the
Bible into English, originally published in 1611. Note that the King James Version's
italics - which serve to highlight supplementary words not contained in the original
but added for grammatical clarity - have been removed.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

CHAPTERS
And seeing the multitudes, he went up into a mountain: and when he was set, his
disciples came unto him:
And he opened his mouth, and taught them, saying,
Blessed are the poor in spirit: for theirs is the kingdom of heaven.
Blessed are they that mourn: for they shall be comforted.
Blessed are the meek: for they shall inherit the earth.
Blessed are they which do hunger and thirst after righteousness: for they shall be
filled.
Blessed are the merciful: for they shall obtain mercy.
Blessed are the pure in heart: for they shall see God.
Blessed are the peacemakers: for they shall be called the children of God.
Blessed are they which are persecuted for righteousness' sake: for theirs is the
kingdom of heaven.
Blessed are ye, when men shall revile you, and persecute you, and shall say all
manner of evil against you falsely, for my sake.
Rejoice, and be exceedingly glad: for great is your reward in heaven: for so
persecuted they the prophets which were before you.

13. Ye are the salt of the earth: but if the salt have lost his savour, wherewith shall it
be salted? it is thenceforth good for nothing, but to be cast out, and to be trodden
. ,
under foot of men.
14. Ye are the light of the world. A city that is set on the hIll cannot be hId. .
15. Neither do men light a candle, and put it under a bushel, but on a candlestIck; and
it giveth light unto all that are in the house.
16. Let your light so shine before men, that they may see your good works, and
glorify your Father which is in heaven.
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17. Think not that I am come to destroy the law, or the prophets: I am not come to
destroy, but to fulfil.
18. For v.erily I say unto you, Till heaven and earth pass, one jot or one tittle shall in
no WIse pass from the law, till all be fulfilled.
19. Whosoever therefore shall break one of these least commandments, and shall
teach men so, he shall be called the least in the kingdom of heaven: but
whosoever shall do and teach them, the same shall be called great in the kingdom
of heaven.
20. For I say unto you, That except your righteousness shall exceed the righteousness
of the scribes and Pharisees, ye shall in no case enter into the kingdom of heaven.

2l. Ye have heard that it was said by them of old time, Thou shalt not ki I\: and
whosoever shall kill shall be in danger of the judgement:
22. But I say unto you, That whosoever is angry with his brother without a cause
shall be in danger of the judgement: and whosoever shall say to his brother, Radi, shall be in danger of the council: but whosoever shall say, Thou fool, shall be
in danger of hell fire.
23. Therefore if thou bring thy gift to the altar, and there rememberest that thy
brother hath ought against thee;
24. Leave there thy gift before the altar, and go thy way; first be reconciled to thy
brother, and then come and offer thy gift.
25. Agree with thine adversary quickly, whiles thou art in the way with him; lest at
any time the adversary deliver thee to the judge, and the judge deliver thee to the
officer, and thou be cast into prison.
26. Verily I say unto thee, Thou shalt by no means come out thence, till thou hast
paid the uttermost farthing.
27. Ye have heard that it was said by them of old time, Thou shalt not commit
adultery:
28. But I say unto you, That whosoever looketh on a woman to lust after her hath
committed adultery with her already in his heart.
29. And if thy right eye offend thee, pluck it out, and cast it from thee: for it is
profitable for thee that one of thy members should perish, and not that thy whole
body should be cast into hell.
30. And if thy right hand offend thee, cut it off, and cast it from thee: for it is
profitable for thee that one of thy members should perish, and not that thy whole
....
..
body should be cast into hell.
31. It hath been said, Whosoever shall put away hIS WIfe, let hIm gIve her a wrItmg
of divorcement:
32. But I say unto you, That whosoever shall put away his wife, saving for the cause
of fornication, causeth her to commit adultery: and whosoever shall marry her
that is divorced committeth adultery.
33. Again, ye have heard that it hath been said of the~ of old time, Thou shalt not
foreswear thyself, but shalt perform un~o the Lord thme oat~s:
,
.
~ throne:
34. But I say unto you, Swear not at all; neither by heaven; for It IS
35. Nor by the earth; for it is his footstool: neither by Jerusalem; for It IS the City of

GO?

the great King.
.
.
36. Neither shalt thou swear by thy head, because thou canst not make one hair white
or black.
.
h
37. But let your communication be, Yea, yea; Nay, nay: for whatsoever IS more t an
these cometh of evil.
38. Ye have heard that it hath been said, An eye for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth:
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39. ~ut I say unto you, That ye resist not evil: but whosoever shall smite thee on thy
rIght cheek, turn to him the other also.
40. And if any man will sue thee at the law, and take away thy coat, let him have thy
cloak also.
41. A~d whos.oever shall compel thee to go a mile, go with him twain.
42. GIVe to hIm that asketh thee, and from him that would borrow of thee turn not
thou away.
43. Y ~ have heard that it hath been said, Thou shalt love thy neighbour, and hate
thme enemy.
44. But I say unto you, Love your enemies, bless them that curse you, do good to
them that hate you, and pray for them which despitefully use you, and persecute
you;
45. That ye may be the children of your Father which is in heaven: for he maketh his
sun to rise on the evil and on the good, and sendeth rain on the just and on the
unjust.
46. For if ye love them which love you, what reward have ye? do not even the
publicans the same?
47. And if ye salute your brethren only, what do ye more than others? do not even
the publicans so?
48. Be ye therefore perfect, even as your Father which is in heaven is perfect.

CHAPTER 6
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Take heed that ye do not your alms before men, to be seen of them: otherwise ye
have no reward of your Father which is in heaven.
Therefore when thou doest thine alms, do not sound a trumpet before thee, as the
hypocrites do in the synagogues and in the streets, that they may have glory of
men. Verily I say unto you, They have their reward.
But when thou doest alms, let not thy left hand know what thy right hand doeth:
That thine alms may be in secret: and thy Father which seeth in secret himself
shall reward thee openly.
And when thou prayest, thou shalt not be as the hypocrites are: for they love to
pray standing in the synagogues and in the corners of the streets, that they may be
seen of men. Verily I say unto you, They have their reward.
But thou, when thou prayest, enter into thy closet, and when thou hast shut thy
door, pray to thy Father which is in secret; and thy Father which seeth in secret
shall reward thee openly.
But when ye pray, use not vain repetitions, as the heathen do: for they think that
they shall be heard for their much speaking.
Be not ye therefore like unto them: for your Father knoweth what things ye have
need of, before ye ask him.
After this manner therefore pray ye: Our Father which art in heaven, Hallowed be
thy name.
. ..
Thy kingdom come. Thy will be done on earth, as It IS III heaven.
Give us this day our daily bread.
And forgive us our debts, as we forgive .our debtors. .
..
.
And lead us not into temptation, but delIver us from evIl:
For thine is the kingdom, and the power, and the gl0I?" for ever ..A-men. For If ye
forgive men their trespasses, your heavenly Fa~her wIl.1 also forgive you: .
But if ye forgive not men their trespasses, neither Will your father forgive your
trespasses.
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16. ~oreover w~en ye fast, be not, as the hypocrites, of a sad countenance: for they
dIsfigure theIr faces, that they may appear unto men to fast. Verily I say unt~
you, They have their reward.
.
17. But thou, when thou fastest, anoint thine head, and wash thy face;
18. That thou app~ar not unto men to fast, but unto thy Father which is in secret: and
thy Father, whIch seeth in secret, shall reward thee openly.
19. Lay not up for yourselves treasures upon earth, where moth and rust doth corrupt,
and where thieves break through and steal:
20. But lay up for yourselves treasures in heaven, where neither moth nor dust doth
corrupt, and where thieves do not break through nor steal:
21. For where your treasure is, there will your heart be also.
22. The light of the body is the eye: if therefore thine eye be single, thy whole body
shall be full of light.
23. But if thine eye be evil, thy whole body shall be full of darkness. If therefore th~
light that is in thee be darkness, how great is that darkness!
24. No man can serve two masters: for either he will hate the one , and love the other·,
or else he will hold to the one, and despise the other. Ye cannot serve God and
mammon.
25. Therefore I say unto you, take no thought for your life, what ye shall eat, or what
ye shall drink; nor yet for your body, what ye shall put on. Is not the life more
than meat, and the body than raiment?
26. Behold the fowls of the air: for they sow not, neither do they reap, nor gather into
barns; yet your heavenly Father feedeth them. Are ye not much better than they?
27. Which of you by taking thought can add one cubit unto his stature?
28. And why take ye thought for raiment? Consider the lilies of the field, how they
grow; they toil not, neither do they spin.
29. And yet I say unto you, That even Solomon in all his glory was not arrayed like
one of these.
30. Wherefore, if God so clothe the grass of the field, which to day is, and to morrow
is cast into the oven, shall he not much more clothe you, 0 ye of little faith?
31. Therefore take no thought, saying, What shall we eat? or, What shall we drink?
or, Wherewithal shall we be clothed?
32. (For after all these things do the Gentiles seek:) for your heavenly Father
knoweth that ye have need of all these things.
33. But seek ye first the kingdom of God, and his righteousness; and all these things
shall be added unto you.
34. Take therefore no thought for the morrow: for the morrow shall take thought for
the things of itself. Sufficient unto the day is the evil thereof.

CHAPTER 7
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

Judge not, that ye be not judged.
For with what judgement ye judge, ye shall be judged: and with what measure ye
mete it shall be measured unto you again.
And ~hy beholdest thou the mote that is in thy brother's eye, but considerest not
the beam that is in thine own eye?
Or how wilt thou say to thou brother, Let me pull out the mote out of thine eye:
and, behold, a beam is in thine own eye?
Thou hypocrite, first cast out the beam out of thine own eye; and then shalt thou
see clearly to cast out the mote out of thy brother's eye.
Give not that which is holy unto the dogs, neither cast ye 'yourdPeardls before the
swine, lest they trample them under their feet, and turn agam an fen you.
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7.

Ask, and it shall be given you; seek, and ye shall find; knock, and it shall be
opened unto you:

8.

For every one that asketh receiveth; and he that seeketh findeth· and to him that
knocketh it shall be opened.
'
9. Or what man is there of you, whom if his son ask bread, will he give him a
stone?
10. Or ifhe ask a fish, will he give him a serpent?
11. If ye then, being evil, know how to give good gifts unto your children, how much
more shall you Father which is in heaven give good things to them that ask him?
12. Therefore all things whatsoever ye would that men should do to you, do ye even
so to them: for this is the law and the prophets.
13. Enter ye in at the strait gate: for wide is the gate, and broad is the way, that
leadeth to destruction, and many there be which go in thereat:
14. Because strait is the gate, and narrow is the way, which leadeth unto life, and few
there be that find it.
15. Beware of false prophets, which come to you in sheep's clothing, but inwardly
they are ravening wolves.
16. Ye shall know them by their fruits. Do men gather grapes of thorn, or figs of
thistles?
17. Even so every good tree bringeth forth good fruit; but a corrupt tree bringeth
forth evil fruit.
18. A good tree cannot bring forth evil fruit, neither can a corrupt tree bring forth
good fruit.
19. Every tree that bringeth not forth good fruit is hewn down, and cast into the fire.
20. Wherefore by their fruits ye shall know them.
21. Not everyone that saith unto me, Lord, Lord, shall enter into the kingdom of
heaven; but he that doeth the will of my Father which is in heaven.
22. Many will say to me in that day, Lord, Lord, have we not prophesied in thy
name? and in thy name have cast out devils? and in thy name done many
wonderful works?
23. And then I will profess unto them, I never knew you: depart from me, ye that
work iniquity.
24. Therefore whosoever heareth these sayings of mine, and doeth them, I will liken
him unto a wise man, which built his house upon a rock:
25. And the rain descended, and the floods came, and the winds blew, and beat upon
that house; and it fell not: for it was founded upon a rock.
26. And every one that heareth these sayings of mine, and doeth them not, shall be
likened unto a foolish man, which built his house upon the sand:
27. And the rain descended, and the floods came, and the winds blew, and beat upon
that house; and it fell: and great was the fall of it.
28. And it came to pass, when Jesus had ended these sayings, the people were
astonished at his doctrine:
29. For he taught them as one having authority, and not as the scribes.

A.2 - The Sermon on the Plain according to Luke 6
The sixth chapter of the Gospel according .to Luke contains a very si~ilar sermon,
on the
known as t h e Se r m
o Plain
n · There IS much debate on whether It. reports the
. even t a s Matthew's Sermon on the Mount - a debate which need not
same narratIve
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be engaged with here . Because 0 f the SImI
. '1 antIes,
"
. . anarchIsts
. sometimes
.
ChnstIan
but rarely - refer to Luke's Se
. h
.
,
.
.
rmon m t e same breath as Matthew's. For thIs reason
agaIn
C:rom th
.
.
.
'
Luke S rendenng
•
'
1J
e K'mg James VerSIOn
(and agam
wIth
italics
removed), IS presented here as well.
17. ~nd. he came down with them, and stood in the plain, and the company of his
dIsCIples, and a great multitude of people out of all Judaea and Jerusalem, and
from the sea coast of Tyre and Sidon which came to hear him and to be healed
of their diseases;
,
,

18. And they that were vexed with unclean spirits: and they were healed.
19. And the whole multitude sought to touch him: for there went virtue out of him,
and healed them all.
20. And he lifted up his eyes on his disciples, and said, Blessed be ye poor: for yours
is the kingdom of God.
21. Blessed are ye that hunger now: for ye shall be filled. Blessed are ye that weep
now: for ye shall laugh.
22. Blessed are ye, when men shall hate you, and when they shall separate you from
their company, and shall reproach you, and cast out your name as evil, for the
Son of man's sake.
23. Rejoice ye in that day, and leap for joy: for, behold, your reward is great in
heaven: for in the like manner did their fathers unto the prophets.
24. But woe unto you that are rich! for ye have received your consolation.
25. Woe unto you that are full! for ye shall hunger. Woe unto you that laugh now!
for ye shall mourn and weep.
26. Woe unto you, when all men shall speak well of you! for so did their fathers to
the false prophets.
27. But I say unto you which hear, Love your enemies, do good to them which hate
you,
28. Bless them that curse you, and pray for them which despitefully use you.
29. And unto him that smiteth thee on the one cheek offer also the other; and him
that taketh away thy cloak forbid not to take thy coat also.
30. Give to every man that asketh of thee; and of him that taketh away thy goods ask
them not again.
31. And as ye would that men should do to you, do ye also to them likewise.
32. For ifye love them which love you, what thank have ye? for sinners also love
those that love them.
33. And ifye do good to them which do good to you, what thank have ye? for
sinners also do even the same.
34. And ifye lend to them of whom ye hope to receive, what thank have ye? for
sinners also lend to sinners, to receive as much again,
35. But love ye your enemies, and do good, and lend: hoping for no~hing again; a~d
your reward shall be great, and ye shal,l be the children of the Highest: for he IS
kind unto the unthankful and to the evil,
36. Be ye therefore merciful, as your Father also is merciful.
37, Judge not, and ye shall not be judged: co~demn not, and ye shall not be
condemned: forgive, and ye shall be forgiven:
d 't shall be given unto you; good measure, pressed down, and shaken
·
38 , G Ive, an I
'h h
, ,
F
together, and running over, shall men give mto your bosom" or Wit t e same
at ye mete withal it shall be measured to you agam,
measure th
, did h bl' d? h II h
39, And he spake a parable unto them, Can the blm ea t e m , s a t ey not
both fall into the ditch?
,
,
' . I'
t above his master' but every one that IS perfect shall be as hiS
40, T h e d ISClP e IS no
'
master,
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41. And why beholdest thou the mote that is in thy brother's eye, but perceivest not
the beam that is in thine own eye?
42. ~ith~r how canst thou say to thy brother, Brother, let me pull out the mote that is
m thme eye, when thou thyself beholdest not the beam that is in thine own eye?
Thou hypocrite, cast out first the beam out of thine own eye, and then shalt thou
see clearly to pull out the mote that is in thy brother's eye.
43. For a good tree bringeth not forth corrupt fruit; neither doth a corrupt tree bring
forth good fruit.
44. For every tree is known by his own fruit. For ofthoms men do not gather figs,
nor of a bramble bush gather they grapes.
45. A good man out of the good treasure of his heart bringeth forth that which is
good; and an evil man out of the evil treasure of his heart bringeth forth that
which is evil: for of the abundance of the heart his mouth speaketh.
46. And why call ye me, Lord, Lord, and do not the things which I say?
47. Whosoever cometh to me, and heareth my sayings, and doeth them, I will shew
you to whom he is like:
48. He is like a man which built an house, and digged deep, and laid the foundation
on a rock: and when the flood arose, the stream beat vehemently upon that house,
and could not shake it: for it was founded upon a rock.
49. But he that heareth, and doeth not, is like a man that without a foundation built
an house upon the earth; against which the stream did beat vehemently, and
immediately it fell; and the ruin of that house was great.

A.3 - The harmonised Sermon according to Tolstoy
As explained in the Introduction, Tolstoy produced his own translation of the Gospel
in order to eliminate from the established Russian version what he considered
unfounded or irrational ambiguities. Unfortunately, his detailed Union and
Translation of the Four Gospels has not yet been translated into English. What
English readers can nevertheless study is Tolstoy's (still one hundred and eighty
pages long) "The Gospel in Brief' - which includes, in the margin, the precise
original verses corresponding to Tolstoy'S harmonised translation.! Since it provides
a very interesting contrast to the conventional King James Version of the Sermon,
Tolstoy'S rearranged version of the Sermon on the Mount is transcribed below (note
that italics for the Lord's Prayer are Tolstoy's).
Once many people came to Jesus to hear his teaching and he went up on a hill and
sat down. His pupils surrounded him. And he began to teach the people what the
Father's will is. He said:
Blessed are the poor and the homeless, for they live in the will of the Father. If they
are hungry they shall be satisfied, and if they sorrow and weep they shall be
comforted. If people despise them, thrust them aside, and drive them away, let them
be glad of it, for so God's people have always been treated and they receive a
heavenly reward.

Tolstoy, "The Gospel in Brief." Aylme~ Maude, wh? translated most ofTol~toy's works and whose
translations were approved by Tolstoy himself, explams that he translated neither A Criticism of
Dogmatic Theology nor Union and Transl~tion of the F~ur Gospels because the~ present "enormous
difficulties," largely because they are too t.led to Tolstoy s contempo~ary. and natIOnal context. Besides,
according to Maude, What I Believe recapitulates what Tolstoy says 10 his Four Gospels. Maude, The
Life of Tolstoy, 52-55.
I
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B~t woe to the rich, for they have already got what they wanted, and will get
nothmg more.
~ow they are satisfied, but they too will be hungry. Now they rejoice, but they too
will be sad. Woe to those whom everyone praises, for only deceivers are praised by
everybody.
Blessed are the poor and homeless; but blessed only if they are poor not merely
outwardly but also in spirit - just as salt is good only when it has saltness in it and is
not salt merely in appearance.
. So you also, the poor and homeless, are the teachers of the world; you are blessed
If you know that true happiness is in being homeless and poor. But if you are poor
only outwardly then, like salt that has no savour, you are good for nothing. You are
the light of the world, therefore do not hide your light but let men see it. When a man
lights a candle he does not put it under the bench but on the table that it should give
light to everyone in the room. So you, too, should not hide your light but show it by
your actions, that men may see that you have the truth, and seeing your good deeds
may understand your heavenly Father.
And do not think that I free you from the law. I teach not release from the law but
fulfilment of the eternal law. As long as there are men under heaven the eternal law
remains. There will be no release from law till men of themselves fulfil the eternal
law completely. And now I give you the commandments of that eternal law. If
anyone releases himself from any of these short commandments and teaches others
that they may do so, he shall be least in the kingdom of heaven, but he who fulfils
them and thereby teaches others to fulfil them shall be great in the kingdom of
heaven. For if your virtue is no more than the virtue of the Orthodox legalists you
will never reach the kingdom of heaven.
These are the commandments:
In the former law it was said: Do not kill, and if anyone kills another he must be
judged.
But I tell you that everyone who grows angry with his brother-man deserves
judgement, and still more to blame is he who speaks abusively to his brother-man.
So if you wish to pray to God, first think whether there is anyone who has
something against you. If you remember even one man who considers that you have
offended him, leave your prayers and go first to make peace with your brother-man,
and then you may pray. Know that God requires neither sacrifice nor prayer, but only
peace, concord, and love among men; and that you can neither pray nor think of God
if there is a single man towards whom you do not feel love.
So this is the first commandment: Do not be angry, and do not rail; and if you have
spoken harshly to anyone make peace with him and do it so that no one should have a
grudge against you.
In the former law it was said: Do not commit adultery, and if you wish to put away
your wife, give her a letter of divorcement.
But I tell you that if you look lustfully at a woman's beauty you are already
committing adultery. All sensuality destroys the soul, and so it is better for you to
renounce the pleasures of the flesh than to destroy your life.
And if you put away your wife, then besides being vicious yourself you drive her to
wantonness too, as well as him with whom she may unite.
So that is the second commandment: Do not think that love of a woman is good, do
not desire women, but live with her with whom you have become united, and do not
leave her.
In the former law it was said: Do not utter the name of the Lord God in vain, do not
caIl upon God when lying, and do not dishonour the name of your God. Do not swear
to any untruth and so profane your God.
But I tell you that every oath is a profanation of God. Therefore do not swear at all.
Man cannot promise anything, for he is wholly in the power of the Father. He cannot
make one grey hair black. How then can he swear beforehand that he will do this or
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that, and swear to it by God? Every oath is a profanation of God, for if a man is
compelled to fulfil under an oath that which is against the will of God it shows that
he had promised to act contrary to God's will, and so every oath is an evil. But when
men ask you about anything, say Yes if it is yes or No if it is no· anything added to
"
that is evil.
. So the third c~~mandment is: Never swear anything for anyone. Say Yes when it
IS yes, No when It IS no, and understand that every oath is evil.
In the former law it was said that if a man killed another he must give a life for a
life, an eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth, an arm for an arm, an ox for an ox, a slave
for a slave, and much else.
But I say to you: Do not fight evil by evil, and not only do not exact at law an ox
fo: an ox, a slave for a slave, a life for a life, but do not resist evil at all. If anyone
wIshes to take an ox from you, give him another; if he wants to take your coat by
law, give him your shirt as well; if anyone knocks out a tooth on one side, turn the
other side to him. If he would make you do one piece of work for him, do two. If men
wish to take your property, let them have it. If they owe you money and do not return
it, do not demand it.
And therefore: Do not judge or go to law, do not punish, and you yourself will not
be judged or punished. Forgive everyone and you will be forgiven; but if you judge
others they will judge you also.
You cannot judge, for men are all blind and do not see the truth. How can you see a
speck in your brother's eye when there is dust in your own? You must first get your
own eye clear - but whose eyes are perfectly clear? Can a blind man lead the blind?
They will both fall into the pit. And those who judge and punish are like blind men
leading the blind.
Those who judge, and condemn others to violent treatment, wounds, mutilation, or
death, wish to correct them, but what can come of their teaching except that the
pupils will learn to become just like their teacher? What then will they do when they
have learnt the lesson? Only what the teacher does: violence and murder.
And do not expect to find justice in the courts. To entrust one's love of justice to
men's courts is like throwing precious pearls to swine: they will trample on them and
tear you to pieces.
And therefore the fourth commandment is: However men may wrong you, do not
return evil, do not judge or go to law, do not sue, and do not punish.
In the former law it was said: Do good to men of your own nation and do harm to
foreigners.
But I tell you: Love not only your own countrymen, but people of other nations
also. Let others hate you, attack you, and wrong you, but speak well of them and do
good to them. If you are attached only to your own countrymen, remember that all
men are attached to their own countrymen, and wars result from that. But behave
equally well to men of all nations, and you will be sons of the Father. All men are His
children, so they are all brothers to you.
And so this is the fifth commandment: Treat foreigners as I have told you to treat
one another. To the Father of all men there are no separate nations or separate
kingdoms: all are brothers, all sons of one Father. Make no distinctions among
people as to nations and kingdoms.
And so: (1) Do not be angry, but live at peace with all men. (2) Do not indulge
yourself in sexual gratification. (3) Do not promise anything on oath to anyone. (4)
Do not resist evil, do not judge and do not go to law. (5) Make no distinction of
nationality, but love foreigners as your own people.
All these commandments are contained in one: All that you wish men to do to you,
do you to them.
Do not fulfil these commandments for praise from men. If you do it for men, then
from men you have your reward. But if you do it not from men, your reward is from
your heavenly Father. So if you do good to others do not boast about it before men.
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That is what the hypocrit~s do, to obtain praise. And they get what they seek. But if
you do good to m.en, do It so that no one sees it, and that your left hand should not
know what your nght hand does. And your Father will see it and will give you what
you need.
And if you ~ish to 'pray, do not do it as the hypocrites do. They love to pray in the
churches and III the sIght of men. They do it for men's praise and from men receive
what they aim at.
'
But i~ ~ou wish to pray, go where no one will see you, and pray to the Father of
you.r spInt, and He will see what is in your soul and will give you what your soul
desIres. When you pray, do not wag your tongue as the hypocrites do. Your Father
knows what you need before you open your lips.
Pray only thus:
Our Father, without beginning and without end, like the heavens!
May Thy being alone be holy.
May power be Thine alone, so that Thy will may be done, without beginning and
without end, on earth.
Give me the food of life this present day.
Efface my former mistakes and wipe them out, as 1 efface and wipe out all the
mistakes my brothers have made; that 1 may not fall into temptation, but be saved
from evil.
For the power and strength are Thine, and the decision is Thine.
If you pray, free yourselves above all from malice against anyone. For if you do not
forgive others their faults, your Father will not forgive you yours.
If you fast, do so without any parade of it before others. The hypocrites fast that
people should see it and praise them - and people do praise them, so they get what
they wanted. But you should not do so; if you suffer want, go about with a cheerful
face that men may not see, but that your Father may see and give you what you need.
Do not lay up store for yourself on earth. On earth maggots consume, and rust eats,
and thieves steal: but lay up for yourselves heavenly riches. Heavenly riches are not
consumed by maggots, nor eaten away by rust, nor do thieves steal them. Where your
riches are, there will your heart be also.
The light of the body is the eye, and the light of the soul is the heart. If your eye is
dim your whole body will be in darkness. And if the light of your heart is dim your
whole soul will be in darkness. You cannot serve two masters at the same time. If
you please the one you will offend the other. You cannot serve both God and the
flesh. Either you will work for the earthly life or for God. Therefore do not be
anxious about what you will eat or drink, or how you will be dressed. For the life is
more wonderful than food and clothing and God has given you this.
Look on God's creatures, the birds. They do not sow or reap or gather in the
harvest, yet God feeds them. In God's sight man is not less than a bird. If God gave
man life, He will be able to feed him too. And you yourselves know that you can do
nothing of yourselves, however you may strive. You cannot lengthen your life by an
hour. And why do you trouble about clothing? The flowers of the field do not work
and do not spin, but they are adorned as Solomon in all his luxury never was.
And if God has so adorned the grass which grows to-day, and to-morrow is cut
down, wi II He not clothe you?
Do not be afraid and do not worry; do not say that you must think of what you will
eat and how you will be clothed. All men need these things and God knows that you
need them. So do not trouble about the future. Live in the present day. Take care to
be in the Father's will. Desire that which alone is important, and the rest will come of
itself. Seek only to be in the will of the Father, and do not trouble about the future,
for when it comes its trouble will come too. There is enough evil in the present.
Ask and it shall be given you; seek and ye shall find; knock and it will opened to
you. Where is there a father who would give his son a stone instead of bre~d. or a
snake instead of a fish? Then why do you think if we wicked men can give our
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children what they need, that your Father in heaven will not give you what you truly
need, if you ask Him? Ask, and the heavenly Father will give the spirit of life to them
that ask Him.
Narrow is the path to life, but enter by that narrow way. There is only one entry to
life - a strait and narrow one. Great and wide is the field around, but it leads to
destruction. The narrow way alone leads to life, and few find it. But do not be afraid,
little flock! The Father has prepared the Kingdom for you.
Only, beware of false prophets and teachers; they come to you in sheep's clothing,
but inwardly are ravening wolves. By their fruits - by what comes from them - you
will know them. From the burdock you do not gather grapes, nor apples from an
aspen. A good tree bears good fruit and a bad tree bad fruit. So you will know these
men by the fruits of their teaching.
A good man out of his good heart brings forth all that is good. But an evil man out
of his evil heart brings forth all that is evil. For from the overflow of the heart the lips
speak. And therefore if teachers tell you to do to others what would be bad for
yourselves, if they teach violence, executions, and wars - then you may know that
they are false teachers.
For it is not those who say: 'Lord, Lord!' who will enter the kingdom of heaven,
but those who fulfil the will of the heavenly Father. The false teachers will say:
'Lord, Lord! We taught your doctrine, and by your teaching drove out evil.' But I
will disown them and say: 'No, I never recognized you and do not recognize you
now, Go away from me; you do what is unlawful.'
He who hears these words of mine and acts on them is like a reasonable man who
builds his house on a rock. And his house will stand against all storms. But he who
hears these words of mine and does not act on them is like a foolish man who builds
his house on the sand. When a storm comes his house will fall and all in it will
perish.
And the people were all astonished at this teaching, for the teaching of Jesus was
quite different from that of the Orthodox professors of the law. They taught a law that
had to be obeyed, but Jesus taught that all men are free. And in Jesus Christ were
fulfilled the prophecies of Isaiah: that a people living in darkness, in the shadow of
death, saw the light of life. That he who brought this light of truth did no violence or
harm to men, but was meek and gentle. To bring truth into the world he neither
disputes nor shouts, nor is his voice raise, and he will not break a straw or put out the
2
smallest light, and all the hope of men is in his teaching.

2

Tolstoy, "The Gospel in Brief," 161-172.
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Appendix B - Miscellaneous Bible
Passages
In this ~ppendix, the most important Bible passages which are discussed in the thesis
(mostly I~ Chapters 1, 2 a~d ;) ~re .reprinted for ease of reference. As with Appendix
A, th~ KI~g J am~s . VersIOn s ItalIcs - which highlight supplementary words not
contaIned In the onginal but added for grammatical clarity - have been removed.

B.1 - Israel requests a king
B.1.1 - 1 Samuel 8
1.

And it came to pass, when Samuel was old, that he made his sons judges over
Israel.
2. Now the name of his firstborn was Joel; and the name of his second, Abiah: they
were judges in Beersheba.
3. And his sons walked not in his ways, but turned aside after lucre, and took
bribes, and perverted judgment.
4. Then all the elders of Israel gathered themselves together, and came to Samuel
unto Ramah,
5. And said unto him, Behold, thou art old, and thy sons walk not in thy ways: now
make us a king to judge us like all the nations.
6.

But the thing displeased Samuel, when they said, Give us a king to judge us. And
Samuel prayed unto the LORD.
7. And the LORD said unto Samuel, Hearken unto the voice of the people in all that
they say unto thee: for they have not rejected thee, but they have rejected me, that
I should not reign over them.
8. According to all the works which they have done since the day that I brought
them up out of Egypt even unto this day, wherewith they have forsaken me, and
served other gods, so do they also unto thee.
9. Now therefore hearken unto their voice: howbeit yet protest solemnly unto them,
and shew them the manner of the king that shall reign over them.
10. And Samuel told all the words of the LORD unto the people that asked of him a
king.
11. And he said, This will be the manner of the king that shall reign over you: He
will take your sons, and appoint them for himself, for his chariots, and to be his
horsemen; and some shall run before his chariots.
12. And he will appoint him captains over thousands, and captains over fifties: and
will set them to ear his ground, and to reap his harvest, and to make his
instruments of war, and instruments of his chariots.
13. And he will take your daughters to be confectionaries, and to be cooks. and to be
bakers.
14. And he will take your fields, and your vineyards, and your oliveyards, even the
best of them, and give them to his servants.
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15. And he will take the tenth of your seed, and of your vineyards, and give to his
officers, and to his servants.
16. And he will take your menservants, and your maidservants, and your goodliest
young men, and your asses, and put them to his work.
17. He will take the tenth of your sheep: and ye shall be his servants.
18. And ye shall cry out in that day because of your king which ye shall have chosen
you; and the LORD will not hear you in that day.
19. Neverthe~ess the people refused to obey the voice of Samuel; and they said, Nay;
but we WIll have a king over us;
20. That we also may be like all the nations; and that our king may judge us, and go
out before us, and fight our battles.
21. And Samuel heard all the words of the people, and he rehearsed them in the ears
of the LORD.
22. And the LORD said to Samuel, Hearken unto their voice, and make them a king.
And Samuel said unto the men of Israel, Go ye every man unto his city.

B.2 - Mary's Magnificat
B.2.1 - Luke 1:39-56
39. And Mary arose in those days, and went into the hill country with haste, into a
city of Juda;
40. And entered into the house of Zacharias, and saluted Elisabeth.
41. And it came to pass, that, when Elisabeth heard the salutation of Mary, the babe
leaped in her womb; and Elisabeth was filled with the Holy Ghost:
42. And she spake out with a loud voice, and said, Blessed art thou among women,
and blessed is the fruit of thy womb.
43. And whence is this to me, that the mother of my Lord should come to me?
44. For, 10, as soon as the voice of thy salutation sounded in mine ears, the babe
leaped in my womb for joy.
45. And blessed is she that believed: for there shall be a performance of those things
which were told her from the Lord.
46. And Mary said, My soul doth magnify the Lord,
47. And my spirit hath rejoiced in God my Saviour.
48. For he hath regarded the low estate of his handmaiden: for, behold, from
henceforth all generations shall call me blessed.
49. For he that is mighty hath done to me great things; and holy is his name.
50. And his mercy is on them that fear him from generation to generation.
51. He hath shewed strength with his arm; he hath scattered the proud in the
imagination of their hearts.
52. He hath put down the mighty from their seats, and exalted them of low degree.
53. He hath filled the hungry with good things; and the rich he hath sent empty away.
54. He hath helped his servant Israel, in remembrance of his mercy;
55. As he spake to our fathers, to Abraham, and to his seed for ever.
56. And Mary abode with her about three months, and returned to her own house.

B.3 - The temptation of Jesus
B.3.1 - According to Matthew 4:1-11
I.

Then was Jesus led up of the Spirit into the wilderness to be tempted of the de\il.
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2.

And when he had fasted forty days and forty nights, he was afterward an
hungred.

3.

And when the tempter came to him, he said, If thou be the Son of God, command
that these stones be made bread.

4.

But he answered and said, It is written, Man shall not live by bread alone, but by
every word that proceedeth out of the mouth of God.
Then the devil taketh him up into the holy city, and setteth him on a pinnacle of
the temple,

5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

And saith unto him, If thou be the Son of God, cast thyself down: for it is written,
He shall give his angels charge concerning thee: and in their hands they shall
bear thee up, lest at any time thou dash thy foot against a stone.
Jesus said unto him, It is written again, Thou shalt not tempt the Lord thy God.
Again, the devil taketh him up into an exceeding high mountain, and sheweth
him all the kingdoms of the world, and the glory of them;
And saith unto him, All these things will I give thee, if thou wilt fall down and
worship me.

10. Then saith Jesus unto him, Get thee hence, Satan: for it is written, Thou shalt
worship the Lord thy God, and him only shalt thou serve.
11. Then the devilleaveth him, and, behold, angels came and ministered unto him.

B.3.2 - According to Luke 4:1-13
1. And Jesus being full of the Holy Ghost returned from Jordan, and was led by the
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.

Spirit into the wilderness,
Being forty days tempted of the devil. And in those days he did eat nothing: and
when they were ended, he afterward hungered.
And the devil said unto him, If thou be the Son of God, command this stone that
it be made bread.
And Jesus answered him, saying, It is written, That man shall not live by bread
alone, but by every word of God.
And the devil, taking him up into an high mountain, shewed unto him all the
kingdoms of the world in a moment of time.
And the devil said unto him, All this power will I give thee, and the glory of
them: for that is delivered unto me; and to whomsoever I will I give it.
If thou therefore wilt worship me, all shall be thine.
And Jesus answered and said unto him, Get thee behind me, Satan: for it is
written, Thou shalt worship the Lord thy God, and him only shalt thou serve.
And he brought him to Jerusalem, and set him on a pinnacle of the temple, and
said unto him, If thou be the Son of God, cast thyself down from hence:
For it is written, He shall give his angels charge over thee, to keep thee:
And in their hands they shall bear thee up, lest at any time thou dash thy foot
against a stone.
And Jesus answering said unto him, It is said, Thou shalt not tempt the Lord thy
God.
And when the devil had ended all the temptation, he departed from him for a
season.

8.4 - Jesus' ministry begins
8.4.1 - Luke 4:14-30
14. And Jesus returned in the power of the Spirit into Galilee: and there went out a
fame of him through all the region round about.
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15. And he taught in their synagogues, being glorified of all.
16. And he came to Nazareth, where he had been brought up: and, as his custom was.
he went into the synagogue on the sabbath day, and stood up for to read.
17. And there was delivered unto him the book of the prophet Esaias. And when he
had opened the book, he found the place where it was written,
18. The Spirit of the Lord is upon me, because he hath anointed me to preach the
gospel to the poor; he hath sent me to heal the brokenhearted, to preach
deliverance to the captives, and recovering of sight to the blind, to set at liberty
them that are bruised,
19. To preach the acceptable year of the Lord.
20. And he closed the book, and he gave it again to the minister, and sat down. And
the eyes of all them that were in the synagogue we're fastened on him.
21. And he began to say unto them, This day is this scripture fulfilled in your ears.
22. And all bare him witness, and wondered at the gracious words which proceeded
out of his mouth. And they said, Is not this Joseph's son?
23. And he said unto them, Ye will surely say unto me this proverb, Physician, heal
thyself: whatsoever we have heard done in Capernaum, do also here in thy
country.
24. And he said, Verily I say unto you, No prophet is accepted in his own country.
25. But I tell you of a truth, many widows were in Israel in the days of Elias, when
the heaven was shut up three years and six months, when great famine was
throughout all the land;
26. But unto none of them was Elias sent, save unto Sarepta, a city of Sidon. unto a
woman that was a widow.
27. And many lepers were in Israel in the time of Eliseus the prophet; and none of
them was cleansed, saving Naaman the Syrian.
28. And all they in the synagogue, when they heard these things, were filled with
wrath,
29. And rose up, and thrust him out of the city, and led him unto the brow of the hill
whereon their city was built, that they might cast him down headlong.
30. But he passing through the midst of them went his way,

8.5 - Not peace but division
B.5.1 - According to Matthew 10:34-39
34. Think not that I am come to send peace on earth: I came not to send peace, but a
sword.
35. For I am come to set a man at variance against his father, and the daughter
against her mother, and the daughter in law against her mother in law.
36. And a man's foes shall be they of his own household.
37. He that loveth father or mother more than me is not worthy of me: and he that
loveth son or daughter more than me is not worthy of me:
38. And he that taketh not his cross, and followeth after me~ IS. not worthy of me.
39. He that findeth his life shall lose it: and he that loseth hiS life for my sake shall
find it.

B.5.2 - According to Luke 12:49-53

49. I am come to send fire on the earth; and what will I, if it be ~Iready .ki~dled?
50. But I have a baptism to be baptized with; and how am I straitened tIll It be
accomplished!
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51.

S~~p.ose ye that I am come to give peace on earth? I tell you, Nay; but rather

dIvIsIOn:

52. For from he~ceforth there shall be five in one house divided, three against two,
and two agaInst three.
53. The father ~hall be divided against the son, and the son against the father; the
mother ~gaInst the daughter, and the daughter against the mother; the mother in
law agaInst her daughter in law, and the daughter in law against her mother in
law.

B.6 - A woman caught in adultery
B.6.1- John 8:1-11
l.
2.

Jesus went unto the mount of Olives.
And early in the morning he came again into the temple, and all the people came
unto him; and he sat down, and taught them.
3. And the scribes and Pharisees brought unto him a woman taken in adultery; and
when they had set her in the midst,
4. They say unto him, Master, this woman was taken in adultery, in the very act.
5. Now Moses in the law commanded us, that such should be stoned: but what
sayest thou?
6. This they said, tempting him, that they might have to accuse him. But Jesus
stooped down, and with his finger wrote on the ground, as though he heard them
not.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.

So when they continued asking him, he lifted up himself, and said unto them, He
that is without sin among you, let him first cast a stone at her.
And again he stooped down, and wrote on the ground.
And they which heard it, being convicted by their own conscience, went out one
by one, beginning at the eldest, even unto the last: and Jesus was left alone, and
the woman standing in the midst.
When Jesus had lifted up himself, and saw none but the woman, he said unto her,
Woman, where are those thine accusers? hath no man condemned thee?
She said, No man, Lord. And Jesus said unto her, Neither do I condemn thee: go,
and sin no more.

B.7 - Jesus teaches about serving others
B. 7.1 - According to Matthew 20:20-28
20. Then came to him the mother of Zebedees children with her sons, worshipping
him, and desiring a certain thing of him.
21. And he said unto her, What wilt thou? She saith unto him, Grant that these my
two sons may sit, the one on thy right hand, and the other on the left, in thy
kingdom.
.
22. But Jesus answered and said, Ye know not what ye ask. Are ye able to drink of
the cup that I shall drink of, and to be baptized with the baptism that I am
baptized with? They say unto him, We are able.
.
.
23. And he saith unto them, Ye shall drink indeed of my cup, and be baptIzed WIth
the baptism that I am baptized with: but to sit on my right ~a~d. and on my left,
is not mine to give, but it shall be given to them for whom It IS prepared of my
Father.
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24. And when the ten heard it, they were moved with indignation against the two
brethren.
25. But J.esus cal1~d them ~~to him, and said, Ye know that the princes of the
GentIles exerCIse domInIOn over them, and they that are great exercise authority
upon them.
26. But it shal~ ~ot be so among you: but whosoever will be great among you, let him
be your mInIster;
27. And whosoever will be chief among you, let him be your servant:
28. Even as the Son of man came not to be ministered unto, but to minister, and to
give his life a ransom for many.

8.7.2 - According to Mark 10:35-45
35. And James and John, the sons of Zebedee, come unto him, saying, Master, we
would that thou shouldest do for us whatsoever we shall desire.
36. And he said unto them, What would ye that I should do for you?
37. They said unto him, Grant unto us that we may sit, one on thy right hand, and the
other on thy left hand, in thy glory.
38. But Jesus said unto them, Ye know not what ye ask: can ye drink of the cup that I
drink of? and be baptized with the baptism that I am baptized with?
39. And they said unto him, We can. And Jesus said unto them, Ye shall indeed
drink of the cup that I drink of; and with the baptism that I am baptized withal
shall ye be baptized:
40. But to sit on my right hand and on my left hand is not mine to give; but it shall be
given to them for whom it is prepared.
41. And when the ten heard it, they began to be much displeased with James and
John.
42. But Jesus called them to him, and saith unto them, Ye know that they which are
accounted to rule over the Gentiles exercise lordship over them; and their great
ones exercise authority upon them.
43. But so shall it not be among you: but whosoever will be great among you, shall
be your minister:
44. And whosoever of you wi II be the chiefest, shall be servant of all.
45. For even the Son of man came not to be ministered unto, but to minister, and to
give his life a ransom for many.

B.8 - Jesus clears the temple
8.8.1 - According to Matthew 21 :12-22
12. And Jesus went into the temple of God, and cast out all them that sold and
bought in the temple, and overthrew the tables of the moneychangers, and the
seats of them that sold doves,
13. And said unto them, It is written, My house shall be called the house of prayer;
but ye have made it a den of thieves.
14. And the blind and the lame came to him in the temple; and h.e healed the~.
15. And when the chief priests and scribes saw the wonderful thmgs that he ?Id, and
the children crying in the temple, and saying, Hosanna to the son of David; they
were sore displeased,
16 And said unto him, Hearest thou what these say? And Je~us saith unto them, Yea;
. h ave ye never rea d , Out of the mouth of babes and sucklmgs thou hast perfected
praise?
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17. And ~e left them,. and went out of the city into Bethany; and he lodged there.
18. Now III the mornmg as he returned into the city, he hungered.
19. And when he saw a fig. tree in !he way, he came to it, and found nothing thereon,
but leaves only, and saId unto It, Let no fruit grow on thee henceforward for ever.
And presently the fig tree withered away.
20. A~d when the disciples saw it, they marvelled, saying, How soon is the fig tree
WIthered away!
21. Jesus answered and said unto them, Verily I say unto you, Ifye have faith, and
doubt not, ye shall not only do this which is done to the fig tree, but also if ye
shall say unto this mountain, Be thou removed, and be thou cast into the sea; it
shall be done.
22. And all things, whatsoever ye shall ask in prayer, believing, ye shall receive.

B.8.2 - According to Mark 11 :11-26
11. And Jesus entered into Jerusalem, and into the temple: and when he had looked
round about upon all things, and now the eventide was come, he went out unto
Bethany with the twelve.
12. And on the morrow, when they were come from Bethany, he was hungry:
13. And seeing a fig tree afar off having leaves, he came, if haply he might find any
thing thereon: and when he came to it, he found nothing but leaves; for the time
of figs was not yet.
14. And Jesus answered and said unto it, No man eat fruit of thee hereafter for ever.
And his disciples heard it.
15. And they come to Jerusalem: and Jesus went into the temple, and began to cast
out them that sold and bought in the temple, and overthrew the tables of the
moneychangers, and the seats of them that sold doves;
16. And would not suffer that any man should carry any vessel through the temple.
17. And he taught, saying unto them, Is it not written, My house shall be called of all .
nations the house of prayer? but ye have made it a den of thieves.
18. And the scribes and chief priests heard it, and sought how they might destroy
him: for they feared him, because all the people was astonished at his doctrine.
19. And when even was come, he went out of the city.
20. And in the morning, as they passed by, they saw the fig tree dried up from the
roots.
21. And Peter calling to remembrance saith unto him, Master, behold, the fig tree
which thou cursedst is withered away.
22. And Jesus answering saith unto them, Have faith in God.
23. For verily I say unto you, That whosoever shall say unto thi.s m?untain, Be thou
removed, and be thou cast into the sea; and shall not doubt III hIS heart, but shall
believe that those things which he saith shall come to pass; he shall have
whatsoever he saith.
24. Therefore I say unto you, What things soever ye desire, when ye pray, believe
that ye receive them, and ye shall have them.
.
25. And when ye stand praying, forgive, ifye have ought agamst any: that your
Father also which is in heaven may forgive you you~ tre~p~sses.
.
26. But ifye do not forgive, neither will your Father WhICh IS III heaven forgIve your
trespasses.
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B.8.3 - According to Luke 19:45-48
45. And he went into the temple, and began to cast out them that sold therein and
,
them that bought;
46. Sayin~ unto them, !t is written, My house is the house of prayer: but ye have
made It a den of thieves.
47. A~d he taught daily in the temple. But the chief priests and the scribes and the
chtef of the people sought to destroy him,
48. And c~uld not find what they might do: for all the people were very attentive to
hear him.

B.8.4 - According to John 2:13-17
13. And the Jews' passover was at hand, and Jesus went up to Jerusalem.
14. And found in the temple those that sold oxen and sheep and doves, and the
changers of money sitting:
15. And when he had made a scourge of small cords, he drove them all out of the
temple, and the sheep, and the oxen; and poured out the changers' money, and
overthrew the tables;
16. And said unto them that sold doves, Take these things hence; make not my
Father's house an house of merchandise.
17. And his disciples remembered that it was written, The zeal of thine house hath
eaten me up.

B.9 - Taxes for Caesar
B.9.1 - According to Matthew 22:15-22
15. Then went the Pharisees, and took counsel how they might entangle him in his
talk.
16. And they sent out unto him their disciples with the Herodians, saying, Master, we
know that thou art true, and teachest the way of God in truth, neither carest thou
for any man: for thou regardest not the person of men.
17. Tell us therefore, What thinkest thou? Is it lawful to give tribute unto Caesar, or
not?
18. But Jesus perceived their wickedness, and said, Why tempt ye me, ye hypocrites?
19. Shew me the tribute money. And they brought unto him a penny.
20. And he saith unto them, Whose is this image and superscription?
21. They say unto him, Caesar's. Then saith he unto them, Render therefore unto
Caesar the things which are Caesar's; and unto God the things that are God's.
22. When they had heard these words, they marvelled, and left him, and went their
way.

B.9.2 - According to Mark 12:13-17
13. And they send unto him certain of the Pharisees and of the Herodians, to catch
him in his words.
14. And when they were come, they say unto him, Master. we know that thou art
true and carest for no man: for thou regardest not the person of men, but teachest
the ~ay of God in truth: Is it lawful to give tribute. to Ca~sar, or n~t?
.
15. Shall we give, or shall we not give? But he, knowmg theIr ~ypOCrtsy, saId unto
them, Why tempt ye me? bring me a penny, that I ma~ se~ I~.
16. And they brought it. And he saith unto them, Whose IS thiS Image and
superscription? And they said unto him, Caesar's.
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17. And Jesus answering said unto them, Render to Caesar the things that are
Caesar's, and to God the things that are God's. And they marvelled at him.

B.9.3 - According to Luke 20:19-26
19. And the chief priests and the scribes the same hour sought to lay hands on him;
and. they feared the people: for they perceived that he had spoken this parable
agamst them.
20. And they watche? him, and sent forth spies, which should feign themselves just
men, that they mIght take hold of his words, that so they might deliver him unto
the power and authority of the governor.
21. And they asked him, saying, Master, we know that thou sayest and teachest
rightly, neither acceptest thou the person of any, but teachest the way of God
truly:
22. Is it lawful for us to give tribute unto Caesar, or no?
23. But he perceived their craftiness, and said unto them, Why tempt ye me?
24. Shew me a penny. Whose image and superscription hath it? They answered and
said, Caesar's.
25. And he said unto them, Render therefore unto Caesar the things which be
Caesar's, and unto God the things which be God's.
26. And they could not take hold of his words before the people: and they marvelled
at his answer, and held their peace.

B.10 - Payment of the temple tax
B.10.1 - Matthew 17:24-27
24. And when they were come to Capernaum, they that received tribute money came
to Peter, and said, Doth not your master pay tribute?
25. He saith, Yes. And when he was come into the house, Jesus prevented him,
saying, What thinkest thou, Simon? of whom do the kings of the earth take
custom or tribute? of their own children, or of strangers?
26. Peter saith unto him, Of strangers. Jesus saith unto him, Then are the children
free.
27. Notwithstanding, lest we should offend them, go thou to the sea, and cast an
hook, and take up the fish that first cometh up; and when thou hast opened his
mouth, thou shalt find a piece of money: that take, and give unto them for me and
thee.

B.11 - Jesus' arrest
B. 11. 1 - According to Matthew 26:47-56
47. And while he yet spake, 10, Judas, one of the twelve, came, and with him a great
multitude with swords and staves, from the chief priests and elders of the ~eople.
48. Now he that betrayed him gave them a sign, saying, Whomsoever I shall kISS,
that same is he: hold him fast.
.
.
49. And forthwith he came to Jesus, and said, Hail, master; and kIssed him.
50. And Jesus said unto him, Friend, wherefore art thou come? Then came they, and
laid hands on Jesus and took him.
.
51. And, behold, one of them which were with Jesus stretched out hIS ~and, and drew
his sword, and struck a servant of the high priest's, and smote off hIS ear.
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52. Then said Jesus unto him, Put up again thy sword into his place: for all they that
take the sword shall perish with the sword.
53. Thinkest thou that I cannot now pray to my Father, and he shall presently give
me more than twelve legions of angels?
54. But how then shall the scriptures be fulfilled, that thus it must be?
55. In. that same hour said Jesus to the multitudes, Are ye come out as against a thief
wIth swords and staves for to take me? I sat daily with you teaching in the
temple, and ye laid no hold on me.
56. But all t?is.was done, that the scriptures of the prophets might be fulfilled. Then
all the dIscIples forsook him, and fled.

B.11.2 - According to Mark 14:43-52
43. And immediately, while he yet spake, cometh Judas, one of the twelve, and with
him a great multitude with swords and staves, from the chief priests and the
scribes and the elders.
44. And he that betrayed him had given them a token, saying, Whomsoever I shall
kiss, that same is he; take him, and lead him away safely.
45. And as soon as he was come, he goeth straightway to him, and saith, Master,
master; and kissed him.
46. And they laid their hands on him, and took him.
47. And one of them that stood by drew a sword, and smote a servant of the high
priest, and cut off his ear.
48. And Jesus answered and said unto them, Are ye come out, as against a thief, with
swords and with staves to take me?
49. I was daily with you in the temple teaching, and ye took me not: but the
scriptures must be fulfilled.
50. And they all forsook him, and fled.
51. And there followed him a certain young man, having a linen cloth cast about his
naked body; and the young men laid hold on him:
52. And he left the linen cloth, and fled from them naked.

B.11.3 - According to Luke 22:35-53
35. And he said unto them, When I sent you without purse, and scrip, and shoes,
lacked ye any thing? And they said, Nothing.
36. Then said he unto them, But now, he that hath a purse, let him take it, and
likewise his scrip: and he that hath no sword, let him sell his garment, and buy
one.
37. For I say unto you, that this that is written must yet be accomplished in me, And
he was reckoned among the transgressors: for the things concerning me have an
end.
38. And they said, Lord, behold, here are two swords. And he said unto them, It is
enough. [ ... ]
47. And while he yet spake, behold a multitude, and he that was. call~d Judas, one of
the twelve, went before them, and drew near unto Jesus to kiSS h.lm. . ?
48. But Jesus said unto him, Judas, betrayest thou the Son of man wlt~ a kiss ..
49. When they which were about him saw what would follow, they said unto him,
Lord, shall we smite with the sword?
50. And one of them smote the servant of the high priest, and cut off h~s right ear.
51. And Jesus answered and said, Suffer ye thus far. And he touched hiS ear, and
healed him.
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52. Th:n Jesus said unto the chief priests, and captains of the temple, and the elders,
WhICh were come to him, Be ye come out, as against a thief, with swords and
staves?
53. When I was daily with you in the temple, ye stretched forth no hands against me:
but this is your hour, and the power of darkness.

8.11.4 - According to John 18:1-11
1. When Jesus had spoken these words, he went forth with his disciples over the
brook Cedron, where was a garden, into the which he entered, and his disciples.
2. And Judas also, which betrayed him, knew the place: for Jesus ofttimes resorted
thither with his disciples.
3. Judas then, having received a band of men and officers from the chief priests and
Pharisees, cometh thither with lanterns and torches and weapons.
4. Jesus therefore, knowing all things that should come upon him, went forth, and
said unto them, Whom seek ye?
5. They answered him, Jesus of Nazareth. Jesus saith unto them, I am he. And Judas
also, which betrayed him, stood with them.
6. As soon then as he had said unto them, I am he, they went backward, and fell to
the ground.
7. Then asked he them again, Whom seek ye? And they said, Jesus of Nazareth.
8. Jesus answered, I have told you that I am he: if therefore ye seek me, let these go
their way:
9. That the saying might be fulfilled, which he spake, Of them which thou gavest
me have I lost none.
10. Then Simon Peter having a sword drew it, and smote the high priest's servant,
and cut off his right ear. The servant's name was Malchus.
11. Then said Jesus unto Peter, Put up thy sword into the sheath: the cup which my
Father hath given me, shall I not drink it?

8.12 - Jesus' trial and crucifixion
8.12.1 - According to Matthew 26:57-27:56
57. And they that had laid hold on Jesus led him away to Caiaphas the high priest,
where the scribes and the elders were assembled.
58. But Peter followed him afar off unto the high priest's palace, and went in, and sat
with the servants, to see the end.
59. Now the chief priests, and elders, and all the council, sought false witness against
Jesus to put him to death;
60. But f~und none: yea, though many false witnesses came, yet found they none. At
the last came two false witnesses,
. .
61. And said, This fellow said, I am able to destroy the temple of God, and to buIld It
in three days.
.
. .
62. And the high priest arose, and said unto him, Answerest thou nothmg? what IS It
which these witness against thee?
..
63 But Jesus held his peace, And the high priest answered and said unto h~m, I
. adjure thee by the living God, that thou tell us whether thou be the Chnst, the
Son of God.
ft
h II
. h t h· Thou hast said· nevertheless I say unto you, Herea er s a
64 Jesus salt un 0 1 m , ·
. . h
. ye see the Son of man sitting on the right hand of power, and commg m t e
clouds of heaven.
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65. Then the high priest rent his clothes, saying, He hath spoken blasphemy; what
further ~eed have we of witnesses? behold, now ye have heard his blasphemy.
66. What thmk ye? They answered and said, He is guilty of death.
67. Then did they spit in his face, and buffeted him; and others smote him with the
palms of their hands,
68. Saying, Prophesy unto us, thou Christ, Who is he that smote thee? [ ... ]

CHAPTER 27
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

When the morning was come, all the chief priests and elders of the people took
counsel against Jesus to put him to death:
And when they had bound him, they led him away, and delivered him to Pontius
Pilate the governor.
Then Judas, which had betrayed him, when he saw that he was condemned,
repented himself, and brought again the thirty pieces of silver to the chief priests
and elders,
Saying, I have sinned in that I have betrayed the innocent blood. And they said,
What is that to us? see thou to that.
And he cast down the pieces of silver in the temple, and departed, and went and
hanged himself.
And the chief priests took the silver pieces, and said, It is not lawful for to put
them into the treasury, because it is the price of blood.
And they took counsel, and bought with them the potter's field, to bury strangers
m.
Wherefore that field was called, The field of blood, unto this day.
Then was fulfilled that which was spoken by Jeremy the prophet, saying, And
they took the thirty pieces of silver, the price of him that was valued, whom they
of the children of Israel did value;
And gave them for the potter's field, as the Lord appointed me.
And Jesus stood before the governor: and the governor asked him, saying, Art
thou the King of the Jews? And Jesus said unto him, Thou sayest.
And when he was accused of the chief priests and elders, he answered nothing.
Then said Pilate unto him, Hearest thou not how many things they witness
against thee?
And he answered him to never a word; insomuch that the governor marvelled
greatly.
Now at that feast the governor was wont to release unto the people a prisoner,
whom they would.
And they had then a notable prisoner, called Barabbas.
Therefore when they were gathered together, Pilate said unto them, Whom will
ye that I release unto you? Barabbas, or Jesus which is called Christ?
For he knew that for envy they had delivered him.

19. When he was set down on the judgment seat, his wife sent unto him, sa~ing, .
Have thou nothing to do with that just man: for I have suffered many thmgs thiS
day in a dream because of him.
.
20. But the chief priests and elders persuaded the multItude that they should ask
Barabbas, and destroy Jesus.
.
.
21. The governor answered and said unto them, Whether of the twam wIll ye that I
release unto you? They said, Barabbas.
. .
. ?
22. Pilate saith unto them, What shall I do ~hen with Jesus which IS called ChrISt.
They all say unto him, Let him be cruCified.
.
23. And the governor said, Why, what evil hath he done? But they CrIed out the
more, saying, Let him be crucified.
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24. When Pilate saw that he could prevail nothing, but that rather a tumult was made
he took water, an~ ~ashed his hands before the multitude, saying, I am innocent'
of the blood of thIS Just person: see ye to it.
25. Then answered all the people, and said, His blood be on us, and on our children.

26. Th~n releas.ed he Barabbas unto them: and when he had scourged Jesus, he
delIvered hIm to be crucified.
27. Then t?e soldiers of the governor took Jesus into the common hall, and gathered
unto hIm the whole band of soldiers.
28. And they stripped him, and put on him a scarlet robe.
29. And ~he.n t~ey had platted a crown of thorns, they put it upon his head, and a
reed In hIS nght hand: and they bowed the knee before him, and mocked him
'
saying, Hail, King of the Jews!
30. And they spit upon him, and took the reed, and smote him on the head.
31. And after that they had mocked him, they took the robe off from him, and put his
own raiment on him, and led him away to crucify him.
32. And as they came out, they found a man of Cyrene, Simon by name: him they
compe lIed to bear his cross.
33. And when they were come unto a place called Golgotha, that is to say, a place of
a skull,

34. They gave him vinegar to drink mingled with gall: and when he had tasted
thereof, he would not drink.
35. And they crucified him, and parted his garments, casting lots: that it might be
fulfilled which was spoken by the prophet, They parted my garments among
them, and upon my vesture did they cast lots.
36. And sitting down they watched him there;
37. And set up over his head his accusation written, THIS IS JESUS THE KING OF
THE JEWS.
38. Then were there two thieves crucified with him, one on the right hand, and
another on the left.
39. And they that passed by reviled him, wagging their heads,
40. And saying, Thou that destroyest the temple, and buildest it in three days, save
thyself. If thou be the Son of God, come down from the cross.
41. Likewise also the chief priests mocking him, with the scribes and elders, said,
42. He saved others; himself he cannot save. If he be the King of Israel, let him now
come down from the cross, and we will believe him.
43. He trusted in God; let him deliver him now, ifhe will have him: for he said, I am
the Son of God.
44. The thieves also, which were crucified with him, cast the same in his teeth.
45. Now from the sixth hour there was darkness over all the land unto the ninth hour.
46. And about the ninth hour Jesus cried with a loud voice, saying, Eli, Eli, lama
sabachthani? that is to say, My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me?
47. Some of them that stood there, when they heard that, said, This man calleth for
Elias.
48. And straightway one of them ran, and took a spunge, and filled it with vinegar,
.
.
and put it on a reed, and gave him to drink:
49. The rest said, Let be, let us see whether EliaS WIll come to save him.
50. Jesus, when he had cried again with a loud v?ice. ):ielded up the ghost.
51. And, behold, the veil of the temple was rent In twaIn from the top to the bottom;
and the earth did quake, and the rocks rent;
.'
52. And the graves were opened; and many bodies of the saInts which skpt arose,
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53. And came out of the graves after his resurrection, and went into the holy city, and
appeared unto many.
54. Now when the centurion, and they that were with him, watching Jesus, saw the
ea.rthquake, and those things that were done, they feared greatly, saying, Truly
thIS was the Son of God.
55. And many women were there beholding afar off, which followed Jesus from
Galilee, ministering unto him:
56. Among which was Mary Magdalene, and Mary the mother of James and Joses,
and the mother of Zebedees children.

B.12.2 - According to Mark 14:53-15:41
53. And they led Jesus away to the high priest: and with him were assembled all the
chief priests and the elders and the scribes.
54. An.d Peter followed him afar off, even into the palace of the high priest: and he
sat with the servants, and warmed himself at the fire.
55. And the chief priests and all the council sought for witness against Jesus to put
him to death; and found none.
56. For many bare false witness against him, but their witness agreed not together.
57. And there arose certain, and bare false witness against him, saying,
58. We heard him say, I will destroy this temple that is made with hands, and within
three days I will build another made without hands.
59. But neither so did their witness agree together.
60. And the high priest stood up in the midst, and asked Jesus, saying, Answerest
thou nothing? what is it which these witness against thee?
61. But he held his peace, and answered nothing. Again the high priest asked him,
and said unto him, Art thou the Christ, the Son of the Blessed?
62. And Jesus said, I am: and ye shall see the Son of man sitting on the right hand of
power, and coming in the clouds of heaven.
63. Then the high priest rent his clothes, and saith, What need we any further
witnesses?
64. Ye have heard the blasphemy: what think ye? And they all condemned him to be
guilty of death.
65. And some began to spit on him, and to cover his face, and to buffet him, and to
say unto him, Prophesy: and the servants did strike him with the palms of their
hands. [ ... ]
CHAPTER 15
1. And straightway in the morning the chief priests held a consultation. wit~ the
elders and scribes and the whole council, and bound Jesus, and earned hIm away,
and delivered him to Pilate.
2. And Pilate asked him, Art thou the King of the Jews? And he answering said
.
unto them, Thou sayest it.
3. And the chief priests accused him of many things: but he .answered no~hIng.
4. And Pilate asked him again, saying, Answerest thou nothIng? behold ow many
things they witness against thee.
5. But Jesus yet answered nothing; so that Pilate marvelle~
h d . d
w
6. Now at that feast he released unto them one prisoner'd .ohmshoeverht ey deslrde .
And there was one named Barabbas, which lay bou~ WIt. t em t . at ha rna e
7. insurrection with him, who had committed ~urd~r In the InSUrrectIOn.
nd the multitude crying aloud began to deSIre hIm to do as he had ever done
8. A
unto them.
.
9. But Pilate answered them, saying, Will ye that I release unto you the KIng of the

Jews?
h' ~
10. For he knew that the chief priests had delivered 1m or env).
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11. But the chief priests moved the people, that he should rather release Barabbas
unto them.
12. And P~late answered and said again unto them, What will ye then that I shall do
unto him whom ye call the King of the Jews?
13. And they cried out again, Crucify him.
14. Then Pilate said unto them, Why, what evil hath he done? And they cried out the
more exceedingly, Crucify him.
15. An? so Pilate, willing to content the people, released Barabbas unto them, and
dehvered Jesus, when he had scourged him, to be crucified.
16. And the soldiers led him away into the hall, called Praetorium; and they call
together the whole band.
17. And they clothed him with purple, and platted a crown of thorns and put it about
his head,
'
18. And began to salute him, Hail, King of the Jews!
19. And they smote him on the head with a reed, and did spit upon him, and bowing
their knees worshipped him.
20. And when they had mocked him, they took off the purple from him, and put his
own clothes on him, and led him out to crucify him.
21. And they compel one Simon a Cyrenian, who passed by, coming out of the
country, the father of Alexander and Rufus, to bear his cross.
22. And they bring him unto the place Golgotha, which is, being interpreted, The
place of a skull.
23. And they gave him to drink wine mingled with myrrh: but he received it not.
24. And when they had crucified him, they parted his garments, casting lots upon
them, what every man should take.
25. And it was the third hour, and they crucified him.
26. And the superscription of his accusation was written over, THE KING OF THE
JEWS.
27. And with him they crucify two thieves; the one on his right hand, and the other
on his left.
28. And the scripture was fulfilled, which saith, And he was numbered with the
transgressors.
29. And they that passed by railed on him, wagging their heads, and saying, Ah, thou
that destroyest the temple, and buildest it in three days,
30. Save thyself, and come down from the cross.
31. Likewise also the chief priests mocking said among themselves with the scribes,
He saved others; himself he cannot save.
32. Let Christ the King of Israel descend now from the cross, that we may see and
believe. And they that were crucified with him reviled him.
33. And when the sixth hour was come, there was darkness over the whole land until
the ninth hour.
34. And at the ninth hour Jesus cried with a loud voice, saying, Eloi, Eloi, lama
sabachthani? which is, being interpreted, My God, my God, why hast thou
forsaken me?
35. And some of them that stood by, when they heard it, said, Behold, he calleth
Elias.
36. And one ran and filled a spunge full of vinegar, and ~ut it?n a reed, and ga:e
him to drink, saying, Let alone; let us see whether Elias Will come to take him
down.
37. And Jesus cried with a loud voice, and gave up the ghost.
38. And the veil of the temple was rent in twain from the top to the bottom.
39. And when the centurion, which stood over against him, saw that he so cried out,
and gave up the ghost, he said, Truly this man was the Son of God.
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40. There were also women looking on afar off: among whom was Mary Magdalene
and Mary the mother of James the less and of Joses, and Salome;
,
41. (Who also, when he w~s in Galilee, followed him, and ministered unto him;) and
many other women whICh came up with him unto Jerusalem.

B.12.3 - According to Luke 22:66-23:49
66. An? as soon as it was day, the elders of the people and the chief priests and the
scnbes came together, and led him into their council, saying,
67. Art thou the Christ? tell us. And he said unto them If I tell you ye will not
believe:
'
,
6S. And if I also ask you, ye will not answer me, nor let me go.
69. Hereaft~r shall the Son of man sit on the right hand of the power of God.
70. Then SaId they all, Art thou then the Son of God? And he said unto them, Ye say
that I am.
71. And they said, What need we any further witness? for we ourselves have heard of
his own mouth.

CHAPTER 23
1.
2.

And the whole multitude of them arose, and led him unto Pilate.
And they began to accuse him, saying, We found this fellow perverting the
nation, and forbidding to give tribute to Caesar, saying that he himself is Christ a
King.
3. And Pilate asked him, saying, Art thou the King of the Jews? And he answered
him and said, Thou sayest it.
4. Then said Pilate to the chief priests and to the people, I find no fault in this man.
5. And they were the more fierce, saying, He stirreth up the people, teaching
throughout all Jewry, beginning from Galilee to this place.
6. When Pilate heard of Galilee, he asked whether the man were a Galilaean.
7. And as soon as he knew that he belonged unto Herod's jurisdiction, he sent him
to Herod, who himself also was at Jerusalem at that time.
S.

And when Herod saw Jesus, he was exceeding glad: for he was desirous to see
him of a long season, because he had heard many things of him; and he hoped to
have seen some miracle done by him.
9. Then he questioned with him in many words; but he answered him nothing.
10. And the chief priests and scribes stood and vehemently accused him.
11. And Herod with his men of war set him at nought, and mocked him, and arrayed
him in a gorgeous robe, and sent him again to Pilate.
12. And the same day Pilate and Herod were made friends together: for before they
were at enmity between themselves.
13. And Pi late, when he had called together the chief priests and the rulers and the
people,
14. Said unto them, Ye have brought this man unto me, as one that perverteth the.
people: and, behold, I, having examined him before,You, have found no fault m
this man touching those things whereofye accuse hIm.:
.
15. No, nor yet Herod: for I sent you to him; and, 10, nothmg worthy of death IS done
unto him.
16. I will therefore chastise him, and release him.
17. (For of necessity he must release one unto the~ at t~e feast.)
IS. And they cried out all at once, saying, Away wIth thIS man, and re lease unto us
Barabbas:
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19. (~ho for a certain sedition made in the city, and for murder, was cast into
pnson.)
20. Pilate there~ore, willing to release Jesus, spake again to them.
21. But they cned, saying, Crucify him, crucify him.
22. And he said unto them the third time, Why, what evil hath he done? I have found
no cause of death in him: I will therefore chastise him, and let him go.
23. And t~ey were instant with loud voices, requiring that he might be crucified. And
the VOIces of them and of the chief priests prevailed.
24. And Pilate gave sentence that it should be as they required.
25. And he released unto them him that for sedition and murder was cast into prison,
whom they had desired; but he delivered Jesus to their will.
26. And as they led him away, they laid hold upon one Simon, a Cyrenian, coming
out of the country, and on him they laid the cross, that he might bear it after
Jesus.

27. And there followed him a great company of people, and of women, which also
bewailed and lamented him.
28. But Jesus turning unto them said, Daughters of Jerusalem, weep not for me, but
weep for yourselves, and for your children.
29. For, behold, the days are coming, in the which they shall say, Blessed are the
barren, and the wombs that never bare, and the paps which never gave suck.
30. Then shall they begin to say to the mountains, Fall on us; and to the hills, Cover
us.
31. For if they do these things in a green tree, what shall be done in the dry?
32. And there were also two other, malefactors, led with him to be put to death.
33. And when they were come to the place, which is called Calvary, there they
crucified him, and the malefactors, one on the right hand, and the other on the
left.
34. Then said Jesus, Father, forgive them; for they know not what they do. And they
parted his raiment, and cast lots.
35. And the people stood beholding. And the rulers also with them derided him,
saying, He saved others; let him save himself, if he be Christ, the chosen of God.
36. And the soldiers also mocked him, coming to him, and offering him vinegar,
37. And saying, If thou be the king of the Jews, save thyself.
38. And a superscription also was written over him in letters of Greek, and Latin, and
Hebrew, THIS IS THE KING OF THE JEWS.
39. And one of the malefactors which were hanged railed on him, saying, If thou be
Christ, save thyself and us.
40. But the other answering rebuked him, saying, Dost not thou fear God, seeing
thou art in the same condemnation?
41. And we indeed justly; for we receive the due reward of our deeds: but this man
hath done nothing amiss.
.
.
42. And he said unto Jesus, Lord, remember me when thou comest mto thy. kmgd~m.
43. And Jesus said unto him, Verily I say unto thee, Today shalt thou be With me m
paradise.
.
44. And it was about the sixth hour, and there was a darkness over all the earth untIl
the ninth hour.
.
.
45. And the sun was darkened, and the veil of the temple was rent m the midst.
46. And when Jesus had cried with a loud voice, he said, Father, into thy hands I
commend my spirit: and having said thus, he gave up. the ghost..
"
47. Now when the centurion saw what was done, he glonfied God, saymg, Certaml)
this was a righteous man.
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48. And all the people th~t came together to that sight, beholding the things which
were done, smote theIr breasts, and returned.
49. And all his acq~aintance, and the women that followed him from Galilee, stood
afar off, beholdmg these things.
.

B.12.4 - According to John 18:12-19:37
12. T.hen the band and the captain and officers of the Jews took Jesus, and bound
hIm,
13. And led him away to Annas first; for he was father in law to Caiaphas which
was the high priest that same year.
'
14. Now Caiaphas was he, which gave counsel to the Jews, that it was expedient that
one man should die for the people. [ ... J
19. The high priest then asked Jesus of his disciples, and of his doctrine.
20. Jesus answered him, I spake openly to the world; I ever taught in the synagogue,
and in the temple, whither the Jews always resort; and in secret have I said
nothing.
21. Why askest thou me? ask them which heard me, what I have said unto them:
behold, they know what I said.
22. And when he had thus spoken, one of the officers which stood by struck Jesus
with the palm of his hand, saying, Answerest thou the high priest so?
23. Jesus answered him, If I have spoken evil, bear witness of the evil: but if well,
why smitest thou me?
24. Now Annas had sent him bound unto Caiaphas the high priest. [ ... J
28. Then led they Jesus from Caiaphas unto the hall of judgment: and it was early;
and they themselves went not into the jUdgment hall, lest they should be defiled;
but that they might eat the passover.
29. Pilate then went out unto them, and said, What accusation bring ye against this
man?
30. They answered and said unto him, If he were not a malefactor, we would not
have delivered him up unto thee.
31. Then said Pilate unto them, Take ye him, and judge him according to your law.
The Jews therefore said unto him, It is not lawful for us to put any man to death:
32. That the saying of Jesus might be fulfilled, which he spake, signifying what death
he should die.
33. Then Pilate entered into the judgment hall again, and called Jesus, and said unto
him, Art thou the King of the Jews?
34. Jesus answered him, Sayest thou this thing of thyself, or did others tell it thee of
me?
35. Pilate answered, Am I a Jew? Thine own nation and the chief priests have
delivered thee unto me: what hast thou done?
36. Jesus answered, My kingdom is not of this world: ifmy kingdom were of this
world, then would my servants fight, that I should not be delivered to the Jews:
but now is my kingdom not from hence.
37. Pilate therefore said unto him, Art thou a king then? Jesus answered, Thou sayest
that I am a king. To this end was I born, and for this cause came I into the world,
that I should bear witness unto the truth. Every one that is of the truth heareth my
VOIce.
38. Pilate saith unto him, What is truth? And when he had said this, he went out
again unto the Jews, and saith unto them, I find in him no fault at all.
.
39. But ye have a custom, that I should release unto you one at the passover: wIll ye
therefore that I release unto you the King of the Jews?
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40. Then cried they all again, saying, Not this man, but Barabbas. Now Barabbas was
a robber.

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

CHAPTER 19
Then Pilate therefore took Jesus, and scourged him.
~nd the soldiers platted a crown of thoms, and put it on his head, and they put on
hIm a purple robe,
A.nd said, Hail, King of the Jews! and they smote him with their hands.
PIlate therefore went forth again, and saith unto them, Behold, I bring him forth
to you, that ye may know that I find no fault in him.
Then came Jesus forth, wearing the crown of thoms, and the purple robe. And
Pilate saith unto them, Behold the man!
When the chief priests therefore and officers saw him, they cried out, saying,
Crucify him, crucify him. Pilate saith unto them, Take ye him, and crucify him:
for I find no fault in him.
The Jews answered him, We have a law, and by our law he ought to die, because
he made himself the Son of God.

8.

When Pilate therefore heard that saying, he was the more afraid;
9. And went again into the judgment hall, and saith unto Jesus, Whence art thou?
But Jesus gave him no answer.
10. Then saith Pilate unto him, Speakest thou not unto me? knowest thou not that I
have power to crucify thee, and have power to release thee?
11. Jesus answered, Thou couldest have no power at all against me, except it were
given thee from above: therefore he that delivered me unto thee hath the greater
sm.
12. And from thenceforth Pilate sought to release him: but the Jews cried out, saying,
If thou let this man go, thou art not Caesar's friend: whosoever maketh himself a
king speaketh against Caesar.
13. When Pilate therefore heard that saying, he brought Jesus forth, and sat down in
the judgment seat in a place that is called the Pavement, but in the Hebrew,
Gabbatha.
14. And it was the preparation of the passover, and about the sixth hour: and he saith
unto the Jews, Behold your King!
15. But they cried out, Away with him, away with him, crucify him. Pilate saith unto
them, Shall I crucify your King? The chief priests answered, We have no king
but Caesar.
16. Then delivered he him therefore unto them to be crucified. And they took Jesus,
and led him away.
17. And he bearing his cross went forth into a place called the place of a skull, which
is called in the Hebrew Golgotha:
18. Where they crucified him, and two other with him, on either side one, and Jesus
in the midst.
19. And Pilate wrote a title, and put it on the cross. And the writing was JESUS OF
NAZARETH THE KING OF THE JEWS.
20. This title then read many of the Jews: for the place where Jesus was cr~cified
was nigh to the city: and it was written in Hebrew, ~nd Greek, an~ Latm.
21. Then said the chief priests of the Jews to Pilate, Wnte not, The Kmg of the Jews;
but that he said, I am King of the Jews.
22. Pilate answered, What I have written I have written.
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23. Then the soldiers, when they had crucified Jesus, took his garments, and made
four parts, to every soldier a part; and also his coat: now the coat was without
seam, woven from the top throughout.
24. They s~id therefore among themselves, Let us not rend it, but cast lots for it,
whos~ It shall be: that the scripture might be fulfilled, which saith, They parted
my raIment among them, and for my vesture they did cast lots. These things
therefore the soldiers did.
25. Now there stood by the cross of Jesus his mother, and his mother's sister, Mary
the wife of Cleophas, and Mary Magdalene.
26. When Jesus therefore saw his mother, and the disciple standing by, whom he
loved, he saith unto his mother, Woman, behold thy son!
27. Then saith he to the disciple, Behold thy mother! And from that hour that disciple
took her unto his own home.
28. After this, Jesus knowing that all things were now accomplished, that the
scripture might be fulfilled, saith, I thirst.
29. Now there was set a vessel full of vinegar: and they filled a spunge with vinegar,
and put it upon hyssop, and put it to his mouth.
30. When Jesus therefore had received the vinegar, he said, It is finished: and he
bowed his head, and gave up the ghost.
31. The Jews therefore, because it was the preparation, that the bodies should not
remain upon the cross on the sabbath day, (for that sabbath day was an high day,)
besought Pilate that their legs might be broken, and that they might be taken
away.
32. Then came the soldiers, and brake the legs of the first, and of the other which was
crucified with him.
33. But when they came to Jesus, and saw that he was dead already, they brake not
his legs:
34. But one of the soldiers with a spear pierced his side, and forthwith came there out
blood and water.
35. And he that saw it bare record, and his record is true: and he knoweth that he
saith true, .that ye might believe.
36. For these things were done, that the scripture should be fulfilled, A bone of him
shall not be broken.
37. And again another scripture saith, They shall look on him whom they pierced.

8.13 - Paul's Epistle to the Romans
B.13.1- Romans 12-13
1.

CHAPTER 12
I beseech you therefore, brethren, by the mercies of Go~, th.at ye present YObul r
bodies a living sacrifice, holy, acceptable unto God, whIch IS your reasona e

2.

service.
.
f
And be not conformed to this world: but be ye transformed bbYI the r~new~n~ 0 'll
your mind, that ye may prove what is that good, and accepta e, an per ec , WI

3.

of God.
h .
For I say, through the grace given unto me, to eve~ man t at Is.among you, not
to think of himself more highly than he ought to thmk; but t? thmk soberly,
accord ing as God hath dealt to every man the measure of faith.
For as we have many members in one body, and all members have not the same

4.

office:
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5.

So we, being many, are one body in Christ, and every one members one of
another.
Having then gifts differing accor~ing to the grace that is given to us, whether

6.

prop~e~y, let us prophesy accordmg to the proportion of faith;

7.
8.

Or mmlstry, let us wait on our ministering: or he that teacheth on teaching.
Or he that exho~eth,.o.n exhortation: he that giveth, let him do'it with simpiicity;
he that ruleth, WIth dilIgence; he that sheweth mercy, with cheerfulness.
~et love be without dissimulation. Abhor that which is evil; cleave to that which
IS good.

9.

10. Be kindly affectioned one to another with brotherly love; in honour preferring
one another;
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

1.
2.
3.

4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

Not slothful in business; fervent in spirit; serving the Lord.
R~joi.cin~ in hope; patient in tribulation; continuing instan; in prayer;
Dlstnbutmg to the necessity of saints; given to hospitality.
Bless them which persecute you: bless, and curse not.
Rejoice with them that do rejoice, and weep with them that weep.
Be of the same mind one toward another. Mind not high things, but condescend
to men of low estate. Be not wise in your own conceits.
Recompense to no man evil for evil. Provide things honest in the sight of all men.
If it be possible, as much as lieth in you, live peaceably with all men.
Dearly beloved, avenge not yourselves, but rather give place unto wrath: for it is
written, Vengeance is mine; I will repay, saith the Lord.
Therefore if thine enemy hunger, feed him; if he thirst, give him drink: for in so
doing thou shalt heap coals of fire on his head.
Be not overcome of evil, but overcome evil with good.

CHAPTER 13
Let every soul be subject unto the higher powers. For there is no power but of
God: the powers that be are ordained of God.
Whosoever therefore resisteth the power, resisteth the ordinance of God: and they
that resist shall receive to themselves damnation.
For rulers are not a terror to good works, but to the evil. Wilt thou then not be
afraid of the power? do that which is good, and thou shalt have praise of the
same:
For he is the minister of God to thee for good. But if thou do that which is evil,
be afraid; for he beareth not the sword in vain: for he is the minister of God, a
revenger to execute wrath upon him that doeth evil.
Wherefore ye must needs be subject, not only for wrath, but also for conscience
sake.
For for this cause pay ye tribute also: for they are God's ministers, attending
continually upon this very thing.
Render therefore to all their dues: tribute to whom tribute is due; custom to
whom custom; fear to whom fear; honour to whom honour.
Owe no man any thing, but to love one another: for he that loveth another hath
fulfilled the law.
For this, Thou shalt not commit adultery, Thou shalt not kill, Thou shalt not steal,
Thou shalt not bear false witness, Thou shalt not covet; and if there be any other
commandment, it is briefly comprehended in this saying, namely, Thou shalt
love thy neighbour as thyself.
Love worketh no ill to his neighbour: therefore love is the fulfilling of the law.
And that, knowing the time, that now it is high time to awake out of sleep: for
now is our salvation nearer than when we believed.
The night is far spent, the day is at hand: let us therefore cast off the works of
darkness, and let us put on the armour of light.
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13. Let us walk honestly, as in the day; not in rioting and drunkenness, not in
chambering and wantonness, not in strife and envying.
14. But put ye on the Lord Jesus Christ, and make not provision for the flesh, to fulfil
the lusts thereof.
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Appendix C - Notable Definitions of
Christian Anarchism
The Christian anarchist literature covered in this thesis contains two short definitions
of Christ.ia~ anarchis~, and one slightly longer declaration which also encapsulates
key C~IStIan anarchIst themes rather well. They are reprinted here as helpful
s~mman~s of key themes discussed in this thesis, but also because they illustrate the
slIghtly dIfferent perspective taken by the thinkers who produced them.

C.1 - William Lloyd Garrison's Declaration of Sentiments
In "The Kingdom of God is Within You," Leo Tolstoy transcribes the "Declaration of
Sentiments" written by William Lloyd Garrison in 1838. This declaration is one of
the most articulate, concise and compelling statements advocating Christian
anarchism. Tolstoy introduces it with the following words:
This declaration was drawn up under the following circumstances: in America, in
1838, William Lloyd Garrison took part in a discussion in a Society for the
Establishment of Peace among men - on means of preventing war. He came to the
conclusion that the establishment of universal peace can only be founded on the open
acknowledgement of the doctrine of non-resistance to evil by violence (Matt. v. 39)
in its full significance, as is understood by the Quakers with whom he was in friendly
relation. Having come to this conclusion, Garrison drew up and laid before the
Society the following declaration, which was signed at the time - in 1838 - by many
members.)

Under the heading: "Declaration of Sentiments adopted by the Peace Convention,"
Tolstoy then transcribes the declaration as follows:
"We, the undersigned, regard it as due to ourselves, to the cause which we love, to
the country in which we live, and to the world, to publish a Declaration expressive of
the principles we cherish, the purposes we aim to accomplish, and the measures we
shall adopt to carry forward the work of peaceful and universal reformation.
"We cannot acknowledge allegiance to any human government. ... We recognize
but one King and Lawgiver, one Judge and Ruler of mankind .... Our country is the
world, our countrymen are all mankind. We love the land of our nativity only as we
love all other lands. The interests and right of American citizens are no more dear to
us than those of the whole human race. Hence we can allow no appeal to patriotism
to revenge any national insult or injury .... We conceive .that a nation has ~o r.ig,ht to
defend itself against foreign enemies or to punish its mvaders, an? no mdlvldual
possesses that right in his own case, and the unit can~ot ~e of greater Im~orta~ce than
the aggregate. If soldiers thronging from abroad With mtent. to commit rapIne and
destroy life may not be resisted by the people or the mag.lstracy, then oug~t no
resistance to be offered to domestic troublers of the publtc peace or of prIvate
property.
"The dogma that all the governments of the world are app~ovingl~ o~dained by
God and that THE POWERS THAT BE in the United States, In Russia, In Turkey.
are i~ accordance with His will, is no less absurd than impious, It makes the impartial
I

Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 5.
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Author of our existence unequal and tyrannical. It cannot be affirmed that the Powers
that be, in any nation, ~re actuated by the spirit or guided by the example of Christ in
the treatment of enemIes; therefore they cannot be agreeable to the will of God' and
therefore their overthrow by a spiritual regeneration of their subjects is inevitabl~.
e regard as unchristian and wrong not only war itself, whether offensive or
defensIv.e, bu~ all preparations for war: the building of any naval ship, any arsenal, or
any forttfica~I.on: we :ega~d as unch~istian and wrong the existence of any standing
army, all mIlItary chleftams or soldIers, all monuments commemorative of victory
over ~ fallen foe, a~l trophies won in battle, all celebrations in honour of military
explOIts, all annexatIOns acquired by armed forces; and we regard as unchristian and
wrong every edict of government requiring military service of its subjects.
"In consequence of all this we consider it unlawful to bear arms or to hold any
office that obliges us to compel men to do right on pain of imprisonment or death.
We therefore voluntarily exclude ourselves from every legislative and judicial body,
and repudiate all human politics, worldly honours, and stations of authority.
"If we cannot occupy a seat in the legislature or on the bench, neither can we
elect others to act as our substitutes in any such capacity.
"It follows that we cannot sue any man at law to compel him by force to restore
anything which he may have wrongly taken from us or others; but if he has seized
our coat, we shall surrender up our cloak rather than subject him to punishment.
"We believe that the penal code of the old covenant, an eye for an eye and a tooth
for a tooth, has been abrogated by Jesus Christ, and that under the new covenant the
forgiveness instead of the punishment of enemies has been enjoined upon all his
disciples in all cases whatsoever. To extort money from enemies, to confine them in
prison, to exile them, or hang them on a gallows, is obviously not to forgive but to
take retribution.
"The history of mankind is crowded with evidence proving that physical coercion
is not adapted to moral regeneration; that the sinful disposition of men can be
subdued only by love; that evil can be exterminated only by goodness; that we should
not trust to the strength of an arm to preserve us from harm, but that real security
dwells in gentleness, long-suffering and mercy; that it is only the meek who shall
inherit the earth, but that the violent who resort to the sword are destined to perish

"w.

with the sword.
"And therefore both for the safety of life, property, liberty, public quietude and
private welfare, and in order to fulfil the will of Him who is King of the kings and
Lord of the lords, we cordially adopt the non-resistance principle, being confident
that it provides for all possible consequences and, expressing the ~ill of God, r:n ust
ultimately triumph over every evil force. We advocate no revolutIOnary doctrInes.
The spirit of revolutionary doctrine is the spirit of retaliation, .violence,. ~nd murd.er,
and neither fears God nor regards man. We would be filled WIth the SpIrIt of ChrISt.
Following the fundamental rule of not resisting evil. by evil, we ~annot engage in
plots, riots, disturbances, or violence. We shall submIt to every ordmance and every
requirement of government except such as are contrary to the comm~n~s of the
Gospel, and in no case resist the operation of law, except by mee~ly submIttm~ to the
penalty of disobedience. But while we shall adhere to the do~trIne of non-reslsta.nce
and shall passively endure all attacks directed ~ga.in.st ~s, e I~tend for our pa~, 10 a
moral and spiritual sense, unceasingly to assaIl InIqUIty 10 hIgh place~ and 10 low
places, in civil, political, legal and ecclesiastical institutions, and to .strIve to hasten
the time when the kingdoms of this world will have become the Kmgdoms of our

v:

Lord Jesus Christ.
.
.
"It appears to us a self-evident truth that what~ver the gospel IS deSigned to
destroy at any period of the world, being contrary to It, ought .now to be abandoned.
If then the time is predicted when swords shall be beaten mto ploughs~ares and
,
.' t
. hooks and men shall not learn the art of war anymore. It follows
spears m 0 prunmg.
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that all who r:nanufacture, sell, or wield those deadly weapons, do thus array
the~selv~s agamst the pea~ef~1 dominion of the Son of God on earth.
Havmg stated our pr~ncIples, we will now say how we propose to attain our
purpose. We hope to prevaIl through the "foolishness of preaching".
"We sh~1I try to spread our views among all people, to whatever nation, creed, or
c~ass of soc.Iety they may belong. For that purpose we shall organize public lectures,
cIrculat~ pnnted announcements and pamphlets, form societies, and petition our State
and n~tlOnal gover~ments. In general we shall try by all means in our power to effect
a. radIcal change m the views, feelings and practices of society respecting the
smfulness of war and the treatment of enemies.
"Entering upon this great work we fully realize that our sincerity may be exposed
to cruel tests. It may subject us to insult. We expect outrage, suffering, and even
death itself. We anticipate misunderstandings, misrepresentations, and calumny.
Tumults may arise against us. The proud and pharisaical, the ambitious and
tyrannical, the rulers and the authorities, may all unite to crush us. So they treated the
Messiah, whose example we are humbly striving to imitate. But we shall not be
afraid of those terrors. We trust not in man but in the Lord Almighty. Having
withdrawn from human protection, what can sustain us but that faith which
overcomes the world? We shall not be surprised by the trials to which we are
exposing ourselves, but shall rejoice to be partakers of Christ's sufferings.
"Therefore we commit the keeping of our souls to God, believing what is written,
that he who forsakes houses, or brethren, or sisters, or father, or mother, or wife, or
children, or lands, for Christ's sake, shall receive hundredfold, and shall inherit
everlasting life.
"Firmly relying upon the certain and universal triumph of the sentiments
contained in this Declaration, however formidable may be the opposition arraigned
against them, we hereby affix our signatures, commending it to the reason and
conscience of mankind, and above all resolving, in the strength of the Lord God,
calmly and meekly to abide the issue.,,2

C.2 - Ammon Hennacy's definition
Just before the first chapter of his autobiographical book, and under the heading:
"Christian Anarchism, a Definition," Hennacy writes the following (though he
probably only really considered the first two paragraphs to be th~t definition): .
Christian anarchism is based upon the answer of Jesus to the Phansees, when He saId
that he without sin should be the first to cast the stone, and upon the Sermon on the
Mount which advises the return of good for evil and the turning of the other cheek.
Therefore when we take any part in government by voting for legislative, judicial,
and exec~tive officials, we make these men our arm by which we cast a stone and
deny the Sermon on the Mount.
.
.
.
The dictionary definition of a Christian is one who foll?ws Ch~ISt; kInd, kIn?ly,
Christ-like. Anarchism is voluntary cooperation for good, WIth the rIght of secessIon.
A Christian anarchist is therefore one who turns the other cheek, overturns the tables
of the moneychangers, and does not need a cop to tell him h~w to .be.have. A
Christian anarchist does not depend upon bullets or ballots to achIeve hIS Ideal; he
achieves that ideal daily by the One-Man Revolution with which he faces a decadent,
confused, and dying world.
. . . .
In this book this message is repeated many tImes: It ~s worthwhIle repeatIng a~d
At the Catholic Worker in New York CIty In 1952 I metk a HColumbIa
·
stu d ymg.
. d
graduate holding prospects of a fine job and doing post-graduate wor. e praIse

2

Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of God Is within You," 5-10.
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my anti-tax articles. In conversation a few minutes later he said, "Why does
everybody pay taxes. They are withheld. You pay taxes. Dorothy pays taxes." He had
read my nontaxpaying articles for years and still didn't know what I was doing.
Likewise in Phoenix an educated woman had read my leaflets and articles for years
and did not know that I really paid no taxes. So, if I repeat myself time after time,
please remember that I think it is necessary. I have never paid a federal income tax.
There are indirect taxes that everyone pays. As the saying goes, I live in this
man's world, and if I am going to travel and do propaganda I have to pay tax on the
bus. I do not use tobacco or liquor so pay no taxes. I buy Indian articles from the
Indians rather than from stores and thus need not pay a tax. Not to pay taxes is not
my whole message but is part of the life of a rebel which I choose to act upon. For
despite all talk, you either pay taxes or you don't. 3

C.3 - Dave Andrews' definition
At the very end of his book, Dave Andrews offers the following definition of
Christian anarchism:
Christi-Anarchy Ikristiaenekil n. a Christlike life; lifestyle characterized by the
radical, non-violent, sacrificial compassion of Jesus Christ; a way of life
distinguished by commitment to love and to justice; working from the bottom up to
empower people, particularly the marginalized and disadvantaged, so as to enable
them to realize their potential as men and women made in the image of God, through
self-directed and other-oriented intentional community groups and organizations;
from Christi - "Christ" - and anarche - "against the powers," as in "the principalities
4
and powers."

Hennacy, The Book of Ammon, xix .
.) Andrews, Christi-Anarchy, 215.
3
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